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PART I.

PEELIMINAKY AND INTRODUCTION.



NoTJE.—This Division of the Guide-Book contains the Index to Principal

Objects; and the Gomimny's Official Annoimcemerits ; with the!

Refreshment Tariff ; -mi Introduction io iliQ Grexidx&l Guide-book; and !

an Account of the Building.



ADVERTISEMENT.

—f

—

The arrangement of the present edition has been made with

the view of simplifying, as much as possible, the reference to

particular objects ; as well as of enabling the visitor to regularly

explore with advantage every portion of the Crystal Palace.

The splendid Botanical Collection, now thoroughly acclima-

tised, and very complete, is described as fully as the nature of

the book Avili permit.



PREFACE TO ORIGINAL EDITION.
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The following pages are presented to tlie public as a brief hut

connected and carefaUy prepared account of the exterior and

interior of the Crystal Palace. It is believed that no important or

interesting object in connexion with the Exhibition is without its

record in this little volume ; although, in so vast a collection of

works of architecture, sculpture, and industrial manufacture, it is

clearly impossible to compress within the limits of a General Hand'

book all the information which is necessary to satisfy the visitor

desirous of precise and accurate knowledge of the numberless

objects ojffered to his contemplation.

A general and comprehensive view of the Crystal Palace will

unquestionably be obtained by the perusal of the present manual.

The Hand-books of the respective departments will supply all the

detailed information necessary to fill in the broad and rapidly

drawn outlines. In them. Literature mil faithfully serve as the

handmaiden to Art, and complete the great auxihary work of

education which it is the first aim of the Crystal Palace to effect.

These Hand-books are published at prices varying from three-

pence to eighteen-pence, accordiag to the size of the volume. The ij

lowest possible price has been aifixed to one and all. It may be

fearlessly asserted that books containing the same amoimt of-

entertainment, information, and instruction, it would be difficult

to purchase at a more reasonable rate elsewhere.











CONVEYANCE BY ROAD AND RAIL.

i-

Thb trains start punctually from the London Bridge and Pimlico Stations at
the ti_meg advertised in the official bills to be found in various parts of the
building ; but special trains are jput on always as occasion may require.

The shortest route from London, by carriage, will be found marked on the
accompanying map. The ordinary entrances from the road are at the South and
Central Transepts. Entrances are also provided opposite Sydenham Church,
and at the bottom of the Park, belov>^ the Grand Lake and Extinct Animals.

Omnibuses leave Gracechurch Street for the Crystal Palace at intervals from
10 in the moi*ning. An omnibus also leaves the Paddington Station at a quarter
to 11 A. jr. Also one from the Kings and Key, Fleet Street, at 12 o'clock, and
one from the Green Man, Oxford Street, at the same time. Omnibuses leave
the City for Camberv^^ell every 10 minutes. Conveyance can also be procured
from Peckham and Clapham. On fete days omnibuses run at frequent intervals,
at times according to the season.

Crystal Palace and LoAver Norwood to Oxford Street, vid JTorwood,
Brixton Eoad, Elephant and Castle, "Westminster Eoad, Whitehall, Waterloo

'

Place, and Eegent Street— (c) green ; (m) Norwood. Erom Crystal Palace,
week days only, 8.30, 10.25, a.m., 2.20, 5.15, 6.30, 7.10, 8.45, p.m. Erom
King's Head, Norwood, week days, 8.55, 9.55, 10.50, a.m., 12.5.5, 1.50, 2.50,
4.5, 5.35, 7.35, 9.15, p.m. Sundays. 9.40, 10.50, a.m., 1.0, 1.40, 2.10, 4.20,
5.50, 7.20, 8.].0, 9.35, p.m. Erom New Church, Tulse Hill, week days, 9.5,
10.5, 11.0, A.M., 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.15, 5.45, 7.15, 9.25, p.m. ; Sundays, 9.50, 11.0
A.M., LIO, 1.50, 2.20, 4.30, 6.0, 7.30, 8.20, 9.45, p.m. Erom Oxford Street,
Pegent Circus, weekdays, 10.0, 11.20, a.m., 12.10, 2.20, 3.10, 4.10, 5.30, 7.0,
8.30, 10.45, P.M.; Sundays, 10.20, 10.50, a.m., 12.0, 2.10, 3.0, 3.30. 5.30, 7.0,
9.30, 10.50, P.M. Erom Charing Cross, week days, 10.15, 11.35, A.M., 12.25,
2.35, 3.25, 4.25, 5.45, 7.15, 8.45, 11.0, p.m.; Sundays, 10.35, 11.5, a.m., 12.15,
2.25, 3.15, 3.45, 5.45, 7.15, 9.45, 11.5, a.m. Fares, Upper Norwood to
Kemrington Gate, Charing Cross, or Oxford Street, Is. ; Cemeterj^, LoAver
Norwood, and Oxford Street, Is.

;
ditto, ditto, Charmg Cross, 9d. ; ditto, ditto,

Kenuington Gate, 6d.

A complete system of omnibus conveyance has been established by the
London General Omnibus Company betAveen the following districts and the
Crystal Palace Railway Station at London Bridge :—Hammersmith, Putney,
Brompton, Paddington, Bayswater, St. John's Wood, HolloAvay, Hornsey Eoad.
Islington, Kingsland, Hoxton, NeAvington Causeway, and Kent Poad.



OFFICIAL ANNOimCEMENTS.
—^

SEASON TICKETS.

FIRHT CLASS.

Two Guineas each for Adults, One Guinea for Children under twelve. To
admit the holder on all occasions whatevei', excepting the three performances
of the Handel Festival.

SECOND CLASS.

One Guinea each for Adults, Half a Guinea each for Children under twelve.
To admit the holder on all occasions wliatever, excepting the three i^erforni-
ances of the Handel Festival, and when the price of admission is Five
Shillings, or upwards, on payment of Half a Grown.

The Tickets may be obtained at

—

The Crystal Palace

;

The Offices of the London and Brighton Eailway Company, London Bridge,
and Eegent Circus, Piccadilly ; and at the Stations on the Palace Railways,
and various Lines ui connection therewith.
The Central Ticket Office, 2, Exeter Hall

;

And of the following Agents to the Company :

—

Addison & Hollier, Eegent-street ; W. Austen, Hall-keeper, St. James's
Hall

; Cramer, Beale, & Co., 201, Eegent-street
; Dando, Todhunter, & Smith,

22, Gresham-street, Bank ; Dulf & Hodgson, Oxford-street ; Gray & Warren,
Croydon; M. Hammond & Nephew, 27, Lombard-street; Keith, Prowse^
& Co., 48, Cheapside; Letts, Son, & Co., 8, Eoyal Exchange ; Mead & Powell,
Eailway Arcade, London Bridge ; J. Mitchell, 33, Old Bond-street ; W. E.
Sams, 1, St. James's-street; W. E. Stephens, 36, Throgmorton-street

:

Charles Westerton, 20, St. George's-place, Knightsbridge.

Eemittances for Season Tickets to be by Post-office Orders on the General
Post-office, payable to Geobge Grove.

RATES OF ADMISSION, RAILWAY ARRANGEMENTS, ETC.

Obdinaky Eates or Admission.—These remain as before, viz. :—

Ok Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thuksdays, and Fridays
(unless on special occasions) One Shilling.

On Saturdays, Halp-a-Ckown, unless on special occasions, and except-
ing those in August, September, and October, when the Piles of
Admissioxi may bs reduced to One Shilling.

CHILDEE^' UNDEK 12 YiJAES OF AC^li;, HaLF-PEICIS.



OITICIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS', ix

Books, coiitainiug 25 admissions for ordinary Shilling days, till the 30th of

April, 1860, are issued at the following rates :

—

Shilling Days, 25 for . , . . . £12 6
Half-crown Days, 25 for , . . . 2 10 0

GRAND MILITARY MUSICAL FETE

To commemorate the sujjpression of the Indian Eebellion. This Pete, Avhich
will hring together a larger number of wind instruments than has been befoi^e

heard together in this country, will take place in the new Orchestra. of the
Great Handel Festival, on May 2nd.

FLOWER SHOWS.

There will be EloAver Shows at the following dates :

—

s. d.

Wednesday, May 18th . . . Admission 7 6

„ June 8th ... ,, 76
Sept. 7th ... „ 26

Thursday, Sept. 8th ... „ 10
Wednesday, &c., Nov. 9fch and 10th . „ 1 0

Tickets for the first two Shows will be issued prior to the day of the Show,
at the reduced rate of Five Shillings, on the written order of a Season Ticket-
holder.

OPERA CONCERTS.

The Directors have made arrangements with Mr. G-ye for a series of Six
Grand Concerts, to be supported by the artistes of the Royal Italian Opera,
Covent Garden. These Concerts are fixed to take place on

—

Wednesday, May 11th

„ May 25th

„ June 15th

Wednesday, July 6 th.

13th.

20th.
5>

>5

>5

3>

SATURDAY PROMENADES AND SECOND SERIES OF CONCERTS.

During the period embraced by the Concerts of the Eoyal Italian Opera
Company the Saturday Promenades Avill he continued as during last Season,
admission Half-a-crown.
After the conclusion of that series, it is proposed to combine the Concert

and Promenade on the Saturdays, commencing with the 23rd July, for a
Second Series.

For these Concerts the Directors are happy to announce that they have
entered into arrangements for the services of some of the most celebrated
Artistes, Continental and English, amongst whom will be found several who
are highly popular with the public, and who have not yet appeared at the
Crystal Palace. The admission to these Concerts will be to Non-Season
Ticket-holders Five Shillings.

OTHER MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENTS.

Other Concerts will take place during the Season \ and of these due notice
"Will he given. In the meantiuse the Direotoi-s may state that they will be
fftvouved with thQ co'Qpsration Mj;. Hekhy I^gSME's CaoxB: amq thrtfe



OFPICIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.

some Grand Performances of Classical Music, on an extensive scale, Tby the
Vocal Associatioh, under the able baton of Mr. Benedict, embracing
several novelties, may be looked forward to. It is further announced with
pleasure that the Mbtbopolttan Schools Choeal Soctety, mimbering
among its ranks many thousands of the Children of the National Schools,
whose singiiig last year, conducted by Mr. G. "W". Maetin, elicited such wann
approval, will hold another celebration on Saturday, 11th June ; as also will
the members of the Tome Sol-Fa Association, imder the same able con-
duct as before. Another great meeting of the Metkopolitan Charity
Children is anticipated.

THE SATURDAY WINTER CONCERT
Will be resumed in November, as during the last Season. Every opportunity
will be taken to widen the range and increase the attractions of these Con-
certs, and to add to the convenience of the visitors who attend them. With
the latter intention, in obedience to a desire very generally expressed, it has
been determined that a limited number of Eeserved Seats will be provided at
each Concert.

OPEN AIR MUSIC.

Performances of Music by a Band of Wind Instruments in the open air

having, during former seasons, afforded much gratification to the Public, it is

proposed to resume these performances during the coming Summer months,
at frequent intervals, and at such times of the afternoon as will be most con-
venient for the largest mimber of Visitors.

LECTURES.

The Lectxtres delivered by Mr. Pepper during the past Autumn and Winter
wiU be resumed at the end of the Summer Season, and no exertions will be
spared to make them efficient and interesting.

THE GREAT HANDEL FESTIVAL

The dates of each performance will be as follows :

—

Monday . . , June 20 . .
" Messiah."

Wednesday, June 22.. "Dettingen Te Deum :" Selections from "Saul,"
"Samson," " Belshazzar," " Judas Macca-
beus," and other Works.

Friday .... June 24 . .
" Israel in Egypt."

The Great Orchestra is 216 feet wide, with a central depth of 100 feet ; and
will contain on the occasion nearly 4,000 performers.

PARK, GROUNDS, AND OUT DOOR AMUSEMENTS.

These will continue to receive the attention of the Directors. The Cricket
Ground is rising into public favoru-, and is becoming the resort of several

clubs of importance ; a Biiie Ground, a Bowling Green, and a Gymnasium of

approved construction, are noAV added to it.

CRYSTAL PALACE ART-UNION.

The detailed plan and arrangements of this Institution are set forth in the
official statement issued by the Coimcil, which may be obtained on application

at the Company's proper offices,



OPriCIAL ANNOUKCEMENTS,

EXCURSIONS.

Benevolent Societies, Schools, and other large bodies may visit the Palace
at the following reduced rates :—applying only to Shilling Days and Third-
class Carriages,

s. d. s. d.

For a number of Excursionists over 250
and under 500 , . ..1 3 pi', head instead of 1 6

Exceeding 500 and under 750 . .1 2 ,, „ 16
Exceeding 750 and under 1000 ..1 1 „ „ 16
Exceeding 1000 . . . . 1 0 „ „ 16

Children, half-price.

Parties wishing to arrange for Eepebbhments, must apply at the Palace,
to Mr. F. Strange, who is prepared to make a reduction in favour of large
parties, according to the kind of Eefreshment desired.

When the Excursion consists mainly, or in part, of Children, it is

requested that the persons in charge of them will prevent their touching any
works of Eine Art in the Courts, or gathering leaves or flowers in or out of the
building. Considerable damage has frequently been thus done by children,
and serious noise and annoyance is caused by their running along the galleries,

or playing boisterously—^ practice which it is desirable to stop.

BATH CHAIES.

Wheel-chairs for invalids and others, may be hired in the building on the
following terms :—

Within the Palace, with Assistants , Is. 6cZ. per hour.
In the Grounds „ 25. Qd. ,,

Without Assistants, Qd. less.

Perambulators Os. 6d!.

Double Perambulators l,s. Qd. „

Lifting Chairs for carrying Invalids up the stairs from the Eailway Station, or
to the Galleries, Is.

,

The principal stand is near the entrance to the building, from the railways.
Visitors can also be conveyed by these chairs to any hotel or residence in
Sydenham or JsTorwood.

Crystal Palace, May, 1859.



THE

REFEESHMENT DEPARTMENT.

-4

The various Saloons and Dining Rooms allotted for tlie E/efresluuent
Department are all situated at the South End of the Palace, hut branch
stations for light refreshments will be found in various convenient positions
throughout the building, and on special occasions requiring it, in the grounds,
Mr. Frederick Strange is the lessee of the whole department.

THE SALOON is entered at the right-hand comer of the extreme South
End of the Palace, and is richly carpeted and decorated, and fitted with every
elegant convenience. The very highest class of entertainment is served here
to due notice and order.

Hot Drrmers—Soups, Ksli, Entrees, &c., &e.—to order at a few minutes*
notice. Price as per detailed Carte.

The authorised charge for attendance ia M. each person.

THE DINING ROOM is on the left of the Saloon.

s. d.
Dinner from the Hot Joint 2 0
Sweets, &o,, according to daily Bill of Pare.

The avithorised charge for attendance is 2id. each person.

SOUTH WING DINING ROOM. The South Wing Dining Koom is

entered at the left-hand corner of the extreme South End of the Palace, as
the Saloon is at the right-hand. It is the most spacious dining hall of the kind
in England, and is constructed entirely of glass and iron. The end and the
long fagade next the gardens are fitted for the whole extent with magnificent
plate glass (which can be opened at convenience), commanding, from the dinner
tables, a perfect view of the Terraces, Fountains, the Gardens, and the great
l^rospect of rich landscape beyond. The dishes are served direct from the
kitchen by a special covered tramway.

THE TERRACE DINING ROOM is entered from the garden end of the
South Transept, near to the entrance from the Eailways. The front, toward
the garden, is glass, giving a view of the terraces and grounds. Cold dinners
only are served in this room.

s. d.
Cold Meat or Veal Pie, with Cheese and Bread 16
Chicken, with Ham and Tongue, and ditto , . . . ..20
Lobster Salad, per dish ,.36
Jelly or Pudding . . . , . , , , . 4,08
lee (Ifesselrode) Pudding 1 0



EEFEESHMENTS. xu

THE THIRD CLASS ROOMS are situated near the Railway Colonnade,
in the lower story of the South AYing, and near the staircase at the end of the
Machinery Department.

Plate of Meat
Bread
Bread and Cheese
Porter
Ale

s. d. I

(per Quart)

I

Coffee or Tea . . . (per cup) 0
i EoU and Butter .... 0
j

Biscuit , , . , . . . 0
Bun 0
Bath Bun 0
Soda Water, &c. .... 0

s. a.

3
3
1

1

2
3

GENERAL TARIFF.
"

o. I*. a. a.
Ice», Cream or Water . . .06 Pork Pie . . . . . .10
Coffee, or Tea (per Cup) . ..04 Pale Ale or Double Stout (Tanlcard) 0 6
Preiich Chocolate 0 6 „ „ „ „ . (Glass) 0 3
handwich 0 6 Soda Water, Lemonade, &c. . ,04

Confectionery at the usual prices.

]S"o charge for attendance is authorised on light refreshments.

IfOTE.—The Full Wine List will be found on all the tables, and at all the Stations.

In case of any complaint against Waiters, Visitors are requested to report the
eircmnstance, together with the munber of the Waiter, at the Office of Mr. Strange.
Waiters are not allowed to receive any gratuity.
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rpHE map of the routes to tlie Crystal Palace will enable tlie

visitor to ascertain tlie sliortest and least troublesome way of

reaching the Palace from the rarious parts of the great metropolis

and its environs. The railway conununication is hy the London
and Brighton, and the West End E-ailways, which serve as the

great main lines for the conveyance of visitors by rail from London
to the Palace doors.

We win ]3i'esume that the visitor has taken his railway ticket,

which, for his convenience, includes admission within the Palace,

and that his twenty minutes' journey has commenced. Before he

alights, and whilst his mind is still unoccupied by the wonders that

are to meet his eye, we take the ox^portunity to relate, as briefly as

we can, the History of the Crystal Palace, from the day upon
which the Royal Commissioners assembled within its transparent

walls to declare their great and successful mission ended, until the

10th of June, 1854, when reconstructed, and renewed and beauti-

fied in all its proportions, it again opened its wide doors to continue

and confirm the good it Lad already effected in the nation and
beyond it.

It will be remembered that the destination of the G-reat Exhibi-

tion building occujpied much pubhc attention towards the close of

1851, and that a universal regret prevailed at the threatened loss

of a structure which had accomplished so much for the improve-
ment of the national taste, and Avhich was evidently capable, under
intelligent direction, of effecting so very much more. A special

commission even had been appointed for the purpose of reporting

on the different useful jpurposes to which the building could be
applied, and upon the cost necessary to cai'vj them out. Eurther
discussion on the subject, however, was rendered unnecessary by

B
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tlie declaration of tlie Home Secretary, on tlie 25th of Marcli, 1852,

tliat Groyernment Lad determined not to interfere in any way witli

tiie building, wliicli accordingly remained, according to previous

agreement, in tlie hands of Messrs. Fox and Henderson, the builders

and contractors. JN'otwithstanding the announcement of the Home
Secretary, a last public effort towards rescuing the Crystal Palace

for its original site in Hyde Park, was made by Mr. Heywood in

the House of Commons, on the 29th of Aj)ril. But Grovernment

again declined the responsibility of purchasing the structure, and
Mr. Heywood's motion was, by a large majority, lost.

It was at this juncture that Mr. Leech,* a private gentleman, con-

ceived the idea of rescuing the edifice from destruction, and of

rebuilding it on some appropriate spot, by the organisation of a

private company. On communicating this view to his partner, Mr.
Parquhar, he received from him a ready and cordial approval.

They then submitted their project to Mr. Prancis Pidler, who
entering into their views, undertook and arranged, on their joint

behalf, a conditional purchase from Messrs. Tox and Henderson, of

the Palace as it stood. In the belief that a building, so destined,

would, if erected on a metropolitan line of railway, greatly conduce

to the interests of the line, and that communication by railway was

essential for the conveyance thither of great masses from London,

Mr. Farquhar next suggested to Mr. Leo Schuster, a Director of

the Brighton Hallway, that a site for the new Palace should be

selected on the Brighton line. Mr. Schuster, highly approving of

the conception, obtained the hearty concurrence of Mr. Laing, the

Chairman of the Brighton Board, and of his brother Directors, for

aiding as far as possible in the prosecution of the work. And,

accordingly, these five gentlemen, and their immediate friends

determined forthwith to complete the purchase of the building.

On the 24th of May, 1852, the purchase-money was paid, and a few

English gentlemen became the owners of the Crystal Palace of

1851. Their names foUow :

—

Original Purchasers of the Building.

Mk. T. N. Paequhab, Mb. Joseph Leech,

Me. Peajtcis Pijllee, Me. J. C. Moeice,

Me. Bobeet GriLL, Ms. Scott Eitssell,

Me. Haeman Gteisewood, Me. Leo Schtjstee,

Me. Samuel Laing.

* Of the firaa of ?rolinston, raa-quhar, and LeecL, Solicitors,
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It "will hardly "be supposed that tliese gentlemen liad proceeded

tlius far without having distinctly considered the final destination

of their purchase. They decided that the huilding—the first won-
derful example of a new style of architecture—should rise again

greatly enhanced in grandeur and beauty ; that it should form a

Palace for the multitude, where, at all times, protected from the

inclement varieties of our climate, healthful exercise and wholesome
recreation should be easily attainable. To raise the enjoyments

and amusements of the English people, and especial^ to afford to

the inhabitants of London, in wholesome country air, amidst the

beauties of nature, the elevating treasures of art, and the instruc-

tive marvels of science, an accessible and inexpensive substitute

for the injurious and debasing amusements of a crowded metro-

polis ;—to blend for them instruction with pleasure, to educate

them by the eye, to quicken and purify their taste by the habit

of recognising the beautiful;—to place them amidst the trees,

flowers, and plants of all countries and. of all climates, and to

attract them to the study of the natural sciences, by displayiag

their most interesting examj)les ;—and making known all the

achievements of modern industry, and the marvels of mechanical

manufactures ;—such were some of the original intentions of the

first promoters of this national undertaking.

Having decided upon their general design, and upon the scale

on which it should be executed, the Directors next proceeded to

select the officers to whom the carrying out of the work should be
entrusted. Sir Joseph Paxton, the inventive architect of the great

building in Hyde Park,was requested to accept the office of Director

of the Winter G-arden, Park, and Conservatory, an office of which
the duties became subsequentl}^ much m-ore onerous and extensive

than the title implies. Mr. Owex Jones and Mr. Digbt Wtatt,
who had distmguished themselves by then' labours in the old

Crystal Palace, accepted the duties of Directors of the Fine Art
Department, and of the decorations of the new structure. Mr.
Charles "Wild, the engineer of the old building, filled the same
office in the new one. Mr. Gtkove, the secretary of the Society of

Arts, the parent institution of the Exhibition of 1851, v/as appointed

Secretary. Mr. Samuel Phillips was made Director of the Lite-

rary Department. Mr. Eeakois Etjllee, a member of the Hyde
Park Executive Committee, accepted the duties of Managing
Director. Mr. SaivDCtel Lais a, ZvI.P., the chairman of the Brighton
Eailway Company, became Chairman also of the New Crystal
Palace, and Messrs, Eox and Hendebsos- undertook the re-

erection of the building.
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AVitli these arrangements, a Company was formed, under tlie

name of the Crystal Palace Comxoany, and a prospectus issued,

announcing the proposed capital of £500,000, in one hundred
thousand shares of £5 each. The following gentlemen constituted

the Board of Directors :

—

•

Samuel Laixg, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Aethus Anderson, Esq. Chaeles G-each, Esq., M.P.
E. S. P. Calyeet, Esq. Chaeles Lushington, Esq.
T. Eaeqtjhae, Esq. J. Scott Pv^ussell, Esq., E.E.S.

Eeancis Eullee, Esq., Managing Director.

The present Board is constituted as follows :

—

T. jST. Eaeqlthae, Esq., Chairman.

Aethije Anderson, Esq. James Low, Esq.

Samuel Beale, Esq., M.P. David Ogilvy, Esq.

HENEYSANPOEDBicKNELL,Esq. David Peicb, Esq.

Geoege England, Esq. Heney Danby Seymoue, Esq.,

Chaeles Hoesley, Esq. M.P.
A. C. loNiDES, Esq. Captain Edwaed "Waltee.

Mr. E. K. BowLEY is the present General Manager.

It will ever be mentioned to the credit of the English people,

that within a fortnight after the issue of the Company's prospectus
the shares were taken up to an extent that gave the Directors
ample encouragement to proceed vigorously with their novel and
gigantic undertaking.

In the prospectus it was proposed to transfer the building to

Sydenham, in Eent, and the site chosen was an irregular paral-

lelogram of three hundred acres,* extending from tlie Brighton
Eailway to the road which forms the boundary of the Dulwich
Wood at the top ofthe hill, the fall from which to the railway is two
hundred feet. It was at once felt that the summit of this liill was
the only position, in all the gTound, for the great glass building :

a position which, on the one side, commands a beautiful view of
the fine counties of Surrey and Kent, and on the other a prospect
of the great metropolis. This site was chosen, and we doubt whe-
ther a finer is to be found so close to London, and so easy of access

by means of railway. To facilitate the conveyance of passengers,

the Brighton Eailway Company—under special and mutually
advantageous arrangements—undertook to lay down a new line

of rails between London and Sydenham, to construct a branch

* A portion of this land, not required for the purposes of the Palace, has
heen disposed of.
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from the SydenJiam station to tlie Ciystal Palace garden, and to

build a number of engines sufficiently powerful to draw beavy

trains up tbe steep incline to tbe Palace.

And now tbe plans were put into practical and working sbape.

Tbe building was to gain in strength and artistic effect, whilst the

contents of tbe mighty structure were to be most varied. Art was
to be worthily represented by Architecture and Sculpture. Archi-

tectural restorations were to be made, and Architectural specimens

from the most remarkable edifices throughout the world, to be col-

lected, in order to present a grand architectural sequence from the

earliest dawn of the art down to the latest times. Casts of the

most celebrated works of Sculpture were to be procured : so that

within the glass walls might be seen a rast historical gallery of this

branch of art, from the time of the ancient Egyptians to our own
era. Nature, also, was to put forth her beauty throughout the

Palace and Grounds. A magjiifi^cent collection of plants of every

]and was to adorn the glass structure within, whilst in the gardens

the fountains of Versailles were to be outrivalled, and Englishmen
at length enabled to witness the water displays which for years had
proved a so\:irce of pleasure and recreation to foreigners in their

own countries. Nor was this all. All those sciences, an acquaint-

ance with wliich is attainable through the medium of the eje, were
allotted their specific place, and G-eology, Ethnology, and
Zoology were taken as best susceptible of illustration ; Professor

Edward Forbes, Dr. Latham, Professor Ansted, Mr. "Waterhouse,

Mr. Grould, and other gentlemen well known in the scientific

world, undertaking to secure the material basis ux^on which the

intellectual service was to be grounded. To x^revent the monotony
that attaches to a mere museum arrangement, in which glass cases

are ordinarily the most prominent features, the whole of the col-

lected objects, whether of science, art, or nature, were to be
arranged in picturesque groupings, and harmony was to reign

throughout. To give weight to their proceedings, and to secure

lasting advantage to the public, a charter was granted by Lord
Derby's Grovernment on the 28th of January, 1853, binding the

Db-ectors and their successors to preserve the high moral and
social tone which, from the outset, they had assumed for their

National Institution.

The building paid for, the officers retained, the plans put on
paper—Messrs. Pox and Henderson received instructions to con-

vey the Palace to its destined home at Sydenham, and the work of
removal now commenced. The fij-st column of the new structure
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was raised by Mr. Laing, M.P., the Chairman of the Company, on
the 5th August, 1852 ; the works were at once proceeded with, and
the most active and strenuous efforts thenceforth made towards the

completion of the undertaking. Shortly after the erection of the

first column, Messrs. Owen Jones and Digby Wyatt were charged
with a mission to the Continent, in order to procure examples of
the principal works of art in Europe. They were fortified by Lord
Malmesbury, then Secretary of State, with letters to the several

ambassadors on their route, expressing the sympathy of the

Grovernment in the object of their travels, and backed by the

liberal purse of the Company, who required, for themselves, only

that the collection should prove worthy of the nation for which
they were caterers.

The travellers first of aU visited Paris, and received the most
cordial co-operation of the Grovernment, and of the authorities at

the Museum of the Louvre, and the Ecole des Beaux Arts. The
permission to obtain casts of any objects which could with safety

be taken was at once accorded them, Erom Paris they proceeded

to Italy, and thence to G-erman}^, m both which countries they

experienced, generally, a ready and generous compliance with

their wishes. At Munich they received especial attention, and
were most kindly assisted by the British Ambassador, and the

architect Baron von Klenze, throiigh whose instrumentality and
influence King Louis permitted casts of the most choice objects in

the Glyptothek for the first time to be taken.

The chief exceptions to the general courtesy were at Kome,
Padua, and Vienna. At the first-named city every arrangement

had been made for procuring casts of the great Obelisk of the

Lateran, the celebrated antique equestrian statue of Marcns
Aurelius on the Capitol, the beaiitiful monuments hj Andi'ea

Sansovino in the Church of S. M. del Popolo, the interesting bas-

reliefs from the Arch of Titus, and other works, when an order

from the Papal Grovernment forbade the copies to be taken

:

and, accordingly, for the present, our collection, as regards these

valuable subjects, is incomplete.

At Padua contracts had been made for procuring that master-

piece of Renaissance art, the candelabrum of Eiccio, the entire

series of bronzes by Donatello, and several other important works

in the Church of St. Anthony ; but, in spite of numerous appeals,

aided by the influence of Cardinal Wiseman, the capitular autho-

rities refused their consent.

At Vienna agreements had been entered into for procuring a
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most important series of momimeuts from tlie Clmrch of St

Steplien, in that city; inclnding tlie celebrated stone pnlpit, and
t]ie monument of Frederic III. A contract had also been made
for obtaining a cast of the grand bronze statue of Victory, at

Brescia; but although the influence of Lord Malmesbury and
Lord Westmoreland (our ambassador at Vienna) was most actively

exerted, permission was absolutely refused by the Austrian autho-

rities in Lombardy, as well as in Vienna itself Thus much it is

necessary to state in order to justify the Directors of the Crystal

Palace in the eyes of the world for omissions in their collection

which hitherto they haye not had power to make good. They are

not without hope, however, that the mere announcement of these

deficiencies will be sufficient to induce the several Grovernments to

take a kindly view of the requests that have been made to them,
and to participate in the satisfaction that follows every endeavour
to advance human enjoyment.

In England, wherever application has been made, permission

—

with one exception—^lias been immediately granted by the autho-

rities, whether ecclesiastical or civil, to take casts of any monu-
ments required. The one interesting exception deserves a special

record. The churchwardens of Beverley Minster, Yorkshire, enjoy
the privilege of being able to refuse a cast of the celebrated Percy
Shrine, the most complete example of purely English art in our
country ; and in spite of the protestations of the Archbishop of
York, the Duke of JSTorthumberland, Archdeacon AVilberforce, Sir

Charles Barry and others, half the churchwardens in question in-

sist, to tliis hour, upon their right to have their enjoyment without
molestation. The -visitors to the Crystal Palace cannot therefore,

as yet, see the Percy Shrine.

Wliilst Messrs. Jones and Wyatt were busy abroad, the autho-
rities were no less occupied at home. Sir Joseph Paxton com-
menced operations by securiag for the Company the extensive and
celebrated collection of palms and other plants, brought together
with the labour of a century, by Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney.
The valuable assistance of Mr. Fergusson and Mr. Layard, M.P.,
was obtained for the erection of a Court to illustrate the archi-

tecture of the long-buried buildings of Assyria ; and a large space
in the G-ardens was devoted to illustratiiig the G-eology of the ante-
diluvian period, and exhibiting specimens of the gigantic animals
living before the flood.

As soon as the glass structure was sufficiently advanced, the
valuable productions of art which Messrs. Jones and Wyatt had
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acquired abroad rapidly ariived, and being received into the

building, tlie erection of the Pine Art Courts commenced. To
carry out these works, artisans of almost every continental nation,

together with workmen of our own country, were employed ; and
it is worthy of note, that although, but a few years before, many
of the nations to which these men belonged were engaged in

deadly warfare against each other, and some of them opposed to

our own country, yet, in the Crystal Palace, these workmen
laboured for months, side by side, with the utmost good feeling,

and without the least display of national jealousy.

To the whole of these workmen, foreigners and English, engaged

in the Crystal Palace, the Directors are anxious to express their

obligations and sincere acknowledgments. They recognise the

value of their labours, and are fully aware that, if to the minds

of a Few the public are indebted for the conception of the grand

Idea now happily realised, to the Many we owe its practical

existence. Throughout the long and arduous toil, they exhibited

—allowance being made for some slight and perhaps unavoidable

differences—an amount of zeal, steadiness, and intelligence which

does honour to them, and to the several nations which they re-

present. To all—^their due ! If the creations of the mind stand

paramount in our estimation, let appropriate honour be rendered

to the skill of hand and eye, which alone can give vitality and form

to our noblest conceptions. Of the advantages attendant on the

erection of the Crystal Palace, even before the public Avere ad-

mitted to view its contents, none was more striking than the edu-

cation it aflbrded to those ~v^iio took part in its production. Por
the first time in England, hundreds of men received practical

instruction—^in a national Eine Art School—from which society

must derive a lasting benefit. It is not too much to hope that

each man will act as a missionary of art and ornamental industry,

in whatever cjuarter his improved faculties may hereafter be

recj[uired.

At one time during the progress of the works as m.any as 6,400

men were engaged in carrying out the designs of the Directors,

Besides the labovirs already mentioned, M.r. B. Waterhouse Haw-
kins, in due time, took possession of a building in the grounds, and

was soon busUy employed, under the eye of Professor Owen, in

the iej)roduction of those animal creations of a past age, our ac-

quaintance mth which has hitherto been confined to fossil remains.

Dr. Latham was engaged in designing and giving instructions for

the modelling of figures to illustrate the Ethnological department,
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wkilst Mr. Waterliouse and Mr. Grould, aided Ly Mr. Thomson,
as superintendent, and Mr. Eartlett, as taxidermist, were collect-

ing and grouping valuable specimens of birds and animals to

represent tbe science of Zoology. Towards tlie exliibition of tlie

articles of industry, six architects were commissioned to erect

special courts for the reception of the principal manufactures, and
agents were employed in varioxis parts of England to receive the

a.pplications of intending exhibitors.

Such are a few of the operations that for the first few months
went forward in, and in respect of, the Crystal Palace; and,

excepting by those whose business it was to watch the progress

of the works, no adequate idea can be formed of the busy activity

that prevailed within the building and without, or of the mar-

vellous manner in which the variouLS parts of the structure seemed
to grow under the hands of the workmen, until it assumed the

exquisite proportions which it now possesses. It remains to state

that, whereas the parent edifice in Hyde Park rose under the eye
and direction of Sir Charles Pox, the present building was con-

structed under the superintendence of Sir Charles's partner, the

.late Mr. Henderson, aided throughout his long and arduous

labours by Mr. Cochrane, his intelligent and indefatigable as-

sistant. Mr. Yfilliam Earee has been the Company's Clerk of

the Works from the raising of the first column, and still occupies

that position.

Her Majesty and his Eoyal Highness the Prince Consort have
been, from the first, graciously pleased to express their warmest
sympathy with the undertaking, and visited the Palace several

times during the progress of the works. In honouring the in-

auguration of the Palace with her royal presence, her Majesty
gave the best proof of the interest she takes in an institution which
—lilce the great structure originated by her Eoyal Consort—has

for its chief object the advancement of civilisation and the welfare

of her subjects.*

* The Queen's apartments in tlie Crystal Palace, destined for tlie reception
of her Majesty and his Eoyal Highness the Prince Consort, when they honour
the Exliibition with their presence, have been erected by Messrs. J. G. Grace
and Co., in the Italian style. This beautiful suite of apartments, which are
placed at the north end of the building, consists of a large entrance vestibule
with architectural ornaments, and pamted arabesque decorations. A long
corridor leads from the vestibule to the several apartments, and is formed into
an arched passage by means of circular-headed doorways, before which hang
portieres, or curtains. To the right of the entrance are two rooms, one appro-
priated to the ladies-in-waiting, and the other to the equerries ; the walls of
both being di\'ided into panels, and decorated in the Italian style. On the left
are iJie apartments for the use of her Majesty and the Prince Consort, consist-
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ACCOUNT OF THE BUILDING.

In taking the structure of tlie Great ExMbition of 1851—tkat

type of a class of arcMtecture whicli may fairly be called " Modern
English."*—as the model for the new hiiilding at Sydenham, the

projectors foimd it necessary to make such modifications and
improyements as were suggested hy the difference between a tem-

porary receiving-house for the world's industrial wealth, and a ])er-

manent Palace of Art and Education, intended for the use of

mankind long after its original founders should have passed away.

JSTot only, however, have increased strength and durability been
considered, but beauty and artistic effect have come in for a due

share of attention. The difference of general aspect between the

present Palace and its predecessor is visible at a glance. In the

parent edifice, the external appeara^nce, although grand, was mono-
tonous ; the long flat roof was broken by only one transept, and
the want of an elevation proportionate to the great length of the

building was certainly disjDleasing. In the Sydenham Palace, an

arched roof covers the nave—raising it forty-four feet higher than

the nave in Hyde Park—and three transepts are introduced into

the structure instead of one, the central transept towering into the

air, and forming a hall to the Palace of surpassing brilHancy and

lightness. A further improvement is the formation of recesses,

twenty-four feet deep, in the garden fronts of all the transepts.

These throw fine shadows, and take away from the continuous

surface of plain glass walls : whilst the whole general arrangement

of the exterior—the roofs of the side aisles rising etep-lilce to the

ing of a drawing-room and two retiring rooms. The walls of tlie drawing-
room are divided hy pilasters, the i^anels covered with green silk. The cove of

the ceiling'is decorated with arabesque ornaments.
* We do not know any name more suitable to express the character of this

iron and glass building than that which we have chosen. In Gothic archi-

tecture we have named one style
'

' Early English," and we think v/e may with
equal propriety confer the title of "Modern English" upon the new order,

which is essentially the creation of the nineteenth century, and which served
to house one of the greatest national displays that England ever attempted

—

The Geeat Exhibition of 1851. The erection of the building both of 18.51

and of 1854, it may be well to remark, is mainly due to the rapid advances
made in this country in the manufactures of glass and iron, substances which
with only moderate attention will defy the eifects of time. The present
structure is capable of enduring longer than the oldest mai'ble or stone archi-

tectural monuments of antiquity. The iron, which forms its skeleton or
framework, becomes, when painted, the most indestructible of materials, and
the entire covering of glass may be renewed again and again without in any
way interfering with the construction which it covers.
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circular roof of tKe nave,—the interposition of low square towers
at the junction of the nave and transepts,—tlie open galleries

towards tlie garden front, tlie long wings stretcHng fortK on either
side—produce a play of light and shade, and hreak the huilding
into parts, which, without in any way detracting from the grandeur
and sunplicity of the ^vhole construction, or causing the parts

themselves to appear mean or small, present a variety of surface
that charms and fully satisfies the eye.

Unity in architecture is one of the most requisite and agreeahle
of its qnalities : and certainly no building possesses it in a greater
degree than the Crystal Palace. Its design is most simple : one
portion corresponds Avith another; there is no introduction of
needless ornament : a simplicity of treatment reigns throughout.
jSTor is this unity confined to the building. It characterises the
contents of the glass structure, and prevails in the grounds. All
the component parts of the Exhibition blend, yet all are distinct

:

and the effect of the admirable and harmonious arrangement is,

that all confusion in the vast establishment, witliiu and Avitliout, is

avoided. " The mighty maze " has not only its plan, but a plan of
the most lucid and instructive kind, and the visitor is enabled to

examine every court, vrhether artistic or industrial
; every object,

whether of nature or of art, in regular order ; so that, as in a ^ye]l-

arranged book, he may proceed from subject to subject at his

discretion, and derive useful information \\dthout the trouble and
vexation of working his way through a labyrinth.

AH the materials employed in the Exhibition of 1851, with the

exception of the glass on the whole roof, and the framing of the
transei^t-roof, have been used in the construction of the Crystal
Palace. The general princix^le of construction, therefore, is identical

in the two buildings. The modifications that have taken place, and
the reasons that have led to them, have already been stated. Two
difficulties, however, which w^ere unknown in Hyde Park, had to

be provided against at Sydenham: viz., the loose nature of the

soil, and the sloping character of the grou.nd. Means were taken
to overcome these difficulties at the very outset of the work. The
disadvantage of soil was repaired by the introduction of masses of

concrete and brickwork under each column, in order to secure

breadth of base and stability of structure. The slanting ground
was seized by Sir Jose^Dh Paxton with his usual sagacity, in order

to be converted from an obstacle into a p)ositive advantage. The
ground ran rapidly down towards the garden, and Sir Joseph
accordingly constructed a lower or basement story towards the
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garden front, by means of .^ayMcIi not only increased space was
gained, but a biglier elevation secnred to the "svliole building, and
the noblest possible view. The lower story is sufficiently large to

scrye as a department for the exhibition of Machinery in Motion,
and a yery interesting exhibition of Agricultural Implements, which
important branches of science and human industry will thus be

contemplated apart from other objects. Behind this space, towards

the interior of the building, is a capacious horizontal brick shaft,

twenty-four feet wide, extending the whole length of the building,

and denominated " Sir Joseph Paxton's Tunnel" (a). Leading out

of this tunnel are the furnaces and boilers connected with the

heating apparatus, together with brick recesses for the stowage of

coke. The tunnel itself is connected Ayith the railway, and is used

as a roadway for bringing into, and taking from, the Palace all

objects of art and of industr}^; an arrangement that leaves the

main floor of the building independent of all such operations.

Behind the tunnel, and towards the west, the declivity of the

ground is met by means of brick piers of the heights necessary to

raise the foiindation pieces of the columns to the level at which
they rest on the smnmit of the liill.

The building consists, above the basement floor, of a grand central

nave, two side aisles, two main galleries, three transepts, and two
wings. It will be remembered, that in Hyde Park an imposing
efiect was secured by the mere repetition of a column and a girder,

which, although striking and simple, was certainly monotonous;
and, moreover, in consequence of the great length of the building,

the colunms and girders succeeded one another so rapidly that the

eye had no means of measuring the actual length. At Sydenham,
pairs of columns and girders are advanced eight feet into the nave
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at every seventy-two feet, tlius breaking tlie uniform straiglit line,

and enabling tbe eye to measure and appreciate tlie distance.

The bnilding above the level of tbe floor is entirely of iron and
glass, witk the exception of a portion at tlie west front, wMch. is

panelled witb wood. Tlie whole length of the main btulding is

1,608 feet, and the wings 574 feet each, making a length of 2,756

feet, which with the 720 feet in the colonnade, leading from the
railway station to the wings, gives a total length of 3,476 feet ; or

nearly three-quarters of a mile of ground covered with a transparent

roof of glass.

Visitors are fond of reverting to the old buildiiig in ITyde Park,
and of comparing it with the present structure ; in order to help
the com-parisou, we furnish, side by side, the exact measurements
of the two buildings; from which it will be seen that either

building exceeds the other, in some of its proportions.

CRYSTAL PALACE AT STDENHAIT.

ft. in.

LengtTi 1,608 0
Greatest width . , . 38-4 0

General width. ... 312 0
Area, including TOngs . . 603,072 0
Height of nave li'om ground-

floor ..... 110 3
Height of central transept
from gronnd-fioor . . 174 3

Height of central transept
from basement . . ^

, 197 10
Area of galleries . . . 261,568 0

|

EXHIBITIOir BUILDING I^- HTDE PAEK.

ft, in.

I-ength 1,848 0
Greatest width . , , 456 0
General width.... 408 0
Area 798,912 0
Height of nave from gi'oiind-

^ floor 64 0
Height of transept from

ground-flcor _ . . 102 2

Area of galleries . . . 233,856 0

Though not exactly in the direction of the cardinal j^oints, the

two ends of the building are generally called north and south, and
the two fronts east and west.

The floor consists of boarding one inch and a half thick, laid as in

the old building, with half-inch openings between them, and resting

on joists, placed two feet ajpart, seven inches by two and a half

inches thick. These joists are carried on sleepers and props eight

feet apart. The girders which support the galleries and the roof-

work, and carry the brick arches over the basement-floor, are of

cast-iron, and are 24 feet in length. The connections between the

girders and columns are apphed in the same manner as in the build-

ing of 1851. The principle of connection was originally condemned
by some men of standing in the scientific world; but experience has

proved it to be sound and admirable in every respect. The mode of

connection is not merelj'" that of resting the gii-ders on the cokunns
in order to support the roofs and galleries, but the top and bottom
of each girder are firmly secured to each of the columns, so that the
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girder preserves the perpendicularity of the coiunm, and secures

lateral stiffness to the entire edifice. Throughout the building the

visitor will notice, at certain intervals, diagonally placed, rods con-

nected at the crossing, and uniting column with column. These

are the diagonal hracmgs, qr the rods provided to resist the action

of the wind : they are strong enough to resist an)'- strain that can

be brought to bea.r against them, and are fitted with screwed

connections and couplings, so that they can be adjusted with the

greatest accuracy. The roof, from end to end, is on the Paxton

ridge-and-furrow system, and the glass employed in the roof is

of an inch in thickness (21 oz. per foot). The discharge of the

rain-water is efiected by gutters, from which the water is conveyed

down the inside of the columns, at the base of which are the neces-

sary outlets leading to the main drains of the building. The first

gallerjr is gained from the ground-fioor by means of flights of stairs

about 23 feet high ; eight such flights being distributed over the

building. This gallery is 24 feet wide, and devoted to the exhibition

of articles of industry. The upper gallery is 8 feet wide, extending,

like the other, round the building ; it is gained from the lower
gallery, by spiral staircases, of which there are eight. The greater

number of these stauxases are divided into two flights, each flight

being 20 feet high ; but in the centre transept the two staircases

contain four flights of the same altitude. Eound this upper gallery,

at the very summit of the nave and transepts, as well as round the

ground-floor of the building, are placed louvres, or ventilators, made
of galvanised iron. By the opening or closing of these louvres—

a

service readily performed—the temperature of the Crystal Palace
is so regulated that on the hottest day of summer, the dry parching
heat mounts to the roof to be dismissed, whilst a pure and
invigorating supply is introduced at the floor in its place, giving

new life to the thirst)^ plant and fresh vigour to man. The coolness

thus obtained within the Palace will be sought in vain on such a
summer's day outside the edifice.

The total length of columns employed in the construction of the

main buildings and wings would extend, if laid in a straight fine,

to a distance of sixteen mdes and a c[uarter. The total weight of

iron used in the main building and wings amounts to 9,641 tons, 17
cwt., 1 quarter. The superficial quantity of glass used is 25 acres ;

and weighs 500 tons ; if the panes were laid side by side, they would
extend to a distance of48 miles ; ifend to end, to the almost incredible

length of 242 miles. To complete our statistics, we have further

to add that the quantity of bolts and rivets distributed over the
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main structure and wings weighs 175 tons, 1 cwt., 1 quarter ; that
t]ie nails Kammered into the Palace increase its weight by 103 tons,

6 cwt., and that the amount of briclc-work in the main building
and wings is 15,391 cubic yards.

From the end of the south wing to the Crystal Palace Eailway
station, as above indicated, is a colonnade 720 feet long, 17 feet wide,
and 18 feet high. It possesses a superficial area of 15,500 feet, and
the quantity of iron employed in this coyered passage is 60 tons

;

of glass 30,000 superficial feet.

Put yast as are the proportions of the Crystal Palace, novel and
scientific as is the principle of construction, we are in some degree
prepared for this magnificent result of intellect and industry by the
Great Exhibition of 1851. One arrangement, however, in the pres-

ent structure admits of no comparison ; for, in point of extent, it

leaves all former efforts in the same direction far behind, and stands

by itself unrivalled. We refer to the process of warming the
atmosphere in the enormous Grlass Palace to the mild and genial

heat of Madeira, throughout our cold and damp English winter.

The employment of hot water as a medimn for heating apart-

ments seems to have been first hinted at in the year 1594, by Sir

Hugh Piatt, who, in a work entitled " The Jewel House of Art and
Nature," piiblislied in that year, suggests the use of hot water as a
safe means of drying gunpowder, and likewise recommends it for

heating a plant-house. In 1716, Sir Martin Triewald, of JNTeweastle-

on-Tyne, proposed a scheme for heating a green-house by hot
water ; and a Erenchman, M. Bonnemain, a short time afterwards

invented an apparatus for hatching chickens by the same means.
In the early part of this century Sir Martin Triewald's plan of

heating was applied to conservatories, at St. Petersburgh ; and a
few years later, Bonnemain's arrangement was introduced into

England, where it has undergone several improvements, and occix-

pied the attention of scientific men. The application of hot water
to the heating of churches, public libraries, and other buildings, has

been attended with considerable success, and it is now looked upon
as the safest, as well as one of the most effectual artificial methods
of heating.

The simple plan of heating by hot water is that which Sir Joseph
Paxton has adopted for the Crystal Palace. But simple as the

method undoubtedly is, its adaptation to the purposes of the Palace

has cost infinite labour and anxious consideration : for hitherto it

has remained an unsolved problem how far, and in what (Quantity,

water could be made to travel through pipes—flowing and return-
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ing by means of tlie propulsion of lieat from the boilers. At Cba-ts-

•\vorth, tke seat of the Duke of Devonsbire, tbe principle bas been
carried out on a large scale, and tbe experiment tbere tried bas

yielded data and proof: but in tbe present building, a greater

extent of piping bas been attached to tbe boilers tban was ever

before known, or even contemplated. In order to give tbe visitor

some idea of tbe magnitude of tbe operation in question, it will be
sufficient to state tbat tbe pipes for tbe conveyance of tbe bot water,

laid under tbe floor of tbe main building, and around tbe wings,

would, if placed in a straight line, and taken at an average circum-

ference of 12 inches, stretch to a distance of more than 50 miles,

and that the Avater in flowing from and returning to the boilers,

travels one mile and three-quarters. Btit even with these extraor-

dinary results obtained, the question as to the distance to which
water can be propelled by means of heat is far from being definitely

settled. Indeed, Sir Joseph Paxton and Mr. Henderson invented

an ingenious contrivance, by means of which, should it ever be
required, a much larger heating surface may be called forth at any
time in any ]Darticular portion of the building.

The general arrangement of the Heating Apparatus may be
described as follows :—JN^earlj'- twenty-four feet below the surface

of the flooring of the main building, and leading out of " Sir

Joseph Paxton's Tunnel " (the name given to tbe roadway in tbe

basement story, extending tbe whole length of the building on the

side nearest the G-ardens), are placed, at certain intervals, boiler-

houses, each containing two boilers capable of holding 11,000

gallons of water. The boilers are twenty-two in mimber, and
are set in pairs. In addition to these, a boiler is placed at the

north end of the building, on account of the increased heat there

required for the tropical plants. There are also two boilers set in

he lower stories of each wing, and two small boilers are appropriated

o tbe water in the fountain basins at each end of tbe building,

which contain Victoria Eegias and other aquatic plants of tropical

climes. Four pipes are immediately connected with each boder ;

two of such pipes convey the water from the boiler, and the other

two bring it back ; they are called the main pipes, and are nine

inches in diameter.

Of the two pipes tbat convey the water from the boiler, one
crosses the building transversely—from the garden-front to the
opposite side. Connected with this pipe, at certain distances, and
in allotted numbers, are smaller pipes, five inches in diameter, laid

horizontally, and immediately beneath the flooring of the bidlding.

c
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These convey tlie water from the main pipe to certain required

distances, and then bring it back to the return main pipe, through
which it flows into the boiler. The second main pipe conveys the

water for heating the front of the building next to the Garden ;

and connected with this, as with the other main pipe, are smaller

pipes through which the water ramifies, and then, in like manner,
is returned to the boiler. Thus, then, by the mere propulsion of

heat, a vast quantity of water is kept in constant motion throughout

the Palace, continually flowing and returning, and giving out

warmth that makes its way upwards, and disseminates a genial

atmosphere in every part.

To ensure pure circulation throughout the winter, ventilators

have been introduced direct from the main building into each

furnace, where the air, so brought, being consumed by the fire, the

atmosphere in the Palace is continually renewed.
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Note,—The following Guide conducts the visitor up the Colonnade from the

Railway Station, through the South "Wing into the building. Passing

through the nearest section of the Natui'al History Illustrations, he

proceeds direct to the front of the Screen of the Kings and Queens of

England, from whence he walks up the Nave to the Great Central

Transept, and then commences the series of Fine Arts Courts

with, the Egyptian Court, continu.ing it with the Greeh Court, the

Roman Courts and, through the division for the Tropical End, the

Alhambra Court, and the Assyrian Court. Then crossing this end

of the building, he continues the series of Courts on the other

side with the Byzantine Court, the German Mediceval CouH, the

English Mediceval Court, the French and Italian Mediceval Court, the

Renaissance Court, the Elizabethan Court, the Italian Court, and the

Italian Vestibule. The Court of Monuments of Art is next, from

which the visitor crosses the Central Transept to the west, and

explores the Stationery CouH and 'the adjacent departments, then

the Birmingham Court, the Sheffield Court, and the Pompeian House,

from which he crosses the South Transept, and enters the Natural

History Department, having inspected which, he returns np the build-

ing on the other side, through the Foreign Glass Manufactures Court,

the British Porcelain Manufactures Court, the Ceramic Court, and the

Court of Fancy Manufactures. Eeturning then to the Screen of the

Kings and Queens of England, the visitor examines the collections of

the Nave, the South Transept, the Great Central Transept, the North

Transept, and the Tropical End of the Building. The Botany of the

Palace is then described. The Main and Upper Galleries, in which

will be found the Picture Gallery, the Naval Museum, the Engineer-

ing Models, the Indian Court, the Industrial Museum and Techno-

logical Collection, and the Industricd Exhibition (described in the

Exhibitors' Descriptive Catalogue, page 175), shoidd be next visited
;

and, after them, the Agricultural Machinery, and the Machinery in

Motion, which are exhibited in the basement story next the Gardens

:

the basement is reaehed by descending the stairs from either of the

Transepts.



THE CETSTAL PALACE.

—i

THE ENTRANCE.

The Crystkl Palace E-ailway from London Bridge, and tlie West
End Bail#&,y from Pimlico, unite at tlie Station, in tlie grounds

of tlie Crysta.1 Palace. Tlie Station is connected witli tlie Soutli

Wing of tlie building by a glass-coyered colonnade, along wMch. is

planted a brilliant array of flowering plants, wMlst luxuriant

creeping plants adorn tlie wall. TKe Fine Art Courts commence
witK tke Egyptian Court, at tlie Central Transept, from wkence
tlie sequence is bbiitinued tdund tlie nortliern portion of tiie Nave.

The Central Transept tlien will be tbe proper starting-point.

Wlien tbe weatliel' is fine, the yisitor may cross the gardens from

the Eailway Station direct to the central entrance on the upper

terrace. We assume that he proceeds hj the more usual way of

the Colonnade, through the South Wing, until he attains the floor

of the rnaito. building. H'e then passes through the Natural History

illustrations which ai'^ nearest, and which he will examine here-

after
;
and, keeping to this, the south end of the Palace, proceeds

towards the centre of the Nare, taking his stand opposite the

Screen of the Eings and Queens of England, which bounds the

long Nave at this end. Erom this point an unrivalled general

view is obtained of the interior of the building. In the foreground

is the Crystal Eountain, which adorned the Palace in Hyde Park,

but here elevated in its proportions and improved. It is surrounded

by a sheet of water, at each end of which float the gigantic leaves

of the Victoria Megia, the intermediate space being occupied by
various aquatic plants,—the Nymphcea Devoniensis, the J^ym-plKBa,

cmrulea, the Nymphoia dentata, and the Nehimhium speciosum, or

sacred bean of the Pythagoreans, being conspicuous, with many
others, beautiful, rare, or curious. The basin is also encircled with
rich flowers. On either side of the Nave the plants of almost

every clime wave their foliage, forming a mass of cool, pleasant

colour, admirably harmonising with the surrounding tints, and also

acting as a most effective background to relieve the white statues,
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wliicli are pictui'esquely grouped along the ISTave ; at the back of

these are the fagades of the various Industrial and 'Fine Art Courts,

whose hright colouring gives additional brilliancy to the interior,

vrhilst the aerial blue tint of the arched roof above considerably

increases the elFect of the whole composition, having the elFect of

an opal vault. Towards evening the interior of the Palace appears

like a vocal' grove, the visitor hearing Avith delight the beautiful

note of the nightingale, together with that of blackbirds, thrushes,

wrens, and robin-redbreasts, which build and make a perpetual

home of this magnificent covered garden.

Let the visitor now proceed up the building until he arrives at

the Central Transept, at which point he will be enabled to judge of

the vastuess of the hall in the midst of which he stands, and of

the whole structure of which the transept forms so noble and

conspicuous a part.

INTRODUCTION TO THE FINE ARTS COURTS.

In order the better to appreciate the arrangement of those

restorations through which we now propose to conduct the visitor,

a few words explanatory of the object which they are intended to

serve may prove of use.

One of the most important objects of the Crystal Palace is to

teach a great practical lesson in Art. Specimens of the various

phases through which the arts of Architecture and Sculpture have

passed, are here collected, commencing from the earliest known
period down to modern times, or from the remote ages of Egyptian

civilisation to the sixteenth century aft^r Christ—a period of more

than three thousand years.

Perhaps no subject, with the exception of the literature of

departed nations, affords more interest to the mind of man, than

these visible proofs of the different states of society throughout

the world's history; and nothing better aids us in realising the

people and customs of the past, than the wonderful monuments
happily preserved from the destructive hand of Tune, and now
restored to something of their original splendour by the patient

and laborious researches of modern times ; and, we may add (not

without some pride), by the enterprising liberality of Englishmen.

Nor is it the least extraordinary fact, in this vicAV of progress,

that the building itself, which contains these valuable monuments
of past ages, is essentially different from every preceding style.
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uniting perfect strength with aerial lightness, and as easy of

erection as it is capable of endurance. Thus then, beneath one
roof, may the visitor trace the course of art from centuries long
anterior to Christianity, down to the very moment in which he
lives, and obtain by this means an idea of the successive states of
civilisation which from time to time have arisen in the world,

flourishing for a greater or less period, until overturned by the

aggressions of barbarians, or the no less destructive agency of a

sensual and degraded luxury. Sculpture, the sister art of archi-

tecture, has also been worthily illustrated. Yainly, in any part of

the world, will be sought a similar collection, by means of which
the progress of that beautiful art can be regularly traced.

The statues will generally be found as much as possible in or

near the Architectural Courts of the periods and countries to wliich

they belong, so that the eye may track the intellectual stream as it

flows on, now rising to the highest point of beauty, and now sinking

to the lowest depths of degradation. The visitor is invited to

proceed with us on this world-wide tour of inspection, but he must
bear in mind that our present task is to show him how to examine
the Building itself, with its contents, and not to describe them,

except by briefly pointing out the most remarkable objects that

encounter him on his way. Por detailed and valuable information

the visitor is referred to the excellent Handbooks of the respective

Courts, all of which describe with minuteness not only their con-

tents, but every needful circumstance in connection with their

history. The point from which we start is the Central Transept.

Proceeding northwards, up the jSTave, the visitor turns immediately

to the left and finds himself in front of

THE EGYPTiAN COURT.*

The remains of Egyptian Architecture are the most ancient yet

discovered. They possess an absorbing interest, not only on
account of the connection of Egypt with Biblical history, but also

of the perfect state of the remains, which enables us to judge of the

high state of civilisation to which Egypt attained, and wliich have
permitted the decipherers of the hieroglyphics, led by Dr. Young,

* See tlie "Handbook to the Egyptian Court," by Owen Jones and Samuel
Sliarpe ;

also, " The Egyptians in the Time of the Pharaohs, being a Com-
panion to the Crystal Palace Collection," by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, to which
is added, "An Introduction to the Study of Egyptian Hieroglyphs," by Samuel
Birch. Crown 8vo,, with Illustrations.
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Champollion, and Sir G-ardner Wilkinson, in onr own time, to give

us clear insight into tlie manner of life—public and private—of

this early and interesting nation. Egyptian arcHtecture is ch.arac'
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Plan of the Egyptian Court.

terised by simplicity of construction, gigantic proportions, and
massive solidity. Tlie buildings were almost entirely of stone, and
many of tbem excavations and sbapings of rocks. Tbe examples
of tbis architecture now before us are not taken from any one ruin,

but are illustrations of various styles, commencing with the earliest,

and terminating with the latest, so that we are enabled to follow
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tlie gradual development of the art. Little change, however, was
effected during its progress. The original solidity so admirably

suited to the requirements of the Egyptians continued to the end

;

and religion forbade a change in the conventional representations

of those gods and kings which so extensively cover the temples and
tombs. So that we find the same peculiar character continued in

a great measure to the very last.

Advancing up the avenue of lions, cast from a pair brought from
Egypt by Lord Prudhoe (the ])^esent Duke of Northumberland),

we have before us the outer walls and columns of a temple, not

talcen from any one particular structure, but composed from
various sources, to illustrate Egyptian columns and capitals during

the Ptolemaic period, somewhere about 300 years b.c. On the

walls are colotu'ed sunk-reliefs showing a king making offerings or

receiving gifts from the gods. The capitals or heads of the columns

are palm and lotus-leaved; some showing the papyrus in its various

stages of development, from the simple bud to the full-blown

flower. The representation of the palm and the papyrus occurs

frequently in Egyptian architecture ; the leaves of the latter, it

will be remembered, Avere made into a kind of paper, and its

flowers were specially used as ofieiings in the temples. We .shall

afterwards inspect some growing specimens of this curious plant

in the foimtain basin at the north end of the IsTave, as well as of

the lotus, when these restorations may be remembered with

interest. On the frieze above the columns is a hieroglyphic

inscription stating that "in the seventeenth year of the reign of

Victoria, the ruler of the waves, this Palace was erected and

furnished with a thousand statues, a thousand plants, &c., like as a

book for the use of the men of all countries." This inscription is

repeated, with some slight additions, on the frieze of the interior

of the Court. On the cornice of both the inside and outside of the

Court, are the names of her Majest}^ and the Prince Consort,

engraved in hieroglyphic characters, and also winged globes, the

symbolic protecting deity of doorways. Entering by the central

doorway, on the lintels and sides of which are inserted the difierent

titles of King Ptolemy, in hieroglyphics, we find ourselves in the

exterior court of a temple in which the multitude assembled ; the

decorations of the walls are similar to those we saw outside, and it

must be borne in mind that the colouring is taken from actual

remains in Egypt. On the wall to the left is a large picture copied

from the great Temple of Eameses III. or Eameses Mai Amun, at

Medinet Haboo, near Thebes, showing the counting of the hands of
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tlie slain—tliree tlioiisaad as we are informed by tlie MeroglypMcs

engraved over tJie lieads of tlie scribes—before tbe king wbo is in

bis chariot ; on tbe riglit-band side of tbe Court is a representation

of a battle-scene, mtb tbe Egyptians storming a fortress. Turning

to tbe left, after examining tbe eigbt gigantic figures of Barneses

tbe Grreat, forming tbe fa9ade of anotlier temple, we enter tbe

Court of Amunotbpb, a colonnade of an early period, its date being

about 1300 B.C. Tbe columns represent eigbt stems and btids of

tbe papyrus bound togetber, and are cast from a black granite

column bearmg tlie name of Amunotbpb, now in tbe Britisb

jVIuseum.

Passing on we find ourselves in a dark

tomb copied from one at Beni Hassan. It

is tbe earliest piece of arebitecture in tbe

Crystal Palace, its date being about 1660

B.C. Tbe original tomb is cut in tbe solid

cbaui of rocks tbat forms a boundary on

tbe east of tbe ISTile, separating tbe sandy

desert from tbe fertile valley of tbe river.

Altbougb arcbitectural remains exist in

Egypt of a mucb earlier date tban tbis

tomb, it still possesses great value to us,

for it may be considered as exbibiting tbe

first order of Egyptian columns, wbicb

was employed in constructing buildings

at as remote a period as two tbousand

years before Cbrist ; tbis fluted columnin Mist order of Egj'ptian

anotber respect claims our attention, for

tbere can be but little doubt tbat it supplied tbe Cireeks witb tbe

model of tbeir early Doric. Tbe original tomb bas but one instead

of four entrances as liere represented, and is accordingly more

gloomy and impressive. Wbat is lost in sombre effect, bowever, is

made up to tbe visitor in convenience.

Passing out, we bebold, in front of us, a beautiful colonnade, or

portico, from tbe Island of Pbiloe, and of tbe same period as tbe

Egyptian wall wbicb Ave first saw fronting tbe Nave. Witbin tbis

we cannot fad. to remark tbe scattered statues, especially tbe

Egyptian Antinous, executed during tbe Homan rule, tbe life-like

development of wbose limbs, representing, as it no doubt does, tbe

Egyptian type, is sufficient to convince us tbat wben Egyptian art

was not tied down by tlie Merarcbical yoke, it Avas capable of pro-

ducing works of trutb and merit. Anotber work of art, executed
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when the country was tmcler tlie Greek yolce, is tlie remarkable
bas-relief portrait ofAlexander tbe G-reat, inscribed in MeroglypMcs
and G-reek characters. Tke Greek name is speltwrongly—a sufficient

proof that tlie work of art is from tlie band of an Egj-ptian artist.

Amidst tbe statues will be found two circular-beaded stones—copies
of tbe celebrated Eosetta stone (so called from baving been found
at tbe little town of Eosetta, near Alexandria) from wbicb Dr,
Young and Cbampollion obtained a key to tbe decipbering of
bieroglypbics. Tbe stone is engraved in tbree characters

:

Hieroglyphic, Enchorial—tbe writing of tbe country—and Greek

;

tbe inscription is an address from tbe priests to the Greek King of
Egypt, Ptolemy V., in which tbe soyereign's praises are set forth,

and orders are given to set up a statue of the king, together with
the address, in every temple. Tbe date of this interesting remnant
of Egyptian manners and customs is about 200 years before the
Christian era.

Eurtber on to the right, as we face tbe west—in a recess—is the
model of the Temple of Aboo Simbel, cut in the side of a rock, in
JN"iibia. The sitting figures which, in the original, are of the size of
the gigantic figures which we shall afterwards see in the Northern
Transept, represent Eameses the Great, and^the smaller ones around,
his mother, wife, and daughter. The original tomb is ten times as

large as the present model. It should be remembered that nearly aU
tbe models here introduced are verymneb below the size of tbe
architectural remains which they represent, Eor example: the
majority of the columns in the Temple of Karnak are 47 feet high,

and some are 63 feet. Turning from, this recess, and after looking

at the beautiful lotus columns to the left, surmounted by the cow-
eared Goddess of Love of the Egyptians, and having examined
the two large pictures on the walls of the temple—one of which
represents a king slaying his enemies with the aid of the god
Amnion Ea, and the other a feat of arms of the same king—we
direct our attention to the columns before us, which are reduced
models of a portion of the celebrated Temple of Karnak at Thebes,

This temple was, perhaps, one of the largest and most interesting

in Egypt ; the principal portions are said to have been erected by
Eameses II. about 1170 B.C. It seems to have been a fashion with

tbe Theban kings to make additions to this temple during their

respective reigns
; and, as each monarch was anxious to outvie his

predecessor, the size of the fabric threatened to become unbounded.

Temples and tombs were the grand extravagances of the Egyptian
kings. Tbe sums that mod-ern rulers devote to palaces wbicb add
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to tlieir splendour wliilst living, were given by the remote princes

of whom we speak, and who regarded life

as only a fleet passage towards eternity,

for the construction of endixring homes
when life should have passed away.

Inasmuch as, if the career of an Egyptian

king proved irreligious or oppressive, the

priests and people could deny hirn sepul-

ture in his own tomb, it is not unlikely

that many Egyptian kings lavished large

sums upon temples, in order to conciliate

the priestly favour, and to secta'e for their

embalmed bodies the much-prized sanc-

tuary. It Ls to be observed, however, with

respect to the names and inscriptions

found on EgyjDtian monuments, that they

are by no means always to be taken as an

authentic account of the remains within.

Some of the Egyptian kings have been

proved gudty of erasing from tombs the names of their pre-

decessors, and of siibstituting their o^m ;
ap. unwarrantable and

startling deception that has proved very awkward and embar-

rassing to Egyptian antiqiiaries.

The portiqn of Karnak here modelled is taken from the Hall

of Columns, commenced by Osirei the Eirst, and completed by his

son, Hamesefi the Gre^t, a most illustrious monarch, whose deeds

are frequently recorded, and whose statue is found in many parts

of Egjrpt, and who flou-rished during the twelfth century before

Christ. Before entering the temple, we stay to notice the repre-

sentations of animals and birds on the frieze above the columns,

which is the dedication of the temple to the gods. Entering between
the columns, cm the lower part of which is the name of Sameses the

Great, and, in the middle, a representation of the three principal

divinities of Thebes receiving offerings from Eing Osirei j and,

after thoroughly examining this interesting restoration, we return

agahi into the outer court. The visitor who wishes to realise to

himself the actual condition of the prmcipal Egyptian temples and
wall-sculptures of Karnak and Ealabshee, can do so by inspecting

the splendid collection of French photographs of these ancient

works of art in the GraUery immediately over this court, or by con-

sulting the works of Champollion and Sir Gardner "Wilkinson in
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tJie Eeading Eoom of tlie Library. Eegaining tlie ISrave, a few

steps, directed to tlie left, bring us to

THE GREEK COURT.*

ArcMtecture and sculpture bave bere made a stride. We bave

noted even in Egypt tbe advance from early rude effort to a con-

sistent gigantic system of art, wbicb grew under tbe sbadow of a

stern bierarcbical religion. We step at once from tbe gloom into

tbe sunsbine of Greek art. Tbe overwbelming grandeur of Egypt,

witb its austere conventionalities, is excbanged for true sunplicity,

great beauty, and ideality. Just proportions, trutb, grace of form,

and appropriate ornament, cbaracterised Grreek arcbitecture. Tbe

fundamental prbiciples of construction, as will readily be seen,

were tbe same in Grreece as in Egypt, but improved, added to, and

perfected. Tbe arcbitecture of botli countries ^vtxs columnar ; but,

compare tbe Grreek columns before us witb tbose wbicb we just

now saw in Egypt, taken from tbe tomb of Beni Hassan : tbe latter

are simple, rude, ill-proportioned, and witb sligbt pretension to

beauty, wbilst, in tbe former, tbe simplicity stiU prevaibng, tbe

rudeness and beaviness bave departed, tbe jpiUars taper gracefully,

and are finely proportioned and elegant, tbougb of great strengtb.

Tbe specimen of Greek arcbitecture before us is from tlie later

period of tbe first order, namely, tbe Doric ; and tbe court is taken,

in part, from tbe Temple of Jupiter at ISTemea, wbicb was built

about 400 years B.C., still witbin tbe verge of tbe bigbest period

of Greek Art. Passing along tbe front, we notice on tbe frieze

above tbe columns tbe names of tbe principal Greek cities and

(colonies.

We enter tbe court tbrougb tbe central opening. Tbis portion

represents part of a Greek affora, or forum, wbicb was used as a

market, and also for public festivals, for political and otber assem-

blies. Around tbe frieze in tbis central division are tbe names

of tbe |)oets, artists, and pbilosopbers of Greece, and of tbeir most

celebrated patrons, tbe list commencing immediately above tbe

place of entrance witb old blind Homer, and finisbing witb Antbe-

mius, tbe arcbitect of Saint Sopbia at Constantinople. Tbe names,

it will be remarked, are inserted in tbe Greek cbaracters of tbe

period at wbicb tbe various persons lived. Tbe monograms witbin

tbe cbaplets on tbe frieze are formed of tbe initial letters of tbe

* See "Handbook to tlie Greek Court," by George Scliarf, jmi. ; also, "An
Apology for tlie Colouring of the Greek Court," by Owen Jones,
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Muses, the Graces, the Good and the "Wise. The colouring of this

court, with its blue, red, and yellow surfaces, blazoned with gold,
produces an excellent effect. It is the object of the decorators to
give to the whole of the architectural specimens in. the Crystal
Palace those colours which there is reason to know, or to beliere

SeULPTURg? GALLERY

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Plan of tbe Greek Court.

they originally possessed ; to restore tliem, in fact, as far as pos-

sible, to their pristine state, in order that the imagination of the

spectator may be safely conducted laack in contemplation to the

artistic characteristics of distant and distinctiye ages. In this

court are arranged sculptures and models of temples. Amongst

the former will be recognised many of the finest statues and groups

of the Greek school, the Laocoon (16) ; the Parnese Juno (6) ; the

Dione (3) ; the Genius of Death (24) ; the weU-known Discobolus

(4) from the Vatican ; the Ariadne, also from the Vatican (27) ; the

Sleeping or Barberini Faun (19) ; and, in the centre, the unri-

valled Venus of Milo, which affords perhaps the most perfect

combination of grandeur and beauty in the female form (1). We
make our way round this court, beginning at the right hand.
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After examiniug tlie collection, ^Ye pass between tlie columns into tlie

small side court (next to Egypt), answering to a stoa of the Agora.

Around tlie frieze are found tke names of the great men of tlie

Greek colonies, arranged in chronological order. Tlie visitor lias

here an opportunity of contrasting the architecture and sculpture

of the Egyptians with those of the G-reeks. On one side of him
is an Egyptian wall inclining inwards, with its angular pictorial

decorations, and the passive colossal figures guarding the entrances.

On the other side are the beautiful columns and bold cornice of

the Greek Doric, surrounded by statues characterised by beauty

of form and refined idealised expression. In this division will also

be found the busts of the Greek Poets, arranged in chronological

order, commencing on the right-hand side from the Nave : these

form a portion and the commencement of the Portrait Gallery of

the Ciystal Palace.

Making our way through the opening in the back, opposite the

Nave, we enter a covered atrium, commonly attached to the portion

of the agora here reproduced. The massive antes, or square pillars,

and the ]Danelled ceiling—the form of the latter adapted from the

Temple of Apollo at Bassse in Arcadia—give the visitor another

specimen of Greek architecture. We proceed, to the right, down
this atrium, occasionally stepping out to examine the sculpture

arranged in the gallery, and the restored and coloured frieze of

the Parthenon of Athens, which extends its length along the wall.

The coloured portion has been executed under the direction of

Mr. Owen Jones, the golden hair being founded on authentic

examples which still exist on analogous remains of ancient Greek
art.* The tints on the different figures are put forth rather as

suggestions than restorations. We really know nothing certain

of the maimer in wliich these celebrated relievos were coloured.

Acknowledging tliis fact, Mr. Jones, in thus bold!}'- supplying

pigment, has proceeded upon the known principle of the Greeks

—

using the tints so as to enhance the eftect of the sculpture. This
frieze represents the Panathenaic procession to the temple of
Athene Polias, wliich formed part of the display at this greatest of

the Athenian festivals, and took place eveiy fourth year. Dividing
the frieze, is one of the most interesting objects in the Crystal
Palace, a model of the western front of the Parthenon itself, about
one-fourth the size of the original structiire. This is the largest

* The remamder of the frieze is erected ia the gallery above the Courts.

D
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model that lias ever been constnicted of tliis beautiful temple,

and possesses the great charm of a veritable copy. The scale is

sufficiently large to give a complete idea of the original. This

admirable model is due to the intelligent and successful researches

prosecuted in Athens by Mr, Penrose, whose labours have thrown
go much new light upon the refinements practised by the Grreeks in

architecture. Mr. Penrose has himself directed the construction

of the model. In this gallery are ranged statues and groups,

including the celebrated JN'iobe group, from Florence (187 to 187 x,

inclusive). This subject of the punishment of Niobe's family by
the gods was freqiiently treated by Gfreek artists ; and certainly

the group before us is one of the most beautiful examples of G-reek

sculptural art. It is supposed that the portion of the group at

Florence occupied the x^ediment of the temple of ApoUo Sosianus

at Home, The iS^iobe grouj) belongs to one of the brightest periods.

Casts from those most beautiful and wonderful remains of ancient

art, the colossal figtires from the pediment of the Parthenon at

Athens, are also here (185 to 186 b). The originals, brought over

to England by Lord Elgin in 1801-2, are in the British Museum,
and the nation is indebted for the acquisition to the painter

Haydon, who was the first British artist to recognise the value,

and appreciate the beauty, of these mutilated but inimitable

monuments of art at the highest period of its glory. They belong

to the Phidian school, and are characterised by simple grandeur,

great repose in the attitudes, and a deep study of nature in their

forms. The Theseus more partictilarly displays a marvellous study

and appreciation of nature, and the figures of the Fates (185 b),

headless though they be, are the most awfally grand impersona-

tions the world has ever seen. In connection with the Parthenon

will also be seen a cast from a ]3art of one of the actual columns,

also in the British Museum (150). Here also is the wonderful

Belvedere Torso, from the Vatican (67) ; the far-famed Venus de'

Medici (198), from Florence, and the exquisite Psyche (199), from

the Museum at ISTaples. The visitor will not fail to be astonished,

no less by the number than by the charming efiect of these works
which have come down to our time, and which wiU descend to the

latest posterity as models of excellence. Proceeding until we
arrive at the junction of the G-reek and Boman Coiu'ts, we turn

into the right-hand division of the outer court ; round the frieze

of which are the names of the statesmen and warriors of Athens,

^the Peloponnesus, and Attica. The busts ranged on either side
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are portraits «f tlie G-reelc pMlosopliers, orators, generals, and

statesmen, arranged in chronological order, commencing at tke

entrance from tlie Nave.

We walk tlirongli this court until we reach the Nave; then

turning to the left, find ourselves facing

THE ROMAN COURT*

On approaching this Ootirt, the visitor will at once notice a new
architectural element—as useful as it is beautiful—namely, the

Aech, a feature that has been found susceptible of the greatest

variety of treatment. Until within the last few years the credit of

the first use of the arch as an arcJiitech^ral principle has been
given to the G-reek architect under Eoman rule, but discoveries

in Egypt, and more recently in Assyria by Mr. Layard and

M. Botta, have shown that con-

structed and ornamented arches were

frequently employed in architecture

many hundred years before the Chris-

tian era. It is to be observed that

architecture and sculptiire had no

origiual growth at Rome, and were

not indigenous to the soil. E-oman

structures were modifications from

the G-reek, adapted to suit the re-

quirements and tastes of the people

;

and thus it happened that the simple

severity, purity, and ideality of early

Greek art degenerated, under the

Soman empire, into the wanton
luxuriousness that characterised its

' latest period. In comparing the Greek and Boman statues, we
remark a grandeur of conception, a delicacy of sentiment, a

jr" poetical refinement of thought in the former, indicative of the

highest artistic development with which we are acquainted. When
Greece became merely a Eoman proviuce, that high excellence

was already on the decHne, and the dispersion of her artists, on
the final subjugation of the country by Mummius, the Boman
general, B.C. 146, hastened the descent. A large number of

* See "Handbook to tlio Eoman Court," by George Scliarf, jvra.
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G-recian artists settled at Bome, where tlie sentiment of servi-

tude, and the love of their masters for display, produced works
which by degrees fell further and further from their glorious

models, until richness of material, manual cunning, and a more
than feminine weakness characterised their principal productions

;

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Plan of the Eoman Court.

and the"sculptor's art became degraded into a trade, in wliich all

feeling for the ancient G-reek excellence was for ever lost. Thus,
in the transplanted art of Greece, serving its Eoman masters, a
material and sensual feeling more or less prevails, appealing to the
passions rather than to the intellects and high imaginations of
men. The cumbrous dresses and armour which mark the properly

Eoman style, hide the graceful and powerful forms of nature under
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tlie symbols of station and office, creating a species of political

sciilx^ture. It is yerj curious and instructive to notice at a glance

the high intellectual expression of the great men of Grreeoe whose
busts adorn the Grreek Court, and to contrast their noble counte-

nances with the material and sensual aspect of their conquerors,

the Eomans, who range peacefully close by : much of the past can

be gleaned from such a comparison.

In the wall now before us we liave a model of a portion of the

outer wall of the Coliseum at Home, pierced with arches and
ornamented with Tuscan columns. The Coliseum is one of the

most wonderful structures in the world, and the Pyramids of

Egypt alone can be compared with it in point of size. It is ellip-

tical in form, and consisted outwardly of four stories. In the

centre of the interior was the arena or scene of action, around

which the seats for spectators rose, tier above tier. The enormous
range was capable of seating 87,000 persons. Yespasian and Titus

erected this amphitheatre, and the work commenced about a.d. 79.

In this vast and splendidly decorated building, the ancient Romans
assembled to witness chariot-races, naval engagements, combats of

wild animals, and other exciting sports. A very beautiful and
highly finished model of the Cohseum restored will be found in

the Court, which it will be interesting to compare with the present

state of the ruin as seen in the model of the Homan Forum close

by. A model also of the Pantheon will be found here. These

M^eve all executed at Home under the superintendence of the late

Dr. Emil Braun.

Entering the Roman Court through the central archway, we
come into an apartment whose walls are coloured in imitation of

the porphyry, malachite, and rare marbles with which the Roman
people loved to adorn their houses. This style of decoration

appears to have been introduced a little before the Christian era

;

and so lavish were the Romans in su]Dplying ornament for their

homes, that the Emperor Augustus, dreading the result of tlie

extravagance, endeavoured by his personal moderation to put a

stop to the reckless expenditiire : although it is recorded that the

lofty exemplar was set up for imitation in vain.

Following the same -plaji as in the Grreek Court, we proceed

round from the right to the left, examining the sculptures and
models. Amongst the former wiU. be noticed the statue of Drusus
from Naples (222) ; the beautiful Venus Aphrodite from the

Capitol, Rome (226) ; the Venus G-enitris from the Louvre (228)

;

the fine statue of a musician, or female performer on the lyre,
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from the Louvre (230) ; tlie G-enms Suppliant (232) ; tile Marine

Venus (233) ; the Venus Aphi'odite from Florence (236) ; tke

Venus of Aries (237) ; tlie Venus Callipygos from Naples (238) ;

and tlio Baeclius from tlie Louvre (241). Around tlie Court

are placed tlie portrait-busts of tlie most celebrated kings and

emperors of Eome, arranged cbronologically, commencing, on tbe

rigbt-liand side of the entrance, Avith JNTuma Pompilius (34), and

terminating with Constantius Chlorus (73). Having completed

our survey, we enter the arched vestibule at the back adjoining

the G-reek Coiu't. This vestibuJe, and the three others adjacent,,

are founded, in respect of their decorations and paintings, on

examples still extant in the ancient baths of Eome. The bath, as

is well known, was indispensable to the Komans, and in the days of

their " decadence," when they had simk from glorious conquerors

and mighty generals into the mere indolent slaves of luxury, the

warm bath was used to excess. It is said that it was resorted to

as often as seven or eight times a day, and even used immediately

after a meal, to assist the digestive organs, and to enable the

bather to enjoy, with as little delay as possible, another luxurious

repast.

We proceed through these vestibules, as in the Greek Court,

studying the objects of art, and occasionally stepping out to notice

the continuation of the Parthenon frieze on the Avail at the back,

and the sculptures ranged around. In the centre of the first

vestibule is the Venus Victorious (243) ; and in the third, the Diana

with the deer (261),^—two chefs-d'oeuvre of sculpture, that give

an idea of the highest state of art under Eoman rule. We soon

arrive at the sides of the Alliambra, when, turning to the right,

we find ourselves in a E-oman side court, which is surrotuided by
the busts of the most renowned Eoman G-enerals, of Empresses and
other women.

Passing through this compartment, wo once more make our

way to the l^Tave, and bring ourselves face to face with the gor-

geous magnificeuce of

THE ALHAMBRA COURT.*

The architectural sequence is now interru]Dted. We have arrived

at one of those offshoots from a parent stem which flotirished for a

time, and then entirely'" disappeared -. leaving examples of their art

* See "Handbook to the Alhambra Court," by Owen Jones.
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^^'^Ilicll eitlier comiDel oiir -wonder Iby tlie extraordinary novelty of

tlie details, as in tiie case of I^ineyeli, or, as in tke court noTir

before us, excite our admiration to tlie Mghest pitch, by the spleil-

dour and riclmess of tTie decorations. Tlie Saracenic or Moresque

architecture sprang from the Byzantine, the common parent of all

subsequent stjdes, and the legitimate successor to the E-oman system.

We ehaU immediately have occasion to speak more particularly of
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the parent root Milieu we cross the Nave and enter the Byzantine
Court.|^Of the Moorish architecture which branched out from it,

it will be sufficient to say here, that the solid external structure

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Ground Plan of the Alhambra Court.

was of plain, simple masonry ; -whilst the inside was literally-

covered, from end to end, with rich arabesque work in coloured

stucco, and adorned with mosaic pavements, marble fountains, and

sweet-smelling flowers.
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Tlie vast fortress-palace of the Alliambra,* of a portion of Avliicli

this court is a reproduction, was built about tke middle of tbe

thirteeutli century. It rises on a Mil above tbe city of G-ranada

(in tke south, of Spain), the capital of the Moorish kingdom of that

name, Avhich, for two hundred and fifty years, withstood the

repeated attacks of the Christians, and was not finally reduced until

1492, by Ferdinand and Isabella. The AUiambra, under Moorish
rule, was the scene of the luxurious pleasures of the monarch, and
the stage upon which, many fearful crimes were enacted. Within
its brdliant courts, the king fell by the hand of the aspiring chief,

who, in his turn, was cut down by an equally ambitious rival.

Few spots can boast a more intimate association with the romantic

tha,n the Alhambra, until the Christians ejected the Moors from
their splendid home, and the palace of the unbeliever became a
Christian fortress.

The part here reproduced is the far-famed Court of Lions, the

Tribunal of Justice, and the Hall of the Abencerrages and the

Divan. The outside of these courts is covered with diaper work,

consisting of inscriptions in Arabic character, of conventional

representation of fiowers and of flowing decoration, over M'hich the

eye wanders, delighted with the harmony of the colouring and the

variety of the ornament. Entering through the central archway,
we see before us the fountain, supported by the lions that give name
to the court; and, through the archway opposite, the splendid

fringe of the stalactite roof of the Hall of the Abencerrages, com-
posed in the original of five thousand separate pieces, which key
into and support each other. The Court of Lions here is 75 feet

long, just two-thirds the length of the original ; the columns are

the same height and size as the columns of which they are restora-

tions, and the arches that spring from them are also of the actual

size of the original arches. Over the colunms is inscribed iu Cufic

characters, " And there is no Conqueror hut God." Hound the

basin of the fountaiji is an Arabic poem, from which we take two
specimens :

—

" Oil thou who belioldest these Lions crouching—^fear not

!

Life is wanting to enable them to show their fiuy !"

Less, we must tliink, a needless caution to the intruder, than the

poet's allowed flattery to his brother artist. In the verse of G-reece

and modern Italy, we find the same heightened expression of admi-

* "The Red," probably so called either from the colour of the soil, or from
the deep red brick of which it is built.
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ration for tke almost animating art of sculpture. The following

passage is oriental in every letter :

—

" Seest thou not how the water flows on the surface,
uotwitlistanding the current strives to oppose its i^rogress.
Lilce a lover whose eyelids are pregnant with tears, and
who suppresses them for fear of a tale-bearer."

Tlirougli tliis brilliant court, tlie visitor will proceed or linger

as his spirit directs. There are no statues to examine, for the reli-

gion of the Moors forbade the representation of living objects ; in

truth, the exquisitelj;^ wrought tracery on every side, upon which
the Moorish mind was thus forced to concentrate all its artistic

power and skill, is in itself sufficient exclusively to arrest and to

enchain the attention. A curious infringement, however, of the

Mahomniedan law just now mentioned, which proscribes the repre-

sentation of natural objects, is observable in the lions supporting

the fountain, and in three paintings, which occupy a portion of the

original ceilings in the Tribunal of Justice and the two alcoves

adjoining. It is also to be remarked that, although the followers

of Mahommed scrupulously avoid stepping upon a piece of paper,

lest the name of Grod should be written thereon, yet that name is

found repeatedly upon the tile floor of the same tribunal. How-
ever, during the State visit of the Princes of Oude to the Crystal

Palace in 1858, ^o hile they were inspecting this Court it was noticed

that they, and many of their attendants, avoided as much as possi-

ble stej)ping upon the inscribed pavement. Prom these circum-

stances it would seem that the Mahomniedans of the West Avere

more lax in their observances than their brethren of the East,

having in all probability imbibed some of the ideas and feelings of

the Spanish Christians with whom they came in contact.

Passing through the archway opposite to that at AA'hich we
entered, we find ourseh'^es in a vestibule which in the Alhambra
itself leads from the Court of Lions to the Tribunal of Justice.

This is, however, only a portion of the original passage. The
arches opening from the central to the right and left divisions

of the vestibule are of the size of the originals, the patterns on the

walls and ceilings being taken from other portions of the Alliambra.

It should also be remembered that the different apartments here

brought together do not stand in the same relation to each other as

in the Moorish Palace, the object of the architect in the Crj^stal

Palace being to give the best examples of this style of architecture

in the smallest possible space.
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The visitor may now proceed tlirougli the left-hand arch into the

division next the Eomau Court. On the right of this division

he will find a small room devoted to models, and specimens of the

original oasts of ornaments of the Alhambra, brought by Mr. Owen
Jones from Spain, from which this Court has been constructed.

Eeturning to the central division, he sees on his left the Hall of

the Abencerrages, with its beautiful stalactite roof, already spoken
of. All the Co^u'ts on this side of the building, up to this point,

were erected under the superintendence of Mr. Owen Jones. Pro-
ceeding onward, we quit the Alhambra, and emerge into the north
transept.

The visitor passing into the Tropical division now crosses the

Transept, immediately in front of the colossal sitting figures, which
he will be able to esamine with more effect when he commences a
tour tlirou.gh the nave, which we propose that he shall shortly

make. Passing these figures then for a moment, he directs his

attention to

THE ASSYRIAN COURT,*

"n'-Iiich faces him. This Court is larger than any other appropriated
to the illustration of one phase of art. It is 120 feet long, 50 feet

^vide, and has an elevation of 40 feet from the floor line. Its chief

interest, however, consists in the fact of its illustrating a style of
art of which no spechnen has hitherto been presented in Europe,
and which, indeed, until the last few years, lay unkno^'s-n even in
the country where its remains have been unexpectedly brought to
light. It is little more than ten years ago that M. Botta, the
Prench Consul at Mossul, fii'st discovered the existence of scu.lp-

tural remains of the old Assyrian empire at Khorsabad : and since
that time the palace, now known to have been erected about the
year 720 e.g. by Sargon, the successor of Shalmaneser, has been
mainly explored, as well as the palace of his son Sennacherib at
Koyunjik, and that of Esarhaddon and Sardanapalus, at Wiinroud,
besides other older palaces in the last-named locality. In addition
to the explorations that have been made on these sites, extensive
excavations and examinations also within the last few years have
been made into the ruins of the palaces of Nebuchadnezzar a,t

Babylon, and of Darius and Xerxes at Susa.
It is from the immense mass of new materials, so suddenly

* See "Handbook to the Nineveli Coiirt," by Austen Hemy Layard,
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revealed, that Mr. James Pergusson, assisted by Mr. Layard, lias

erected tlie court before wbicb the visitor now stands—an arcM-

tectural illustration wbicb, witbout pretending to be a literal copy
of any one building, most certainly represents generally tbe arcbi-

tecture of tbe extinct but once migbty kingdoms of Mesopo-
tamia, during tbe two centuries tbat elapsed between tbe reign of

Sennacberib and tbat of Xerxes, viz., from
about B.C. 700 to b.c. 500.

Tbe oldest form of arcbitecture in these

Eastern parts was probably that which
existed in Eabylon : but tbe absence of

stone in that country reduced the inhabi-

tants to the necessity of using bricks only,

and for the most part bricks burnt by the

sun, though sometimes fire-burnt brick-

work is also found. The face of tbe walls

so constructed was ornamented with paint-

ings, either on plaster or enamelled on

the bricks, whilst the constructive portions

and roofs were of wood. All this perish-

able material has of course disappeared,

and nothing now remains even of the Ba-

bylon built by I^ebuchadnezzar but form-

Pillar from the arcade of less mounds of brickwork. In tbe more
the Court. northern kingdom of Assyria, the existence

of stone and marble secured a wainscoting

of sculptured slabs for the palace walls, whilst great winged bulls

and giant figures, also in stone, adorned the portals and facades.

The pillars, however, which supported the roofs, and the roofs

themselves, were all of wood, generally of cedar, and these having

been destroyed by fire or by the lapse of ages, nothing remains

to tell of their actual size and form. Yet we are not left entirely

to conjecture in respect of them. Susa and Persepolis in Persia

—the followers and imitators of Nineveh—arose in districts

where stone was abundant, and we find that the structures in

these cities had not only stone pillars to support the roof, but

also stone jambs in the doorwaji'S, thus affording an unmis-

takeable clue to tbe nature of such portions of building as are

wanting to complete our knowledge of the architecture of the

Assyrian people.

As now laid bare to us, the Assyrian style of architecture

differs essentially from any other with which we have hitherto been
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made acquainted. Its main cliaraeteristics are enormously tliick

mud-l)rick walls, covered with, painted bas-reliefs, and roofs

suiDported internally by sliglit but elegant wooden columns,

ornamented with, volutes (spiral mouldings), and tbo elegant lioney-

suckle ornament wbicb was afterwards introduced tlirough Ionia

into G-reece—this Assyrian style being, according to some, tlie

Entrance to the HineTcli Court.

parent of tKe Ionic order, as tbe Egyptian was of tlie Doric order,

of Greece. Tbe very greatest interest attaebes to tbese arcbi-

tectural remains, and to tbe records cut in enduring stone, wbich

they bave banded down to us, inasmucb as tbey corroborate, in

a most remarkable manner, certain statements in tbe Bible con-

nected with Jemsli History. There can be little doubt^tbat tbe

Assyrians and Jews sprang from tbe same stock ; and no one can

fail to remark that tbe physiognomy of the Assyrians, as pour-

trayed in these sculptures, bears a strong resemblance to tbe

Israelitish visage. As far as we can judge from descriptions, the

architecture of ancient Jerusalem was almost identical with that of

Assyria.

The whole of the lower portion of the exterior front and sides of

this Court is taken from the palace at Elhorsabad, the great winged
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bulls, tlie giants strangling th.e lions (supposed to represent tlie

Assyrian Hercules), and the otlier features, being casts from tlie

objects sent from tbe site of tlie palace, to the Louvre, and
arranged, as far as circumstances admit, in tlie relative position of

the original objects as tbey were discovered. Tbe dwarf columns
on tlie walls, with tbe double bull capitals, are modelled from
details found at Persepolis and Susa, wbilst tbe cornice and

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Plan of the Assyrian Court.

battlements above liave been copied from representations found
in one of tbe bas-reliefs at EJiorsabad. Tbe painting of tbe cornice

is in strict accordance witli tbe recent discoveries of that place.

Entering tbrougb tbe opening in tbe side, guarded by colossal

bulls, tbe visitor finds bimself in a large ball, in tbe centre of wbicb
stand four great columns copied literally from columns found at

Susa and PersepoHs. Tbe walls of tbe ball are covered witb scuIjd-

ture, cast from originals brougbt to tbis country by Mr. Layard
from bis excavations at Niniroud, and deposited in tbe British

'

Museum. Upon the sculptures are engraved the arrow-headed

inscriptions which have been so recently, and in so remarkable a >

manner, deciphered by Colonel E-awlinson and Dr. Hineks. Above
these is a painting of animals and trees, copied from one found at

Khorsabad. The roof crowning the hall represents the form of

ceiling usual ia that part of Asia, bn.t is rather a vehicle for the

display of the various coloured patterns of Assyrian art than a

direct copy of anj'ihing found in the Assyrian palaces. In the

centre of the great hall the visitor will notice a decorated arch'W'ay

at the back of the Court. The very recent discovery of this highly
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ornamented arcli at Kliorsabad, and also of a pointed example, proves

—somewliat luiexpectedly—that tlie Assyrian people were far from
ignorant of tlie vakie of these beautiful features of arcliitecture. A
complete detailed account of tliis interesting department will be
found in Mr. Layard's valuable Handbook to the JSTineveb Court.

Having completed liis survey of tlie interior of this Court, the

visitor may at once quit tlie Court by the central entrance, and
turning to the left cross the north end of the ISTave, stopping for one

moment on his passage to look from end to end of the magnificent

structure within which he stands, and to glance at the exterior of

the Court he has just quitted, the bright colouring of wMch, the

bold ornaments, the gigantic bulls, and colossal features, present

as novel and striking an architectural ^and decorative display as

the mind can imagine.

Having crossed the building, past the avenue of Sphinxes,

without stopping at the colossal Egyptian figures to be noticed here-

after, the visitor will continue the architectural illustrations with

THE BYZANTINE AND ROMANESQUE COURT*

Before the visitor is conducted through the architectural Courts
on this side of the Nave, which have all been erected by Mr.
Digby "VVyatt, it is necessary he should understand that the}''

differ considerably in arrangement and treatment from those on
the opposite side, which have already been described. In the

Egyptian, Grreek, and other Courts through which he has passed,

the forms or characteristics of some one distinctive structure have,

to a greater or less extent, been given ; but the Courts into which
we are now about to penetrate are not architectural restorations,

but rather so many collections of ornamental details stamped with
unmistakeable individuality, and enabling us at a glance to recog-

nise and distinguish the several styles that have existed and
succeeded each other, from the beginning of the 6thydown to the

16th centuiy. In each Court wiU be found important details,

ornament, and even entire portions, taken from the most remark-
able or beautiful edifices of the periods they illustrate. Thus
the palaces and Christian temples of Italy, the castles and
churches of G-ermany, the hotels-de-ville and chateaux of Belgium
and France, and the cathedrals and mansions in our own country,

have all been laid under contribution, so that here, for the first

* See "Handbook to tlie Byzantine Court," by M. Digby Wyatt and
J. B. "Waring.
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time in tlie liistory of arcMtecture, we liave the opportunity of
acquiring a perceptive and practical knowledge of the lieautiful art

during the period of its later progress.

The regular architectiu'al sequence on the other side of the Nave
finds its termination in the Eoman Court, and we now resume the
order ofhistorj^ withthe "Byzantine" Court. Art, as wehave already

Byzaatine Coxirt (entrance from North Transept).

indicated, declined during the Eoman Empu'e ; hut the general
adoption of Christianity gave the blow that finally overthrew it ; for

the introduction of this faith was, unfortunately, accompanied with
bitter and violent enmity against aU Pagan forms of beauty. An
edict of Theodosius, in the early part of the 5th century, ordered
that pagan art should be utterly annihilated, and the primitive

Christians demohshed with frantic zeal the temples, bronzes,

paintings, and statues that adorned the Eomish capital.

To complete the work of destruction, it is related that Gregory
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(a.d. 690), one of the celebrated "Fatliers" of tlie Eoman Cliurcli,

gave orders that every vestige of !Pagan Eome should be consigned to

the Tiber ; and thus was ancient Art smitten and overthrown, and

the attempt made to efface its very foot-prints from the earth ; so

that, indeed, men had now to proceed as best they might, by painful

and laborious efforts, towards the formation of a new and essen-

tially Christian style of architecture, which, however feeble and

badly imitated from ancient models at its commencement, was
finally productive of the most original and beautiful results.

Constantine the Great, in the early part of the 4th century,

embraced Christianity. The new
';

religion required structures

capable of holding large assemblages of people at certain periods

;

and notwithstanding the magnificence of some of the Eoman
structures, none could be found appropriate to the required

use, save the Basilicas, or Halls of Justice, at Eome, The form of

these structures was oblong, and the interior consisted of a central

avenue and two side aisles, divided from the centre by a double

row of columns, the central avenue terminating in a semicircular

recess with the roof roimded off. It will be at once apparent that

such buildings were admirably adapted to the purposes and
observances of the new religion ; and, accordingly, in a.d, 323,

when Constantine removed the seat of empire from the West to the

East, from Eome to Byzantium (Constantinople), the Eoman
Basilica probably served as a model for the Christian churches

which he rapidly raised in his new city.

But on this point we have little authentic information
; time,

the convulsions of nature, and the destructive hand of man, have

long since lost to us the original churches built on Constantine's

settlement at Byzantium, and the oldest monument with which we
are acquainted, that of Santa Sophia, built in the early part of the

6th century by Justinian, bears no relation in its plan to the long

basilica of the Western Empire.

The great characteristic of Byzantine church architecture was a

plan formed on the Greek cross, and surmounted at its points of

iatersection by a central dome. The direct imitation of the

^antique capitals was eschewed, and a foliated capital Avas intro-

. duced in. its place, varying considerably in pattern even in the

same building : the arch was in general semicircular, and the use
of mosaic ornament universal, but it was some time before the

Byzantine style received its full development; for the earrlier

Christians generally maintained a profound antipathy to all Art, as
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ostentatious, and savouring overmiicli of worldly delights. It is

not, however, in the nature of man to exist for any length of time

in this world, wondronsly adorned as it is by its Divine Creator,

without imbibing a love for the adornment so profusely displayed

around him. This natural feeling, which St. Augustine and the

Btricter Christians vainly sought to decry and repress, was

strengthened and aided by the more forcible notion of holding

out some attraction to the pagans, who, accustomed to the

ceremonies and charms of their old rites, might be repeUed by the

apparent gloominess of the new creed. As the number of conrerts

increased, a demand for church ornament made itself felt, and Art

once more awoke, not in the excelling beauty of its former life,

but rude, unpolished, and crippled by religious necessity, which

placed, as in Egypt of old, a restriction upon the forms of nature,

lest by copying them the people should relapse into the idolatrous

worship of graven images. In the Eastern or Greek Church, even

the rude and grotesque sculpture first allowed was speedily for-

bidden and banished for ever. The mosaic painting, however, was

continued by G-reek artists, and this peculiar style of ornamenta-

tion is one of the most distinctive features of Byzantine

architecture. Not only were the walls and ceilings covered with

extraordinarily rich examples of glass mosaic work, formed! into

pictures illustrative of Scripture subjects and saintly legends, or

arranged in elaborate patterns of geometrical and other ornament,

but columns, pulpits, &o., were rendered brilliant with its glowing

colours. Mosaic work also is at times found on the facades of

the Byzantine buildings ; whilst the pavement, if less gorgeous,

was at least as richly ornamented with coloured inlay of marble

mosaic. As we have, however, just observed, the fear of idolatry

led to the comparative neglect of sculpture, and the edict forbidding

the sculpture of images for religious purposes became one cause of

the separation of the Latin Church in Borne from the Greek Church

Greek Cross. Latin Cross.
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in- Constajitmople, and tkencefortk tJie two cliurclies remain distinct.

In tke former, sculpture continued to exist, not as an independent
art, but as a mere arcliiteetural accessory.

Byzantine arcliitecture fiourislied from a.d. 328 to l-'lo3 ; but the

!B3^zantine proper can be said to extend only from tlie 6tli to the

11th centuries. Eomanesque architecture in its various develop-

ments was more or less impressed with the Byzantine character^

Byzantine Court—Arches from the Kave.

and in its general featm-es resembles the source from which it was
in a great measure derived : although the dome is generally absent

in the churches of northern Europe, which retained the plan of the

old Homan basilica in preference to that of the Greek cross, for a
long tune peculiar to the Easterji Church.

It would not be haizardmg too much to assert that Byzantine
architecture was generally adopted throughout most Eirropean

countries from the 6th to the 11th century, with such modifications

as the necessities of climate, the differences of creed, and the means
of building necessitated.
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Before entering tliis court the visitor will do well to examine

its external decoration, affording, as it does, not only an excellent

notion of tlie splendid mosaic ornament, we have already alluded

to as pecnliarly Byzantine, but for its paintings of illustrious

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Ground Plsvn of Byzantine Court.

cliaraeters of the Byzantine period, taken from valuable illumina-

tions and mosaics still in existence j such as the fine portraits of

Justinian and his consort Theodora, from Eavenna (by the entrance

from the J^Tave), and those of Charles the Bald of France, and the

Emperor Meephorus Botoniates of Constantinople, copied from

valuable existing authorities ; whilst an allegorical representation

of Night, on the return side, is a proof that the poetry of Art was

not altogether dead in the 10th century, to which date it belongs.

In front of all the courts faciog the Nave, are placed many very
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interesting examples of Mediaeval and Eenaissance Art, a brief

notice of wliicli will be found later in tliis Tolnme.

The entrance to tlie gallery at tlie back of the Byzantine Coiirt

is formed by tlie Cliancel Arcli of Tnam Catbedral in Ireland,

built about tbe beginning or middle of tbe IStb. century, a most
interesting relic of art in tbe Sister Isle.

Entering tbrougli tbe arcbes from tbe Nortb Transept, we turn

to tbe rigbt into a cool cloister of tbe Eomanesc[ue scbool, a

restored copy of a cloister at tbe cbureb of Santa Maria in Capi-

toloi at Cologne, an ancient edifice said to bave been commenced
about tbe year 700. Tbe cloister is,

bowever, of tbe close of tbe lOtb

century. Tbe restoration gives us

an excellent notion of tbe arcbes,

columns, and capitals of tbis period,

and sbows tbe difference tliat exists

between Eyzantine and ancient G-reek

or Homan art. Proceeding tbrougb

tbe cloister, tbe roof of wbicb is

beautifully decorated witb Byzantiae

ornament, in imitation of tbe glass

niosaic work, we remark various pieces

of sculpture, cbiefly from Venice : at

tbe extreme end, to tbe left, baving

our back to tbe Nave, is a recumbent

effigy of Hicbard Cosur de Lion, from

Houen; at tbe farthest end, to tbe

rigbt, is placed tbe Prior's doorway from Ely, in a late Worman
style ; and next to tbis, to tbe rigbt, a representation of tbe Bap-

tism of Christ, from St. Mark's, at Venice. We enter tbe court

itself. The marble fountain in the centre is an exact copy of on
at Heisterbacb on the Hhme. We may now obtain some notion

of the different features wbicb mark the Byzantine, the G-erman

Homanescxue, and Norman styles ; all agreeing in general cha-

racter, but all varying in treatment. The cloister we bave just

quitted, with the cubical capitals of its external colunms and its

profuse mosaics, jD^^sents a strongly marked impress of the

Byzantine stjde, the same influence being also remarked ui the

external mosaic work of the small but beautiful portion of the

cloisters of St. John Lateran at Horn©;' on each side of which
are fine examples of German Eomanesque, which is frequently

also called the Lombard style, as indicative of its origin: and
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beyond tliese again,, in tlie extreme angles, are interesting speci-

mens of tlie JN'ornaan style as practised in England dnring the

12tli century. These examples will enable the visitor to judge
in some measure of the differences that characterise the three.

To the left is a very curious Norman doorway, from Kilpeelc

Church, in Herefordshire ; the zigzag moulding around it is

peculiar to the IsTorman; and in the sculptured reliefs which
surround the doorway a symbolism is hidden, for the meaning
"of which we must refer our readers to the Handbook of this

Court. I^ext to this is a doorway from IVIayence Cathedral,

the bronze doors within it, which are from Augsburg Cathedral,

in G-ermany, being interesting examples of the art of bronze-casting

in the latter half of the 11th century. The rudely-executed sub-

jects in the panels are mostly taken from the Old Testament,

but no attempt at chronological arrangement has been made.

Above the St. John Lateran cloister is an arcade from Gelnliausen

in Germany, a good specimen of grotesque and symbolic sculpture

quite in the style of the early Lombard work in ^Northern Italy.

The doorway on the opposite side of the St. John Lateran cloister

is a composition showing the general characteristics of the

[Romanesque style ; the doors are from Hildesheim Cathedral, and
were executed in 1015, by order of Bishop Bernwardus. They
contain sixteen panels, arranged in proper order, eight representing

scenes in the Old Testament, commencing with the creation of

man, and eight representing subjects from the New Testament,

beginning with the Annunciation. Next to this, and correspond-

ing to the Kilpeck doorway, is a second side door from Shobdon
Church, Herefordshu'e. The circles ornamented with foliage over

the Shobdon Chancel Arch, are from Moissac. On the side wall

next to the Arch, is the monument, from Salisbury Cathedral, of

Bishop Eoger, who died a.d. 1139 ; it is transitional in style, from

the Norman to the Early English.

On either side of the fountain in this court are placed the

celebrated effigies of Fontevrault Abbey (the burying-plaee of the !

Plantagenets), consisting of Henry II. and his Queen Eleonora; ,'

Bichard I. ; and Isabella, wife of King John. These date from

the 13th century, and they are not only interesting as works

of art, but valuable as portraits, and as evidences of costumes of

that period. The effigy of Henry II. is the earliest-known statue

of any English king. An effigy of King John from Worcester,

and another of Berengaria, wife of Eichard I., from the Abbey
ef L'Espaiij neay Mans,, in France, are also to be found herer
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Tke inlaid marble parement of the Coiu't is copied from cKiirclies

in Morence, and is of tke beginning of tbe 13tli century.

Having tliorongMy examined the various contents of this Court,

we pass through the opening in the arcade of St. John Lateran,

before mentioned, and enter a vestibule, the vaulting of which is

from the convent of the Franciscans, at Assisi, in Central Italy,

with the paintings in the four compartments of the vault, from

their originals by Cimabue,

In the centre of this compartment is a large black marble Nor-

man font from Winchester Cathedral : the date of which has given

rise to much controversy; those assigned, ranging from 630 to

1150. Next to this font is another from Eardsley Church, Here-

fordshire, of the 12th century.

Passing now to the left, we see on the back wall, looking towards

the G-arden, three openings, the central one of which is a doorway

from the church of Preshford, in Kilkenny, of about the latter end

of the 11th or beginning of the 12th century, and on either side of

it are windows from the church of Tuam, in Ireland. Above the

Freshford doorway is a large circular window from Hathain Chiirch,

remarkable for its great anti-

quity, and said to have been

erected as early as the middle of

the 8th century. In this com-

partment are also placed Irish

crosses, afibrding examples of

the sculptural antiquities of the

Sister Isle ; and some interesting

crosses from the Isle of Man.

On the shaft of the Xilcrispeen

Cross, which stands in the cen-

tre of the gallery, amongst other

ornamental pieces of enlacement,

wUl be seen four human figures

platted together. The influence dooi- fr^h-Ma Church,

of Byzantine Art in these Irish

antiquities is clearly marked. Having examined this compart-
ment, we proceed for a short distance southwards, do^^ai the
corridor or gallery, and pass, on the back waU of the Byzantiae
Court, first, a doorway composed principally from an existing ex-
ample at Eomsey Abbey, the bas-relief in the door-head being from
Shobdon 1 and on the other side of the St. John Lateran arcade*
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a beautiful Norman doorway from Birkiu Cliurcli, YorksMre : after

wliieli we reaoli tlie smaller dmsion of tlie Medijeval Court, dedi-

cated to works of Grerman Mediaeval Art, the entrance to wMcli is

beneath the Pointed arcade on our right. Before passing from this

Court, the visitor should step into the large chamber on the left

of the vestibule which contains the Irish antiquities of Byzantine
art, where he will find an unique collection of modern ecclesiastical

scidpture, consisting of the original models from the study of the
late Charles Geerts, the famous sculptor of Louvain, the originals

of which are mostly existing in the churches of Belgium, but some
are in England. These beautifid and masterly productions will

repay the careful student of art, as well as all lovers of the beau-
tiful, for a special inspection.

THE GERMAN MEDi/EVAL COURT.*

This small Court is devoted exclusively to examples of Gothic
art and architecture in Germany, and, taken with the English and
French Mediaeval Courts,—Avhich we shall presently reach,—gives

an excellent idea of the style and character of architecture in these

three countries during the Middle Ages. Such remarks as are

required to explain the transition from the Eomanesque and
Byzantine to the Pointed style of architecture, we shall defer until

we find ourselves in the Mediaeval Court of our own countrj^ We,
therefore, without preface, conduct the visitor from the gallery of
the Byzantine Court, through the side arches, directly into the

German Mediasval Court. The large doorway in the centre at

once attracts attention. This is cast from a celebrated church
doorway at ISTuremberg, and is especially worthy of notice. On the
wall to the right is a doorway leading into the Byzantine Court.

This is not copied from any one particular example, but is a

composition displaying the elements of the German style. The
eqn.8strian statue of St. George is from the Cathedral square at

Prague, a work of the 14th century. The seven round bas-reliefs

at the top of the doorway, representing scenes from the life of

Christ, are fac-simile copies of the originals by Veit Stoss, at the

* See "Handbook to tlie Mediieval Courfe," by M, Digby "Wyatt and J. B,
"Wariiig.
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Cliiircli of St. Lawrence, in Nuremberg. On either side of tMs

doorway are two monuments, of

Bisliops Siegfrid von Epstein and

Peter Von Aspelt, opposite to wMcli

are tlie iine monuments of Albert

of Saxony, and of Bisbop Von
Grenimingen ; all of tliese are cast

from tlie originals, ia Mayence
Catbedral. Above tbe arcbes, and

all round tbe Court, is a smaU
arcade, tbe capitals, brackets, and

otber monuments of wbicb are

taken from various G-erman

cburcbes, but more especially from

tbe Catbedral of Cologne. Imme-
diately over tbe arcbes tbrougb

wbicb we bave entered, and be-

tween tbe columns of tbe arcade,

are four bosses witb tbe symbols of

tbe Evangelists, also from Cologne

Catbedral.

Passing tbrougb tbe ISTuremberg

doorway, ia tbe centre, we see

immediately before us, and over

tbe arcbes leading to tbe nave,

eigbt clancbig mummers, from tbe

Town-ball at Mimicb; tbey are

represented as exbibiting before an

audience, probably at some civic

festival, and are fall of grotescjue

drollery. Beneatb tbe mummers
are placed consoles or brackets,

from tbe ball of G-urzenicb, at Cologne, remarkable for tbe
bumour displayed in tbeir conception. On tbe wall to tbe rigbt
are tlu-ee large reHefs, from tbe cburcb of St. Sebald, at jN'iu'em-

berg. Tbey are tbe work of Adam KraiFt, and represent:—!.
Tbe Betrayal of our Saviour ; 2. Tbe Mount of Olives ; 3. Tbe
Last Snipper ;—and in tbeir execution sbow great power and mucb
less stiffness tban is generally foimd in Medieeval works, Adam
Xrafft was an excellent sculptor, wbo flourisbed at tbe close of
tbe lotb century. His works, wbicb are cbiejly to be found at
Is'uremberg, possess great merit botb in tbeir search after truth

NUREMBERG D00l~

MEDI/EVAL

VESTIBULE.

NAVE.
Zl:

Plan of the G-erman MediteTal

Vestibule.
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and tlie unusual manual ability they display. Immediately be-

neath these reliefs is another by the same artist, taken from the

Frauen-Kirohe, or Church of our Lady, at ISTuremberg. It repre-

sents an Adoration of the Virgin, and shows even more vigorous

handling than the other three. On the other side of the adjoining

doorway, from the Monastery of Denkendorf, in Wurtemburgh, is

another piece, representing the " Coronation of the Virgin," also

by KralFt. The monument beneath is from Munich, and is of the

16th century. On the left-hand wall, next to the jSTuremberg door,

is a bas-relief of " Justice with the llich and Poor," by Veit Stoss,

from the Town-haU at Nuremberg. Above and below this are

others by KraiFt. The upper, the " Meeting of Christ and St.

Veronica," from the Via Crucis, JN'uremberg ; the lower, another
" Coronation of the Virgin," from the Frauen-Kii-che, JSTuremberg.

Under this last are two ascribed to Albert Durer—a "Circum-
cision," and "Christ teaching in the Temple;" and on the other

side of the doorway, leading into the English Mediajval Court, is

the celebrated garland representing the triumph of the Church, by
Veit Stoss, from the church of St. Lawrence, at Nuremberg, which
deserves especial examination as one of the master-pieces of that

sculptor, and on account of its very peculiar arrangement. Other
siibjects in this Court present excellent examples of Grerman
Mediajval Art dowoi to the time of Peter Vischer, whose works
evince an evident influence derived from the Eenaissance School of

Italy, at the close of the 15th and at the commencement of the

16th centuries.

We now emerge into the Nave, and turning to the left, find

ourselves in front of

THE ENGLISH MEDI>€VAL COURT.*

It will have been remarked in the G-erman Medissval Court,

that architecture has tmdergone another change. No sooner

had the Lombard or Eomanesque style become systematised, than

features arose which contained the germs of yet more important

changes.

The Horizontal line principle of antique Art was gradually given

up, and a marked inclination towards the Vertical line principle

* See "Handbook to the Medisgval Court," by lit Digby Wyait and J. B,
Waring!
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took its place. The full cliange was not yet by any means complete,

and it remained for tlie introduction of the Pointed arch, under
INTorman influence in England and France, in tlie 12tli century, to

Entrance to Englisli Mediaival Court.

effect a gradual revolution in tiie whole system of construction and
ornamentation, until nearly every trace of the preceding style was
lost, and another essentially distinct in all its characteristics arose

in its stead.

As we are now standing before the ecclesiastical architecture of

oxw own country, it may be interesting to notice briefly, and in

chronological order, the progress of Pointed architecture in

England, and to specify a few of those leading features which serve

to distinguish the style of one period from that of another.

Prior to our doing this, it will be well briefly to notice the

JSTorman style which preceded the Pointed, and \Adiich was exten-

sively practised by tlie JN'ormans and English in this country, after

the successful invasion by William in 1066, Its leading featiu'es are

extreme solidity, absence of ornament (at its earliest period), semi-

circular or horse-shoe arches, and the peculiar zigzag mouldings
before noted. The buttresses or supports placed against walls to

give them styetigth are broad, hut project very little* The pillars
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are sliort, massive, and frequently circular, whilst the capitals are
usually cubical and channeled in a peculiar manner, sometimes
being quite plain, and at others car\^ed with grotesque and symbolic
figures and foliage.

The JN'orman lasted until the 13th century, when it made way
for the first pointed style, which is known as Harly JEnglish. The
arches in this style are lancet-shaped; the pillars consist fre-

quently of small shafts clustering round a circular pier, and are
much slighter and taller than the IS'orman: the capitals are
frequently without ornament, being simply plain mouldings.
When the capital is carved with foliage, the worlc is boldly ex-

ecuted. Spires, too, although originating in tlie later IS^orman, rose
in the Early English liigh into the air, like landmarks to the
people, to point out where they might congregate to worship
their Divine Creator. The buttresses are bold, generally rising in

diminishing stages, and either terminating in a triangidar head or
sloping ofi" into the wall, Windows, two or three in number, were
often grouped together under a mou.lded arch, between the point

of which and the tops of the windows an intervening space

was formed. This space, pierced with one or more openings,

gave rise to that most distinctive and
beautifid element of the Grothic

style

—

Teaceky.

The Decorated style, which suc-

ceeded to the Early English, flou-

rished during the 14th centmy, and
the Court we are now about to enter

possesses numerous examples of this,

the best and brightest period of

English Gothic; for in the Early
English tlie style had not yet reached

its highest point of beauty, and in

the later JPerpendicular it already

suflered decline. Tracery, as we
have stated, was the chief cha-

racteristic of the Decorated style;

Side niciie of Tinteru door^ and it consists either of geometi'ical

forms or of flowing lines. As an
example of the former, the visitor may examine the arches of the
cloister, containing the two figures now before us, on the side

niche of the Tintern door. The foliated details and carvings,

which also give character to this style, may, in like maimer, be
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studied wit]i advantage in tMs Court. The pillars are either clus-

tered or single, and generally of octangular or circular form ; the

capitals are sometimes carved with foliage, at other times they are

plain. The buttress is in stages and terminated occasionally with
Decorated pinnacles. The execution of the details of this style

was admirahle, and the variety and beauty of the ornaments,

founded chiefly on natural subjects, gives to the Decorated style

an effect which has seldom, if ever, been surpassed.

From the latter part of the 14th to the beginning of the 16th

century the Ter^endicular style was in vogue. It derives its

name from the tracery, which, instead of taking flomng forms,

consists chiefly of vertical lines. The arches became depressed

in form, the Tudor arch being distinctive of its later phase,

whilst the ornaments were crowded, and departed more from
natural models. The more important buildings were covered
throughout with shallow panelled work and profuse ornament,
over which the eye wanders in vain for much-needed repose, and the
effect of breadth and grandeur of parts is lost and frittered away.
These few observations, imperfect as they are, may perhaps assist

the visitor's appreciation of the Cou.rt we are about to examine.
Without further preface, then, we proceed
through the archwaj^ as usual, from the

INave.

We are in a cloister of the JDecoraied

period, founded in its arches and columns
on the Abbey of G-uisborough, Yorkshire.

Looking through the cloister to the left,

we see before us a doorway from the

Chapel of Prince Ai'thur, son of Henry
TII., in Worcester Cathedral, which will

enable us to test in a measure the truth of

our summary of the Perpendicular style.

On the extreme right we see the door of

Bishop West's Chapel, from Ely, a capital

example of the Later Perpendicular style

as it began to feel the influence of the

eoming Renaissance period. Crossing the

cloister we enter the Mediaeval Court,

which contains architectiu'al specimens
taken from our ancient churches and magnificent oathedi'als»

The upper'portion of the Comt is formed of arches, containing,

in the spandrels, figures of angels illustrative of the gradual

Areado from Guisborough.
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unfolding of Divine revelation, taken from the " Angels' Choir,"

in Lincoln Cathedral. The scidptures in the tympanum are mostly
from Tewkesbury, and the figures tinder the canopies are from
Wells Cathedral.

Entering the Court from the Nave, we find, immediately facing

us, the magnificent doorway from Eochester Cathedral, coloured

ip^ <!» /gfcimy

. . .. . .....f4

'M aa.

ROCHESTER DOOR

WALSINCHAM FONT

ENGLISH MEDIiCVAL COURT.

m

CLOISTERS ii

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Grround Plan of English Mediffival Court.

SO as to give an idea of its appearance when first erected. The

different faces, " making mouths," introduced amongst the tracery

of this door, afibrd a good example of the grotesque spirit which,

forms so strong an element of G-othic architecture. We may remark
here that the practice of colouring and gilding was carried to an

almost exti'avagant extent in the Grothic style, although the efiacing

hand of Time has left comparatively few exami^les in a perfect

state.
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Ou tlie -left of tlie door is a portion of tlie arcading from the

Chapter House of Wells Cathedral, and next is the richly-decorated

Easter sepxdchre, from Hawton Church, JN^ottinghamshire, repre-

senting the liesurrection and Ascension of Christ,—a A^ery remark-

able monument of the 14;th century. At the foot are the soldiers

MAEU'1S.S>

Doorway from Roehester Cathedral.

on guard at the Sepulchre, sleeping, and in the centre (the altar-

table) the Resurrection of our Lord, bearing his cross ; the three

Marys in adoration at his feet. Above is the Ascensiou, the

Apostles standing around. This last subject is treated in an
original and ingenious maimer, to come within_ the lines of the

architecture. This monument was nscd as an altar ; rarions rites
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being performed before it, between Grood-EricTay and Easter-day.

A seated figure, from tlie front of Lincoln Cathedral, is the next
subject ; and further on, in the angle, is a Virgin and Child, in a

niche,—a beautiful piece of early 14th century AYork from York
Minster ; and next is a portion of Bishop Alcock's chantry chapel,

from Ely Cathedral ; on the other side of the adjoining doorway,
which is a composition chiefly from the triforium of Lincoln Cathe-
dral, we remark the very beautiful oriel window of John o'Gaunt,
at Lincoln, and next to it a portion of the elaborate altar-screen of

Winchester Cathedral.

On the right of the Eoehester door is the finely designed monu-
ment of Humphrey de Bohun, from Hereford Cathedral, with the
effigy of the knight in complete armour. J^Text to this, in the angle,

we see the recumbent figure of the " Boy Bishop " from SaHsbury
Cathedral. It used to be the custom in the Catholic Church,
annually to elect a bishop from the children of the choir, who,
throughout the year, kept aU the state of a regular bishop

;
and, in

the event of his dying within the period of his office, had his effigy

erected as here we see. Eor further x^articulars of this singidar

custom, see the " Handbook of the Mediaeval Court." The door

beyond corresponds to the one opposite ; and further on, near the

cloister, is one of the doors of Lichfield Cathedral, with its beau.tiful

ironwork, the painting of which, to represent oak, is remarkably
clever ; and a portion of Bishop Bubwith's momiment from Wells.

The exqiiisite niches and canopies round the walla of the court are

from SoiithweU Minster, Ely Cathedi-al, Beverley Minster, &c.

The statues on a line with, and corresponding to those on the

monument of Bishop Bubwith, are excellent examples of late Gothic

work, from Armagh Cathedral. The upper tier, consisting princi-

pally of sculpture, presents valuable examples of that art. The
large statues beneath the canopie.s are from the facade of Wells

5

they are all of the highest interest vnth. reference to the history of

sculpture in England. The floor presents a remarkable and in-

teresting series of the best sepulchral monuments of the Gothic
period which England possesses, viz., those of Queen Eleanor, from
Westminster 1 Edward II., from Gloucester ; the celebrated monu-
ment of William of Wykeham, from Winchester • and that of

Edward the Black Prince, in gilt armour and emblazoned surcoat,

from Canterbury Cathedral. The individuality observable in

most of the faces indicates that they are portraits. The very
lovely face of the good Queen Eleanor should not escape the

notice of the visitor.
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Indeed all tlie subjects in tMs Court are full of value and
interest, and th.e numerous examples of G-othic art here collected,

wMcli we liave not sx3ace to describe in detail, form a museum in

wbicb. the visitor may obtain no inadequate idea of the rich trea-

sures in this wise of our country. Passing beneath the Eochester
doorway, we enter a vaulted and groined vestibule, the window of

which is a beautiful example of the Decorated style, from Holbeach,
in Lincolnshire, filled in with rich stained glass. Beneath the

window is the painted monument of John of Eltham, son of

Edward II., from Westminster Abbey, on either side statues from
Wells Cathedral. In the centre i's the very richly-decorated

font, from Walsingham, in JN'orfolk, an excellent example of

the Perpendicular style. The walls of the gallery are lined with

statues and monuments ; those on the Garden side are all English,

principally from the facade of Wells Cathedral ; those on the side

of the Court are chiefly from Germany and France. Amongst the

latter, we draw particular attention to the bas-reliefs on the walls,

from Notre-Dame, Paris, as excellent examples of early French
G-othic. Amongst the central monuments should be particularly

remarked, behind the German Medieval Court, the Arderne tomb,
from Elford church, Staffordshire ; the monument of Henry IV.,

and Joan of JYavarre (his queen), from Canterbury Cathedral ; the

tombs of Sir Giles Daubeny, Hichard II., and Anne of Bohemia
(his queen), from Westminster Abbey, of about the year 1507 ;

and behind the French and Italian Mediaeval Court, the

splendid monument of Eichard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick,
from Warwick, one of the finest Gothic sepulchral monuments
remaining in England- Passing beneath the arcade, near the

Beauchamp monument, we enter the next architectural illustration

of the series.
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THE FRENCH AND ITALIAN MEDI>€VAL COURT*

SEAUCHAMP
MONUMENT

VESTIBULE

On the walls of wliieli, on. tlie ground row, are ranged a series of

arches from the choir of ]N"otre-Danie, at Paris, the greater number
of the canopies which surmount

them being taken from the ^ . ^. —
Cathedral of Chartres, both fine

examx^les of early French Gro-

thic art. The very excellent

statues, bosses, &c., are from

various French churches. The
statue on the floor is by the great

Italian sculptor, GriovanniPisano

(13th century), and serves as a
lectern, or reading-stand. The
subject towards the nave is

composed of portions of the

celebrated altar-piece of Or San
Michele, at Florence, by Andrea
Orgagna (14th century). One
of the two statues nearest the

gallery is by Nino Pisano, son

of Griovamii, The very elabo-

rate example of iron-work near

the nave entrance is from one

of the great west doors of the

Cathedral of J^Totre-Dame, Paris,

and evinces such consummate
skill in workmanship as to have

obtained for its artist, when first

made public, the unenviable

credit of being in close league

with the Evil One. The exact

date of this iron-work is not
ascertained, but it is of the best

period of the French Pointed style.

Once more regaining the I^"ave, we proceed on our journey south-
ward, until a few steps bring us to

"Waifn^
"Handbook to the Mediteval Court," by M. Digby Wyatt and J. B.

NAVE.
Plan of the TVench and Italian

Mediseval Vestibule,
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THE RENAISSANCE COURT.*

Man Iiad wrought for centuries patiently and laboriously at

Gotliic arcMtecture, and liad advanced, by regular stages, to tlie

jjerfection of tliat style, wMcli, after reacking its zenitli in tlie

.14th. century, as regularly and decidedly declined in excellence,

until the indispensable principles of true art—simphcity and good
taste—were, towards the close of the 15th century, overwhelmed
by excess of ornament. Whilst this downward road was followed

by most European artists, various causes led to the revival of

the Antique in Italy, and at the commencement of the 15th

century, the celebrated Brunelleschi produced a work founded on
the Antique Eoman style, of the highest merit, viz., the Dome of

Florence Cathedral. In the year 1420, Ghiberti executed his

wonderful bronze doors ; and from thenceforward the new style of

the revived art, or the Eenaissance, as it is now usually called,

advanced rapidly, first throughout Italy, and, in the succeeding

century, throughout Euroj^e. Amongst the causes -v^diich led to this

revival may be included the decline ofthe feudal system, the gTowing
freedom of thought, the recent discoveries of the New World, and
of the art of Printing. With the rise of the spirit of personal inde-

pendence was created a thirst for ancient literatare and art ; and a

search for the hidden fountains of antiquity was enthusiastically

persevered in, until in the end it proved eminently successful.

Monastic libraries, in obedience to the demands of the public

voice, yielded up their treasures of ancient literature, whilst the

soil of Italy was made to disgorge its mutilated fragments of

antique art. The eliects of these sudden, unexpected, and precious

acquisitions may readily be imagined
;
they created a complete

revolution in literature and art throughout Italy, which spread

thence into other countries. The two beautifal arts of Painting

and Sculpture saw with emulative shame their present inferiority

in the rants of Art ; and in theu' noble aspu^ations towards the

perfection newly placed before them, they assumed their position .

as distinct and legitimate creations. But if the Gothic system was
now dying out, it had left at least one valuable legacy to the

future, in its appreciation and ado]Dtion of natural models. The
Italian artists of the 15th centuiy received the gift joyfully,

* See " Handbook to the Eenaissance Court," by M. Digby Wyatt and J. B.
Waring.
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mii, eombining it with wliat treasures antiquity afforded them,

produced a style which, in sculpture especially, has all the fresh-

ness of nature and the refinement of the antique, as hoth were
:^gpahle of being united hy the gifted men whose names have come

Euti-aace to Renaisgancc Court.

down in glory to cm- own day, and will command the admiration

of the latest posterity.

On no branch of art did the reyival of the antique more strongly

act than on the art of architecture ; the Gothic style, which had
never taken deep root in the soil of clarssic Italy, speedily fell
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altogetiier in tliat country before the recent discovery and imi-

tation of tlie Eoman antiquities, No powerful "body of free-
masons was there, as in England, Prance, and Germany, to oppose
the progress of the new style ; and the individual energy of such
men as Bnmelleschi, Bramante, and the great architects of the
northern states, soon established it on an indestructible basis.

And, however much a partisan spirit may decry this or that

particular style, the productions influenced by the revival of the
antique, throughout the 15th century, especially in architecture

and sculpture, will never fail to excite our astonishment and
emulation.

The facade before us is a re-

stored copy of a portion of the

Hotel Bourgtheroulde, at E,ouen.

It was built at the end of the

15th and the begmning of the

16th centuries. The bas-relief

before us represents the Field

of the Cloth of Gold, and the

memorable meeting (in 1520) of

Francis I. of France and our own
Henry VIII. The frieze above,

by members of the " della Eob-
bia" family, is from the Hos-
pital of the Poor, at Pistoia, in

Tuscany, and shows monks or

priests relieving the poor ; the

original is in coloured porce-

ArcadeofH6tel Bourgtheroulde at Eouen. lain. Entering the court, we
find in the lunettes under the

ceiling of the small loggia, or gaUery, portraits of twelve of the

most celebrated patrons of art in the Eenaissance period of Italy,

Spain, France, and Germany, contaiaing in the central compart-
ment Francis I. of France and Catherine de' Medici, in the com-
partment to the right, Lorenzo de' Medici and Lucrezia Borgia,

and in that to the left, Mary of Burgundy and Maximilian of
Germany. In the centre of the court we find a fountain of the

Henaissance period, from the Chateau de Gaillon, in France ; and
on either side of the fountain are two bronze weUs, from the Ducal
Palace at Venice, the one to the right surmounted by a statue

from the goose-market, Nuremberg, that to the left by the figure

of a Cupid, with a dolphin, from Florence. Both these weUs have
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been arranged as fountain basins. Directing our steps to the

riglit, we may first examine tbe decorations on tlie lower part of

tbe interior of tlie facade, tlie bas-relief of which, is taken from

the high altar at Grranada Cathedral, in Spain, The statue in the

I I

E ^ [r f B p LEl

renaissance: court.

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Plaa of the Benaissanee Court.

centre is that of the wife of Louis de Poncher, the original of
which is now in the Louvre ; its date may be assigned to the early
portion of the 16th century. The altar on which the statue is

placed is from the Certosa, near Pavia, in JSTorthern Italy. The
first object on the side wall is a door, by Jean Goujon (a French
sculptor who executed many works at the Louvre), from the
Church of Saint Maclou, at Eouen ; then a doorway from the
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Doria Palace at G-enoa, a fine specimen of tlie cinquo-cento ; above
this are five bas-reliefs from tlie museum at Morenee, representing
Paitb, Prayer, "Wisdom, Justice, and Obarity ; and beyond it, one
of tbe most beautiful objects in tbe Palace, a coi^y of tbe far-

famed gates from tbe Baptistery at Florence, execu.ted by
Lorenzo Grliiberti, wlio was occupied upon his work for the space
of twenty-one years. One glance is sufficient to assure the
spectator that sculpture had indeed adranced to an extraordi-

nary degree of excellence at the period which we have now
reached. The visitor having sufficiently admired these " Gates
of Paradise," as Michael Angelo termed them, will proceed on his

way, passing another doorway, which, like that on the other

side, already seen, is from Genoa. Close to it is a door by Goujon,
corresponding to the door in the opposite corner.

On the back wall we first notice a composition made up from
various examples of cinque-cento work from the Certosa at Pavia.
Adjoining it is a portion of an altar also from the same Certosa

—

a beautiful specimen of sculptural art of the time. Next to this

is another piece of cinque-cento composition, from specimens ob-

tained from this prolific source, Milan, &c. The sculptured figures

of angels, and other figu.res in high and low relief in this composi-
tion, are Avorthy of a careful study. In the centre, two colossal

figures (Caryatides), from the Louvre, by Jean Goujon, support a
large cast of the ISTymph of Fontainebleau, executed for Francis L,
by the celebrated Benvenuto Cellini. jNText to the Caryatides we i

see an exquisite specimen of a portion of the interior of the prin-

cipal entrance to the Certosa most elaborately carved, and the
panels filled in with bas-reliefs ; the doorway by its side is from
the Hotel de Ville, of Oudenarde, in Belgium. Above is a com- j

position of French Eenaissance art. It stands out from the
wall, and looks very like an anticjue cabinet or screen. Another
architectural example from the Certosa follows, being a sort of i

military monument erected to the memory of G-ian Galeazzo
Yiseonti, Duke of Milan ; the date of its execution is the end
of the 15th century. Within it are bas-reliefs by Luca della

Eobbia and Donatello. On the side next the French Mediaeval
Court is first another oak door from Saint Maolou, by Jean
Goujon, and then a doorway from G-enoa

; and, above it, the
frieze of " The Singers," by Luca della Eobbia, the original

of which is at Florence, a most charming work, full of life

and animation. In the centre of this—the northern—side of the
court, is a cast from one of the windows of the fayade of the
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Gertosa, a remarkably fine example of eingue-cento ; next to it,

another doorway, from tlie Doria Palace at Genoa ; and in the

corner a fourtli door from Saiat Maclon, by G-oujon, tbe central

bas-relief of wMch re]Dregents tbe Baptism of Clirist. The lower

part of the interior of the facade is deyoted to examples of Italian

gcnlptnre of the 15th century, including a head of St. John by
Donatello.

The monument placed against the wall is that of Ilaria di

Caretto, from Lucca Cathedral, executed by Jacopo della Quercia,

of Sienna, early in the 15th century : it is a very fine example
of the cinque-cento style.

Two statues by Donatello cannot fail to be noticed—his Saint

John in marble, and David in bronze, both of which display great

power and study of nature.

We now pass out through the doorway under the JN'ymph of

Fontainebleau, and enter a vestibule in the E-enaissance stj'le. Here,

on the ceilmg, is a copy of a XDainting from the Sala del Cambio
(Exchange) at Perugia, in Italy, by Perugino, the master of

Bafiiaelle, who assisted Perugino in the work. The painting

represents the Seven Planets, with ApoUo in the centre, as the

personification of the Sun. The wall of the E.enaissance Court to

the left of the entrance is decorated with arches, and a frieze from
the terra-cotta originals m the Certosa; the singing boys in the

frieze are of great merit. The bronze monument in the centre of

this wall is that of Lewis of Bavaria, a very interesting example
of late G-ermaB. Grothic, remarkable for the finish of its details.

In the centre of the gallery are placed G-ermain Pilon's " G-races,"

a charming example of the Prench school of sculpture. The four

angles under the Penigia ceiling are occupied by four statues, also

by Prion ; these statues are all now in the Louvre, and the very
remarkable bronze monumental efiigy in the centre, against the
garden, is from the Museum at Florence ; it is ascribed to Yecchietta
of Sienna. On either side of the doorway are parts of Goujon's
doors from St. Maclou, at Pouen,
On the back wall, to the right of the doorway, are richly orna-

mented arches, from the large cloisters in terra-cotta of the Certosa,

and also bas-reliefs and specimens of the Penaissance style from
various parts of Italy. The central moniuuent of Bernard von
Gablenz is an exceedingly fine example of the style as practised in

Germany, at the close of the 16th century. After examining these
objects, we turn into the narrow court adjoining the Eenaissance
Court, and find ourselves in
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THE ELIZABETHAN COURT.

Tlie arcliitecttiral details in tliis Court are taken from Holland
House, at Kensington, a fine old mansion made interesting to us

by many associations. Elizabethan

arcliitecture, wliicli was in its flower

during tlie latter lialf of tlie 16tL.

century—more tban a bundred years

after tbe rerival of classical archi-

tecture in Italy—sliows the first

symptoms of the adoption of the

new style in England. The Eliza-

bethan style—the name reaches back

over the centmy—is characterised by
much-pierced stone^^'ork, rectangular

ornamentation, and a rough imita-

tion of antique detail applied to

masses of building, in which many
Gothic features were still retained

as regards general form, but altered

as to ornament. The style being in

its very nature transitory, it gradu-

ally gave way, although characterised

by a certain palatial grandeur and

striking picturesqueness, before the

increasing knowledge which England

obtained of Italian architecture, until

we find it entirely displaced in the

first half of the 17th century by the

excellent style of building introduced

by Inigo Jones. We must add, that,

although it has no pretensions to the

character of a regular or complete

system, yet few who have visited the

great Elizabethan mansions scattered

over England can have failed to admire their picturesque and

solid appearance, their stately halls, corridors, staircases, and

chimney-pieces, and the beautiful garden terraces, which form so

important a feature in their general design.

The kneeling efiigies in the gaUery at the back of this court

are from the Hertford monument in Salisbury Cathedral, and

MARY QUEEN

OF SCOT'S

M

QUEEN
ELIZABFTH

COURT

COUNTESS
RrCHMONO

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Grround Plan of Elizabethan Conrt.
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represent the sons of tlie Countess of Norfolk, who lay on either

side of her. The Court contains several tombs of the period.

The first is that of Sir John Cheney, from Salisbury Cathedral : a

Facade from Elizaljethaii Court,

soldier who distinguished liimself in the wars of the Boses, and

was attached to the party of Henry VII. The original efiigy is in

alabaster, a material much used durmg the early part of the 16th

century. The next monument is that of Mary Queen of Scots

from Westminster Abbey, executed in the beginning of the 17th

century, and displaying in its treatment all the characteristics of

the Elizabethan style. Under the arch in the centre is the bust

of Shakspeare, from his monument in Stratford-on-Aron Church.

The succeeding monument is that of Queen Elizabeth, also from

Westminster, constructed at about the same period as that of

Queen Mary; the original effigy is of white marble. The last

monument is that of Margaret, Countess of Eichmond and Derby
(the mother of Henry TIL), at Westminster. It is the work of

the Florentine sculptor Torrigiano; the original is in copper,

and its date the early part of the 16th century ; it is of unusual

merit. Advancing a few paces, the visitor again reaches the JSTave,

and turning still southward, finds himself before
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THE ITALIAN COURT*

WMcli, as will be at once remarked, closely resembles the style

of antique Eoman art, on. which., indeed, the modern is professedly

founded. Although Brunelleschi, as we have before observed, re-

vived the practice of antique architecture as early as the year

1420, yet various causes combined to delay a thorough investiga-

tion of the antique remains until the close of the century ; and it

even is not until the commencement of the 18th century that we
find the Italian style, or modernised E-oman, regularly systematised

and generally received throughout Itaty; from whence it gradually

extended, first to Spain and to France, and at a somewhat later

period into England and Grermany. The power and excellence of

the style are nobly exhibited in a large number of buildings,

amongst which may be noted the ancient Library at Yenice ; St.

Peter's, at Rome; the Pitti Palace, Florence ; the Basilica of

Vicenza, the great Colonnade of the Louvre, Paris ; St. Paul's

Cathedral, London j and the Escurial Palace, near Madrid.

In this style, architecture rests chiefly on its own intrinsic

excellence, or on proportion, symmetry, and good taste. The arts

of sculpture and painting, in a great measure, become independent

of architecture ; and their absence in buildings of a later period

(the 17th and 18th centuries, for instance) led to a coldness of

character, which happily promises at the present day to find its

remedy.

The Court before which we stand is foimded on a portion of the

finest palatial edifice in Bome,^—the Earnese Palace, commenced
by the architect Antonio Sangallo, for Cardinal Earnese, and

finished under the direction of Michael Angelo. A curious fact in

connexion with the original building is, that the stones which

compose it were taken from the ancient Coliseum, within whose

mighty walls the early Christians suflered martyrdom ; so that, in

truth, the same stones which bore witness to the faith and courage

of the early devotees, served afterwards to build for the faith

triumphant a xaalace in which luxury, worldliness, and pride found

a genial homo.
• Prior to entering the Court, we may remark, in the niches, the

bronze statues by Sansovino, from the Campanile Loggia at Venice,

amongst which Apollo is conceived quite in the old Boman spirit.

See ^" Handbook to the Italian Court," by M, Digby Wyatt and J. B.

"Waiing.
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passing beneath, tlie columns in. the centre of tlie court, we see tlie

fountain of tke Tartaruglie, or "of tlie Tortoises," at Eome, de-

signed by G-iacomo della Porta : tbe copies of tbe bronze statues

by Taddeo Landini belonging to it are, for tbe present, placed in

front of tbe Vestibule of tbe Italian Court. Turning to tbe rigbt,

tke first object tliat attracts our attention is a statue of the Virgin

FACADE TOWARDS THE NAVE.

Ground Plan of Italian Court,

and Child, by Michael Angelo, the original of which is in the

Church of Lorenzo, Florence. Adyancing to the south side, we
enter a loggia or arcade, the interior of which is richly ornamented
with copies of Eaffaelle's celebrated frescoes in the Loggie of the

Vatican palace at Eome. They consist of a most fanciful, yet
tasteful, combination of landscape figures, architecture and foliage,

founded on antique models, and bearing a close resemblance to the

ornamental wort discovered in various Eoman ruins, having been
imitated by EafiaeUe from the baths of Titus, discovered about
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tliis time. The towns of Pompeii and Herciilaneitm, wMcli have
so much enlarged our kno-vrledge of ancient arabesque ornament,
were at that time imknown. In the centre of the arcade, towards
the Court, is the monument of G-iuliano de' Medici, from San
Lorenzo, Florence. On each side of his statue are the reclining

figures Mght and Day (part of the same monument). The face of
the right-hand figure is left rough-hewn by the poet-sculptor to

indicate the indistinct aspect of Night. The face of Twilight, on
the opposite monument, though still in the rough, is more clearly

expressed, as it should be. This is one of Michael Angelo's

masterpieces, and is remarkably characteristic of the sculptor's

style. At the back of it, in the Loggia, is a fine specimen of

bronze casting, from the gates of the enclosure at the foot of

the Campanile, Venice. On each side of the entrance to the

gallery are two groups of a Yirgin with the dead Christ, that

to the right being by Bernini, the other to the left by Michael
Angelo, both especially interesting as serving to indicate the

state of art in the 16th and 17th centuries respectively. The
remaining statues, viz.,—^the Slave, now in the Louvre, the Christ

in the Church of S. Maria Minerva, Eome, and the Pieta in St.

Peter's, Eome, are by Michael Angelo. The visitor may now
enter the loggia, wliich, like its companion on the other side of

the Court, is ornamented with copies of EafFaelle's frescoes from
the Vatican; in the centre of this side of the Court is placed

Michael Angelo's celebrated monument of Lorenzo de' Medici,

from the church of San Lorenzo at Florence ; the reclining figures

on each side of the statue of Lorenzo represent Dawn and T^vilight.

At the back of this monument within the arcade is the fine bronze

door by Sansovino from St. Mark's, Venice, on which he is said to

have laboured from twenty to thirty years. The projecting heads

are supposed to be portraits ; amongst them are those of Titian,

Aretino, and of the sculptor himself. Proceeding onwards, the

beautiful composition of Jonah and the Whale, by Eaffaelle, is

from the Chigi Chapel at Eome. Passing into the gallery on
the G-arden side, we remark in the four angles portions of the

pedestals of the Venetian standards, from the Piazza of St. Mark,
Venice. The painted ceilings of this gallery deserve special

attention. The first on entering the gallery is from an existing

example at the " Old Library," Venice ; the last is from the

Camera della Segnatura," by EafFaelle, at the Vatican ; beneath

which is the wonderful statue of Moses, by Michael Angelo,—

a

production the grandeur of which amounts to sublimity, exj^ressing
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in every line, with the noblest conception, the inspired lawgiver

and appointed leader of a nation.

VESTIBULE TO THE ITALIAN COURT*

The decoration of the vestibule is founded on the very elegant

Casa Taverna at Milan, by Bernardino Luini, a pupil of Leonardo

da Vinci, and affords an ex-
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cellent idea of the peculiar

painted mural ornament pre-

vailing in Italy at the com-

mencement of the 16th cen-

tury. The doors are from
the Palace of the Cancellaria

at Home, by Bramante, the

famous designer of St. Peter's

in that city, and the imme-
diate predecessor of the great

architects of the 16th cen-

tury. The vestibule itself is

rich in very beautiful water-

colour drawings after the old

masters, by Mr. West. These
drawings are well worthy of

study, since they afford ad-

mirable specimens of the

manner of many old mas-

ters, Avho are but poorly re-

presented in the l^Tational

Grallery.

We now pass out of the

gallery into the Vestibule, by
turning through the pillars to

the right. The monuments
on the external walL of the

vestibule afford excellent ex-

amples of the later Renais-

sance style. Amongst them
may be particularly noted the

monument of Lancino Curzio (nearest the gallery), from Milan,

Warin^
" ^i^^'^^^^book to the Italian Coiu't," by M. Digby Wyatt and J. B.
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Ground Plan of Italian Vestibule,
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by Agostino Biisti, evincing tliat delicate execution for whicli tlic

sculptor was famous ; underneath is tlie tomb of St. Pelagius

Martyr, from. G-enoa
; and, in tlie centre of the wall, the central

altar of La Madonna della Scarpa, from the Leno Chapel in the

Cathedral of St. Mark, Venice—an elaborate specimen of bronze

casting, completed early in the 16th century by Pietro Lombard©
and others. The upper part of the monument nearest the ISTaye

is an excellent example of the Renaissance style, being the Sacra-

rium of the Chapel of the Maddelena at the Certosa, Pavia ; the

bas-relief in the centre is by Donatello, and the remaining portions

of the composition are from Sansovino.

"We have now completed our survey of one of the most interest-

ing features of the Crystal Palace. We have performed our

promise to guide the visitor through the various Fine Art Courts,

bringing before his notice some of the principal objects that have

adorned his road, and endeavouring, by our brief remarks, to

heighten the pleasure he must necessarily have experienced from

the sight of so noble an assemblage of architectural and sculptural
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examples. Much however requires patient examination and study

—examination that will yield fresh beauty, and study that will be
rewarded by permanent and useful knowledge. For guidance and
help we refer the Adsitor to the handbooks of the several Courts,

The mission of this little work, as far as the Fine Art Courts are

concerned, is accomplished : and " The Gtfide Book: " now only

waits until the visitor has sufficiently recovered from his fatigue,

in order to resume, in other parts of the building, the part of

cicerone.

COURT OF MONUMENTS OF ART.

We enter this Court (which is formed in one angle of the G-reat

Transept with the Nave), as with the other Courts, from the Nave.

The first objects that attract our notice are some beautiful statues

of the Itahan school, amongst which will be found many of

Canova's, several beautiful works by Hichard Wyatt, and some from

the chisel of Gibson. The statues at the garden end of the Court

are mostly French. Some of the most conspicuous objects how-

ever in the Coiirt are the very interesting crosses of the early Irish

Church, and the richly sculptured bronze column from Hildesheim

Cathedral in G-ermany, a fine example of the Byzantine period.

Also a very interesting cross, from Pocklington, in Yorkshu'e,—

a

fine example of the monumental art of the latter part of the 15th

century. This specimen has been liberally presented by Samuel

Leigh Sotheby, Esq.

Beyond these are monuments of the Gothic period, amongst

which are conspicuous the Cantilupe shrine from Hereford Cathedral,

and the effigy of Edward III., from Westminster; the central

tombs, of Bishop Wakeman, from Tewkesbury, and of Bishop

Bridport, from Salisbury (the last-named being that to the

left).

The tomb of Henry YII-, an interesting example of the Italian.

Renaissance style in England, at an early period of its introduction,

and the fine bronze monument of Cardinal Zeno from Venice,

occupy the further end ; and the equestrian statue of Gattamelata,

by Donatello, forms a conspicuous feature in this portion of the

Court, where also is a fine bust of Cosmo de' Medici, by Benvenuto

Cellini. Under the gallery at the further end are two fine eques-

trian groups in bronze of Castor and Pollux, by San Giorgio of

Milan. The originals stand in that beautiful city. Here also, in a

G
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corresponding position to the statue of Gattamelata, but nearer

towards tlie nave, is the superb statue of Colleone. In the glass

cases on the side next the Transept may be seen a most interesting

collection of casts from ivory carvings, from the 2nd to the 15tli

century. These have been published by the Arundel Society.*

For minute and iaterestiug information respecting the monu-
ments, and aU. the statues on this side of the Palace, the visitor is

referred to the Handbooks of the Mediajval and Italian Courts (by

Messrs. M. D. Wyatt and J. B. Waring), where they are fuUy
described.

Crossing the great transept to the west, we proceed towards the

south end of the building, and, keepiug to the right-hand, com-

mence our pilgrimage through the Industrial Courts, The first that

we arrive at is

THE STATIONERY COURT.t

In the formation of this and of the other Industrial Courts, the

several architects have been solicitous to express, both in the con-

struction and the decoration, as far as possible, the specific destina-
;

tion; with the view of maintainiug some harmony between the

objects exhibited and the building in which they are contained. ,

The Stationery Court was designed and erected by Mr. J. Gr. Crace.

The style of this Court is composite, and may be regarded as the
t

application of oiuque-cento ornamental decoration to a wooden
structure. Externally the aim has been to furnish certain coloured

surfaces, which shall harmonise with the plants around and with
the general aspect of the Palace. In the interior of the Court, the
colour on the lower level will be seen to serve as an admirable back-

ground to the objects exhibited; whilst the panels covered with
|

cinque-cento decoration, combined with the elegant imitation of

marquetrie work, produce an efiect which deserves the highest praise.

Over the opening through which we enter this Court, and between
the stained glass windows let into the wall, have been introduced

allegorical figures of the arts and sciences appHed in the manu-
facture of the articles exhibited in the Court, and over the opening

''

* The Aruiidel Society has been formed by a niunber of gentlemen, lovers
of the fine Arts, for the latidable purpose of publisliing such works as, how-
ever valuable in themselves, are not likely by an extensive sale to repay a
publisher,- its means for this purpose bemg provided by such annual subscrip-
tions as it may secure.

t See "Exhibitors' Descriptive Catalogue," Part IV. of this book,
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at tke bade tlie artist has depicted tlie Q-enii of Maimfactiire, Com-
merce, &c. In the centre of tlie panels througliout the Court
representations are painted of the j)Ji-ocesses which the objects

exhibited undergo duriag their manufacture.

As the visitor passes round tMs Court, let hun step out at one of

the entrances on the north side, close to which he ^oll find erected
" The Cetstal Palace Medal Peess." This machine, which is

ofiicial, and worked on behalf of the Companjr by Messrs. T. E.
Pinches & Co., is employed from time to time in striking oomme-
moratire medals, designed by Mr. Pinches or other artists connected

vvith the Palace. The machine is worked by four men, one of

whom adjusts the metal to be stamped between the sunk dies :

as soon as the metal is fixed, the other workmen swing the

leyer rapidly round, and the great pressure prodiices impressions of

the dies on the metal, which is turned out sharp and distinct, and
then put into a lathe and completed. In the glass cases placed

near, the visitor will have an opportunity of inspecting numerous
Specimens of the medals prodiiced by the machine, amongst which
those in frosted silver deserve especial notice for the beauty of

their appearance.

The visitor, proceediug round the Stationery Court, from right

to left, will find amongst the works of indiistr}'- exhibited, speci-

mens of Bank-note Engraving and Medallion Line-engraving,

book-binding, and printing, including thenew art ofNature-printing,

pa]3er manufacture, and Artists' colours, also stereoscopic views and
other articles of the kind. Outside this Court, between it and the

Birmingham Court, are some beautiful and interesting specimens of

artistic printing in colours. At the back of this and of the Bu^ming-

ham Court, or towards the west front of the building, is situated
" The Haedwaeb Couet," in which are placed household utensils,

iron and ziac bronzes, gas-fittings, refrigerators, and numerous
articles in metals.

Immediately behind the Hardware and Stationery Courts, is a

Court dedicated to New Inventions. This very interesting de-

partment is fiUed with ingenious contrivances of all kinds, and is

well worthy of a visit.

Beyond this Court again, and flanking the Hardware Court, is

a large space extending in a southerly direction to the Pompeian
Court (at which the visitor will presently arrive), divided into

several large chambers which are devoted to the exhibition

of farniture. Here wiU. be found not only useful articles

pf household furniture, but specimens of tapestry work, wood
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carving, picture frames, and other ornamental articles wMcli
give grace to our rooms, and wliich, by means of our great

mechanical excellence, are daily becoming more and more within
the reach of the great body of the people. The visitor will do well,

in examining these Courts, to view them in sections, so as not to

miss those Industrial Courts which face the Nave.
Next in order of the Industrial establishments, comes

THE BIRMINGHAM COURT.*

This Court has been designed by Mr. Tite, and the architect has
considered that the purpose to which the Court is applied might
best be expressed by showing some of the principal ornamental
uses of iron in architecture. With this intention, he has designed

for the facade of the conrt a restoration, in modem work, of the

English ornamental iron enclosures of the 17th century, which
differed but slightly from those prevailing at the same time in

Prance in the style of Louis XIV. The English, however, are

generally richer in foliage, while the latter are more fanciful in

scroU-work. At the period referred to, the whole of those

enclostires were of wrought and hammered iron, cast-iron being at

that time little known ; but in the enclosure before us, although it

has been executed on much the same principle as the old work, the

ornaments are cast, in order to secure greater durability, cast-iron

not being so easily destroyed as wrought iron, by the oxidation

which proceeds with such enormous rapidity in this country. The
castings have been most admirably ^executed, and so sharp and
distinct were the outlines of the patterns, that they required but
little after-finishing. The pilasters are of enamelled slate, excellent

for their imitation ofmarble, surmounted by iron capitals. Entering
through the gates in the centre, the visitor finds the interior of the

court panelled in the style of the same period, and decorated by
Mr. Sang with emblematical paintings and other appropriate

ornamentation in encaustic.

In this Court will be found specimens of plate, articles in nickel

silver, seal-presses, gilt toys, curious locks, and similar manufactured
goods of universal use, from the multifarious productions of tha
busy town which gives its name to the Court. On leaving the

court, we notice some splendid specimens of bronze casting, and

* See "Exhibitors' Descriptive Catalogue," Part TV. of this book.
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otiier "works of artistic metal manufactiire, belonging to Messrs.

Elkington & Co. Quitting tliis department, we approach next in

succession,

THE SHEFFIELD COURT*

Tlie arcHteet of this Court is Mr. Gr. H. Stokes, whose structure

compels attention by the novelty of its design, and by its gene-

rally striking effect. Although there is a considerable admixture

of styles in the Court, the parts have been so well selected, and
their blending is so excellently contrived, that they yield a

liarmonious result in every way pleasing to the eye. The materials

used in the construction are plate-glass and iron, an appropriate

and happy selection for a court intended to receive the productions

of Sheffield. The panels on the outer waUs are of plate-glass,

inclosed within gilt-mouldings ; the pilasters and the frieze over

the large jpanels are likewise of plate-glass. The iron columns

above, forming an arcade, are in a composite Moresque-Grothic

style, and elaborately ornamental in design. Entering the Cotirt

from the ISTave, we find the interior decorations identical with those

of the exterior—with two difierences, viz., the large lower panels,

instead of being of plate-glass, are of red cloth, which serves as a

background to throw up and display the articles exhibited. The
frieze or space above the cokimns is covered with painted

decorations. The articles exhibited in this Court ]present an
excellent representation of the important mamifactures for which
Sheffield is so celebrated, and which are sought by all the world.

It is impossible not to extol the beauty and curiosity, as well as the

completeness, of these manufactures.

Having made our way to the Wave, a step brings us at once

before the exquisite restoration of

THE POMPEIAN COURT.

Seventeen hundred and seventy-five years ago, the cities of

Herculaneum and Pompeii, beautifully situated on the shores of

the Bay of I^aples, were buiied beneath the lava and ashes vomited

* See "ExMToitors' Descriptive Catalogue," Part IV. of this book,
t See "Handbook to tbe Pompeian Court," by George Scharf, jun.
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forth by Vesuvius. The horrors of tlus calamity are recorded in

the writings of Pliny, and of other Eoman historians of the period.

So sudden was the outbreak and general convulsion that, as we
learn, many of the inliabitants of those cities were caught in their

terrible doom before the thought of escape occurred to them.

The dread event completed, nature resumed her former aspect.

The mountain flames ceased, the intense blue sky again looked

down upon the dancing waters, and there was nothing to tell of the

general havoc, but a vast desolate tract covered with white ashes,

under which man and his works lay entombed.

For upwards of sixteen htmdred years these cities remained

buried. But about the middle of the last century, curiosity with

respect to them was stirred, iaquiry commenced, and excavations

were attempted. As in the more recent case of Nineveh, but

with still more satisfactory results, success at once crowned inves-

tigation. The material that had destroyed Herculaneum and
Pompeii had also preserved them. That which had robbed them
of life had also perpetuated their story in death. The cities

were redehvered to man so far undecayed, that ho obtained

actual visible knowledge of the manner of life of one of the most
remarkable people that ever governed the world. To the insiglit

thus obtained, the visitor is indebted for the rej^roduction of the

Pompeian house before which he now stands—a habitation of

the time, complete in every respect. It is not asserted that

the visitor beholds the actual groiuid-plan of any one specific house,

but he sees the type of a Pompeian viUa, made up of manj^ frag-

ments that have been found. The paintings and decorations are

copies of originals found in the destroyed cities.

The doorway of this house stands fronting the Nave. Entering

it, we pass through the narrow prothyrum or passage, on either

side of which is a room devoted to the door-keeper and slaves, and
on its pavement the representation in mosaic of a savage dog,

and the words " cave canem "—beware of the dog—meet the eye.

It is^ the usual notice found on the threshold of these E-oman

houses. Emerging from the passage, we are at once in the

"atrium," or outer court of the edifice. The eye is not at-

tracted here, as in other restorations of the palace, by the archi-

tectural design alone ; the attention is also secured and charmed

by the decorations. The bright coloured walls, the light fanciful

character of the ornaments, the variety of patterns, and the excel-

lent method of colouring,—which at the lower part is dark, and

graduates upwards, until it becomes white on the ceiling,—con-
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stitute some of tlie beautiful features tliat give individuality to

Pompeian iiouses, and cause tliem to diifer most essentially from
every other style.

This entire court, or "atrium" was the part of the building

common to aU visitors. The opening above is the " com^luvium"
and the marble basin beneath, the " impluvium," which received

the rain that fell from the roof. In the actual houses at Pompeii,

the size of the " imiohbvium" corresponds, of course, with the

NAVE.

Grroimd Plan of Pompeian Court.

dimensions of the opening above. Here the " comphmum " has
been widened in order to admit more light into the court. The
flooriag consists of tesselated pavement, and near the two other

doorways leading into the atrium" is inscribed the weU-klioWri
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word "Salve"—"welcome"—announcing the profuse hospitality

of the owner. Two out of the three entrances mentioned are
formed here for convenience of egress and ingress, and are not
copied from actual biiildings, in which there are sometimes to be
found, however, a porta postica, or back door.

As soon as we have entered the Court, we turn to the right, and
proceed round it, stepping into the " cubicula," or bed-chambers,
to admire the figures that seem to be suspended in the intensely-

fine atmosphere, and—with our English experiences—to wonder
how, whether by day or by night, comfort coidd be attained in

such close dormitories. We reach the side entrance, next to which
is an open recess corresponding with a second recess on the other

side of the " atrium." These recesses were called " alee," or wings,

and were used for the transaction of business with visitors. On the

central panel of the first recess is painted a scene from the story
|

of " Perseus and Andi-omeda," and on the side panel are again
\

exquisite figures, painted not in the centre of the panel, producing
i

a stifi* formality, but nearer to the top than to the bottom, so that !

the forms still seem to float before us. Contintiing our way, we
turn into the large apartment opposite the door at which we
entered. This is the " tahlimim" and was used for the reception

of the family archives, pictures, and objects of art. Across the
'

" tahlinum " a curtain was sometimes drawn, to separate the

private dwelling-house from the more public " atrium" although it

is a remarkable fact that no remains of hooks or rings, or of

anything else, has been discovered to convey an idea of the means
by which such a curtain could be attached. In order to enter

within the " tahlinum " a special invitation was required.

Prom this point, the " Peristyle " is also visible, with its columns
coloured red some way up, a Xystus or flower-garden, and a back
wall, upon which are curious specimens of perspective decoration,

in wliich the Eomans seem to have delighted. This court was
always open to the sky in the middle. Passing through the
" tahlimm," and turning to the right, we come to a small doorway '

which admits us into the "ifWeZmzMTw," or winter dining-room. The
IRoman dining-room generally contained three couches, each large

enough to hold three persons. In feeding, the Eoman was accus-

tomed to lie on his left side and to stretch out his hand towards

the table in order to serve himself. Ee-entering the "Peristyle,"

we proceed on our way, still to the right, and pass a simmier

triclinium used in warm weather, on the walls of which fruits

are painted, some hanging in golden clusters on a wreath of foliage.
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supported by Cupids. Kext to tliis is tlie "porta posUca," or

back door, and adjoining it a small recess, wliicli served as kitchen.

Crossing the " Peristyle," near one end of wiucb is tbe domestic
altar, we turn to tlie left, and after passing a small chamber, the
" vestiariuon," or dressing-room, reach tile " lalneim," or bath-

room—that chamber so essential to the luxurious Eoman. Close

to this is the (ecus^ or saloon, and beyond this again, and corre-

sponding with the " triclinium," is the "tJialamus," orbed-chamber
of the master of the house. Qidtting this, we once more gain the
" atrium" by means of narrow fauces, or passages, and return to

the JSTare, through the door of the house at which we originally

entered. The visitor has seen the extremes of decorative art, when,
after sating his eyes with the profuse and dazzling embellishment
of the Alhambra, he has also dwelt upon the delicate work of

colours gracing the walls of Pompeii. Prom the gallery above the

visitor may see the form of the ancient tiled roof made of the

peculiar tiles still occasionally used in Italy. This court was
erected by Mr. Digby "Wyatt. The paintings were executed tmder
the superintendence of Sig. Griuseppe Abbate, of the Museum, at

Naples. The mosaic floor was manufactured by Minton from
drawings after antique Mosaic by Mr. Wyatt ; and the bronze
groups in the taUinum, and the Venus in the lararium,. were elec-

trotyped and presented by Messrs. Elkington and Co,

NATURAL HISTORY DEPARTMENT.

Upon quitting the Ponlpeiaii Court the visitor, still Walking

southwards, crosses the south transept and enters that division of

the building which is devoted to geographical groupings of men,
animals, and plants. The illustrations of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms in the Crystal Palace have been arranged upon a specific

principle and plan. Although the British Museum contains nearly

all the examples of animals and birds known in the world, and Kew
Gardens exliibit specimens of the majority of trees and plants

known to botanists, still neither of these coUections affords the

visitor any accurate idea of the manner m which these numerous
objects are scattered over the earth. ]N"or do they assist his con-

jectures as to the nature or the general aspect of their native

countries. Here an attempt has been made to remove the con-

fusion; and it is believed that the associations of these two
branches of Natural Science, in groupings arranged in such a
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manner as tKe nature of the building will permit, coupled with,

illustrations of the human variety belonging to the same soil (a col-

lection which has never before been attempted in any country), will

prove both instructive and amusing, and afford a clearer con-

ception than can be obtained elsewhere of the manner in which the

varieties of man, animals, and plants, are distributed over the

globe.

Zoology (from Zoon, an animal) is, strictly s|)eaMng, that science

which investigates the whole animal kingdom, comprehending man
as well as the inferior animals. Zoology, therefore, in a wide

sense, includes Ethnology, or so much of that science as considers

the different varieties or races of men in a physical point of view,

instituting comparisons between them., and carefully pointing out

the differences or affinities which characterise the physical structure

of various branches of the great human family. In more confined

use, the term zoology relates only to the consideration and study

of the mammalia, or siicMing animals ; the requirements of scientific

research having occasioned a new nomenclature in order to dis-

tinguish the different branches of the same study. Hence the

natural history of birds is particularised as Ornithology, and that

of fish as Ichthyology, whilst the investigation of those characters

in man which serve to distinguish one race from another is, as

previously remarked, called Ethnology (from the G-reek JEthios,

''nation"). This last-named science is subdivided agaia into

different branches, but, in a limited and inferior sense, and as

illustrated by the various grotips iu the Palace, it may be described

as that science which distingaiishes the differences in skin, hair,

bone, and stature that exist between the various races of men.

This zoological branch of Ethnology relates to the physical history

of man as opposed to his mental history, and, following up the

course of his wanderings, endeavours by the above-mentioned

physical peculiarities to ascend to the source from which the

several migrating races have proceeded.

Within the Palace itself, we have been enabled to remark the

works of man, and the gradual development of his ideas, especially

in Art, leading to a variety of so-called " styles," which answer in

a measure to the varied species of Divinely created life. We have

HOW an opportunity of attentively considering the more marvellous

and infinite creations of the Deity in the organisation and develop-

ment of that greatest of aU mysteries—life itself; and of obtaining

a vivid idea of those peculiar varieties of mankind, that have
hitherto not fallen under our personal observation. If the visitor
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sliould feel astonisliment in tlie presence of some of the phases of
liuman existence liere presented to him, he may do well to bear
in mind, that they are representations of hnman beings endowed
with immortal souls ; to whose capabilities we may not place a
limit, and that it is not yet two thousand years since the fore-

fathers of the present European family tattooed their skins, and
lived in so savage a state, that late archfBological researches

induce us to suspect they were not wholly free from one of the
worst charges that is laid to savage existence ; viz. the practice of
cannibalism.*

Entering upon the path immediately before him, the visitor will

commence the examination of the groups arranged on the western
side of the nave. Turning up the right-hand path, we find on the
right a general illustration of Australia. The men here represented
are copied from living natives of Cape York, North Australia, and
strike us at once, by their half-starved, lanky, and ill-proportioned

bodies, curiously tattooed
;
they may be looked upon as savages,

hunters, and inhabitants of the forest ; they possess that excessive

projection of the jaw, which ethnologists make one of the dis-

tinguishing traits in the most degraded forms of man. These
figures were modelled from some living natives who were brought
to England in 1853, and who were kept for some weeks by the

Company on purpose that these portraits should be accurately

rendered.

Amongst the animals will be noticed that most cliaracteristie

form, the Xangaroo, of which there are several species, and the
Opossum, or Fox Phalangister, with a young one in its pouch.
There are likewise specimens of the Duck-biUed Platypus, Cook's
Phalangister, a Elying Opossum, an Emu, and a large rat called

Hydromys. Some fine cases of Australian birds stand in the Tran-
sept close by. Here the visitor will find numerous plants, with which
he is acquainted in conservatories ; the Banlcsia, the Acacias, and
the difi!erent kinds oiJE'pacris and JEriostemon, are amongst the most
conspicuous. He will see also specimens of three other kinds of

Araucaria, the most elegant of which is the Norfolk Island Pine.

Nearer to the staircase, and adjoining the Australians, is a group
of Papuans from the Louisiade Archipelago, remarkable by their

curious frizzled hair; they are neither Malays nor Negroes, but a
mixed race between these two, retaining the characteristics of the

tribes from which they have sprung ; hence they may be called

* ArcliKol. Journ., p. 207. Sept. 1853.
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Malay-Negroes. Beliind tliem is a fine Cassowary, a curiouS. Bird,

indigenous to tlie Indian Archipelago.

On the left-hand of the visitor, as he stands opposite the

Australian figures, is arranged a group of Botocudos, inhabitants

of that district in South America watered by the rivers Doce and
Pardo. They have been regarded as the fiercest of American

savages ; they are yellow in colour, their hair is long and lank,

their eyes are small, their cheek-bones prominent, the expression

of their countenance excessively savage ; and they give themselves

a stiU wilder apj)earance by the insertion of pieces of hard wood in

the under Hp and in the ears, distending the flesh in a peculiar

and strange manner. From this barbarous practice they derived

their appellation of Botooudos, from the Portuguese. The operation

of thus distending the lip is not, of course, carried out at once, but

from infancy by the gradtial increase in size of the piece of wood
inserted. This may be noticed in the model of the child as com-

pared mth the adult natives. Missionary eflbrts, it is consolatory

to think, have done something towards civilising these savages,

who have been induced to become industrious, and to turn their

attention to the ciiltivation of the soil. On the summit of the
'. rockwork, over where three of the natives appear to be in council,

are two fine specimens of the Black Jaguar and the Ocelot.

We now pass a case of birds belonging to ^Torth America, and at

this point the illustrations of that country commence. In the centre

of this case will be remarked a fine specimen of the Wild Turkey,

from which our domestic breed is derived. On the left of this path

, is a group of North American Hed Indians engaged in a war-dance,

• and surrounded by trees and shrubs indigenous to North America.

The Indians of the valley of the Mississippi, and of the drainage of

the G-reat Lakes, supply us with our current ideas of the so-caUed

E,ed Man, or the Indian of the New World. In stature they are

above the middle height, and exhibit great muscular force, their

powers of endurance being very great ; in temper they are harsh,

stoical, and unsociable, whilst in warfare they are savage and cruel.

The general physiognomy of the Eed Indians is the same from

the E-ocky Moxmtains to the Atlantic. Between the Alleghanies

and the Atlantic, the first-known countrj'- of these tribes, the

variety is now nearly extinct. The most conspicuous plants arc

the American Rhododendrons, the Kalmias, the Andromedas, and
the American Ai'bor Vitse. Amongst the foliage we see the Black
Bear, the Otter, the Beaver, the Grey Squirrel, and other animals

indigenous to the country.
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Passing now ronnd the riglit-liand patli, we find on our right

the men, plants, and animals of Central America ; amongst the

latter, on the top of the rock-work, a fine male Puma grey with

age. The Puma may be regarded as the American representatire

of the Lion of the old world, the distribution of both these animals

throughout their respective hemispheres having originally been

very general. Like most of the cat tribe, the Puma is a good
climber, and usually chooses trees, rocks, and other elevated

positions from which it can dart upon its prey. Before reaching

this, the visitor will note a large specimen of Agave Americana,

one of the most striking plants of Central America ; he will also

note that this is the land of the justly-admired Verbenas and
Fuchsias, amongst which he will find a specimen of the large

prehensile-tailed Porcupine. The men are representatives of the

Indians of Mexico generally, rather than of any particular tribes.

On the left of the visitor are two groups of men; the two
reclining figures are characteristic of Gruiana, and beyond them is

the Amazonian group. At the back, to the loft of these two
groups, is a large group of Caribs, some using blowpipes, others

shooting fish with bows and arrows. These three are intended

to serve as types of the northern varieties of South American

Indians. And if we institute a comparison between the various

races of North and South America, it will be found that the latter

XDOssess more delicate features, rounder forms, and are of smaller

stature. Their habits and pursuits also differ. The Hed Indian

of North America gives himself up entirely to hxmting, whilst the

South American devotes his life to fishing, guiding his light canoe

down the rapid-rolling rivers of his country, in search of the means

of subsistence. In front of the Carib group are two Agoutis, and

one unfortunate Marmoset Monkey in the clutches of a Skunk,

while another is making his escape ; also a small Fox, and a

Tayra ; and beyond the Amazon group is a Httlo prehensile-tailed

Porcupine.

The two cases of Birds which we now pass are especially bril-

liant, as they contain the Hummiag Birds and others of the splen-

did s]3ecies of Tropical America. The specimens are not only

remarkable for their magnificent plumage, but in many instances

(as with the Toucan) for their peculiar conformation as fitted to

their habits of subsistence. The long and slender bills of the

Humming Birds, who probe the flowers in search of food, contrast

with the apparent unwieldiness of the Toucan's bill, adapted to

tear from the branches the fruit upon which it feeds. Passing
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roimd, we notice a Jaguar about to devour a Brocket Deer. As
the Leopard is found only in tlie Old World, so is the Jaguar

peculiar to the JN'ew World, and each may be regarded as a repre-

sentative of the other, on ox^posite sides of the Atlantic ocean ; the

Jaguar having greatly the advantage in size and muscular strength.

We now come to the Arctic illustrations, commencing with a

case of Birds, many of wliieh were collected by Captain Inglefield

during one of the recent Arctic expeditions, and presented hj him
to the Crystal Palace. The specimens are arranged to represent

some of the changes of plumage which, at various seasons of the

year, are incident to the birds in these remote and extreme cli-

mates. The Snowy Owls, the Eider Duck, the (xannet, and various

birds frequenting the sea-coast, are beautiful and prominent speci-

mens in the collection.

It has been a.ttempted in this illustration to present the visitor

with some idea of the peculiar features of this region. It was
necessary here, in the absence of all botanical specimens so at-

tractive in the other departments, to attempt the representation of

icebergs, and the snowy aspect of the country. The Ethnological

group in the further recess is formed of two Samoiedes, or natives

of Arctic E-ussia in their winter dresses of fur. The male native

holds in his hand a pair of the very peculiar snow-shoes which are

used by these people. The group nearest to the spectator consists

of two males, a female, and child of the Lajaland race, in their

curious national dress. The scarlet costume of one of the male
figures is, however, the summer dress, but is placed here for con-

trast with the other example, which is the kind of clothing adopted

in the rigorous winter. On the right appears a Gl-reenlander in his

skin canoe, and armed with the implements of chase, by which he
captures Whales, Seals, Birds, and other animals. The largest

Polar or White Bear was killed by Captain Inglefield with a

single pistol shot, when he was closely and dangerously attacked

by the monster. The other animals consist chiefly of the Bein-

deer, Arctic Foxes, Esquimaux Dogs, Seals, &c. This illustration

has been arranged and designed by Mr. A. D, Bartlett, under
whose superintendence the Natural History Department is now
placed.

Before leaving this side of the Palace to proceed in the examina-

tion of the Natural History Department on the other side of the

Nave, we must not omit to particularly notice the interesting illus-

trations of aquatic natural history, wh^cli will be found in the

various positions which are indicated. Most of these differ from
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tlie otlier ol)jects in the department, inasmucli as they are living

specimens ; "but they will all tend to give us some idea of how vast

and how wonderful are the works of Nature, how various and how
marvellously fitted each to its own function in the great universe.

On the right-hand side of the path by which we entered the de-

partment from the Transept, is a case filled with AVest Indian

sponges, arranged to represent, as far as may be, the aspect of the

bottom of the sea in that region, and the form of groAvth of these

curious marine productions. This rare collection of sponges is the

property of J. S. Bowerbank, Esq., who has kindly lent them to

the Crystal Palace Company, and arranged them himself.

We should now return to the staircase, near where the Boto-

cudos and Australian illustrations are. Here two large tanks are

fitted up as marine aquaria. The specimens are arranged in real

sea-water. In the tank tinder the staircase, and nearest to the

Botocudos, are placed specimens of the swimming fish most gene-

rally found on the coasts of Grreat Britain. It is not necessary

here to particularise any of the various kinds, as a system has

been adopted of affixing the specific names to the tank itself,

for the readier and more effective identification of these interesting

objects.

In the other tank, on the left-hand, those species of Crustacese

which may be most properly designated active Crmtaeece are ex-

hibited. A simdar plan for the identification of the specimens is

adopted as with the other tanks. Amongst these interesting speci-

mens, the curioits movements of the Soldier Grab, or, as called by

some, the Hermit Crab, are very noticeable. This peculiar anunal

is not himself gifted mth a sheU upon his body, although his legs

and claws are covered with the usual protection. To remedy tliis

want, his habit is to attack some univalve, most generally the

common Whelk, and having devoured the inmate, to adopt the

shell as his own, moving about with it from place to place with

great apparent convenience. He is not, however, always left in

undisturbed possession of his stolen tenement, for the Actinea

parasitica frequently attaches himself, with apparent purpose, to

the shell, and thus, as it were, enslaves the inmate. The crab can,

however, easily adapt himself to a new habitation, and may be

frequently iuduced to the operation, if tempted by the introduction

of a better shell. The tanks containiag the Madrej)ores, Actinece,

and those species of Molluscous animals, which from their habits

may be termed inactive, will be described in the proj)er position?

on the other side of the IS'ave.
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' Oi'ossmg the Nave in front of tlie screen of Kings and Queens^

we continue onr examination of tlie various Natural History illus-

trations on tlie garden side of the Palace. Keeping then to the

. extreme right of this division, the first group we come to illustrates

generally the Bushmen of South Africa, These havebeen variously

designated, by travellers as Bosjesmen and Earthmen, but are of
' one race. The group represents an entire family. This singular

race of beings are persecuted and despised not only by Europeans

but by the other tribes. They are migratory, and fix their abodes

on unappropriated tracts of land, which frequently separate hostile

tribes. The race is fast disappearing. The animals of this division

(South Africa) are the Hippopotamus, the Bubaline Antelope, a

large Crocodile, and on the rocks opposite to the Hippopotamus is

the Cape Hyrax, or Sock E-abbit, a curious animal, much more

nearly related to the Ehinoceros than to the llabbit.

Further on. we eome to Eastern Africa, wMck is here repre-

sented by a group of Danakils, who inhabit the country between

Abyssinia and the sea, leading a camel to water. The Danakils

are a nomade or wandering tribe ; they are of a chocolate-coloured

complexion, and have long, coarse, wavy hair, which they offcen

dress in a fantastic manner ; they are of slender make, tall, and.

ditfer widely ^ in appearance from the l!^egro. The Danakils are

transitional between tlte Negro and the Arab, possess a Jewish

physiognomy,and have acquired the Negro element from their inter-

course with the neighbouring members of that race. The Negro
form and physiognomy aremuch more strongly developed in the man
on the right of the Dromedary, who belongs to the Msegurra tribe,

In this district wiD also be found a fine Batural historical group,

representing a Leopard attacking a Duyker-bok.

On the right hand of the path in which we now are is a grou]3 of

Zulu Kafires. This fine people are far advanced before the rest of

the South African races
;
they are in a measure civilised ; some of

them build houses and towns, and pay considerable attention to

arts and manufactures. Thousands of them have lately entered

the service of Europeans as farm-servants and labourers ; in these

capacities they are most honest and trustworthy. In general they

are taU, strong, and well-proportioned ; their slcin is usually of a

brown colour, but this varies in intensit)^ ; their hah' is woolly

;

their foreheads high, and cheek-bones prominent. They are an

active and warlike race, and of a predatory disposition. Having
inspected this group, we should return and proceed down the patli,

rtheu to our left. "We shall pass, on our left, amongst other ani-
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mals, tJiree specimens of the Chimpanzee, the aninial whoso form

,

most nearly resembles that of man (excepting the Gorilla). These s

are found on the western coast of Africa, though they may pro-

1

hably also exist in the far interior M^here no European as yet hasj

penetrated. Though somewhat similar to the Ourang Outang of!

Sumatra in general form, the Chimpanzee is a smaller animal. It

Tlio Cliimpanzee?.

lires in woods, builds huts, or rather a protection from the stin and"

rain i uses clubs for attack as -well as for defence ; aiid in manyi

days exhibits an intelligence that presses with rather uncomforta

sibie ne^rjiesp xipo^ the pride of the sole raiipn^il ammal, i
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Tiiniing tlien to tlie left, the first group we come to is one wliicK

illustrates an episode in tlie wild life of the savage, T^'o native

Mexicans appear to hare come suddenly upon a Jaguar, who has

struck down a small deer for his prey, and to have attacked him
with the bow and arrow; the wounded and infuriated animal is

about to spring from the rock upon his adversary, whose footing

has slipped, when the other native advances boldly with a spear to

receive the attack and to rescue his companion.

Beyond this is represented a battle between two Leopards,

forcibly remindhig us of a quarrel between two oats, which, in fact,

it is. Any one who has seen one cat advancing towards another,

must have observed that tliere is always a desire to receive the

assault lying on the back, with tlie four legs upwards. The motive
is to be in a j)Ositiou to have free use of the claws of aU the legs

;

and in the group before us, though the smaller animal appears to

have the advantage both by position and by the grip he has taken

on the throat of the other, yet the laceration he is receiving under-

neath from the hind legs of the larger animal wiU. soon oblige him
to release his hold. Close by are two GazeUes, as well as some
Mediterranean animals, such as the Barbary Ape, the Corsiean

G-oat, and two specimens of the Mouiion Sheep. The vegetation

includes Orange and Lemon trees, the Date Palm, the Oleander,
tlie Sweet Bay tree, and the Laurustmus. If the visitor here turns
round to his right, a little further on, he will find a beautiful case,

containing some superb specimens of the Grame birds which are

found in the Himalayan districts.

In this path he ^^-iIL pass, on his left, some illustrations of the

most eastern part of temperate Asia. Two Tibetans represent the

general physiognomy of the inhabitants. The animals are all rare:

amongst tliem is the Chiru, a curious sheep-hke Antelope; the

Siberian Marmot ; the Yaks, or grunting oxen, which are used by
the Tartars for riding or driving, as well as for food or clothing

;

the tail being very much in request in India for brushing away flies,

no less than as an emblem of authority; of these Yaks there are

two specimens here, the largest being the animal in its wild state,

the smaller one as it is domesticated by the Tartars ; and the Ounce,
a species of Leopard peculiar to the Himalayan Mountains, an
animal which three hundred years ago was comparatively well

known, but whose skm has since become so rare that the' very
existence of the animal has been questioned. European travellers

have lately visited its haunts in Central Asia, and satisfactorily

proved thatit atiUlives. In the glass case further on, aretwo specimens
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of the great liorned alieep of Chinese Tartary. The Botany here

is from various sources: China, Siberia, Japan, and JSTepanl have

each contributed a few plants, amongst the most conspicuous of '

The Yak.

whioli are the Camellias and the Oriental Arbor Vita?, wMch is the

Asiatic representative of the similar plant in tlae new world.

Amongst this botanical group will be found also specimens of the

black and green Tea-plants.

Pacing the visitor at this point imder the staircase, and in

corresponding positions to those described on^tlie other^side of the
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building, are two more large sea-water tanks. Tliose classes of

Molluscous animals, whicL. we haye termed, for tlie sake of dis-

tinction, inactive, are located liere. Several of tliese are beautiful

Actinese, more commonly called Sea Anemones, from tlieir simili-

tude both, in form and colour to flowers. There are numerous

species of tkese animals, and an endless variety of beautiful

colouring may be noticed on tbem. Tbey are found in every sea,

but tliose in warm latitudes usually surpass in beauty tbe denizens

ofmore temperate or colder waters. Here also are some Madrepores,

wliicli, lio-\^'ever, must be spoken of more as an assemblage of

multitudes of minute animals tban as one. The curious little

long-shaped shell, from which the inmate emerges like a scarlet

blossom, and into which he darts when disturbed, must also be
noticed.*

Kear the carriages is a Case containing a Sun Fish, presented by
Edmund Calvert, Esq., and the rest of the specimens (which are

all British) are, like those in the two Australian Cases wliich stand

outside the glass doors leading to the staircase, the property of

J. S. Bowerbank, Esq., bywhom they have been personally arranged

to represent the appearance of the sea-bottom. The Birds iu the

two Cases at the foot of the stairs belong to Africa,

With these we complete our rapid survey of the Natural History

department of the Crystal Palace. It remains to mention that the

Ethnological section was formed under the direction of Dr. Latham

;

that the Zoological Collection was formed by Mr. Gr. E. Waters
house; that Mr. Gould formed the Ornithological Collection, and
that Sir J"oseph Paxton supplied the plants to illustrate the Botany,

The whole of the natural history arrangements were effected under
the general direction of Professor Edvv ard Eorbes, and the ]3ersonal

superintendence of Mr. Wm. Thomson.
Turning now to the left, a few paces bring ns to the first In-

dustrial Court on this side.

FOREIGN GLASS MANUFAGTUftES.

TMs Court has been allotted for the exhibition and sale of
Bohemian and Bavarian glass manufactures. The mao-nificent

specimens which are ranged around wortliity exemplify the rich

taste and fancy which have long been considered a characteristic

""" A very large fresli-water acparirmi, on a compreliensive plaB, is in course
of preparation, and will slior-tly be added to this department.
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of tliese productions, and form a most interesting comparison witli

tlie contents of the two succeeding Courts in tliis series, wliere are

displayed the similar productions of the English manufactories,

and, in the Ceramic Court, the richest specimens of all ages.

BRITISH PORCELAIN MANUFACTURES.

The contents of this Court some\-\^hat differ in " character from
the works we haA^e just qiiitted, inasmuch as the English Ceramic

Ai't-manufactures of the highest class, and Porcelain from the

"best English potteries, will be found, as well as glass. The Parian

statuettes, a branch of Art-manufacture of comparatively recent

introduction, and m which the English excel, form a very beautiful

and interesting feature.

CERAMIC COURT.

The next Court is appropriated to a most valuable collection

of Ceramic productions, illustrating the art of Pottery, from the

earliest to the latest time. This art has always been esteemed as

curious and instructive, as it is an enduring record of a nation. Erom
the earliest times, specimens have come down to us, and they doubt-

less speak with singular accuracy of the -ph&se of civilisation in -v^ hich

they were fashioned, and ofthe manners which required them. Thus
a survey of the Ceramic Court will, it is thought, bear with it more
than the mere inspection of curious, beautiful, or splendid objects

affords. The specimens are mostly arranged in the glass cases round
the walls. In these will be found some curious Mexican examples,

early G-reek and Etruscan, and early stone pottery, as well as

articles in terra cotta. Many very fine pieces of Lustrous and

Italian-painted Majohca ware are arranged in the cases on the

garden side of the Court. Of Sevres cliina there are several

splendid pieces of the renowned jewelled ware, as well as modern
productions. The Dresden, Berlin, Viennese, Chinese, and Oriental

manufactures are worthily illustrated, wliile amongst the produc-

tions of our own country may be pointed out the specimens of

early Worcester and Chelsea ware, as well as the splendid works

of the most modern manufacturers. Several of the magnificent

pieces of continental manufacture have been graciously lent for

exhibition by Her Majesty the Queen.
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FANCY MANUFACTURES.

THs is tlie last Industrial Court of tke series on. tMs side. It

will be found to contain a most varied and rich collection of all

tb-ose essentials of use and ornament for -vs liich. laotli tke Contment
and this country are famous, comprising articles of bijouterie,

vertti, papier mache, and an endless variety of things for presents

or mementos ; all the articles being for sale on the spot.

Quitting this Coiirt, and turning to the right towards the

garden, we reach tlie Photographic Department, entrusted to

Messrs. IN'egretti and Zambra, the photographers to the Crystal

Palace Comjoany. Photographic portraits are also taken here in a

room fitted for the purpose.

At the back of the series of Courts on this side, and along the

whole of this part of the garden front, is arranged an exhibition of

Carriages by most of the best makers, as well as harness, and many
new inventions in connection "\^ath these things.

The visitor, having explored all the Fine Art Courts as well as

the several Courts of Manufacture, may now give his exclusive

attention to the chefs-d'mwre and valuable examples of ancient

and modern sculpture, which he has not found in the Fine Art
Courts ; but which will arrest his eye from point to point, as he
accompanies us in a y^ allv through

THE NAVE AND TRANSEPTS.

Our starting-point shall be the screen of the kings and queens

of England, at the south end of the building, containing casts of

the regal statues at the new Houses of Parliament, Westminster,

executed by Mr. John Thomas.

The screen itself is from the design of Mr. M. D. Wyatt, and is

characterised by much originality and appropriateness of treat-

ment. The series of monarchs is placed in chronological order,

commencing, on the return side to the left (as we face the screen),

with the kings of the Saxon heptarchy ; and beneath them the

Saxon kings, the first on the left being Egbert, by whom the

greater number of the petty kingdoms were first consolidated.

The Norman series conmiences, on the principal front, with

WiUiam I. and his queen, above whom are the statues of St.
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Greorge and St. Andrew. Amongst tlie various rulers of tL.e state

may be noticed as of great excellence, in that stjde of sculptiire

\A^]iicli lias been termed the " Eomantic," Henry II., Berengaria,

Henry Y,, Henry VI., Eicbard III., Edward VI., Cbarles I.,

Queen Henrietta, and Cromwell tbis last was rejected by tlie

Committee of tbe Houses of Parliament, btit is clearly necessary

for completing tbe bistorical series, wbicb is concluded on tbe

return side, to tbe rigbt, witb tbe royal personages of tbe reigning

G-uelpb family, and a lower row of Saxon Icings. An equestrian

statue of ber Majesty, by Baron Marocbetti, stands bere in tbe

centre.

Quitting tbe screen, we are first attracted on our road by tbe

Crystal Fountain, wbicb occupied so conspicuous a place in tbe

G-reat Exhibition in Hj^de Park. We will now, boweyer, proceed

on our tour, entering first tbe •\^'estem end of

THE SOUTH TRANSEPT.

It is preferable, in order not to overlook any of tbe important

objects wMcb are stored in tbe several Transepts, to examine

eacb Transept completely, as we enter it on our interesting tour,

and after passing round botli ends to resume our walk in tbe

IN'ave, advancing up toward tbe nortb. end of tbe Palace on tbe

left-band side, and returning down tbe rigbt-band or garden side.

Turning tben to tbe left, we proceed round tbis Transept, from

left to rigbt, noticing on our course tbe statues and otber objects

wbicb are placed in the open space at each end. The first

conspicuous one of these which we find is, a cast of the well-

knomi equestrian statue of Cbarles I., from tbe original at

Charing Cross. It was designed and executed, in 1633, by
Hubert Le Sueur, a French sculptor, I3upil of the celebrated

John of Bologna, but was not at the time raised on its

intended site. During the civil wars, the Parliament, wanting
men more than statues, sold it to Jobn Hivet, a brazier, living in

Holbom
; by whom it was Icept concealed untU the restora-

tion of Charles II., when it returned again into the bands of

the government, and was finally erected at Charing Cross in

1674. The pedestal is a work of tbe celebrated sculptor, G-rinling

Gribbons.

Bej^ond the statue of Charles I. in the central line, is placed that
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of James II. by GrrinHng Gibbons, cast from the original now in

tlie court at tlie back of Whiteliall. It is an excellent example of

a portrait-statue treated in tlie classical style; and affords us a
proof of the higher reach of Gribbons's genius ; \vhose well-earned
reputation in the seventeenth century, we may remark, rested more
especially on his works in ornamental carving, of which the
exquisitely cut fruits, flowers, wreaths, and other ornaments on the
facade of St. Paul's, London, are examples.

Between these two Eoyal Statues is a Mosaic picture of the
Euins of Pajstum, executed in modern Eoman Mosaic, every shade
and tint being composed of separate pieces of vitreous material

;

and in front of the statue of James, a model of a Chinese Junk
carved in ivory, which is lent to the Crystal Palace Company by
Her Majesty.

A selection from the best productions of various English sculptors

surrounds this portion of the Transept. At the angle is a colossal

statue of Peel by Marochetti, and between this and the Screen of

Kings and Queens in the nave is the statue of the great Earl of
Chatham (449), forming a portion of his monument in Westminster
Abbey. It was executed by J. Bacon, E.A., a contemporary
sculptor, Avho was celebrated for the truth and vigour of his

portraits. Bacon should also be mentioned with honour, as one of

the first native artists who founded the English school of sculpture

in the last half of the 18th century. Amongst the statues in the
Transept itself, we would notice Macdonald's excellent compositions
of Ulysses recognised by his Dog (48), and Andi-omeda (47) ; the

very gracefully designed figure of a Bather (36), by Lawlor ; and a

group of Boys Contending for a Prize, with some other statues by
the same artist.

The statues on the north side of this end of the Transept are

by Spence and Theed
; amongst tliem wiU be remarked the High-

land Mary (58), and the statue of Elora (59), both by Spence

;

T^'arcissus at the Eountain (60), and Psyche (61), by Theed.
At the junction of the Transept and tlie jSTave is placed the

colossal statue of Dr. Johnson, from his monument at St. Paul's,

the first that was erected in that Cathedral. This portrait-statue,

as well as that of Chatham, is by Bacon ; but composed, as will be
remarked, on a diametrically opposite principle ; the great writer
being half clad in a classic toga, whilst the great statesman is brought
more vividly to our minds by being represented in the costume of
his period and his order.
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Wo now cross over to that jimction of tlie Transept and Favc,
wldcli is marked by a colossal statue of Lessing, tlie great G-crman
writer; a noble and dignified portrait-statne by Eiet^cbel of

Dresden.

Li this portion of tke Transept are sereral works of the English
School of Sculptiu-e, amongst which may be particularly remarked
a statue of Shakspeare (407), by John Bell; the Maid of Sara-

gossa (6b), a very picturesque and vigorous ideal jfigure of a

heroine who has also inspired the pencil of Wilkie ; the Dorothea
(5a), so well kno^NTi to the pubhc by small copies in Parian
marble; a graceful statue of Andromeda (7), and Jane Shore (6a).

All these specimens of Bell's talents are on the north side of this

part of the Transept. Opposite to them, or close by, will be found
the Mercury (55), a Dancing Girl (50), by Calder Marshall, E.A.;
the First Whisper of Love (49), Zephyr and Aurora (52), and an
excellent portrait-statue of Geoffrey Chaucer (53), the father of the
school of English Poetry, also by Marshall. Nearer the Nave is

an ideal statue of Shakspeare by Eoubilliac, cast from the original,

still preserved in the vestibule of the British Museum. The
colossal statue at the angle is that of William Huskisson (462), the
first statesman to pioneer the vray to free trade. It is a noble work
in the classic style, by G-ibson. Along the centre of the Transept
are placed the Eagle Slayer (6), by Bell, a work remarkable for its

vigorous treatment ; the well-known and graceful composition, also

by Bell, of Dna and the Lion ; and the fine monument erected by
the good citizens of Frankfort to the memory of the first printers,

Grutenberg, Eaust, and Schoeffer. The central statue represents

Gutenberg, who rests with an arm-on the shoulder of each of his

felloAV-workmen. The original is by Baron Launitz of Frankfort,
and is a creditable instance of the public spirit, Avhich does not,

after the lapse of centuries, forget the originators of The Press-
that mighty x^ower, which performs at this day so grand a part in
the governance and for the benefit of the civilised world, and by
means of which the reader studies this record. On the right of
the Gutenberg monument is a stately equestrian statu.e ofFrancis L

' by Clesinger of Paris. The countenance is strikingly like the
authentic portraits of the king, and well exemplifies the character
of the man. In a corresponding position on the other side is

Marochetti's statue of Eichard Ccenr de Lion, calling to mind a
curious contrast in the chivalry of the two kings.

Having now regained the Nave, we proceed along in front of
the Pompeian Court, y\-^heve Avill be found various ^yov'ks mostly
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illustratiye of modern German sculpture
; amongst wMch we notice

a group of Mnerva protecting a Warrior (162), by Blaeser, of
Berlin; also a charming little composition, by Brugger, of a
Centaur instructing the you.ng Achilles (164). The original model
of a Wymph, with an Urn (167), by Dannecker, executed as a
fountain at Stuttgard. An allegorical figure of Medicine (171),

by Hahnelof Dresden. A Violin Player, by. Steinhauser (201*).

Two seated statues, iii the Greek style, of Thucydides and Homer
(176), by Mayer, A statue of a Magdalen (261), by Wagner.
A very spirited group of a Hunter defending his family against a
Panther (264), by Widnmann of Munich... A statue of Hector

(166), by Dannecker. IText to this is a pretty statue of Diana
(270), by G. G. Wolff, and near it Telephus suckled by a Hind
(266), with several other beautiful examples. The statue of a

Hunter (263) is a chef-d'ceuvre by Wittich. Opposite the Sta-

tionery Court are excellent life-size statues of stags (193*), by Pro-

fessor Eauch, of Berlin, excellent examples of that difficult branch
of the sculptor's art—the study of animal nature ; and near these,

Debay's exquisite group of the Pirst Cradle (96), and a magnificent

vase by Drake (169), with Thorwaldsen's beautiful Venus (217)

and Aurora (IS), by John Gibson, B,.A. The fine statues of A'^ictory

(184 to 188), by Professor E..auch, arc characteristic examples of

that great sculptor's style, and of the successful variety of treat-

ment in five designs for one and the same subject. And the statue

of a IsTymph holding a Basket of Eruits and Plowers (160), by
Professor Drake, is a picturesque example of the " llomantic

"

school of sculpture. We now approach the Great Transejot, before

entering which we v»'ill turn to the left and explore the open Court

vrhich is formed at this point by the angle of the Transept with the

Nave.

THE CANADIAN COURT.

Tliis position has been appropriated for the display of a most
interesting collection of the staple and manufaetimng products

of Canada. The colonial government have undertaken to form

'

and maintain such a collection as shall completely represent the

commercial resources of that important colony, and have voted a

sum of money for its permanent maintenance. Such an exhi-

bition presents invaluable information to the intending emigrant,

and to all an interesting sign of the progress, polish, and pros-

perity of our brethren in the Atlantic colony.
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A prominent object at the further end of this Court is the nohle

colossal head of Bavaria, by Lndwig Scwanthaler, of Munich, who
enjoyed an European celebrity. The original bronze statu.e to

which it belongs, erected outside the city of Munich, is fifty feet

in height, the pedestal on which it stands being tliirty feet high.

3?or ten years did the great artist, weak and broken in health,

still devote himself with a true artist's love to the progress of Ms
task : but he was not destined to witness its perfect completion i

and when the statue of the Genius of Bavaria was cast in bronze,

its author had passed from amongst us. The statue was first

publicly exhibited in 1850.

Corresponding in position on the side next the IN'ave, is another

example of those embodiments of towns and nations, which are so

frequently to be found on the Continent. The present colossal

statue allegorises Franconia, a province of Germany ; it is cliarac'

terised by much nobility of conception, and worthily sustains the

reputation of the modern German sculptors. The origriaal, by
Professor Halbig, is erected at Killieim, in Bavaria.

The south wall of the Court, and the passage from it througli

which we pass to the front of the Beading Eoom, wiU be fou.nd to

be decorated by some beantiful bas-reliefs, amongst wliich may be
particrdariscd, Westmacott's Paolo and Francesca (72) ; Lough's
Apotheosis of Shakspeare; some verj^ interesting bas-reliefs by
llauc-h, from the tomb of Marshal Bulow ; they will be found on
the base of the colossal head of Bavaria; and the Triumph of
Alexander (226), executed by Thorwaldsen to decorate the Pope's
palace for the reception of ITapoleon I. in 1812,—one of the

most celebrated works of the gTeat sculptor. Chantrey's beautiful

gToup of Sleeping Children stands in the passage, and claima

ppecial attention.

THE LIBRARY READING ROOM.

Within the quadrangular area between the Canadian Court and
the Central Transept, is to be found the Eeading Eoom of the
Library, -nduch contains works of reference for those studies and
Pine Arts which are exemplified in the Crystal Palace, as well as
works of high class and general literature. The books are obtained
for use in the Eeading Eoom, by means of a small slip to be fiUed
up from the catalogue. Eound the room fit space is allotted to
pubhshers, on which are exhibited the title-pages and announce-
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ments of ne'w books, the new volumes themselves being exliibited

during tbe season for immediate reference in an ox^en boolc-case in
the room. The publishers' catalogues lie upon the table. The
operation of the plan also extends to Continental literatiu-e, and
the announcements of new books by Foreign publishers, as well as

their catalogues, with the books themselves, wiH be noticed as an
interesting feature not to be found elsewhere. A valuable Library-

has been already formed by the purchases of the Company, the free

gifts of individuals, and by the addition of the new A\'orks which,

having been exhibited by the publishers in the Eoom during the
season, are then added to the catalogue. Amongst several very
splendid works, the magnificent gifts of both Continental and
British publishers, which enrich the Library, one deserves special

notice on account of its very groat rarity and value, as well as of its

beauty. This is a copy of " Das jNTeue Testaments " which was
printed in 1851 for His Majesty the lung of Prussia. As a specimen
of Gothic typography the work is perhaps without a peer, while as

a work of art, and a record of what can be achieved by the printing

press in these days, it is to be highly valued. Five exquisite designs

from the rich and original pencil of Kaulbach illustrate the volume

;

they represent the Deity, and the four Evangelists, severally, being

single allegorical figures. There is also one illustration to the

Hevelations, by Peter Cornelius. These are printed from wood
blocks. Twenty-five copies only of the book were printed when
the type was broken up. Of these, five exist in England. One in

the possession of Her Majesty the Queen, to whom the work is

dedicated, one in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, one in the

Syndicate Library at Cambridge, one presented to the Bishop of

London, by Priace Erederick William, on the occasion of the recent

E,oyal Marriage, and the present copy. This magnificent volume
is the production of Herr Eudolf Decker of Berlin, Printer to thfc

King of Prussia, by whom it was presented to the Company's
Library. In that portion of the room devoted to news, more than
100 neios;pajoers can be found, upwards of fifty ofwhich are London
papers ; the British country press is very completely re])resented,

constitutiag a feature of the Eoom, and several leading Foreign

Journals are supplied ; there are 18 Magazines, and 7 Eeviews (as

well Foreign as English), besides Periodicals and Pamphlets,

Directories, G-azetteers, Maps, &c. &c. The very latest news, by
special telegraph, is exhibited immediately on its receipt, and a

regular Daily Telegram is received from Paris, with the state of

tlae French Funds, and Money Market, A Eegister for Appoint-
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ments and Messages is kept, and a glass ease in wMcli unclaimed
letters, and letters for visitors, are exhibited. Tliere is a postage-box

upon tKe reading-table, and one outside, from wbicli letters are

collected several times in tlie course of tbe day ; and paper,

envelopes, and postage-stamps can always be obtained from tke

attendants at a moderate cliarge.

THE GREAT CENTRAL TRANSEPT-

Passing along in front of tL.e Eeading Eoom, we return to tlie

Nave, and enter tbe Transept, tlie arcb of wliicb rises nearly 175
feet Mgb in a liglit and graceful span. Prom the first terrace,

however, to tbe summit of tke Transept is 197 feet 10 inclies.

Tliere are five galleries here, one above the other, the topmost
of which runs entirely round the Transept, and the third of which
extends round the whole length of the building on each side. In
the second of these galleries, on the garden side, is the Industrial

Museum and Technological Collection, of which we shall treat

presently.

Not far from the angle of the Transept and Nave, towards the
Stationery Court, stands a cast from the colossal statue of Rubens,
by Geefs, of Brussels, erected in the cathedral square at Antwerp,
of wliich city Eubens was a native : the original is in bronze, and a
fine example of the modern Romantic school of sculpture. Opposite
the statue of Eiibens, on the other side of the Nave, is placed a cast

of the fine bronze statue, by Dantan, which has been erected at

Pieppe, in honour of the great French Admiral Duquesne. It is

remarkable for its noble exxDression, and the spirited romance of its

treatment. The celebrated Farnese Hercules and the Farnese Flora,

both colossal antique statues from the Museum at Naples, occupy
the corresponding positions across the Transept, The Hercules is

a fine and artistic example, characterised by a massive and some-
what exaggerated muscular development, not, however, altogether

ina])propriate to the hero of physical force. The whole of this the
western end of the Great Transept is occupied by the great

orchestra, capable of accommodating 4,000 performers, which has
been erected for the Great Handel Festival. In the centre of the

orchestra is the great organ ^^'hich has been btdlt by Messrs. Gray
and Davison expressly for the position.* The eastern end of the

* The organ contains 66 stops, viz., 20 on tte g-reat organ, 12 on tke choir,
5 on the solo, 17 on the swell, and 12 on the pedals. It ha.s four separate
iws_ of keys, witlr couplers, combmation pedals, and complete pedal board,
The instrument contains 4568 sQunding-pipes.
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Transept is OGcupied by a handsome orchestra for musioal and
choral performances. On the northern side of this end of the
Great Transept are ranged some choice statues of the modem
schools ; the graceful AmalthsBa by Julien (113) ; Psyche (103*)

;

Veritas (150), a veiled figure by Monti ; and Endymion (129), the
Grraces (125), and Paris (129), by the late famous sculptor Canova.
We must now cross over the ^Tave and enter the open court,

which is close to the colossal Earnese HercuJes, and which corre-

spo]ids in position to the Canadian Court, which we examined
before entering the Transept. This Court is filled with specimens
of antique sculpture of the Grreek and Eoman schools. Among
these we woidd draw attention to the colossal VeUetri Pallas (351),

so caUed from having been discovered at Yelletri, near Home, and
now preseiwed in the Louvre, at Pains ; the Dying Grladiator (309);

a Boy with a Dolphin ; a colossal head of Pallas (328). A Eoy
extracting a Thorn from his Toot, from the Capitoline Museum at

Borne ; and the fine head of Antoninus Pius (381).

A collection of Greek ideal and portrait-busts wiU also be
noticed in this Court ; amongst which the colossal heads of Vespa-
sian (332), Trajan (354), Pertinax (379), Lucius Verus (361), and
Titus (333), are particularly deserving of notice. The visitor

should not quit this compartment without noticing the collection

of antique vases which it contains, amongst which the Medicean
Vase (343) is a peculiarly elegant example of antique art. The
^legant tripod (211), and the antique fountain (357), are also

worthy of attention. Here also we find the celebrated group
known as the Toro Farnese, or Farnese Bull. The original of this

beautiful group, which is now preserved in the Museum at iSTaples,

was discovered in the Baths of CaracaUa at Borne, and derives its

name from having been placed in the Farnese Palace in that city.

The subject is the revenge of Queen Antiope and her two sons,

Zethus and Amphion, on Dirce, for seducing the affections of her

husband, Syeres, King of Thebes. The sons, enraged at the insult

ofiered to their mother, are represented as about to revenge them-

selves by tying the unfortunate Dirce to the horns of a bull, when
their mother, moved with womanly pity, iatercedes for her rival,

and induces them to forego the intended x^mishment. According

to Pliny, the Toro Farnese was the work of the Ehodian artists,

Apollonius and Tauriseiis.

Conspicuous also in this compartment, from its high position and
great beauty, is the Choragic Monument of Lysicrates. This

beautiful example of ancient Greek architecture is usually styled
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tlio Laniern of Demostkenes, on account of a tradition wMck
ascrilaes its erection to that celebrated orator. 'No weiglit, liowever,

can be attaclied to this supposition, although it may be, and in all

X>robability is, due to the time of Demosthenes.

An inscription on the architrave informs us that this monument
was erected by Lysicrates of Kikyna, at his own ex^iense, in order

to commemorate a musical triumph obtained by various members
of his tribe or clan, the Akamantis. The ancient G-reeks were hi

the habit of holding a sx^ecies of musical tournament, in which the

most celebrated masters of the art vied with each other ; in this

particular case, the palm was awarded to Theon, the flute-player,

and the chorus of boys led by Lysiades ; the magistrate for the

year being Bvanectus. It was to celebrate this triumph that the

monument was erected. On the monument was sculptured the

stor^y of Bacchus transforming the Tyrrhenian pirates into dolpliins,

A\'hich was the subject of the music. A tripod was the usual prize

granted in these contests, and the victor either placed it in one of

the temples, or, as in the present instance, consecrated a monument
specially for its reception. It was placed on the summit.

Hetracing our steps, we once more regain the Nave, and as we
advance, still keeping on the left side, past the front of the Egyptian

Court, we remark several antique statues, including the Antinous

as Mercury, from the Capitol at E.ome (316), the Antinous as a

Grood G-enitis (314), and the Adonis, from Ca]Dua (213).

[From this point, extending throughout the facade of the Greek
CoTU't, are ranged excellent examples of G-reek sculxDture, which the

visitor may compare with the subsequent works of the Homan
sculptors, or of Greeks settled at Home, placed before the walls of

the Homan Court. Amongst the Grreek statues we select the group

of Silenus and a youthful Bacchus (306), excellently treated and
full of life ; seated statues of Demosthenes the Philosopher (308),

and of Posidonius (307), on each side of the first entrance to the

Court ; the Borghese Silcims (306) ; a Bacchus and Faun (305)

;

the fine group of the Wrestlers, from Florence (304), the well-

known Drunken Faun (295), from tlie Museum at Naples ; and the

Apollo Sauroctonos (298), from the Vatican. Nor must we omit

the excellent seated statues (290, 291). On either side of the

principal entrance to the Greek Court will be found the beautiful

Ceres (130), a Vestal (142), the Amazon (302), and Polymnia (297).

In front of the Eoman Court will be first noticed Meleager and
his Dog (289) ; the celebrated Antinous (288) ; the fine Mercury,
from the Vatican (287), and the same subject (288), from Naples.

1
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Before the first entrance to tlie Court are placed tlie seated statues

of Trajan (286), and Agrippina (281).

The Mercury disguised as a Shepherd (285), and the Adonis

(282), are characteristic specimens of the ordinary Eoman style.

Passing the fa9ade of tlxe Alhamhra Court, we aiTive at the

fountains, wliich at this end of the Wave correspond to those of

the south end in position, and generally with respect to the aquatic

plants which liye in the water of the long basin. The two foimtaius

here are designed and executed by Monti the sculptor. The figures

of Syrens, supporting the large shells, typify by their colour four

races of men: the Caucasian, white; the JSTubian, black; the North
American Indian, red; and the Australian, olive. The smaller

figures above these bear fruit indigenous to various soils. The
design of the fountains is most appropriate, and the entire com-

position very artistic. The bronze colour of these statues, and of

many others in the building, is produced by means of the electro-

type process, with signal success. In the water which surrounds

tlus fotmtain many interesting plants will be found, in addition to

the lilies and other varieties "Rdiich adorn the basin of the Crystal

Fountain at the south end of the Nave. The Papyrus plant will be

recognised by its tall gTeen stems topped with fibrous leaves. The
manuscripts of the Egyptians and many ancient nations were

inscribed upon sheets made from the stallts of this plant. Many
of the Egyptian architectural ornaments are derived from the form

of the Papyrus, which grows in large quantities along the banks of

the Nile. E.ice, sugar-canes, and other interesting plants, grow

along the margin of the water; the most curious of which, as

indeed it is one of the rarest in the whole collection, is the Lattice

Plant. This S]3ecimen was but lately brought from Madagascar

by the Eev. Mr. Ellis. The remarkable form of the plant, from

which it is named, will ensure its easy recognition. The gold fish,

of which there are many thousands in the fotmtaiji basins of the

Nave, have all been bred there from a few fish wliich have now
grown to a great size, and may often be noticed steadily sailing

amongst their multitudinous progeny. The temperature of the

water, which is heated by water pipes beneath the surface, is

peculiarly favourable to the growth of these fish,

THE NORTH TRANSEPT, AND TROPiCAL END OF
THE BUILDING-

It has been found that the valuable eoUeetion of Palms and

other specimens of Eastern vegetation, which have b^cu collected
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ill tliis Transept and beyond, could only be kept liealtliy by
isolating the department devoted to tliem, and raising its tempe-

ratu e to a degree wMcli would not be pleasant in all parts of

the building, or £aA''0urable to tiie equable growtli and seasonable

cultiyation of the otlier various botanical specimens. During the

greater part of the season, a curtain divides this portion of tlie

Palace from the more temperate regions. The temperature suits

so well the plants tliat some, wliicb on tlieir arrival appeared not

to grow well, iiave become quite acclimated, wearing a rick and

luxuriant growtli of verdure.

Having entered the North Transept, we find the whole of the

western end occiqjied by the colossal Egyptian Eigures from.

Aboo Simbel. We shall view these to the best advantage from
the further end of the Transept, in front of the Mammoth Tree

;

we "will, therefore, first make the circuit of the fotuitain, examining

the surroimding objects, and inspect them from that point, and
thence commence our return joiumey down the iTave.

The two semicircular extensions at this the upper end of the

fountain basin have been separated from the main, body of the

water by a perforated partition, and contain some curious and
interestmg annuals. In that to the right, or immediately in front

of the Assyrian Court, sports one of the most remarkable of the

animal creation—tne ILepidosiren^ It is remarkable as being an
animal organised with both lungs and ffills, which are generally

assumed to be distinctive organizations in the reptile and the fish

;

but this, it will be seen, like most of such wonders in natural

history, is a conformation of the animal to its habits of subsistence,

place of residence, and the exigencies of its life. It is found in the

river G-ambia, in Western Africa. During a great portion of the

year this river is dried up, and the mud in its bed is baked under

an ardent tropical sUn till it is of immense hardness, and shines

when cut with a knife. When the river subsides, and parches up,

the Lepidosiren burrows into the mud, where it remains during the

dry period, till when the rains come, and the river swells, it issues

from the softened mud and sports in the water again. It is con-

sidered by the most able naturalists to belong to the reptilia rather

than the fish. The exact nature of its food is not accurately

known, but it is a voracious feeder on animal substances ; this

specimen regales himself upon raw beef, frogs, and snails, Avilh the

occasional delicacy of a gold fish. He is himself eaten as a. delicacy

l?y people in Africa.
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lu tlie corresponding conipcartnieuL ou tlie otlier side of tlie basin
are two species of fresli-wafcer tortoises, JEmys Qaspia and Emys
GamUeoisis, one anEn.ropean and one an African species, -whiclimay-
be identified by its larger size and lighter colour. Tlie ^Emys
Casjna is found commonly in the rivers of most of tlie warmer
countries in Europe. Wlien, after the Crimean war, the troops

gaiTisoning the Ionian Islands returned to England, one of the
officers brought with him two eggs of this variety ; for safety he put
them into his pistol-case. On his arrival in England the eggs ^A'ere

found to be hatched, and the two small animals were presented to

the Crystal Palace Company, and placed in tliis basin. One has
since died, after living some months ; the other is still here.

The Visitor should not omit to inspect the Aviaries, of which
there are several, in this end of the building. These contain

"Weaver Birds, Grenadiers, Grosbeaks, Mocking Birds, and
Paroquets, most of them inhabitants of warn chmates. There
are also some IsTightingales, whose rich song is frequently heard,

even when the people crowd round them. The Weaver Birds,

in the spring, may be seen constructing their ctu'iously woven
nests of grass, which hang from the branches like so many stock-

ings ; others of the feathered tribe build their hahitations fearlessly

in the presence of the visitor, with all the art of the basket-

maker ; here, indeed, bird-architecture of the most unique kind

may he studied by the naturalist with delight and advantage. The
Australian Paroquets have this spring again reared their young in

these Aviaries with great success. It has been generally supposed

that it was not possible to induce these birds to rear tlieir yoimg
in this climate ; but in 1856, the experiment was most successfully

carried out in this Aviary. It has been repeated here since, each

year; and in the present spring (1859), there are two healthy

young birds which have been hatched in one nest, and there is

promise of others. These observations more especially apply to

the large species of Ground-paroquet (Platycercus hermalonotus),

the smaller Shell-paroquet (Melopsittacus undulatus) hsbxing

repeatedly bred in this country.

Besides the birds mentioned, there are several of the British

varieties, as well as some others of greater rarity or interest which

may be specially mentioned. There are several Canaries which
should be noticed, as they have been trapped in the Islands and
forwarded direct, in their wild state. These must not, however, be

confoimded with those of the tame varieties in the same Aviary 5
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tliey may he distinguished readily not only by tlie general

carriage of tke bird, but by tbeir green plumage. Tlie collection

of Sparro-^vs is also interesting : tbere are tlie common bouse and

tree Sparrows of England (tliis last, liowever, is not to be con-

founded witb tbe Hedge-.sparrow), tlio Pi-ice-sparrow of Java, and

tlie Diamond-sparrow of Australia. Tlie Diamond and Java Spar-

rows liaye successfully constructed nests ; whicli is an additional

evidence of bow suitable tlie Tropical end of tbe Crystal Palace is

for the Tropical birds. Here also are two or tbree specimens of

tlie Califoruian Quail (Ortyx Californicus). Tbese birds were

brought from the Zoological Gardens at Antwerp. They breed

freely, and are well adapted to thrive in a wild state bi this clmiate,

rearing from fifteen to twenty young ones in a brood
; they are a

great table delicacy, and it is probable at no distant period may
enrich the list of British Game birds.

In a glass case, on the right hand as M'e approach the Aviaries,

are some beautiful and interesting Lizards (Lacerta agilis). These

perfectly harmless little reptiles are found in all the warm parts of

Europe, frequenting dry, stony places, and old ruiued buildings.

Their food is flies, beetles, moths, and other like insects. The
present specimens are from Guernsey, in which island they greatly

abound.

JS'ear to these, in the centre of the Transept, are some of the

most curious of the rex^tiles, and which are perhaps better known
by repute than even the most common species daily under our

feet. These are the Chameleons. The changes of colour in this

animal, so often spoken of, are not generally so rajnd as is sup-

posed, nor do they possess so great distinctions as are popularly

ascribed to them. In aU their habits they are so slow as to ,be

generally almost immovable, save in respect of their restless eyes,

and the tongue, which is very long and adapted peculiarly to its

purpose, which is to secta-e their food ;
they can dart it with almost

invisible rapidity upon a passing fly or insect, which is mimediately

thus drarvvn into the mouth. They appear most generally to

assimilate their colour to the objects on which they rest, or which

surround them. This may be a means of protection to them, but

it is most probably only a method of conceabnent for the more
etfectual capture of their prey. It, however, answers the double

pui-pose.

If we now proceed by the extreme end of the building toward the

eastern end of the IN'orth Transept, we shall find both on our right

and left hand a complete set of casts from the -^giua Marbles.
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These most interesting monuments of ancient Greek art are now
in the Grlj'ptotJiek at Mnnioli.

They were discoyered in the Island of ^Egina, and are supposed
to have ornamented the tympana of the east and west fronts of
the temple of Minerva in that island. The group, representing the
Contest over the Body of Patroclus, belonged to the western, and
the five figures descriptive of the Battle of Hercules and Telamdn
against the Trojan king Laomedon, were in the eastern tyirxpamun.

They are most remarkable examples of Greek sculpture dxiring its

second period, or from the close of the 6th to the middle of the
5th century b.c.

The conception, the anatomy, and beauty of form found in

these statues denote a higldy cultivated artistic taste and power,
to which the pecxdiar faces, the invariable smile on the mouth, and
a certain stiff angularity of treatment, form a marked contrast.

We observe in them that turning-point in the history of Greek
sculpture, when the com'^entionalities of an earlier system were
receding before that love of nature and extraordiaary perception

of the Beautiful, which subsequently rendered the Greeks so

pre-eminent in art.

The originals, wdiich had, as may be supposed, suffered con-

siderably from the effects of time, were restored by Thorwaldsen,
the Dane, whose conscientious sx^irit and thorough appreciation

of the antique give assurance of the correctness of the intei^esting

examples now before us.

THE LECTURE ROOM.

Through the doorway which is in the corner to the riglit of the

first set of iEgina marbles, is fitted up a spacious Lecture Hoora,

with every accommodation for Dissolving Views and other illus-

trations. It comprises the whole of the Queen's Corridor," so

called from the private aj)artments of Her Majesty, which are to

the left.

Continuing onwards, we obtain a fine view of the ISTorth Transept,

with its noble avenue of spliinxes and palm-tTees, terminating

with

THE COLOSSAL EGYPTIAN PIGUSES,

which are from the temple of Eameses the Great at Aboo Simbel,

in JSTubia. These immense seated statues towering to the roof of

the Transept afford us some adequate idea of the stupendous mag-
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nitiide and passive grandeur wliicli cliaracterise tlie moaimients of

ancient Egyptian art. Tlieir lieiglit is sixty-five feet.

It may be remembered that in tbe Egj^Dtian Court we directed

tKe attention of tbe visitor to a model of tlie temple at Aboo
Simbel ; on tbe fa9ade of Tvdiich. were four statues of Eameses tbe

G-reat, Two of these statues are bere reproduced on the scale of

tbe originals, tbe smaller figures around tliem representing the

mother, wife, and daughter of the king.

The temple of Aboo Simbel, in JN^ubia, is excavated from the

rock, and was first discovered by Burokhardt, the traveller; the

accumulated sand of centuries, which then covered it, was removed
by order of Belzoni, the first, with Captains Irby and Mangles,

to pass its long-closed entrance. The interior was covered with

paintings and hieroglyphics relating to Barneses the G-reat, and the

date of the temple has been consequently placed at about 1560 b.c.

The si)hinxes which formed the avenue are cast from one pre-

served in the Louvre, the writing engraved on which presents us

with a curious but not uncommon instance of a custom that pre-

vailed amongst tlie Egyptian monarchs, and to which we referred

when describing the Egyptian Court. On one side of the shoulder

the name " Pthalomen Miotph" is written in hieroglyphics, and on

the other shoulder is the name of Sliishak I. The last-named lived

fibout 1000 B.C., and the first nearly two hundred years before him.

Other instances occur where the name of the original foimder has

been erased altogether, in order to make way for the name of some
comparatively modern king.

We are now standing at the foot of what represents one of the

largest-known trees in the world. This tree grew, one of a group

of such monsters, on the Sierra jSTevada in California. When
flourishing, it rose to the astoimding height of nearly 400 feet.

Several in the same district which are now standing are 300 feet in

height. The bark of tliis tree has been arranged and fitted up as

it grew, to give u.s some idea of its gigantic proportions by the

view of a part. The wood is a particularly fight cedar ; and has

been considered as of the same kind as that cedar of Lebanon

employed by Solomon in the budding of the Jewish temple. Dr.

Lindley has named it the WelUngtonia gigantea, and has fixed its

age at 4000 years. This then must have been a great tree before

the ancient rock tombs of Aboo Simbel were hewn for the greats

Sameses.

Leaving the fountain on our right, we arrive almost immediately

in front of the Byzantine Court, where, resting beneath the foliage.
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are eiglit efTioies of Iciiiglits from tlie Temple Cliiireli, London.
Tliey are clad, vrith. one exception, in ring-mail, and afford tis

perfect representations of military costume in tlie early part of tlie

13th century. They are usually called tlie Knights Templar ; but
without eridenee: the cross-legged statues are probably crusaders.

The entire series has been carefully restored by Mr. Eiehardson.

The first two statues in front of the German Media3val Court, as

we face the entrance, are fine examples of German Gothic sculp-

ture, from Cologne and ISTuremberg : the three subjects beyond
them are from Langen Church, Germany. The two first statues

on our right are from the fa9ade of Wells Cathedral, and next to

them are various examples of German sculpture. Facing the

English Medieval Court, will be noticed, on each side of the

entrance, the effigies of Bishop Kilkenny from Ely Cathedral,

Henry III. from Westminster, and of Longespee from Salisbury

Cathedral : the two last being especially interesting monuments of

the 13th century.

On the right of the entrance, and nearest to the Nave, are two
statues from Wells Cathedral, noticeable as fine examples of Early
English sculj)ture, and the effigy of Bishop Northwold from Ely.

Nearer the facade is placed the remarkable effigy of Queen
Philippa, the wife of Edward III., from Westminster Abbey,
belonging to the last half of the 14tli century. Beyond this again,

will be noticed the effigy from Salisbury Cathedral, of Bishop
Poer, who died in 1228, one of the earliest monumental statues in

England. In front of the fa9ade of the French MediseTal Court,

will be found several pieces of Gothic sculpture of the early period

of the Pointed style, from Chartres Cathedral ; on the right of the

entrance from the ]N"ave are placed the busts of Henry 11. and
Diana of Poictiers, Henry III., Bayard and Louis XII., and
nearer to the Kave will be seen the Virgin " de Trumeau," from
JSTotre Dame, at Paris ; and a fine picturesque bro]ize statue of a

knight from the monument of Maximilian, of Innspruek, in the

Austrian Tyrol, a remarkable work of art, executed by native

artists in the early part of the 16th century. Close to this is

placed the fine bronze statue of Albert of Bavaria, from the tomb
of Lewis of Bavaria, at Munich, remarkable as serving to illustrate

the very rich and characteristic costume of the close of the 16th

century. Opposite to it is the very fine St. George, by Donatello,

from Florence, one of the master-pieces of that celebrated sculptor,

whilst another Innspruek statue occupies a position nearer the

I^Tave. Advancing onwards, stiU in front of the Eenaissance Court,
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we reeogttise amongst tlie busts, tliose of Francis I., Sully, and

Henry IV. of Prance, Shakspeare, MacKiavelli, Ben Jonson, Cosmo
de' Medici, and Lord Bacon. Tlie bronze statues on each side of

tbe path, are from tlie Tartaruglie fountain, at E-ome, tbe extreme

figure being tlie celebrated BaccKus, by Michael Angelo. Amongst
the works of Italian art placed in front of the Italian Court, we
remarli: the Bacchus by Sansovino, from Florence, the Triton from

the gardens of the Doria palace, Genoa, the Tartaruglie statues

from Home, and at the angle, in front of the Italian vestibxde, the

beautiful statue of Mercury, by John of Bologna, a clief-cVmm^e of

the 16th century school. Among the busts will be remarked those

of Raffaelle and Michael Angelo, Inigo Jones, Mazarin, EichelieUj

Charles I., and other celebrities of the Benaissance j)eriod.

A little further on in front of the Court of ]\Ionuments of Art,

we remark two statues of Perseus ; one by Cellini, and the other

by Canova. That by Cellini is characterised by a grandeur of

conception and power of execution, which place his name among
those of the greatest sculptors of his day. CeUini's description of

the casting of this statue is, in the highest degree, interesting,

j^ot having sufficient metal to complete it, he threw into the

furnace his metal dishes and porringers, amounting to upwards

of two hundred ; after offering up a prayer to heaTen in company
with his workmen, he uncovered his statue and found it thoroughly

cast, with the exception of one foot. The plaster cast in the Crystal

Palace is, we believe, the only one in the T\'orld, and was obtained

through the liberality of the Duke of Sutherland, the owner of

the only bronze cast of the original, which stands in the grand

square at Florence.

We now cross the Central Transept, still keeping to the left

hand or garden side of the JN'ave. At the angle of the Transept

wili be found the Concert Eoom, for the special performance of

vocal, chamber, and classical music. The room is c|uadrangular,

but open towards the JN'ave, and on tlu"ee sides is surrounded by

galleries. The space appropriated to visitors on the ground floor,

and wliich is fitted with seats, is 96 feet scLuare, and with the

galleries is capable of accommodating about 3000 people. The
Orchestra, built on the garden side of the room, will easily accom-

modate 60 performers.

Around the outside of the ConcertHoom will be found many most

interesting busts belonging to the Portrait Grallery, mostly of the

illustrious men and women of France. Amongst them we remark

Jean Goujon (196), Felibien (203), Eachel (216), CorneiUe (218),
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Lafontaine (220 a), Moliere (221), Eacine (225), Voltaire (233),

Le Sage (230), BiiiFon (245), Ouvier (256), Bayarcl (257), Gaston
(258), Coliguy (260), Turemie (266), Massena (279), Ney (283);

busts of nearly aU the generals and statesmen of the Consulate
and Empire, and of tlie leading men of tlie Eepublic of 1848

;

three btiats of Napoleon Buonaparte, which may be advantageously
compared together, and the present Emperor Louis INapoleon (312).

Close to this compartment is one of Mr. Eimmel's fountains,

executed from a design by Mr. John Thomas. The crystal basin,

Parian marble figures, ebony pedestal, and natural flowers, har-

monise excellently. Similar scent fountains, designed with great

taste by the same artist, and suppHed by Mr. Eimmel, wiU be
found in the E'orth and South Transepts.

Quitting the Concert Eoom, we continue oar examination of tlie

statues, which extend along this side of the JS^ave. The most
notable of the succeeding subjects are the Prodigal Son (145), by
San Giorgio; David (147), by Magni, an artist whose studies of

every-day life are remarkable for their truth to nature; Cain (99),

by Etex; Geefs's Mahbran (108); a colossal group of the Murder
of the Innocents (142); an Italian Mower; the Horse and Dead
Knight (46), by Lotigh; Sampson, by Legrew; and also tlie

charming statues of Eve, and Eve Listening, by Bailey. On our

way towards the Queen's screen we pass several works of statuary

art, amongst which may be noticed, A Eaun with Cymbals (66),

by E. Westmacott, E.A., and a David (67*), by the same sculp-

tor; an Ancient Briton as a Scout, and the Massacre of tlie

Innocents, by J. E. Adams, and a fine statue of Erato (174), by
Launitz.

THE BOTANY OF THE PALACE.

However beautiful and perfect may be the works of art by
which we are surrounded, there is^ a Hand whose meanest work
outvies them all, yet whose silent and beneficent wonders are

going on around us. To the unobservant man natiu'e is silent.

He knows not the rich treasure he neglects, and the eloquent

teachings, the more loved the more they are known, which he

never listens to. Of all natiu^e's developments, perhaps not one is

so universal or so important as that of which we are now going to

treat. The character, the habits, the civilisation, almost the very
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existence of men is determined by tlie vegetation of tlie countries

tliey inhabit, and where no vegetation is, the land is desert indeed.

Our kindliest memories of foreign lands, and of onr own country's

beaixtifnl spots, are insex^arably linked with the foliage and verdnre

Avhich adorns the rngged earth, and is, as it were, the handwriting

of the Almighty's blessing and distinction. It is not the bnrning

sun alone that makes the tropical island apj>ear so different to onr

own : there seems a wider difference still, between the rank and
tangled luxuriance of the tropical forest, and the stately glades of

England—or between the prodigal wealth of almost wild fertility,

and the field snrromided by hedgerows, whose riches are the

reward of patient and necessary cultivation. There is indeed

beautiful instruction in all nature's phases and mysteries, but none

more beautiful than that conveyed by plants and flowers. The
greatest minds have turned their strength to the culture of the

field or garden, and the gentlest and best hearts seem to be the

most fitting home for the love of beauty so pure and true.

It is impossible in the pages of this book to do more than point

out some of the most interesting and beautiful of the specimens

whicli constitute the rich botanical collection of the Crystal

Palace, iimongst such a multitude of examples many of the

greatest interest necessarily find no mention here, but they are

not the less to be observed. The smallest and most unobti-usive

plant may be the most worthy of notice, and in its relations witli

human life the most deadly, the most medicinal, or the most
grateful- The history and attributes of almost every one will lead

us on a course fraught with knowledge, and a pleasure which study

unveils more and more.

The Eorders, which range along each side of the Nave fronting

the fa(jades of the various Courts, are all numbered, as will be seen

by a reference to the plan. The South and North Transe|)ts are

filled with trees and flowers. The divisions of the Natural
History Illustrations are also filled with examples to represent, as

much as possible, the flora of the various countries. We propose

to accompany the visitor from Border No. 1, close to the Screen
ofKings and Queens, and following the arrangement of the Borders

UX3 this, the South-Western side of the Palace, to retimi on the

opposite or garden side.

In Border No. 1, we first notice an examx^le of one of the finest

and largest timber trees of New Zealand, the native name of

which is the Kakaterre {Dacrydimn taxifolium). This is a tree

of giant growth, Just beyond the statue of Chatham are two
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specimens of tlie Melaleuca, some of the species of wliicli furnisli

tlie Australian aborigines ^\itli a kind of tea ; this "beantifnl species

of tree is almost exclusively peculiar to Australia, and contributes

muck to form the character of Australian vegetation. Against

the Column, and adjacent in this Border, are also several fine

plants, some of which are 30 feet high, of the Australian Acacia

(Acaciafoliosa). The early foliage of this tree, it is interesting to

observe, is characterised by a larger development than it assumes

with more advanced growth; these differences can easily be

distinguished in the plants before us, which may be identified

by their light-coloured and elegant leaves. Another large Acacia

{Melanoxylon) is near the angle of the South Transept, and on the

left of it perhaps one of the finest specimens of the liltodoclenclron

arhoreum from ISTepaul. This magnificent tree was one of the first

of this species sent out after its introduction into this country, and
when only five inches high was purchased for five guineas. It

bears rich scarlet floAvers.

Turning now into the South Transept, one of the first specimens

we notice, in Border l^o. 3, is a noble tree of the Camellia

reticulata, perhaps the finest Icind ever introduced of this mag-
nificent flower; it is indigenous to China and Japan. Bej'-ond

this, as we pass from left to right down the Transept, is a tree of

the ISTew Zealand Spruce [Dacrydium ciipressimum), whose deli-

cate form and drooping foliage claim admiration ; and ahuost

behind this is a most interesting specimen of the Paraguay Tea
Tree {Ilex 'Farajjuayensis). The Mate, a curious Brazilian tea, is

obtained from the prepared leaves of this plant. Immediately

succeeding this in our course is the Camphor-tree {Cinnamomwm
campJiora), from which the valuable drug of commerce is procured.

Tliis specimen is from China, but it also grows in Japan. Passing

on a few steps, we find the Ceratonia Siliqua. This ^l&nt is

eminently curious, as being that which bears the " locusts " on

which it is presumed St. John fed, as mentioned in the Gosjjel;

it has thus obtained the name of " St. John's Bread." The last

great tree in this border is a magnificent ISTorfolk Island Pine

[Araucaria excelsa), 40 feet liigh. This stately and beautiful tree

grows in its OAvn country to the height of 200 feet. On the other

side of the Transept, in Border jSTo. 5, wliich we noAV proceed to

inspect, will be found a corresponding specimen, and many of the

same kinds of plants as those we have just examined; but we may
notice here, almost in the centre, a noble specimen of a beautiful

new Fuchsia, called JDomimana ; behind which may be seen the
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largest tree in tliis ooimtry of tkat species of Camellia known as

" Lady Hnme's Blush." In tlie centre of tke Transept is placed

a gigantic specimen of tlie American Aloe, wliicli, for its magnifi-

cence of growth, is perhaps unequalled in this country. This

specimen was brought in 1828, a small plant, from the ruins of the

palace of the Caesars at E,ome, where it grew wild.

We now resume our tour up tJie iN'ave with Border 'No. 7. At
this corner stands a most elegant and beautifid tree, the Acacia

dealbata, a native of ISTew Holand. This tree is perhaps the finest

of its kind to be found in the kingdom. In the centre of tliis

border rises a rare specimen of the Yucca stricta ; its beautifully

variegated and lance-shaped leaves constitute it a prominent object

easy of recognition. Close to the column, a little further on, is the

Aralia trifuliata, from New Zealand ; a plant which possesses tlie

peculiarity of shortening its curiously-formed leaf as its age

advances.

Surrounding the Pompeian Court at the back of these borders,

are specimens of the Azalea. On either side of the entrance to tliis

Court are luxuriant Orange-trees, and near to them some Citron-

trees.

In Border 7 a, at which we have now arrived, is a beautiful tree,

called the Araucaria Biclwillii, the rigid foliage of which much
resembles the imbricated Pine of Chili. The aborigines ofAustralia

make a favourite article of food of the seeds from the large cones of

this tree, which attain the size of a child's head. But one of the

most prominent of the trees in this compartment stands a little

nearer the column. This is the Bottle-Brush plant of Australia,

and when in bloom with its red bosses of flowers, from which it has

been named, it bears a very curious appearance. The Japan Cedar
{CrypiomeTia jajponica) is also here. This tree was brought from
China by Mr. Portune. The Borders opposite the Sheffield Court
are filled with many rare and beautiful specimens ; but those

Borders which are close to the glass fa5ade contain some plants of

the liighest curiosity and beauty. In the centre of the left-hand

Border wiU be found the Socofrine Aloe, from which is procured the

medicine wliich bears its name. On either side of the entrance to

the Court are two magnificent specimens of the Tree Perns of

Tasmania and Australia, whose luxuriant crowns make them objects

of the highest beauty. These plants are -without doubt the finest

specimens of this luxuriant Pern in this country. At either

extremity of the Borders are most interesting specimens of Brome-
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liaceoiis plants, witli wliicli, till lately, tlie pine-apple was classed.

Tlie Fuclisias here are upwards of 40 feet high..

Eeturning now to tlie Wave, we find in Border No. 9 a, a
beautiful silrer-leaved Acacia, grouped witli otter plants of the
greatest interest, amongst which may be pointed out a New-
Zealand Palm {Areca sapida), and an Agnostis snmatis, recog-

nisable by its peculiar leaf. At the end of this Border will also bo
found the Botany Bay Fig-tree, and the Olea Euro-pea, from which
the olive-oil of Commerce is procured. The succeeding Borders
jSTos. 11 and 11 a, opposite the Birmingham Court, contain selections

of most valuable and interesting plants, similar in many respects to

those we have described
; amongst them may be noticed the

Freijcinetia Baueriani from ITorfolk Island. Close to the entrance

of the Birmingham Court, in Border 11 h, is the naw and beautiful

MitraHa Coccinea from South America.

We now arrive at Border TTo. 13, opposite the Stationery Court

»

the largest and most prominent tree in which is the Emalypdim
rjlohulosus, or Blue Grum-tree of Australia. This plant has

already attained the height of 80 feet, and is but five years' growth.

In its natiu'al state this is a Mammoth tree. Mr. Baclchouse, th(!

traveller, has described one of this kind, which was nearly as high

as the great Water Towers at the Crystal Palace, being 250 feet,

with a circumference at the base of 70 feet. But this -n'as

most probably an exceptional specimen. They are most frequently

not more than half that size. The common Myrtle is the type
of the class to which this tree belongs ; but it is the largest of

the myrtaceous plants. The Eucalypti constitute four-fifths of the

forests of New Holland. G-imi is procured from this tree in large

quantities.

Hound the column, in the (-orner of Border No. 13 a, is a fine

plant of the Cape G-ooseberry, which bears a beautifully acid fruit,

much esteemed by some. The fruit is curiously inclosed in an
inflated capsule. Although called the Cape G-ooseberry, this plant

is originally from Australia. In this Border arc A^arious specimens

of New Zealand and Australian plants. The remaining Border,

before we enter the Central Transept, is filled mostly with a collec-

tion of large Acacia. Having crossed the Central Transept, as we
proceed toward Border No. 19, which is in front of the Egj-ptiau

Con.rt, we pass Border No. 17, which is filled with Eucalypti, as

that in a corresponding position on the other side of the Transept

is with Acacice.
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In. Borders JSTos. 19 and 19 a, will be foimd large specimens of

tlie Sparmannia Africana, an old conservatory faTOiirite, indi-

genous to tlie Cape. It was named in konour of Dr. Sparman, tlie

Swedish pliysician and botanist, wbo accompanied Captain Cook in

liis second voyage round the world. These fine trees were pre-

sented by Her Majesty the Queen. Close to the Sparmannia is a

large India-E^ubber-tree, the sap of which constitutes the article

now so extensively known and used. It will easily be recognised

by its broad, handsome, and glossy leaves. This tree belongs to

the Fig tribe, all kinds of which bear sap with more or less the

garae properties. A plant close to tMs is the Loquat, or Japan

Medlar, which is curious from its peculiarity of shedding its bark.

A little nearer to the Court wiU be found a most elegant plant of

the Grass tribe, the Himalayan Bamboo, a small and delicate cane,

\N'lii(ih is found high up the Himalayas, and consequently flourishes

in a lower degree of temperature than the common tropical Bam-
boo. The remaining examples to be noticed in these Borders are

amongst the most curious in the collection. The first is the

RJdpidodendrim plicatile, so named from the fan-like growth of

the leaves. The common hly is the tj^pe of the order to which

this plant belongs. The next are the curious African plants, like

rough blocks of wood, which are called Elephant's Foot." These

remarkable plants are oalcrdated as being 3000 years old: they

were imported from the Cape of Grood Hope. The Casumnna
stricta, of Australia, is also here, with its curiou^sly jointed foliage.

The wood of this plant, from its peculiar conformation and colour,

has gained for the tree the name of Beef-wood. In its native

state it attains a great size. Several kinds of the temperate

Palms, Ferns, and Aloes are also arranged in this position.

The most noticeable tree in Border No. 21, is a luxuriant

specimen of the Moreton Bay Pine (Arai(caria GimningJiamii).

In the succeeding Border, jN"o. 21 a, is another of the JEticalypU,

the leaves of which, it is curious to remark, change from round to

lance-shaped as the tree advances in growth ; and in the further

corner is the G-eitonoplesmm, a trailing plant of the same order

as the common xlsparagus. In Border iNo. 23 a, just opposite

the column, is the Peppermint tree, of Australia [EpyclautiiH

piperata).

We now pass through the division into the Tropical end of the

building, where necessarily many of the most interesting and

beautifid of trees and plants are congregated. Most of the

examples we have hitherto examined have borne, more or less.
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some reseiiiblanco, if not in detail yet in cliaracter, to the vegetation
AvMcli ^yo eveiywliere see around ns in England. But here we
notice a new form, reputed to surpass them all, and at least very
rich in those glories which have won its repute,—we mean the
Palms. This form of vegetation gives more distinctive character
to tropical and eastern scenery, than any other natural feature.

The stem often rising to the altitude of 100 feet, in a stately

colimin, crowned with a capital of beautiful leaves, radiating from
its summit, or gracefully drooping ; sometimes of a feathery form,

sometimes fan-shaped of broader groAvth ; some of dark, shining

verdure, and others of a delicate silvery aspect : they constitute

one of the most beautiful families of the vegetable kingdom. The
leaves of some kinds are gigantic those of the Manicaria
saccifera, of Brazil, are 20 feet in length, and six feet in breadth.

Humboldt has described the Wax Palm of the Cordilleras growing
to the majestic height of 180 feet. jSTearly aU varieties are most
prolific in fruit, and with most, scarcely a portion but what is

a^jDplied to some use by the natives of the countries they inhabite

Their great importance, then, to many of the human family

entitles them to particular study and attention, beyond the brief

mention we can give them here ; and the pleasant task will be well

repaid.

The Borders in the Tropical Division are numbered distinctively

from the other part of the building, commencing with Border
No. 1, in which is a plant of the India-Eubber-tree, A^hich is

probably the largest of its kind in the building, and nearer to the

corner is a specimen of the Wine Palm {Garyota Urens). On the

side opposite the Court will be found the silk Cotton-tree of India

(Bojnbax Ceiha), and, further round, the Sandbox-tree of India

{Sernandia Sonora). In Border JSTo. 3, Avhich corresponds in

position on the other side of the Alha,mbra Court, is an Eg-yptian

Date Palm, and also a Wax Palm from South America. In Border
No. 5 ^yG notice a group of Mum, amongst which beautiful class

of plants are the Banana and Plantaia, perhaps the commonest and
most nutritious of tropical fruits. Hemp and flax are obtained

from the fibrous leaves, which are also used for thatching and
basket-making. A sort of wine is made from the juice of the

trunk. The fruit is eaten both raw and cooked, while the young
shoots are consumed as vegetables. In the centre of this Border,

which runs along parallel with the Alhambra Court, is one of the

species of Sago {Saguerus sacchifera) ; another kind {Oijcas revo-

luta) is near the column. The Indians as well as Chinese procure
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Sago from tMs tree. Tlie Sago is x^repai'ecl from the pitli of the

trunk, selected however at a proper season ; it is made into hread

by the natives who prepare it, and from this it has received its

name, which in the language of the Papuas means bread. It is

more prolific in nutritious matter than perhaps saij agricidtural

plant, a single trunk sometimes yielding as much as 600lbs. of

Sago. Bound these Sago Palms is arranged a collection of various

specimens of the Fig tribe {Ficm) from South America. Between
the centre cohimns is a plant of the JatrojoJia McmiJiot, whose root

is one of the most important articles of food in the tropics ; it is

made into bread called Cazavi or Cassava, which is very nutritious
;

and Tapioca is also obtained from. it. A very poisonous juice has

first to be extracted by pressure, or eliminated by heat, before the

root can be prex^ared for food. In the corner of the Border we are

now inspecting is another tree, from Avhich also bread is made

;

this is the Cafire Bread-tree {Bnce]}luiloTtus.) The natives remove
the bark and make flour from the trunk.

We may now turn into the Avenue of Spliinxes, between which
is arranged a rich collection of beautiful Palms—Gocos, Date-

Palms, Wine-Palms, Cabbage-Palms, and many other varieties.

At the corner as we turn again into the ISTave stands the Cocos

plumosa, a peculiarly beautiful specimen, which may be remembered
as having adorned the Great Exhibitioii in 1851.

We now arrive at Borders No. 7 and 9, ox^posite the Assyrian

Court. In this position is arranged a selection of tro]Dical fridt

plants, and of those bearing articles of food. It wiU. not be neces-

sary to do mucli more than ennmerate most of these, as their pro-

duce is so well known, and forms the daily or occasional food of

most. At this end of the Border wiU. be found the Tamarind-tree^

tlie Pepi^er-plant, the Sea-side Grrape, from the West Indies, tlic

Coifee-iTee, the Chili-Capsicum, the fruit of which makes a delicious

pickle, the Jujube, the Assam Tea-plant, so extensivelj'- cidtivated

by the East India Company, the Cow-tree of the Caraccas, and,

adA^ancing up the front of the Border, tAvo kinds of Ginger, the

common and a spurious kind, the llose-apple of the East Indies,

the Avocado Pear, and the Peruvian Custard-apple, at the back of

which is the Castor-oil plant, the Jack-tree, and the Malabar JST.ut.

We continue the collection vrith the Star-apple of the West Indies,

the JMadagascar jSTutmeg, the Allspice, and the Cassia Bark. We
Iiere meet a fine group of fruiting Bananas, beyond which wo shall

notice with interest the Indian Mimusops, and the plant from
which our common Black Pepxier is derived {J^i{per nigrum). The
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Dimocariyus Longan, and tlie Cliinese LitcM-rrait tree, are near,

as Avell as a most interesting plant called the Ordeal-tree, from
Madagascar. Tlie frnit is a sort of bean, and deadly poisonons.
Wlien tlie priests in Madagascar Avish. to rid themselves of a state

enemy, or to remove a rich man for the sake of his goods, reconrso
is had to some pretence, and an ordeal is instituted which consists
in eating the fruit of this tree, harmless of course to the innocent,
but to the guilty, poisonous. The crafty priests carry out their
vie-v\^s by substituting an innocuous berry similar in appearance,
excepting Avhere they wish the pretended guilt to manifest itself

with death.

The arrangement of the corresponding Border, No. 9, is veiy
similar to that which we now quit, but we shall find here in addi-

tion, the Cinnamon-tree, the Peruvian Bark, the Bohea Tea-tree,

the leaves of which we daily consume as plain black tea, another
kind of Allspice {Myrtus pimenta longifolia), the Guava of AYest
India, a most delicious and well-known fruit, the Sapodilla Plum,
and the Chinese Paper Plant. In the small Border near the aviary,

which terminates the series on this side, is an interesting sjoecimen

called the Looking Cllass Plant, from the silvery appearance of
the underside of the leaf Here also is a magnificent example of
the Black Bamboo, the canes of which are used for a great variety

of useful purposes, and for ornament as well. The rapid growth
of this plant is astounding, the shoots of the present specimen
having often increased in height at the rate of more than 12 inches
daily.

In the centre of this, the northern extremity of the ITave, rises

one of the finest specimens to be met with in this cotmtry of the

noble Sahal 'Palmetto. This tree represents the extensive group
of Palms, having palmate or fan-shaped leaA^es. A curious fibre

hangs in graceful ringlets from the foliage. On the right hand of

t]iis splendid tree, we commence our return down the garden side

of the jN"ave v.ith Border IS.o. 10. In the corner stands a largo

gTdup of Bamboos. This Sjoecies attains a much greater size than
its cogener on the other side ; in its native wdds the stems often

exceed tlie height of 100 feet, the growth of a suigle season. The
stems seldom groAv higher after the first year, but become densely

clothed with delicate leafy branches. This may almost be called

the domestic Bamboo, as it furnishes material for an almost infinite

variety of domestic articles. In this Border are two other large

varieties of Palm. The first CortjpJia ,sjlvestn's, from New Holland,

is, like the Sahal Pcdnictto, a Pan-Palm. The Covi/iyJim are so
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called from Koryphe, tlie summit, as tlie leaves brancli only from
tlie top of tlie trunk, making a very stately and beautiftil form.

TMs tree surmounts a group of root-work, upon wMcli are planted

rare Orcliids, Ferns, and a variety of other Ibeautiful exotics. Tlie

large Borders on tkis side of the Tropical Department are mostly

made in this picturesque manner. If we now pass on we find close

to the column a large CofFee-tree, from Yemen, Avhich in tlie

autumn bears its interesting berries. Close to this is a lofty Screw
Pine {Pandmius odoraiissimios) from the East Indies. The flowers

of this tree are so deliciously fragrant that in Egj^pt and Arabia it

is often cultivated for their sake ; the fruit somewhat resembles the

pine-apple, but is not so good. In the South Sea Islands, where
this species grows in great plenty, the natives convert its leaves

and products into a variety of uses and ornaments. It has received

its name from the screw-like arrangement of its foliage, and not
from the apjiearance of the trunk. It wiH be noticed that the roots

are partially above ground, and constitute a kind of support which
strengthens according to the peculiarities of position in which the

tree grows. The roots from some of the Fandani descend thus,

like tightly strained cords, from a height of 12 or 15 feet. The
great Palm-tree in the centre of this bed is upwards of 40 feet high<

It is from the Isle of Bourbon {Latania Borhonica), and once
formed part of the renowned collection at Foutainebleau of the

Empress Josephine. We are now standing under the luxuriant

branches of the JFicus Roxhurgii, a curious Eig-tree ir\'hich bears

its fine jfruit on the stem close to the ground. Eurther back, on
the left of the great Palm, is a Mahogany-tree from Honduras,
and a fine fruit-bearing specimen, 14 feet high, of the delicious

Guava. But it is impossible here to particularise the rich contents

of these Borders ; as in our progress through the whole collection

we are forced almost casually to choose from so many objects of

interest ; but it is hoped that the mention ovlj of these may awake
an interest which investigation will increase.

At the back of the Border just mentioned, is arranged a large

collection of exotic plants in pots, amongst which T\'ill be foimd
the Gamboge tree, and the Bread Emit tree, from the South Sea
Isla]ids, Also the Strychnine plant (Siiychnos Nux vomica), the
nuts of which contain the deadly poison of that name.
At tlie corner of the succeeding Border, ISTo. 8, next the garden,

is one of the most valuable and rare specimens in the kingdom, of
the beautiful Araucarla Cool'ii from J^e^N- Caledonia. The soft

and luxuriant foliage of this tree, and the surpassing beauty of its
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form, every branch witli its rich pendulous load falling most sym-
metrically in a regular gradation of graceful positions, constitute it

one of the most beautiful of its kind in the AThole vegetable king-

dom. JN'umerous specimens of Pahns and of tlie beautiful floAvcring

plants and shrubs of the Tropics adorn this division. A splendid

example of the Grum Dragon tree of Teneriffe {Draccena Dmco),
the same kind as the famous tree of Oratova ; also a New Holland
Palm {Seaforthia rohisia), are found here. Here also is the
Traveller's tree from Madagascar, the grateful shade it affords

having gained it its name. The Palm bearing the highest position

m this bed is the Sahal BlacTclmrnianum, the leaves of which are

amongst the largest of their kind. Against the column at the

south-west corner of the bed, in the JSTave, hangs the curious Elk's

Horn Pern {Platyceruni (jrande), from Austraha. This parasite

abounds on the rocks and the bark of the large trees in the forests

of Moreton Bay.

Before quitting the Tropical Department we will now continue

our inspection of the Borders on the east side of the JSfave. It is

unnecessary to particidarise the plants in these Borders, as they
have been purposely arranged in as much uniformity as possible

M'ith the corresponding collection on the other side. Opposite the

Byzantiiie Court may however be noticed four funereal Cyx^resses

from the Yale of Tombs, in JSTorth China, and in Border JN^o. 4 a

graceftd j)lant of the Pig tribe {Fieiis Fimila) from China, and the

handsome jN^ew Zealand Laurel {Catynocarjnis Icevigatus). On the

northern side of the South Transept, in Border ISo. 6, is the Nepaid
Berbery {JBerleris jVejuadensis). This specimen is remarkable for

its height and beauty of foliage. It is a newly introduced sj^ecies.

At the back of this tree will also be found a fine example of the

J^Tew Zealand Plax (Phormium tenasc). In Border JN'o. 6, at the

end of the Transept, is the Brazilian Pine {Araucaria JBraziliensis).

A remarkable specimen of the Australian Pig tree [Ficus macru-

phylla), is in Border ]>To. 2.

In the Natural History Department the most noticeable plants

have been selected to represent as far as it sxdiB possible the flora of

the respective countries. Thus, in the Australian division the

Araucana, Tree Fems, and Encalypti, or G-um Trees, are most con-

spicuous. The other divisions contain many most interesting

plants, such as the Tea trees, which are all arranged geographically

in their respective positions, and can be readily identified. In the

division on the western side of the iSTaA'c, many of the beautiful

plants are very vrell known, though indigenous to South, Central,
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or jSfortli America, Tlie FucKsias, Cacti, Yuccas, Aloes, and some
AraiicaricE, are amongst tliese.

It remains now to S|)eak of tlie splendid collection of Orange
and Pomegranate trees which, form the noble vista of the Nave,

and are principal features amongst the beauties of the Cr^'-stal

Palace. Some of these are four hundred years old. They once

belonged to the Orleans family, and in the latter times of the late

dynasty in France vrere collected by Loiiis Philipj^e to decorate his

favourite chateau at Neuilly. Shortly after the accession of the

Emperor iN'apoleon, the property of the Orleans family was sold

by public auction, and tliese matchless natural productions were
then purchased by Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace Com-
])any ; there are 110 of these trees in all.

The hanging baskets, which form so delightful an array high up
on either side of the ISTave, and around eacli Transept, cannot ffdl

to attract the notice of the visitor. The creeping plants, which

cover the columns and cross-ties on each side of the walks, are of

great luxuriance and beauty, while at the corner of the South

Transept will be noticed a gigantic specimen of the lovely Wesferia

wliich is rapidly covering the wide span of the Kave at this part.

TJiis was one of the first trees of the kind which Avas introduced

into this country, and it thrives here exceedingly well.

It must have been apparent to the reader how very cursory has

been the notice given to the most interesting plants and trees in

these joages, and how few of the many specimens have been

referred to. Such was a necessity. Yet it is hoped that as the

Crystal Palace calls all the aids of Art to the teachings which it

conveys, so j^Tature (a greater teacher still) may side by side yield

her lesson too. To the lover of the beautiful it needs small

prompting to explore her mysteries, and the rich expression she

bears of that he seeks.

j\Ir. Greorge Eyles is the chief superintendent of the whole

Interior Garden.

THE GALLERIES.

THEiR FliSiE ART, AND OTHER COLLECTiONS.

The main G-alleriea around the Central Transept, and to the south

with the exception of that on the v,-estern side toward tlie road, are

devoted to the exhibition and sale of articles of industry. The
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Picture G-allery is in tKe gallery wMcli runs oyer tlie Stationery

Court and tlie series on that side. The galleries on tlie eastern

side next tke garden, with, the South Gallery at the end of the

building, are devoted to the exhibition of those articles which are

for sale on the spot. Amongst these will be found precious metals

and jewellery, miscellaneous ornaments, perfumery, toys, and other

articles both of use and luxury. The gallery presents a pleasing

and animated appearance, the stalls are fitted up on an elegant

and uniform plan, and the tralEc at them is very considerable.

At the western end of the Great Transept the gaUery is allotted

for the exhibition of manufactured articles, which are not for sale

on the spot. The coUection is of a miscellaneous, though most
interesting character. On the first gallery above this will be
found a most interesting collection of drawings and models for

the fountains in the Crystal Palace, which have been furnished by
Mr. M. D. Wyatt, Mr. Owen Jones (the figures on whose designs

were modelled by Signor Monti), Mr. John Thomas, Mr. John
Bell, Baron Marochetti, Baron Launitz, and Mr. Hector Horreau.

The models display much artistic treatment and inventive fancy.

If Ave novv descend the spiral staircase to the main gallery, and
proceed through the industrial exhibition to the right-hand we
shall enter the main gallery, on this side, rmming toward the

south end. Here is formed

THE PICTURE GALLERY.

The first portion which we enter, before reaching that part of

the gallery immediately over the Stationery Court, is appropriated

to the exhibition of photographic pictures both British and foreign,

several important water-colour pictm'es by the most eminent mem-
bers of the two Societies, and a selection of remarkable pastel

pictures.

The long gallery which stretches from this point to the south
end of the budding has been properly fitted for the exhibition of

pictures. The glass wall toward the road has been covered, and
a partition wall erected on the op]30site side over the courts,

excepting over the passage ways between the courts. The light

comes from the roof with didy modified intensity, and the effect

on the pictures is singularly beneficial and clear. Thus a magni-
ficent gallery of pictures is formed, sweeping in one uninterrupted

line, from the centre to the end of the building, or for a distance of

700 feet. The effect is very grand and at the same time beautiful,
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while the convenience and ample space will be noticed as a contrast

to many picture galleries. There are upwards of 900 pictures of

the British, French, Dutch, Belgian, and G-erman Schools, being

all by living artists, and for sale; the titles, prices, and Painters'

names are aiBsed to each picture.

As we near tlie south end we shall notice some very fine-

examples of the ancient masters, several of them being from the

galleries of Marshal Soult, and the Lucca, Orleans and other cele-

brated collections. The specimens of the Gothic art of Flanders

and Germany are very remarkable, and many of the early Itahan

pictiu'es most worthy of pa^rtioular notice. The early Gothic

collection is one of the finest ever seen in England, and is only

surpassed by the Boisseree and Ertborn galleries of Munich and

Antwerp. These curious works keep the full lustre of their

original colouring, and in this respect form a great distinction to

many modern works. Mr, C. W. Wass is intrusted with the

management of this department.

We may now proceed through the South Gallery and the

Industrial Bazaar on the other side to the garden end of the

Great Transept, wliere, in the gallery above, which we may reach

by the spiral staircase, we shall find one of the most interesting

departments in the Palace, as it is one of the most instructive

—

THE INDUSTRIAL MUSEUM AND TECHNOLOGICAL
COLLECTION.

The object of this collection is to convey by means of actual

illustration that instruction in the modes and various stages of

industrial manufactures, and of the arts, which cannot be so

accurately gained from books or descriptions; as well as, by the

same plan, to trace tlie original plants, ores, or animals, from which

the material manufactured is derived, and to illustrate by products

the several stages of its manufacture. This plan of arrangement

therefore escapes the monotony which is usual in ordinary museum
collections, and will be found equally interestmg as instructive. It

is not possible in this book to particularise by any long description

any of the series comprised in so extensive a collection : it is not

therefore attempted, but the leading features and positions of the

gallery are indicated to direct the investigation of the visitor him-

self, who will find very accurate, and in many cases detailed notices

appended for his instruction, to the objects themselves.
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We enter tlie gallery by tlio spiral staircase in the Central
Transept Gallery on tlie garden side of ihe building, and stall
find that division devoted to tlie minerals, wliicli we will explore
first, at tbe left-band extremity of tbe gallery. Tlie vegetable
division is naturally tbe largest, and occupies all tbe central cases
and some portion of tbe riglit band or nortliern extremity, ^yh.eTe

tbe tliird and last—tbe animal division—is situated. A plan
detailing plainly tbis arrcingenient will be found suspended against
tbe first case on tbe left as we enter. Tbe first cases of tbe
mineral division, wbicb are tbose in front of tbe gallery on tbe
leffc-band, are devoted to wbat are commonly termed tbe mn-
metallic elements and tbeir most important compounds, tbat is to
say, tbose compounds in wbicb tbe non-metallic element is tbe one
tecbnically important, arranged in tbe order in Avbicb tbey are
generally treated in works on Cbemistry. It may be necessary
bere to observe, tbat in order to avoid needless repetition in tbe
classification of tbe cbemical compounds, tbis plan bas been adopted
tbrougliout. Tbus, for instance, Bleacbing Powder, wbicb migbt
be arranged under tbe beads of botb its constituents, Cblorine and
Lime, as it is used only on account of tbe Cblorine, is classified

under tbat element. In tbese cases we find varieties of Carbon,
Products of tbe Distillation of Coal, Peat, &c. (jN'apbtba, Ammo-
niaeal Salts, Paraffin, Dyes, &e.), and a beautiful series illustrating

tbe manufacture of Sulpbur. Succeeding tbese are sbown tlie

varieties of Sibca, under a\ bicb bead a ricb case of Engiisb Agates
from tbe Sussex coasts must be particularly noticed. Tbe Sibcates
embrace tbe different manufactures of glass, amongst wbicb are
some beautiful artificial gems. Eteliing upon glass is also illus-

trated bere. We now come to tbe Alkaline Metals,—Potassium,
Sodium, and tbeir salts. Tbe next are tbe minerals of tbe
Alkaline eartbs. Barium, Strontium, Calcium (Lime), and Magne-
sium, and tbeir sundry preparations, Tbe cements come under
tbis division. Tbe next cases are devoted to Aluminous products,
and in tbis class wiU be found complete illustrations of one of tbe
most important and interesting of Britisb manufactures—tbe
Ceramic. Tbe series commences witb a collection of tbe clays
from cliff'erent formations, and tbe process by wbicb tbe Devon,
Dorset, and Cornisb clays, wbicb are tbose used m eartbenware
and porcelain manufactures, are fasbioned, decorated, and finisbed,

is sliown togetber witb tbe materials used for glazes. Tbe pre-
parations of Alum by different processes, Emery, &c. are also in
tbis division,
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We now come to one of tKe most important series in the collec-

tion, and one in wliicli tlie greatness and importance of tliis

country is most empliatically illustrated. Tliese are the Metals,

properly so called. The arrangement adopted with these is first to

show the ores from each district, next the mode of smelting those

ores, the metal x^rocured, and generally the manufacture of the

metal. The Iron, of course, assumes the first importance. The

Pig Iron is the first state in which the metal is ohtained; it is

then submitted to the refining and "puddling" processes; then

rolled into bars, nails, and plates, or drawn into wire .; we then

see it converted into steel, by various processes including Bessemer's,

and this leads ns to the manufactures of Sheffield. The series, of

course, includes Copper, Zinc, Tin, Antimony, Grold, Silver, &c.

The central stands at this end of the gallery are occupied with a

collection of the coals and building stones of England and Scotland,

with a set of maps indicating the geological formation from which

each is obtained.

The cases down the centre of the gallery are devoted to the

Vegetable Kingdom. These are arranged as follows:—Products

used as food, in the arts, and in manufactures, and in medicine.

In the first class is a collection of British agricultural produce,

made by Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, of Edinburgh. The Cereals

and (xrasses \nll be found arranged in the upright cases, facing

the garden and on the octagonal tables. In the cases beneath

are the Poots and Fruits modelled in wax. The various growths

and manufactures of Tobacco, of Hops, Spices, and aromatic Seeds,

as well as Cocoa, Teas, Coffee, and tlieir substitutes, and the

articles used as food, should be specially noticed, being most com-

pletely illustrated. It vnll be noticed here, and also with most of

the vegetable specimens in this coUeotion, that reference is made
upon the explanatory cards, which are in all cases affixed to

specimens, to the fact that growing trees and plants of the various

kbids may be found in the beds downstairs ; and this will be

found specially alluded to where the Botanical collection is

described ; it should be carefully borne in mind, and will, on being

followed by inspection, yield an ample repayment of interest. We
should now return down the side of the cases and commence our

ins]-»ection of the other side, proceeding from the south end. We
shaE find the first set of cases illustrating the materia mediea.

The upper parts contam the plants, while in the lower divisions the

drags, seeds, and applied parts are shown. Next come the cork

and other manufactures, including paper and paper-staining, those
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of Fats and Oils, India Eubber and Giitta Perolia, with their

yarious applications, Eesins, Dyes and Dye-woods, these being
further illustrated as with tlie materia medica by the plants from
which they are procured. The illustrations of the Cotton, Flax,

Hemp, the Pine Apple, China Grass and other fibres which are

manufactured, will, with some other interesting articles in the
caseg opposite, conclude our rapid survey of the yegetable division,

although we must not omit to notice a rich collection of the

various woods, British, foreign, and Colonial, especially the large

polished sections from Tasmania, collected and presented by the

Soyal Society of the Colony, arranged on stands at the North
End.

The northern extremity of the gallery is occupied with the last

division of the Museum—the Animal. Here will be found Furs
of all kinds. Wools of British and imported varieties. Woollen
and Worsted manufactures, Sdk, illustratious of the preparation

of different kinds of Leather, Feathers, Horn, Bone, and Tortoise-

shell manufactures, &c., &c. Specimens of most of the animals

from which these articles are derived are arranged in the middle of

the division.

The Avhole Museum has been arranged by Dr. David S. Price,

who has care of this dejDartment. The collection is constantly

increasing, and may be expected before long to assume one of the

most important positions a.mongst the settled features of the

Crystal Palace.

In the Main G-aUery on the North Eastern side of the Mediceval

Court are placed four hundred French and Italian photographs,

illustrative of the architectural and sculptural arts of the periods

represented by the several Fine Art Courts on this side of the

Nave ; the ])hotographs being arranged in the order of the eoiirts

beneath, and as nearly as possible over those which they serve to

illustrate. Here also will be found the main portion of the

busts constituting the

PORTRAIT GALLERY,

One of the most ennobling and mstructive as well as interesting

of the collections in the Crystal Palace. These busts give us the

speechless, yet how eloqiient, countenances of the great ones who
have moved the current of the world's life, from early tunes till

the present moment. Each one of these busts is inscribed M-itli

the name and dates of whomever it represents : but for a notice
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of the lives and general information as to tlie claims to renown

of the several notabilities, we refer the visitor to the Handhook

of the Portrait Gallery. A fine collection of small works of art,

consisting of statuettes, mediaeval pottery and wood-work, church

vessels, old English seals, medals, and architectural ornaments,

exemi)lifying the various styles from the Byzantine down to the

Italian, is also arranged here.

In the North-oast G-alleries, on the garden side of the North

Transept, is a Naval Museum, which is intended to illustrate the

naval architecture of all countries. Here will he seen models of

hoats and ships, from the first rude canoe to the patent collapsing

boats ; and from the huge Mgh-pooped sliip of war of the time

of Hemy the Eighth, and Phihp of Spain, to the long screw

steamer of tlie present day ; or the gigantic paddle and screw

" Leviathan," lately launched at Mdlwall, together with various

inventions for marine purposes. In the first gallery, at the

extreme north end of tlie Nave, a collection is exhibited of

engineering and architectural models, including those of bridges,

docks, viaducts, churches, and other structures.

Entering the gallery by the stairs from the garden end of the

North Transept, one of the first models we meet is in illustration

of Mr. Eergusson's System of Eortification. The great principle

of this system is the power of placing in position on a fortified

place a greater number of guns than the enemy can bring to bear

upon any point of it. Eor this ]3Tii'pose, Mr. Eergusson proposes

to erect simple mounds of earth, bearing two or thi'ee tiers of gxm&,_

where the place is large and the curve flat, and four or even five

tiers, where the siDaee is confined. The model represents a small

confined space surrounded by five tiers ; ensuring in his opmion,

a superiority of fire over anytMng that can be brought against it.

Mr. Eergusson proposes to employ wet ditches wherever water is

available ; but on dry or uneven ground, a ditch of fifty or sixty

feet, ydfh. a loop-holed wall at the bottom, not less than thirty

feet high, thoroughly flanked in every part by musketry and

artillery from the small bastions ]3laced at intervals along its

fronts. The model represents upon its different faces, sugges-

tions for various methods of arming the ramparts and of flanking

defences.

Amongst the various ingenious and beautiful objects in this part

of the gallery wiU be remarked models of the EieiF Suspension

Bridge, the original of which is nearly half-a-jnile long, over the

river Dneiper ; the Britannia Tubular Bridge ; the Wrought Iron
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Bridge oyer tlie Wye, at Cliepsfcow ; and one of a similar construc-

tion over tlie river Tamar, at Saltasli. Most of these, as also the

fine Viaducts, of Mdiich many are rej^resented, are due to the giant

enterprise which steam traffic raised in our country. There are

two crystal models here of the G-reat Exliibition Palace m Hyde
Park

; one, the largest, by Mr. Dighton, of London, on the

scale of half an inch to the foot, is especially beautiful and com--

plete.

THE INDIAN COURT.

Passing on in this gallery, at the back of the Assyrian Court, we
enter a department appropriated as an Indian Court. The first

object which we notice is a stand covered on both sides with a

fine collection of Indian arms and armour arranged Avith other

objects of interest. On the wall near is ranged a collection of

most interesting paintings, lent to the Crystal Palace by the Hon.
East India Company. They are copies of some frescoes found on

the wails of a series of cayerns at Adjunta, in Western India,

and were made at the instance of the Indian Government by
Captain Gill, of the Madras army. The subjects are scenes in

the life of Buddha and of Biiddhist saints, and various historical

events connected with the rise and progress of the Buddhist

religion in India. The date of their execution extends from about

the Christian era to the tenth or t^A'clfth century ; and in style

they closely resemble the conternporarj^ works of painters in

Europe, possessing nearly the same amount of artistic merit, and

displaying the like absence of cJiiar -osmiro, and the same attempt

to copy with literal exactness the object represented, excepting

AA'here certain conventionalities are ajiparent. The collection is

valuable as afix)rding the means of comparing the state of art in

the East with that in the West during the same period.

On the next stand are several Burmese idols and other curious

objects, mostly belonging to the religious ceremonial of this

people
; among these will be noticed some very curious wood-

candng ; and we must not omit to notice in connection with these

things, a very peculiar pagoda, or idol shrine, which stands close

by. Placed along the floor are some very curious musical instru-

ments, drums or tom-toms of various sizes, some instruments

formed of pieces of hard wood, which on being struck sound the

notes, and some having metal vessels, wliich produce a peculiar

tone. Eurther on is a case fiUed with magnificently embroidered
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gawucuts, saddle-elotKs, &c., wliicli display tliat craving after

splendour wMok appears to be part of Oriental nature. In tliis

ease are also some otlier clioice articles of very great beauty and

value, amongst wMcli may be pointed out a small Japanese

cabinet ; a bookab, a dagger and slieath wrouglit mtli silver, a

pair of slippers embroidered witk pearls, and other rare objects

from Persia. Here also are some specimens of Ckinese work. On
tbe riglit of this case is a chamber devoted to CMnese curiosities.

The walls are liung AAdth paintings, representing the manufacturing

and other industrial occuxmtions of this truly curious x^eople. In

the centre is the figure of a Mandarin in his richly embroidered

dress. Quitting this chamber the visitor will remark on either

side of liiin some fine models of Indian Mosques, carved in wood,

which will amply rej^ay a careful inspection. They belong to

the close of the 15th century. After examining tlie curious model
of the encampment of an Indian prince, which now faces liim,

the visitor will notice a case containing a splendid coUeetion of

Javanese arms, some highly wrought with great beauty in gold

a,nd silver. This case also contains some wonderful carvings in

ivory and pith, as well as other objects of great interest.

Immediately beyond the case which we have just examined
will be found a model of the celebrated so-caUed gates of Som-
nauth. History and tradition have invested these gates with much
interest. Wine centuries since, the temple of Somnauth was per-

haps the richest shrine of rich India, and the splendid stronghold

of its idolatry. There are many records of its unecxualled riches

—the revenues of 3000 villages are said to have been allotted for

the maintenance of its establisliment. In 1025, the sultan Mah-
moud crossed the Indus from Ghuznee, and after many battles

advanced to the temple and sacked it. In the adulations of the

conqueror Hindoo paganism was said to have then irrecoverably

bowed before the sword and faith of Mahomet. The avarice,

however, of ]\Iahmoud ]3robably received greater gratification than
his religious fervour. He is traditionally said to have carried

the carved sandal-wood gates of the temple with him. to Grhuznee,

and to have made them the doors of the splendid mausoleum
which he built for himself. When Ghuznee was taken by the
British tuider the presidency of Lord Ellenborough, the doors (of

which the present models are copies) w^ere taken from tlie tomb,
and invested with high interest on accon.nt of theii- traditional

origin, but the style of art and inscriptions upon the gates them-
selves prove that in all probability they formed part of the tomb
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from wMcK they were taken and were built witL. it. ISesiT to thivS

model will also he found some very finely carved furniture, and a

case filled witfi a magnificent collection of Indian works, amongst
wMch maybe specially pointed out the beautiful and rich specimens

of jevveUery from Dellii and other provinces, some elaborate carv-

ings in pearl, ivory, and tortoiseshell, and the gold-worked muslins

for which, through many ages, India has been renowned.

The gallery over the Egyptian, Qreek, and Eoman Courts con-

tains an interesting collection of Photographs, &c., illustrative of

Oriental Architecture, and the various styles exemplified below,

amongst which the Egyptian remains are particularly to be re-

marked. The full-sized casts from the original wall sculptures,

which, are copied in the Egyptian Court below, will be found along

this Gallery, as also various architectural and sculptural remains

of classic times.

We should now descend the staircase to the left, and, crossing

over to the eastern end of the Great Transept, we can reach the

basement story of the building, which is on a level with the first

Terrace. The Basement has been di^dded into two departments

:

that to the north is allotted to tlie exliibition of Agricidtural

Implements, &c. ; in that to the south is arranged the important

exhibition of Machinery in Motion.

THE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.

The application of science to farming, and the great necessity

that there is at the present day of avaihng ourselves of every

mechanical improvement for the sake of economy, and for the

better carrying out of the various agricultural operations, render

the use of improved machinery an absolute necessity. And M hen

we compare the flail of a few years ago with our present threshing-

machines, and note how mechanical power has, in a very few years,

almost entirely taken the place of hand-labour m tliis, as in every

other art, we shall see that the miprovement in agricultural

machinery has been making most rapid strides, and that the manu-
facture of agricidtural implements has grown to a most important

industry.

The collection of these implements at the Crystal Palace supplies

a desideratum that has been felt and acknowledged both by the

public and by the manufacturers themselves—an emporium where

the various machines of every maker may be brought together, so

as to be seen at one glance and their respective merits examined

;
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thus facilitating tlie selection by ptircliasers, and in some measure

preventing th.e possibility of inferior implements being sent out.

Tliis lias been partially elFectecl by tlie exbibitions of tbe Smitlifield

Club, and by tlie periodical gatliering of tbe Soyal Agricultural

Society ; but it is only -witli tbe present attempt tbat tbe same
tiling on a permanent footing bas been oiFered to tlie public. In
tlie Cr3rstal Palace are now exhibited and sold tbe principal

macliines made by nearly all tbe first manufacturers
;
indeed, eacli

firm liaa sent tliose macMnes for wliicb it is cMefly noted, so tliat

everything exhibited in this department must be of the very best

;

such, in short, as the manufacturers are most proud of. All the

machines, &c., are sold by the Superintendent on the spot, at the

same prices as at the makers.

These machines comprise a large collection of prize, portable,

and fixed steam-engines ; a large assortment of drill machines, both
for drilling seed and manure ; several reaping machines are also

exhibited.

The threshing-machines are numerous^ and are of very excellent

construction, The improvements that have been made in them
are very striking. It is really a curious sight to see the sheaves of

wheat placed in at one end, and the winno-vved grain ]Dassing out

ready sorted into bags at the other ; while the straw is carried by
a mechanical contrivance to carts to be taken aiA'ay, Here also -we

see digging machines, to perform wholesale the ancient duty of the

plough, which was at all times an imperfect implement. The
ploughs, however, that are shown are of the very best descrip-

tion, -with many useful improvements. Portable houses for emi-

grants and others, and an immense assortment of entrance gates,

and of poultry, sheep, and cattle fencing are also here to be
found.

Haymakiilg macliines for scattering the hay, and horse-rakes,

are important substitutions for hand4abour. Draining-ploughs,

for preparing a pathway for the pipes, and for laying the tiles, and
draining levels are also exhibited. A large coHeotion of chafl-

cutters, bruising and grinding mills, oilcake breakers, steaming
apparatus and pulping machines (the pulping machines are for pre-

paring food, such as turnips or carrots, for cattle), grass-mowing-

machines, both for hand and horse-power, carts of every descrip-

tion, liquid manure carts, field rollers, and several descriptions

of clodcrushers, brick and tile machines, mortising and boring

machines very well suited for making gates and hurdles, makes up
the sum of this interesting exhibition.
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THE MACHiNERY !N MOTION.

MacliinGiy is tlie most imporuant feature in tlie modern history

of our country. How it has enriclied and extended our commerce,

and built up tlie greatness of the nation, is an interesting and

instructive reflection. It thus justly claims the important position

which it here occupies. The long array of busy engines, Avhich

stretches almost as far as the eye can reach, forcibly reminds the

visitor of this department in the old Crystal Palace of Hyde Park.

Indeed, the most interesting set of machmery, that employed in

cotton spinning, which instructed so many thousands in Hyde Park

as to the manner in i^^hich the huge bale of cotton was transformed

into the x^erfect woven fabric, is now to be seen here in full work.

Tlie set includes Beating Erames, Carding Engines, Drawing,

Slubbing, and Koviiig Frames, Throstle Spinning Prames and self-

acting Mules. J^Tear at hand to this most perfect and beautifid.

collection of machinery, which was manufactured by Walker and

Hacking, and Harrison & Co., are placed the rude wooden engines

invented and used by Arkwright for the same purpose ; thus we
are enabled to measure at a glance the iiimiense progress we have

made in the course of less than a century. Proceedmg lower down
the gallery, the visitor is struck with astonishment at the massive

machinery by which iron is hammered, drilled, punched, and planed

as easily as so much deal. Messrs. Whitworth, Muir, and Harri-

son & Co., are the principal exhibitors of these ]3onderous engines.

Advancing still further, the visitor witnesses a sugar-cane crusher

in motion. Centrifugal piuiips. Drying Machines, together with

Steam Engines of all descriptions in full work form the next

most important features, whilst innumerable other inventions and

machines of a smaller character make this part of the palace one of

the most interesting. The visitor can, if he choose, reach the South

Wing tlirough this department, and pass from thence do^sn the

Colonnade to the Saibvay Station ; but he will most probably i^ass

from the door under the Central Transept on to the first Terrace,

and proceed to the inspection of the Gfardens and Park, of which

we treat in the next division.
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K'OTE.—Tlio arrangement of the following Division assumes tlit visitor to enter

the Garden from tlie Central Transept, whence he proceeds to inspect

the Terraces and the Italian Garden, Passing doAvn tlie central steps

from the second Terrace, and round the Great Circular Fountain, he

proceeds to the left, and continuing the path, explores the English

Landscape Garden, and the Archery Ground, beyond which is the

Parle, the Gricheting Ground, from which, proceeding half round the

basin of one of the Cf'reat Fountains, he reaches the Grand Plateau,

and examines the Geological Restorations and the Extinct Animals on

the Islands in the Lake. Leaving the Plateau, he skirts the basin of

the second Great Fountain, and proceeding by the Rosary, completes

the circuit of the grounds. An account of the Great Water Totoers,

in connection with the system of Fountains, and of the Artesian Well

and the Water Supply is then added.











The Park and fiariiens.

THE SITE.

The Ciystal Palace stands m the county of Surrey, immediately

on tlie confines of Kent, bordered on one side by Sydenham, and
on tlie other by Norwood and Anerley, whilst Peno-e lies at the

foot of the Mil, and Dulwieh Wood at the top. JN'o particular

topoi>Taphical or historical facts are associated Avith these places.

Sydenham, however, is invested with some literary interest as

having been the residence of the poet Campbell, the author of the
" Pleasures of Hope," who passed, as he says in one of his letters,

the happiest yeai's of his life in this suburban villag'o, and who
flTote here the whole of '* Grertriide of "Wyoming."

THE PARK AND GARDENS.

The Crystal Palace and its grounds occupy two hundred acres,

and it is of importance to note that, in. the formation of the
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gardens, tiie same uniformity of parts is adhered to as in tlie build-

ing itself; tkat is to say, tlie widtli of the walks, tlie width and
length of the basins of the fountains, the length of the terraces,

the breadth of the steps, are all multiples and sub-multiples of the
one primary number of eight. By this symmetrical arrangoment
perfect harmony prevails, unconsciously to the lookej-on^ in the
structure and in the grounds.

As the visitor quits the buihling' from the Central Trauset^t,

let him pause at the top of the broad ilight of steps leading to the

first terrace, and notice the pfospeSdt befote him. At liis feet are

the upper and lower terraces, bordered by stone balustrades, the
long lines of which are broken by steps and projecting bastions.

Along these balustrades, at interralg, the eye is attracted by the

statues that surmount them. Straight before hmi runs the liroad

central walk, and, dil either side of it, On the second terrace*. tJio

ground is covered ^rith greeti turf, tiOW relieved by beds filled T^dth

gay-coloured flowers, and further heightened in effect by fountains

wliicli throw water kigh up into the ail*. As a side boundary to

the foreground of this picture, the wings of the building stretch

out in their blue colouring, their cheerfttl^ light aspect, harmonising
with the rest of the scene. Loolcing straight forward, below the
level of the second terrace, we see the large circular fountain, sur-

rounded by white marble statues, which stand out sharp and clear

against the dark landscape beyond. On either side, on a yet
lower level, a glimpse is caught of the glistening waters in the two
largest fountains, backed by embankments of turf; and beyond
these again, if we could oidy lift our vision over the plateau, wo
should see the waters of the large lake, whose islands are peopled
by monsters that iidiabited the earth when the world was young.
To the right, and to the left, in the grounds, are pleasant sloping

lawns, dotted here and there with trees, and thickly planted slmibs

;

and then, beyond the Palace precincts, stretching away into the
far distance, is visible the great garden of JSTature herself, a picture
of rural loveliness, almost xmmatehed by any scene so close as this

to the great London city. Undulating scenery prevails : here it is

rich with bright verdure, there dark with thick wood : here, the
grass field

; there, the grey soil, which, in the siDring time, is

covered with the delicate green of young wheat
; and, in the

autumn, waves thick with golden corn. Across the fields run long
lines of hedgerows, telling plainly of the country in which they
are foimd ; and in the very heart of all, the village church spire

shoots through the trees, surrounded by clusters of cottages, whose
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modest forms are almost liidclen by tlie darlc foliage in atIucIi they

are nestled. Tlie exquisite scene is completed by a long line of blue

Mils that ranges at tlie back of all.

Gardening, as an art, lias flourished in all countries ; and has

possessed in each such distinctive features as the climate, the

nature of the soil, and its physical formation, as Avell as the

character of the people, have created. In the Gardens before us

two styles are seen, The Italian and The English Landscape.

A few words may be sufficient to describe the leading character-

istics of both.

In Italy, during the middle ages, internal "v^-arfare confined men
to their fortresses, and no gardens existed save those "pleasaunces"

cultivated within the castle's quadrangle. When times grew more

peaceful, men became more trustful, ventured forth, enjoyed the

])leasures of a country life, and gardening prospered. In monas-

teries especially, the art received attention ; but it was not until

the beginning of the 16th century tliat a decided advance was

manifest, and then Ave have to note a return to the style of gar-

dening that flourished in ancient Home itself. Lorenzo de' Medici

possessed a garden laid out in the revived classical manner, and

this style, which is recognised as the Italian, has existed in Italy

with certain modifications ever since. Its chief features are the

profuse use of architectural ornaments—the grounds being sub-

diAdcled into terraces, and adorned with temples, statuary, urns,

and vases, beds cut with mathematical precision, formal alleys of

trees, straight walks, hedges cut into fantastic devices, jets of

water, elaborate rock-work, and fish-ponds dug into squares or

other geometrical forms. Everything in these garden* is artificial

in the extreme, and in set opposition to the Avild luxuriance of

nature ; and although the trees and shrubs are planted Avith a

great regard to precision, they are too frequently devoid of all

artistic efiect. During the last century, the Italian style became

blended AAdth English landscape-gardening, but Avithout much
success ; for the formality of the original style clings to all Italian

gardening at the present day.

English gardening does not seem to have been regidarly culti-

vated until the reign of Henry YIII.
;
although previously to his

time, parks and gardens had been laid out. Blufif Xing Hal

formed the gardens of JSTonsuch Palace in Surrey on a most mag-

nificent scale, decking them out with many Avonderful and curious

contrivances, including a pp'amid of marble Avith concealed holes,

Avhich spirted Avatcr upon all aaIio came AA'ithin reach,—a practical
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joke wliicli our forefatliers seem to have relislied liiglily, for tlie

ingenious engine was imitated in otlier gardens after tliat period.

In tliis reign also were first laid out by Cardinal Wolsey the

Hamjiton Court G-ardens, containing the labyrinth, at that period

an indispensable deyice of a large garden. The artificial stylo in

View from the Terrace.

James I.'s time called forth the indignation of the great Lord

Bacon, who, although content to retain well-trimmed hedges and

trees, x^leaded strongly in the interest of nature. He insisted

that beyond the highly dressed and embellished parts of the garden,

should erer lie a portion sacred from the hand of man—a fragment

of wild nature [ Ho calls it " the heath, or desert." During

Charles II.'s reign, landscape-gardening received an impidse. It

was in his time that ChatsAvorth was laid out, and that buddings

Avere introduced into gardens. Dming his reign, too, lived Evelyn

—a spirit devoted to the service of the rural genius. In his Diary,

Evelyn makes mention of several noblemen's and gentlemen's

gardens which he visited, and some of which indeed he himself

devised. His remarks convey an idea of the state of gardening
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clurmg tlie reign of the merry niouarcli. -'Hampton Park,
Middlesex," lie says, " was formerly a flat, naked piece of ground,
now planted witli s^veet rows of lime trees, and tlie canal for water
now near perfected; also tlie liare park. In tlie garden is a ricL.

and noble fountain, with syrens, statues, &c., cast in copper by
Panelli, but no plenty of water. There is a parterre wMcli tliey

call Paradise, in whicli is a pretty bancLueting-Iiouse set oyer a
care or cellar." It was imder Charles too tliat St. James's Park
AVas formed, a labour upon wMcb the king employed Le Kotre, the
celebrated gardener of Versailles,—an artist of singular good taste,

and with an admirable eye for the picturesque.

During the reign of William and Mary, Hampton Court was
considerably improved. Some Dutch features were introduced into

gardening, and vegetable sculpture, and parterres in lace, came
into vogue.

To the Dutch must be conceded the earliest manifestation of a
love for gardening, in Northern Europe—a feeling possessed by
them even before the thirteenth century. The taste owed its

origin, no doubt, partly to the general monotony of their country,
partly to the Avealth of their merchants, and partly to an extended
commerce, ^diich enabled the Dutch to import from tlie East those

bulbous roots which have long been cultivated in HoHand, and
trere once valued at fabnlous prices. Dutch gardening soon

acquired a peculiar character of its own. Tlie gardens of Loo, laid

out in the time of WiUiam III., were excellent examples of the

symmetrical Dutch style ; a canal divided the upper from the loA^'cr

garden; the beds were cut in squares, and fiUed at various seasons

of the year Avith tulips, hyacinths, poppies, sun-flowers, &c.

;

straight walks intersected the grounds, which were adorned with

numerous statues, grotto-work, and fountains, some exceedingly

AA'liimsical and curious ; the trees and shrubs were cut into devices,

principally in pyramidal forms, whilst hedges separated the

diiFerent parts of the garden, and weve not alloA\"ed to grow above

a certain height. Straight rows and double rows of trees constitute

another characteristic of the Dutch style, and elaborate lace-like

patterns for xiarterres were much in vogue during the latter part of

the seventeenth century. The influence of this stylo upon English

gardens may still be perceived in the clipped hedgerows and trees,

green terraces, and now only prim, now magnificent avenues, so

frequent in our country.

It would apx^ear that from William down to George II., gardening

in England suffered sad deterioration as an art. Formality pre-
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Vailed to the mogt deadeiimg and oppressive extent. Tlie sliapes of

men and animals were cut in trees, and tlie land was threatened

witli a vast and Mdeous collection of verdant scnJpture. Pox^e and

Addisou. came to tlie rescue of nature, and ridiculed tlie monstrous

fashion. Pope, in one of kis papers in " Tlie G-uardian," details a.n

imaginary set of plants for sale, incluclincr a St. Greorge, in box,

Ids arm scarce long enougli, but will be in condition to sticlc the

dragon next April ;
" and a " cjiuckset hog shot up into a porcupine

by being forgot a week in rainy vreather." Addison, in TJie

Spectator," says, " Our British gardeners, instead of humouring

nature, love to deviate from it as much as possible. Our trees rise

in cones, globes, and pyramids. We see the marks of the scissors

upon every plant and bush." Pope himself laid out his grounds

in his villa at Tmckenham ; and his gardens there, which still

bear the impress of his taste, attest to his practical skill as a

gardener.

The satire of these great writers contributed not a little to a

revolution in English gardening. Bridgeman seems to hare been

the first to commence the wholesome work of destruction, and to

introduce landscape gardening ; and it is said that he was instigated

to his labour by the verj^ j^aper of Pope's, in " The Guardian," to

wliich ^ve have alluded. But Kent, at a later period, banished the

old grotesque and ridiculous style, and established the new pic-

tru'esque treatment. He laid out Kensington Gardens, and probably

Claremonf . Wright and Brown were also early artists in the new
style, and deserve honourable mention for their exertions in the

right direction. The former displaj^ed his skill at PonthiU Abbey,

the seat of Mr. Beckford ; Brown was consulted at Blenheim,

Avhere he constructed the earliest artificial lake in the kingdom,

—the work of a week. JN'or must Shenstone, the poet, be forgotten.

His attempt, towards 1750, to establish the rights of nature in his

own ornamental farm at the Leasowes, places him fairly in the

front rank of our rural reformers. Mathematical precision and the

yoke of excessive art were thus cast ofi^, and nature was allowed a

larger extent of liberty and life. She was no longer tasked to

imitate forms that detracted from her own beauty without giving

grace to the imitation ; but she was questioned as to the garb wMch
it chiefiy delighted her to wear, and answer being given, active steps

were taken to complj'^ with her will. Then came Knight and Price

to carry out the goodly work of recover}^ and restoration. To them

followed Mr, Humphrey Eepton, the accomplished scholar under

whose eye the gardens of Cobhani Hall were planned, and imder
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whose influence all tlie celebrated landscape-gardens of Ms time
were fasliioned. And as the result of the united labours of
one and all, we have the irregularly-boimded pieces of water which
delight the Engbsh eye, the shrubberies, the noble groups of trees,

the mnding walks, the gentle undulations, and pleasant slopes,—
all which combined give a peculiar charm to our island land-
scapes, that is looked for in vain in fairer climates and on a more
extended soil.

In the Crystal Palace G-ardens, the Itaban style has not been
servilely copied, but rather adapted and appropriated. It has been
taken, in fact, as the basis of a portion of our garden, and modified
so as to suit English climate and English taste. Thus, we have the
terraces and the architectural display, the long walks, the carefuUy
cut beds, and the ornamental fotintains : but the undulations of green-

sward, that bespeak the English soil, give a character to the borro^v'cd

elements which they do not find elsewhere. The violent juxtaposi-

tion of the two styles of gardening—the Italian and the English

—

it may readily be conceived, would produce a harsh and disagreeable

efiect. To avoid the collision. Sir Joseph Paxton has introduced,

in the immediate vicinity of the terraces and the broad central walk,

a mixed or transitional style, combining the formality of the one
school -^^ith the freedom and natural grace of the other ; cind the

former character is gradually diminished until, at the north side of

the ground, it entirely disappears, and English landscape-gardening
is looked upon in all its beauty.

THE TERRACES.

Descending the steps we reach the first terrace, on the parapet

of which are j)laced twenty-six allegorical statues of the most
important commercial and manufacturing countries in the world,

and of the chief indiistrial cities of England and Prance. The
length of the upper terrace is 1576 feet, and its width 48 feet

;

the terrace waU is of Bath-stone. The granite pedestals on each

side of the steps, leading from the G-reat Transe]3t, are 16 feet by
24 feet. The width of the central flight of steps is 96 feet ; and

this is also the width of the grand central walk. The lower

terrace, along which are ranged the first six fountains of the iipper

series, is 1664 feet long between the wings of the biiilding, or

nearly one-third of a mile, and 513 feet wide, the basins for the

fountains on this terrace being, in their measurementSj as before
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stated, all multiples of eight. Tke total leiigth. of tlie garden

front of the wall of tliis terrace, wliicli is formed into alcoves, is

1896 feet. The length, of tlie broad central gravel walk from tlie

hnilding to th.e end of tlie garden in a direct line is 2660 feet.

Such, are a few of the principal measurements connected with the

Palace G-ardens, as these are seen on the surface. But although

the work that is above ground may be recognised and calcidated

with little trouble by the visitor, there is beneath the surface an
amount of labour and capital expended, of which he can with diffi-

culty form an accurate idea. Drain pipes spread under his feet

like a net-work, and amount in length to several miles ; he
treads on thoTisands of bundles of faggots which have formed his

path ; he walks over ten miles of iron piping which supply the

fountains for his amusement.

On each side of the great central staircase are statues repre-

sentiug Mulhouse, G-lasgow, and Liverpool (to the right as we face

the gardens), the two first by Calder Marshall, the third by Spence.

On the left side are personifications of Paris, Lyons, and an alle-

gorical statue of Prench art, the first by Etex.

The next bastion, on the Sydenham side, is surmounted by
statues of Spain and Italy, admirably execut'ed by Monti ; the

suceeedmg bastion forms a pedestal for the very characteristic

figures of California and Australia, by Bell. The staircase at tliis

end of the terrace is ornamented at the first angle ^ith representa-

tions of South America, by Monti, and of Turkey and G-reece by
Baron Marochetti ; the second group consists of India and Egypt,
also by Marochetti, and of China, by Monti.

The first bastion, on the J^orwood side of the central staircase,

supports allegorical statues of Manchester, by Tlieed, and Belfast,

by Legrew. On the succeeding one are placed those of Sheffield

and Birmingham, by Bell.

On each side of the staircase, at this point, are very excellent

representations of the Zollverein and Holland, by Monti, and of

Belgium, by Geefs.

• The last group consists of a fine allegorical statue of the United
States, by Powers, and of Canada and Eussia, by Launitz,

All these figurative subjects are more or less composed in the
style of the modern Romantic school of scidpture, and afford

excellent illustrations of the character, nature, and chief occupa-
tions of the countries and cities they rex^resent.

Proceeding in a northerlj'- direction, we pass on until we reach

a flight of steps, by which we gain the lower terrace, or Italian
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£ower-garden. At the bottom of tliese steps are stone recesses,

built under tlie terrace above, in wliicli streams of water fall from
dolpliins' mouths into bronze basins. Crossing the terrace by the

path facing the steps, the visitor turns to the right, examiuiiig

the flowers and the fountains, until he. arrives at the central steps

leading to the circular basin, from which point a most admirable

view of the whole crystal structure is obtained. The deep recesses

in the transexJts, the open galleries, the circular roof to the nave,

the height of the Central Transept, the great length of tlie build-

ing, and the gejieral aerial appearance of the whole crystal fabric,

produce an effect wliich, for novelty and lightness, surpasses every

other architectural elevation in the world. Turning his back upon
the building, the visitor beholds on either side of him green

undiilating lawns, beds planted with rhododendrons and other

flowers, and winding gravel Vi'allcs. He now surveys the mixed
garden, before mentioned, which extends throughout the south

side. To the right is a mound, surrounded by an arcade of ara-

besque iron-work, around which innumerable roses are twined

;

The Ai'cade end Kosary.

and, to the left, two spreading cedar trees—of a kind familiar to

this neighbourhood—attract attention by their thick, spreading,

sombre foliage. Descending the steps, and walking down the

broad gravel path, the visitor reaches the large Circular Fountain.
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Eouud tlie basin of tlie fountam are wliite marble statues, copies

from tlie antique, and of Trorks by Tliorv/aldsen and Canova.

Amongst tlicm will be fonnd tbe celebrated Earnese Hercules, tbe

free and graceful Mercury by Tliorwaldsen, tbe Venus of Milo,

Tho Cedar Tvecs.

and the Paris by Can.oya. On eitber band, and a little below tlie

Central Fountain, t^tJI be remarked two temjDles of beautiful iron--

work, called tbe Q'emples of tbe Cascades, wbicb, with the fou)i.

tains, will bo more fully described hereafter. Havmg made one
half of the cii'cle, the visitor, instead of proceeding do^Mi the
central avenue, turns to the left, round the other side of the
Central fountain, and passing the first outlet, finds his way
through the second, and descends the steps into a gently rising
walk, which leads him to a smaller fountain.

Keeping to the left-liand side, we make half the circle of this
smaller^ fountain, and then enter upon a pleasant path, on the
right^ side of which stands one of the noble cedar-trees before
mentioned. We are now quiiTtmg the mixed Italian and English
gardens for the pure EngHsh landscape. Trees wave their long
branches over our heads, the paths wind, and art recedes before
nature. Travelling for a short distance, we come to a junction
of two roads. Selecting the left, we journey on through 'a path,
stiR gently rising, bordered on one side by trees, and on the other
by a hwn, until we approach a valley at the bottom of which is a
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small x^iece of water, lying close to a tliictet forming a pleasant

summer sliade. Leading out of this small piece of water is seen a

large lake, wMcli forms the second or intermediate reservoir for the

View ill Grounds.

supply of the fountains. Under the hand of Sir Joseph Paxton

the lake is made to serre for ornament as well as use.

THE ARCHERY GROUND.

On the slope, Avhich is here picturesquely bordered with trees,

is tlie Archery Grround. The targets are fixed at various distances

on the lawn, and in a marquee, pitched in a proper position, are

kept bows and arrows and all needfiJ appliances of the noble

pastime of archery—once the military stay and boast of the English

nation, now, in these days of gunpowder, the pleasing and vigorous

recreation of ladies and civilians.

Pursuing our way along the path, and which is now open on both

sides, we d^escend towards the east, and on either side of us are beds

filled with American rhododendrons. Our road takes us along the

edge of the lake. Bearing to the right, we presently reach the

junction of two paths. If the visitor tu.rns to the left, lie enters

the Park, which occupies this side of the ground, and forms not

ne of the least agreeable features of the place.
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THE aftieKiT GROUND.

In tlie Pai-k, a little to tlie 1-iglit of the Sydenliam entrance,

and between tliat and tile Gfeai Central Walk, is a sx^aeious level of

green turf, \Yliieli is speeiallj laiet out as a cricketing gronnd, and
wlaicli is one of tLe best and largest in England. Every neces-

sary arrangement is inade^ during the season, for the interesting

matckes and practice of tliis essentially English game. Close by is

a ground for Eifle ptactice.

Quitting the Cricket Grotind, the visitor returns on the same
path by which he has ai)pl"oached, to the Grreat Eountain Easin,

proceeding round the left-hand margin of which he will arri^^e

where the broad Ceiitral Walk divides the two basins, from wliicli

point he obtains an excellent view of the stone Arcades, over

which the water from the Temples and Cascades rushes in a
glittering span of many feet, and forms splendid falls into the

basins below. The pathway passes under the stone Arcades, and,

when the water is pouriaig over^ a curious and beautiful effect -k

noticeable from the open balustrade, in front of which the water
passes. Having inspected the Arcades, the visitor continues Ida

walk, partly round the next fountain basin, till he reaches a flight of

steps on the left hand, passing Up wliich he gains the Grand Plateau,

wliicb is 0 feet abote the lerei of the Lake, which lies below,

THE GEOLOGICAL !LLU§tfiATiONS AND THE EXTINCT

Erom our stand on ike Grand Pl&tmu, which is fifty feet in

width, we obtain a general view of a tract of several acres of

ground occupied by Geological illustrations, and including a

number of islands partly covered by strange figures, the restored

forms of various animals whit^h for many ages have ceased to exist

as living tribes.

The wonders of geology arc not confined to grand mountain
chains piercing the cloucls, btirning mountains vomiting steam
and hot ashes, and vast accumulations of animal and vegetable

remains found imbedded everywhere around us. They extend

* See "Handbook to the Extinct Animals and Geological Ilkistrations
described," by Professor Owen.
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to facts connected witli tlie structure of tlie earth's crust, the

existence of stores of mineral wealth, and strange results derived

from the comparison of existing races with the fragments of other

races formerly occupying the surface. The form of the surface

depends on the internal structure ; the scenery is due to the

circumstances of the prevaihng rock and soil ; and the sea-cliff and
naked mountain side are the places where nature teaches her first

great lesson of the natural history of the Mineral Xingdom. To
illustrate geologj^, it was necessary to perform the same kind of

task as that which has heen so successfully performed m the

Architectural Courts, and the result is now before the visitor, as

lie looks down from this .plateau and j^repares to enter on the

new course of investigation open to him. The ground forming

the cliffs, shores, banks, and islands in this part of the Park are

so constructed as to give, in a series of views, a number of prac-

tical lessons in geology, tending to make the essential facts of

the science easily u.nderstood, while, at the same time, they add
to the picturesque beauty of the scenery. The plan may be recog-

nised in the fine expanse of cliff now at our feet ; to do justice

to wliich we must descend and place ourselves on the tongue

of land below, or on the rustic bridge a little to the left. From
hence may be seen the fuH length of the present cliff, and a few

words of explanation will be sufficient to indicate the succession of

rocks and the geological phenomena.

On this cliff, the part immediately facing the bridge represents

a section nearly vertical of part of a coal-field, all the beds

clippmg (or inclining) at a moderate angle to the right-hand,

so that those to the left are lower in geological position, though
they gradually become higher in point of actual elevation, and
at a little distance further to the left overtop the coal itself.

Besides this illustration, we also see in the same ecjual part of the cliff

instances offmilts or irouhles, throwing a part of the coal-measures

into a different position from the rest, and lifting up portions of

a series of deposits. In the case before us, the older rocks are also

throMTi up on the left side of the fault.

The coal-cliff consists of two beds or seams of coal, two of

ironstone, and some sandstone. The part not consisting of pro-

jecting stone is supposed to represent softer rocks, clays, or shales.

There are placed here about twenty-five tons of coal, twenty tons
of grit or sandstone, and five tons of ironstone, all from the

neighbourhood of Clay Cross.

In order to produce a marked contrast, the carboniferous lime-

M
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stone is placed next in order, and as if brongM tip to its position

"by a considerable fault. Tlie millstone grit, appearing on the top

of tlie plateau above the limestone, would have occupied naturally

and -without disturbance, a position below the lowest part of the

coal measures. The fault is therefore called, technically, an upthrow
or upcast to the south. The millstone grit consists of about 30 tons

of rock from Crick, near Matlock, and from Bramley Fall quarries,

in Yorkshire. The carboniferous limestone (of which there is 100
tons) is from the neighbourhood of Matlock, and is placed nearly

in its natural position.

In this cliff of carboniferous limestone the bedding may be
very distinctly traced, and systems of fissures, or Joints, may also

be observed. One of these fissures, wider than the rest and
commtinicating with several sm-aller ones, is partly filled with spar,

and has an opening into a cavern constructed behind the cliff.

The main fissure represents a mineral vein or lode, and the smaller

ones are strings or feeders. Within the cavern the spectator sees

some of the peculiar and interesting appearances of natural lime-

stone grottoes.

Comiag out below the limestone, hard beds of the old red sand-

stone are seen. These have the same dip as the limestones, and
are seen at intervals further to the left towards the railway. It is

intended to continue the series of older and altered rocks in this

direction. The old red sandstone on the ground consists of about

twenty tons from near Bristol.

Overlying this whole series of old (or palseozoic) rocks, which are

ineluied to the north, is a horizontal, and therefore unconformable

capping of new Ted sandstone. This also is from near Bristol, and
the quantity provided was fifty tons.

The new red sandstone, thus capping the old rock on the high

ground of the plateau, re-appears at the extremity of the nearest

of the adjacent islands at a much lower level, and having a different

mechanical position.

It is right to mention that these geological sketches are the

result of careful consideration, and have not been efiected without

much constructive ingenuity. The original plan of the whole was
suggested by Professor Ansted, and arranged with Sir Joseph

Paxton at an early period of the laying out ofthe grounds ; and as

soon as the state of affairs permitted and the actual earthworks of

the Plateau were in progress, a model of the intended structure

was completed and coloured geologically by Professor Ansted.

The works have been ably constructed from this model by Mr.
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James Campbell, wko also procured the stone and otKer minerals

from dilFerent parts of tKe country.

Let us no^T return to tlie Plateau, from wkence we can obtain

tlie best view of the islands and tbeir singular tenants. Before

The Labyrinthodons,

describing tliem, however, we will remind the visitor tliat the

lowest or oldest rocks, wliich we have shown him, were the old

red sandstone ; next above them were the carboniferous limestone,

the millstone grit, the coal-measures, and then the new red sand-

stone. It is with this last formation that the restorations of the

extinct animals commence. Before that period fossd remains

indicate that fish inhabited the waters of the earth, but there are

no traces of the existence of any reptiles or higher animals. Eiep-

tdles first appear in the new red sandstone, and as the extreme

right of the islands is arranged to represent this formation, it is

there that we shall find the Labyrinthodon and the Dioynodon, of

each of whicli there are two species. The strata which overlie the

new red sandstone will be now mentioned in the order of their

super-position, each successive formation bringing us nearer to

the forms of animal life which are at present living upon the

earth.

JS'ext above the new red sandstone comes the lias, the general
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direction of the inclination of tlie beds l3eing tlie same as in the

coal-cliff, and the newer beds covering up the old ones as we
advance in the direction of the larger islands. The has animals

are here represented by three very dissimilar forms; there are three

species of IcMhyosaurus, or Fish Lizard ; three species of

jPlesioscmrus, or Serpent Lizard, and a crocodilian beast called

Teleosanrus, which much resembles the fish-eating Gavial of the

river Ganges. This crocodile and the fish lizards formerly inha-

bited the neighbourhood of Whitby in Yorlcshire, where their

remains are found in good condition. Dr. Bucldand describes the

Flesiosaurus as the most singular and monstrous of the relies of

the former world, having the head of a lizard, the teeth of a

crocodile, a neck like the body of a serpent, the trunk and tail

of an ordinary quadruped, the ribs of a chameleon, and the paddles

of a whale.

The next formation in ascending order is the oolite. To this

stratum, as weU. as to the succeeding one, belongs the Megalosaurns,

or Gigantic Lizard, which measures 39 feet from snout to top

of tail, and 22 feet 6 inches round the body, and the smaller

Pterodactylee.

Still proceeding to the left, we pass next to the Wealden for-

mation so well known in Xent, Surrey, and Sussex. Here we
see the gigantic Iguanodons, and the Sylceosaurus, or Great Spiny

Lizard of the "Wealden. It is with these creatures that the name
of the late distinguished ]3al£eontologist. Dr. Mantell, wHl ever be

connected, since to his labours in Tilgate Forest and other parts

we are indebted for our knowledge of these animals.

Above the Wealden formation come those of the lower green-

sand and the chalk. Eoth of these also contain fragments of

singular reptiles of large size, the Mosasmmts and great Ptero-

dactyles (most probably the fabled dragon of old) restored from

Mr. Bowerbank's specimens.

With these we quit the Secondary Island, and may next turn

our attention 'to the island beyond, which contains the principal

forms characterising the strata belonging to the tertiary period.

Hitherto we have shown the visitor nothing but reptiles—now,

u]3on the Tertiary Island, he will find a higher order of animal

life, and meet with forms more nearly resembling our living

animals. jSText in procession are the animals restored by Baron

Cuvier from fragments found in the Gypsum beds of the Paris

basin: the Fal<^otJieriim, or Ancient Beast, might be justly

called the first triumph of comparative anatomy, as from a few
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detaclied j^ieces of bone Cuvier was enabled to construct tbe entire

animal, wliicb, by bis drawings, appears to bave resembled the

Tapir of the present day. After tbese come tbe more elegant

pacliyderraatoiis animal called tbe AnOjplothermm aommune and

Great Pterodactyles.

the Anojjlotliermm gracilis, and not far off^Ye seetlie Megathenum,*

or G-igantic Slotb, in tbe act of pulling down a tree to obtain tbe

leaves, upon wbicb it was accustomed to feed, as its smaller

analogies do at tbe present day. Tbese, witb tbe Irisb Elks, first

found in tbe Isle of Man, are grouped upon tbis island, and

present a scene equally remarkable and instmctiye to all those

who are interested in the natural history of the earlier periods of

the earth.

JSTo one can look upon all these singular and bulky productions,

so unlike the comparatively familiar forms of even the rarer

living animals, and yet with so much appearance of reality,

vnthout at once becoming sensible that a series of illustrations ia

before him, of a nature altogether different from, any he has been

accustomed to.
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The footmarks, the hones, the reiy skin in some eases, of
animals long since extinct, have been preserved by being buried
in mud which has afterwards been converted into solid rock.
From these obscure guides, the comparative anatomist has ventui-ed
to describe the general form, the habits, and the peculiarities of
the race. From such descriptions, penned chiefly by Cuvier,
Mantell, and Owen, has Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins restored and
by degrees built up the animals. Possessing a great know-
ledge of the peculiarities of many living species; and being
strong in his own feeling of what was probable and natural in the
numerous details that required consideration, he has skilfully and
cautiously constructed these restorations, and his e^ibodiments of
the opinions of the greatest palseontologists are indeed equally bold
and conscientious. Professor Owen, the most eminent living

authority upon these subjects, has kindly rendered Mr. Hawkins
every assistance in his undertaking.

Ee-descending from the Plateau once more to the large fountain,

the visitor turns to the left, and proceeds round its margin imtil

he arrives at the further end of the basin, where he will notice an
ornamental cataract is contrived. On the left-hand of the path
which winds from this point, is a high bank constructed of roots

of the trees which grew in the woods once covering a great part of
the Ciystal Palace gardens. The effect is very striking and pic-

turesque, being greatly aided by the wild flowers ^^hich grow so

luxuriantly on all parts. It will have been noticed that round
the confines of the lake we have just quitted, where the geological

restorations are, the flowers are purposely nearly all wild ones,

and they give a singularly natural and fit appearance to this

• interesting district. It must be mentioned that the whole of the

Crystal Palace Exterior Gardens are imder the personal super-

intendence of Mr. Edward Milner, and it wiU be confessed their

beautiful condition answers to his assiduous care. A few steps

farther, and the visitor arrives at the junction of two roads.

Selecting that to the left, he will speedily gain the foot of the

Hosar}-, and the mound, at the top of which is an ornamental
arabesque arcade designed by Mr. Owen Jones. He will here

find roses of every variety, besides other plants which climb the

sides and aron.nd the roof of the arcade.

Proceeding round the Eosary to the right, we quit the mound
at the second outlet, and joimiey along a path, on either side of

which are flower-beds and groups of Ehododendrons and Azaleas.

Bearing to the right we reach the basin of a fountain. Choosing
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tlie left-Iiand side of this basin, we turn into the broad walk which
leads us by means of a flight of steps to the second terrace, crossing
which we make our way by the steps to the upper terrace.

At tliis point the visitor can either re-enter the Palace under
the Central Transept, or by proceeding to the left-hand down
the terrace, enter the south ^^ing and pass down the colonnade to
the [Railway Station.

THE CRYSTAL TOWERS.

The high towers, of which there are two, one at each end of the
building, have been erected for the purpose of raising the tanks
from which the high jets of the great fountains in the lower basins

are played, and are, with the exception of the tank and stays,

constructed of cast iron.

The foundation upon which this enormous mass of material

rests, is necessarily very strong, and consists, in the first place, of
a ring of concrete, sixty feet in external diameter, and three feet

deep; upon this is built a circular wall of brick-work, laid in

cement, fifty-six feet in diameter, and eighteen feet deep. This
forms the bed on which rests the base pieces of the columns.

TL.e columns, 1 foot in diameter, and 24 in number, are placed
in pairs, 4 feet apart, and are connected together hj solid vertical

girders or filling-in frames, each pair thus forming one continuous

broad column, extending from the base to the bottom of the tank
by which the tower is surmoimted ; the whole rising to a height

of 202 feet. The space between each pair of columns (8 feet) is

filled in with glazed sashes and face-work, corresponding with
those in the building, and completing the shell of the tower. Be-
hind these sashes, and spanning these s^^aces, extending from floor

to floor, are series of round wroiight-iron diagonal braciag, con-

tinued from the bottom to the top of the tower ; and, under each
of the ten landing-floors, is a strong horizontal bracing-plate,

termed a diaphragm, forming, with the diagonal bracing above
referred to, a system of vertical and horizontal trussing.

Up the centre of each tower is carried a perpendicular brick

shaft (the internal diameter of which is 7 ft. 9 in.), resting upon
a separate foundation, and serving the double purpose of carrying

off the smoke from the heating apparatus, from the boilers con-

nected with the Machinery Department, the upper engine-house,

and kitchen, and forming the core or spiral staircase by which the

various floors, and gallery at the top of the tower, are reached.
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These floors arise at intervals of twenty feet from tlie level of the

floor of the main huilding. The tank noticed above is of boiler-

plate, and is formed of an inner and outer wall, the former of

which encircles the chimney-shaft ; the bottom, Avhich is dome-
shaped, is carried upon wrought-iron girders radiating from the

chimney, and is secured to the tops of the external columns. This

description ^yiil be more readily understood when the depths of

the tank at its outer and inner walls are given. The former, or

that resting tipon the external columns, being 38 feet, while the

latter, next the chimney-shaft, is about 26 feet. These tanks are

calculated to hold, when filled, a body of water of the enormous
weight of 1,576 tons, or a bulk of 57,228 cubic feet, equal to

357,675 gallons.

The supply is forced from the upper reservoir by the same
engines that raise the water to the lower water-tanks and the

building; and the same pipes form also the means of conveying

the water to the fountains. They are arranged within the outer

columns, forming an interior circle, apparently of columns, but

rendering in reality no assistance towards the stability of the

structure.

On a level with the base of the tank, projecting from the ex*

terior of the tower, and carried on strong and elegant cast-iron

brackets, is the gallery six feet in width, from the outer edge

of which, on light iron columns, is carried the many-gabled conical

Paxton roof which covers the tower. The total height of these

stupendous edifices, from the ground line to the top ornaments on
the roof, is 284 feet. From the same ground line to the floor of

the projecting gallery is 214 feet, involving to the persevering

visitor an ascent of no fewer than 400 steps, with only ten land-

ings or rests on the floors previously mentioned. The reward in

the ]Drospect afiibrded will, however, amply repay the toil incurred,

embracing as it does an horizon including part of six counties

—

viz., Middlesex, Kent, Essex, Bedfordshire, and Bucks—and in-

cluding a panorama possessing, amongst other objects of interest,

the Towers of London and Windsor, the woodlands of Essex, and
the Downs of Epsom. The vision of the visitor from this height

is also lifted over the grand plateau, or ridge, which separates the

great lake with its antediluvian animals from the rest of the

garden.

These magnificent towers, each of which contains 800 tons of

iron, were designed by Mr. Brunei,

From the above simple statement it will be seen, that the
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arraugenients for supplying tlie fountains witli water are at once

simple, complete, and based upon tlie most economical principles.

The engine power employed is that of three hundred and twenty
horses ; the water itself is conveyed to and from the reservoirs in

pipes varying from three feet to one inch in diameter ; and the

total weight of piping may be set down at 4000 tons, its length,

roughty estimated, at ten miles.

THE ARTESIAN WELL, AND THE WATER SUPPLY.

In JIlly, 1852, the supply of water for the fountains and other

great works in connexion Avith the Crystal Palace, first seriously

engaged the attention of the Directors. Various proposals ^^ eTe

made, and suggestions offered : some were at once rejected ; others,

although not free from difficulties, were taken into consideration.

The most feasible of these was that which involved the extension

to Sydenliam of the pipes of one of the nearest London water-

work companies,—a measure that A\^oidd at once secure a sufficient

supply of tolerably good water. Against the proposition for sink-

ing a well on the grounds, it was urged that the neiglibourhood

is almost destitute of water ; that wells alreadj'- excavated to the

depth of two hundred feet had yielded but a small supply ; and
that even if a sufficient supply could be secured by digging, the

water obtained could never be raised to the top of the hill.

Acting, however, upon sound advice, and after due consideration,

the company commenced the sinking of an artesian well at the foot

of the hill on which the Palace stands, and after proceeding to a

depth of 250 feet, their efforts were rewarded.

In the present case, the water which appears in the well comes

from a reservoir lying between the London clay and the greensand

as its upper and lower envelopes. Tliis reservoir is supplied by
rain-water, Avliich, percolating the London clay, sand, and chalk,

and finding an impediment to its doAvnward progress on reaching

the greensand, flows into the space between the hard clay and

greensand, as into a cistern. The process by which the reservoir

is supplied is contimxous, the water finding its way down to it as

if by a series of small tubes, and pressing against the lower surface

of the clay with a force which, if um'esisted, woidd raise it to the

level from which it descended. 'WTien the clay is pierced by the

augur it is evident that this force is free to act, the resistance of

the clay at the point where it is pierced being removed, and ac-

cordingly the water rises in the bore to the level from which it is
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supplied, and will continue to do so as long as tke percolation

lasts. Tlie chief difficulty to be overcome was tlie great thickness

of the substratum of cbalk, wliicb extends, probably, to a depth, of

about 1000 feet. The well, now completed, is a brick shaft 8-| feet

in diameter, 247 feet deep, from whence an Artesian bore descends

328 feet, making the entii'e depth 575 feet. It is situated at the

bottom of the G-arden, near the Cricket Grround.

An abundant supply of water having been brought to the foot of

tlie hill from the well, and the supplies of a neighbouring water-

company, it was necessary not only to raise it to the top, on a

level with the building, but also to elevate it to a sufficient height

for obtaining the requisite pressure for fountains to throw up
water to heights varying from 5 to 280 feet. The following is a

brief outline of the arrangements by which these objects are

effected :

—

Three reservoirs have been formed at different levels in the

grounds, the lowest one being on the same level as the largest

basias placed nearly at the base of the hill ; the second or inter-

mediate reservoir is higher up, and in a line with the basin in the

central wallc ; whilst the third or upper reservoir stands on the

top of the hill immediately adjoining the north end of the building.

Next to the Artesian Well, an engine is placed which raises the

water required to be permanently maintained in. the reservoirs and

in the basins of the fountains, and which supply or keep up the

VA'ater that is lost by waste and evaporation.

The reservoir on the summit of the hill contains the water

required for the use of the building, and for the fountains

throughout the grounds. Close to this reservoir is an engine-

house, containiug the steam-engiaes that raise part of the water

into two large tanks erected on colunms at the north end of the

building close to the junction of the Sydenham and Dulwich roads.

The columns, twenty-four in mmiber, are of hollowed cast-iron,

one foot in diameter. The central colunm, which is tAvo feet in

diameter, supporting a portion of the superincumbent Aveight, and

making up the number, twenty-five, is the water-pipe, by which

the tank is fed, and which forms also the conduit to the fountains

in the building, and on the terraces. These two distinct actions of

filling the tank and working the fountains proceed simultaneously

through the same pipe. On the top of these columns are massive

girders which support the plates, forming the bottom of the tank.

The height from the stone curb of the reservoir to the bottom of

the tank is 65 feet : the tanks are each 47 feet square by 15 feet
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deep, and capable of containing 207,000 gallons or about 900 tons
of water, Tbey supply also tke water required in the building for

tbe plants and kitckens, and charge tlie pipes provided against

casualties from fire. The vast residue of tlie ^^ater in the groat
upper reservoir, in consequence of the sloping character of the
ground, does not need any help from the engines, but flows direct

to fountains on a lower level, and plays smaHer jets. Through the
same convenience, the waste water from the upper fountains is

used a second time in the lower fountains.

The central or intermediate reservoir collects the waste water
from the displays which take place on ordinary days, and which
include all the fountahis, save the two largest, and the cascades.

Attached to this reservoir are also engines which, pump the water
back to the upper reservou'. The lowest reservoir collects similarly

the waste -water from the displays which take place in the two
largest fountains on the days of great exhibition, and its engines

return the w^ater at once to the top level.

THE FOUNTAINS.

The great system of fountains in the groimds of the Crystal

Palace, though the most stupendous that the world has ever seen,

is designed with an unity which greatly enhances, or rather fuUy
displays, its unrivalled magnificence. The whole system is divided

into two series, the upper and the lower. The upper series, wliich

consists of the six basins adorning the long extent of the second

terrace, with the great circular fountain in the centre, and the

smaller ones on either side of it, in aU, nine fountains, constitutes

the display on ordinary occasions. Beyond these, as we advance

down the central path, are the iron Water Temples, from which the

water rushes down a series of tweh'e cascades, extending for a

distance of 600 feet, till it falls over the stone arcade in the great

fountain basins, forming a glittering cataract 120 feet broad, with

a fall of thirty feet. The Water Temples with their cascades and

falls, and the two great fountains into the basins of which they

discharge, constitute the loAver series, which is played only on

grand occasions ; but all are part of one design, and each one

ministers to its completeness.

Unlike most similar works, sculpture has not been used to

enhance or obtain the effect desired. Under any circumstances,

water, when thrown high into the air, assumes a graceful and

beautiful appearance ; no ungentle curves or distortions of form
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mar its expression of a natural beauty, wliicli, tliougli it may he

ihe roaring grandeur of a miglity stream, or tlie gentle grace of

the smallest jet, bears Tritli it an unspeakable cbarm. In tbe

Crystal Palace Fountains tbe designs are carried out by tbe water

alone, andtbe sculptural ornamentation is confined to tbe margins

of tlie basias, and, down tbe sides of tlie cascades, to some small

ornamental bronze fountains of secondary importance.

The first six fountains of tbe upper series wMcL. ornament the

Italian Garden on the second terrace throw their highest jets to

the height of 90 feet, the lower jets form graceful designs round

the bases of these columns of water, and in other parts of the

basins. It is so arranged that the waste water from these basins

is again used for the lowest jets of the fountains which lie between

tliese and the Water Temples, a rapid descent in the ground
giving sufficient pressure for this purpose ; the same is the case

with the water flowing from these again, as it is once more used
for the lower water designs in the great basins.

The great circular fountaia, which occupies the central position

below the terraces, is the princiioal one of the upper series. Its

highest cohimns, which rise in an imposing mass from a gigantic

cradle formed by the water, attain the altitude of 150 feet. Eising

from the surface around this, are siagle upright streams which
beautifully fill in the design, throwing their spray to almost an
equal height. The whole is surrounded by a delicate treUis of

water, ia which the jets ap]3ear to interlace with one another. On
tlie right and left of this, but ia lower positions, are two smaller

circular fountains of great beaiity, which, with those already de-

scribed, complete the upper series. The largest circular basin is

196 feet in diameter.

We now approach the two Water Temples which head the cas-

cades on either side of the broad central walk. These Temples

are octagonal in shape, with dome-shaped roofs, and are constructed

of ornamental ironwork, gaily coloured and gilded. On the apex

of each is a bronze figure, from beneath which the water, which is

forced up the hollow columns, bursts in a glittering fibn till it falls

over the roof and d.oym the sides. The Temples are about 60 feet

in height. The head or basm which surrounds each one, and from

which the water flows down the cascades, is a parallelogram of

72 feetj with semicu'cular extensions in the two sides of 18 feet

radius. Bronze fountains ornament each side of the cascades.

The great fountains are the crowning efiiect of the whole system,

and are the largest in the world. The basins, which are designed
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witli a graceful and diversified outline, are 784 feet eacli in length,

having a diameter in the semicircular centre portion of 468 feet.

A great central column rises in each, streaming iipward to the

height of 280 feet when undisturbed by wind. These columns are

each composed of 50 two-inch jets, which burst forth under a

pressure on the mouth of the pipes of 262 lb. to the square inch.

The design is carried out by an infinite variety of water display.

The effect is gained by the water alone, which assumes many
forms, from the giant and stately column, to the most delicate

crystal tracery. When the whole system of fountains is displayed,

no less than 11,788 jets are in operation, throwing 120,000 gallons

per minute. A grand display usually consumes 6,000,000 gallons

of Avater.

These stupendous and magnificent works were designed by Sir

Joseph Paxton, the engineering operations being executed by Mr.

W. Shields, the resident engineer of the Company.
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Stationery Court.

SPECIMENS of OENAMENTAL DESiaivT for BOOK-^ BIFDma, &c. Exhibited by JOHN LEIQ-HTOJST, P.S.A.

/?}.EOEGE EOWNET & Co., 51, Eatlabone Place, Londo^
v-^ Speciniensof Drawing and Paiating Materials. Specimens of Chromo-Litliograpliy,

]\"ATUEE PEINTINa.—The specimens exhibited of this new
process for obtaining life-like or physiotypic impressions of plants are mostly of

Ferns and Mosses, but the process is still further peculiarly applicable to the repre-

sentation of the Grasses, the Lichens, and the Sea-weeds. These results a,re

obtained by placing the specimen to be copied upon a plate of soft lead, with a highly-
polished surface, and passing it, at a high pressure, between hard steel rollers. The
specimen leaves its impression upon the lead, and gives not only its outline, but also

the most delicate elevations and depressions of its surface with that sharpness and
fidelity as to present a perfect facsimile of the original specimen in its natural size.

The lead plate thus impressed—not being practically available for printing purposes

—

is copied by the electrotj^pe process, by which a copper plate (the image on which is

perfectly identical with the original impressed lead plate) is obtained, which can be
printed from at an ordinary copper-plate press.

Nature Printing was introduced into England by Mr. Henry Bradbury, in

1853 ; the first application of the process has been most successfully exemplified by him
ia the magnificent foho Edition of "THE FERNS OF GEEAT BRITAIN AND
IRELAND," Nature Printed. Descriptions by Thomas Moore, F.L.S, j Edited
by Dr. Lindley. Imperial folio, with 51 Nature-Printed plates. Price £6 6s.

J. JONES & CO.,
21, SOHO SQUARE, LONDON.

First Class Pianofortes from Twenty-four
Guineas.

EXHIBITOES IN LOISTDGJ!" AJSTD PAEIS EXHIBITIONS.

TAEEETT'S IMPEOVED EMBOSSING, COPTINa, and^ PATENT ENDOESINQ- PEESSE8,
Chief Dep6t, 37, Poultry, City.

ATEELOW & SONS, London Wall, Birchin Lane, and Parlia-
ment Street, London, Stationers, Account Book and Envelope Manufacturers.

Court of Inventions.

EEYAN COP.COEAN & CO.,

36, MARK LANE,
QBTAINED Prize Medal at the London Universal Exhibition,

fijiest Specimen of METALLIC CLOTH ; and in Paris Industrial Exliibition of
1800, MODEL of IMPEOTED DEYING KILN for Malt and all other Grain, on a scale of
one inch to the foot. The improvements are economy of fuel, regularity of heat, and prevention
of condensation of steam.
Specimens of Paper Machine Wires of all widths to 108 inches. Woven Brass Wire, No, 150

X 160, 24,000 holes to the square inch, half yard wide. TwiEed Copper and Brass, 1,120 shoots

^r^u'^^A^^'
finisli woven. Iron Woven Wire, 1,000 holes in one inch. Copper Wire or

Ihread, 3,000 yards to one ounce. Brass Wire or Thread, 1,300 yards to one ounce. Iron Wire
or ihread, 542 yards to one ounce. Imjjroved Wii-e Work for Screens, Sieves, &c. Strong
vy oven Wu-e for Malt Eilns, Smut Machines, &c. Swiss SUk for di-essing flour. Erench Mill-
stone for gnnding wheat.
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Court of Inventions.

AWARDED A PKIZE MEDAL UNDER CLASS XIX.

TO TjEE CAEPET TEADE.—eotal victoeia eelti
CARPETIKG.

The Patent Woollen Cloth Companv beg to inform the trade that their NEW PATTERNS in i

CARPETS and TABLE COALERS for the present season are now out, and will be found far
superior to any they have hitherto produced, both in style and variety. The public can be sup-
plied at aU respectable Carpet Houses in London and the country.
The Company deem it necessary to caution the public against parties who are selling an inferior

description of goods as Pelted Carpets, which will not bear comparison with their manufacture, '

either in style or durability; and that the genuineness of the goods can always be tested by
'

purchasers, as the Company's carpets are aU. stamped at both ends of the piece, " Royal Victoria
j

Carpeting, London," with the Royal arms in the centre.
The Company's Manufactories are at Elmwood Mills, Leeds, and Borough Road, London.

Wholesale Warehouses at

8, LOVE LANE, WOOD STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

Hardware Court.

A EIEST-CLASS SILVEE MEDAL has been
awarded to NYE and Co., at the Paris Universal Exhibition, 1855,

for their Improved

Patent Sausage-making and General Mincing
Machine,

For private families, hotel-teepers, &c. Price £1 10s., £2 2s., and £3 33.
Also a small Mincer for the dinner table, to assist digestion, loss of teeth,
&o., price from 30s. A Patent Coffee Mill, price 10s.

Testimonials sent free.

79, WARDOUR STREET, SOHO.

I

XpLAVEL'S PEIZE KITCHENEE.—The only Kitchen Eange
'

-- which obtained a Prize Medal and Special Approbation at the" Great Exhibition. Sole
Agents, BENHAM & SONS, 19, WIGMORE STREET, LONDON.

"pENHAM & SONS, Manufacturers of Drawing Eoom and other
Stoves, Fenders, Fire Irons, Gas and Hot W^ater Apparatus, Baths, Kitchen Ranges, and /

Pinner Lifts. 19, WIGMORE STREET, CAVENDISH* SQUARE, LONDON. -

rpHE PAXTON ELOWEE BASKETS.—W. COGGEE, Manu-
-^ facturer, and Ornamental Wire Worker to the Crystal Palace Company. Garden Arches,
Aviaries, Rose Temples, Flower Stands, Trainers, &c. Address, Westow HUl, Upper Nonvood,
Surrey, S.

TAMES EUSSELL & SONS, Crown Tube Works, Wednesbury," and 81, Upper Ground Street, Blackfriara, S. Patent Lap-Welded Tubes for Gas, Steamj
and other purposes.

r^EOEGE JENNINGS, Engineering, Building, and Sanitary^ Appliances, 5, HOLLAND STREET, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON.

PATENT COOKEET STOVES, which obtained a Prize Medal
from England and Prance. DALEY & SONS, NORTHAMPTON.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
rrUE LOVEES' LAMPS, price Five Shillings each. No dressing

or trimming required. '

EDMUND SPILLER, 98, HOLBORN HILL, LONDON.

ACHELOES' KETTLES, from 3s. each. Self-acting Cooking
|

Apparatus to Fit the above. Is. 6d. each. i

EDMUND SPILLER, 98, HOLBORN HILL, LONDON. '
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Hardware Court.

PIERCE'S IMPROVEMEI^TS IN FIRE-LUMP GRATES.

PEESH AIE WAEMING AND VENTILATING
FIRE LUMP GEATES,

"pOE, the production of Healthful "Warmth and Continuous
J- VentH/Ation— for whicli the Peize Medal of the Geeat Bxhibi-
TiON of 1851 was awarded to PIERCE, the INYENTOE aad SOLE
MANUFACTUEEE—at prices from SOs.to 150s. upwards.

Warming and Ventilating STOVE GRATES,

WHICH received the SOCIETY of ARTS' Laegb Beonze
Mbbae in 1859j is now in universal use, warming Ohueches,

Pttbi-ic BTnxDiNGs, Halls, Banking-Hofses, Schools, Wabehoxtses,
Shops, &o., &c., &c. Prices, £7 10s. to £25.

Also Hs IMPROVED COTTAGER'S GRATE, for warming two rooms with only one fire.

Price 30s. and 35s. And his ECONOMICAL RADIATING EIRE LUMP DEAWING-EOOM
GRATES, made ia a Vaeiety oe Elegant Designs. Prospectuses and Testimonials will he
forwarded on application to PIERCE, at his Mamifactory and Warehouse,

5, JERMYN STREET, REaENT STREET.

TWO Prize Medals were Awarded, at tlie Paris Exhibition, for
LYON'S SAUSAGE CUTTING and MAKING MACHINE, Manufactured in Four

Sizes, price £1 10s. to £6 63. Also his Small Machines for the Dinner Table, used to assist

digestion. Loss of Teeth, &e. These are made to keep the cooked food hot while being cut up.
An Improved Chopj)ing Knife, for chopping suet, parsley, &c., fitted to a strong board. Also

an Improved Cucumber or Potato Slicer.

Prepared Skins for Sausages, warranted to keep in any climate. A much-approved Seasoning
Mixture for Sausages, &c.
A. LYON, Patentee and Manufacturer, 32, WINDMILL STREET, EINSBURY, LONDON.

Circular, with Plates, Price, and Testimonials, sent post free.

Birmingham Court.

TOSIAH WOOLDEIUaE, Manufacturer of Cabinet Brass" Foundry, Brass Fittings, Brass Toy Cannons, Mortars, Anchors, Bells, and a variety of
other Brass Toys. 38, St. Paul's Square, Birmingham.

GB. LLOYD & Co., Manufacturers of Lapwelded Iron Tubes for
. steam Boilers, Gas and Steam Tubing, &e.

,
Berkeley Tube Works, Gas Street, Birmingham,

JOHN C. ONIONS, Manufacturer of Smiths' Bellows for Anchor Smiths,
0 Machinists, and others, Patent Circular, House, Library, and every description of Fancy
BeUows, Patent Water and other Tue Irons, Anvils, Vices, and Hammers, Improved Blowing
Machines, &c., Bradford Street, Birmingham.

pHAELES ALLDEIDGE & SON, Cabinet and Stationery Case
V-' Manufacturers, Regent Parade, CaroHne Street, Birmingham.

FTHE PATENT CEYSTAL WINDOW BAES, adapted for Domestic
A Windows, Shop Fronts, Conservatories, Skylights, Verandahs, Exhibition and Counter
Cases, Aquariums, Fern Cases, &e., &c,, combining perfect transmission of light, durability
against rust or decay, and economy in the facility with which they are kept clean.

Aquariums with Slate or Marble Bottoms of various sizes, with or without Fountains, also
of glass.

Mannfactored by LLOYD & STJMMERFIELD, Park Glass-Works, Birmingham.
All kmds of Flint Glass, cut and plain, Coloured Window Sheet, Optical Sheetj Coloured

Leases, &c., &c.
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Birmingliam Court,

nEOEGE HAINES PAEKES, General Coacli and Harness Furniture
VJ Mamifacturer, for Home and Exportation, 10 and 11, St. Mary's Eow, Birmingham.

MESSES. ELZINGTON, MASON, & Co., Exhibit Specimens of their
Electro-Plate and Fine Art Manttfactures, between the Sheffield and Birmingham Courts,

in the Nave.

Sheffield Court.

TTTiOLIAlSr PITCH-PIPES, TUNING EOEKS, CHEOMATIC
J.AH EOEKS, POETABLE METEOIJ-OMES, TUNrN"© HAMMEES, EBED METAL.
EDWAED GEBAVES, 76, Milton Street, Shefifteld.

Mineral Manufactures Court.

TO GOLD, SILVER, ANTIMONY, STEEL, AND BRASS
MELTERS AND REFINERS.

THE PATENT PLUMBAGO CEUCIBLE COMPAM,
BATTERSEA WORKS, LONDON, S.W.,

"lyrANUEACTUEEES to the Eotal Mints oe England, Eeance,
EussiA, Peussia, Holland, Belgium, Ameeica, Caliboenia, Austealia, &c., and

every Gold and Siver Eefiner in London, direct attention to the great superiority of their
Patent Plumbago and other Melting Pots and Crucibles.

PRICE LISTS AND TESTIMONIALS ON APPLICATION.

Heath's Bath Wheel Chair Department.

T HEATH, 4, Broad Street, Bath, Maker to the Sovereigns of" • England, France, Spain, &c. &c.. Manufacturer of the Chair presented by Her Majesty
to the Empress of the Erench.

Foreign Glass Manufactures Court.

-pEANCIS STEIGEEWALD, Bohemian and Bavarian Coloured
J- Glass Manufacturer, Munich.—Large Assortment constantly eshibited at the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham,
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French Court.

JEWELLERY.—Bracelets, Brooches, Chains, Lockets, Charms, Keys, Seals, Bar-rings, Studs,
Sleeve Links, G-em and Signet Eings, &c., in Gold, Silver, Pebble, TortoisesheU, Ivory,
Jet. Also in Electro -plating and Gilding.

FANS,—Bone, Ivory, Pearl, Enamelled, and Sandal Wood (with Spangles or Painting), in
Paper, Linen, Battiste, Kid, Silk, &o. Pocket Opera Glass, Shade, Bouquet, and other
novelties.

LEATHEE GOODS.—Reticules, Etwees, Housewifes, Bags (fitted or unfitted), Dressing
Cases, Desks, Blotters, Papeteries, Envelope, Stationery, and Etui Cases, Pocket
Books, Porte Monnaies, City Purses, Season Ticket and Sermon Cases, Music Eolls,
Needle Books, Cigar and Card Cases, &c. Papier Machb of every variety, in Plain,
Inlaid, and Mediaeval Work.

CABINET WARE of all descriptions, in Mahogany, "Wahiut, Ebony, Oak, Eosewood, Am-
boyna, Cedar, Coromandel, and other "Woods.

SUNDRIES.—Pearl, Ivory, Seotchwood, and other works, in variety too numerous to
partictilarise.

CITTLERY, PERFUMERY, BONBONS, PRINTS, &c,, &c., CLOCKS, BRONZES,
MODERATEUR LAMPS, &c., &c.

EUMSET'S IMPROVED PLATE POWDER.

MANUFACTORIES-LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, SHEFFIELD, WHITBY, PARIS,
FRANKFORT, DIEPPE,:AND BERLIN.

EOBEET HOLT,
PEOPErETOB,

Carriage Department.

CARRIAGES BY THE AID OF MACHINERY.

KINDER & MCNAUGHT,
MANUrACTUEEES,

WORCESTER,
EG- respectfully to invite the attention of all purchasers to theB many Improvements recently iatrodueed by them into modern Carriages. The style and

excellence of their work is rarely equalled by the most expensive builders in London, and has the
advantage of being produced at a moderate price,— a result mainly arrived at by an extensive
adaptation of machinery, such as no other house ia the trade possesses.A communication by letter, or the favour of a caU at their Works,—where, in addition to
employmg upwards of 100 hands, they have erected engines of 25-horse power, which, with the

U^t d^*^

s^'^^^al newly patented adjustments, may be seen in fuU operation,—is respectfully

gWAINE AND ADENET, Whip Manufacturers to the Queen
London

^ ^°y^ PamUy, Prize Medal awarded at the Exhibition of 1851.—Ifo. 185, Piccadilly,

"POCK AND SON, Patentees of the Dioropha and other
*' unproved Caniages. Manufactory at Hastings. Export orders carefully packed.
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Carriage Department.

BLACKWELFS
PATENT SADDLERY AND HARNESS

MANUFACTORY, &c.,
359, OXFOBD STREET, NEAR THE MARBLE AECH,

LONDON.
AWAEBED THE PEIZE MEDAL, „ J THE ONLY 1st CLASS SILVEB MEDAL FOE

LONDON. diiiU. SADDLBBT, PABIS,

"GUTTA PERCHA' jockeys," for BreakiBg Horses Temperate and Easy-mouthed,
with vulcamzed Rubber Spring Eeins of varied strengths, 64is. to 60s. Above a thousand in use;
Hire, 2s. -pev week.

SAFETY SPRINGS FOR RIDING AND DRIVING REINS TO BOTH BITS,
one Rem m hand 4s. to 6s.

STRAPS TO PREVENT ORIB BITING, LINED WITH CLOTH, ISs. Three

sorts of crib-muzzles, 18s.

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER SPRINGS FOR SADDLE-STRAPS, GIRTHS,
ROLLERS, BELTS, ETC., 2s.

BRASS, IRON, AND GERMAN SILVER (VULCANISED RUBBER SPRING)
HOOKS FOR BRIDLES, REINS, WHIPS, CHAINS, ETC, Watei-proof Kersey Knee
Wrappers, Driving Aprons, Loin Cloths, and Horse Clothing. Web Fetlock, Speedy, Splint»
Leg, Strengthening, and Knee Boots, with Eubber Knee Caps, 8s. to 12s.

To he seen, and the utility explained, in the Carriage Department, Crystal Palace.

East Gallery—Central Transept.

GOODYEAR'S "VULCANITE" COURT,
CENTRAL TRANSEPT GALLERY, GARDEN SIDE.

ylSITOES to the Crystal Palace should inspect the above beauti-
ful Court, which is built and furnished throughout vsith "Vulcanite," or hard India

Eubber, and where may be purchased
Combs, Opera Glasses, Pencils, Drinking Cups,
Canes, Penholders, Pings, Paper Knives.
Brooches, Book-marks, Brushes, Surgical Instruments,
Boxes, Cigar Cases, Plasks, &c. &c.

The Patent WooUen-Snrfaeed Waterproof Coats and Capes, equal to finest cloth—Overshoes

—

the Percussion Pencil—The Musical Toys—and innumerable other things made of the same
material.

This new manufacture of India Eubber excels Ivory and hard wood in beauty of polish, dura-
bility, and elasticity. The Council Medal, Great Exhibition, 1851, and Grande MedaiUe
d'Honneur, Exposition UniverseUe, 1855, were awarded, and are on view as above.

Wholesale Warehouse, 47, Leicester Square, London, W.C.
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South-East Gallery.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST TEAS IN ENGLAND
ARE AT ALL TIMES TO BE OBTAIIsED OF

PHILLIPS AND COMPANY,
TEA MEEGHANTS,

8, KING WILLIAM STREET, CITY, LONDON.
For the eonyenience of Visitors to the Crystal Palace, Sample Packets of

Phiiiips & Co.'s Eabe Teas, Cofpees, and Chocolates may be obtained at their

Stand, in the South-Easfc Grallery.

I FRENCH CHOCOLATE,
As supplied to HER MAJESTY and the ROYAL FAMILY, may be obtained of

Phillips & Compant, in the South-East Gallery, and at 8, King William Street, City.

TEAS, COFFEES, AND SPICES SENT CARRIAGE FREE
To any Railway Station or Market Towti in England, if to the value of 4iOs. or upwards.

PHILLIPS & COMPANY,
TEA AND COLONIAL MEECHANTS,

8, KING- WILLIAM STREET, CITY, LOWDdiT.
SUGAES ABE SUPPLIED AT MAEE:BX PBIOES.

A Price Current ispublisJied every month, containing all the advantages of the

London Markets, and is sent free by post on application.
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South Gallery.

pEEAMBtJLATOES, EOCKIN& HORSES, NIJESERT
YACHTS, BABY JUMPEE8, &c.—MEAD and POWELL, Manufacturers and Patentees

of the above articles, invite tlie attention of Parents and Guardians to tte above useful inventions
for Children. They have always on hand an extensive stock to select from ; with every descrip-
tion of FORBIGIf and EISTGLISH TOYS, Also, a large assortment of BAGATELLE BOARDS,
FANCY GOODS, &o., &c.

Agents for the Sale of Crystal Palace Season Tickets.

SOUTH EASTERN BAZAAR, 6, 7, 9, RAILWAY ARCADE, LONDON BRIDGE.

GLASS SHADES.

CLAUDET AND HOUGHTON,
89, HIGH HOLBORN.

PAINTED, STAINED, AND OENAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

CLATJDET AND HOUGHTON, 89, HIGH HOLBORN.

Picture Gallery.

Having passed through the Picture Gallery, we arrive at the

"West Gallery—Central Transept.

JOSEPH MORGAN,
PLATTED CANDLE WICK MANDFACTUEEE for all

descriptions of Hard Material Candles. PATENTEE of SELF-CONSUMING WICK;
for Tallow, Mould, and Dip Candles. Patent Monlding Machines for making Spermaceti,
Stearine, Composite, or Tallow Candles. Pewterer and Manufacturer of aU descriptions of
Candle MacHnery.

DUCIE WORKS, MANCHESTER.
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West Gallery—Central Transept.

PHILLIPS AND COMPANY'S
CELEBRATED TEAS AND COFFEES,

AS EXHIBITED HEEE, MAY BE PUKCHASED AT THEIR STAND, IN THE SOUTH-
EAST GALLERY, OPPOSITE. SEE CATALOGUE OF S.B. GALLERY.

SAMPLES or RARE AND CURIOUS TEAS,
EXHIBITED BY

PHILLIPS AND COMPANY,
TEA MERCHANTS,

8, KING- WILLIAM STREET, CITY, LONDON.

JONAS BROOK AND BEOS.,
MELTHAM MILLS, NEAR HUDDERSPIELD.

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL FOR SEWING COTTON, &c, AT THE LONDON
EXHIBITION, 1851.

The only First-Class Prize Medal for Sewing Cotton, &e., at the Paris

Exhibition, 1855.

WHITE, BLACK, AND COLOURS.

Patent Glacfi—6 and 9 Cords—Patent Cord—Sewing Maeliine Cottons. The Name and Goat's

Head Crest is on every reeL

Embroidering and Crochet Cottons—Upholsterer's Coloxu-s—All lengths are guaranteed.

May be obtained retail of aH respectable Haberdashers in London and the Provinces.

Wholesale : 20, CANNON STREET WEST, LONDON.
See their Case as it appeared in Paris in this Gallery. Specimens of their Manufacture are on

sale by E. SUMNER, South Gallbet, Cetstal Palace.

pEEEUMEET, COmS, BETJSHES, TUEKEY SPONaE,
every requisite for the Toilet, of the very best description, and in great variety, at

J. & E. ATKINSON'S, 24, Old Bond Street, London.
J. &B, ATKINSON beg leave to recommend tJieirNew Perfumes, the CRYSTAL PALACE and

TURKISH BOUQUETS, samples of which, with several others, are always open for inspection.

EAU DE COLOGNE, from J. M. Farina, opposite Julliers Place, Cologne.
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West Gallery—Central Transept.

THE POCKET SIPHONIA,
Or WATBEPEOOP O^T]]ECOAT, weight 10 oz.

ITOTICE.—Name and Address stamped inside. ISTone other are genuine.

EDMISTON & SON, WATERPROOPERS, 69, STRAND.
RUPTURES—BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

WHITE'S MOC-MAUnT LEYER TEUSS is allowed by upwards
of 200 Medical Gentlemen to be the most effective invention in the curative treatment

of Hernia.

ELASTIC STOCKIlSrGS, KNEE CAPS, &c.
JOHN WHITE, Manufactoiy, 228, Piccadilly, London.

pIOHAED G-Ul^TEE,Motcombe andLowndes Street, Albert Gate.
Bride Cakes.—Wedding Breakfasts furnished complete with Wines and Attendance.

WALTER EVANS & CO., Boar's Head Cotton Manufactory,
DEEBT, EXHIBIT :—

SPOOLS IN CEOCHET, GLACE THEEAD, 3, 6, and 9 Cord SEWING COTTONS.
BALL COTTONS (various sizes)

.

SEWINGS, TAMBOUES, COEDS, AND BONNET COTTONS, in Skeins.
KNITTINGS, MENDINGS, PEENCH AND ENGLISH EMBEOIDEEING COTTONS.
COTTONS IN PEOCE88.

QTATS SUPEESEDED.—EUMBLE'S IMPEOVED ELASTIC^ BODICE, recommended hy eminent Physicians.— This superior and much-improved
Elastic Bodice can with confidence be offered to Ladies as surpassing any yet made ; it fastens
eafcily in front, retains its firmness and elasticity, and by a peculiar system adopted by Mrs.
EvMBLE, a perfect fit is ensured. Prices of Bodices, 12s. 6d., 14s., 16s., 21s. to 428., and up-
wards. To be obtained only of the Manufacturer, M. EUMBLE, 2, Welbeck-street, Cavendish-
square (opposite the Savings Bank), London.

CORK SOLES.
^^AMPLES of various descriptions, cbiefly remarkable for thinness^ and durability, PATENT COEK LININGS, for the upper parts of boots and shoes, for
promoting warmth without interrupting perspiration. The Sheet Cork is rendered strong by a
preparation, its extreme thinness prevents any perceptible increase in bulk or weight.

W. p. COLES, 61, Paul Street, Pinsbury, E.G.

JAMES CARLILE, SONS, AND CO.,
Bank End Mill, Paisley,

MANUEACTUEEES of COTTON and LINEN SEWING
THEEADS, viz.—6, 3, and 2 Cord, Crochet, Patent Glazed, and Wire or Bonnet

Threads. Embroidery Plowering. Moravian and Darning Cottons, and Linen Slop or Beat
Thread.

COIVJFORT TO THE FEET.
nPHE PANNUS COEIUM

BOOTS and SHOES are extremely soft

and easy, yielding to the action of the feet.
EASE IN WALKING

without tht- least pressure or painful eltect in walking. A valuable relief to aU who sulfer from

Corns, Bunions, Gout, Chilblains, or any tenderness. The Pannus Corium sold by the yard or

HALL & CO., Patentees, 2, WELLINGTON STEEET, STEAND, leading to Waterloo Bridge

LIGHT, CHEAP, AND DURABLE ROOFING.

PEGGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE EOOEING EELT effects

a saving of half the timber usually required ; has been extensively used, and pronounced

efficient, and particularly applicable for warm climates.

Price, One Penny per Square Foot.

Samples, Testimonials, and fuU instructions, on application to Cboggok & Co., 2, Dowgate Hill,

London.
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West Gallery—Central Transept.

LADIES, LET YOUE SEEVANTS USE
RUMSEY'S IMPROVED PLATE POWDER,

Without Qtjicksiltee—the Largest Quantity for One Shillikg, and you will never desire

another preparation. Also EUMSEY'S CHEMICAL POLISHING PASTE, in large 6d. and
Is. Pots, for brass, steel, and other white metals ; as well as his superior UEIS" POWDEE, in 6d.

and Is. Boxes. Sold almost everywhere, and by R. HOLT, PEENCH COUET, and SOUTH-
EASTERN" GALLEET, CRYSTAL PALACE, SYDENHAM. Manufactory, No. 20, Clapham
Road Place, KEinfnraToifj London, S., from whence the trade is supplied on exceedingly
liberal terms.

ILLIAM TONKS & SONS, Cheapside, Birmingham, General
Brass-Eounders and Manufacturers of every Description of Brass work.

J. SOLOMON,
WHOLESALE OPTICAL & PHOTOORAPHIC WAEEHOUSE,

22, RED LIOIJ SaiTAEE, LONDOlf.
CATALOGUES GEATIS.

North Transept—Tropical Department.

A SUNDIAL, like this, is placed on the Terrace
of the Crystal Palace ; it shows the time at eight different parts of the world
at one sight, and also at the spot where it is placed.
Made by H. WEST, Optician and Sundialmaker to the Queen, 41^ Strand,

opposite the Lowther Arcade.

Basement—Machinery.

ALFRED WRIGHT & CO.,
IV/rANIJEACTURERS of Smiths' Bellows, Improved Blowing
-LTJ. Machines, Portable Iron Forges, with bellows attached, of all descriptions, to Her
Majesty's Honourable Board of Ordnance, the Honourable East India Company, Eetail and for
Exportation. Also House and Eancy Bellows.

16, LITTLE ALIE STREET, WHITECHAPEL. LONDON.~ REEDS OR SLAYS.
~~

A MONa the various samples of SEEDS or SLATS, the only ones
-^-^ that received Honourable Mention by the Commissioners of the PAEIS UOTVEESAL
EXHIBITIOB" were

A. BROWH'S, of BARNSLEY, YORKSHIRE.
RICHARD JOHNSON & BROTHER, Iron Manufacturers, Wire-

Drawers and Galvanizers, 27, Dale-street, Manchester.

J P. CLARKE, Manufacturer of Sewing Cottons, King- street
• Mills, Leicester. The interesting process of winding by steam power may be seen in the

Machinery department.

n A. PRELLER, 4, Lant-street, S.E., London, Specimens of
• Leather Lashing Laces, Twice-Stretched, Machine Driving Bands, specially prepared for

lot climates ; Leather Eopes for grooTed pullies, &c.
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Basement—Machinery.

'T^HOENTON & SONS, Birmingham, and 16, Eish-street Hill,
-- London, Contractors, Merchants, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Eailway Stores and
General Ironmongery, exhibit Screw and Hydraulic Lifting Jacks, Railway Signals, Lamps, &c.

Agricultural Implements.

EANSOMES AND SIMS,
IPSWICH,

ENGINEEES, lEONFOtJNDERS, AND MANUFACTUEERS OF
AGEICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

TyrANrEACTHEERS of Patent and other Iron Prize Ploughs, for
Pony, One, Two, and Pour Horse Power ; Double Furrow Ploughs, Moulding, Subsoil,

and Trenching Ploughs ; Horse Hoes
; Seariiiers, of two, three, and lour horse power ; Iron

Harrows ; Field EoUers ; CrossMU's and Cambridge Clod Crushers ; Horse and Hand Drag
Rakes ; Portable and Fixed Prize Steam Engines ; Prize Steam Thrashing Machines ; Portable
and Fixed, one, two, three, and four horse power Thrashing Machines

;
Barley Awners ; Dressing-

Macliines; Chaff Cutters, for hand, horse, and steam power; Turnip Cutters and Graters;
Bruising and other Mills for linseed, oats, and beans ; Flour MiUs ; Oil Cake Breakers ; Malt Mills

;

Saw Benches ; Scotch and other Carts ; Horse Gears ; Cattle and other Feeding Troughs ; Sack
Barrows

j
Carriage Lifting Jacks ; Grass Cutters, Hay Makers ; Patent Stable Fittings ; Copying

Presses, &c., &c.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION" TO THE WORKS, IPSWICH,

SHEPPARD RANSOME,
LONDON AQENT,

31, ESSEX STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
OB OF

C. GARROOD,
AGRICULTURAL SUPERINTENDENT, CRYSTAL PALACE, SYDENHAM.

Stand 43—Corn and Seed Crushing Mills, Chafif Cutters, &e.

EB., and P. TUENEE have received the Eoyal lAgricultural
• 5 Society's First Prizes for the above Mills at the Annual Exhibitions of 1853, 1854, and

1855 (the last occasion when a prize was offered). Also the 1st Prize and Gold Medal at the
Paris Imperial Universal Exhibition of Agricultui-e, 1856 ; Large Silver Medal at the Grand
Austrian Imperial Exhibition, Vienna, 1857. Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application to

ST. PETER'S IRON WORKS, IPSWICH.

X> ICHAED GAEEETT & SONS, Leiston Works, Saxmundham,
--^ Suffolk; Patentees and Manufacturers of Agricultural Machinery of aU kinds, and of the
most approved construction.
Route to the Works : Per Eastern Counties Railway from Bishopgate-street, London, booking

direct to Leiston.

MAEEIOTT'S Improved Humane Bee-Hves, for taking pure
Honey without destroying the Bees, to be obtained of E. RIGBY and Co., 80, Grace-

church-street,

DWAED HAMMOND BENTALL, Ironfounder, Patentee and
Manufacturer of Agricultural Implements.

Works: Heybridge, near Maldon, Essex.

Warehouses : Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, london, E.G., and 48, Rue des I

Marais, St. Martin, Paris.
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PREFACE.
-—

—

The object of the following pages is to extract from tlie

valuable collection, of Statues and Busts, that will be found

adorning tlie vast area of tbe Crystal Palace, some of the

interest and instruction wbich such works, if properly addressed,

are certain to yield. Man looks at his own image with a more

feeling curiosity than he regards the architectural remains of a

city, however ancient, or of any structure, however beautiful.

The broad brow of the poet whose works we have read, Or the

martial air of the soldier whose deeds we have heard, excite an

instant desire for more intimate acquaintance with the men

;

and such acquaintance can never be formed without lasting

advantage to all who are susceptible of instruction.

The limits of the present small volume have prevented my
doing more than record, as briefly as I might, the salient

points in the characters of the various personages whose

statues and busts constitute the Portrait Grallery of the Crystal

Palace ; but I trust sufficient has been done to throw a little

light upon the various features which the visitor will contem-

plate on his pleasant journey, and to indicate, however indis-

tinctly, the universal path which, in life itself, leads to all true

greatness. A portrait gallery exhibits the men who have worked

their way to eminence. Biography teaches how they travelled

the difficult and thorny road.

B 2
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The collection of Statues and Busts in tlie Crystal Palace is

necessarily imperfect ; but it begins with a goodly array. It

is the intention of the Directors to extend and, as far as the

nature of the subject allows, complete it ; and there can be

no doubt that we have already the elements of one of the

finest portrait galleries in Europe.

I desire in this place to express my thanks to my friend

M. Eegnier, the eminent French comedian, to whose kindness

I am indebted for much information in connexion with the

French busts. I am also anxious to acknowledge the services

of my assistant, Mr. Shenton, who, under severe pressure,

has rendered me great help in the collecting and verifying of

our interesting materials.

SAMUEL PHILLIPS.

Getstal Palace,

JvMC^ 1854.
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INTRODUCTION.
—

-

PoRTEAiTUEE is associatecl witli the earliest attempts at repre-

senting living objects, both, in sculpture and in painting. Even
amongst savages we find resemblances, carved or painted, or both,

of the human form, generally grotesque, but always presenting an
idea of Art. With the advance of civilization, the demand for

portraits increased, as the knowledge of the means available

for painting and sculpture improved. Men in authority, or

possessed of great wealth, or renowned by deeds of arms and
feats of strength, became the first subjects for the art.

That the Egyptians early practised portrait-painting, is evident

from the discovery of mural sculpture, at a date anterior to the time

of Rameses, representing painters delineating men and animals, and
sculptors carving out of granite the very figures reproduced in

another material, in the Egyx^tian Court of the Crystal Palace.

Herodotus records the fact that Amasis sent his portrait painted on
wood to Cyrene as a present ; and some portraits of this kind were

found in the tombs at Thebes. On comparing the heads of

Pameses and Amenoph, several of which are to be seen in the

Egyptian court, the individuality of each is at once perceived.

Pameses has an aquihne nose and thin lips, while Amenoph has

the turned-up nose and thick lips of the African.

In Clarac's " Musee de Sculpture," are collected many accu-

rate engravings of the portraits of the Egyptians contained in

the Louvre, which, according to this authority, are all verified, as

many as eighty-six of them having their names attached. In the

Imperial Library, at Paris, there is a collection of a hundred
Chinese portraits of great antiquity. They were brought from

I
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China by the well-kno'wii Jcsu.it missionary, Pere Ameot. Paiitliier,

atitlior of a History of Cliina, refers to these portraits, and considers

them to be those of celebra,ted men and Tfomen living at a period

long anterior to Confucius,

Croesus, King of Lydia, had the image of his baking woman
set np in gold : and Herodotus has preserved the names of two

Argive youths, Biton and Cleobis, who for their piety in drawing

their mother, the priestess of Juno, to the temple, when the oxen

for her car in a great solemnity did not anive, had their statues

placed by their countrymen at Delphi.

To the Greeks, indeed, we owe the finest examples of portraits

in Sculpture. Their temples, forums, and other public places, as

well as their private dwellings, were ornamented with the busts and

statues of heroes, kings, poets, orators, and others distinguished

by their achievements. Many of these examples have for-

tunately been rescued from destruction, and preserved to the

present time.

The Romans, although not themselves, either by the gift of

Heaven, or by their own tastes, artists, were great patrons of art.

Many a rich Roman citizen had the court of his house converted

into a kind of forum, which he adorned with his favourite -por-

trait statues. From the precious ruins of Ancient Rome—from

her temples, palaces, villas—countless statiies and busts have been

dug out. Her tombs also were furnished with portraits, busts, and

statues, recumbent, or in other postures.

In all times, and in all countries, we note a desire to perpetuate

the memory of the dead ; and the pious as well as humane inten-

tion was carried out in various ways. The Egyptians enclosed

their mummies in wooden and stone cases, carved and painted in

order to resemble, more or less, the inhabitant within. The

tombs of Etruria are usually surmounted by a half recumbent

statue, which although but rudely representing the featm-es and

attitude of life, clearly reveal the intention to produce a portrait

of the deceased person, but never—which became the custom in after

ages—as though he were dead.

From the employment of sculptured portraits upon the monu-

ments of the dead, and from the use of other images in the

funeral rites, such representations came to be called " bu.sts,"
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from tlie Latin word Bustum, signifying a tomb, or ratlier place

where the lonrning of the body took place. Since the majority

of persons could not afford a statue, the less expensive memo-

rial, consisting of the head and shoulders, was the more

generally adopted ; and hence the name now current amongst us.

Poi-traits played a still more important part in the economy

of the ancient Homans. Images, or rather masks, made in

wax and representing their ancestors, were kept by the Komans
in the vestibules of thek houses, placed in cases formed like

temples, and there constantly exposed to the notice of the

family and of visitors. "When a member of the family died,

these masks were worn by the friends who assisted at the funeral,

as were the dresses and robes of office belonging to the ancestors

whom they personated. After the ceremony, the images were faith-

fully restored to their sanctuaries in the vestibule.

Another use of portraitiu'e was originally peculiar to the Greeks,

but it became subsequently adopted by other nations. We refer

±0 the practice of painting upon a metal shield the portraits of a

family—often with the father in the centre—and of hanging it up

as sacred to the gods. There are similar portraits extant, in terra-

cotta, of Demosthenes in exile at Calauria, and of Thales. The

ancients also painted portraits on wood in encaustic, and some

j)ortraits formed in mosaic still exist.

In proportion to the growth of luxury, and to the development

of the arts, do we find the increased employment of portraiture.

Every kind of work was decorated with a portrait. This was

especially the usage of the Greeks under the successors of Alex-

ander, at Alexandria, Antioch, and Pergamus ; and -with the

Homans, towards the close of the Republic, and rmder the

Emperors.

Engraved stones of seals and rings are exceedingly valuable in

enabling us to identify antique busts and statues ; their hardness

having presei-ved them from injury. Very frequently they give

the impression of being most accurate portraits. In the Greek Court

is a large collection of casts of these extremely interesting works,

which merit careful examination. Many of the heads are won-
derfully beautiful—^far sxu'passing in execution any similar work of

the present time.
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In like maimer the portraits upon coins, being connected witH

writing, have been most useful ia contributing to the knowledge and
naming of antique busts and statues. Of these illustrations also,

the visitor is enabled to study a very complete series from very

early times.

The universal taste for portraiture exhibited by the ancients, and
the encouragement to art which the vast wealth ofmany enabled them
to afford, soon led to the formation of a gallery of portraits in eVery

house of importance. Such a gallery contained portraits, both

sculptured and painted, of great men in art, science, letters, and
arms, and was called "The Piioacotheca." The desire to render

such a collection as complete as possible, led to the production of

an infinite mmiber of copies from those originally taken from the

life : just as -vniih. us, houses are adorned Avith plaster-casts of the

busts of Welliag-ton, Shakspeare, and Milton.

It will now be understood how it has haj)pened that so large a

number of portrait-busts have remained to us from antiquity.

Unless they had been multiplied in the manner described, the acts

of ignorance and the accidents of time would have efiaced all

record of the featiu-es and aspect of the good and great in ancient

story. Most of the works, executed in metal, were melted down
and convei-ted into money. One valuable mine, however, Was

happily discovered inthe ruins of Herculaneum, completelypreserved,

and was removed to the Museum at Naples, where it still exists.

Of several, so recovered, we possess fine coj)ies in the Crystal Palace.

During the reign of Hatlrian in Rome (a.d. 120), ai-t enjoyed a

revival—a Medicean period. A multitude of works of every kind

were produced, and portraiture was carried to its height through the

very zealous loyalty to which sculptors gave way, in their desire to

flatter their imperial and magnificent patron, by representing the

members of his family as so many gods and goddesses. The like

encouragement was afforded under the dominion of Antoninus

Pius (a.d. 140), and his adopted son, Marcus Aurelius ;
followed,

unfortimately, by the destructive propensities of the odious

Gommodus, who would have limited portraiture to the repre-

sentation of his own face.

We see the first efforts of portraiture in Christian art, in the

representations—sculptured and jpainted—of saints in the early
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agfes of the faitit. Some examples of tliese will Be found in tlie

Byzantine and Mediaeval Courts. A certain conventional form

was adhered to in all tliese works, in whicL. we remark esjpecially

a general elongation of the face and features, as if the aim had

been to imj)ress upon them the natural effects of emaciation from

penance and fasting, the hody &nd limbs being also subjected to

the same treatment. The eyes are always almond-shaped, half

closed, and sloping upw'ards froni the nose. The portraits of

Justinian, Theodora, Nicephorus, and Charles the Bald, on the

fa§ade of the Byzantine Court, bear evidence of their authenticity.

In forming our idea of an individual portrait x^ainted in the

early Christian period, we must never forget to allow for the

formalities by which an artist of that time was inexorably

directed.
^

Statues and iDictures were then produced (as indeed

they are to this day by the monks of Moimt Athos,) in accordance

with mle and system—a sort of holy heraldry. At the time of

which we now speak, we trace no general and popular use of poi'traits,

such as we observed amongst the ancients, although they were still

to be found in the hands of the most wealthy and cultivated. These

were of an expensive kind, in mosaic and in miniature painting,

the latter style being frequently employed when a valuable manu-
script or missal was copied for presentation, and a portrait of the

author or donor was usually painted upon it.

Medieval portraiture shows a considerable advance upon the

Byzantine, but is still inferior to the antique and to the portraiture

of oux own time. It was confined, almost exclusively, to monu-

mental effigies, in which the artist was constrained to present the

lifeless form, in the stiffness of very death—whether sleeping the

sleep of eternal peace, or kneeling in the attitude of prayer. Some of

the finest examples are to be seen in the Mediseval Coiurt : of

these more than one are doubtless jDortrait-statues of the time.

The same may be said of some of the efiigies of the Knights

Templar, wdiich exhibit great individuality, having been executed

in. a very hard kind of marble, that has well retained the features

oxigmally carved out of it. Busts of this period are exceedingly

rare : inasmuch as portraiture of the kind was not in accordance

with the religious feeling of the age. We must be content to

take the efiigies of mediaeval axt as poiiiraits of the time
;
treated, of
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course, after certain conventionalities, but nevertheless trutLful and

most interesting.

The art of portraiture revived under the creative genius of

Giotto and Orcagna, and of the great men of the Renaissance—
Domenico Ghirlandaio and Giovanni Bellini—^until it reached the

highest dignity and beauty in the superb works of the mightiest of

the mighty Italians—Michael Angelo, E-affaelle, and Titian. The

most remarkable portraits of this period are paintings, and are there-

fore not to be found in large numbers in the Crystal Palace. In the

beautiful gallery, however, of copies from the old masters, will be

found several fine examples. In the Renaissance and Mediaeval

Courts, will be seen some of the statues from the tombs of

Maximilian and Albert of Saxony—^the finest portrait-statues of

their kind. In the Italian Court, too, there are the immortal monu-

mental statues of the Medici, and a superb bust of Cosmo de'

Medici by the inimitable Cellini.

The antique statues and busts described in the following pages

- are from
The Vaticatst, at Rome,

The Capitolhste Museum,

The Naples Museum,

The Florence Gallery,

The Louvre,

The Berlin Museum,

The British Museum.
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aEEEK COrET.—SoTJTii SiDE-ConiT.

POETS AND DRAMATISTS.

* 1. HoMEE. Great Epic Poet of Greece.

[Born, probably b.c. 850. Place of birth unknown.]

A majestic antique Bust. Tliekingly and venerated Patriarch of all Poets, for

tlie western civilization—or, the sound ofa Name ! The two wonderful poems
which bear down this name—whatever signifying—through the lapse and revo-
lutions of time, preserve, as it were, the image of an extinct world : although
of a world, perhaps less than half real, and more than half ideal :—for the
manners were : the persons and events may, or may not have been : and the
gods and goddesses of the " Iliad" and the "Odyssey" were, we know, only
a believed-in, waking dream. But, by the potency of the song, the picture-

lives ! The war, imagiaary or no, raging between the Hellespont and the

* The objects forming the Portrait Gallery in the Crystal Palace, are numbered in
cd figures throughout.
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foot of Mount Ida, remains, to the educated memory of the nations, like the
beginning—if not of the world's, yet of its westera half's—history. And
those heroes and heroines, mth their high actions and their deep passions

—

the unrolling, embroidered web of their fortunes and fates :—the king of
men, Agamemnon,—the swft-footed son of the sea-goddess, Achilles,—^the

sage, long-lived Nestor,—^the shrewd, enduring Ulysses,—Ajax, a tower in
the fight,—^Diomed, favoured of Minerva present beside him in the storm
of spears ;—and that grey-headed, imperial sire of Troy, with all his falling

sons, Priam,—the gallant and good Hector,—the loving and faithful Andro-
mache,—the aged, too fruitful mother, Hecuba;—even the fatal and
criminal, but divinely beautiful Helen—Is it not a strange magic that
dwells in the creative thought of the poet, and in his modixlated words,
and that thus, in a language, and with manners, a faith, an age—all so long
since dead and gone—can, as if reviving all, render thoseShadows, to trs

—

noyf,

here—the earliest objects of a w^ondering and aspiring enthusiasm :—the
first enkindlers in our bosoms of that glowing, intense, comprehensive, and
intelligent sympathy, which transports us out of the central self, and beyond
the close-drawn horizon of our own particular life, to feel the conditions and
to understand the spirits of all our fellow men ? Let the theory be true,

which denies to these incomparable works an individual authoi-—wliich

supposes them woven together ofmany songs, first sung in many places, bymany
singers ; let the benignly august, fillet-bound head before us, be—that which
only at last it can be—a conjecture of the Gfrecian chisel ;—we see at least

here how the consummated ai-t of sculpture has chosen to express, in corpo-

real form, the one pul of power which animates those immortal twins of

poesy. We see in what shape of a human head, c^o^vned with its own
irradiations, the fountains of all song might have sprang. We see what the
living and wandering minstrel of Grreece, beloved and honoured wheresoever,
in hall or on green, he and his harp came,—what the individual Homer, for

whose birth seven cities contended, and whom in the after-day the land
numbered amongst her half-divine and worshipped heroes

—

would have
BEEN : or, WAS !

[Alfliougli modern antiquaries agree with PJiny that luists of Homer are
apocryphal, yet there can be no doubt thig is the true Greek conventional
portrait of that poet. A headless marble was dug up inscribed with his name
and shoi-tly afterwards the head itself was found in the same hole, and
it fitted precisely to the marble previously discovei-ed. The bust, sofoimd,
is now in the Naples Museum. The same head is constantly found ia other
representations of the ancient poet. The head is bound with the "stro-
phium," an ornament given hy the Greek artists to their gods and heroes.
The attitude of the head would seem to express the blindness with which
Homer, according to tradition, was afflicted. This bust is from the marble
iu the Stanza dei Filosofl of the GapitoJine Museum, Rome.]

g. Aechilochtts, Greeh Poet.

[Born at Paros, about b.c. 700. Killed in battle, about b.c. 68-5.]

A satirical poet of great renown, whose acrid pen spared neither friend

nor foe. A writer also of Iieentio.us vers,e. Fragments only of his compo-
sitions have come down to us. To him is attributed the invention of the
Iambic measure, and he shares with Thaletas and Terpander the honour of

establishing lyric poetry in Greece. The victors in the Olympic games were
accustomed to sing one of his hymns in their tiiumphal procession. The
Cpuntenance of his statue de^Qt,es iippudent hold&ess.

[The two early poets united : a mode of portraiture adopted by the Greek artists
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when two celebrated men were of the same country, and of kindi-ed pursuits,

as Herodotus and Thucydides, parallel historians; Metrodorus and Epicurus,
philosophers of the same sect (see jSTo. ,20). This doiible terminal or Janus
was found at Eome on the Celian Hill : it is now in the Vatican. The ends
of the noses are modern, as are some other parts in the Homer. That
portraits of Archilochus existed so long after his death is jjroTed by the
existence of an inscription in the Analecta of Thucydides written for his

portrait.]

2A. B[o]vrE]^,. Great Epic JPoet of Greece.

[For life see 'i^q. 1.]

3. ^SOP. Writer of Fables.

[Born in Phrygia, about B.C. 620. Died about B.C. 560.]

The reputed author of the fahles to whicli Ms name lias been for

centuries attached. According to the general account, he was originally

a slave, and gained much notice for his wit, and especially for his talent of
communicatrag useful maxims in the form of apologues. His talent prp-

cured him favour at the court of Crcesus. He is said to have been thrown
from the top of a rock and killed, by the priests of Delphi, His fables, at

first preserved by tradition, were at a later period converted into Gfreek

and Latin verse by Babrias and Ph^drus. We have them in Grreek prose,

told naturally and in the utmost simplicity. In stature ^sop is described

as small and hump-backed, with a prominent stomach and pointed head,

yet the intellectual expression of his countenance is not that usually given to

dwarfs.

[From the very remarkable half-fig-ure in marble in the Villa Albani, at Eome

;

the whole of which is of great antiquity. It has been maintained that iEsop
^as not deformed, inasmuch as the circumstance is not mentionedby writers,
before the time of the Greek monk, Planudes Maximus. There are, how-
ever, traditions affirming his deformity, and Plutarch, in his Feast
of the Sages, makes him sit upon a low stool at the feet of Solon. The
countenance has a thoughtful and elevated expression. Lysippus sculptured
the portrait of iEsop to be placed amongst the sages of Greece at Athens.
Phsedrus refers to this work, and the celebrity of the man is fixed by the
fact that the coui't scxilptor ofAlexander employed Mmself upon his statue.]

4. HoMEE. Great Epic Poet of Greece.

[From the mai-ble. Ouce in the Cjipitoline Museum ; now in the Lotivi'o.]

5. EpiMEiS'iijES. Poet ami Prajjliet of Crete.

[Floui'ished about B.C. 596.]

St. Paul in his Epistle to Titus (i. 12) is supposed to allude to Epimenidqg.
But little more than his name and existence are kno^vm, apart from tradition.

About B.C. 596, he was in^dted to Athens, in order to stay the plague brought
upon the city by an impious outrage committed by Cylon, one of the Athenian
rulers, on the altars of the Acropolis. Succeeding in arresting the pestilence,

he augmented his already great fame—but he refused any other reward
beyond the goodwill of the xitlienians in favour of the inhabitants of Grnossus,

where he dwelt. He was a native of Crete.

[From the marble in the Vatican. One of the conventional portraits of the
ancient Greek poets. The closed eyes are to represent the sleep which
"tradition saj's he fell into for fifty-seven years.]

6. iEscHYLUS. Tragic Poet.
[Born at Eleusis, in Greece, B.C. 525. Died at Gela, in Sicily, B.C. 456. Aged 69.]

The founder of Gfreek tragedy as it existed in its greatness. He intro-
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dueed a second actor upon tte scene, and gave dramatic interest to Ms act,

by rendering dialogue the most important element in the play. He
improved the masks and dresses of the actors, and i-aised the character of
the choral dances. The scenes painted imder his direction were, it is said,

the first in vdiich the idea of perspective was maintained. Sublimity and
magnificence characterize the style of his tragedies, in M'hich the action
and plot, with an unparalleled simplicity of structure, move on, in com-
manding and stern strength, to their catastrophe

;
supported by grand

imagery, with diction wrested to the height ofenergy and solemn passion. The
charactei'S di-awn by iEschylus are as lofty as the language which they speak.
We almost yearn for the simple voice of Kature as we listen to the sustained
thunder-tone of this great master. His mind seems ever attuned for dis-

course Avith the Gfods
;
yet in the "Prometheus," though dealing with a

demigod, he describes ynth awfixl pov/er, human suffering and human passion
in iis saddest and most thrilling aspect. The family of iEschylus were
remarkable for their valour, and he himself fought bravely at Marathon
and Salamis. He was an actor in his own plays,

[From the marble in Stanza dei Filosofi, of the Capitoline Museum, at Rome.]

7. Sophocles. Tragic Poet.

[Born at Colomis, in Attica, about B.C. 495. Died probably at Athens, b.o. 405.

Aged 90.]

In Sophocles, iEschylus found a rival and a conqueror. When Cimon
(B.C. 468) returned from the Isle of Scyi-os, with the ashes of Theseus, the

first play of Sophocles (" Triptolemus ") was preferred to the composition of

^schylus, who in chagrin retired to Sicily. From tliis time Sophocles

stood alone, until he, in his turn, met a successfiil rival in Euripides. In
440, he produced "Antigone," for its calm beauty, and the pure picture of

heroic, feminine self-devotion, one of the finest antique tragedies extant, and
the occasion of his promotion through the favour of Pericles. In the person

of Sophocles was represented the ideal of Greek perfection. He Avas very
beautiful ; he excelled in gymnastics, rniisic, and dancing ; in temj>erament

he was calm and contented ; in disposition kind and cheerful ; he had a
ready wit, a serene piety, and intellectual grandexzr. His tragedies have an
adva,ntage over tho.se of iEschylus, in being essentially human

;
they appeal

to the feelings of an auditory, and are written in a less magniloquent style

than that of the sublime father of Greek tragedy,-—to whom, hoAvever,

Sophocles lay under the obligations of a pupil to his instructor. Both are

profound masters of their art.

[This bust is from tlie Capitoline Museum, and is identified by another iu the
Vatican—found in 1778—on whicli all the letters of the name remained,
except the SO. It was for a long time called Pindar,* because of the
inscription ; Bottari has proved it to be Sophocles, whom it completely
resembles. Compare the Lateran statue. No. 325, standing in the great
Transept, near the monument of Lysicrates.j

*. PiNDAB. Greeh Poet.

[Bom probably at Thebes, about B.C. 522. Died there, about B.C. 442.

Aged about 80 years.]

The most famous lyric poet of Greece. Sent at an early age to Athens,

he became the pupil of Lasus. He sung the victors in the Olympic,

Nemsean, Pythian, and Isthmian games,—the great festivals of assembled

Greece. Forty-five of these odes of triumph are all that have descended to
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us
;

tliey are characterized by great boldness of style, spirit, and trumpet-

.toned entlfusiasm, but the brilliant diction does not escape obscurity ; and
the modern student often follows with difficulty the excursiye wing of

"The Theban Eagle," through the wide regions of Hellenic mythology.

Tindar's earliest extant work was written in his twentieth year. He is

described as a man of strong religious feelings, and a devout worshipper of

the gods.

8. iEsaii^TES. Greeic Orator.

JBorn in Attica, about B.C. 389. Died in the Isle of Samos, B.C. 314. Aged about 75.]

One of the greatest Grreek orators. "Was at the battle of Mantineia (b.o.

-362), and distinguished himself at the battle of Tamynse in Euboea (e.g. 358).

Afterwards entered into political life, and became a partizan of Philip of Mace-
.donia. Accompanied Demosthenes on two embassies to Philip, and was accused
"by Demosthenes of betraying the interests of the state to that monarch. The
speech of his acciTser and his oym admirable defence are extant. His last great

public act was the prosecution of Otesiphon for illegally proposing to present

Demosthenes with a golden crown for his services to the state. Demosthenes
defended the accused, and the speeches of the two orators delivered on this occa-

sion are also preserved. The prosecution failing, Jischines at once went into

exile(B.c, 330). As apopular leader and orator worthy to be called the rival of

Demosthenes. He lacked the vehement passion and powerful invective of

that consummate master, but his lucid arrangement, his facility and per-

-spicuity, have never been surpassed.

[For an account of tliis statue, so long called Aeistides,* sea Handbook to
Eoman Court and Nave, No. 326.]

* AsiSTIBES. AthenioM Patriot.

[Born (uncertain). Died about B.C. 468.]

His unbending integrity procured him the title of "The Just." Was
at the battle of Marathon (b. c. 480), where he fought bravely. Opposed to

the extreme democratical party in Athens, headed by Themistocles, by
whose influence he was banished (about b.c. 483). He was still in exile at the

time of the sea-fight of Salamis (b.c. 482), but he raised a band, and fought

for his country in this battle. E-ecalled by the Athenians from banishment,

and commanded their army at the battle of Platsea (b.c. 479). His sense

of justice spotless : his self-denial unimpeachable. At his death he was
very poor, although he had borne the highest offices of the State. The
Athenians became more virtuous from the contemplation of this bright

example. It is related that in the representation of one of the tragedies of

jEschylus, a sentence was uttered in favour of moral goodness. The eyes of
the audience turned involuntarily and at once from the actor to Aristides.

B. EuEiPiDES. Greek Foef.

[Born at Salamis, B,c. 480. Died in Jfaccdonia, B.C. 406. Aged 74.]

The father of Em-ipides, putting his own interpretation upon the oracle

which promised that his son should be crowned with " sacred garlands," had
Mm carefully trained in gymnastic exercises, and whilst yet a boy Euripides
won the prize at the Eleusinian and Thcsean games. But the lad was soon
allured from physical sports, by the fascinations of philosophy asnd literature.

He became the ardent pupil and friend of the philosopher Anaxagoras, and
the instruction thus derived is visible in many of his productions. At the

c
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age of 18, Euripides wrote his first tragedy. He gained the first prize B.C.

441, and continued to exhibit Ms plays until within two years of his
death. He died in Macedonia, and is said to have been torn iu pieces
by the dogs of the Macedonian king. Twenty of his plays are extant.
Like Anaxagoras, Euripides was of a serious temper, and averse to.

mirth. He was intimate with Socrates, and the contemporary of Herodotus,
Zenophon, Thucydides, Pindar, Aristophanes, Jischylus, and Sophocles. To
assign him his poetical rank we must look back. In the tlixee great Attic
tragedians we trace a natural progress of their theatre. In Jischylus, the
stage appears attracted with predominant force to the high mythological ideas-

which it arose to embody : the muse stalks sublimely above the heads of men.
In Sophocles, the art tempers and adjusts, with admirable equipoise, the
superhuman and the human element ; the spirits and hearts of men are more
closely approached by the poet, still overshadowed by the heroic and th&
divine. In Euripides, although the story which he represents is still drawn
from the same source of divine and heroic fable, the sympathy ynth passions,
events, interests, and sufferings, incident to humanity, prevails in excess.

With him, amidst strewings of beau.tiful poetiy, and whilst penetrated with
strokes of singular pathos, we too much feel that we step on our own daily-

and common earth. We miss the elevation of an art which should, in
reflecting ourselves, lift us above ourselves : as we have experience in
our own Shakspeare. Sophocles said that "he himself represented men as
they ought to be, but Euripides as they are."

[This bust is verified by anotlier in tiae Louvre, and one in the Naples Museum,
which has the name of Euripides engi-aved on tlie breast. There is also a
cameo of exceeding beauty in the Louvre, on which we find the same head.
Portraits of Euripides were common at Athens, and even as late as the 5th
century his statues were to be seen at Constantinople. A small seated
statue of Euripides will be found in the Bas-reUef Gallery, No. 215. It is
inscribed with his name, and has a list of his plays, upon the slab which
supports the statue. See Handbook to Greek Court, No. 215.]

10. AHATUS. Astronomer.

[Flourished about B.C. 270.]

A fellow-countryman of St. Paul, who quotes one of his works in his
address to the Athenians. Called to the Court of Antigonus (xonatas. King
of Macedonia. He there pursued physics, grammar, and philosophy. He
also versified two astronomical treatises by Eudoxus. There are many
errors with much want of precision in the descriptive portions of these works,
proving the poet to have been neither a mathematician nor an acute
observer. As a poet, Aratus was hardly more eminent. He is wanting in

originality and poetic feeling
;

yet his verses obtained popularity both in
Greece and Eome.

[The well known head, representing, as it is supposed, the Poet of the Stars, in
the attitude of viewing the heavens. The same head is foimd on medals, of
which the best is preserved in the Hunterian Museum of the College of
Surgeons, London.]
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11. BiA-S. Greek Philosopher.

[Born at Prienej in Ionia. Flourished, it is believed, about the middle of the Sixth
Oeutury B.C.]

One of the Seven Sages ; and of the four to whom alone the title was
universally conceded : the remaining three heing Thales, Pittacus, and
Solon. His profession was that of an adyocate ; his philosophy was prac-
tical—the fruit of experience. Many of his sayings and doings have feeen
recorded. He died at a very advanced age.

[From the marble in the Vatican, which bears his name and the motto
01 nAEISTOI
ANOPQnOI
KAKOI,

"The majority ofmen are bad."

A curious mistake of the engraver is observable in the word HPHNETS,
in which the I is omitted ; it should have been IIPIHNETS, the name of his
birth-place. This bust was found at Tivoli, with that of Periander, No. 29.]

12. Thuctdides. Greeh Historian.

[Born at Athens, B.C. 471. Died (place uncertain) B.C. 895. Aged 76.]

This great historian, holding military command in Thrace, suffered
Amphipolis to be surprised and taken by the Spartan general, Brasidas ; and
for this misfortune was banished by his countrymen during the space of
twenty years. It would have been a greater misfortune for the world had
Thucydides proved a M-arier soldier ; for it was during liis exile, that he
collected with infinite care the materials of his immortal history. That
history chronicles, in eight books, the events of twenty out of the twenty-
seven years of the Peloponnesian War :—a record of most interesting facts.

Where political and moral observations occur, they reveal great knowledge
of human character and motives. The style is pregnant, precise, and
severely simple. Demosthenes is said to have copied the entire history many
times with his own hand as a lesson of composition. The principal actors
in the war were the historian's books of reference. As an historical monu-
ment the work is matchless. It has been always believed that Thucydides
came to a tiolent end, but it is not known whether he died at Athens, or in
Thrace.

13. SocEATES. Fhilosopher,

[Born near Athens, b.c. 468. Died at Athens, b.c. 399. Aged 69.}

One of the greatest names in ethics, philosophy, and religion before the
Christian era. It was the belief of Socrates that he was specially charged
by the Deity to awaken moral consciousness in men. He had no school, neither
did he, like the sophists of his time, dehver public lectures. But he
stood in the market-places, or entered the work-shops, or visited the
schools, in order to teach the people his ideas respecting the scope
and value of human speculation and action. Aristophanes, the comic poet,
ridiculed and misrepresented the philosopher, who proceeded, neverthe-

c2
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less, witli undauntecl perseyerance. After the banishment from Athens of
the "Thirty Tyi'ants," Socrates was impeached for corrupting the youth, and
despising the tutelary deities of the state. He was condemned, and, prefer-
ring death to acknowledging, by a supplication for pardon, that he deserved
punishment, he swallowed poison. "Whilst the cruel draught was per-
forming its work, he developed the grounds of his immovable conviction
of the immortality of the soul, and with his very last breath pointed
to a future state, as the true recovery from impurity and disease.

He left no writings behind him. We derive our knowledge of liis doc-
trines and character, mainly from his illustrious disciples, Xenophon
and Plato. He effected a grand revolution in philosophy, for he first

connected with Supreme intelligence, the attributes of goodness, justice

and wisdom, and the idea of direct interposition in human affairs, and
recalled Reason from vain disquisitions, to the questions which come home
to the business and bosoms of men. In person, Socrates was said to resemble
the god Silenus. His looks were as repulsive as his life was iiTeproachable

and perfect. His peculiar method of teaching, since called the Socratic,

was, by a series of artfully contrived questions, to draw out from the
mind of his coUoquist the truths which lay unconsciously embosomed there,

or to entangle proud and false reasoning in self-confutation.

[A countenance so little expressive of wisdom and goodness, that it might be
mistaken for that of a Silenus, whom he also equalled in the almost deformed
rotundity of his figure. But this bust, which is from that in the Louvre,
and an exceedingly fine work, has been proved to be a portrait of him by its

close resemblance to the other busts of the same subject, and to that in
particular in the Famese Collection which hears his name, and the motto
which Plato gives him {Crito'ii). Busts and cameos of Socrates ai-e

numerous. No, 13a is from the Stanza dei Filosofi of the Capitoline Mu.seum

;

it is inferior to the first described.]

13a. SocPvAtes. PJiilosojjJier.

14. HiPPOCEATES. Fhysician.

[Born at Cos, in the iEgean Sea, about B.C. 4C0. Died about 357. Aged 104.]

The great fame acquired by Hippocrates, would seem to have been won
by a steadfast adherence to the sagacity of common sense. He had no

chemical knowledge, and his acquaintance with anatomy appears to have

been scanty and uncertain
;

yet, knowing how to turn a rare experience to

accoimt, and confining his operations mainly to the watching and assisting

of Nature, he succeeded in obtaining credit for superhuman skill. His

nephew, who is reputed to have possessed almost equal merit with his

•nncle, was murdered in a fit of jealousy, by Hippocrates, who shortly after-

wards fell a sacrifice to the torments of remorse. A great number of works

are extant under his name, but most of them were written by his disciples.

[Prom the marble in the Louvre, which has been verified by a medal bearing the

name of Hippocrates, and showing a perfect resemblance to the head.

There are several busts of Hippocrates in existence—one in the Capitoline

Museum, another at Florence, and two in the Louvre.]

15. IsoCEATES. Rhetorician.

[Bom at Athens, B.C. 436. Died B.C. 338. Aged 98.]

It is said that Isocrates was the first man to describe the true value and

objects of oratory. His language is the pure,st Attic ;
his style, which he

elaborated with great pains, elegant and polished. As teacher of rhetoric,

Le became the instructor of the chief youths of his time. He composed
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several discourses on great political occasions, and amassed considerable

wealth. He had throughout life a constitutional timidity, and a weakness of

voice that prevented him from speaking in the assemlDlies of the people.

Socrates had been one of his masters. His character appears to have been
spotless.

[From the bust in the Villa Albani at Eome, bearing the name of Isocrates. A
statue of him was sculptured by Leochares for the temple of Eleusis, and
another is described by Pausanias as iu the temple of Jupiter Olympius,
wliich statue is spoken of by Christodorus, as being at Constantinople in
his time.]

16. Plato. Greek Philosopher,

[Born at Athens, B.C. 430. Died B.C. 347. Aged 83.]

The most illustrious amongst the disciples of Socrates. The doctrines of

the great teacher have descended to us chiefly through the writings of this

eloquent hearer. Whence, a singular and inextricable conflict. The sturdy,

keen, practical plain sense of the master, and the soaring, brilliant

imagination, and subtly-dividing wit of the pupil, have come down to us
mingled ever in the same composition. In these extraordinary dialogues,

which display the spoken Grreek of Athens in its utmost purity, beauty, and
melody, how much is Plato's ?—how much is of Socrates ? The two busts
may go as far as any other authorities, in afi:ording the almost discretionary

reply. The lip on which, whilst in the cradle, tradition says that the bee
settled—signifying the sweetness of the speech which should floM^ from it

—

is before us, in part of the answer. Plato was, in his earlier life, a poet, but
gave his poetical compositions, amongst which are mentioned an epic poem
and a tragedy, to the flames. He excelled in bodily exercises, being distin-

guished as a wrestler. He travelled much in the quest of knowledge.
Like his illustrious preceiDtor, he taught that wisdom, under which we must
comprise goodness, is the attribute of the ©odhead,—that philosophy is an
intellectual necessity, and, as the fountain of virtue, wliich it thus includes,

the most estimable of all the goods within the reach of man. Abstruse and
sublime, seeking to rest science and morals on an immutable basis, Plato
trains the intellect more than he teaches. In reading his writings, we enter
the Socratic school as hearers, as disputants.

,

The Socrates, who constantly

leads the discussion, is rather the presiding Spirit, than the Man, We come
out, whatsoever else, worshipping students of the True, of the Fair, of the
Good.

[From the very beautiful little bust in the Florence Gallery. He wears the
" strophium " as a mark of his great honours. This bust possesses a great
claim to authenticity, ou account of the name being deeply cut upon it in
Greek letters of the antique form. There is a similar bust in the ^Naples
Museum, of the same size, and inscribed with the name of Plato.]

17. AifiiSTHE^fES. Philosopher.

[Date and place of birth unknown. Died at Athens. Aged TO. J

He is the founder of the Cynic philosophy and flourished about b. c. 375.
He taught the love of poverty and labour, the renunciation of all the plea-
sures and conveniences of life, and contempt for everything but virtue, in
which only he allowed true happiness to consist. It is said that Antisthene.s
left more books than scholars. But Socrates was his friend and Diogenes his
pupil. His countenance did credit to his creed : it was severe, and looked
the more terrible from his dishevelled hair and hanging beard. He taugUt



in the Grymnasium at Athens, called Cynosarges ; and hence the name of his
school—the Cynic.

[From tlie marblo in tihe Vatican. It was found in the rains of Hadrian's Villa,
and is of great beauty. It resembles anotlier bust in the Vatican, which
was found in the villa of Cassius at Tivoli, but which is of less merit, except
that it bears his name. The portrait agrees precisely with the descriptions
given of Antisthenes by the ancients.]

t8. Diogenes. Philosopher.

[Born at Sinope, in Asia Minor, about b.o. 412. Died at Corinth, e.g. 323 or 324.
Aged 90.]

Having heen detected with liis father, a banker, in some dishonest
transaction, Diogenes went to Athens, where he became the pupil of Anti-
sthenes, and adopted the Cynic philosophy. He carried his contempt for
riches and the usages of society to an extravagant excess. He subsisted on
charity, and slept where he could. Some doubt is thrown upon the story of
his living in a tub. He said that all the vicissitudes of fortune which
constitute tragedy, had been realized in him, but that patience had raised
him above them all. When advanced in years he was taken by pirates to
Crete, and there sold as a slave. Regaining his freedom, he revisited
Athens and Corinth, and in the last-named city had his memorable
interview with Alexander the Great. He inculcated morality, but despised
intellectual pursuits. His disposition was kind and humorous, though his
statue has an acute and caustic countenance.

[Prom the marble in the Sala delle Muse of the Vatican. It is verified by its
close resemblance to the head of a little statue in the Villa Albani at Eome,
representing the Cynic perfectly nude, and accompanied by his dog. It is
said that he sometimes appeared in the streets in this state, after having
anouited his body, a piece of eccentricity that gave rise to the joke of
Juvenal, that the Stoics differed from the Cynics only in the shirt, "tunica
tantum." There is in the Villa Albani an antique "bas-relief representing
Alexander the Great standing before the Cynic in his tub.]

19. Demosthenes. Greek Orator.

[Born at Athens, B.C. 381. Died in the isle of Calauria, opposite Argolis, b.c. 322.
Aged 59.]

A chief, if not the chief of

—

" Those ancients, whose re,sistless eloquence
Wielded at will that fierce Democracie,
Shook th' Arsenal, and fulmin'd over Greece,
To Macedon and Artaxerxes' throne."*

This eloquence in Demosthenes—^to the modem mind, the one unrivalled exem-
plar of the ancient Greek oratory—Avas like a trained atlilete, living nerve and
bone. WhenAthens laydauntedunderthesuccessesof Philip of Macedon, Demos-
thenes, by the sole power of speech, roused the people to energetic warfare. His
style was fit for siistaining argument on the destinies of gi-eat nations. It was
simple, severe, lofty, vehement, and of irresistible power. He acquired this

consummate mastery, having, by an invincible perseverance, vanqui.shed

seemingly invincible natural obstacles. At one period of his life Demosthenes
was accused of receiving a bribe from Harpalus, a Macedonian General,
who fled to Athens, to escape the vengeance of Alexander. He quitted
Athens. Upon the death of Alexander he returned to the city ; but the
Athenian arms proving unsuccessful against Antipater, the ruler of
Macedx)nia, the life of the orator was demanded by the conqueror.

^ JParadiee Regained.

I
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Demostlienes fled again—tMs time to tlie isle of Calauria—where he took

poison to save Mmself from the swords of the soldiery. Looking upon
the deep, contemplative, sad brow, fignred in stone, we might well fancy-

that we see, gleaming there, a too real consciousness of the requital await-

ing even the greatest Athenian, for services which no reward could

measure.

[From the marble in tlie Louwe. Several busts in various colleetions had been
called Tei-ence, Pythagoi-as, Plato, and other names, when there were dug
Tip in Herculaneum two bronze heads, on one of which was the name of

Demosthenes ; it was at once perceived that the busts above referred to
had been wrongly named ; for they one and all represented the great oi-ator.

A veiy beautiful carved medallion in amethyst exists also at Rome, which is

an undoubted likeness of him. For an account of the statues of Demosthenes
see Nos. 308 and 321 in the Handboolc to the Eoman Court and N.ave.]

20. EriCTJETJS. Phihsoijher,

[Born probably at Samos, in Greece, B.C. 342. Died at Athens, B.C. 270. Aged 72.]

The system of Epicurus has Tjaen much misrepresestSu. He did not
.teach mere refined animal eBjoyment. Ss considered indeed human happi-
ness as the end of pliilosophy, and he defined happiness as pleasure,

—

pleasure itself being defined as perfect independence, self-reliance, and
contentment. The great aim of his ethics Avas to point out the way to

the attainment of such happiness. The habits of Epicurus were temperate
and frugal. During the later years of his life, he was afflicted with much
physical suftering, and he bore it with fortitude and patience. He held his
celebrated school, which founded the sect bearing his name, in a garden
purchased by him at Athens.

20a. Meteodoeits. Greeh FMlosopJier.
[Bom either at Lampsacus or Athens, n.c. 329. Died B.C. 277. Aged 52

A_ devoted follower of Epicurus, between whom and his disciple the closest
friendship subsisted. Upon the death of Metrodorus, Epicurus provided
for Ids childi-en. But Metrodorus failed to do ju.stice to the philosophy of
his_ mastei- ; and was the first to attach to the Epicurean idea the sensual
notions that have ever since, more or less, been identified vdth it.

[The master and liis intimate friend and disciple united. Busts of Epicurus are
common. Such was the enthusiasm of his followers, that his portrait was
multiplied in eveiw way, and even the furniture of rooms engraved with his
name. This double terminal is from the Capitoline Museum7 at Eome, and
bears the names of the two philosophers. It was dug up at Rome in 1742,
when the foundations were maldng for Sta. Maria Maggiore. Epicurus is
identified also by a beautiful and perfect little bronze fomid at Herculaneum
amongst the i-emaias of a library of a disciple of Epicurus ; which bronze
is now in the Kaples Museum.]

21. Ze^o. Founder of the Stoic FUloso2)hy.
[Born at Citium, in the Isle of Cypi-us, about b.c. 362. Tear of death uncertain.]

The son of a merchant, and himself a trader. Whilst pursuing his
vocation, he obtained some works on the Socratic philosophy ; read them
with eagerness, and resolved to abandon trade for i)hilosophy. Became a
disciple of the Cynics ; then a pupil of Stilpo of Megara ; then lent an ejw:

to the expo!5itors of Plato. After twenty years' study and inquiry, he turned
aside from all existing schools, and created one for Mmself. The place
chosen by him for his instructions Avas a poi-tico, adorued on the wall Avith.

paintings byPolyguotus, hence called " The Variegated Porch" {Stoa Foiale)
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Thus lie and Ms pupils -were called Stoics. They placed happiness in virtue.
Virtue is—to liye, by the rule of right reason, a life consistent with itself and!

with universal nature : and lifts above all consideration of pleasui-es and
paias. The absolute moral rectitude of volition and action is the steeriag
star. But that secured—^the humanities, courtesies, and customs of life are
not, after the fashion of the Cynics, to be slighted and trampled upon. Zeno
commands our respect by the purity of his life. He lived to a great age, though
of weakly constitution, by dint of regularity and moderation. He had a
serious and thoughtful countenance, corresponding to the severity of the
doctrines he taught. In his 98th year, quitting lik school, he fell to the
ground and broke his finger.

'

' Why am I thus importuned ? " he ex-
claimed, "Earth, I obey thy summons." He went home, and strangled
himself.

[From the marble in the Sala dellc Muse of the Vatican. It was identified by
the stooping attitude of the neck, a slight deformity which is referred to by
the contemporaries of Zeno. For an account of the statue of this philosopher,
see No. 327, Sandbook to Roman Court and Nave.]

22. Alexander the Thibd, sirrnamed the G-eeat. Xing of
Macedonia, B.C. 336—323.

[Born at Pella, in Macedonia, b.o. 356. Died at Babylon, B.C. 323. Aged 82.]

The pupil of Aristotle, and the conqueror of the worlcL He ascended the
throne of Macedon in the twentieth year of Ms age. Shortly afterwards hs'

reduced tlie chief cities of Greece, and rased Thebes sparing only the
house of the poet Pindar. In Ms twenty-second year, he crossed the
Hellespont, and turned his arms against the Persian king, Darius, whom
he defeated. He conquered Phcenicia, Damascus, and Tyre. Taking Gaza,,

he passed into Egypt, subdued it, and founded the city of Alexandria.

Here, in the madness of his ambition, he claimed divine honours. In
331, B.C., he again attacked Darius, and destroyed the Persian monarchy.
Babylon, Susa, and Persepolis, next paid homage to his arms. A change
now came over the victor, hitherto temperate and forgiving. He gave
rein to his passions, and committed acts of cruelty and excess. But Ms-

activity was still incessant. He advanced victoriously to the Indus, and
marched back in triumphal procession to Babylon, Avhere, still full of mighty
plans of conquest, he fell a victim to intemperance, took fever and died in the
thirteenth year of Ms reign. There was no mediocrity in the character of
Alexander. His vices were great, and Ms virtues magnificent. His heart,

and mind led Mm to the extremes of good and evil. His lust of domimon
amounted to insane passion. In accordance with Ms wish, his body,

enclosed in a golden coffin, was conveyed to Alexandria, and there

deposited in a ricMy adorned sarcophagus,-—^now supposed to be in the

British Museum. The military skill of Alexander was of a Mgh order. His
movements were rapid, decided, and well-directed :—;he made great use of
his cavalry. His conquests rendered eastern Asia accessible to European
enterprise. He retained his aifection for his early instructor, Aristotle, to
the last, sending, from the scenes of Ms Eastern conquest, strange ammals
for the study of the great naturalist. In A.sia, to this hour, the exploits

of "Iskander," are told by the people to their children.

[From the marble in the Louvre, inscribed with his name. It was dug up near
TivoU in 1779, and afterguards presented to Napoleon by the discoverer, the
Chevalier d' Azara. It was by this bust, aided by the evidence of the coins,
that all the portraits of Alexander were verified. Notwithstanding- the
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numerous statues, busts, and pictures of this renowned conqueror wMcli
are mentioned by ancient writers, only few now remain. One of the
characteristics of the liead is the curling up of tlae hair at the back, as
though a circlet had given the hair that form, and it is said he was the first

to wear a diadem. The pecuhar rising up of the hair in front is also a
characteristic of Alexander. A very beautiful little equestrian bronze was
found at Hercnlaneum in 1751, conjectured at the time to be a copy of the
statue of Alexander, by Lysippus. No. 22a, the inscription on which is

evidently modern, is from the Berlin Museum.]

22a. Alexais-dee the Third, surnamed the Great.

23. Phocion. Athenian Statesman and General.

[Born in Attica, B. c. 402. Died at Athens, B.C. 317. Aged 85.]

He rose from the ranks of the people, and soon obtained military distinc-

tion
;

exHbiting, wlieiiever tried, great bravery and foresight. He was
forty-five times named general. He was opposed to the Macedonians, over
whom, by his moderation, valour, and prudence, he obtained signal

advantages. When, in his age, Athens—placed throitgh the rejection

of his sagacious counsels at the mercy of the Macedonians— was occu-
pied by a foreign garrison, Phocion, whose integrity was invulneraUe,
was suspected by his countrymen of treachery, and forced to swallow
liemlock. His body was denied burial, and cast beyond the confines of

Attica
;
yet, according to the spirit of those singular times, in which the

wildest barbarity co-existed with the purest heroism, and towering ingratitude

seemed to be enacted only to make way for splendid remorse, his ashes
were subsequently brought back to Athens, his accusers put to death,

and a statue was raised to his honour. IPhocion was surnamed '
' the

Good." Alexander, surnamed "the Great," endeavouring to mn him from,

his loyalty, oftered him riches and the choice of four cities in Asia. The
answer of Phocion bespoke the spotless character of the man. '

' If Alexander
really esteems me," he said, "let him leave me my honesty."

[From the statue, No. 324, for account of which see Handbook of Roman Court
and Nave.]

24. AlCiBiADES. Athenian General..

[Born at Athens, B.C. 450. Died inPhrygia, B.C. 404. Aged 45.]

The nephew of Pericles, in whose house he was brought up. He was
beautiful in his youth, and he maintained his beauty throughout life,—

a

personal advantage of which he was not a little conscious. He was the pupil
of Socrates, towards whom he entertained a sincere regard and friendship to

the last. He entered early into the service of the Republic, and soon distin-

guished himself by his eloquence and feats of arms. Accused ofirreligion, he
quitted Athens and took refuge in Sparta, where he betrayed the designs of
his country, and also abused the hospitality of the Spartan king. Returning
to Athens he gained several -victories at the head of her armies, and recovered
his position, but only to lose it again in consequence of his ill-success in an
expedition against Andi-os. By order of the '

' Thirty Tyrants," established by
Lysander in Athens, he was at length assassinated. Alcibiades was re-

markable for acti-STity, eloquence, and address. He was very plaiisible, very
versatile, very unscrupulous, and a great dissembler. His unabashed
audacity was matchless, but it was relieved, as well as heightened, by good
nature, and good humour. He was also selfish, and ambitious, and inor-
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dinately vain. He liad a slight defect in his speech, and conld not pro-
nounce the letter R.

[From the marble in the Sala dello Muse of the Vatican. It has upon it the first

four letters of Alcihiades' name. By an inferior artist, and probably of a late
date. It conveys no idea of the beauty of this fiery-hearted soldier. No.
24a. is a much finer head, but is not entitled to the same confidence as a
portrait. Alcibiades is said to have been the model for Cupids and Mercur'ies
in his youth. He received all the honours of portraiture from the Athenians,
who made several statues of him in bronze, and the Romans placed his
statue in the Forum by the side of one of Pythagoras.]

24a. Alcibiades. Athenian General.

25. Miltiades. Athenian General.

[Date and place of birth unknown. Died B.C. 489.]

An Athenian. Succeeded his father Cimon as "Tyrant" of the Thracian
Chersonesus. He accompanied Darixis on Ms expedition into Scythia. He
was snbseqnently driven out of the Chersonesus by the Persians, and fled to

Athens, where he resumed his rights as an Athenian citizen. He was
one of the ten generals chosen by the Athenians to resist the Perrsian

^ invasion, hut by the consent of his colleagues he was invested with sole

command. He defeated the Persians imder Datis and Artaphemes, at Mara-
thon (b. c. 490), and saved Greece. The victory, as well for the import of

its consequences as for the disproportion between the numbers engaged, is

one of the most memorable recorded in history. Afterwards intrusted with
the command of a fleet, with which he attacked the Island of Paros, to

gratify a private enmity. This expedition proving unsuccessful, Miltiades

was impeached, condemned to a fine, and thrown into prison, where he died
of Jiis wounds.

[The hero of Marathon received all portrait honours from the Athenians.
Pliny relates that Panpenus, the brother of Phidias, painted a picture of the
battle with porti-aits of the generals ; and the great sculptor himself made a
statue of the conqueror, the cost of which was appropriately paid out of the
spoils of the Persians. It was placed in the Temple of Apollo at Delphi.
The bust, No. 25a, is in the Louvre ; it was found on the Celian Hill at
Rome. The back part of the helmet has sculptured upon it the furious bull
of Marathon which Theseus killed, and which Miltiades wears as a trophy of
valour. This porti-ait has been identified by a bust engraved with the
name, described by Fulvius Ursinus, but which is ujifortuuately lost.]

25a. Miltiades. Athenian General.

26. AsPASiA.

[Bom at Miletus, in Asia Minor. Date of birth and death unknown ; but in
the fifth century B.C.J

A woman of great beauty and intellectual power, and the contemporary
of Pericles, who was her lover, and over whom she gained unbormded sway.
Her house was the resort of the greatest and most learned men in Athens,
and Socrates, Plato, and Alcibiades were her frequent guests. She is the
fii'st of her sex whose portrait has been handed down from hoary antiquity

unto the present time. It is related that Pericles learnt political wisdom
from her instmction, and took eloquence from her lips. Pericles rewarded
his instructress by saving her life through his eloquence and tears, when,
like Socrates, Aspasia was arraigned on the charge of impiety. After the
death of Pericles, Aspasia attached herself to an obscure man of the name of

Lysicles, whom she advanced by her instructions to high of6.ce in the
Athenian republic.

[From the marble in the Vatican, which, is inscribed with her name. This form
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of bust is rare or women ; but it is tliought to ha^e been cjiosen purposely,
to show the superiority of one who gave counsel to Pericles and taught,
they say, Socrates eloquence. Her great celebrity is guaranteed by this

monumentj which is the earliest antique Greefe pQr,tEait of a lady.]

27. Peeicles. Athenian Statesman.

[Born at Athens, B.e. 494 Died B.C. 429. Aged 65.]

For forty years at tlie liead of the administration in Athens
;
twenty-fiTe

years in conjunction with others, and iifteen years alone. He was the pupil

of Anaxagoras, from whom Ee derived philosophic equanimity and lofty

principle. The eloquence of Pericles was a grand characteristic of the man,
but not the grandest. When dying, he affirmed that his gTeatest honour
had been, '

' that no Athenian, through his means, had ever put on mourn-
ing." He promised the Athenians immortality ; he secured it by means
of the memorials of beauty which he left on the Athenian soil, now
upwards of two thousand years ago. His oratory was rapid, penetrating,

condensed, energetic, persuasive, graceful, and fertile in resoui'ces. His
botmdless influence was never degraded to unworthy purposes. Architec-

ture, sciili^ture, and literature, reached their highest j)oiat under his

protecting hand. Phidias was his director of public works
;

Sophocles

and Euiipides were his favoured friends. He governed with moderation

and justice, and eschewing all aggression for the mere sake of conquest,

endeavoured by eveiy means to consolidate the dominion and to confirm the

maritime power of Athens. His eloquence was the golden sceptre of his

rule. He died in the great plague of Athens.

[Pliny mentions a painted portrait of him by Aristolaus, and Christodorus
states that his statue in bronze existed at Constantinople. Phidias, it is

said, sculptured the portrait of his illustrious patron on the shield of the
great Minerva, and the busts of him are taken from this figure. This bust
is from the British Museum. There is also a bust of Pericles in the Vatican,
which has the name on the breast. He wears the Corinthian helmet.]

28. PisiSTRATTTS. " TyranV^ of Athens.^

[Bi)m. about b.c. 612. Died at Athens, b. c. 527.]

A prince who made his way to power by questionable means, but who
made of power a noble and an exemplary use. When Solon established his

constitution, and quitted Athens, Pisistratus headed one of the rival factions

that instantly rose up. He seized the citadel of Athens (b.o. 560), but was
subseqxiently driven from the city by the united efforts of his foes. After

six years' absence he regained Athens hy a stratagem, hut, again expelled,

suffei'ed another exile for the space of ten years. He retxu'ned for a

second time, and vanquished those who opposed him, assumed power, and
maintained his position until his death. His rule was moderate, just, and

productive of great benefit to the Athenian people. He encouraged litera-

ture and the drama, protected religion, and regarded the interests of the

poor. To him we owe the first written text of the whole ofthe po6ms of Homer.
He is also said to have been the first in Greece to collect a library for public

use. He gave Athens repose, during which she nourished the elements of

her future strength and power.

[Prom the mai-ble, which has hitherto been called a Pericles, in the Eospigliosi
Palace at Rome.]

* The title " Tyrant " in the old republics, meant only " absolute monarch."
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29. PeeiaI^dee. Tyrant ''^ of Corinth.

[Born at Corinth, about B.C. 670. Died about B.C. oSS.]

One of the "Seven Wise Men of Greece," and the son of Cypselus,
"Tyrant" of Corinth, whom he sncceeded B.C. 625. The first years of his
government were distinguished by moderation and wisdom, but afterwards
he exercised great cruelty towards his family and people. He reigned
many years.

[From the marble in the Vatican, which is remarkably well preserved. It bears
' his name in Greek letters. It was found in, 1780, near Tivoli, in the house

of Cassius, with the heads of Bias, Solon, Thales, Pittacus, and Cleobulus
and probably formed part of the Gallery of Cassius, the letters being of the
Eoman time. In the British Museum there is another original marble of
this philosopher, which formerly was in the Palace of Sixtus V. at Rome.]

30. Ltcijegtjs. Laioyiver.

[Date and place of birth and death unknown.]

Lycurgus holds an ambiguous place between tradition and history. Nothing
authentic is known of him, and a touch of the fabulous pervades his story.

He is said to have been of the line of Spartan kings, and, after having
travelled in nearly all countries of the world, to have brought back his laws
to Sjaarta, whose constitution he remodelled. Quitting Sparta, he exacted a
promise from the Spartans that they would not alter his laws until his-

return. He never retui-ned. He was honoured with a temple and a yearly
sacrifice. He inculcated, according to the tradition, rigid discipline, imques-
tioning obedience, and military ardour. f

[From the head of the statue in the Sala delle Muse of the Vatican, Borne. It
is another example of conventional or traditional portraiture, but possesses
one very remarkable confirmation of an accident related in hi.s life. In one
of the disturbances of the populace, he Vv'as struck in the eye ; and it will
be observed that one eye of the bust has the peculiar appearance of being
useless. Visconti, who noticed this peculiarity, iirst named the statue
Lycurgus. Thera is a head in the Naples Museum which corresponds with
this, and both are confirmed by the medals which bear his name. The drill
holes about the beard are interesting, as they prove that the ancient sculptors
worked on the same plan as the moderns.]

31. PosiDiPPUS. Comic Poet.

[Born at Cassandreia, in Macedonia. Date of birth and death unknown.]

Nothing is known of his life or death. He Avas an Athenian comic poet,
of "The New Comedy," and his first dramas appeared b,c. 289. He was
the last, in. order of time, of the six Avho are mentioned by the anonymous
writer on comedy, as the most celebrated poets of the New Comedy. He is
said to have written forty plays, of which little more than the titles of
eighteen are preserved. No accurate judgment can be formed of his style •

some of his subjects, judging from the titles, must have been licentious.

[For accovmt of this statue, see Handbook to Roman Court and Nave, No. 291.3

32. Menandee. Comic Poet.
[Born at Cephissia, near Athens, b. c. 342. Died probably at Athens, b.c. 290. Aged 52.}

The model writer of " The New Comedy," w^hich substituted for the per-
sonalities of the "Ancient Comedy," a more faithful portraiture of the vices
and follies of men. A few fragments only remain of his numerous works.
His plays are said to haA^e presented a most true and lively reflexion of the
manners and morals of his age. He had many imitatox-s amongst the Greeks
and Romans, and Plautus and Terence profited by his writings. Only eight
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of his plays were crowned. He "was probably in advance of Ms time and
audience.

[For account of this statue, see Handbook to Greek Court, No. 290.]

33. PosiDOJsriTJS. Oreeh PhilosopJier.

[Born at Apameia in Syria, about 185 years B.C. Died, probably at Eome, about
51 B.C.]

A writer on History, Astronomy, Astrology, Cosmograpliy, and Grammar,
but none of his works remain ; a great scholar and trareller. A Stoic in

philosophy, yet desirous of bringing all systems pf philosophy into harmony.
He suffered much from illness. Pompey visited Mm during a sharp attack

of gout, but during his agony lie sustained an argument with the orator

Hermagoras to prove that pain is no evil.
'

' Torment me if you will, oh
Pain !" he exclaimed, " I shall not admit pain to be an evil, a bit the more
for that."

[For account of this statue, see Handbook to Roman Court and Nave, No. 307.]

EOMAN COIJRT.

ENTERING BY THE CENTRE ARCH FROM THE NAVE.

*

{Numbers commencing on the right.)
^

ROMAN EMPERORS.

34. KuMA PoiiPiLiTJS. Second King of Rome,
[Born at Cures, in tke country of tbe Sabines.]

The life of ISTuma Pompilius belongs to the realm of fable. "His
name," saj's Dr. Smith, "represents the rule of law and order, and to him
are ascribed all those ecclesiastical institutions which formed the basis of the

ceremonial religion of the Romans." The legend attached to Numa describes

him as the mildest, wisest, and most %4rtuous of men. After his

election to the throne, vacated by Romulus, his first care was to ame-
liorate the condition of his people, and to legislate on behalf of religion.

He reigned thirty-nine years in uninterrupted peace. It is suggested

that as Numa was reputed chosen from amongst the Sabines, the

Romans, in all probability, drew their religious institutions from that nation,

rather than from the Etruscans.

[From the bust in the Vatican at Eome.]

55. AUGUSTirs. Roman Emperor, B.C. 30—^A.D. 14.

[Born at Rome, B.C. 63. Died at Nola, in Campania, a.d. 14. Aged 76.]

The first Roman Emperor. Trained for his public career by his great-

uncle, Julius Cffisar. After the death of Cassar (b.o. 44), he formed with
Antony and Lepidus the league kno^vn as the triumvirate. But subsequently

quarrelling with Antony, and overcoming him, he annexed Egypt to Rome,
and became sole master of the State. His reign was tranquil, and he
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conciliated the people. His disposition appears to have been cold ; he lired

simply, and despised pomp and pageantry.

[Suetonius mentions the handsome features of Aiigustus as well preserved in his
old age. He is described with eyebrows meeting and thick, the ears small
and well formed, the nose finely chiselled. There are several busts of him
taken at diflerent periods. This Bust is from tlie Statue Gallery of the
Vatican. It reisresents him in old age wearing a fillet and a modal bearing
the effigy of his wife Livia. No. 35a is a portrait at a younger period ; it is
from the Museo Chiaramonti of the Vatican. There is a noble statue of him
in the " toga " in the Bas-relief galleiy, see No. 80, Handbook of Greek
Court.]

35a. Atjg-ustus. Homan Emperor.

36. JfEKo—Claudius C^sae Deusus. Roman JEmmror. a.d.
54—68.

[Born at Antium, in Latium, a.d. 87. Died near Eome, 68. Aged 31.]

When we desire to express in a word the height of sanguinary cruelty
and atrocious tyranny, the name of Nero at once occurs to us. He was the-

son of Domitins Ahenoharhiis, and of the infamous Agrippina, through
whose intrigues he was adopted hy Claudius, to the exclusion of his owa
son, as successor to the throne. Nero's government, at first moderate
and prudent, soon degenerated into fearful licenticusness. He poisoned
Britannicus, the son of Claudius ; he assassinated his mother ; he divorced
and murdered his wife Octavia, the daughter of Claiidius, in order to marry
the beautifnl and depraved Popp£ea ; he set fire to Eome, and put many
Christians to death, on the pretence that they had caused the conflagration ;

he killed Poppsea by a brutal kick, and he ordered executions and perpe-
trated wrongs of all kinds, and without number. The Roman world was
at length tired of this monster ; an insurrection broke out in Gaul ; and
Galba, the governor of Spain, was proclaimed Emperor, Rome followed the
example of the provinces, and rose in insim-ection. Nero took to flight,

and gave himself a mortal wound, when he heard the trampling of the
horses on which his pursuers were mounted. It is said that in his youth he was
instructed in many branches of knowledge—that he wrote poetry, and had
some skni in music. His criminal career may possibly have been the result

of furious insanity—we tMnk, at least of a lunatic, when we read that Nero
appeared on the Roman stage as an actor, and played the fiddle whilst
the city was burning.

[Prom the marble in the Louvre. The circlet round his head was wornby him to
imitate the rays of the sun ; the holes for the rays are obser\'ablc. No. 36a,
the bust crowned with laurel, is from the Statue Gallery of the Vatican.]

36a. Keeo—Claudius C^sae Deusus. Roman Emperor,

37 (outside). Tibeeius—Claudius Neeo C^esae. Roman Emperor,
A.D. 14—37.

[Born, B.c, 42. Died at Misenum, a.d. 37. Aged 79.]

Son of Titus Claudiiis Nero, and of Livia, whose second husband was
Augustus. The successor of his stepfather and the husband of Julia the
daughter of x\ugustus. During his earlier years of rule he governed vnth
moderation and justice

;
but, growing suspicious of those around him, he

patronized a detestable class of men who acquired infamy in the state under
the title of *' Delatores," or " Informers," and by establishing in its utmost
extent the law of tesa majestas (high treason) obtained opportunity to the
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shedding of some tase, and of mucli honourable Ijlood. He also became a
religions persecutor, unfilial, bateful of the rising glorj"^ of other men, and
sensual. He quitted Rome, a.d. 26, and never returned to the city.

He took up Ms residence in the delicious island of Caprese, Ijdng off the
Campanian coast. Mean, timid, irresolute, insincere : yet -wise in his

generation, with some penetration and political skill. He TVTote a brief

commentary of his life. His youthful name has been immortalized by
Horace. In the reign of Tiberius and in the year 33, Jesus Christ suffered

crueifixion ia Judea, under "the condemnation of Pontius Pilate.

38 {outside). Claudius I.

—

Tibekius Claudius Deusus Neeo G-ee-
MAATicus. Roman Empej-or, a.d. 41—54.

[Born at Lyons, in Gaul, e.c. 10. Died. a.d. Si. Aged 64.]

Fourth in the series of Roman Emperors. Called to the throne in his
fiftieth year, upon the murder of his nephew Caligula. Branded as a
tyi-ant, but ought rather to be pitied for his weakness, timidity, Tacillation,

and utter helplessness. He was the sport of the wicked, and the victim of
his own wretched feebleness. Unfortunate in every relation of life. His.

tliii-d wife was the notorious Valeria Messalina ; Ms fourth, Ms own niece,

the shameless Agrippiaa, who prevailed upon the half-witted Emperor ta
disinherit his offspring in favour of her son Fero, and who afterwards
caused the unhappy Claxidius to be poisoned. The rule of this Emperor,
Avhen left to himself, is described as mild and popular ; but he had seldom
the advantage of independent action, and in the hands of others he was
robbed of moral will. Fond of building, Claudius raised the Claudian
aqueduct. He wrote Creek as well as Latin, and composed some works on.

Mstory, besides memoirs of Ms own life.

39, GrALBA

—

Servius Sulpicius. Eoman Emperor, a.d. 68-69.
[Born at Terracina, in Italy, e.g. 3. Died at Rome, a.d. 69. Aged 73.]

The successor of Nero ; and governor of Spain when he was raised to the
supreme dignity. A strict military disciplinarian, and remarkable for care
and prudence. But when Emperor, Ms prudence became avarice, and he
practised sordid measures, under the plea of imitating the frugality of the
ancients. His mggardliness gave offence to the military and to the citizens,

who had been used to festivals under Nero ; and in his old age, Galba was
cut do-wm in the streets of Rome. He reigned 7 months.

[Fi'om tlie marble in tlie Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

39 * Yespasiax—Titus Flavius Sabifus Vespasiastus. Roman
Emperor, A.D. 69-70.

[Bom at Nursia, iu the country of tlie Sabiaes, a.d. 9. Died at Cutilise, in the
comitiy of the Sabines, a.d. 79. Aged 69.]

Of low origin. Went to Britain and subdued the Isle of Wight. Afterwards
sent to the East by Nero against the Jews, and was proclaimed Emperor by
his troops at Alexandria. On the death of Vitelbus proceeded to Rome,
where, as Emperor, he restored order, reformed abuses, and improved the-

condition of the empire. He commenced the ColLseum. A great Emperor,
popular v^ith Ms army, upright, conscientious, simple in Ms living, and
affable in Ms manners.

[Eor account of the colossal Bust of Vespasian, see Handbook to Roman Coiurt
and Nave^ No. 33S.]
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40. Caliguxa. Boman Emperor, a.d. 37—41.

[Born at Antium, in Latium, a.d. 12. Died at Eome, A.D. 41. Aged 29.]

Son of Germanicus and Agrippina. His real name "was Cains Csesar,

bnt called Caligula by the soldiers, from his wearing in his boyhood small

caligaa or soldier's boots. Passed his boyhood in his father's camp in Germany.
On the death of Tiberius he became Emperor, and for a time ruled wisely.

On recovering, however, from a severe illness, he perpetrated acts of horror

characteristic of a madman. He murdered the innocent for his amusement,
and married and dissolved his marriages in the most shameless manner.
His favourite horse he raised to the Consulship, and he deiiied himself.

After passing three years in raving crime and folly, he "was struck down by
the conspirator's sword.

[From the marble in the Gallery of the Emperors, of the Capitoline Museum.
Busts of Caligula are very rare, because, like those of Commodus, they were
as far as possible destroyed, on account of his atrocities. Ho is said to
have had a complexion of repulsive paleness. Suetonius alludes to his thin
hps and expression of confirmed dissimulation.]

41. YiTELLius—AtTLTJS. Boman Emperor, a.d. 69.

[Born on the Island of Caprese, a.d. 15. iDied at Rome, a.d. 69. Aged 54.J

A royal glutton. He commanded in Lower Germany, where his popu-

larity with the troops led to his being proclaimed Emperor by the soldiers at

Cologne. Vitellius succeeded Otho, and reigned eight months after the

death of the latter, when he was miirdered. Avaricious of money for the

sake of what it would purchase for the stomach. The life of Vitellius is told

when we state that it was devoted to eating, drinkrag, and acts of cruelty.

It was his boast that the infamous Nero was his chosen model.

[From the Louvre. Pull of the character of the man—^bloated and debased.
He is said to have spent nine millions of sesterces in suppers.]

42. Neeta—Maecus Cocceius. Boman Emperor, a.d. 96—98.
[Born at Namia, in Ilmbria, a.d. 32. Died at Rome, a.d. 98. Aged 64.]

Pliny says that the commencement of the reign of Nerva was the era of

returning freedom ; and Tacitus praises the same Emperor, for reconciling

supreme authority with the liberty of the citizen. He succeeded the

Emperor Domitian, who was murdered, and his first care was to restore

tranquillit}^, and to repair the effects of his predecessor's tyranny. He put

an end to the persecution of the Christians, attended to the wants of the

poor, and exercised a rigid economy. Gentleness and goodness were marked
features in his character.

[From the gallery of the Emperors in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

43. Titus—rLAYius Sabinus Yespasianits. Boman Emperor,
A.D. 79—81.

Bom at Eome, a.d. 40. Died at Cutiliae, in the country of the Sabrnes, a.d. 81.

Aged 41.]

Elder son of the Emperor Yespasian, and one of the best of the Roman
emperors. It was he who besieged and destroyed Jerusalem (a.d. 70) : he also

completed the Coliseum at Rome, and during his reign Pompeii and
Herculaneum were buried by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius (a.d. 79). As a
soldier and general, his conduct marked by great humanity and bravery. As
Emperor, administered the laws justly and improved the condition of his

people by whom he was beloved, "The being beloved," to use the words
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ef Voltaire, constituted Ms greatest glory. Possessed great intellectual

refinement and delicacy of feeling. It is said that he was poisoned hy his

brother Domitian, who was impatient to succeed to the empire.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome. Busts of Titus are not
common : yet his statues were in every house, on account of his popularity.
For an eDgraviag of one, see Handbook_^of Roman Court and Nave, j

44. DoMiTiAJT—Titus Flayius Sabinus. Roman JEmperor, a.d,
81—96.

[Born at Rome, a.d. 51. Died there, A.D. 96. Aged 45.]

Son of the Emperor Vespasian, and iDrother of Titus. He was bloody and
cowardly throughout his career. Suetonius says his very virtues were turned
into -^TLces. Before the death of his brother Titus he made many attempts
upon his life, and, during his own reign, he frequently compelled indi-viduals

to undergo the terrors of death, sparing their lives," in order to enjoy the
sight of their sufferings. His government was disastrous for Rome, though
lie boasted annually of great victories, and assumed the title of Grod. Pliny
used to say that the triumphs of Domitian were certain " j)roofs that the
enemy had gained an advantage." Neither talent nor virtue was safe from
his jiersecutions, yet, although the last three years of his life form one
of the most fiightful epochs in history, Domitian had talent and a cultivated

mind. He j)romoted architecture and beautified Rome ; he rebuilt the
libraries which had been burnt in the preceding reign, and sent literary men
to the famous Alexandrine library to make copies of books there, He was
the Adctim of a conspiracy, and the last of the twelve Csesars,

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome. ]

45. Tbajait^—'M. Ulpius Trajanits. Eoman E^nperor, A..V.9S—117.

[Bom at Italica, in Spain, a.d. 52. Died at Selinus, in Cilicia, 117. Aged 65.]

Trajan endeavoured to emulate the glory of Alexander by extending the
Roman Empire in the East, but with imperfect success. He improved
the social and physical condition of his subjects, was easy of access,

possessed good sense, a profound judgment and knowledge of the world.
Not a man of letters himself, he was the friend of Pliny the youngei-, Tacitus,

Plutarch, and Epictetus. He was tall, majestic, robust, and his hair per-

fectly white.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum. Busts of Trajan are not uncom-
mon. The seated statue of Trajan is described under No. 343, in Handbook
to Roman Court and Nave.]

46. Hadrian—PuRLiirs Mljub Hadrianits. Roman Emperor,
A.D. 117—138.

[Born at Rome, a.d. 76. Died there, a.d. 188. Aged 63.]

In his youtli wedded to literature, especially that of Greece. He was the
adopted son of Trajan, ^rtdiom he succeeded as Emperor, in a.d. 117. Travelling
was with him a passion. In a.d. 119, he set forth on ajourney which lasted for
the space of 17 years. He visited Gaul, Britain (where he erected the famous
wall between the Solway and the Tyne), Spain, Africa, and part of Asia.
On a second visit to the East he lost his favourite page Antinous, and his
grief for this youth has since resounded thi-ough the world. Shortly after
his return to Rome in 132, the Jewish war broke out. It ended in the
subjugation and slavery of the chosen people. He was a wise Emperor, a

D

»
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cultivator of the arts, and a lover of peace, though stained with vices of
his age.

[Busts of Hadrian are common. This is from the Eotunda of the Vatican. No.
123 is from a very perfect one in tlie Naples Musetim. For engraving of the
fine statue in the British Museum, see Handbook of Eoman Court and
Nave, p. 13.]

47. Antoninus Pitts. Eomaii Emperor, a.d. 138—161.

[Born near Lanuvium, a.d. 86. Died at Loi-ium, a.d. 161. Aged 74.]

The successor of Hadrian,- and one of the most distinguished of the Roman
Emperors. Improved the condition of his peojjle, and consolidated the
power of the empire by enlightened and conciliatory measures. He was
respected and beloved. Of commanding aspect and dignified demeanour.
A deep-toned melodious voice heightened his native eloquence. One of the
most virtuous princes that ever sat iipon a throne.

[From the marble in the Berlin Museum. There is in the Louvre a bust of
Antoninus Pius, having the head covered with a fold of the toga, and
crowned with ears of wheat, a copy of which is desciibed under No. 381,
Handbook of Eoman Court and Nave.]

48. Mahctjs AuEELrus Antoninus. Moman Emr)eror, a.d. 161

—

180.

[Born at Eomo, a.d. 121. Died at Sirmium, in Pannonia, a.d, ISO. Aged 59 .J

Sumamed "The Philosophei*," One of the best and greatest princes of
antiquity. He succeeded his adoptive father Antoninus Pius in a.d, 161, and
from that tiine until his death, liis public and jn-ivate acts conduced to the
welfare of his people and to the true glory of the empire. His sole
misfortime was to be father of the brutal Commodus, who succeeded
him on the Imperial throne. He was clement, charitable, generous, and
forgiving. His bodily health, always weakly, gave way beneath excessive
labour of mind and body, and his death created universal sorrow. After
the lapse of a hundred years his memory was still held in veneration by the
people. He was of a thoughtful nature. At an early period he admired
the precepts and adopted the costume of the Stoic philosophers. Later
in life he was wont to repeat with great satisfaction the saying of Plato—"How happy would the people be, if philosophers were kings, and kings
philosophers." His "Meditations"—a work in the Grreek language—is

one of the noblest productions of Pagan philosophy.

[From the marble in the Berlin Museum. No. 4Sa is called the young M.
AureHus. The colossal head from the Loiivre is described under No. 344,
Handbook to Roman Court and Nave. The Senate decreed that a bust of
M. Aurelius shou.ld be in every house.]

48a. Maecus AuEEiius Antoninus. Roman Emperor.

49. Peetin^IX-—PuBLius Helvius. Roman Emperor, a.d. 193.

[Bom at Villa Martis, in Liguria, a.d. 126, Assassinated at Rome, a.d. 193. Aged 67.

The son of a charcoal-burner. First a schoolmaster in Liguria, then a
soldier. Rising to imjaortant command, he served in Gfreat Britain and
Africa. Upon the murder of Commodus, the Prsetoi-ians prevailed upon him
to assume the purple. He accepted the honour in difficult times, when virtue
met with as little mercy as vice. He stipulated that the dignity should not
extend beyond himself, to his -^nie or son ; he proclaimed that no man should
be prosecuted for treason ; he at once set about usefid reforms in the state

;
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Ijxit in less than tliree montlis after Ms accession, he vas mmxlered by tlie

isanie Pn^torians, simj)ly because he was too iiiDright and too good a man.
He had a venerable aspect, and was mild and winning in his address.

[From the marble in the Eotunda of the Vatican.]

50. YiSEUS—LuciTJS AujlELlus. Roman Emperor, A.D. 161—169.

[BoruatRome, a.d. 130. Died at Aitinum, in tlie couutry of the Venetij a.d. 169.
Aged 39.]

Licentious and dissolute ; the colleague of Marcus Aurelius in the ampii-e,

and the husband of Lucilla, daughter of the latter. During a four years'

war against the Parthians, Lucius held command of the Eoman army : but,

a drunkard and a gamester, his sole part in the war was to reap the

giorj' of the victories won by his generals. In his youth, he is described

as v/ell made in person
;
frank, simple, and gentle of disposition.

[A colossal Bust of him will be found described under Nos. 831 and 333, in the
Handbook to the Roman Court and Nave. It was found in the same place as
the colossal Marcus Aurelius.]

51. iEEiTJS YEaus. Adoj)ted Emperor.
[Born (uncertain). Died at Borne, a. d., 188.

[

Of a noble Etrurian family. His beauty and literary accomplishments
drew the favour of the Emperor Hadrian, who changing his name, adopted
him for Ms successor. Twice Consul. Governor, for a short time, of

Pannonia. Died suddenly. Of a luxuiious character.

[Prom the marble in the gallery of the Emperors of the Capitolino Jluscuni at
Rome.]

62. Ai-Ti^ius Yehtis. Roman Prijice.

[Bom A.D. 162. Died at Prceneste a.d. 170. Aged 7.]

The son of Marcus Aureli^^s and Faustina,, and the brother of Gommodus,
v/ith whom he was raised to the rank of Csesar, a.d. 166',

[From the marble in the Ijomu-e. Taken when yoiuig. A graceful little Bust,
remarkable for having the i>upil of the eye so firmly indicated.]

53. llAECirs GrALESiirs AK'iojris^TJS. Roman Prince.

[Date and place of birth ixnknown. Flourished a.d. 1-10,]

Son of Antoninus Pius and Annia Graleria Faustina. Nothing is known
of his life or death. His effigy is extant ^rt-ith that of his mother upon a
rare (xreelc coin ; but he is not styled Ciesar in the inscription. Marcus
Ciialerius, no doubt, died before his father became Emperor,

[From the marble in the Gallery of the Bmperors of the Capitohne Museum.]

54. Sevebtjs—^Lttcius Septijiius. Roman Emperor, j^.j>.12Z~211.
p3om at Leptis, in Africa, A.D. 146. Died at Eboraeum (York), a.d, 211. Aged 65.]

His femily was of equestrian rank, and originally came from Gaul. In
A.D. 183, he was commander-in-chief of the a,i-my in Pannonia and Illyricum

;

and on the murder of Pertinax was elected Emperor. He disbanded and
banished the Praetorian guards, re-constituted the army, whose fidelity he
secured, and marched against his two rivals, Pescennius Niger and Clodius
Albinus, the first of whom had been declared Emperor in the East, and the
last, in Gaul. Defeating them both, he passed tM-ee j^ears in the East,
warring against the Parthians, whom he subdued. In a.d. 208, he went to
jjritain, in order to punish the Caledonians. But before his design could be
carried out, he feU liknself a victim—it is said to grief, to the dissensions

D 2
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of liis sons—iu the city of York. He had many kingly qualities, Imt was
without clemency. A rigid disciplinarian, simple and soher in his tastes.

[From tlie marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

55. GoRDiA^TTJs—Maec'tjs Antoniits, siimamed AmiCANirs. Roman
Bmperor^ A.D. 238.

[Born at Rome, a.d. 157. Died at Carthage, in Africa, a.d. 238. Aged 80.]

Born of an honourable family, claiming high descent, and possessing great
-wealth. When iEdile, his pnblic spectacles were pre-eminently magnificent.
At one of them 1000 gladiators fought at once. When aj^pointed Pro-
Consnl in Africa, he was called "The New Scipio," on account of his popular
manners. When eighty years of age he was forced to become Emperor by
the people of Carthage, who would not submit to the ferocious Maximinns,
After a few months' reign, however, he was attacked by Capellianus, the
Procurator of Numidia, and hearing of the fall of his son, strangled himself
with his own belt. A man of extraordinary self-command and sobriety,

and very studious. In his youth he composed a poem in thirty books
;

and, to his latest hour, he passed some portion of the day in the study
of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, and Yii-gil. In temper gentle and affectionate.

[From the mai-lale in the Capitoline Museum at Rome. ]

56. CoMMODUS—Lucius Auhelius. Bonian Emperor, a.d. 180—

•

192.

[Born at Lauuvium, in Italy, a.d. 161. Died at Rome, a.d. 192. Aged 31,]

Son of Marcus Am-elius and Faustina Juruor. It is said that he was
handsome in form and feature. If history can be believed, he was
a monster in hiunan form. He was cruel in hot and cold blood, vain,

cowardly, impious. He appeared many times in the Circus as gladiator, and
condescended to become a butloon for the amusement of the lowest of his

people ; but he is chiefly famous for his human butcheries. He was poisoned
at last by his mistress, Marcia, who was only just in time to save her o^\^^

life, which had been already doomed by her sanguinaiy paramour. His
death gave occasion to almost frantic joy in Pome.

[From the marhle in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

57. Macristus—Marcus Opilius. Roman Umjjeror, a.d. 217—218.

Born at Ctesarea, in Numidia, a.d. 164. Died near Archelais, in Cappadocia, a.d. 218.
Aged 54.]

An Emperor of obscure birth. He is said to have been, in his youth, a
gladiator. When Prajfect of the Praetorian guards, he contrived the murder
of Caracalla, then at Antioch, in order to fulfil the prox^hecy of a
soothsayer, v.dio had predicted his accession to the throne. Elected Emperor
by the soldiers, he was himself dethroned and assassinated in Cappadocia,

after a brief reign of fourteen months. He is represented as haughty,
bloodthirsty, cruel, and cowardly.

[From the marble in the Capitohne M^^seum at Rome.]

58. PupiEifus

—

^Marcus Claudius PuriEifUS Maximus. Roman
JEm^Jeror, A.D. 238.

[Born A.D. 164. Died at Rome, a.d. 2.38. Aged 74.]

Called "the Sad" from the melancholy expression of his countenance.

He was of an obscure family, but a distinguished soldier. After the death
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of the two Gordiani, he -was elected with Balbinus, hy tlie senate, to the
empire, in order to oppose Maximinns ; but that tyrant was soon after

mixrdered by his own soldiers. The Praatorians, however, regretting
Maximinus, assassinated the two Emperors when they were preparing to

depart on separate expeditions.

[From the marble in the CapitoUne Museum at Rome.]

59. Maximik-us—Caitis Julius Yekus. Moman Em/per-or, a.d. 235
—238.

Born oix the confines of Thrace, a.d. 173. Died before Aquileia, a.d. 238. Aged 65.]

An Emperor of Grotliic origin, who was originally a shepherd, and
owed his elevation entirely to his physical power and stature. He stood eight

feet high, and was muscular in proportion. Serving with Alexander Severus
on the Rhine, he excited a mutiny in the troops, in which Alexander and his
mother were assassinated, and he himself declared Emperor by the soldiers.

His reign was marked by mad severity, cruelty, and rapacity, and was
fiercely closed by a band of Prtetorians, who broke into his tent and slev,'

Mm, having first put an end to his son before his eyes. He was a rare
monster. It is related that his thumb was of the girth of a woman's wrist

;

he could wear his wife's bracelet as a ring ; his eyes were inordinately large;

with a kick, he could break the leg of a horse ; and his appetite corresponded
with his muscular development.

[From the marlDle in the Gapitoline Museum at Rome.]

60. Caeacalla. Roman E'mpero7', a.d. 211—217.

fBoru at Lyons in France, a.d. 188. Died in Mesopotamia, a.d. 217. Aged 29.]

In early life remarkable for gentle and pleasing address ; but on the death
of his father, Septimius Severus, he assassinated his brother Greta, who was
left, with himself, joint heir to the throne. Other crimes were added, and,
conscience-stricken, he soon gave rein to the passions of a madman. He
oppressed his citizens by extortionate taxation, and plundered the world for
the means of pajdng for his soldiers and his amusements. He, however,
erected some great monuments in Rome. He was assassinated in Mesopo-
tamia by order of Macrinus, his chief ofiicer.

[All busts of him show the peculiar deformed turn of the neck -with which he
was afflicted.]

61. GrETA—PuBLius Septimius. Roman Emperor, a.d. 211—^212.

[Born at Milan, a.d. 189. Died a.d. 212. Aged 23.]

The second son of Septimius Severus. During his second Consulship pro-
ceeded to Britain (208) and obtained the surname of Britannicus. Upon
the death of Ids father, he and his brother Caracalla were declared joint suc-
cessors to the Imperial crown ; but Geta, at the instigation of Caracalla, was
assassinated in the very arms of his mother, to whom he had fled for refuge.

CaracaUa caused his brother's statues to be destroyed, and his inscriptions

to be obliterated. Greta was depraved in his habits, and unpolished, but
not without some good qualities.

[From the marble in the Gapitoline Museum at Eome.]

62. GoEDiAiirus II.

—

Maecus Aittok^ius. Itoman Emjoeror, a.d. 238.
[Bom, A.D., 192. Died at Carthage, in Africa, a.d. 238. Aged 46.]

Eldest son of Grordianus Africanus, with whom he was proclaimed Emperor,
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in Africa, in opposition to Maximinus. He was defeated and slain by
Capellianus, the Proenrator of Numidia, vho remained faithful to Max-
iminus. His instnictor, Serenus Sammonicus, left him heir to a large library.

Gfordianus II. had a good knowledge of law, and cultivated literature.

[From tlie marble in the Capitoline Museum at Eome.]

63. Decius—Caitts Messius toJfTus Teajakus. liamcm
Emperor, A.D. 249—251. ^

[Born at Bubalia, in Lower Pannouia, a.d. 201. Died near Abricium, a.d. 251.
Aged 50.]

The first of a long line of monarchs who traced an Illyrian ancestry. In A.D.

245, he was entrusted with an important command on the Danube. Shortly
afterwards he was ordered by the Emperor Philippus to calm the rebellious

soldiery of Mcesia
;
but, on attempting to pacify them, he was offered, with a

sword to his breast, the alternative of instant death or the purple. Choosing
the purple, he was opposed in the field by Philippus, who fell. After
reigning thirty months, he met Ms death in battle against the (zoths.

During his short rule, the Christians were bitterly persecuted. It is

diificult to form a just estimate of this Emperor's character. He has been
described as "most amiable, highly accomplished, mild, affable, and brave."
He has also been stigmatized as a monster of inic|uity.

[From the gallery of the Emperors in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

64. Alexandes Seteeus—^IJascus Aueelhts. Uoman Uniperor,
A.D. 222—235.
[Born at Arce, in Phoenicia, a.d. 205-208. Died in Gaul, A.D. 235.]

Elected Emperor on the death of Elagabalus, in a.d. 222. His reign was
marked by a gi-adual improvement in religion, morality, and politics. In
A.D. 232, he drove the Persians iinder Artaxerxes, in defeat across the Tigris.

He was about to advance against the Germans, then ravaging Gard, y/hen he
was murdered, together with his mother Julia Mamsea, by a band of
mutinous soldiers, instigated by the ferocious Maximinus, who seized the
crown. His life was simple and piu'e ; his government considerate and just.

His death caused general regret,

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

05. Heliogabaltjs or Elagabalus—^Yabius Ayitus Bassiantjs.
Uoman Emperor, A.D. 218—222.

[Born at Antioch, a.d. 2M. Assassinated a.d, 222. Aged 18.]

Prom his earliest years a priest of the Sun in the Temple of Emesa,
in Syria : but by the intrigues of his grandmother, Julia M£Bsa, declared
Emperor of Eome, in place of Macrinus, whom he defeated in battle,

and put to death. Elagabalus—so called from his sun-worsliip—the
priest taking the name of the God— introduced into Rome the super-
stitions in Avhich he had been nurttu'ed. By way of strengthening his
power, his grandmother induced him to associate with himself, in the govern-
ment, his cousin Alexander Severus. Eepenting of this act, he was about
to undo it, when a revolt of the Prsetorians decided the cxuestion of rule by
assassinating him and throwing his body into the Tiber. A more worthless
carcase had never floated down the polluted river. His vices were as gross
as his superstitions. He left behind him a smirched and hated name.

[Ail Busts of Mm were ordered to be destroyed by the Senate : they are conse-
quently rare. This is from the Capitoline Museum at Eome. ]
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66. G-ALLrE:sj-Tjs,

—

Pitblius Licimus VAiEUiAiirirs. Roman Emperor,
A.D. 253—268.

[Bom A. D. 218. Died before Milan, A. D. 268. Aged 50.]

Son of Yaleriau. When associated witli his father ia the empii-e, he
commanded Tsdth success against the harbarians on the Pthine and Danube.
In 260, Valerian was made captive by the Persians, and during the eight

years of his imj)risonment. Ids son made no effort to release him. Piome,

whilst Grallienus reigned, was a prey to pestilence, internal rebellion, and
the ravages of foreign nations. In a.d. 268, he laid siege to Milan, v^hither

Aureolus, an invader of Ms empire, had fled for refuge. During the siege

Grallienus fell—it is said by the hands of his own soldiers. His character

Avas very bad. He was cruel, treacherous, and indolent, apathetic to public

disaster, self-indulgent, frivolous, and a glutton.

[From tlie marble in the Capitoline Museum at Eome.]

67. GoRDiAJTTrs III. or Pius— Mabcus AifiONiirs. Roman
Emperor, a.d. 238—244.

[Born A. D. 224. Died near Castrum Circesium, in Mesopotamia, A. d. 244. Aged 20. j

An emperoi', endowed with many good qualities. He was son of the
Consul Junius Balbus and Metia Faustina, daughter of (jordianus Africanus.

When sixteen years old he married the Toeautifui and virtuous daughter of

Misitheus, a wise and eloquent man, v»'hom he appointed Prefect of the
Prffitorians, and by whose pi-udent advice he was successfully guided. Upon,

the death of this able minister, Philip the Arabian contrived to associate

MmseK in the govei-nment with Gfordianus, who shortly afterw.ards fell a
victim, it is supposed, to the conspiracies of his colleague.

[From tlie marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

68. Cahts Julius Yeeus Maximus. Roman Prince.
[Date.and place of birtli unkuown. Died at Aquileia, a.d. 238. Aged 18 or 21.]

Son of the Emperor Maximinus, who, on his accession to the purple in 2 3 5,

raised him to the rant of Csssar. Well ediieated, vain of his personal
beauty, and haughty of demeanoiu-, but not e^il disposed. He was massa-
cred with his father at Aquileia by the rebel Praetorians.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Eome.]

69. Philip the Youi^gee. — Maecus Julius Philippus II,

Roman Rrince.

[Born (place unknown), A.D. 237. Died a.d. 249. Aged 12.]

Son of Philip I,, Emperor of Rome. When seven years old dignified with
the title of Cjesar. When ten years old chosen Consul, and shared the
empire under the title of Augustus. A child of singulai-ly serious tem-
perament. He could never be induced to laugh, and would turn away Ms
head when his father indulged in merriment.

[From the Statue Gallery of the Vatican. ]

70. CAErNLJS—Maecus Aueelius. Roman Emperor, a.d. 283-285.
[Born probably at Eome, a.d. 249. Died inMoesia, a.d. 285. Aged 36.]

Eldest son of tlie Emperor Cams. Was appointed to the command of the
Western Provinces, a.d. *282. In a.d. 283, on the death of his father, was
associated in the government with Ms brother Numerianus, who was assas-
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sinated when Diocletian was proclaimed Emperor by the army in Asia.
Carinits marched against Diocletian, bnt in the moment of triumph he was
slain by one of his own officers, whose domestic happiness he had destroyed,
Cariniis was a brave and skilful general, but a profligate and \'icious man.
He was senstial and ferocious.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Eome.]

71. Julian the Apostate—Flavius Claudius Julianus. Moman
Emperor, a.d. 361—363.
[Born at Constantinople, a.d. 331. Died in Persia, a.d, 363. Aged 32.]

IJnqnestionably a rider of extraordinary capacity and power. He was the
nephew of Constantine the Great, and was brought up in strict seclusion 'hj

the Christians, in order to save him from Constantius II., who, upon his
accession, liad murdered the male members of Jrdian's family. He -withdrew
for a time to Athens ; was thence recalled by the relenting Constantius, and
invested with command in Gaid. He resided chiefly in Paris, and it is

worthy of note that at a time of scarcity in that city, Julian drew Ms
supplies of corn from England. During his stay in Graul, the soldiers

proclaimed him Ejuperor. He marched against Constantinople, but before he
reached the city Constantius had died. Julian, created Emperor, renounced
Christianity for the Paganism of Greece; hence the name which he has
carried as a brand ever since. The Heathens extol this prince, the Christians
blame him. His life at least was pure, and his ride sagacious

; and,
although he naturally hated his former co-religionists, he was no religious

persecutor. After his accession to the throne he carried war into Persia,
where he was slain in battle. He was a prince of profound knowledge, of
great eloquence, and remarkable for philosophic calm. He professed Stoicism.
He was also a writer, and many of his works, displaying reflexion and
inquiring thought, have come down to us.

[Prom the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome. A very interesting
statue of JuUaa will be found described uuder No. 92, Handbook of Greek
Com-fc.J

72. Diocletian—Caius Valekius Aueelius. Moman JEmperor.
A.D. 284—305.

[Born in Dalmatia, A.D. 245. Died. a.d. 313. Aged 68.]

At first a simple soldier, he rose by his own merit to the rank of Captain
of the Palace Guard, an office which he held until the death of JSTumerianus,.
when he was declared his successor. He associated Maximianus with him
in the empire, and appointed Constantius Chlorus and Galerius, Caesars.

At the instigation of Galerius he barbarously persecuted the Christians. In
A.D. 305, he resigned the empire in consequence of growing infii-mities, and
withdrew to Salona, where he cultivated his own garden and lived in-

philosophical retirement. Whilst he held power, he thought less of the
freedom and dignity of Eome, than of maintaining the poM'er of the
sovereign, and of secuidng a regular succession. His cruelty to the Christians
has caused his reign to he described as "The Age of Martyrs."

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum. ]

73. Constantius Chlorus—Flavius Yaleeius. Roman Emperot\
A.D. 305—306.
[Bom A.D. 250. Died at York, in England, a.d. 306. Aged 55.]

The father of Constantine, surnamed "the Great," who was founder of Coii-
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stantinople. Constantius governed, as colleague ofDiocletian, beyond the Alps,

and Ms dominion extended ovex' Graul, Britain, and Spain. He died in

England whilst preparing for an expedition against the Scots. He was the

best of the later Roman Emperors, having a regard to the welfare of his

people, and exhibiting no rapacity in his administration. In religions

matters he was mild and tolerant, showing great humanity towards the

Christians. He had excellent talents, and was siu'named "Chlorus," or

"the pale," from the pallor of his countenance.

[Prom the marble in the Capitoliiie Museum at Rome.]

74. HoSTiLiANTJS. Roman JSmperor, a.d. 251 or 252.

[Date and place of birth, unknown. Died a.d. 251 or 252.]

Q-enerally regarded as the second son of the Emperor Decius, whom he
survived. Declared Offisar in a.d. 249, and was afterwards adopted by Tre-

bonianus Grallus as his colleague in the empire. Died either of poison or

the plague.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

75. VoLTTSiAjfiTS

—

Caiits Vibitjs. Roman Emperor, a.d. 252—254.
[Date and place of birth unknown. Died at Interamna, in Italy, a.d. 253 or 254.]

Son of the Emperor Gfallus, with whom he reigned, being elected Augustus
in a.d. 252. Little is known of his life or character. When iEmilianus was
chosen Emperor, he went with Grallus to oppose him

;
but, before a battle

could be fought, father and son were slain by their own troops.

[Prom the marble in the Capitoline Museum at Rome.]

76*. MAGiirus DECEaSTTitrs. Roman Prince.

[Date and place of birth unknown. Died at Sens, in Gaul, a.d. 353.]

A brother or cousin of the Emperor Flavins Magnentius. Nominated
Cffisar, A.D. 351, he went into Graul, and suffered defeat in defending that
country against the Germans. He strangled himself upon hearing of the
defeat and deposition of his brother by Constantius, who succeeded to the
throne of Magnentius.

[For an account of a curious head of this Prince, placed in the Bas-relief gallery,
see Handbook to Greek Court, No. 21'r.]

AVENUE m EEOOT OE EOMAN COUET.—^—
{Nvmbers continuing at the end next to the Greek Cowt.)

77. Trajan. Roman JEmjieror.

For Ufe, see No. 45.

78. Trajan. Romatt Emperor.

79. Antinotjs. Bitliynian youth.

[Died in Egypt, a.d. 132.]

Celebrated for Ms beauty. He was the page and compamon of the Roman
Emperor Hadrian, whom he accompanied to Egypt. He was drowned in
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ilie Nile, and tlie Emperor was inconsolable for his loss. On the spot where
he died, the city of Antincea was raised

; temples and statues in Egypt and
Greece were erected to his memory ; and in Greece, coins were struck in his
honour. The numerous representations of his beauty gave a fresh impulse
to the Fine Arts, and may be compared with the works of the best periods
of Grecian Sculpture.

[From the marble in the Louvre ; the head bound with a fillet of vine. For
account of the many beautiful statues of Antiiious see Handbook to RomarU
Coui't and Nave.]

81. 1

82.

83.

84. J

> Four duplicate husts removed.

85. Antoniitus Pitts. Roman Fmperor.
For life, see No. 47.

[From the marble in the Naples Museum.]

86. AiJ&TJSTirs. Ito?nan Emperor.
For life, see No. 35.

[This very beautiful Bust is from the Florence Galleiy.]

87. TrBBKiTis. jRojnan Emperor,
For life, see No. 87.

[This Bust is from the Berlin Museiim.]

88. Claudius. Moman Emperor.
For life, see No. 38.

89. Hebennius. Homan Emperor, a.d. 251.

[Date and place of birth unknown. Died near Abricium, in Thrace, a.d. 251.]

Little interest is connected with the history of this emperor. In 249, he

vfas declared C^sar, and in 251, Augustus, as the colleague of his father

Decius. In a battle fought near Abricium, between the Emperor Decius and
the Goths, both he and his father were slain.

[From the Capitoline Museum.]

90. SciPio AfPoICANUS. Roman General.

For life, see No. 109.

91. Julia M.^sa. Roman Empress.
[Born at Emesa, in Syria, (date unknown). Died, probably at Rome, A. D., 223.]

Daughter to a Priest of the Sun. When her sister, Julia Domna, as wife

of Se]5timius Severus, became Empi^ess, Julia Msesa resided at the Imperial
Court. Her bold political intrigues placed her grandson Elagabalus on the
throne. Against law, she was made a member of the Senate. She bore the
title of Augusta to her death, and was afterwards deified. A woman of

powerful mind, unscrupulously ambitious, but using power well.

[From the marble in the Gallery of the Emperors, in the Capitol, at Eome.]
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92. SABIJfA.

[Died probably a.d. 137.]

Wife of the Emperor Hadrian, and grandniece of Trajan, HI treated by
her husband, by whom, it is said, she was poisoned. Others assert that

in despair she put an end to her life. She was deified after her decea.se.

[From the original in alabaster in the Capitoline Museum, at Eome.]

COUET OP THE EOMAN LADIES.—^—

-

{Nwmbers commencing on the right.)

93. LiYiA DPvUSILLA. Moman ^mjircss.

[Born B.C. .36—54. Died a.d. 29.]

Married to Tiberius Claudius Kero, a Eoman general ; bu.t her beauty
captivating the Ti-iumvir Octavian, after\yards Augustus, her divorce was
effected, and she became the Triumvir's wife. A consummate actress, full

of craft and dissimulation, possessing great knowledge of the v/orld, and, by
an aifected purity of life, maintaining to the last her influence over the

mind of Augustus. Slae successfully intrigued for the succession in favour

of Tiberius, her son by her first mariiage, and, it is said, removed by
poison the grandsons of Augustus, who stood in the way ofher own offspring.

Tiberius became Emperor, and rejoaid the service by base ingratitude. He
removed his mother from all share in the government, declined all inter-

course with her, refused to see her when she was dying, and rejoiced, in open
show, a.t her dea,th,

94*. DoMJTA

—

Julia (Pia Felix AuctTrsTA). Roman Empress.
[Born at Emesa, in Syria, about a.d. 170. Died a.d. 217.]

A woman of humble origin, but beautiful, ambitious and crafty. She be-

came the wife of Septimius Severus, then of the rank of general, and acquired

boundless influence over his mind, jDersuading him that a prophecy had
destined her to become the wife of an Emperor, and inciting him to labour

to that end. After the death of her husband, her son Gfeta was murdered
in her arms by his brother Garacalla ; and after the successful revolt of

Macrinus, being suspected of treason, she, possibly to avoid punishment,

.starved herself to death.

[From the marble in the Rotmida of the Vatican. This colossal head, will be
found No. 334, Eoman Court.]

95*. JiTLiA, daugliter of Atjgtjsttjs.

[Born at Rome, b.c, 39. Died at Eliegium, a.d. 14. Aged 5-3.]

The daughter of the Roman Emperor by his third wife Scribonia. Strictly

brought up, she was married at fourteen to Marcellus. Left a widow at

sixteen, she was forced by her father to marry the veteran AgTippa, by
whom she had three sons and two daughters. Her conduct dissolute and

, um-estrained. Agrippa djdng, she married again Tiberius Nero (afterwards

emperor) who left her in disgust. She was banished by her father until the

accession of Tiberius, when she suffered stUi harsher exile. Consumption
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killed her. In spite of lier vices, tlie people of Rome loved her for her frnvik

and lively manner, and frequently solicited Augnstus to recal her.

[For fiu-ther account of this graceful Statue of Julia, see No. 229, of Handbook to
Eoman Court, and Nave.]

96. Agkippina—THE Eldek.
[Born Kc. 15. Died a.d. 33. Aged 48.]

Daughter of Vipsanins Agrippa, and -wife of Csesar Germaniciis, to -whoirt

she bore nine children. Accompanied her husband in all his campaigns,
and aided him by her cool foresight and energetic will : once, on the Rhine,
in his absence, by her heroic resistance to the timid counsels of those about
her, saving the relics of an army. On his death in Asia, she returned to
Rome, whence she was banished by Tiberius, jealous of her popularity.

After three years' persecution and suffering, she died—possibly by her own
hand. She had all the lofty qualities of a Roman matron—nobility of
soul, purity, and a devoted love for her husband and children. Tacitus says
of her, that '

' the cares which belong to men supplanted, in her mind, the
vices common to her sex."

[From the seated Statue, for account of which, see No. 281, of Haad-book to
Roman Court, and Nave.]

97. Ageippina the Yowgek. JRomaji Em^pross.

[Born at Oppidum Ubiorum (Cologne), a.d. 14—17. Died at Rome, A.D. 60.]

The ruthless and dissolute daughter of noble parents—of Germanicus and
Agrippina the elder. The unenviable mother of the madman, Nero. Upon
the death of her second husband, whom she was accused of poisoning, she
married her uncle Claudius, whom she induced to nominate Nero for hiis

successor, excluding his own son. She poisoned her uncle-husband, and
received her reward from her son, the matricide,—-dying by hands com-
missioned by him to the murder. Tacitus speaks of some interesting
memoirs of her time, written by Agrippina, to which he had access in
writing his history. She was beautiful, but ambitious, and as wicked as
she proved unfortunate.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum, at Rome.]

98. Valeria Messalina. Boman Empress.

[Born, uncertain. Died at Rome, a.d. 48.]

The third wife of the Emperor Claudius I. Her name has become a bye-
word for profligacy. A murderess. Herself pierced through the breast by
the sword of a tribune entrusted with the execution of one of her victims.

The slave of lust, avaiice, and ambition. Difficult to find in history a
woman more blackened by crime than Valeria Messalina.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum, at Rome.]

99. Plotina—^PoiiPEiA. Eoman Empress.
[Date, and place of birth and death unknown.]

The wife of the Emperor Trajan. A woman of clear, strong mind, and an
exemplary purity of life and consistency of character. Childless herself, she
prevailed upon her husband to adopt Hadrian, in whose reign she died.
Hadrian built a temple in her honour, and composed hymns in her praise.

[From the marble in the Rotunda of the Vatican.]
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100. Matidia.
[Date and place of birth unknown.]

The niece of Trajan. Declared Augusta, a.d. 113, and after deatli,

deified.

[From tlie marble in the Capitoline Museum, at Eome.]

101. CeISPIjS'A.

[Date and place of bii'th. unknown. Died at Caprese, a.d. 183.]

Was married to tiie Roman Emperor Commodus, a.d. 177, but divorced
for infidelity, banislied, and put to death, in her exile. She was very
beautiful and ambitious.

[From the marble in the Capitoline Museum, at Rome.]

102. MAMJ5A

—

Julia. Moman impress.
[Born at Emesa, in Syria (date unknown). Died in Gaul, A.d. 235.]

The mother of Alexander Severus, for whom she governed wisely during
his minority. AVitli many virtues, she possessed what, in the eyes of tlie

Homan soldiers, vras invariably considered as a great vice—she was an econo-

mist in her expenditure
;

and, disgusting the army by recommending
retrenchments, she gave occasion to a mutiny, to which she and her son
Alexander both fell victims. It is said that, whilst at Antioch, she received

instruction from Origen in the Christian faith.

[From the very beautiful Bust in the Florence Gallery.]

102a. Mamjsa—-Julia. Moman Empress.
[The same as preceding, in advanced age.]

103. Saloxista-—^CoKNELiA. jRoman Empress.
[Date and place of birth unknown. Died before Milan, a.d. 268.]

Supposed to have been of Grreek origin. "Was the wife of the Emperor
Gallienus, and dignified with the title of Augusta upon his ascending the

throne. She cultivated literature and philosophy, and was the protector of

Plotinus the philosopiher. She is described as a woman of great good sense,

and exceeding benevolence. She roused him to repel the barbarians, and
accompanied his army that she might attend to the wants of the soldiers.

She was massacred with her husband and youngest son before IMilan.

[From the marble in the Capitol at Rome.]

104. MARLN-IAlSrA.

[Date and place of birth and death unknown.]

Little is known respecting this Princess, who was either wife, sister, or

daughter of the Emperor Valerian, and died at least four years before

his Persian expedition. Some coins, having on the obverse her name and
a veUed head, were struck, a. d. 254.

105. Tausthsta Jujsrios

—

-Anitia Faustista.

[Date and place of birth unknown. Died a.d. 175.]

The daughter of Antoninus Pius, and wife of IVIarcus Aurelius, whom she

accompanied into Asia, and there died suddenly. One of the most abandoned
and dissolxite of the Roman Empresses, yet her virtuous husband preserved
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Ms first affection for her to the last
;
and, on tlie spot where she died, erected

to her honoiu- the city of Faustinopolis.

[From the Capitoline Museum, at Eome. The original is in the marble called
'

' Paonazzetto " (peacock-stone).]

TOoA. Fattstis-a.

[This bust, -which is from the Florence Collection, bears the name of" Faustina,
Junior. " It is a beautiful bust, well preserved, but bears little resemblance
to the preceding portrait. If it really represent the same person, the
work has been executed by a more flattering hand.]

106. Sai!IA"A—Popp^A. Roman Empress,
[Date and place of birth unknown. Died a.d. 65.]

"She possessed," says Tacitus, "everything but a virtuous mind." She
became the wife of the Emperor Nero, after having been his mistress ; at
her instigation Nero's mother was killed by him, and his former wife, Octavia,

divorced and put to death. She was herself destroyed by a brutal blow
from Nero, who prononnced her ealogium at the tomb. "As he could not,"

says Tacitus, "speak of her viii;nes, he enlarged npon her beauty." She
was deified, and honoured with a temple. Her luxurious tastes were
extravagant. It is related that her mules were shod Avith gold ; and that

when she travelled, she was followed by five hundred asses, whose milk
furnished a bath to preserve her complexion.

[From the mai-ble in the Capitoline Museiim, at Eome.]

COUET OP EOlIAi^ GENEEALS AKD POETS.
ADJOINING THE COURT OF ROMAN LADIES.

(Numiers commencing mi the right.)

107. Ltjcitjs Jitniijs Brdtits. Roman Consul.

[Date and place of birth miknown.]

The first Consul, and one of the Founders, of the Eoman Republic. Before he
"was elected to the Consulate in b. c. 509, he had been the main cause of the ex-

pulsion of royalty from P^ome in the psersons of Tarquin and his sons. He fell

in battle whilst defending, as Consul, the infant Republic against the royal
exiles fighting for their restoration. These are admitted facts ia the life of
Lucius Junius Brutus. His assumjation of idiotcy during the reign of the
Tarquins, in order to carry on with greater safety his patriotic designs, and
his comiexion with the affecting history of the devoted Lucretia, are events
which in recent years have passed from the grave volume of history to the
more fascinattag pages of poetry. Philosoxjhical historians permit us to
sing, but no longer to believe in, the once cherished narratives of earliest

Rome. The act, whether historic-al or merely traditiouaiy, which the most
memorably distinguishes his name, is that of ordering the execution of his

two sons, convicted of conspiring for the restoration of the Tarquias.

[Prom the bronze in the Palazzo del Conservatori of the Capitol at Eome.]
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108. Mahceilus—^M. CxAUDnTS. JRomcm General,

[Born alDout b.c. 268. Died in Apulia, B.C. 208. Aged about CO.]

A Eoman of liigh fame. At Ms hands Hannibal I'eceived tlie first check
that he experienced in Italy. He snbseqiiently iDesieged Syracuse, bnt -was

forced to convert the siege into a blockade in consequence of the genius
displayed ia the defence of the city by the great Archimedes, who rendered
of no avail every engine brought against Syracuse, and inspired di-ead by his

oym instruments of war. At length Marcellus triumphed, the city was
given over to pillage, and its defender perished, whilst pondering over a
geometrical problem, by the hand of a common soldier. He again turned his
victorious arms against Hannibal, whining fresh laurels and new honours
from the state. It was whilst fighting against the Carthaginian hero that
he fell, slain by a spear of the enemy. Hannibal sympathized with his fall,

and paid honour to his remains. A plain, stern, unlettered soldier, brave
to recklessness, rude and unpolished in manners, imyielding in temper.

[This Bust bears the name of Marcellus in the Capitoline Museum. It may be
the nephew of Augustiis when a child.]

109. Scrpio— PuBLrus Coiijteiius ApEiCAFtis ILuoe. Roman
General.

[Bom probably at Eome, b.c. 234. Died at Liternum, in Campania, b.c. 183. Aged 51.]

Son of Publlus Cornelius Scipio, whose life he saved in the battle of the
Ticinus. One of the few Eoman generals who siu'vived the fatal battle of
CannEe, and chosen -wdth Appius Claudius to command the remains of the
amy. Went as Prsetor or Pro-Consul to Spain at the age of 24, where he
took Carthagena, gained the battle of Boecula, and recovered the whole country.
Forcing Hannibal, the victorious Carthaginian general, to carry the theatre
of war to Africa, he gained the celebrated victory of Zama, which decided the
long conflict between Eome and Carthage for dominion. Eeceived the sur-
name of Africanus in consequence, but, vexed with the ingratitude of his
countrymen he vdthdrev/ to Liternum, where he died. Like Mahomet and
Cromwell, he believed himself the special instrument of Heaven. He was
xmdonbtedly the greatest man of his age, and one of the first of the Eoman
worthies. The affectionate friend of the poet Enniu.s, and the patron of
Hteratiu'e. The Spaniards, for his virtues, would have made him king.

[From the Capitol at Roma. Many busts of this great general are in existence.
They all represent him with the head and face close shaved, according to the
fashion of his day, when men shaved closely after the age of forty. The
authentic busts have the scar on the left side of the head, and some' have a
scar on each side, and some on the wi'ong side. ITo. 127 is from the bust
in basalt belonging to the Eospigliosi Palace. No. 125 is from the bronze
found in the Villa of the Papyri at Herculaneum, and now in the Ifaples
Museum.]

110. Cato—^Maecus PoECnrs. Roman Patriot and General..

[Bom B.C. 95. Died at Utica, in Africa, b.c. 4G. Aged 49.]

One of the classical imdying forms reared in antiquity to symbolize high
moral puiity, unquenchable love of liberty, and the sternest virtue. Cato
answers to the idea of Eoman patriotism, as .Julius Cassar to that of Eoman
conquest. Before this one we stand, v/ondering at human power : before
that, subdued by the might of the highest moral excellence. Cato as a
ekild was grave, pains-taking, resolute, tenacious ; as he grew, he became

' strong in the love of virtue, and in lus hatred of oppression. Attaclied to
tlxe philosophy of the Stoics, he. aimed at happiness through ite i-eaching.
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He liacl served -ndtli honour many offices in Rome Avhen Porapey, Caesar, and
Crassiis found it necessary to remove Mm to Cyprus, in order that Ms
patriotism miglit offer no obstacle to tlieir ambitious schemes. Returniag
to Rome, he was made Praetor, the highest office he ever held. At the
breaking out of the civil war he was entrusted by the senate with the
defence of Sicily : he afterwards joined Pompey. Subsequently to the
battle of Pharsalia, at which he was not present, he sailed to Africa in
search of Pompey. Suffering defeat at Thapsus, he committed self-destruc-
tion. Before the fatal act he read Plato's Phtedon several times through.
His death caused great grief. It was mourned by great Cjesar Mmself,
who grudged Cato his death, since Cato grudged him the glory of sparing
his life.

[Double bust representing Cato and his daughter Porcia ; it is from the Capito-
line Museum, but iDossesses no especial autlienticity.]

111. Julius C-ZESAk. Roman Dictator.

[Bom at Rome, B.C. 100. Died tlicre, B.C. 44. Aged 50.]

The mightiest amongst the mighty of men. At the outset of Ms career he
served in Asia, where he won a civic wreath. Subsequently made Consul in
Rome (e.g. 59) ;

and, at the close of his term of office, appointed to the
government of Graul—^^diich country in nine years he wholly subjugated to
Roman ride. His invasion of Britain is amongst the earliest recollections of the
English schoolboy. The renowned Commentaries of Julius Cajsar grapMcally
narrate these deeds. Rousing the jealousy of Pompey, in Rome, by Ms splendid
acMevements, he marched into Italy—afterwards into Spain, in order to crush
the adherents of Pompey, and then returned to Rome in triumph, to be
created Dictator. As Dictator he overcame his rival in the battle of Phar-
salia, in Thessaly. He performed fresh service to the state in Egypt, and
going back to Rome in order to advance the social and material prosperity of
his coimtry, he fell a -snctim to a conspiracy, of which Brutus and Cassius
were at the head. Twice had the crown been offered to him, and twice had
he refused it. No Roman before his time liad ever won such honom- as was
heaped upon Ms head. He suffered from epilepsy, and was very abstemious

.

He was tall, fair and slight—vei-y careful of his person, concealing his bald-
ness by a laurel crown. His was indeed a head inwreathed with palms

.

He was a great captain, a great statesman, a great orator—a great writer.

He had innate personal intrepidity, instantaneous decision, answeiing
celerity of action, resources to meet every emergency, consummate military

skillj an unshaken presence of mind, a trust—whether in his fortune, as he
said, or in himself—^^'hich still augured and still conquered success. He had
also the most implicit confidence in his troops, whom he treated ever as com-
panions and brothers in arms. Intellectual action in him was without labour.
It was subtle, comprehensive, rapid, luminous, self-possessed. He dictated
to five secretaries at once, on different subjects : his strokes of eloquence in •

the Senate, as his strokes of action in the field, were qiuck and irresistible.

In the terrible civil war of the dissolving Republic—a war wasteful of Roman
blood in the field,—^thirstier for the ffow of the same drear beverage by the
axe and the dagger,—there, where the sole sad policy of the victor hitherto
was revenge, Csesar tried the novel art of forgiveness : although in
Ms Graulish conqiiests—^Avhen the barbarian stands before him—he looks
to us, by Ms own reporting, sanguinary and merciless. By toil and spare
diet, he hardened a feeble health for any work. A civilian, with but a i
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taste, in youtli, of "war, lie, at forty, stepped into command, at once a su-

preme commander. Recklessly licentious, yet no intellect could be keener,

liealtMer, and more vigoroiis. His mitings, with tlie simplicity of a soldier,

Lave the clearness and precision of a grammarian. And why not, sincere know
that in the versatility of Ms genius, he wrote two books on grammar. In

the history of the world, Julius Cassar was a power. In the records of

psychology a wonder.
[From the bronze in the Florence Gallery. He wore tlie front of liis head

shaven. It resembles the bronze raedals of Csesar, but is suspected to bo
modern. He is said to have been sensitive on account of his baldness, and
this bust shows the hair combed forward to hide it. No. Ills possesses
much individuality ; it is from the head in basalt in the Berlin Museum, and
stood constantly on the study table of Frederic the Groat. No. 111a is the
bust from the Poniatowsky Collection, and remarkable for having the
diadem round the head. No. 125 is from the marble in the Gallery of the
Emperors, in the Capitol at Rome.] ^

The friend of Cicero—^the fellow conspirator of Cassius—one of those who
shared in the deed memorable to all time—questionable in its own—of

killing Julius Caesar. From his earliest youth, and through life, absorbed

in study and self-contemplation, to the detriment of his powers as a man of

action. He was much attached to Cato, whom he accompanied to Cyprus,

when it was found necessary to remove the republican leaders from Rome.
"We are accustomed to think of Brutus—Shakspeare being greatly answerable

for the thought—as standing aloof from the vulgar ambition and desires of

his fellow-men
;
yet we find hirn in Cilicia (b.c. 53), gro^™g rich by letting

out money at usurious interest. In the ci"\il Avar of Pompey and C^sar he
took part with Pom]pey

;
Cajsar, however, gave orders that at the battle of

Pharsalia his person should be sacred. Gfrateful for the consideration,

Brutus, upon the defeat of Pompey, asked pardon from Osesar, which was
generously accorded. In B.C. 48, appointed by Ct^sar governor of Cisalpine

Gaul : the inhabitants of which, d3liglited with his mild treatment

of them, and his justice, honoured him with public monuments. Four

years later he joined the conspiracy against ' his patron, and burdened

his hand with the death of that great soldier. Then took up arms

against Antony ; but suffering defeat at Philipfji, fell by his own sword.

His reading and varied knoA\dedge were immense : he was speculative,

superstitious, and highly imaginative. His aspirations pure and noble, but his

practical ability small, and his judgment imperfect and too easily led. He
wrote much, his chief productions being his orations.

[From the Capitol at Home, where it stands in the same gallery as the Dying
Gladiator (No. 309) in the Nave.]

113. M. YiPSANlirs Ageippa. Roman General.

His victories mainly contributed to make the Emperor Augustus, whose

daughter he married, master of the Roman Empire : and he was the chief

support of the rising monarchical institution in Rome. He spent much
money on public works, erected several public buildings, including the

Julius Cjesak. Roman Dictator.

112. Marcus Junius Beutus. Roman General.

[Born B.C. 85. Died b.c. 42. Aged 43.]

[Born B.C. 63. Died in Campania, b.c. 12. Aged 51,]
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Pantheon and the Julian aqueduct ; was a patron of the fine Ai-ts, and dying,
bequeathed his goods and his gardens to the people of Rome.

[From a Bust in tlie Louvre.]

114. J^EEO Claudius Deusus. liomcm General.

[Born at Rome, B.C. 38. Died b.o, 9. Aged 29.]

A son of Livia who married the Emperor Augustus, and brother of
Tiberius. Victorious in Gaul and Germany. Unflinchingly firm and severe
towards all who resisted him, but generous to those who trusted and submitted
to him. He married Antonia, the daughter of Mare Antony. His known
desire to see the commonwealth restored endeared him to the Roman people.
Died in Germany, from an injury sustained in a fall from his horse.

[Prom the marble in tlie Capitoline Museum, at Rome. See also a statue of
him. No. 222, Roman Court.]

115. Gekmaiticus C.?esak. Boman General.

[Born B.C. 15. Biod at Antioch, in Syiia, A.r). 19. Aged 34.]

Son of Nero Claudius Drusus, and his wife Antonia ; was adopted by
Tiberius, at the request of Augustus. Occupied for a time in an exterminating
war against the eastern Germans. Afterwards appointed by Tiberius supreme
ruler of the eastern provinces. Died at Antioch, where, it is supposed, he
was poisoned by the governor of the place. A man of sensitive feeling,

temperate, and virtuous. Remarkable for the dignity of his j^erson, for

captivating eloquence, munificence, and imaffected courtesy; but credulous,

nervcais, and a believer in magic. Idolized by his soldiers, and popular with
the multitude.

[Fi-om the marble in the Capitol, at Rome. The statue generally called by
his name is described under No. 312 in the Hand-book to Roman Court
and Nave.]

116. CoEBUXO

—

Cneius Do3iitius, Roman General.

[Date and place of birth miknown. Died at Cenchrese, in Greece, a.d. 67.]

One of the most celebrated generals of his age, and brother-in-law of

Caligula. He composed some military memoirs after the manner of Caesar's

Commentaries, but they have not been preserved. He was a good disciplin-

arian, and cautious as well as brave. He commanded against the Partliians,

and was victorious in every engagement. After Nero's accession, he
j3ontinued faithful to his new master, who summoned him to Greece, and
for his fidelity greeted him with an order for execution on his landing at

Cenchre^. He stabbed himself with his own sword. His daughter Domitia
Longina, celebrated for her beauty and vices, was the wife of the Emperor
Domitian.

[From the marble in the Gallery of Philosophers, of the Capitoline Musei^m, at
Rome.]

117. Decimus Clodius Ceionius SEPXiiiius Albinus. Moman
General.

[Bom at Adrumetum, in Africa. Date not known. Died at Lugdunum (Lyons),
in Gaul, a.d. 197.]

Entered the army at an early age, and served with distinction under
Marcus Aurelius. Held a command in Gaul, and afterwards in Britain,

under Commodus. After the murder of Pertinax, the successor of Commodus,
Clodius was proclaimed Emperor in Britain by the British legions, and
shared the purple with Septimius Severus. Subsequently discarded by
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Severus, he put Mmself at tlie head of Ms legions, and met Ms colleague in

battle at Lugdmium, in Gaul, where he fell. He was of great beauty and
strength, and was called by his father " Albinus," on account of the great

whiteness of Ms skin. A sMlful general, but severe : styled by some, the
Catiline" of his time.

[From tlie gallery of the Emperors, in the Capitoline Museum, at Rome.]

118. Tesej^-ce—Ptjbliijs TEEE^TTms. Latin Comic Poet.

[Born at Carthage, b.c. 195. Died (place uncertain), B.o. 159. Aged 86.]

The second and last of the Latia comic poets—^Plautus being the first

—

whose plays have descended to our time. He was the slave of a Eoman
senator, who, having regard to his talents and handsome person, gave liim

his liberty : on which occasion the freedman assumed his patron's name

—

Terentius. In person, he was thin and of the middle height, with an olive

complexion. Terence is the one Latia writer in whom the stateliness and the
lofty strength, seemingly inherent in the language of Rome, at once ceases :

and the tongue which we had deemed fit only to be spoken by the Kings of

the world,-—by the Fathers convened in the temple of Capitoline Jove,

—

gently condescends to the hearts and the hearths of men. In the six pire-

served comedies of his—both by the delineation of the characters, and by the
strain of their speaking

—

yro. feel oiirselves in the familiar presence of known
humanity. Not but that the manner implies delicate choice and thoughtful

art ; but its easy, natural air deceives the. belief in the actual study. The
words rise up from the heart, to drop from the lip. In the dialogue of

Terence, the barrier that hitherto has stood inflexibly between the modern
and the antique world has fallen. We are at home in the Roman theatre.

To great purity, grace, tenderness, the style adds, even in description, or

nan-ative, or continuous argument, that utter simplicity and obviousness of

the sense, which is found in the most trivial uses of speech.

[From the m.arble in the Stanza dei Filosofi of the Capitol, at Rome. On the
right shoulder is sculptured the histrionic mask, a curious fancy of the
artist, which may have been suggested by the custom in Egyptian portrai-
ture, of carving the name in a small '

' cartouche " on the shoulder, a practice
alluded to in the scriptures.]

119. CluiiirTUS HoaxEifsnjs. Roman Orator,

[Bom B.C. 113. Died b.o. 49. Aged 64.]

He employed his great oratorical powers in the defence of Sylla, and of the

aristocratic party to which he had attached himself. Cicero styled him '
' rex

judiciorum." He defended Verrgs a;gainst Cicero : and the triumph of

Cicero on that occasion threw Hortensius ever after into the second rank. He
actiuii-ed great wealth, and lived luxuriously. His oratory was of the florid

kind, and greatly aided by gesticulation ; he had a retentive memory, and a
sweetly sonorous voice.

[From the marble in the "Villa Albani, Borne. The Bust is inscribed with his
name. It was found together with the bust of Isoci-ates (No. 15},

120. CiCEEO

—

Maectts Tttelhis. Roman Orator.

[Born at Arpinum, B.C. 106. Died at Formiae, B.C. 43. Aged 63.]

The acknowledged greatest name in Roman eloquence. A man diligent

in accomplisMng Mmself by various study, and wonderfully gifted with
the power of clothing thought in copious and musical words. He is less

E 2
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(listinguislied as an original thinker. He frequented the schools of the
philosophers, but seemed in heart more dedicated to the worldly ambition
of power and fame than to the studious zeal of truth. He courted popularity,
and lived in anticipated immortality. He was an ambiguous partisan, waiting
to he directed by victory to the side which he should embrace. He loved to
throw an air of philosophical reflexion over questions of human aifairs

;

and his expression of these reflexions is felt even to tliis day as singularly
felicitous. We quote his words, because we can find no apter expression
yet for the permanent thoughts. His writings Show him undisguisedly vain.
After the assassination of the great Julius (b.c. 44), he became the leader of
the republican party, and in his celebrated "Pliilippics" denounced Antony
as the foe of his countiy. This was his ruin. On the formation of the
Triumvirate of Antony, Octavius, and Lepidus, he was included in the
proscriptions

; his head was cut off, and fixed upon the Ro.stra wliicli had so
frequently resounded with his eloquence. His greatest political achievement
was the detection and sudden overthrow of the revolutionary conspiracy
headed by Catiline (b.o. 63), his brilliant denunciations of whom we listen
to in our boyhood. Kind and pure in his life, but without true greatness of
character, and with many moral weaknesses.

[From the marble in the Vatican. Considered to be the most faithful portrait of
this renowned orator. No. 120a is from the Gallery of Philosophers of the
Capitoline Museum, at Rome.]

120a. Ciceeo—Maectjs Tullixts. Moman Orator.

121, ViEGiL—PuBLiirs YiEaiLnrs Maeo. Latin Poet.'
[Bom at Andes, near Mantua, in Cisalpine Gaul, b.c. 70. Died at Bnmdusium,

in Italy, B.C. 19. Aged 51.]

The district in which Virgil was born not being then included in Italy,
he did not enjoy the native rights of a Roman citizen ; and when Augustus
divided the lands in Cisalpine Gaul amongst his victorious veteran soldiers,

Virgil was ejected from his small patrimonial farm. Upon his petitioning the
emperor, however, the farm was restored to him. He was the friend of
Horace, whom he introduced to M^cenas. Besides poetry, he cultivated medi-
cine and agriculture. He was tall, dark, rustic in appearance, and feeble in
body. He was drawn by the power of genius from the obscure shade of a
peasant's life, to be the favoured poet and friend of an emperor. In his
verse the native majesty of the language appears more perfectly tempered,
than in any other, -with grace and sweetness. Virgil is the most pathetic of
the Roman poets : the heart speaks in his verse. He has the soul of the
beautiful, like an earlier Raffaelle in song. His poem on Husbandry—the
most finished work of his muse—is written with a cleaving of soul to the native
theme. The purjjort of the poem was to recal the luxurious Romans to the
simple and vigorous way of life of their ancestors, who lived cixltivatiug the
earth. If the riu-al earth and free nature could have been endeared to
the voluptuous masters of the world by the charm of musical words, the
Georgics might have done this. We ourselves feel the pouring of a purer
atmosphere into the corrupted city. The epic poem of Virgil, "The
^neid, ' relating the transplantation of a Trojan colony from the flames of
falling Troy, to found (in Italy) future Rome, derives a high poetical east
from the prophetic spirit that overshadows it. Both " The Georgics " and
the " ^neid " express love in the soul of the poet—loye for the scenes and
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vocation in atMcIi he was born—^love of Rome, whicli te will pnrify or will

glorify.

[From the marble in tlie Stanza dei Filosofi of the Capitol, at Rome. The por-

traits of Virgil have been verified by Bellori. The tomb of Virgil is a well-

known object of interest near Naples. It is now an ivy-grown, hxit

venerated ruin, although so late as 1326 it was nearly perfect.J

122. Sejteca—Lucius ANNiBUS. Philosopher.

[Born at Corduba (Cordova), in Spain, about a.d. 2. Died at Rome, a.d. 68. Aged 66

The tutor of young Domitixis, afterwards tlie Emperor Nero, by whom he

was condemned and sentenced to self-destruction—probably that Nero might

secure his great possessions. Seneca underwent his lounislimeut with great

firmness and j)hilosophic calm. He was a writer of many works, and Quin-

tilian says that he corrupted the taste of his age by an affected though,

elegant style. Many of his epistles and moral and physical treatises are

jsxtant. His philosoi:)hy was Stoical, with modifications : his manner of

writing is antithetical, and apparently laboured. He rejected the super-

stitions of his country, and was a monotheist.

[From the marble in the Berlin Musetim. In the Florence collection there
are three Busts of hiui. The portrait of Seneca was identified as early as the
sixteenth century by a medallion engraved with his name, possessed by
Carduial Mattel. A Bust in bronze was foimd at Herculaneum.]

122*. LiVY

—

Titus Liyius. JRoman Historian.

[Bom at Petavium (Padua), b.c. 59. Died a.d. 17. Aged 76.]

Little is hnoAvn of the life of this famous historian, save that he enjoyed

the patronage and friendship of Augustus, and established a wide and instan-

taneous fame in his o-wn time. The great and only extant work of Livy is

his History of Rome. It originally consisted of 142 books : 85 only have
come down to us—of the remainder we have merely short summaries. Livy

is an admirable weaver together, without sifting criticism, of received records

and traditions. His reader glides on the stream of his flowing narration.

His style is lucid, animated, picturesque. But in the annals of the warlike

republic—that setter up and putter down of kings—that mistress of the

nations

—

yfe look for and desire, more stern and majestic strength ;—a pro-

founder disclosure of the heroic political wisdom, which steadily advanced in

buHding up the most memorable empire in the world.

[Bust yet to come.]

{Leaving the Court of Roman Generals, we proceed to tlie Nave. The nuinbers

of the Portrait Gallery continue into the Nave from left to right.

123. Habeiax. Roman Emijeror.

I

For life, see No. 46.

124. LiviA Deusixxa. Moman Empress.

For life, see No. 93.

[A fine statue of Livia will be seen in the vestibule adjoining the Court of th
Generals, No. 237.]

1 125. Julius C^sae. Homan Dictator.

I

For life, see No. 111.
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t26. SciPio Afhicajtus. Roman General.

For life, see No. 109.

127. SciPio Aeeicanus. Roman Genenah
For life, see No. 109.

128. DECiirTJS CcELius BAiiBiNUS. Roman Statesman and Emjjeror,
A.B. 238.

[Date, and place of birth unknown.]

A man of Consular dignity, wlio had. governed in nearly all the peaceful
provinces of the Empire, and was esteemed and beloved by all ranks

;
when,

upon the death of the Gordiani in Africa, he was selected as one of the
Emperors to oppose the ferocious Maximinns—Pupienns being the other.

Soon after the death of Masiminus, both Balbinus and Pn2>ien"us were
murdered by the Prsetorians, who remembered to their disadvantage the
prodigal liberality oftheir lately-slain tyrant. They reigned only four months.
Balbinus was celebrated, for his oratory and poetry.

[From tlie marble in the Capitoline Museum, at Rome.]

THE ITALIA!^ POETEAITS.

INTEODUCTION.

OiJR Italian collection is formed, chiefly, from the busts of the

Capitoline Museum, at Rome, where Pius VIL, in 1820, founded
a portrait gallery of celebrated Italians, to which he gave the

name of the Protomoteca. This gallery contains about 70 busts,

and though dedicated especially to the honour of Italians, still

finds room for some of the distinguished foreigners who derived

much of their eminence from studying at Pome. These are

Nicolas Poussin of France, Paflaelle Mengs the Bohemian,

Winckelmann the German antiquary, Angelica Kauffman, the

most accomplished painter of her sex, and Giiiseppe Su^e, a

French painter. The busts of living men are not admitted, and the

honour of joining the famous company is awarded by the Academy
of Pome, assisted by men learned or skilled in any special science

or art.

The series is a very complete one, and begins as early as the

Xlllth century. It is to be regretted that so few of these busts

have been done from the life
;

although it must be understood that

none is the work of mere imagination, some authenticated portrait

having in every case furnished a model. Most of these busts

are the work of sculptors of the time ©f Ganova, and many of them
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were executed at Ms expense, and presented to tlie collection. In

general, it will be remarked tliat a eertara grandeur prevails in the

treatment of the heads, an element that seems to belong, natur-

ally, to the works of the best Italian artists, whether in painting

or sculpture. Even where existiug casts from the face j)rove

to us tha.t in these busts there has been a certain departure from

the real features, we see it has been done only to afford a more

exalted idea of the person, and to give the stamp of that nobleness

and dignity which characterize the finest efforts of portraiture.

A comparison of the busts of Galileo, Nos. 185 and 185a, and of

Michael Angelo, !N"os. 143 and 143a, will illustrate this point.

There is also in the CaxDitoline Museum, a large collection of

antique portrait busts, embracing many of the ancient x)hilosophers,

poets, and E,oman Emperors, a selection from which, as we have
ah'eady stated, is found in the Greek and Homan Courts.

In the Vatican (the palace of the Pope, at Rome), a splendid

edifice, which has, from time to time, been constructed and en-

larged by various eminent architects, and decorated by the greatest

painters of the world, are preserved many chefs cUoiuvre of art that

are to be seen in no other place. The collection of the Yati-

can includes many portraits of every kind ; but one portion of the

vast structm'e is exclusively devoted to portrait-statues and
busts. Tlois is a spacious and magnificent apartment called the

B'Otonda, paved with antique mosaics, and surrounded with
antique statues and busts on loedestals of the rarest marbles.

Adjoining this saloon is another noble gallery, built by Pius

"VII. wliich contains many statues of the Greek sages, and of other

illustrious men.

In the Florence gallery there is a most interesting series of

portraits of painters by their ov\ti hands—a nnique and unrivalled

collection, begun by the Cardinal LeoxDold, the brother of

Ferdinand II. , and increased by the addition of the portraits from

the collection of the Abbe Pazzi, purchased by the Grand . Duke
Leopold in 1765. Besides these paintings, there is a collection of

more than 4,000 engraved gems and cameos, amongst which are

many antique portraits. There are also about 100 antique portrait

busts, of which the rarest and best preserved are Cicero, Marc
Antony, Julius CjBsar, Aug-ustus, Caligula, Galba, and Otho. As
the Adsitor v\''ill observe, several of these are in om' portrait gaUery.

The ISTaples collection, besides many fineworks of antiquity ofevery

kind, has contributed in the most important manner to the subject of

antique portraiture. It contains the invaluable relics found at
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Herculaneum and Ppmpeii : and amongst these have, jErom time

to time, appeared portrait busts, statues, and even pictures with

names upon them, by which busts elsewhere have been recognised.

There are in this Museum, about 200 portraits in marble and
bronze, from which our collection has been enriched.

(The portraits of Italians begin immediately behind the Statue of

Mubens, in the great Transept, on the east side of the Nave.)

ARTISTS AND MUSICIANS.

129. NiCCOLA PiSANO. Sculptor and Architect.

[Boru at Pisa, in Italy, 1205-7. Died at Siemia, iu Italy, about 1290.]

The early reTiver of Sculpture in Italy ; meiaorable for being the first

Italian artist who quitted the dry, stiif, traditional forms which had long

prevailed, and founded a school based upon Truth and Nature. His finest

productions preceded those of Cimabue ; and it was said of him that

"he was the first to see the light and to follow it." His great work is the

marble pulpit, with bas-reliefs from Scripture, in the Baptistery at Pisa.

[By Alessandro d'Este. Vasari mentions a Bust of Mm by his son Giovanni,
from which this may have been taken.]

130. Andkea di Ciois'e, better known by his surname Oucagna or

OnGAGNA. Painter, Sculptor, Architect.

[14th centmy.]

Precise time of his birth unhnown ; it appears that he died about 1370.

Executed several works in his three vocations. The dignified grandeur and
admirable grouping of the figures in his paintings were at a later jjeriod

copied or adopted, even by Michael Angelo and Raifaelle. Orcagna was a
good as well as a great man. His chief works still exist, though in a half-

ruined state, in the Campo Santo at Pisa, and in the Strozzi Chapel,

and the Or-San-Michele at Plorence.

[This Bust is by the Cav. Massiniiliano Laboureur. There is, however, a mezzo-
relievo, by his own laand, behind tlie altar in Or-San-Miehele, at Florence,
wliich contains his portrait. He is there represented as an Apostle, shaven,
and wearing a hood. J

131. FlxiPPO BE,T72fELLESCiii. Sadptor and Architect.

[Bom at Florence, 1377. Died there, 1446. Aged 69.]

The self-taught constructor of the Cupola of Santa Maria del Fiore, at

Florence, which, though smaller than that of St. Peter's at Rome, surpasses it

in elegance and lightness. A buUder of churclies, palaces, and fortifications.

Michael Angelo declared that it was difiicult to imitate and impossible to

excel him. Small and insignificant in person, but of commanding genius.

With many competitors, his goodness and prudence preserved him from
enmity.

[His tomb is next to that of Giotto, in the Cathedral at Florence, and bears an
epitaph by Aretino. This bust was done by Alessandro d'Este. It is no
doubt taken from that in the Chm-ch of Sta. Maria del Fiore, at Florence,
which was done from the life, in marble, by his pupil, II Buggiano. In 1830,
statues of him and Arnolfo, his fellow architect, were placed in the new
chapter-house : they are by Luigi Pompaloni, a Florentine.]
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132. LoEEisTzo GrniBEETi, Or LoEEFZo Di CioifE. Sculptor.

[Bom at Florence, 1378. Died, 1455. Aged 77.]

Oae of the most memorable of the great Italian artists of the fifteenth

century. At the age of 23, he competed with Brunelleschi and DonateUo

for the execution of the side doors of San Griovanni at Florence. His two
rivals confessed themselyes vanquished and retired in his favour. These

gates were twenty-one years in course of completion, and are divided into 20

panels, each containing a bas-relief cast in bronze, from a subject in the

New Testament. Another twenty years were spent in producing the

central doors of the same Baptistery, representing in ten compartments

the principal events of the Old Testament. Of these, Michael Angelo

said they were beautiful enough to stand at the entrance of Pai-adise. A
reproduction of these gates occupies the centre of the south end of the

Henaissancc Court. Ghiberti modelled and cast statnes, worked in gold,

painted on glass, and wrote a MS. iiistory of Ancient and Modeim Artists.

[Buried in Sta. Croce, Florence ; his tomb is now lost. This Bust is by Carlo
Finelli. There is an interesting portrait of him by his own hand,
amongst the heads on his celebrated gates in the Renaissance Court.
The two heads in the centre, between the upper corners of the second panels
from the ground, are portraits of GMberti and Bartoluccio, the caster ; the
right-hand one, with the bald head, being Ghiberti. In the original gates
his name is inscribed near the head, with the words,

—

" Laurentii Cionis de Ghibertis mirS arte fabricatum."]

133. DoiiTATO DI NiccoLO DI Betto Baedi ; called by Ms contem-
poraries DoiS^ATELLO. Sculptor,

[Born at Florence, 1386. Died there, 1468. Aged 83.]

He was the generous competitor and friend of Lorenzo Grhiberti. Employed
and patronized by Cosmo de' Medici. Was one of the first Italian sculptors

who gave to their figures freedom of movement and force of expression.

A very fine work of this artist is the equestrian statue of Gattamelata, in

the city of Padua. A cast from it will be found in the Grothic and Eenaissance
Sculpture Court. The character of Donatello was remarkable for simplicity and
generosity ; he took no thought for liimself, and was devoted wholly to his art.

[TMs Bust is by Giovanni Ceccarini. j

134. F:ra ANaELico da Fiesole ; called also Fea GtIOYANNi da
FiESOLE, and II Beato. Painter.

[Born at Vicchio, in Tuscany, 1387. Died at Eome, 1455, Aged 67. J

This cliarming painter of the early Florentine school became, when a
youth, a friar of the Dominican order. Began by illuminating missals;

afterwards enlarged his style, and executed frescos. The finest of these

are in the church of San. Marco, and in the chapel of Nicholas V. at Rome.
His works are distinguished by simple grace, tenderness of colour, and the
most profound religious feeling. He excelled particularly in painting

angels.

[Thi§ Bust is by Leandro Biglioschi ; but there is a life-size bust of him upon his
tomb, in Minerva di Eoma.]

135. ToMMASO GririDi, also called Massaccio. Painter.

[Born at San-Giovanni, in the Val d' Arno, 1402. Died at Florence, 1443. Aged 41 .J

Massaccio-Tomasaccio (big or heavy Tom) was a nickname given to

Mm when a boy, A devoted student of the works of Brunelleschi and
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Donatello. He lived for tlie most part in Rome and Florence, and died in

the last-named city. Time has destroyed the greater number of his works.
His frescos, -which still remain in the Brancacci chapel of the Carmelite
church in Florence, representing the history of St. Peter, are remarkable for

their freedom, and for the absence of the conventionalities of the early
medisjval painters. Some of his noble figures became models for the later
Florentines, and were imitated by E.affaelle himself. He excelled his
contemporaries in the nude form, and gave to his draperies a style unknown
before, adapting them naturally and gi-acefuUy to the human shape.

[By Carlo Fiaelli.]

136. AiTDEEA Mi\j^TEGifA. Painter and Engraver.

[Born at Padua, in Italy, 1430. Died at Mantua, in Italy, 1506. Aged 76.]

TMs painter is celebrated among the early artists of Italy, and belongs
to the Paduan school of art. His clief-cVmuvre, the Madonna delta-

Vittoria, in the Louvre, is grandly treated, and remarkable for its admirable
finish. His cartoons of the triumphs of Ca3sar are at Hampton Court

;

the composition is grand and spirited, and knowledge of the antique is

blended with a feeling for nature. To Mantegna is attributed the art of

engraving with the burin, and also the invention of the art of foreshortening

figures, especially on ceilings. Distinguished for his good and amiable
qualities.

[He was buried in tlie Church of S. Agnese, in Mantua. His tomb is in one of
the chapels, and bears his statue, in bronze. This bust is by Eainaldo
Rinaldi. j

137. LucA SiG2fOE,ELLl. Painter.

[Born at Cortona, in Tuscany, 1440. Died 1521. Aged SI.]

An ancestor of Yasari, the author of " Lives of the Painters," and a dis-

tinguished i>ainter of the early Tuscan school. Assisted in the works of the
Sistrae Chapel at Rome ; and his pictures there, according to Yasari, are
superior to those of his contemporaries. His great frescos in the Cathedral
of Orvieto, representing the Day of Judgment and the History of Antichrist,

are his principal works. His productions show too great anxiety to mark the
form with anatomical correctness. In this he was the precursor of Michael
Angelo; andFuseli has frequentlyimitated him. As aman he was upright, .sin-

cere, and kind-hearted. He lived and decorated himself -with great splendour.

[By Pietro Pierantoni.J

138. riiAi>rcEsco Lazzae.1 Beamajtte. Architect, Painter, Poet.

[Born at Cas-tel Durante, m Italy, 1444. Died at Eome, 1514. Aged TO.]

Memoi-able as the architect employed by Julius II. and Leo X. to rebuild
the church of St. Peter's, at Rome, and to construct the famous Loggie of the

^
Yatican, afterwards completed and adorned by Raffaelle. Bramante was a
bold and original genius, but vain, impetuous, and impatient. As a
consequence of his recklessness, most of lis works have speedily decayed.

[By Alessandro d'Este. Bramante was buried in the crypt of S. Peter's, at
Rome, called the " Grotte Vaticane."]

139. PiETEO PEB,uer!fo, or Pieieo Vanucci deila Piete. Painter.
[Born at Pieve, in Italy, 1446. Died there or at Perugia, 1524. Aged 78.]

Immortal as the instructor of Rafiaelle, and himself a celebrated painter
.of the TJmbrian school. He was opposed to the more modem stj^le of which
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Micliael Angelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and his OAvn great pnxjil Eaffaelle, are the

renowned masters. His pictui'es are religions, earnest, and graceful, but

wanting in variety of cliaracter. In Ms best pictures, his colouring is excellent,

and the expression of his heads rerj beautiful, but Ms numerous works are

of very unequal value and merit. Vasari has branded this painter as avari-

cious, eccentric, sordid, and irreligious. Modern writers have attempted to

rescue him from the harsh verdict pronounced by his early biographer.

[By Raimondo Trentanove.]

140. DoMENico GrHiULAisrDAiO. Painter.

[Born at Florence. 1449—51. Died sometime between 1490 and 1498.]

The son of a goldsmith who adopted the name Grhirlandaio (the garland-

maker) on account of his skill in making the gold and silver ornaments worn
by Florentine girls. The first work of Domenico was a portrait of Amerigo
Vespucci who had the honour of giving his name to America. Devoted to

Ms art, preferring honour and glory to riches. Painted in fresco, in tempera,
and in mosaic, but excelled in the first. In his sacred historical pictm-es, he
introduced jjortraits of remarkable persons as spectators, which gives them a
peculiar value. He was the early instructor of ilichael Angelo, and his finest

Tforks are in the churches of Florence.

[By Massimiliano Laboureur. His portrait, bj^ Ms own hand, is iu one of the
pictures of tiie Choir of S. Maria Novella, at Florence. ]

141. Leonardo da Yin-ci. Fainter.

[Born at Vinci, in Tuscany, 1452. Died at Amboise, in France, 1519. Aged 6^^.]

One of the greatest names of the fifteenth century. His genius was all

but universal, and Ms faculty of acquiring knowledge of all kinds, prodigious.

He is most generally kno^mi and api^reciated as a painter ; but he was also

a distinguished Avriter, a man of general science, an arcMtect, an engineer,

an accomplished musician, and a discoverer in Natural PMlosophy. As
painter he was the pupil of Andrea VerrocMo, and the founder of the
MUan school. It was at Milan that he painted Ms great and universally

knov-Ti incture, of the "Last Supper." From 1504 to 1515, he travelled

tM'ough Italy as architect and engineer to Cassar Borgia, Duke of Valentino.

He is the undoubted head of the highest development of art, in which the

most elevated subjects were I'epresented in the noblest Form, Every branch
and attribute of Fine Art was intimately known to him. In the expression

of the passions, Ms eye and mind were quick and eager ; and he investigated

every phase of life to its iMnutest modifications. He was familiar with the

spirit of the humblest ranks, and could stamj) divine subjects v/ith a beauty
and sentiment wMch only the very Mghest gemus is competent to attain.

There was great rivalry between Leonardo and Michael Angelo,—^A Titamc
emulation ! The faculties of both were mighty and analogous ; their grasp
similarly broad and powerful. Leonardo jmssed his last yeara in France,
protected by Francis I., who showered favours upon tMs gifted man. A story

is current that the painter died in the arms of the monarchj but there appears
no good foundation for the statement.

[From the marble, by Filippo Albaccini. The bust resembles the painted
portraits, of which there are several of undoubted accuracy and truth,
paiuted by himself, at Florence, Venice, Paris, and Milan. The works of
Leonardo on Anatomy and Painting are still invaluable to students in art.

His treatise on Pahating was first printed at Paris ia 1651. The MS. was
in a curious hand-writingj and written backwards with the left hand.]
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142. FnA BARTOLOiiiEO, Or Baccio DEiLA PoETA. Painter.

[Bom at Saviguano, in Italy, 14G9. Died 1517. Aged 49.]

At an early age he carefully studied the works of Leonardo da Tinci, aud
the effect of the study is visible in his own productions. Whilst his fame
was growing, he became deeply influenced by the preacliing of Savonarola,
at whose instigation he publicly bui-nt some of his finest studies of the
uadraped figure. In 1500, Bartolomeo assumed the habit of a Dominican
friar, aud forsook painting. But after the lapse of four years he resumed
his art, made the acquaintance of Eaffaelle at Florence, and the influence of
these two eminent painters on each other was mutually advantageous. Among
the finest works of Fra Bartolomeo are, the large picture of St. Mark,
esteemed in painting equal to the '

' Moses " of Michael Angelo in sculpture,
and the "Madonna della Misericordia." He was the inventor of the lay
figure, which he was the first to employ. His style is characterized by calm
seriousness, u-uaffected dignity, and grace. The religious expression of his
holy figures reveals conscious elevation, not mere sentimentality ; and in his

Madonnas holiness is always exquisitely blended with beauty. But Barto-
lomeo lacked inward power. Sometimes he is cold and formal ; at others,

impetuous and wanting in repose. The colouring of flesh is peculiarly soft

in his pictures, and his draperies are excellent.

[By Domenico Manera. In the last work of Bartolomeo, wliich is now in the
Uffizzi, at Florence, representing the j)atron saints of Florence, and others, ha
has inti'oduced his own portrait.]

143, Michael Ak-&elo Buo^fAHOTTi. Scul^jtor, Painter, Architect.
[Born at Caprese, in Tuscany, 1474. Died at Rome, 1563. Aged 89.]

A demigod in art. All learning and all knowledge came to Michael Angelo,
perhaps even more than to Leonardo da Yinci, his mighty contemporary, as a
rightful inheritance, to be magnificently accepted and sumptuously enjoyed.
Poet, musician, sculptor, arcMtect, engineer, painter, anatomist, man of science—^liis titles to renown are inexhaustible. His genius was imiversal, his grasp
l)oundless. All his works, of whatever kind, bear the broad, deep stamp
of his haughty, masculine spirit, and constitute the immortal expression of

.strength, energy, and sublimest passion. The feeling of Michael Angelo
was strong, intense, grand, penetrating ; his thought as clear as it was
profound. His life is a series of conquests in the world of intellect. Domenico
GMrlandaio has the honour of claiming Buonarotti for his pupil. By
Ghirlandaio the strij)ling was introduced to Lorenzo de' Medici, who, as well
as his successor, became the steady friend of the great artist. L^pon the
expulsion of the Medici, he went to Bologna, tlience to Florence, and thence
again, upon the in-^dtation of the Pope, to Rome. In 1503, commissioned

'

to paint one «nd of the great HaU of Council, Leonardo da Vinci being <i

intrusted with the other. Never before had two such .spirits met to con- *

tend for glory. His statue of Moses, and the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel,
were produced under Pope Julius II. Under Leo X., and Adi-ian, works
of equal power issued from his inspired brain. In 1546, he was com-
manded by the Pope to undertake the direction of the works at St.

Peter's. He consented only upon condition that he received no salary,

and laboured "for the love of God alone." For seventeen years he pro-
secuted the pious ser-vdce, and raised the sacred edifice as far as the base
of the cupola. The undying memorials of his chisel and pencil speak the
intellectual supremacy of the man beyond aU words of praise. They will com-

]
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mand Avonder, deliglit, admiration, respect, and awe, wMlst the world

lasts. TBere is nothing factitious, no studied allurement, no imposture in his

work. It is all true, simple, sublime. Michael Angelo, in 1530, directed

in person the defence of Florence, and erected its fortifications—which jeir

exist—^when that city was besieged, and, after a year of heroic defence,

taken by the army of Charles V. The fall of Florence, at this time, witnessed

. the last breath of Italian independence. Look on his face ! You see many fur-

rowed lines there, and a potent brow. The features and expression betray iras-

cibility of temper, jealous self-consciousness, towering sense of power.

Michael Angelo had all these. He was a lion aware of his strength.

What if he used it as a lion, at times vehemently, and regardless

of the pain inflicted upon others ! He was also a staunch friend, disinter-

ested, liberal, temperate, upright, conscientious. The ancients had their

Titans. Michael Angelo too is the son of Heayen and Earth.

[This Bust is from the marble by Alessaud.ro d'Este, and one of those contri-

buted to the Capitoline Museum, at the expense of Canova, when he was
President of the Academy of Saint Lvdce, at Rome. It conveys an idea of

coarseness which would hardly seem to belong to Michael Angelo 's natural

expression, marked as it is with power and energy. It wUl be remembered
how his nose was broken by a blow fi-om his fellow-stxident, Torrigiano.

He was buried in Sta. Croce, at Florence, his noble monument there being
designed and executed under the superintendence of Vasari, the historian of

the painters. It consists of a sarcophagus, supported by three figures,

representing Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, and surmounted by his

bust (of which No. 143a is a cast) and three crowns, with the motto
"tergeminis toUit honoribus." This tomb and the bust were executed by
three sculptors, Domenico Lorenzi, a pupil of Bandiuelli, Valerie Cioli, and
Giovanni dell' Opera. There is, in the Capitoline Museum a bust of Michael
Angelo, said to be by his own hand ; the head is of bionze, and the rest of

marble ; and in the same place a painted portrait of him, by Andrea del

Sarto. Vasari mentions an alto-reUevo of him in bronze, by Danielo
Ricciarelli, and a medal (" a very close resemblance") by Cav. Lioni, which
was abundantly copied and distributed, in his honom-.]

liSA. MiCHAEX AiTGELO BuoJTAiiOTTi. Sculjotor, Fainter, Architect,

144. Titian, or, TiziAifo Yechlmo. Painter,

[Born at Pieve di Cadore, in Lombardy, 1477. Died at Venice, 1576. Aged 99.

In the works of Titian, Venetian art reached its ctdminating point. •

He was the pui^il of Bellini ; but the disciple soon surpassed his

master, Titian first instituted the custom of painting full-length

portraits, and his pictures of this kind, of which he painted many,

have never been surpassed. In the representation of undraped female forms

he also displayed the hand of a master. In softness, transparency, and
delicacy of colouring, he stands alone. All his figm-es seem to exj^ress a
high consciousness and enjoyment of existence. He was followed, throughout

his career, mth great honours. Charles V. , whose portrait he painted, made
him Count Palatine, and he received in\T.tations from other crowned heads.

He died of the plague in Venice, and was buried with great ceremony, at a
time when raging pestilence had suspended the ordinary rites of burial.

Towards the close of his life his subjects were chiefly religious.

[He was bm-ied at the Chiesa delle Frazi, at Venice. This Bust is by Alessandro
d'Este. Thei-c is in the Church of St. John and St. Paul, at Venice, a fine
bust of Titian, which stands by the side of that of Palma Vecchio ; it was
placed there fortj--iive years after his death, by Palma il Giovine. There is
httle doubt that this and its companion of Palma were the work of Jacops
Albai-eUi, the intimate friend of Palma Giovine, whose bu^t he also executed.

i
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Eidolfi mentious a Bust of the great painter, by his friendJacopo Sansovino.
Tliere is, in the Vienna Gallery, a superb portrait of him, by his own
hand.]

145. Bejs'VEIJTITO Tisio, commonly called GAr^oPAio. Painter..

[Bom at Garofalo, 1481. Died at Ferrara, in Italy, 1559. Aged 78.]

A distingiiisted painter of tlie Ferrarese school. Tlie sight of Eaffaelle's
woAs, in the Sistine Chapel, determined him to follow art, and he became
a friend of the great artist himself, though in style most unlike him—^bril-

liant but mannered. On festival daj^s it was liis custom to work without
payment at a conrent in Ferrara, '

' for the love of God." Blind for the last
few years of his life—cheerful in disposition, and resigned nnder affliction.

[By Massimiliano Laboureur. In the Louvre are two portraits said to be of
Garofalo, but they are of doubtful authenticity. This bust is probably done
from a picture.]

146. Eaffaelle Sajtzio, commonly called. Eapfaelle. Painter.
[Born at Urbmo, in Italy, 1483. Died at Rome, 1520. Aged ST.]

The founder of the Roman school of painting. He was the son of a
painter, and the pupil of Perngino, whom his first style resembles, and whom
he quickly surpassed. He was already eminent in his art at the age of
seventeen. In 1506, he first saw Michael Angelo's great and celebrated
" Cartoon of Pisa," and a closer study of anatomy and fonn is manifest in

his works after this time. In 1508, in the pontificate of Julius II., he was
invited to Rome, where he contimted imtil his death, painting his exquisite
frescos in the Vatican. Whilst executing these works, JMichael Angelo was
completing the Sistine chapel, and a rivalry arose between these two con-
summate artists, which was never extinguished. Rafifaelle was a sculptor
and architect as well as painter. In 1514, he directed the works at St.

Peter's, and was subsequently very zealous in superintending the exhumation
of the remains of antique art, and in designing a restoration of ancient Rome.
In the midst of his fine labours, he contracted a fever and died. In his
works, beauty of Forni is the expression of the utmost elevation of mind and
perfect purity of soul. Some of Ralfaelle's cartoons on scripttu-al subjects
are at Hampton Court Palace. Several of his pictures are in France,
obtained by Francis I., who tried in vain to allure RafiaeUe to his capital.

His "Transfigui-ation," in the Vatican, left unfinished at his death,, and
carried in his own funeral procession, is considered by some the finest

picture in the world. It was finished by his piipil, Giulio Romano. Little

or nothing is known of his piivate life, save that his natiu-e was sweet and
gi-acious, and that all men loved him. He was of a slender frame, and five

feet seven inches high. His skull was beautifully formed.

[Raffaello was buried in the Pantheon at Rome, now called S ta. Maria Ritonda.
1

His tomb was ordered by liimself, and executed by Lorenzo Lotti, who, it is

said, restored one of the ancient tabernacles there at Raffaelle's request

,

and added an altar, with a figure of the Virgin. Upon this monu-
ment there is a bust of him by Paolo Naldini, a sculptor who lived in
the early part of the l7th century. The tomb was opened in 1833, and the
remains were found entire, so that the skull long exhibited in the Academy
of S. Luke as that of RafFaelle was proved to be a fabulous relic. Portraits
of Raftaelle are to be found in several celebrated picttires ; in the Duomo and
Sacristy of Siena, in the Borghese Gallery at Rome, and one by lais o^vn hand
in the picture of St. Luke ; but the most authentic one, and that whicii
alone possesses the beautiful expression of his remarkable countenance, is
the picture by himself in the Gallery of Portraits of Pauitera by their own
hands at Elorence. This bust is from one probably by Carlo Maratta, a great
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admirer and copier of Raffaelle's works, and wlio presented it to the Capi-
toline Museum. There was in 1791, in the Spada Palace at Rome, a portrait

of Raifaelle wlien 12 vears old, by himself. {See " Martyn's Tour in Italy,"

p. 2i2.)

147. lIiCHELE Saj^micheli. Architect.

[Born at Verona, in Italy, 1484. Died there, 1559. Aged 75.]

His works were chiefly fortifications. At the age of seyenteen, lie went to

Eome to study the remains of its ancient architecture, and tliere gained the

friendship of Buonarotti, Bramante, SansoTino, and Sangallo. For Pope

Clement YII. he fortified, with Sangallo, the cities of Parma and Placentia.

In 1527, entered the service of the Venetians, and for them, at Verona,

first employed angular bastions, which he invented. The jprinciple being

generally adopted, Samniclieli was employed to fortify many of the

Italian cities, as well as the islands of Candia and Corfu. He then

strengthened his native city with fortifications, and adorned it with palaces

and other works. One of these, the Capella di Guareschi, is a masterpiece

of arcliitecture.

[Bust by Domenico Manera.]

148. FeJl Sebastiano del Piombo, sometimes called Sebastiano
YEJfisziAJfO. Painter.

[Born at Venice, 1485. Died at Rome, 1547. Aged 02.]

The pupil of Bellini and Giorgione. At Eome he competed with Eaffaelle,

and gained the friendship and a,pproyal of Michael Angelo, some of whose
designs he executed,—amongst others tlmt of the "Raising of Lazarus"—

a

picture now in our National Gallery. Besides painting in oils and fresco,

he invented a method of painting on stone, which was much admii-ed. His
portraits are celebrated, and he excelled in beauty of coloiaing. It is said

that he was slovv^ of execution, and not a lover of his art, which he deserted

for other i^leasures when he attained competency. His piincipal works are

in Venice and Eome. He was called Fra del Piombo (Monk of the Signet),

from the office of sealer of briefs, which he held in the Pope's Chancery.

[By Massimiliano Laboureur.]

149. GriovAKNi DA Udine, or GrioTAisriSri DI I^Asri. PoAnter.

[Born at Udiue, in Italy, 1487. Died at Eome, 1564. Aged 77.J

A pupil of Eaftaelle, whose stjde he so thoroughly imitated that it is

difficult to distinguish his work from that of his master, Avhenever he acted

as his assistant. In this capacity he was the cMef painter of the Loggie of

the Vatican. Some ancient grottos having been discovered near Eome, he

detected the composition of their stucco ornaments; and so successfully

imitated the material, that he may be called the inventor of modern stucco

work. Excelled in painting birds, fruits, and animals.

[By JIassimiliano Laboureur.]

150. Ajtdeea del Sahto, or Akdeea YAiiri^ucHi. Painter.

[Born at Florence, 1488. Died there, 1530. Aged 42.]

Called Del Sarto, from the trade of his father, who was a tailor. Long
trouble followed his early and unfortunate marriage. Visited France, where

he painted pictirres for Francis I., who loaded him with gifts, and com-
missioned him to buy works of aii) in Florence. Spent the money entrusted

to him, and boiight neither isictures nor statues for his illustrious patron.
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Disgraced, neglected, and poor, lie died deserted by his •wife. This painter—whose works are admirable in design and colour, and remarkable for the
elegance and majesty of the figures, is deficient in elevation and refinement of
expression. His owti character was morally weak and degraded.

[By Antonio D'Este. A monument was erected to him by Eaffaellc da Monti
Lupo at the expense of Domenico Couti, the lieir of Andrea, in the Chtirch
of the Servites. It was removed by the authorities, but in IGOO a Prior had
another tomb erected in tlie cloister, between the Madonna del Sacco and
another of his frescos. A life-size bust in marble, by Giovanni Caccini,
surmounts this tomb.]

151. Maecanton^io Kaimondi. Engraver.

[Born at Bologna, in Italy, aboiit 1489. Died there, about 1637.]

The most celebrated of all the early engravers. The first impression from
any engraved metal plate is dated 1454. Within sixty years, Marcantonio
had carried the art to perfection. At Eome he was patronized for some
years by E.afi'aelle, who employed him to engrave some of his most exquisite
designs. The finest works of Marcantonio now bear a very high value for

their beauty and rarity. Unhappily he was a bad man. He began his

career as an artist by using his skill to pirate some of the works of Albert
Durer. After Raftaelle's death, he w^as banished from Eome by Clement VII.
for gross immorality, fled to Bologna, fell into poverty, and is supposed to
have died assassinated.

[By Massimiliano Laboureur. The best specimens of Marcantonic's engi-aving are
in the Imperial collection at Vienna.]

152. CoEEEGGio, or AKTOisrio Allegbi. Painter.

[Born at Correggio, in Italy, 1493 or 1494. Died there, 1534. Aged 40 or 41,]

Of his private life and character little is known, but his works are justly
admired throughout the civilized world, while his frescos in the ciipola of
the Cathedral at Parma have earned for him undjdng fame. He painted in

oil and fresco. In our National Gallery we have several of his admirable
productions. As an artist, remarkable for exquisite sensibility. ' ' In
his compositions," says Kugler, "all is life and motion. All his pictures

express the overflowing consciousness of life ; the impulse of love and
pleasure." Delicate in perception, with great quickness, subtlety, and
depth of feeling. His forms not always beautiful, biit his treatment oflight

and shade masterly, and almost unique.

[There is no b\ist of Con-eggio from the life ; this is by Philippe Albacini, and
no doubt from some authentic painted portrait.]

153. PoLiDOEO Caldaee da Cabayaggio. Painter,

[Born at Caravaggio, in Lombardy, 1495. Died at Messina, 1543. Aged 48.]

Was employed by Eaffaelle to assist him in the Vatican, having been
originally a mason. Afterwards became distinguished as an ornamental
painter. He was assassinated by his servant for the sake of his money.

[He was buried in the Cathedral at Messina. The Bust is by Massimiliano^
Laboureur.]

154r &nTLio EoMA:jro, or GriTTLio Pippi de' GiaivNUZZi. Architect
and Painter.

[Born at Eome, 1499. Died at ilantua, 1546. Aged 47.]

A pupil of Rafliaelle, by whom he was employed on works at the Vatican.
Invited by the Marquis of Mantua to the city of that name, where he was
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raised to the rank of nobility, provided -with a Iiouse, a salary of 500 gold

ducats, board for Mmself and Ms pupils, a borse, and some yard s of silk

velvet and cloth for clotliing. Built many palaces in Mantua, and painted

much in fresco. His later works are wanting in grace and purity, and
display wUdness and even coarseness. Yet he has a memorable name as one

of the Eoman school of art.

[This bust is by Alessandro d'Este.]

loo. Ajtdeea Palladio. Architecf.

[Born at Vicenza, in Italy, 1518. Died there, 15S0. Aged 62.]

He largely and accurately studied and described the Roman style of archi-

tecture, and adapted it to modern purposes with admirable success. Inigo Jones

maybe called his disciple ; and the Banquetfcing House at Whitehall is a good

example of the style calledPa?tocZi«?i. Hewas small in stature, and agreeable in

countenance. His most celebrated buildings are at Venice, Yerona, and Yicenza.

[This bust is by Leaudro Biglioschi.]

156. Paolo Cagliabt, called VEHOisrESE. Painter.

[Born at Verona, 152S. Died at Venice, 1588. Aged 60.]

One of the great masters of the Yenetian school of painting, whose prin-

ciple vras the study and imitation of nature, but whose peculiar excellence

was colour, which the leaders of the school carried to the highest point of

perfection. The works of Yei'onese are remarkable for splendour of colour,

for the clear and transpa.rent ti-eatment of shadows, and for comprehensive
keeping and harmony. He represented festivals and banquets suggested by
Sacred History. The "Marriage at Cana," now in the Louvre at Paris, is a
magnificent example of his style. He was a man of courteous manners and
generous disposition, and left a family of sons and brothers, who pursued the
same calling.

[By Domenico Manera.]

157. GioTAiTifi PiEHLTiiGi, sumamed Di Palestkiita. Ifusical
Composer.

[Born 1524. Died 1594, Aged TO.]

Palestrina is justly described in his epitaph as " MusicEe Princeps." He
was the greatest musician of his time, and the creator of Chru-ch music.

Before Ms day the music of xarofane, and even immoral songs, had been allied

with church masses. He reformed the custom by the production of a sacred

composition that ravished every hearer. In 1555, he was Musical Director

to the Chtirch of St. John Lateran. Ten years afterwards, he was named
Composer to the Pontifical Chapel. But he was in straitened circumstances
throughout his career. His music continues a model at this hour. He had
a singular capacity for apprehending the poetic character of Ms subject.

158. AjtjSTBAIE Caeracci. Painter.

[Bom at Bologna, 1560. Died at Rome, 1609. Aged 49.]

One ofthe three Carraeci who founded a new school of painting (the Bolognese
school), the fundamental principles of which were the study of nature, and a
close imitation of the great masters. At Rome, painted the gallery of the
Farnese palace with mythological frescos, which display masterly drawing,
excellent an-angement of draperies, and an agreeable, clear colouring. Produced
landscapes as well as Mstorical works. His facility in di-awing marvellous.
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Amongst tlie pupils of tlie Carracci school were DomenicLino, Gfuerciao, and
Giiido Eeni.

[The atitlior of this bust is not known. It was executed at the expense of Carlo
Maratta.J

159. DoMEi^iCHisfO, also called Domestico Zampieri, Painter.

[Born at Bologna, 1581. Died at Naples, 16il. Aged 60.]

A famous painter of the Bolognese sciooL A pupil of the Carracci. At
Rome, painted some frescos, and other pictures, hut was poorly paid. His
life one series of misfortunes. His fame and skill excited the jealousy of the

. Roman and Neapolitan artists, who destroyed his paintings, mixed deleterious

compounds with his colours, and—it is believed— at last poisoned him. His
works occasionally reveal artlessness, and a clear conception of nature, hut he

never escapes from the trammels of the imitative school of the Carracci. His
great work, the " Communion of St. Jerome," pronounced hy Poussin only

inferior to the Transfiguration of Raifaelle. Yet for this picture, Domenichino

received fifty scudi—about ten guineas. In person, stoiit and short—hence

his name, Domenichino (little Dominic). Passionately fond of music, and
devoted to study and tranquillity. Whilst he painted, he would have his

house as quiet and as noiseless as a monastery.

[Bj Alessaudro d'Este. There is another bust of him in the Louvre by MUe.
Charpentier.J

160. PiETRO Bi CoETOis"'A, or PiETUO BEEETTHfi. Painter.

[Born at Cortona, 1596 or 1609. Died at Eome, probably about 1669.]

A painter of the modern and degenerate school of art, who lived a,nd

worked at Florence and Rome. So stupid in his youth, that he was called
" Ass's Head." Was employed to paint a ceiling in the Barberini palace

—

perhaps the largest picture ever undertaken by a single artist. At Florence

he executed the ceilings of the Pitti palace.

[This bust is by Pietro Pierantoni.]

161. Aecangelo Coeelit. Violinist and Com.poser.

[Born at Eusignano, near Bologna, 1653.. Died at Rome, 1713. Aged 60.]

Corelli's playing was distinguished by the most perfect sweetness and
smoothness. Of execution, as now understood, he had none. But he
possessed grace, finish, and an exquisite power of expression. His works
still keep their ground as an indispensable study for all who woidd
acquire a broad and artist-like style of playing. He was a modest and
unafiected man, and enjoyed an equable temper, which not even the rough
outbursts of Handel could disconcert. He had also humoiu*. He would lay

down his violin if folks talked whilst he was playing, and apologize for

interrupting the conversation.

[Corelli was buried in the Pantheon at Rome. The author of this bust is not
mentioned; it was executed at the cost of Cardinal Ottoboni, Corelli's

constant friend and patron.]

162. Lttdqtico As^TOJfio Mitjratoei. Antiquary.
[Born at Vignola, in Italy, 1672. Died at Modena, in Italy, 1T50. Aged T8.]

Contributed much valuable material towards the History of Italy in the

Middle Ages. Librarian to the Duke of Modena for the space of fifty years.

[By Adamo Tadolino.]
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163. Bejtedetto Makcello. Writer mid Musician.

LBoriL at Venice, 16S6. Died at Brescia, in Italy, 1739. Aged 63.J

A lawyer and public officer; lie was also a distinguislied poet, and a
musical composer of a Mgh. order. His most celebrated work is a Para-

phrase of the first fifty Psalms, arranged for one, two, three, or four voices
;

it is remarkable for great tenderness, united with the religious feeling, and
vehemence of style, which have obtained for the author from his fond

countrymen the appellation of the Pindar and Michael Angelo of musicians.

He also composed sonnets, madrigals, and dramatic pieces.

[By Domenico Manera.]

164. GriAMBATiSTA PiEAi<7ESi. Engraver.

[Born at Rome, 1707. Died there, 1778. Aged 71.]

An. excellent and laborious artist. Has produced a great work in sixteen
' volumes upon the antiquities and curiosities of Rome. Has never been sur-

passed for his skill in reisresenting architectural ruins and restorations. He
also displays singular powers of invention, and Ms fancy subjects show
consummate execution. Pie acquired great and widely extended fame during
his life.

[By Antonio d'Bste.]

165. GioTAMi Paisieleo. Musical Composer.

[Born at Tarento, in Italy, 1741. Died at Naples, 1816. Aged- 75.]

A dramatic composer of extraordinary fertility. His works remarkable
for their number, rather than for their eminence. He v-^as the son of

a veterinary surgeon. In 1777, he came to St. Petersbiu-gh, upon the
invitation of Queen Catharine, and remained there, in great honour, during
eight years. In 1802, he answered Napoleon's summons to Paris, and com-
posed the mass and other music for the coronation, in 1804. Shortly after

this event, he retired to Naples, where, in consequence of his many political

tergiversations, he fell into disgrace, and closed a brilliant career in neglect

and cliagrin. His character as a man is not pleasing. He was jealous,

unscrupulous, mean, and cringing.

[By Pietro Pierantoni.]

166. JficcoLO Zifgaeelli. Musician.

[Bom at Naple,s, 1752. Died 1S37. Aged 85.J

The author of several operas no longer performed. One, his most celebrated

work, " Romeo and Jidiet, " still represented in France and Grermany, and
rendered popular in England by Pasta' s personation of Romeo. The last of

the Italian composers for the chirrch. His oratorio of
'

' The Destruction of

.lerusalem," a noble composition, written in the classical style of the old

ecclesiastical school. During his later years he led the Hfe of a recluse.

167. DoMEifico CuiAEOSA. Ilusical Composer.

[Bom at Aversa, near Naples, 1755. Died at Venice, 1801. Aged 47.]

A cobbler's son and a baker's apprentice. It was the duty of the lad to

fetch daily a batch of dough from the house of Aprili, the great singing

master of his time : and the musical sounds always ringing through, the

house touched his spirit and elicited his genius. AprUi caught him listening

s> 2
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at tlie keyholes, and considerately sent kirn to a free miisical sclxool in Naples.
At tlie age of 19, Gimarosa quitted the Conservatorio, and immediately after-

wards wrote his first work—^the music to a farce called "Baroness Stramba."
From this time forward his compositions for the theatre were incessant, and
invariably successful. In 1787, Catharine of Russia invited him to St.
Petershurgh, whither he went; hut his health failing, he betook him, in 1792,
to Vienna, and there entered the seiwice of the Emperor Leopold. In his
38th. year, after he had written 70 operas and dramatic works, he composed
Ms masterpiece, "II Matrimonio Segreto." The Emperor of Austria was so
dehghted with the performance, that after supping the composer and the
singers, he took the whole of them back to the theatre, and made them sing
the opera through again. The operas of Mozart, then dying a few miles oftl,

had fallen at the same theatre upon cold and unfeeling ears. Pew compo-
sitions of Gimarosa are known at the present day, though his innumerable
productions were highly popular whilst he lived. His music exhibits some
originality and a prodigal flow and variety of ideas. His scoring is peculiaz-ly

bi'iUiant, and his comic powers were great.

[By Canova.]

168. Antonio Canota. Sculptor.

[Bom at Passagno, in Upper Italy, 1757. Died at Venice, 1822. Aged 65.]

One of the most celebrated of modern sculptors. When five years old,

evinced a taste for his art, and at foiu-teen was a pupil of Tonetto, a sculptor
at Venice. From Venice went to Rome, where he esecuted many works.
A favourite of Buonaparte, whose portrait, for the colossal statue of the
Emperor (in the possession of the Duke of Wellington) he modelled at
Paris, and from which was taken the bust No. . He had no
pupils; for he used to say that " the master's compositions were the best
ittstructors." His works are very numerous ; casts from some of the most
celebrated are to be found in the court of modem Italian Sculpture. His
imaginative pieces more successful than his portraits, although many of
these are master-pieces of art. In execution he was unrivalled ; but his
taste is not always pure. In person Canova was below the middle height,
his eyes full of expression, and the general character of his face indicative
of good-nature. He was much beloved at Rome as the generous friend of

his brother artists.

[Prom the colossal marble bust by his own hand, in the Protomoteca of the
Capitol at Rome.]

169. G-ASPAHO Spontini. Musician.

[Bom at Majolatti, in the Eoman States, 1778. Eied there, 1851. Aged 73.]

Educated at Naples, and at the early age of seventeen commenced his
musical career as the composer of an opera, which was rapidly fol-

lowed by sixteen more. In 1803, he went to Paris, and continued
composing operas. In 1807, appointed musical Director to the Empress
Joseijhine ; and in 1808, produced with great success his best work,
"La Vestale." From 1810 to 1820, Director of the Italian Opera in Paris.

Then invited to Berlin, where he wi'ote some more operas, and remaiued
until the death of the late king in 1840. The greater part of the music
composed by Spontini is forgotten. He was eclipsed by the genius of Rossini,

b\it he had remarkable ability as a dramatic composer. His instrumenta-
tion was original, and his music abounds in melody.

[By Ranch, 1827. From the marble on the Monument to Spontini, at Tesi,
in Italy.]
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170. ITiCCOl-0 Paganii^I. Violinist.

[Born at Genoa, 1784. Died at Nice, 1840. Aged 56.]

The greatest of modern fiddlers, wlio performed in the principal cities of

Em-ope, and acquired more fame and money by playing on one string, than
SiVlJ of the brotherhood ever gained on aU foui-. He looked like a magician,

and his playing justified his looks.

[By Dantan, 1837.]

171. Maeia Eelicitas Malibean. Actress.

[Bom in Paris, 1808. Died at Manchester, 1836. Aged 28.]

A wonderfully gifted dramatic genius, too soon cut olf by death. In
France, England, Gfermany and Italy, she created enthusiastic admiration,

as much by her histrionic powers, as by her efforts as a songstress. She was
a child of nature, and as benevolent as she was richly endowed with intel-

lectual gifts. She made the noblest uses of the earnings of her industry, and
w:as beloved by her fellow artists for the unaffected goodness of her heart.

No actress of her time equalled her for truth and passion. Whatever
art was in her, lay concealed. It never came to view. Her acting assailed

the feelings of men, and took them prisoner'. Escape was its own punishment.
[By Flosi.]

171a. Maria Eelicitas Malibean. Actress.

[For account of this statue, see Handbook to Modern Sculpture, No. 108.]

172. GiULiA Griiisi. Italian Singer.

[Bom in 1816. Still hving.]

Made her first appearance in London during the season of 1834, being

then 18 years old. From that time until her retirement from the English
stage in 1854, not absent for a single season. Her voice a soprano of great

power and of exquisite purity. Her histrionic talents, of the highest order,

displayed equally in the artless peasant girl, and in the passionate and
revengeful Semiramis. Duiing twenty years she reigned supreme as queen
of the Iji'ic drama, finding many rivals, but no equal.

[By Flosi.]

FOETS AND DRAMATISTS.

173. Dante Ali&hieei. Poet.

[Born, at Florence, 1265. Died at Rd.Tenna, 1321. Aged 56.]

The eldest and greatest poet of modern Italy. He was of a noble Floren-

tine family. He came iato stormy times, and his life was tempestuous. His
native city was then split between the fierce hostile factions of the Gruelphs

and Grhibellines, the two great parties that distra.cted Germany and Italy

in the middle ages. An iorhan faction in Florence was that of the Blacks
•and Whites. Dante was a Gfhibelline, and a White : a keen partisan, and
a distinguished citizen, he shared the passions and the vicissitudes of his

pai"ty. Two battles are mentioned in which he gained honour as a soldier.

At thii-ty-five, he was in the supreme magistrature of the city. When Charles

of Anjou, in passing thi-ough Florence, took the part of the Blacks, Dante
was amongst the sufferers. He was condemned to exile, and confiscation of

his property : but, on a revision of the santence, to be burned alive. He
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TPandered long, in France and in Italy, and rested at last, under the shelter of
Gruido ISToYelli, at Eavenna. He died there. He was once married, hut not
happily. A hoyish love for Beatrice Portinari lives, as a sort of ethereal idea,

throughout his poetry and life. He wandered and sang, His marvellous
poem, '

' The Divine Comedy, " was composed during his long exile. It at once
raised the modern Italian to the rank of a classical tongue, and the poetry
of modern Italy to a height to which it has never again soared. The poet
relates his journey, as a living man, through the three invisible worlds, which
receive, as his church teaches, the souls of other men when released from
the body : Hell, Purgatory, Heaven. Through Hell and Purgatory he is led
by the shade of the poet Virgil—indeed his beloved leader in their common art.

Tbrough Paradise, his Beatrice herself, in whom he impersonates Theology,
guides

_
him. The ghosts he sees, those nnder punishment especially,

are chiefly his deceased contemporaries, and Italians : so that the other
shadowy world is with him almost a renexion of his own world here. Prom
the first step of his pilgrimage to the last, he sees sights of his own imagining,
transcending all experience, almost all conception, yet delineated ^ith such
vivid precision, in language so simply real, that a feeling only short of
belief accompanies tlie reader, and remains with him. Italitm peasants
meeting the poet, pointed out, as they looked Avith awe on "his pale and
visionary brow," the man who had been down to Hell. Prominent
characteristics of his poetry are strength, daring, intensity, gi-ace, absolute
self-reliance, and bonndless invention ; above all, the continnal self-presence

of the poet as the centre to his own thoughts, and to the worlds which he
traverses and describes. He began to write his poem in Latin verse ; but
Pante vvas too essentially a poet to w^rite out of his mother-tongue

;
—

a

poet expresses himself in his verse, and only tlie mother-tongue is near
enough to him for that.

[This Bust is by Alessandro d'Este, and was placed in the Protomoteca at the
expense of Canova. It corresponds in the chief characteristics of the face
withtlie portraits taken from the life, ofwliich there are several. In Florence
Cathedral, near the tomb of Giotto, is an authentic portrait. The one lately
discovered on a wall iu the palace of the Podesta at Florence, is extremely
interesting, as being a youthful likeness by the hand of his friend Giotto.
The monument to Dante iu S. Croce is the work of Stefano Eicci. It was
erected in 1829, at the public expense.]

174. j^RAJTCESCO PeteAeca. Foef.

[Born in Tuscany, 1304. Died at Argua, near Padua, 1374. Aged TO.]

The croAvn around the brow of Petrarch has many gems. He is poet, diplo-

matist, scholar, and restorer of ancient letters. To the world, he is the great
Italian sonnetteer. This extremely artificial metrical scheme, which seems,
however, singularly congenial to his native speech, aftbrded him the tempta-
tion, hi the means, to write incessant effusions on one love, really or ideally en-
tertained. He was an ecclesiastic imder a law of celibacy. Tims separated from
the object of his presumed affections, he allied his soul to hers in verse. His
love-strains are studies, without number, of the passion, in its endlessly varyiug
moods and moments—half of them wreaths laid at the feet of the living

Laura—half, strewings on her untimely tomb. The fiowers, disclosed by the
rapidly advancing Spring of the language, breathe the fresh ue.Si3, sweetness,

and innocent grace of the season. Ever since, every son of song in. Italy

strikes this lute of a few chords, but Petrarch remains its Apollo,

[By Carlo Finelli.]
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175. GrIACOMO Saitazzako. Poet.

[Bom at Naples, 1458. Died there, 1530. Aged 72.]

A devoted adherent of tlie House of Arragon, wliom lie followed in tlieir

disastrous campaign in defence of tlie Gliurch. During his travels he pub-

lished his poem of "Arcadia," which gave a new phase to Italian poetry.

A great admirer of Virgil and Propertius.

[From his tomb in Santa Maria del Parte at Naples, by Girolamo Santa Croce,

a Neapolitan sculptor of the 16th century. His tomb is one of the most
beautiful monumeuts of the time; designed by Santa Croce, and sculptured
bj' Montorsoli. Two weeping angels lean over the bust which bears the name
Acrros Sincerus, under which he piublished many of his works. At
the sides of the tomb are statues of Apollo and Minerva, said to be antique,

but now called David and Judith.]

176. Luiai AmosTO. Foet.

LBorn at Reggio, in Italy, 1474. Died at Ferrara, 1533. Aged 59.]

A poet from tlie cradle : constrained hy his father to bestow five years on

the study of the law : then released to literature. He was Gentleman of the

Coiu't to two princes : from both he received scanty pay : from the one

75 crowns (or about £15 a year), from the other 8*1 crowns. He lived and
died poor, having enjoyed, great indexaendence of spirit, and the barren

respect of Italian princes. His talents for business were remarkable. His

great poem the "Orlando Furioso " is of a species Avhich then deluged

Italian liceratme. It is a web of adventures of knight errantry. These

turn, round the person of Charlemagne, and the invasion of Prance by the

Moors—^poetically misdated to his reign. The copious flow and untiring

spirit of the narrative is without comparison. The skill with which
Ariosto carries on a labyrinth of separate adventui'es, and brings them to

meet, is peculiar to himself. The variety in the invention of the characters,

and the flexibility of the pure and musical style to the humorous or the

pathetic, the warlike or the tender, the natural and. the marvellous,

ai"e singularly characteristic of the power of this poet ; who grasps his

subject meanwhile like a man of business and of the world, and whose tone

is, on the whole, rather that of intellectual superiority to liis subject than
of passionate absorption by it. A vein even of ii-ony breaks tlu-ough ; and
the enthusiastic lover of romance suffers a pang of scepticism from the

suggested incredulity of Ms priest. They tell, how, when governor of a

wild Appenine province, he fell, on a solitary walk, into the liands of ban-

ditti. The captain, on recognising the poet of the Orlando Furioso, apolo-

gized for the rudeness of his men, and set his captive at liberty.

[By Carlo Piuelli. There is a life-size bust upon bis monument in the Benedic-
tine Monastery at Ferrara, where he is buried.]

177. TonQUATO Tasso. JPoet.

j
Born at Sorrento, near Naples, 1544. Died at Eome, 1595. Aged 51.]

One of the small cluster of spirits w^hose uttered thoughts have fastened

upon the world's ear for all time. One of the still smaller group whose
personal histoi-y, growing out of the poetical temperament, weighs in interest

against their consummate work. We discover too little of the life of Shak-
speare. We know too much of the story of Torquato Tasso. The Swan of Avon
sings, and not a milk-white feather is ruflied in tlie song. Personal anguish

quivers through the high heroic strain of him who, in Italian, with
unequalled art, told the inspiriting story of the recovered Holy City. How shall

Torquato' s touching and saddening tale be concentrated in a sentence 1 He was
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already a scliolar when a cMld—delicately organized in tlie flesli
—-nrndrously

endowed in soul. At eigliteen he had given fortli a poem—worthy sign of

his coming strength. He was at the Court of Alphonso II., Duke of

Ferrara, when he commenced his great epic, and dared—he Avas a poet's son—^to fix his strong affection upon the Princess Leonora, sister of the Duke.
In 1575, the " Jerusalem Delivered " was completed. Its beauty was too
evident, for it raised a pitiless storm of envy, enmity, and persecution. His
passion for the princess was detected, and he was imprisoned as a madman.
Breaking loose, he vvandered footsore from place to place, hut foimd his way
too speedily back to Ferrara. Caught again, he was again confined, suffering

new imprisonment for seven long years. He came forth at last, a melancholy
man. It availed him little that at Eome, in 1595, he was solemnly crowned
with lanrel by the pope, and every honour showered upon his illustrious

head. He died, vv orn out with troiibles of heart and mind, only a few days
after his sublime coronation. The "Jerusalem Delivered" is built upon the
essential basis of epic poetry—the profound and associated sympathy of innu-
merable hearers. In the poem, as out of it, the universal heart of Christendom
is arrayed against the misbelieving world. Tasso wrote in an age wlien the
religious passion, which was the soul of the Crusades, survived sufficiently

for a hope in the poet that his strain would reanimate the Red-cross war-
fare. As man, and as poet, enthusiasm was predominant in him. The salient

characters of the poem are well-defined, each complete in itself, and all

standing well apart from, and relieving one another, although hardly,

perhaps, flung forth in desirable plenitude of dramatic life and effect.

The subject, as we all know, was the successful first Crusade— which
took Jerusalem^—under the pious, magnanimous, and traly heroic God-
frey of Bouillon. The structure of the plot is Well balanced : the art of

the writing exquisite : possibly too much so. It is generally self-conscious

and elaborate, rather than inspired and impetuous.

[By Alessandro d'Este, aud presented to the Capitoline Museum by Canova.
Tasso's tomb in St. Onuphrius was not erected until some time after his
death. There is a portrait in mosaic over it.]

178. PiETEO BoiTAYEifTirRA Metastasio. Poet.

[Born at Rome, 1698. Died at Vienna, 17S2. Aged 84.]

Bom of poor parents. When ten years old, improvised in the streets of

Eome ; then adopted and educated by Gra^^ina, a rich juris-consult, who left

the poet all his fortune. Forty editions of Metastasio's works were jmblished

before his death. He A\Tote many tragic operas, besides numerous smaller

compositions. Invited by Charles YI. of Austria, he settled in Vienna, and
received the title of Imperial Poet. His style is singularly chaste, harmo-
nious, and elegant. Attracted to, and attracting by, the delineation of

characters, morally pure and elevated. Pathetic, but his passion lacks

individuality. When we have read a few of his Avorks, we have read all.

In person tall and commanding.

[By Ceracchi. There is a fine bust of him by Vinnazar of Vienna, Metastasio
was buried in St. Michael's Church, "at Vienna, but the place is not
known.]

179. Caelo Goldoki. Poet.

[Bom at Venice, 1707. Died at Paris, 1793. Aged 86.]

The most celebrated Italian comic poet of the eighteenth century, an

the renovator of the comic stage in his country. When eight years old,
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sketched out a play. After some reverses of foi-tune, settled in Paris, where
he wrote Ms last work, "Materials for a History of Ms Life and Theatre."

He wrote 150 pieces for the stage, introducing all classes of men, whom he
described with surprising truth. He reformed the Italian drama hy extia-

goishiug the fashion of playing in masks, and hy doing away -with certain

conyentional characters hefore introduced into every play. His works are not
mthout the defects of an over-abnndant and extraordinarily rapid composition

;

but he has the great merit of faithfully portraying men in their affections,

their habits, follies, and vices.

[By Leandro Biglioschi.]

180. YiiTosio AxTiEEi. Poet.

[Born at Asti, in Piedmont, 1749. Died at Florence, 1803. Aged 54.]

He was of noble origin, and acceded, at the age of 14, to large hereditary
estates. His passions were strong, ardent, and irregular : Ms education
was neglected. He travelled much,—^rapidly and impatiently, like a man
fleeing fi-om himselfj or seeking, without finding, objects to satisfy the
capacity of a mind, large but unstored. He was first drawn with passion to

literature hy Plutarch's Lives ; and Ms first tragedy, "Cleopatra," v/as acted
at Tiu-in in 1775, when he was 26 years old. Thenceforward he was devoted
to the study of his art. The subjects of his tragedies, which foUow the
{simplicity of the Greek model, are chiefly from ancient mythology, or history.

They are distinguished by intense absorption of the poet in his di-amatic

action and persons, by the austere exclusion from the plot of everything
accidental or inoperative to the main purpose and catastrophe, and by the
rejection of all accessory ornament from Ms sedulously laboured style. In
Ms hands the flowing and languisMng Italian speech becomes abrupt, con-

centrated, darted, fiery
;
harsh, often, until it is dilated into harmony by the

swelling and emphatic intonations of the actual theatre. He raised at once
-the prostrate Italian tragedy to the rank of an art, and to a competition
with the nations. He was a passionate lover of horses, licentious in his
attachments, and an. ardent partisan of liberty.

[Alfleri was buried in Sauta Croce. Canova, commissioned by the Countess of
Albany, sculptured liis tomb and the medallion of hitxi"which is upon it.

This bust is by Domenica Manera, and no doubt is a good likeness, havino-
been esecuced under Cauova's eye.]

°

181. ALESSAJiTDSO GrAYAZZi. 3£on7i and Orator.

[Born at Bologna, in Italy, 1809. StUl living.]

At the age of 16, entered the religious order of St. Bamabas. Subsequently
appointed Professor of Bhetoric at Naples. Upon the accession of Pope
Pius IX. to the pontifical chair, Clavazzi warmly upheld the liberal policy then
announced by the head of the Catholic Chni'ch. He was the "Peter the
Hei-mit" of the crusade in Lombardy against Austria in 1818 : and shared
the dangers of the troops, whom he aMmated by Ms eloquence.. Uj)on the
entry of the French under Oudinot into Rome, Gavazzi quitted Italy -Rdth

the patriots. He has since lived in London, where Ms extraordinary political

discourses have created a marked impression upon Ms listeners. His oratory
is adapted to large masses, his memoiy is extraordinary, and Ms manner
exceedingly pictiu'esque and striMng. He is not a scholar, and his patriot-

ism is not of the kind that sufiers by defeat. Gavaazi makes a good iacome
.as a popular preacher, Mazzini lives upon a crust.

[This b\ist is by Piericcinl.]
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SCIENTIFIC MEN AND WRITERS.

182. CsEiSTOPHEE, CoLTJiiBiTS. The Discoverer of the Neio World.
[Bom at Genoa, 1436. Died at Vallndolid, in Spain, 1506. Aged 70. ]

Lord Bacon says, that he, wlio unites tlie faculties of speculation and of
action, is like one bom, according to the faitli of the astrologers, under Saturn
and Jupiter in conjunction, and may command the world. Columbus

—

profoimd in thought, intense in action—did even more. To one world he gave
another. He was essentially an intellectual hero ; for he dared to believe,

on groimds sufficing to reason, that which the world disbelieves, and
scoffs, and scorns. He was essentially a practical hero : witness his perse-
vering urgency of kings and states to undertake the first visiting of a world
which his instructed spirit already discerned in the far off seas. Witness
also his conduct of his fleet, wearied with vain expectation on the silent main,
and rising to mutiny on the apparently confirmed disappointment of its

hopes. His services to man no human gratitude could repay, yet he died
overwhelmed with afftiction, great vexation and bodily infirmity. In 1492,
he discovered San Sah^ador, Cuba, and St. Domingo. In 1493, liis eager
foot first trod the Antilles. In 1498, America opened to his importunate
gaze. His fourth voyage of discovery was delayed by an event that merits
record in every history of the world's progress. He was throwTi into prison.

Obtaining liberty, his eager and mysteriously taformed spirit was brooding
again on the "nide ocean. He reached the Gulf of Darien. We mtness
to-day, in the prosperity, might, and civilization of the American people,
the latest glorious results of the restless intrepidity and bright intelligence

of Christopher Columbus. Before the dazzliag spectacle we may yet learn
humility, if we -wall only remember the sorrow of those upon whom the
unveiling of America instantly let in the sword and the fire. Cokimbus was
the first observer of the variation and the dip of the needle.

[By fiaimondo Trentanove.]

183. JSTiccoLO Machiatelli. Political Writer and Historian.
[Bom at Florence, 1469. Died there, 1527. Aged 58.]

For fourteen years, Machiavelli, bom of a noble family, acted as Secretary
of the Florentine Eepublic, and was charged with several important missions.
Upon the return of the Medici to Florence in 1.512, he was implicated in a
conspiracy formed against them, was imprisoned and put to the torture.
Subsequently released by Pope Leo X., he was reinstated in his of&ce. It
was after his liberation that he wrote his Discourses upon Livy, Ms books on
the Art of Wai-, and his celebrated essay, called " The Prince." Machia-
yelli, to our imagination, embodies in his individual person the Idea of
Italian political subtlety. His chief work, already mentioned, '

' The Prince,"
expounds the art of Eeigning : i. e. of acquiring and presei-ving Power

;

•—of which art perfidy and murder are, in this exposition, two
accepted instruments. The prevalent assumption has been tliat Machia-
veUi recommends the practice of the art, such as he expounds it.

Later vindicators have said that he describes, without approving, the
Art of Eeigning as exercised by the Italian princes of his day, and
that his book is to be regarded as containing a satire, and not a doctrine.
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The "bust before the visitor may fiu-nisli materials for the study of tids

cmioTis qxxestion.

[Prom tlie bixst in t]ie Florence Gallei-y. A most interesting work of tlie time,
bearing tlie date 1495. An undoubted likeness of this celebrated man. Full of
character, with every indication of having been done fro]n the life, altliough
the author is now tmkuown. Machiavelli's tomb is in St^. Groce at
Florence. Two centmies after his death. Lord Cowper, in 1787, placed over
it a bas-relief portrait which was paid for by public subscription set on
foot by Lord Cowper, and was executed by Innocenzo Spinazzi.l

184. AxisriBALE Cako, Writer.

[Born at Citttl-Nuova, in Illyria, 1507. Died, 1566. Aged 59.]

His cHef work was a free translation of tlie ^neid in blant verse : tlie

style is piu'e, and tlie sense faithful. Also wrote humorous pieces in the

purest Tuscan.

[The work of Antonio d'Este, at the expense of Elizabeth, Duchess ofDevonshire,
the second wife of the late Duke, a lady to whom we are indebted for origi-

nating the excavations in the Forum at Rome.]

185. GrAiiLEO Galilei. PInlosopher.

[Born at Pisa, 16G4. Died 1642. Aged 7S.]

One of the self-dedicated inquiring spirits, to whom to heliold Truth is—^to

live :—a hierojjhant of Nature ! Whilst Bacon in England was laying down,
in form, and theoretically, the laws of experimental philoso]3hy, Galileo in

Italy, led by instinct or intuition, was putting them in force. If Bacon
stands out as the legislator of our great modern students in physical

science, Gralileo is assuredly their most illustrious and animating exemplar.

We think of the stern and strenuous observer as vve do of the prophets,

who stand up in the might of invincible truth, solitary against a world. In
the very first sentence of the "Novum Organum" it is written that,
*
' Man, the servant and interpreter of Nature, knoweth, and can, so much as,

in the fact or in thought, he may have observed, of the order of Nature. " Of
all men Galileo was essentially the one who allowed Nature to speak for

herself,'—and waited patiently, piously, and thoughtfully for her utterances,

never imposing uijon h&t his own wilful and imperfect conceptions. His
spirit was self-sustauiing. Hundreds, or thousands, have in the later time
risen, who from the cradle to the grave have watched Nature. But they
are the officers of an organized army. He walked like Hercules, with
his club and lion's skin cloak, alone. Because his worshijj was piu'e, his

punishment was great. Suffering for truth's sake, he was imprisoned for

years
;
yet his only crime had been, that he had faithfully recorded the

revelations that came down to liiin directly from the skies. To Galileo we
owe, amongst other obligatioiLS, the discovery of the laws of gravity, the
invention, of the pendulum, of the hydrostatic balance, of the thermometer.
He con.structed a telescope, and with it discovered the satellites and lings of
Jupiter, the phases of Venus, and the spots on the sun. Noting down what
he saw, he changed the whole system of astronomy, and led men on the
right track of observation for all ages to come. Italy, with her many titles

to our admiration, gratitude and respect, has no prouder claim than this :

—

She gave us Galileo. The face before us does not belie the soul. Upon it

axe stamped the rigid signs of robust and intrepid intellect.

[From the marble, by Domenico Manera, which was placed in the Capitoline
Jiuseum at the cost of Canova. About a century after Galileo's death, in the
year 1737, leave was at last granted to erect a monument to his memory in
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Sauta Croce, at Florence ; it was placed opposite to that of Michelangelo, and
the bones of the great philosopher were removed into it. In the Museum of
the E'lorence Gallery is preserved the small telescope which he used. The
bust. No. 185a, is a cast from that on his tomb.]

185a. G-alileo Gtalilei. FMIosojjh&r.

SOLDIERS AND STATESMEN.

187. Cosmo de' Medici. Merchant and Statesman.

[Bom 1389. Died, 1464. Aged 75.]

The grandfatlier of Lorenzo de' Medici, surnamed the ]\Iagnificent : liimself

illustrious for tlie services whicli lie rendered to the Florentine Eepublic, of

which he was a member, and for his munificent encouragement of ai-t,

science, and literature. Ui^on his death, the grateful Florentine people

inscribed on his tomb the title of "Father of his Country." A member of

the Signory, which legislated for the Florentine Eepublic, he strove to curb

the oligarchy in the State. Accordingly, many of the chief families com-

bined against him, and it was only by the most admirable judgment and
consummate prudence that he was enabled to elude their toils, and to

advance the popular canse. Possessed of immense wealth, he parted freely

with his riches for the glory of his country, and for the promotion of

all those arts that add dignity to human nature and beautify the world.

[Erom the bust in the Florence GaUery, a most characteristic head.]

188. Baktolombo Coleo^^i. Soldier of Forhone.

[Born at Bergamo, in Italy, 1400. Died at Venice, 1475. Aged 75.]

Eemarkable for his unstable loyalty. Served at first under Sforza and
De Montone in the army of Queen Joan of Naples. Then passed into the

service of Venice. Fighting against and nearly destroying the army of the

ambitious Duke of Milan, he went over to the enemy with 500 soldiers.

He now fought against the Venetians ; b\it in 1446, was thrown into prison

on a charge of treason. Eeleased by the Milanese, he deserted to the

Venetians, whom he again led on against his latest employers. Instead of

fighting Sforza, the Milanese general, he deserted to his side, and assisted

Mm to gain the sovereignty of Milan. Immediately afterwards he returned

to the Venetians, and, strange to say, continued their generalissimo for

twenty-one years. The Senate, upon his death, employed the celebrated

Andrea Verrocchio to raise an equestrian statue in bronze to his memory, of

Tphich the one before the visitor is a cast. Shortly before his death, Coleoni,

not -without reason, warned the Venetian Senate not to trust another man
wdth such power as they had confided to him.

[For account of this fine equestrian statue, see Handbook to the Renaissance
Com-t.]

189. Steeako GrATTAMELATA. Wurrior.

[Born at Nami, in Italy. Died at Venice, 1443. ]

First served in the army of the Chnrch : but in 1434 passed over to the

Venetians, and was made Captain- Greneral of their army. A zealous servant

of the State. He was raised to the rank of Venetian noble in 14-38
; rich

pensions were conferred upon him, and a palace was given him in the city.
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The equestrian statue of -wMch the one in tlie Crystal Palace is a cast, is

by Donatello, and is at Padna.

[For account of this equestrian statue, see Handbook to tlie Renaissance
Court.]

190. GiOTANNi ]\Iedici, surnamed Baj^dii^eei. Italian Soldier.

[Born 1498. Died near Borgo-Forte, in Italy, 1526. Aged 28.j

A descendant of Cosmo, "the father of his conntrj'-," and the son of the

celebrated Catharine Sforza. Passionately fond of arms, he was employed,

in 1521, by the Florentines against the Duke of Urbino. In 1524, he entered

the service of France, and a year or two afterwards died of a wound. He
was ferocious, and mercilessly cruel. After his death his soldiers, who
had profited by his instruction and example, styled themselves '

' The Black
Bands"-— "Bandineri." The chief of the butchers is distinguished in

history by the unenviable title.

[A very finely-formed head, from the figure in the Piazza San Lorenzo, Florence.]

191. Eeancesco Pico della Miraiooia.
[Died, 1321.]

A gentleman of Modena, at the head of the Grhibelline faction, in

fighting whose battles with the Gruelphs he passed his life. In 1312, he
filled the ofiice of Podesta of Modena, but was expelled from the city the

veiy same year by the Gfuelph party. Eetuming, he sold his authority

for 50,000 florins to Bonacossi, Lord of Mantua, and I'etired to his estates at

Mirandola, whither Bonacossi followed him, assassinated him and his two
sons, and made off with the purchase money.

[From a terracotta in the Berlin Miiseum. A youthful portrait.]

192. Feanqois Eugene of Sayot, called Peince Eugj^ne. Military
Commander.

[Born in Paris, 1663. Died at Vienna, 1736. Aged 73.]

One of the world's gi-eat and successful generals. The great-grandson of

Emanuel, Duke of Savoy, his mother being niece of Cardinal Mazarin.

Eefused a regiment by Louis XIY., he offered his services to the flag of

Austria, and fought as a volunteer for the Emperor against the Turks. The
deeds of the young soldier caused Louis XIV. to repent of his former
refusal, but the most tempiting offers came in vain to Eugene. He took
part with Marlborough in all his great victories in the Low Countries, expelled

the French from Italy, and overthrew the Turks, from whom he took the

city of Belgrade. His renown at the peace of 1718, when he retired from
active service, stood as high as any soldier's of the age. In retirement Prince

Eugene cultivated literature and the arts. His services had extended
through the reigns of three Emperors, and he fought with almost unvarying
success. He was ambitious of glory, and of nothing else. He was never
married. He invented no system of military tactics, and he followed

none. He had the faculty of discerning the right thing to do at the right

time, and of arranging his plans quickly and ably in conformity with the
circum,stances by which he was surrounded.

^
His mind once made up, his

intrepidity was boundless. He was rigid in disposition ; his figure was
well made, though not tall ; Ms eye was black and piercing, and Ms com'
plexion dark.

[A fine portrait statue by Canigia, a Piedmontese sculptor lately dead.]

I
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PRELATES AND THEOLOGIANS.

193. Feak-cisco XiiiEiiTEZ DE CiSNEEOS. Cardinal and Regent of
Spain.

[Born in Castile, 1437. Died, 1517. Aged SO.]

A learned priest who had withdrawn to a convent, and wa.s in his
fifty-sixth year, when Queen Isabella of Spain brought him from his
retirement, and appointed him Archbishop of Toledo, and her own Con-
fessor. His power over the queen was iised, according to the ideas of his

time, in the interests of his country, for the benefit of the Spanish people,
and for the adTancement of learning and religion. After the death of
Isabella, in 1504, he was made Governor of Spain, in the absence of the
King, and he managed to steer his political course -ndth consummate skill

• and prudence. In 1516, he became Grovernor of Castille for the young
Emperor, Charles V. He possessed in an eminent degree the genius of

government, and his rule paved the way for the greatness of Charles V.'s
reign. He was unbending in aiithority, and organized yn^h. a rigid sense

of justice, that amounted to cruelty. As Inquisitor-General, he had suffered,

during eleven years of office, 50,000 condemnations to be passed, and 2500
human beings to be consigned to the flames. Shortly before Ms own death
he fell into disgrace, and he closed his eyes in grief. He was a fanatic

without passion. Pious with sword in hand ; austere in his way of life,

sagacious, imperious, and a profound politician.

194. Caelo Rezzo]s^ico, afterwards Pope Clement XIII. Pope.

[Bom at Venice, 1693. Died at Eome, 1769. Aged 76.]

Commenced his pontifical reign by an endeavour to improve the morals of

his clergy and his people
;
but, later, he created displeasure in Europe by

protecting the Jesuits, who had been expelled from France and Portugal. He
consented at last to the suppression of the Order, and expired almost as soon

as the consent was given. It is rather surprising that he did not die shortly

before. A man of sincere piety, pure intentions, and great charity.

[Prom the celebrated monument by Canova. AltlxoiTgh. the bust is of colossal

proportions, the features preserve theu- natural, harmonious expression.]

194*. Padee YENTrEA. Italian Priest.

[Still livitig.]

Born at Palermo, towards the close of the last century. At an early age,

entered the order of the Teatiai : subsequently appointed Professor of the

University of Rome. "When, in. 1821, Naples, Piedmont, and Spain rose for

the recovery of freedom, and the hopes of the liberal party were raised to the

highest pitch in Italy, Ventura sympathized with the popular voice. He was
instantly dismissed from his office, and his writings were denounced. When,
ia 1831, the Italian liberals were crushed by Austria, the Padre took counsel

of his judgment, craved to be reconciled with the clerical party, and was made
supreme head of his Order. Deceived by the early policy and promises of

Pius IX., Ventura, in 1846, again gave rein to lus liberal ideas, and
returned to his original sympathies. His oration on the death of O'Connell,

delivered at Rome, was bold and pathetic, and so far won for him the
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regai'd of liis ancient allies, tliat on th.e success of tiie Sicilians, who threw
off tlie Neapolitan yoke, lie was named their representatiTe at the court

of Eome. Another change came over the spirit of Ventura's life. The
Pope—^his friend—was chased from Eome ; and he himself prudently
awaited, in Civita Vecchia, the result of the French invasion undertaken
on the Pope's behalf. Upon the fall of Eome he repaii-ed to France, and
there speedily wrote a formal recantation of all his "eiTors." At this

hour he preaches in Paris in favour of Ultra-montane doctrines, and is sur-

rounded hy admirers. He is learned, polished, courtier-like, and very
eloquent : not a popular preacher like Gravazzi, but Avith a style and
manner adapted to a cultivated audience.

[By Rinaldo Rinaldi, of Rome.]

KINGS AND QUEENS.

195. Chaeles Albeet. King of Sardinia.

[Bom 1T9S. Died at Oporto, 1849. Aged 51.]

A man of unstable principles. Inclined to liberal views, but unequal to

the effort of steadily maintaining them. At the time of his birth, seven
male heirs stood between him and the Sardinian throne, but in his thirty-
third year he found himself king. Received his education in Paris. In
1821, headed a conspiracy in order to force more liberal measures upon his
sovereign ; but betrayed the design before it was ripe for execution. In
1823, entered the French service under the Due d'Angouleme, and attached
himself to the cause of despotism in France. From the date of his ascend-
ing the throne, 1831, until his death, he continually vacillated between the
extremes of absolutism, and downright radicalism. In 1848—the year ofrevolu-
tion—^lie gave his subjects a constitution, and the eyes of Italy were turned
anxiously towards him as to a deliverer and friend. Discontent rose against
Austria, and he became the champion of Italy against the foreign intruder.
Success at first crowned his arms ; but weakness and indecision again
Tisited him at the crisis of his career, and lie suiiered defeat at Novara, at
the hands of the Austrian general, Eadetzky. Abdicating in favour of his
eldest son, Charles Albert quitted Italy, crossed Spain, and reached Oporto,
where he soon died, a disappointed, vexed, and broken-heai'ted man.

[By Canigia, a Piedmontese sculptor of tlie time.]
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THE TEENCH POETEAITS.

INTEODTJCTION.

Feajs'CE surpasses all modern nations in awarding montmiental
honours to her illustrious sons. The feeling wliich prompts the
gTateful act is more akin to noble patriotism than to the httieness

of personal display. The mag-nificent illustration of the national
disposition at Versailles commands our respect by the important
historical interest which it creates, and by the instruction and
benefit which it confers upon the world.

The buildings of all the great institutions of France are adorned
wdth portrait statues and busts of the men who have earned
distinction in connexion with them, " The Institute/' which
corresponds to our Eoyal Society, has its statues of philosophers

and scientific men. The Mazarin Library possesses a collection of
those most distinguished in literature, generally. The Theatre
Frangais has an exceedingly interesting gallery of dramatists and
theatrical celebrities, which is only feebly reflected in the collection
•—vakiable in some respects—of theatrical portraits at the Garrick
Club in London, which we owe chiefly to the late Mr. Charles
Mathews, the comedian.

The collection of the Theatre Frangais is composed of statues

and busts representing the greatest dramatic writers and the most
celebrated comedians of the French stage, of pictures of actors or

of paintings haying reference to the dramatic a,rt. The library is

rich in autograph manuscripts, and in the letters of nearly all the

authors who have illustrated the French stage. It contains also

the registers and account books of the several theatrical

administrations, without a single inteiTuption, from the 24th of

October, 1658—^the date of Mohere's first representation in Paris

—

down to the present time.

The collection of statues and busts dates from only the
last century, when the sculptor Caffieri laid its foundation.

He proposed to the actors, in 1773, to present to then- green-room
the bust of his friend Alexis Piron, the poet (see No. 231 in

our collection)—^who had died a few months before—on the
condition that he should be allowed free entrance to the theatre

for the rest of his life. It appears, from the letter of Caffieri,

preserved in the hbrary of the theatre, that the usual price of his

marble busts was £120, and that the right of entrance to th&
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tlieatro for life was fixed by the comedians at tlie same sum. Tlie

proposition was accepted, and Gaffieri continued for some time to

present busts to the theatre upon the same terms— that is to say,

for erery bust the right of an entree for one of his relatives or

friends. Other sculptors followed the example of Caffieri. The
practice stUl continues, and the collection is yearly augmented, not

only by this means, but also by the frequent gifts of the Minister

of the Interior, and by the still larger donations of private

individuals.

The collection of paintings dates as far back as the

death of the tragedian Lekain. His comrades, to honour his

memorj'', decided that his likeness should be hung in their green-

room. Later came the portrait of Baron, and afterwards that of

Mademoiselle Duclos by Largilliere, a celebrated portrait painter of

the time of Louis XIY. This portrait of Mdlle. Duclos is a

masterx3iece. At the present moment, in consequence of the frequent

additions to this triple collection, there is not space enough in the

interior of the theatre j)roperly to disi)lay it ; and it is pro^DOsed to

transport it to a more commodious receptacle, and to give to the

reunion of all these treasures of the drama the name of the Moliere

Museum. The busts, which we are enabled to exhibit in the

Crystal Palace, form only a small selection from the gallery of the

Theatre Francais,

The Louvre, which in Paris corresponds to our British Museum,
National Gallery, and Hampton Court combined, has long been one
of the world's gxeat treasm:ies of liistory and art. Besting upon
ancient walls, founded certainly as far back as the 9th century

—

when it was a strong fortress in the midst of a forest—the Lou\Te
has been gi'adually changing its form and appearance since the time

of Philippe AugTiste. In 1527, Fra,ncis I., with the aid of the

architect Pien-e Lescot, entirely remodelled it, and gave to it the

character of splendour and vastness which has ever since attached

to this great national structiure. All succeeding kings—Charles,

Hemi, Louis, whatever the name—have done something to uphold
its magnificence. In addition to the other numberless works of
art contained in the Louvre there are some 300 antique portrait

busts and statues, and an immense collection of rare cameos and
medals, amongst which are many valuable portraits of antiquity,

and about 200 statues and busts of great men of modern time,
lialf of these being representations of military men, with some
admirals, and about 50 portraits of sculptors and jsainters.

The Palace of Versailles is entirely devoted to the illustration of
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the glory of France/'' Here, in. addition to many pictures, repre-

senting tlie great military acliievements of tlie Frencli, there are

saloons filled -with statues and busts of the kings, princes, marshals,
and admirals, and portraits of nearly every great man of the
country from the time of Clovis the First and Clotilde, a king and
queen of the 5th centmy, down to Louis Philippe of our o^vn time.

There are more than 600 statues, busts and medallions, many of
them fine works of art, and all possessing the veiy highest interest.

A considerable portion being duplicates of works at the Louvre or
Tuileries. In such an extensive series there are, as may be
supposed, many arbitrary portraits executed to complete a series,

but though not taken from the life, they have for the most part

been derived from trustworthy authority. There are also upwards
of 600 memorial tablets in bronze, placed in the Gallery of
Battles, inscribed with the names of all ofiicers killed or wounded
in the service of the country, beginning with Prince Robert le

Fort, Oomte d'Outre-Maine, killed at the combat of Erissarthe, in

866, and ending with the heijoes of Waterloo.

The Historical Gallery at Versailles contains portrait busts and
statues by 146 diff'erent sculptors of France, commencing with
Germain Pilon and Jean Goujon, who floiirished in the middle of

the 16th centmy.

From all these great collections om^ Portrait Gallery has been
enriched, as the Catalogue will show.

As works of ai-t the French portraits cannot be placed in the

highest rank. The style, as in French v/orks of ideal scidpture, is

rather picturesque, than antique and severe ; and few of the

portraits are free from a certain affectation of attitude or assumed
expression of coimtenance, for which it may readily be conceived,

the artist, rather than the subject, is to blame. It is rare to find

a French bust treated with the seriousness and intensity of the

antique, or with the imaflected naturahiess of the best busts Of the

Enghsh school : too many indeed verge upon the common and
fatal error of portraiture—caricatiu-e.

We must, however, take these portraits as the characteristic works
of the country to which they belong ; all of them bear the stamp
of truthfulness, if some shoiild be formd tainted with exaggeration.

Many are models in the art of marble portraiture. Those of

Madame Dubarry (jSTo. 235), and Marie Antoinette (No. 310), are

especially beautiful
; that of Gaston de Foix (No. 258) is also a

very noble portrait ; and the bust of Thomas Comeille (No. 222),

is one of the finest productions of the school. The heads are
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generally rather larger than life : and the visitor cannot fail to

remark the exceeding care bestowed nx^on the wigs and elaborate

embroidery of the time.

[The Frencli Fortraits commence immediately hehind the Statue of
Admiral Duquesne, in the Great Transept.)

ARTISTS AND MUSICIANS.

196. Jean Goirjojr. Sculptor.

[Born in. Paris. Died tliere, 1572.]

Many ofHs works were destroyed in tlie French Eevolution, but the Tribnne
of tlie "Salle des Cent Suisses," in tlie Louvre, the "Diana of Poictiers," and
the "Fountain of the Innocents," in Paris, are left to attest the artist's

superiority. At Malmaison, in France, is another stattie hy him of Diana,
remarkable for the beauty of the pose, the suppleness of the limbs, and the
extraordinary lightness of the drapery. The two caryatides in the Eenais-
sauce Court are examj)les of his style. Killed by a shot from an arque-
buse dui-ing the massacre of Saint Bartholomew, and whilst he was at
work on the decoration of the Louvre.

[This is considered to be a bust of the time, and perhaps by his own. hand.] ^

197. SiMOB" YouET. Painter.

[Born in Paris, 1582. Died there, 1641. Aged 59.]

Is generally regarded as the founder of the French school of painting. He
received his first instruction from his father, who was also an artist. When
a mere youth, he acquii-ed great fame as a portrait painter. He visited

Constantinople, where he painted Achmet I, At Rome he worked for Pope
Urban VIII. at St. Peter's. Recalled to France by Louis XIII. in 1637, he
was appointed chief painter to the king. His coloxuring is fine, and he
possesses great boldness of touch ; but his drawing is marked by mannerism,
and he is not happy in perspective, or in his efi"ects of light and shade. He
accomplished, however, for French painting, wdiat CorneiUe elfected for the
drama. He created and raised the national taste.

[From a marble in the Louvre.]

198. l^icoLAS PoirssiN". Fainter.

[Born at Andelys, in France, 1594. Died in Rome, 1665. Aged 71.]

The greatest master of the French school of painting. His taste for art

was revealed at a very early period. As a child, he drew upon his lesson

books and the walls of the school-room. At eighteen, he went to Paris,

where he frequented schools from w^hich he learned but little. Grenius and
self-tuition did more for him. At thirty he painted the "Death of the
Yirgin " for a chapel at Notre-Dame, and so well, that the poet Marino
took the painter to Rome, and recommended him to Cardinal Barberini with
the energetic v<'ords,

'

' You will see a youth who has the spirit of one
possessed."* The Italian syllables are yet stronger. In Rome he fell into

poverty, and sold his pictures for a mere trifle. He worked against the
spirit and taste of the age in both France and Italy : throwing himself, with
his faithful comrade in art, the sculptor Flamingo, entirely into the study of

G 2
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tlie ancient Greek sculpture. He was recalled to his own country by
Riclielieu, in 1640, and was created Court Painter. In 1643, lie returned to
Rome, wience no solicitations could again draw Mm, He lived twenty-five

years in great calm and happiness, married to tlae sister of Caspar Poussin,
without children, without a pupil, Avithout a man-servant— esteeming quiet
in the house ahove everything. He was devoted to his art, a great student
in it, and of all science bearing upon it. His genius was altogether antique.
He transported himself into an elder world, and lived there. Thus in
religious subjects he seems to lean towards the Old Testament ; and he
revels in the wealth of Gfreek mythology. His classical spirit ennobled
landscape both in its own forms and by the poetical significance and treatment
of the figures. |His art, like poetry, seemed to open to him an escape from
the world about him. A style of severe simplicity, truth, high beauty,
harmony.

Vedereto im giovanc che ha la furia del diavolo.

[From the marble in the Louvre, by Blaise.]

199. PiEEKE MiGNAED. Painter.

[Born at Troyes, in Fra,nce, leio. Died in Paris, 1C95. Aged S5.]

Called "The Roman Mignard," in contradistinction to his brother Mcolas,
also a painter, and styled "Mignard of Avignon." The works of Pierre are
not remarkable for originality of invention or peculiar facility of execution

;

but they exliibit correct design, beauty of form, and excellence of colouring.
The French regard him as the iDest colourist of the age of Louis XIV. The
" Grrand Monarque " sat ten times to this painter, who also painted the
portraits of the Popes Urban VIII. and Alexander VII. Mignard was first

intended for the profession of medicine, but his taste for drawing led him to
the arts. He passed tAventy-two years in Italy, where he acquired fame.
He was recalled to France by his oym sovereign, and by him also appointed
chief painter to the court.

[From a marble in the Louvre, by Antoine Coysevox.]

200. AKDEij LE K6TIIE. Arcldtect and Gardener.
[Born in Paris, 1G13. Died there, ITOO. Aged ST.]

The designer of the magnificent gardens at Versailles ; the projector of its

grand formtains, grottos, porticos, and bowers. He also laid out the
gardens of St. Cloud, the Tuileries, Meudon, and several others. Louis
XIV. heaped favours upon this great gardener, but Le Notre could not be
spoiled by royal indulgence. He travelled into Italy and was received by
Pope Innocent XI. "I care not how soon I die now," said Le Notre to the
Jope, '

' since I have seen the two greatest potentates in the world —your
-Holiness and the Kmg, my master." Le IN'Otre was simple, honest, and
disiaterested : possessed a fertile genius and lively imagination ; in many
respects the prototype of our own Paxton.

[From the marble in the Louvre, by Gourdel, which was taken from the one in
the Church of St. Eoch.]

201. Etjstache IE SuEim. Painter.
[Born in Paris, 161T. Died 1655. Aged 3S.J

One of the greatest French painters. First taught by hi.s father, a
sculptor ;

then a pupil in the studio of Vouet. His fame established by the
pictures, twenty-two in number, which he painted for the Chartreuse in
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Palis, and wHcli represent tlie cMef events in tlie life of St. Bruno, the
foxmcler of the Order. He took deliglit in sacred subjects, and in simple reli-

gious affection he left Lebrun and Poussin far behind him. He scarcely ever

qmtted Paris, never France ; -and Ms sole studies were the few exemplars
from the antique which he could find in his native city. Ealfaelle he could
worship only through the engravings of Marcantonio. But the love of

his art was boundless, his study intense, his industry inexhaustible. He
excelled in purity of form, and his pictures reveal a tenderness of feeling

and a spiritual grace, wholly wanting in the productions of the majority of

his contemporaries. He was himself a man of mild and blameless natxire.

He died very early, worn out by his labours and by the active jealousy of his

brother artists.

[The costume is tliat of the time of Louis XIII. From a marble by P. L. Lau-
rent, done in 1806. Laurent was a pupil of Fajou, and died in 1816.]

202. Chahles Lebeun". Fainter.

[Bom in Paris, 1619, Died 1690. Aged 71.]

One of the most celebrated paiuters of the Freach school. The Chancellor,
Seguier, struck by his talent when a boy, placed him in the studio of Vouet,
and subsequently sent him to Eome, where he maintained him during six
years. In 1648, Lebrun was recalled to France, and admitted into the
Academy. Mazariu, charmed by his works, presented him to the king, by
whom he was favourably received and largely patronized. It is said that
Loius XIV. would spend two hours at a time in Lebrun's studio, whilst the
artist was painting his "Battles of Alexander," Alexander being Louis by
allusion. For fourteen years, engaged in painting the great gallery of
Versailles. Received many distinguished appointments in connexion
with the Frae Arts, and at his instigation Louis XIV. instituted the
French Academy at Rome. For many years Lebrun was as absolute in
the republic of xVi-t, as his master in the kiagdom over which he ruled. He
was styled "Dictator," and his influence is perceptible in the works of his
time. He was one of the vainest of men, and the most pompous, artificial,

and theatrical of painters ; his works, though they might swell the pride
of a Court, would hardly flatter the pride of a country. His best picture

is "The Stoning of Stephen," in the Louvre.

[From the marble in the Louvre, by A. CoyseTox. Extremely interesting, both,
on account of its being taken from the life, and having once sm-moimted the
tomb of the great j)ainter which was erected by order of his widow in the
Church of St. Nicholas, in Paris, the tomb being also the work of Coysevox.
The monument was I'emoved at the time of the Revolution. The bust at
VersaiUes, by Bosio (1837), takes its authority from this,]

203. AifDEfe FiLLBiEiS^, SiEUB, DES Ayaux et de Jayeect. Writer

on Art.

[Born at Ghartres, in France, 1619. Died in Paris, 1695. Aged 76.]

Held various appouitments iu connexion A^dth art. Amongst others, those of
Historiographer to the King, and Secretai-y to the Academy of Architecture,

His best kno^vn work is "Lives of Ancient and Modem Paiaters,"

which is translated into English. Grave and serious ia character, but, right-

minded and good-hearted, he prefen-ed virtue to the favours of fortune.

20i. Jeaji Mabillok". Antiquary.

[Bora at Pierre-Mont, in France, 1632, Died in Paris, 1707. Aged 75.]

A Benedictine monk, who employed his life in collecting materials and
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writing on monastic History and antiquities. Entitled to high rank for Lis
extensive learning

_

and great virtnes ; his style clear, mascnline, and
methodical ; his mind free from bigotry.

205. Jea;^ Baptiste de Lttlly. Violmist and Musical Composer.
[Bom near Ploronce, 1633. Died 16ST. Aged 54.]

A musical genins ; who began life as a scnllery-boy, and, in soul, continued
a scullery-boy to the last. It was whilst playing the fiddle in the kitchen of
Mademoiselle de Montpensier that his musical faculty was detected and
rescued. Subsequently playing some airs of his own composition to
Louis XIV. he was made, at the age of 19, "Inspecteur G-en6ral des
Violons." In 1672, letters-patent were granted him to establish a Koyal
Academy of Music-: that academy was the Opera. He performed marvels at
his theatre. He was at once composer, director, ballet-master, leader of the
band, and even machinist. Nothing came amiss to him ; and his activity,

his popularity, his success were enormous. In less than fifteen years he
had composed nineteen operas, which continued in high favour until put out
of fashion by Grluck a century afterwards. To appreciate the merits of
LuUy as a composer, we must look at him from the point of view of his own
time. So regarded, he is an artist of great spirit and dramatic power. He
found France without any dramatic music whatever. He left works which
formed the style of later masters, and became the foundation of a national
opera. He had wit, energy, versatility, and was a great favourite with the
Court. His moral character was detestable. To tlie great he was grovelling

;

to his earliest benefactress he was ungi-ateful ; towards his dependants he
was overbearing, insolent and brutal.

[From the bust in the Cliurch of Petits Pferes.]

206. A^TTOIS-E COTSETOX. SculptOT.

[Born at Lyons, in Prance, 1640. Died in Paris, 1720. Aged 80.]

Of Spanish origin. Employed for four years on the decoration of
Cardinal de Furstenburg's palace, at Saverne, in Alsace. Executed also for

Paris, a statue of Louis XIY., and the bronze winged horse placed in the
Tuileries gardens. The Eevolution destroyed most of his works ; but
amongst those left is one of the finest—the monument of Colbert. A per-
severing and painstaking artist.

[Prom a marble in the Louvre, by himself. The original beai-s the following
inscription :

—"Ch : Ant : Coysevox Sculpteiir du R(ji, Chancelier de I'Acadg-
mie

;
par lui-mgme. Donn6 a 1'Academic p.ar Ch. Pierre Couston architecte

du Roi, son petit neveu." ]

.207. J-crxES Haedotjin Maxsaet. ArcMfect.

[Bom in Paris, 1645. Died at Marly, in France, 1708. Aged 63.]

The builder of the Pakce of Versailles, and of the H6tel des Invalides
in Paris : indebted for his celebrity more to the good--ndll of his

sovereign, Louis XIV., than to his own genius. His works noble and
striking, but his style not chaste, and apt to fall into extravagance. A
vain man, proud of the favours of the king and jealous of retaining

±hem.

[Prom a marble in the Louvre, by T. L. Lemoyne, a pupil of Coysevox, who died
in 1765 ; and doubtless fi'om the life. He wears a damask dress with the
cordon of St. Michel.]
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207*. CiATJDE JoSEPS Yee.net. Fainter.

[iSom at ATignon in France, 1714. Died 1789. Aged 75.]

He received Ms first instruction from Ms father, wlio was an Mstorical

painter. He set out for Italy in Ms eigliteentk year, and continned there

for many years, stndyiag and painting for small remuneration. He
returned to Prance in 1753, on tlie invitation of Louis XV., was elected a

member of tlie French Academy, and commissioned by the government to

paint the principal ports of Prance. He excelled in marine subjects. It is

related of him that during a terrible storm at sea, when all on board his

sMp were trembling for their lives, he caused himself to be lashed to the

mast of the vessel, that he might watch the boiling ocean. The Lounre

contains several of Ms pictures, which display a consummate management of

light and shade. He had no rival in Prance wMlst he lived, and he died

pencil in hand. He was a modest man, and never so happy as when at work.

[Bust to come.]

208. Jacqttes G-EE:a:Aiir Sotjeelot. ArcMtect.

[Bom at Irancjr, iu France, 1714. Died in Paris, 1781. xiged 67.]

Wlien the Carthusians rebuilt their church at Lyons, Soufflot's design for

the dome was accepted, and he acMeved celebrity in consequence. Then

settling in Lyons, built several edifices there, including the theatre (one of

the finest in France), and the Hotel-Dieih (the hospital). Invited to Paris,

he became architect to the king. His designs for the Church of Sainte

Grenevieve were adoxDted ; but the cupola exciting much adverse criticism, the

architect fell into despondency, languished and d.ied. Blunt in Ms manners,

but of a generous and noble mind. He v-^as called the "benevolent cross-

patch."

[From ihe marble in the Louvre, by Prevot.]

208*. MAEiE-AKira-BoTOL DAKaEYiLLB. French Comic Actress.

[Born 1714. Died 1796. Aged 82.]

Actress at the Theatre Prancais, and perhaps one of the most perfect

mistresses of her division of the art that have trodden the French stage.

The original of tMs bust, in the Theatre Prancais, lias not the name of the

sculptor, but is a work of singular delicacy of expression, and evidently

from the hand of a master.

[Bust to come. ]

208**. MADEiioiSELLE Claiiiox. Frc7ich Tragic Actress.

[Born 1723. Died 1803. Aged SO.]

The most accomplished French tragic actress of her time. Born, of poor

and illiterate parents. Made her &st appearance on the stage in

her thii'teenth year. At first unsuccessful, she proved e»ventually a sub-

lime tragedian, and during twenty-two years held possession of the public.

Disraeli the elder has a curious story from her life. He relates that as

a child she was cruelly treated by a violent mother, and driven all day to

manual labotir. One day Avheu locked in a room for pu.nishment, she

climbed upon a cliair to look about her. In the house opposite she saw a
celebrated actress amidst her family ; one daughter performing her dancing
lesson. Clairon noticed with excitement every motion : not one Avas lost
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iipon her. The lesson over, the rest of the chiklren applaiidecl, and the
mother embraced her cleTcr dancer. The scene melted the heart of Clairon,
reflecting on her o^ra hitter lot, and she hnrst into tears, ghe ascended the
chair again, but the vision had vanished. Henceforth she was a new child,
and never so happy as when locked in that room : from her chair she
•watched again and again the happy dancer—imitated her gestures—^reflected

her grace. She worshipped a divinity. She had never been to a theatre ;
yet, without knowing what an actress meant, she had herself become an
actress. Her ardent studies were soon manifest. Her first victory was
over her barbarous mother, whom she softened. Her later conquest was the
subjection of all Paris, and in Paris, of all polite France and Europe. The
anecdote lives, how Voltaire, when his tragedy of "Oreste" was to be
brought out, insisted that his Electra, compelled in the palace of her fathers
to the discharge of menial offices, should appear habited as a slave. Made-
moiselle Clairon, to whom the character fell, resisted. She shrank from
flying in the face of the artificial French taste, and of the traditional stage
decorum—both expecting a princess arrayed in proper theatrical splendour.
The poet persisted. The piece over, she came to him and said, "Ah ! M.
de Voltaire, you have ruined me. All my gorgeous wardrobe is no longer
Avorth a sou." She had been released for once to act rip to the truth, nature,
and simple reality of her part ; and had astonished audience, actors, herself
—all save the poet—by her self-excelling success.

[This bust, wMcli is to come, is from a marble by Lemoyne, dated 1761.

209. Jacques Lotus Dath). Painter.

[Born iu Paris, 1748. Died at Brussels, 1825. Aged 77.]

The foimder of the modern or classical school of French painters. Pupil
of Vien, mth whom he passed several years in Italy. Returning to France
in 1 780, opened a school, which attracted many pupiLs, In 1784, paid
a second visit to Italj'-, and on his return was hailed with the title of
Regenerator of Ai-t. Was now admitted into the Academy and lodged in the
Louvi-e, -ftdth the appointment of "Painter to the King." His pictures
proved eminently s\iccessful. His dra-ndng was perfect, and the correctness

of his design revealed the pure antique fount from which he had quafi"ed his
inspiration. For a time David forsook the easel, to take part in the fury of
Revolutionary politics. He forgot his apartments in the Louvre, joined hands
with Robesj)ierre, to whom he was personally attached, and became one of

the loudest clamoui-crs for the blood of Louis XVI. The painter was
present at the mock trial of the monarcli, Avhom he grossly insulted as the
wTetched king passed in front of him. After the fall of Robespierre, Da^dd
owed the preservation of his own neck solely to his great reputation as an
artist. He ceased to be a politician to become a dictator in art. During
the Consulate his influence was supreme. He not onlj^ immortalized some
of its heroic passages, but he designed its official costumes. Buonapaiiie
heaped fevours upon liis artistic panegyrist, and the painter added grace
and dignity to the deeds of the Fii-st Consul. The last work of David in
Paris was "Leonidas," painted in 1814. In that year, it is written that
Wellington, accompanied by some English ofiicers, visited the artist's studio,

and expressed a wish to be painted. The stoiy adds, that David replied

coldly that "he did not paint Englishmen," and turned his back upon his;

visitor. Upon the return of Napoleon from Elba, David was made Com-
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mander of the Legion of Honour. The next year he was banished as a
regicide, and took up his residence in Brussels. '

' Napoleon crossing

St. Bernard" and "The Coronation of Napoleon" are amongst his

offerings to the triumphs of the Emperor. Classical and correct in design,

David fails in colour, and in pictux-esque expression. His figures, too, have
a hard and marble-like appearance. A large swelling at the side of his face

was caused by a blow he received, when young. It has been justly said

that opinions of David will vary, accordingly as they are expressed by
Frenchmen or hj foreigners,

[Px-om the marble in the Louvre, by Rude, 1831.]

210. CiiAiiLES Peeciee. Architect.

[Born in Paris, 1764. Died, 183S. Aged 74.]

Kno^\Ti by his works in conjunction with Fontaine. The influence of the
labours of both is matter of history in art. To them is due the completion of

the Louvre and the erection of the arch in the Place du Carrousel at Paris.

Percier wrote several works on art. In his youth sent to Eome to study,

where he gained the fiiendship of Flaxman and Canova, Modest and
retiring ; and in the pursuit of his ai-t most persevering.

[Trom a marble in the Lourre, by Pradier.]

211. Gieodet-Teioso^t. Painter.

[Born at Montargis, in Prance, 1767. Died in Paris, 1824. Aged 57.]

The real name of this artist was Anne-Louis Grirodet de Coussy ; but he
took the name of Trioson from his adopted father and benefactor, a phy-
sician, to whom he was indebted for his education. He was the son of the
Duke of Orleans' steward, and intended for the army, but evincing a great
taste for painting, was placed in the studio of David. Afterwards proceed-
ing to Eome, he received the first prize for a work of art in that city. At
the end of five years returned to Paris, where an apartment was assigned
Mm in the Louvre. In 1S06, he gained a prize by his picture of "The
Deluge," competing with his old master, David. Grirodet did not produce
many works, habitual ill-health disabling his pencil ; but he left enough
behind him to maintain his reputation. His chief pictures are "Endymion,"
"Hippocrates," "The Eevolt in Cairo," and "Napoleon Eeceiving the
Keys of Vienna." The colouring of Girodet is cold and earthy ; and his
figiu'es, whilst revealing the classic form and correct drawing that charac-

terize the labours of all David's pupils, lose the expression of inward life.

In spite of obvious deficiencies in truthful representation, his paintings
produce a deep, and occasionally a powerful impression.

[From a marble in the Louvre—the author unknown. One by M. Roman was
in the French Exhibition of 1827.]

212. FEA2i;§ois Gj^EAED, Painter.

[Born at Rome, 1770. Died in Paris, 1837. Aged 67.]

Studied under Pajou the scid.ptor, then with Brenet, and finally with
David, Avhom he assisted in several works, until 1794, when he exhibited
his ovr^n picture of " The Tenth of August" (the day of the storming of the
Tuileries in 1792). Under the influence of David, Grerard became one of
the jury of the Eevolutionary Tribunal—an office from which he subse-
quently shrunk. He received great honour and distinction at the hands of
Napoleon ; and the Emperor Alexander, and the Duke of Y\^eILington, became
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his friends. A man of extensive knowledge, and, as a painter, to Tbe recom-
mended for taste and refinement, rather than for invention or snblimity.
His colouring, though harmonious, is not always tnie. Plis subjects were
chiefly historical, and in these the arrangement of the figures and the
selection of costume are always pleasing. He was also successful as a
portrait painter.

[From a marble in tlie Louvre, by Pradier, 183S.1

213. AntoijSTE Jeajt Gkos. Fainter.

[Born in Paris, 1771. Died there, 1885. Aged 64.]

One of the most distinguished of Da^sad's pupils. Appalled hy the
horrors of the first Revolution, he quitted France, and withdrew to Geneva

;

thence to Milan, where he became known to Buonaparte, by vfhom he was
countenanced and employed. He followed the army for six years, and
returned to France in 1801. Then painted several pictures commemorative
of Napoleon's military achievements. He enjoyed ample patronage under
both the Emperor, and the Restoration ; but in his later years he fell

into melancholy ; and one morning his body was found in the Seine. His
compositions are remarkable for boldness and facility of invention ; but his
colouring is frequently exaggerated. His subjects, too, thougli invariably
treated with power, degenerate occasionally into vulgarity and theatrical
display. His best picture is "The Plague at Jaffa." He was a man of
cultivated mind, and passionately fond of music.

[Prom the marble in the Louvi-e, by Debay Sen., 1827.]

214. PiEEEE IsTahcisse Guj^iiiisr. Fainter.

[Born in Paris, 1774. Died at Rome, 1833. Aged 59.J

The son of an humble shopkeeper, and in early years self-instructed.
As a painter he was the pupil of Regnault, under whom he soon became
distinguished for facility of execution and refined composition. He subse-
quently studied several years in Rome. In 1822, appointed Director of the
French Academy. He was not distinguished either for design or colour ; btit

his figures are fuU of expression. His subjects chiefly mythological and
classical.

[From the marble in the Louvre, by Auguste Duniont, 1831, author of the
statue of Louis Philippe, at Versailles, and lately deceased.]

215. C03ITE D'Oesat.

[Bom in Paris, 1798. Died there, 1852. Aged 5-1.]

A man of fashion, endowed with exquisite taste and with great talent
for the cultivation of art. He resided many years in England, where he
influenced the taste of a portion of society, and practised sculpture and
painting as an amateur. Towards the close of his life he withdrew to Paris,
and there received an appointment in connexion with the fine arts, from his
former friend the Emperor of France. He had engaging manners, a kind
hearty and an open hand. Possessed of great personal beauty, he was not
wanting in manly attributes, being athletic, and skilled in arms and horse-
manship.

[This excellent work and admirable likeness is by "W. Behnes.]
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216. Mademoiselle Eelix Rachel. Tragic Actress.

[Born at Munf, in Switzerland, 1821. Still living.)

The daugliter of poor Hebrew parents. In 1831, tHs famous actress

made her debut at the Theatre Moliere, in Paris, as He'rmione in
" Andromaque but without giving indication of the genius she has
subsequently displayed. In 1841, she first appeared in England, and from
that time has won unbounded admiration, and maintained an undivided
supremacy both here and in France. French dramatic poetry, wMch ordi-

narily finds no welcome in English eajs, is reconciled to our taste as it falls

from her lips. Her excellence consists in the emphatic expression of deep
feeling and passion, in the thrilling effects which she is able to produce,
even by a whisper, and in her independent superiority over the traditions

and conventionalities of the stage. She is the least tmnatural of French
tragedians

;
yet is not so natural as to be able altogether to conceal her

ai-t. The spectator never forgets' that an actress is before him ; is never
carried away by an irresistible impulse. Rachel, great as she is, is always
the same, even to the motion of a garment, and the raising of her hand.
Hence, the impression made by a first representation is far more potent
than any that may follow. She lacks ideality and refinement. Her tem-
perament stands between her and her ability to inspire the spectator with
a perfect belief in her earnestness, and in her love of the beautiful and good.

[Bust by Ludwig "Wiclimann. Plaster. 1S44. The original in possession of
the artist.]

217. DiAKE DE POITIEUS.

[Born 1499. Died at Arret, in Prance, 1566. Aged 67. J

At 13, married Louis de Breze, Gfrand Senechal of Normandy, who died
in 1531. At the age of 48 she became the favoiuite mistress of Henry II.

of France. Her influence was used, except where she was herself biassed by
religious prejudices, invariably for good and commendable objects. Her
talents were commanding, and her beauty continued unimpaired by age. She
was created Duchess of Valentinois, and her power was well apjjreciated
abroad. One of her daughters by De Breze married the son of the Due de
(Juise, afterwards Due d'Aumale.

[A portrait of the time.]

POETS AND DRAMATISTS.

218. PiEB,itE CoRisrEiLLE. Dramatist.

[Born at Eouen, in Erance, 1606. Died in Paris, 1684. Aged 79.]

The father of French tragedy. Educated by the Jesuits. During the early

part of his career, monastic exhibitions were the only dramatic performances

in vogue in France. When the French began to draw their dramatic inspirations

from Spain, CorneiUe was the first to take real advantage of the movement.

He dramatized the first youthful achievement of the Cid with extraordinary

success. It soon became the custom to say of anything deser-dng applause,

that " it was as good as the Cid." Then followed his drama of " Les Horaces,"

considered a masterpiece of French tragedy, a species of composition which is
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not to be criticized loy the rules that -we apply to the great productions of
our 0V.T1 stage. '

' Cinna " and " Polyeucte '

' followed, both efforts ofundoubted
genius. In 1642, elected member of the French Academy. The claims of
Comeille upon our regard not to be over estimated. The French drama was
yet in the block when he took up his artist tools. Grandeur of thought,
elevation of sentiment, and heroism of character are wrought out in all his
productions, wliich have exercised a momentous influence upon succeeding
times in France. Corneille was simple and almost rustic in his manners
and appearance. Very proud, but very shy. Ambitious of glory, yet
disdaining the society of the great, even up to the greatest. He had a
commanding person, and exin-essive features. When he died he was poor,
almost to want. Napoleon had a lofty idea of Gorneille's knowledge of
government.

_
"Had he lived in my time," said the Emperor, "I should

have taken him into my council."

[TJiis is from the original marble, by Caffieri, in tlie Comddie Frau?aise. There
is a statue of liim at Versailles done in 1836, by M. Laitie. Both are taken
from i)aintcd. portraits.]

219. Jean de Eoteou. Dramatist.

[Born at Dreux, in Fi-ance, 1609. Died there, 1C50, Aged 4] .]

One of the creators of French tragedy. To him ComeiUe is indebted for
the idea of founding a tragedy upon the subject of the Cid—for it was at his
instigation that the great master first looked to the Spanish stage for
inspiration and guidance. Rotrou gloried in the success of Corneille, and
generously maintained his superiority over all dramatic writers in France

—

including lumself He left thirty-seven dramatic pieces, and many of them
exhibit pov/er and great felicity of language. He enjoyed a civil office iu
his native town, where he was much respected. He was cut off by an
epidemic.

[The original is in marble, by Caffieri. The costume is of the time of Louis XIII.

;

but the bust must have been done from some painted portrait, as it bears the
date of 17S3, and CafiBieri was not born until 1723.]

220. Jeajt he la Pontai^n'e. Foet.

[Bom at Chateau Thierry, in France, 1621. Died in Paris, 1695. Aged 74.]

A great French poet ! His fables ia verse, published when he was forty

years of age, placed him at once amongst the first "WTiters in verse that
Prance liad produced, and created an epoch in French literature. As a writer
of fables he is probably not sui-passed by any -wTriter of any country. His life

was full of vicissitudes. He succeeded his father, as Keeper of the Royal
Domains at Chateau Thierry, but deserting both his wife and his occupa-
pation, he went to Paris, where he formed a lasting friendsliip with MoUere,
Racine, and Boileau. A pension saved him from starvation; and losing
this -ftdth the fall of the Minister, Fouquet, vfho gave it, he was again
rescued by the charity of Henrietta of England, daughter of Charles I. , and
wife to the Duke of Orleans. Upon the death of this princess, he was agaki
fortunately provided for by Madame de Sabliere, in whose house the poet
lived for twenty years. In society. La Fontaine was dull, silent, and
subject to absence of mind. In his youth he was remarkable for his
aversion to poetry. He lies buried by the side of Molifere, who ever regarded
him with affection, and -Riio discovered Ms genius years before it was
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acknowledged by tlie world. His style is easy, sprigMly, graceful, witty,

pointed, and inimitably naive.

[This is from the bust in terra cotta iu the Theatre Fran^ais, by Caffieri. It has
served as the authority for tbat by Dessine, at Versailles, and the statue in
the Vestibule of the Admirals, by M. Seurre, done in 1837. Unfortunately,
none of these could have been modelled from the life.]

220a. Jean de la Fontaine. Poet
[By Augiiste Dumont.]

^21. MoLiEEE. JDramatist.

[Born in Paris, 1C22. Died there, 1C73. Aged 51.]

The real name of Moliere was Jean Baptiste Poquelin. That wMcL. is

associated Avitb. bis renown was assumed v/ben he became an actor, and
''disgraced" bis family, who cut Jean Baptiste away from the genealogical

tree,-—the father of Moliere being valet de cliavibre to Louis XIII. Like
our own Shaksi^eare, Moliere was an actor as well as a writer of plays. He
forsook the study of the law for the stage, and at the age of 24 was making
liis Avay in the provinces, where he produced comedies, in which he himself
acted. In 1658, he returned to Paris, and by the favour of Louis XIV.
opened the theatre of the Palais Eoyal. His new comedies produced there

attracted crovrtls. His latest work Avas "The Imaginary Invalid," brought
out in 16/3. He played the principal part himself, and diuing the fourth

representation, was carried a dying man from the stage. The rites of

Christian sepulture, denied, as a matter of course, to the player, were not
conceded to the author who had satirized hypocrisy in his well-knoAvn

comedy of "The H}T30crite." Moliere was beloved by his contemporaries :

he was generous and warm-hearted—^the friend of Conde, Boileau, and
Eacine. He is by far the first writer of Comedy in modern times. His
place is close to the side of Shakspeare, for, like the English wi-iter, he
successfully addresses all countries and all ages, aijpealing to no limited,

local, and accidental condition of the human mind, but striking home to
the universal and unchangeable heart of man, as it everywhere throbs.

Beyond the humorous fiiculty, he possessed earnestness of feeling, and a deep
tone of passion. He was a man of tender heart ; and of aU French writers,

he is the least French.

[From the mai'ble iu the Louvre.]

222. Thomas Cobxeille. Dramatist,

[Born at Rouen, 1625. Died at Andelys, 1709. Aged 84.]

Younger brother of the great Corneille, with whom he lived until his death
in brotherly affection. Inspired by his brother's success, he early devoted
himself to dramatic composition, and, like his illustrious brother borrowed
from Spain the materials for his earliest attempts. The labours of Thomas
Corneille found even more approbation with contemporary audiences than
those of Pierre ; but the majority of the younger brother's many comedies
are now forgotten. The services rendered by Thomas to philology are
perhaps more useful and lasting than his contributions to the drama. He
j)ublished a supplementary Dictionary to that of the French Academy, and
wrote other works. In his old age he lost his sight. He died honoured
and beloved.

[By J. J. Caffieri, iTSo. There is a copy of it at Versailles, in marble, by M.
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Cheniliion, dated 1836. The original was taken from an authentic picture
by Jouvenet, which belonged to the Countess of Bouville, daughter of Cor-
neiUc, a copy of which picture was given to the ComtSdie Francaise bv
Caffieri.]

223. Philippe Q^tjitj-ault. Poet.

[Bom at FeUetin, in France, 1635. Died in Paris, 1688. Aged 53.

A lyrical poet of great reputation, and tlie most famous writer of French
operas. His earliest works were tragedies and comedies, hut in 1670, after
Ms election to the Royal Academy, lie allied his verse to m.nsic, and did
not sever the union imtil he altogether eschewed dramatic composition. He
furnished to Lully, the musician, the words for his first opera, and continued
to aid that_ composer until Lully' s death. Towards the close of his days,
Quinault, influenced by religious scruples, ceased to write for the stage.
His lyrical productions have great tenderness, and melodious sweetness,
and are happily and eminently adapted to their alliance with the sister art.

[From a bust in terra cotta, by Caffieri, which was the model for that in marble
placed in the public room of the Opera, at Paris, and for another in the
Bibliothfeque G6n6vieve, at Paris.]

224. I^ICOLAS BoiLEAU. Poet and Satirist

[Born at Crosne, in France, 1636. Died at Paris, 1711. Aged 76.]

One of the illustrious writers of his time. His labours went far to fix the
character and purity of the French language, and his shai-p criticisms have
exercised ever since his day a salutary influence upon the literature of his
country. He ridiculed with singular acuteness the false taste of his genera-
tion, and endeavoured to point out the true principles of composition. His
"Art Po6tique" is considered by many, as rivalling the "Ars Poetica"
of Horace. His humorous and heroic poem of " Le Lutrin," written to
illustrate his theory that an epic ought to have a slender groundwork,
abounds in fanciful and sportive wit. He was the friend of Moliere, Racine,
and Lafoutaine, and the great Coude was his patron. A generous and
charitable man, an upholder of religion, but a sworn hater of hypocrisy.
Constant in lus friendships, and always ready to forgive injuries.

[From a marble, by Franvois Girardon, in the Louvi-e, a sculptorbom at Troyes,
in Champagne, 1630, and died 1715.]

225. Jeait Racijj-e. Dramatist.

[Born at La Ferte Milon, in France, 1639. Died there, 1699. Aged 60.]

Racine was the Euripides of France, as Corneille was her Jischylus. The
first excelled in impassioned tenderness, the last in power and sublimity.
Corneille borrowed from the Spanish stage ; Racine took his inspiration from
the ancients, whom he studied with ardour nd efiect. He published
"Phedre," one of his best tragedies, when was thirty-eight years old,

but, disgusted with the envy which he raised, he resolved to renounce the
theatre ever afterwards. He did not keep his wo d ; for some years later,

at the request of Madame de !\Iaintenon, he rote his beautiful drama of
" Athalie," which, it would seem, was not a^ pre iated at the time. His
versification is sweet, expressive, and harmonious ; and liis plays are re-

markable for grace and feeling. He was himself beloved for his simplicity,

modesty, and genuine character. He was too sensitive to adverse criticism.
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226. Jeaist FEAFgois REGisrAED. Dramatist.

[Born in Paris, 1655. Died at Doui'dau, iu France, 1709. Aged 54.]

A celebrated comic Avriter of Prance, and a man of many adventnres.

Eetui'ning from an Italian journey, lie Avas taken loj pirates, and sold to

slavery in Algiers. Wliilst tliere lie was sentenced to tecome a Mnssnl-
man, or to be burnt alive. Kansoraed by the Frencli Consul in 1681, he
resumed liis travels northwards. In 1683, he took up his abode in Paris,

and wote comedies, which became very popular,—^the most successful being
"The Gamester," produced in 1696. Eegnard had an inexhaustible fund of

humour. Voltaire has said that "he who is not pleased with Eegnard,
is not entitled to admire Moliere."

[ In marble, by J. J. Poucon, signed and dated 1^19. There is a copy of this bust
at Versailles.]

227. Charles Eivi^iiie Dueeesstt. Dramatist.
[Eorn in Paris, 1648. Died 1724. Aged 76.]

A versatile genius ! A musician, a poet, a draughtsman, a gardener, and an
architect. And most improvident withal ! Was in the service of Louis XIV.
first as valet-de-chambre, then as Inspector of the Royal Grardens. In the
latter capacity, he was the first to introduce the English style of gardening
into France. He enjoyed a pension ; but for an inconsiderable sum he sold

both place and pension, and soon became penniless. Then took to writing

for the theatre as a last resource for bread. Few of his plays met with, or

deserved, success ; but one or two have recognised merit. He received fresh

favours from the King, and the Duke of Orleans conferred upon him a
handsome gift of money. But nothing could save Dufresny from himself.

He fell in his age into deep povei-ty, and so died.

[Prom the marble by Angustin Paj on, signed and dated 1781. A sculptor and
professor in the Academy of Paris, and one of the best of his time. He
died m 1809.

1

228. Pjelospek Joltot de Cii:^BiLLOiS', Dramatic Author.

[Born at Dijon, in France, 1674. Died in Paris, 1762. Aged 88.]

Styled the JEschyhis of France. Educated by the Jesuits, and intended for

the law, lie produced, in 1705, his first play, "Idomeneus." A subsequent
elFort, the tragedy of "Rhadamistus," placed him at once in advance of all

the tragic poets who lingered on the stage after Corneille and Eaciue had
quitted it. Disgusted, at a later period, with Coui-t neglect, and the decline

of popularity, he withdrew fi'om the world, and passed a life of abstinence

amidst a large number of cats and dogs, whose attachment, he said,

consoled him for man's ingratitude. In 1731, elected a member of the
French Academy. Towards the close of his days the sun once more smiled
upon his fortunes. He received a jjension through Madame Pompadour of

2, 400 French livres ; and the King of France caused his works to be printed

at the Louvre press. As a tragic author he takes high rank. Too fond of

dealing in hon'ors, hut all his works have warmth, energy, and varied

action. He was proud, independent, and alive to his own defects,

[ The marble bust from which this was taken was executed after a model from
the life, by the celebrated sculptor, J. B. Lemoyne, in 1760. The marble was
carved by J. B. Huez, in 1778, as the inscription tells us. The only notice
ofHuez, who has often been considered the author of the bust, is in "Les
Salons" of Diderot, where he is mentioned amongst the contribvitors to the
exhibitions of the day, and not iu comphmentary terms. Demoyne was a
Parisian, and died in 1778. He did many busts.]
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229. Philippe Ni^eicattlt Destouches. Dramatist.
[Bom at Tours, in France, 1680. Died 1/54. Aged 74.

In his youth served as a volunteer in the French army. Then adjoined
to the embassy in Switzerland, where his leisure enabled him to follow the
bent of his fancy, and to write for the stage. His plays were as popular as
his diplomatic skill proved useful. He fouud favour -with the Duke of
Orleans, who attached him to the mission of Dubois, when that minister, in
1717, went to London. His diplomacy still pleased the Eegent, who, unfor-
tunately, died too soon for Destouches. But the dramatist had been piiident

;

and upon the death of his patron, he retired with a sufficient fortune to his
estate, and sought consolation in the pursuits of agriculture and philosophy.
His plays won applause rather by the interesting situations of which they
were full, than by su.btle development of character.

[From the only bust of him, by P. F. Berruer, done in 1781 and signed. BeiTUcr
was a member of the Paris Academy, and died in 1797.]

230. Alain H^-^^ Le Sage. Novelist.

[Bom at Sarzeau, in France, 1633. Died at BouIogne-sur-Mer, 1741. Aged 5S.]

The author of " Gil Bias" and the "Devil on Two Sticks." A poor man,
-notwithstanding the success of his novels. Becoming deaf, he used a
speaking-trumpet in the presence of intelligent visitors ; when other visitors

came to him he gravely put the instrument into his pocket. An inimitable

painter of human nature, ranking with the few immortals whose creations

appeal to all times. Proud and independent, though amiable of disiJosition.

Devoted to the pursuits and joys of a literary life.

231. Alexis Pipox. Foet.

[Born at Dijon, 16S9. Died 1773. Aged 84.]

A wild and dissolute spirit. The author of one admirable comedy,
" La Metromanie," which may take rank with the dramatic productions of the
best period in France, and of seven volumes of compositions which have long
ceased to float on the broad river of fame. Piron was the son of an
apothecary at Dijon, and after almost breaking his father's heart by his

follies, he vras obliged to flee his native town in consequence of the publi-
cation of an indecorous effusion written amidst the fumes of an orgie. He
went to Paris, and there for nine years lived in great indigence, supporting
himself as a copyist. Then he took to writing for the minor theatres,

with more or less success, until 1738, when he produced his masterpiece,

already mentioned. It secured him a place at once amongst the best

di-amatists of liis country. In 1753, he applied for a vacant seat in the
Academy, and was refused. He revenged himself by composing a satire

and the following epitaph :

—

" Ci-git Piron, qui ne fut rien,

Pas meme Academicien."

"Here lies Piron—a nullity

—

Not even an Academician."

[This is an admirable busi^ bj Caffieri, dated 1775. Copied at Versailles bv M.
PigaUe.j

232. PiEKPE Claude Niyelle pe la Chatjssee. Dramatist.
[Born in Paris, 1692. Died there, 1754. Aged 62.]

He is regarded as the inventor of sentimental comedy in France (Oomedie
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larmoyante.) Hugli Kelly's " False Delicacy" made tlie invention known
ia England, and Poote's "Piety in Pattens" ridiculed it. Pierre de la

Chaussee was a Frencli Academician. His -writings gained for liim consider-

able fame during Ms life, and La Harpe ranks Mm amongst the authors wlio

kave conferred honour upon tlie Frencli theatre.

[In marble, by Caffieri. 1'786.]

*233. FiiAisrgois Maeie Auotjet de Yoltaiee. Historian, Poet,

and Wit.

[Bom at Chatenay, in France, 1694. Died in Paris, 17T8. Aged 84.]

This estraordinai-y Intellect was not, as is generally supposed, an atheist.

Voltaire was not destitute of the sense of moral responsibility ; and he hardly

believed in the immortality of the soul ; but it ivas from his pen that fell

the startling confession that,
'

' if (xod did not exist, it would be necessary

to invent Ms being." Voltaii'e was richly endowed. He wrote the best epic

poem in the French language ; Ms tragedies, full of strength and passion,

take Mgh rank ; his satire is cutting and inimitable, and Ms Mstorical writ-

ings are full of life and movement. Wrajat up, however, in the philosopMcal
spirit of the eighteenth century, he was ever incapable of judging justly of the

sji-eatness of minds who had received the prejudices of less enlightened

times. For forty years, he led a life of incessant literary action : part of

that time he was forced, in consequence of his satirical writings, to live in

England, where he became the intimate of Bolingbroke, Toland, and
other deists. In 1749, he visited Berlin, on the invitation of Frederic the

Great. Always a persevering and acrimonious enemy of Chiistiamty, he
laughed at Revelation

;
and, a sneerer at hereditary orders, he helped largely

to the overtMow of the monarchy in France. He did not live to witness the
Revolution ; but it is said that he lived long enough to be horrified at Ms
infidehty. It must be noted to Ms honour, that whilst he ridiculed all

tMngs in wMch he had no faith, he was sincere in his maintenance of the
rights of humanity, and iii his denunciations of injustice. He was the idol

of all who read and talked in France in Ms time.

[Prom the marble, by Houdou, done in 1T78, and signed by him in the Thditro
PranQais. There is a fine seated statue of Voltaire in the Theatre Pranyais by
Hoiidon considered to be his cJief-d.'imvre as a x3ortrait statue, and remark-
able for the noble style in which the subject is treated. Copies of the same
bust and statue exist at Versailles.]

'233a. rEAX90is Maeie Aeotjet de Yoltaiee. Historian, Feet,
and IVit.

[By Pajou.]

234. Michel Jea2^ Sedaik-e. Dramatist.
[Bom iu Paris, 1Y19. Died there, 1797. Aged 78.]

The son of an arcMtect, At the age of 13 relinquished, through poverty,
the study of arcMtectirre and became a journeyman mason. Later in life he
set up as master mason, but he forsook his calling for literature and the
<irama._ His plays are weU Avritten for stage effect, but are not remarkable
for their poetic character, or correctness of style. The success of his play,
Richard_Co3ur de Lion," procured Mm admission into the French Academy.
[From a marble, by Jaques Edouard Gatteaux, signed and dated 1843. 3L

Gatteaux is an engraver of medals as well as sculptor, and member of the
Institute. Born 1788.]

H
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234*. Chaeles Palissot de Mojtteis^ot. Dramatist.
[Born at Nancy, in France, 1730. Died, 1814. Aged 84.]

Celebrated cHefly for Ms comedy of the "Cercle," in wMch, by Ms
ridicule of llotisseau, be gave offence to tbe pbilosopMcal literati of France,
with whom he waged continual literary war. In 1760, he produced his
comedy of " Les PMlosophes ;" in 1764, tbe "Dunciade." His works are not
distinguished by richness of invention or copiousness of ideas ; but Ms style
is natural, easy and correct.

[Bust to come. ]

235. Makie Jea^n-e Vattbeek-ieii, Comtesse du Bahey.
[Bom at Vaucouleiu's, in Erauce, 1746. Guillotined, 1793. Aged 47.]

Of humble parentage. Quitting a convent in Paris into wMcli she had
entered at an early age, she worked as a millinerwhen iifteen years old. Shortly
afterwards .she became the mistress of the Count du Bariy, a dissolute man of
fasMon, and by Mm was introduced to Louis XV., who captivated by her
beauty and unrestrained manners, induced the brother of the Count to

make Mademoiselle Vaubernier Ms lawful Avife. La Comtesse du Barry,
received at Versailles, soon acquired an ascendancy over the licentious

monarch and his court. She esercised supreme sway, and held in her
hands the power of life and death—promotion and disgrace. Her extra-

vagance was boundless. At the death of Louis iji 1774, she was shut u]d in

a convent, where she became religious. Eeleased from her imprisonment by
Louis XVI., she conducted herself with decorum, but too late for any
eartHy Imppiness she might derive from repentance. In 1793, the revolu-
tionists took her life becaiise she had devoted it to the service of the Eoyal
family, for whom, it would appear, she had sold her diamonds. She was
jnuch pitied at the scaffold, where she betrayed great want of courage.

[From the marble in the Louvre, by Pajou. A very beautiful work delicately
chi-selled, and full of life and softness. It is signed and dated 1772. The bust
at Versailles is a repetition, dated 1773.]

SCIENTIFIC MEN AND WRITERS.

236. Michel de Mom-taigjte. Essayist.

[Born at the Castle of Montaigne, in Perigord, France, 1533. Died at Perigord,
1592. Aged 59. J

An original and most engaging writer. His essays consist chiefly either of

personal narrative, or of disquisitions upon his individual nature. His reason-
ing acute and ijhilosopMcal, his manner, if one may so call it, grotesque, and
naive. His descriptions of persons, events, and places full of life and exquisite

drawiug. A favourite author with all lovers of sterling thought, lucid style, and
quaint reflection. He lived during a time of religious conflict, but walked
quietly and unscathed through the fire, blessed with pMlosophic calm.

He travelled in 1580, visited Switzerland and Venice "wMch he had a
hunger to see," and settled for a time in Home. He said "he could not go
out of Ms way, for he had no way to go." On his return, elected JMayor of
Bordeaux, though he told the electors he had "neither pai-ty- spirit, memory,
diligence, nor experience." Elected for a second time to the office, never-

theless. A man of great moral courage, and warm in Ms friendsMps

.
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237. JAcauES AuGUSTE DE Thoit. Minister of State and Historian,

[ Born in Paris 1553, Died 1617. Aged 64.]

Under Henry III. of France, Do Tliou discliargecl tiie duties of several

offices witli eminent ability and credit ; and in 1581, was appointed one of

the commissioners, sent to quiet the disturbances in (xuyenne. In 1588, lie

-n^as nominated Councillor of State, and in tlie foUomng years proceeded to

Grermajiy and Italy on a diplomatic mission. On the death, of Henry III.

he received the confidence of Henry IT., and vv^as emi^loyed, A^dth others, to

digest the articles set forth in the celebrated Edict of Nantes ia 1598. In

1591, he commenced his great history of his own times
;
and, in 1604,

published the first eighteen books. After the death of Henry IV., he served

for a time as one of the Directors of Finance in Sully's place, but soon

retired, disappointed and vexed ; and closed his days in the comj^Ietion of

Ms magnificent historical labours, and in the practice of piety. De Thou
was deeply read in men, and learned in human dealings

;
grave and severely

simple. His mighty work was written in 188 books, in the purest Latin,

and is one of the world's monuments of industry, intelligence, and know-
ledge. He also wrote Latin verses.

[Fi-om the marble in the Louvre, by Bartlielemi Prieur. The head is in white
marble, and the body in porphyrj^ to imitate his robe.]

23S. RiSiTJa DesCAETBS. Mathematician and Metaphysician.

[Born at Touraine, in France, 15DG. Died at Stocliholm, in Sweden, 1650. Aged 54.]

Shares with Bacon the title of Father of Modern Philosophy. All the meta-
physical writers follow him, as the men of the physical sciences follow Bacon.
He was only three and twenty when, whilst with his regiment on the Danube,
he determined to reform philosophy. To do so, he resolved to efface from his

mind all that he had learnt, and to admit nothing that could not be demon-
strated by reason and experience. With him, consciousness was the sole lasis,

mathematics the .sole method, of certainty. He substituted the philo-

sophy of reason for that of authority. His genius for the great sciences, and
his superiority over the majority of his contemporaries in scientific ac-

quirements, were remarkable. He first apjilied algebra to geometry;
he likewise made observations on the decline of the magnetic needle, put
forward the true theory of the rainbow, and brought the science of optics

Avithin the domaiit of mathematics. His influence over his age was great,

though lus writings involved him in controversies. But he was timid
as a man. He wote a book on astronomy, but destroyed it on learning

the fate of Galileo. He was the first great master of French prose. It is

said of him, that he bega,n by doubting everything, and ended by believ-

ing that he had left nothing unexplained,

239. A:n^T0I]S-e AE^'ArLD. Theologian and Controversialist.

fBorn in Pails, 1612. Died at Brussels, 1694. Aged 82.]

A learned and fierce polemic, whose consistency was as perfect as his
spirit Avas bitter, and whose defiance of conflict and danger was as insolent as
his private life was blameless. His happiness consisted in spiritual warfare.
He established himself spokesman of the Jansonists. "When he was ten years
old he was heard to say to Cardinal Perron, "With this pen I, like you, will
write against the HngTienots." He commenced the labours of his life by an
attack upon the Jesuits. Taking active part in all the angry discussion

II 2
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respecting grace, hepuUislied two "Apologies" in favour of Jansenius, whicli
drew upon him the censure of the SorLoune, and compelled him to retire to Port
Eoyal, where he remained for the space of twelve years. Eetiu-ning to Paris
in 1668, he plunged immediately into the seething waters of controversy, and
was again forced into exile. Fifteen years afterwards, we find Mm, as
furious as ever, attacking the doctrine of Malebrauche respecting the gi-ace
and vision of Clod. At his own request, his much-agitated heart, after it
had ceased to beat, was sent to be deposited in the Port lioyal. Forty-eight
volumes remain to attest the intensity of his religious prejudices, the depth
and extent of his learning, his violent love of wrangling, and his
restless and unwearied industry. We sigh over the waste of power and
the misuse of fine material.

240. S^BASTiE^r LE Peestee be Yaubax. JEngineer.

[Bom at St.-Leger de Eouclieret, in Burgundy, 1633. Died ITO^. Aged 74.]

Of poor parents, but well descended. At the age of seventeen, entered the
army of Conde, in Spain, then fighting against France. Taken prisoner in
1663, he went over to the French army, and received his commission as
lieutenant of engineers. His rise was as rapid as liis services were great.
At the age of twenty-five, he conducted the sieges of Grravelines, Ypres, and
Oudenarde. He gave the most valiiable Jiel]? in all the campaigns of
Holland and Flanders, from 1667 to 1703 ; and in 1703 was created Marshal
of France, His contributions to the science of fox-tification have celebrated
Ms name. He was not only a great builder, but a sbrewd observer, and
knew better than any of his contemporaries how to avaUMmself, whether in
defence, or in attack, of tlie circumstances by which he was suiTounded, and
of tke opportunities and conditions of Ms time. To him we owe the system
of parallel lines, which he introduced before the city of Maestricht. At the
siege of Pliilisbourg, be invented the "tir a ricochet," in wliich the ball,

making a series of boimds, strikes several times along works agaiast wliich.

it is directed. He also im^ented the musket, in which tlie match served
in lieu of the cover to tlie pan. He afteiT\'ard.s armed the musket with the
bayonet. He vastly improved the system of inundations, that most useful
element of self-defence. His engineering appliances during Ms long and
indefatigable service were inexliaustible. It is afiirmed on authority, that
he repaired tMee Mmdred old fortresses, constructed thirty-tM-ee new
works, conducted fifty-tM-ee sieges, and Avas present at a hundred and
forty severe engagements. He also left behind him twelve i'oJio volumes on
Strategetics, entitled "Idle Hours." Yauban was beloved by the soldiery,

for wliose safety he was always careful. His humanity is otherwise known '

by Ms endeavoiu- to procure from the king, his master, the restoration of

the Edict of JTantes. To that king he was deeply attached
;
although to

him, as well as to every otlier man, he was blmt in th.e expression of what
lie believed to be truth,—straightforward and manly. He has been called

the prince of engineers, and the best of subjects.

241. Joseph Pittojt de Toun^^^EroET, Botanist, a
[Born at Aix, in Provence, 1656. Died 170S. Aged 02.] ^

Educated by the Jesuits, and intended originally for the Church
; but

upon the death of his father lie made several botanical excui-sions, and
finally devoted his days to the prosecution of his darling pursuit. He
visited England, Spain, and Holland, Toui-nefort did much tov/ards the
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foundation of a scientific botany. His special service was in distinguisliiug

plants from one anotlier, and in preparing tliem "by classification for tlie

handling of tlie more philosopliic stndent. Like the other botanists of

his time, he had his own system of classification. He was one of the first

thinkers upon the geographical distiihntion of plants. In 1700, he pursued
his mquiries in the Levant, whence he brought home, after protracted and
perilous wandering, no fewer than 1356 new plants. He published his

"Travels in the Levant" upon his return to France.

242. Chaeles Eollijt. Historian.

LBorn in Paris, 1661. Died 1741. Aged 80.]

The son of a cutler, and himself intended for that trade ; but rescued
to learning and literature by a Benedictine monk who placed him at the
College of Plessis. His studies were eminently successful. After holding
many high scholastic appointments in France, he was obliged to resign, in.

1720, the Rectorship of the College of Plessis, where he had been brought up,
in consequence of the religious troubles of the time, he being suspected of

favouring the Jansenists. From 1720 imtil his death, occupied in literary

labours. His "Ancient History" appeared at intervals, from 1730 to 1738.
Its simple style and moral tendency are more to be admired than the exactness
of its narrative and the discernment of its author. The other writings ofRoUin
improved the taste of his age, and certainly strengthened its moral tone.

As Rector of the University he revived the study of Creek, and gave pro-

minence to the cultivation of French. He corresponded with Frederic
the Great, Rousseau, and Voltaire, without deriving injury from their

acquaintance : for all his contemporaries describe him as singularly virtuous
and pious.

243. Jean Baptiste Eotjsseatt. Lyric Poet.

[Born iu Paris, 1669. Died at Brussels, 1741. Aged 72.]

A lyric poet of great celebrity in France, but many of his compositions
defaced by scurrility and indecency. He Avas the son of a shoemaker,
but he received a good ediication, and at an early age, gave sign of his
poetic genius. In his nineteenth year, appointed page to the French ambas-
sador at the court of Denmark ; and subsequently attached as Secretary to
the Embassy in England. In 1712, he fell into disfavour, and was banished
from France for -vsTiting libellous verses, which, to the last moment of his
life, he declared were the production of some enemy, who had designed
his ruin. Retiring to Vienna, he found favour with Prince Eugene. The
odes of Jean Baptiste Rousseau are not surpassed, if they are equalled, in
the French language ; his lyrics are elegant and harmonious, and his
epigrammatic skUl is perfect. His later productions, however, exhibit a
lamentable falling ofi' from the early excellence by which he won his fame.

£Iu marble, by Caffieri. No date.]

244. R:^^^ AjTTOiyE Fekchatilt de E.:^aij3IIJE. Chemist and
Naturalist.

[Born at Eoclielle, in France, 1683. Died at Maine, in Prance, 1757. Aged 74.]

The discoverer, in his own country, of the art of making steel, till then
imported into France. The thermometer which he adjusted, and which is

named aftfer him, is chiefly used on the continent. His life spent in the
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serTice of science, and in tlie close pursuit of tmth.. Entomology was,
however, liis favourite study ; and he contributed a most interesting memoir
towards the history of insects. He died from the effects of a fall from
his horse.

245. CIeoeges Louis Le Clehc, Comte de BtteeoJs\ Naturalist
[Born at Montbard, in Prance, 1707. Died in Paris, 178S. Aged 81.]

_

This great naturalist commenced his scientific career at the age of 25, and
his study at Montbard was called by Prince Henry of Prussia "the cradle of
Natural History. " Shortly afterwards appointed Intendant to the Jardin des
PlcmtessA Paris, where he projected Ids theory of tlie classification of animals,
and assisted by Daubenton and Lacepede, wrote the great work which has
immortalized Ms name. He v/as more or less dissimilar to Linnjeus in the spirit
and in the detail of his undertaking. Buffon's object is to write a natural history
of each animal

; that ofLiima3us to express its peculiar and distinctive character
in the fewest possible words. Linnsus gives classical names to the objects he
describes. Buffon names his animals in French. Buffon's style is luminous
and elevated, and at times approaches the character of blank verse. He
is one of the founders of ethnological science, and as a writer on ethnology
gave great prominence to the history of man as an Animal. He was sensual,
vain, and in religious matters hypocritical.

[ The original bust, wliich is in the Louvi-e, is inscribed—"By Pajou, sculpteur
duEoy, professeur de son Academie depeinture et de sculpture, 1773." Paiou
diedinlSOg.]

245a. GEOnaES Louis Le Cleec, Coute de BuEPO^f. Naturalist.
[By J. Debay.l

246. Chauees Liifz^-Ic, known by Ms Latin name Li2f2TiEUS. Botanist.
[Born at Roeshult, in Sweden, 1707. Died at Upsal, in Sweden, 177S. Aged 71.]

A botanist, even at school, where he neglected his books in order to collect

plants in the fields. His father, in despair, apprenticed him to a shoemaker.
With eight pound.s in his pocket, he went to TJpsal, to study for the
medical profession. Here he was appointed botanical lecturer in the
University. Thence he was despatched to Lapland on a botanical expedition,

and it is said he travelled 3, 600 miles with no more than ten pounds. Finally
became Professor of liledicine at Upsal, and Superintendent of the Botanical
Gardens. Published, besides his great Systema Naturce, many works
on natural history, and a book on Materia Medica and nosology. He
invented a new system of classification, founded upon the sexes of plants,

which reigned in the science till sujjerseded by the natural system of .Jussieu.

In person below the middle height, strong, and muscular. His head large;

his look ardent and piercing ; his features agreeable and animated. Yanity his

greatest foible
;

yet few men have sho^m greater boldness, zeal, and activity,

m the pursuit of science. His love of nature seemed a religious devotion of
the heai-t. His library and herharium were purchased for 1000^. by Sir

James Edward Smith, and are now in the possession of the Linnsean Society
of London.

247. JE.ysr Jacques Rousseau. Philosopher and Writer.

[Bom at Geneva, 1712. Died at EiTaenonville, in Fi-ance, 1778. Aged 66.]

This singiilar and morally-distempered man, was endowed by nature Mith
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a warm imagination, a teeming fancy, and ardent feeling ; but lais wliola

nature was unMnged by the absence of conscientioxisness and directing

principle. He was not only self-loving and vain, btit self-engrossed. His

early life was passed in reading romances, and in tlie loose indulgence of Ms
weaknesses and passions. Yet liis pen was a potent one, and, even more

than that of Voltaire, helped to bring about the Revolution in France, and

all its social blasphemies. Whilst Yoltaire, with his bright and sharpened

wit, cut away the cable that held religion to its moorings, Eousseau pene-

trated to the households of men, invaded their firesides, and poisoned their

hearts. His writings were new, fascinating, and eloquent
;
abounding in

highly-wrought descriptions of nature, and in what seemed genuine bursts of

passion. His philosophy attributed all vices to ciAdlization, to the existence

of property, and to the tyi'anny of governments. His career was as dis-

graceful to himself, as his works proved detrimental to the happiness of

others. He committed frequent thefts in his youth, and behaved with

infamous ingratitude towards his benefactress, Madame de Warens, who
saved him from threatened starvation

;
yet was left by him to starve in later

days, when the condition in life of both had changed. With all his j)rofoimd

sentiment, Eousseau was a cold-blooded and cruel man. He was a subtle,

independent, and original inquirer.

[From the bronze in the Lomi-e which bears the name OfHoudon, Vj78. The
treatment is in the antiqiie manner. The drapery is a mantle, and the head
is bound with a fillet. This bust has an especial interest, from its having
been executed from a cast taken after death hj Houdon, who was sent for to

Ermenonville immediately after the decease of Eousseau, by M. de Girardin,

with whom he lived. The original cast stiU exists, and shows its genuine-
ness by the scar on the forehead, caused by Eousseau's falling from his

chair ; an accident which gave rise to the report that he had shot him-
self.]

247*. Jean Daecei. Qhemist and Physician.

[Born at Douazit, in Prance, 1725. Died in Eaiis, 1801. Aged 76.]

Disinherited by his father for preferring the study of natural philosophy

to that of juiisprudence ; but befriended by Montesc[uieu, who aqjpointed

him tutor to his sons. His great discovery was the composition of porcelain.

He artificiallj'' formed from minerals, found in France, the earth of which
porcelain is made, and which exists in a natirral state in Saxony, where the

law forbade its exportation. The first to extract gelatine from bones, and
soda from the sea water. Director of the Gobelins and of the Se^sTes

manufactories.

[Bust to come.]

248. Jeak Pieeee Dxthaivlel. 3Imi of Science.

[Born at Mcorps, in France, 1730. Died 1816. Aged 86.]

In 1752, Duhamel visited the m.ines of the Pyrenees, and of vaiious
parts of Gfermany, in order to collect information, his object being to

establish a School of Mines in his OAvn cotmtry. But he had to wait
twenty years for the realization of his idea. As soon as it was carried out,

he received the aijpointment of Professor of Agricultui-e and Metallurgy.
He was a true practical philosopher, and his inventions and discoveries
were all of the highest use in the branch of science to the development of

which his life-long exertions had been directed.
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249. Joseph Louis La&rajtge, Astronomer,
[Bom at Turin, in Italy, 1736. Died in Paris, 1813. Aged TT.J

At tlie age of 19, was Professor of Matliematics at the College of Tmm.
Appointed successor to Euler when the latter was removed from Berlin.
Sabsequeutly settled in Paris, where he became one of the Directors of the
Mint, and Professor in the Polytechnic school. In 1793, when all foreigners
were ordered to leave France, he was permitted to remain. His important-
labours contributed largely to the advancement of mathematics and
astronomy, agitating most of the problems which Laplace subsequently
treated with such success. Delicate in health, he led a temperate life ; and
in society he was reserved and contemplative. Neither great fame nor higb
honour impaired his modesty. One of the Encyclopedists.

250. Jean Pranqois G-alaup de la Pi^eouse. Navigator.
[Born at Albi, in Prance, 1741. Died about 1788.]

At an early age entered the naval service of his country, and in VlZ%
commanded the successful attempt to destroy the English settlement at
Hudson's Bay

^ an attack in which he displayed great humanity towards
the foe. In 1785, he quitted France with two small frigates on a voyage of
discovery. He visited the coasts of Tartary, Japan, and New Holland ; in
1787, he^sent home one of his officers with an account of his expedition

;

and in 1 788, he quitted Botany Bay. No further intelligence was ever received
of him or of any of his crcAv. He probably perished on one of the Yanikors
islands,

250*. Maeie-Jean-Antoixe K'icolas CAE]gTAT, Maequis de Cok--
DOECET. Mathematician and Philosopher.

[Born in Picardy, Prance, 1743. Died at Clamart, in Prance, 1794. Aged 51.]

One of the original thinkers of the eighteenth century, and the biographer
of Voltaire. Cold and reserved in his manner, but his feelings wai-m and
enthusiastic._ D'Alembert called him "a volcano covered with snow."
Another writer has said that goodness was so sweetly expressed in his-
eyes, that had he proved dishonest, he Avould have been more to blame
than any other man. He earned and still retains the name of the '

' virtuous
Condorcet." His scientific attainments caused him to be elected Secretary to.

the Academy of Sciences at an early age. His works, which are in 21
Tols., were collected by Cabanis and Garat. The work on which his fame
will rest is the Esquisse cVun tableau Historique des progrh de Vesprit
Huinain, where, for the first time, the idea of Progress as a law of
Humanity was scientifically expounded. Condorcet believed in the indefinite
perfectibility of man as the result of this law of progress. In 1791, inflamed'
with the zeal which he had helped to kindle for liberty, and the overthrow
of inveterate abuses, he became a member of the National Assembly, but
not proving violent enough for his colleagues, was forced to secrete him-
self in the house of a friend. Death being pronounced against aU who-
should harbour proscribed persons, Condorcet voluntarily quitted his
sanctuary in disguise ; but was detected iu the -sdllage of Clermont, and
thrown into prison. He swallowed poison, and was found dead on the-
following morning. In action, Condorcet wanted moral courage.

[Bust to come.]
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251. Jacques feiEi^NE Montgolfiee. Aeronaut, and Inventor of
Balloons.

[Bom at Vidalon-lfes-Aunonai, ia Prance, 1745. Died at Serrieres, in France, 17&9.

Aged 54.]

The son of a paper-maker. Was led ty reading tlie pMlosopMcal writings

of Priestley to conceiTe the idea of employing gas, lighter than the atmo-
sphere, as a means of ascending through the air. His first experiment was
made at Annonai in 1783, and with such success that he repeated it the

same year in Paris, and again at Versailles before the Court. Montgolfier

was rewarded for his invention loy admission to the Academy of Sciences, the

cordon of St. Michel, and a pension of 2000 livres.

251*. GrASPAE, MONGE. Geometrician.

[Born at Beaunee, in France, 1746. Died in Paris, 1818. Aged 72.]

Inventor of descriptive geometry, and one of the founders of the Poly-

technic School at Paris. During the Revolution elected Minister of Marine
but soon resigning, took a personally active part in the equipment of the
army for war. Under Napoleon, visited Egj^pt, where his investigations of

architectural remains were incessant. His whole life devoted to science ; and
his work on the history of Mathematics testifies to Ms deep spirit of research.

An impartial "writer, but a praiser of few.

[Bust to come.]

252. Dominique DEirojir. Egyptian Traveller.

[Born at Clialons-sur-Saone, in France, 1747. Died in Paris, 1825. Aged 78.]

Brought up to the law, he neglected his profession for the fine arts.

Found favour with Louis XV. and his successor. Fulfilled several diplomatic-
appointments Mith great success. In 1787, became a member of the Academy
of Painters. Employed by Robespierre to design the new republican official

costumes. Accompanied the French expedition to Egypt; of which one
result was his interesting and magnificent work, published at the public
expense, "Travels in Upper and Lower Egypt, dtiring the campaigns of
General Buonaparte." This work first brought the wonderful remains of
ancient Egyptian art distinctly before our eyes. Subsequently appointed, by
Napoleon, Director-Greneral of Museums, and mainly organized in Paris the
admirable collection which for a time constituted the richest treasury of art

ever known in Europe. At the Restoration, Denon lost liis office, and
devoted liis leisure to the arrangement of his own museum. He was an
ardent lover of the fine arts, possessed an elegant taste and liberal mind.

[Pi-omtlie marble in the Louvi-c, by M. Marin. 1827.]

252*. Claude Louis Berthollet. Chemist.

[Born at Talloire, iu Savoy, 1748. Died at Arcueil, in France, 1822. Aged 74.]

After studjdng at Turin, went to Paris. There elected a member of the
Academy of Sciences, and Professor of Chemistry to the Normal and
Polytechnic Schools. During the first wars of the Revolution employed iu-

making gunpowder, and converting iron into steel. With ]\longe, the
geometrician, accompanied the French army to Italy and Egypt in order to
direct the removal of the plundered works of art. The fiiendship of

these two philosophers, their caknness in pursuing science amidst danger,
their courage and kiadness to the soldiers, won for them the admiration
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of the wliole army. BertlioUet discovered the bleacHng properties of
chlorine, and the art of fixing the colour of dyes. Also assisted in the
establishment of a new chemical nomenclature. Q-enerons, disinterested,

heroic ; and his modesty equal to his merit.

[ Bust to come.]

253. Aintohstb LAxmENi de Jussiett. Botanist.

[Born at Lyons, 1T48. Died in Paris, 1836. Aged 88.]

One of a celebrated family of botanists ; his uncle Bernard, who died in

1777, having been one of the foremost botanists of his age. His most
famous work, founded upon his uncle's great labours, was "The Yarieties of
Plants, arranged according to their Natural Order." His whole scientific

life was spent in an endeavour to ascertain the natural relations of plants,

and, by the aid of fresh discoveries, to justify and complete the system he
upheld.

253*. PiEEEE Smois" Laplace. Astronomer.

[Born at Beaumont, in France, 1T49. Died in Paris, 1827. Aged 78.]

A great geometrician and physical astronomer. To him we owe the
Theory of Probabilities, and the Nebular HyprAliesis. He also prepared
the way for the Theory of Tides. He discovered the existence of an
invariable plane in the solar system. Invented a thermometer. His .gi-eat

work, Mecanique celeste, introduced to the English by Mr.s. Somerville in

her "Mechanism of the Heavens," is so complete that no alterations of

importance have been made by subsequent discovery.

[ Bust to come.]

254. Jeak Antoinb Chaptal. Chemist.

[Born at N'ogaret, in Prance, 1756. Died in Paris, 1832. Aged 76.]

As a chemist eminent for making the science subservient to the uses of

manufacture. In 1800, elected Minister of State. In 1802, presented to

the State a scheme for education wliich embodied Napoleon's educational

measures. Curious to say, the scheme betrayed a distrust of general

education altogether, and an anxiety to train up youth in the interest of

the government. An able statesman, but in science a x^ractical philosopher,

rather than a brilliant discoverer.

255. BEajTAE,!) Geemaet Etiexxe Lac^p^ide. Comte de xa Yille
ST7E Mojr. Naturalist.

[Bom at Agen, in France, 1756. Died at Epinay, in France, 1825. Aged 69.]

When young, in the army ; but quitted it for the study of Natural History.

The favorite pupil of Bulfon, who obtained for him the appointment of Curator
to the king, and selected him to continue his Natural History. His works
display profound research, and are elegantly written. A courteous and
iiiid-hearted man,

255*. Azs'toijN'e Isaac Silyestb,e, Baeob" de Sact. Orientalist.

[Born in Paris, 1758. Died there, 1838. Aged SO.];

One of the greatest of modern linguists, he made himself mastei', not

only of all the classical and modern languages of Europe, but of many of the
languages of the East. His industry was remarkable. In 1806, he was
appointed Professor of Persian. In 1810, he published an Arabic grammar.
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In 1832, lie was raised to tlie peerage, and made kee^Der of fhe Oriental

MSS. in the king's library. De Sacy was the chief founder and first Presi-

dient of the Asiatic Society in Paris, and hesides extending in his country

the knowledge of every branch of Oriental literatiire, he caused, professor-

ships of Chinese, Sanskrit, and Hindostani to be established in Paris. He
left behind htm a magnificent library.

[Bust to come.]

256. (jEOsaES L^^opold Ci-isiTiEsr Fe:^]D]5eic Dagobert Cutiee.
Maiuralist.

[Born at Moixtbeliard, in France, 1769. Died in Paris, 1832. Aged 63.]

At an early age displayed a taste for drawing and natural history,

and an extraordinarily retentive memory.. After the Eeign of Terror,

invited to Paris, where he prepared his
'

' Tabular Arrangement of the

Natural History of Animals," vvhict has served as the basis for all subse-

quent works on zoological classification. Shortly afterwards commenced the

formation of his celebrated collection for the study of comparative anatomy.

His greatest work, "The Animal Kingdom distributed according to its

Organization," has been the foundation of all zoological studies since Ms time.

Possessed of great administrative capacity. Famous for his discoveries

among fossil animals, and by these rendered invaluable services to geology.

Was made Councillor of State, by Napoleon. In ISJil, raised to the peerage.

His writings very attractive. His mind active and enterprising, yet sound

and methodical. Unlike Biiffon, he considered system indispensable in the

investigations of physiology. SoHcitons for the diffusion of knowledge. A
good as weE as great man. Unimpeachable in all the relations of social life.

256*. Jeax Le Hotstd D'Alembeet. Mathematician and, Fhilosopher.

[Born in Paris, 1717. Died there, 1783. Aged 66.]

When an infant exposed in the churcli of Le Rond, from which he is

named. Nursed in obscuiity by the wife of a glazier ; educated at the

College of Mazarin. Evinced astounding precocity and a decided inclina-

tion for mathematical studies. At the age of twenty-four gave proof of his

great mathematical knowledge, and gained admission into the Academy
of Sciences. Memorable for his connexion Avith the great French work
" L'Encyclopedie," to which he contributed many articles, and its excellent

ju'eliminary discourse. In 1772, appointed Secretary to the French

Academy. The author of many celebrated w-orks on his favourite science,

in which he was an undoubted discoverer. He was the friend of the

Empress Catharine of Eussia, and of Frederic the Great of Prussia. In
the war which in his time was carried on against the church, he took his

jalace by the side of his friends Diderot, Voltaire, Gfrimm, and D'Holbach.

[Bust to come.]

256**. ALEXAifDEE LoTJiS JosEPH, J^Iajiquis DE Laeoede. Soldier,

Traveller^ and Educator.

[Born in Paris, 1774. Died there, lSi2. Aged 6S.]

At the breaking out of the French Eevolution, entered the Austrian
service, in which he remained nine years. After the treaty of Campo Formio,

revisited his native city, prosecuted the study of Eterature and the arts, and
attached himself to Napoleon and the Imperial family. Then travelled
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tliroiTgk England, Holland, and Spain
; accompanied Napoleon to tlie last-

named coiintry, and went with the Emperor also to Austria in 1810. He
held many important offices during Buonaparte's life, and formed one of the
Embassy appointed to demand the hand of Maria Louisa. After the Eestora-
tion the influence of Laborde ceased ; his usefulness, however, continued,
for he took great pains to introduce into Prance the Lancasterian system of
education for poor children. In 1822, he was elected Deputy for Paris ; and
in 1830, signed, with 220 other Deputies, the protest against the ordinances
of Charles X. He was again deputy under Louis Philippe. Laborde was a.

traveller in the East as well as in the West : an accomplished man, and an
eloquent speaker. He wrote many works having reference to his travels and
to his educational objects.

' [ Bust to come.]

256***. Gay Litssac. French Chemist.

[Born 1778. Died 1850. Aged 72.]

A leading discoverer in Chemistry whilst the science was advancing -witb

the most rapid steps and surprising disclosures. Of a spirit exact and large
to reason out abstruse principles, subtly curious to hunt on the track of new
mai-vels, and patient and inventive to repeat, vary, and heap experiments,
his long life of labour might Avell leave a name memorable to his own science,

and to the arts Avhich it enlightens and aids. In 1816, he was apxjointed

Professor of Chemistry in the Polytechnic School. He was one of those who
do not shrink from personal peril in enlarging the domain of science. In
1804, at the desire of the French government, he ascended in a balloon in
order to ascertain by experiment, w^hether the magnetic force suffers percep-
tible diminution at gi-eat elevations, and found no appreciable diminution up
to the elevation of 13,124 feet. Simple, modest, gentle, firm, open and
upright, an unchangeable friend, and a sound patriot :—he carried iuto all

the relations of life the ardour of truth which animated his scientific

researches.

256****. Chae-LES K'odiee. Writer.

[Born at Besan^on, in France, 1780. Died, 1844. Aged 64.

One of the contributors to the " Biographic Universelle, " and an able
writer on many subjects. He published a dictionary of words which naturally

represent by their sound the action signified : and this work became at once,

by order of the government, a class-book in all the public schools. He also

wrote instructive works on flowers and insects. In 1800, there appeared
from his pen a poem called "Napoleone," for which he suffered imprisonment.
A writer for the Journal des i)e?)ate newspaper

;
subsequently conducted the

Quotidienne. In 1834, a member of the French Academy, He had gi-eat

rapidity in composition, and published many writings
;
amongst them several

novels. As a writer his style is pure ; he was hostile to innovations in

language. He has been accused of political tergiversation : and of being
little scrupulous in the way of pushing his interests, and forcing a repu-
tation.

[Bust to come.]
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SOLDIERS AND STATESMEN.

257. PiEEEE BE Teeeail, Seigneue de Bayaed. Warrior.

[Born near Grenoble, in France, 1476. Died, 1524. Aged 48.]

Chevalier sans penjT et sans reproclie." A true knight and gen-
tleman. His earliest renown won at the tourney. At the age of eighteen,

•entered active service, which he did not qmi until his death in Italy, where
lie fell, as he desired, by the weapon of the foe on the field of battle. Spotless

in character, intrepid, generous, self-denying, and the very soul of honour.
He enjoyed the respect and admiration of his country's enemies, and by his

own countrjTuen he was idolized. After the battle of Marignan, his King,
'Francis I., one of the bravest men of his age, desired to receive the order of
knighthood from the hands of Bayard. The ceremony over, Bayard addressed
his sword, vowing to regard it thenceforward as a sacred relic, never to be
drawn except against Turks, Saracens, and Moors. The body of Bayard was
embalmed by the foe and restored to the Erench for honourable burial, at
Grenoble.

258. Gastoist de Foix. Warrior.

[Born 1489. Died at Eavenna, in Italy, 1512. Aged 23.]

The nephew of Louis XII. of France. Succeeded the Duke of Longueville
in the command of the army in Italy, where liis prodigies of valour and
daring es]Dloits gained him the name of the "Thunderbolt of Italy." He
raised the siege of Eavenna, and in his hot pursuit of the foe, was cut down;
—slaughtered in the hour of victory.

[This is one of tlie finest French busts. There is also a portrait of him in the
Gallery of Vienna, by Palma Vecchio.]

259. Michel de l'Hopital. Chancellor of France.
[Born at Aigueperse, in France, 1505. Died at Viguay, in France, 1573. Aged 68.]

One of the greatest magistrates of France. Edu.cated by his father, a
surgeon, for the profession of law, at Toulouse and Padua. Entering
Parliament, he became distinguished for his judgment, learning, modesty,
and legal attainments. On the death of Francis I. nominated Ambassador
to the Council of Trent. Upon liis return to France, appointed by
Marguerite de Valois, Duchesse de Berri, Private Chancellor of her House-
liold ; and after the accession of Henry II., raised to the dignity of
Chancellor of France. Religious dissensions were now rife and bitter, and
L'Hopital took the side of modei-ation and justice. It was his hand that in

1562 drew up the edict called the "edict of January," which gave freedom
of worship to Protestants in France. Hopeless, hoM^ever, of seeing an end
to the fierce qiiarrels of Eoman Catholics and Calvinists, he resigned the
seals of ofiice in 1567, and retired into privacy. He was still in obscurity
when the butchery of St. Bartholomew took place. During the massacre,
Catherine de Medicis sent a body-guard to protect the Ex-Chancellor. Being
told that he was pardoned, L'Hopital calmly replied "that he Avas not
aware that he had done anything demanding either death or pardon." The
grief and horror which he experienced at this dreadful event broke the
heart of the mild and conscientious man. His character looks all the
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brighter from tlie darkness by whicli lie is surroixncled. His industry Avas
equal to Ms great learning, and his higli sense of honour and justice
corresponded to his humanity. When, in 1554, he was made Superintendent
of the Eoyal Finances, he restored an exhausted treasury by his stern and
resolute honesty.

[From the marble in the Louvre, by Gois, Sen.]

260. GrASPAED DE CoLlGlTY. Marshal and Admiral.
[Born at Chatillon-stir-Loin, in Prance, lolT. Died in Paris, 1572. Aged 55.]

Greatly distinguished for his valour. The head of the Protestant party
in France, and the first victim of the horrible massacre of St. Bartholomew.

261. PiEKEE Latjeejtt Bttieette DE Belloy. Dramatist*
[Born at St. Flour, in Auvergne, 172T. Died 1775. Aged 48.]

A writer who acquired immense popularity in his own day, but whose
death, it is said, was hastened by grief at the total failure of his last
dramatic work. His best production is "The Siege of Calais," which, as
the third great success achieved by his pen, secured for him the gold
medal accorded by the king to authors who should have been thrice
successful on the stage. The style of Belloy is somewhat laboured and
sententious, and he indulges largely in hyperbole ; but he had a happy know-
ledge of stage effect. He possessed an astonishing memory ; and was the
first introducer of national subjects, for representation upon the French stage.

At an early period of his life he had himself been an actor in Eussia.

[From the marble by Caffieri. On the pedestal of the bust is inscribed—" The
work of his friend, Caffieii. 1771."]

262. FnAKgois de Bojtne, Dug de LESDiGUiiifiES. ComtaUe of
France.

[Born 1543. Died 1626. Aged 8.3.]

When nineteen years of age, a simple archer
;

but, by dint of great
bravery, activity, and success, he shortly became chief of the Protestant
party in France. In 1575, appointed commander of the Protestant army in
the place of Montbrun

;
performed great feats of ai-ms in Dauphiny and

Provence, and helped, more than any other soldier of his time, to place
Hemy IV. iipon the throne. After the death of Henry, the religious

convictions of Lesdiguieres underwent a remarkable change. He was con-

verted to Eomanism,—some say, by the persuasive powers of a missionary
;

others, by the dazzling office of Lord High Constable of France, oifered on
condition that he abjured his faith. It is certain that he had a lust of
power and wealth, and was unscrupulous in the means of getting them.
Yet he had great qualities. He was generous and forgiving. He was
conqueror in every battle he fought. Our own Elizabeth was heard to say
that '

' had there been two Lesdiguieres in France, she would have begged
one from the king." Ho was indeed a man after her own great heart ; for

he was brave, handsome, active, full of resources, and always successful.

263. ]\lAxniiLiE2^ DE BiTHiWE, Dtjc DE SuELT. Ilimster of State.

[Born at Rosny, in France, 1560. Died at Villebon, in France, 1641. Aged 82.]

^
The early friend and Minister of Henry IV. of France. Educated, like

his royal master, in the reformed faith, he ran in his youth great risk of

* This biographical notice belongs propei'ly to "French Poets and Dramatists," and
has been unavoidably misplaced.
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failing a victim to the terrible massacre of St. Bartholomew. Escaping

from that danger, he joined the standard of the young King of Navarre,

shared his dangers, and distinguished himself by the most daring conrage.

His abilities, however, as diplomatist and financier outweighed his bravery

and impetuosity on the field. Wlien Henry IV. ascended the throne of

France, Sully became Minister of Finance, and by dint of skilful manage-
ment and great labour he so far repaired the monetary credit of the nation

as to be able to pay off, in the com-se of ten years, a heavy debt, and to

leave a considerable surplus in. the treasury. Upon the accession of

James II. of England, he came to this country as ambassador, and concluded

a treaty advantageous to the interests of both nations. After the assassina-

tion of Henry lY., Sully quietly retired to his estates, where he was fre-

quently consulted by Loiiis XIII., and where he composed his interestiag

"Memoirs." He was amazingly rich, and laden with honours. He held

many appointments—amongst others, those of (governor of Poitou, and
Grand Surveyor of France. Sully was parsimonious, although he had ever

been liberal in supplying the necessities of his royal master, Vv^hen the King
of Navarre stood in need of help. He had many fine qualities : not the

least of these was Ms plain, blunt sincerity in all his dealings with the king.

He was a most diligent worker, rising invariably at four o'clock in the morning
to commence his daily work. He is described as violent in temper, avaricious,

and greedy of honoiu* as well as money. He had largely earned both by his

life-long fidelity to his sovereign, and by the lasting services rendered in the

time of peace to the bankrupt exchequer of his country. He died as he
had lived—a Protestant.

[Prom, the statue iii tlie Institute of France, by Slouchy.]

2G4, Clal''DE E.Ujei de Peieesc. Fatron of Science.

[Boi-a at Beaugensier, in Erance, 15S0. Died. 1G37. Aged 57.]

A benefactor of his kiud, being one of the most notable promoters andjfetrons

of science and literature. For a long time resident on his native soil, then in

Italy, England, and Holland, in allwhich countries he collectedmth the greatest

avidity, and at infinite pains, rare memorials of antiquity. He encouraged

and assisted men of genius wherever he met them, and corresj)onded with
the learned of his time in Europe. We are indebted to him for the preser-

vation of several ancient manuscripts, and for our acquaintance with

fragments of learning, untU his time unrecovex-ed. He was himself an anti-

quary, a philologist, and an astronomer.

[From a marble in the Louvre, copied by Claude Prancin from a bust by Caffieri.

Fraucin died in 1 "TTS. An original work of his from the life, is the bust of
D'Alomhei-t, at .Versailles. The original of cm- bust, some j'ears ago, had the
nose broken oif! It has not been very skilfully restored. ]

265. Abbaham Duqt:es2nE. Vice Admiral of France.

[Born at Dieppe, in Prance, 1610. Died in Paris, 16S8. Aged 78.]

One of the most famous sea-captains of France. At the age of seventeen,

he already gained great distinction by his deeds against the Spaniard.

During the minority of Louis XIV. entered the navy of Sweden, and
destroyed the fleet of Christian IV. of Denmark. Returning to France, per-

formed illustiious ser^dce against Spain and Holland combined
;
opposed Ruji;er

aiLd Van Tromp, and gained important victories over both. Ruyter he
completely defeated near Messina, winning that city for the French. In 1683,
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bombarded Algiers, and in 1684, humbled Genoa. Duqnesne, being a
Protestant, did not receive from bis royal master tie liighest rank in the
Frencli navy, but lie was created a Marquis, and upon the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes, his was the sole name not included in the general proscription.
Louis XIY. expressed to this great sailor his regret that he could not recom-
pense his services as they merited, because of his religious faith. When
Duquesne repeated this to his wife, she said,

'
' You ought to have replied :

—

'Sire, if I am a Protestant, my services are Catholic.'" Like Kelson,
Duquesne was in private life admired for his gentleness and sterling

worth.

[For an account of this statue, see Handbook of Modern Sculpture, No. 92.]

-266. HEifiii DE LA TouE, d'Attveegne, Yicojite de TiniENiirE.

3Iarshal of France.

[Bom at Sedan, in Prance, 1611. Died at Baden, 1675. Aged 64.]

The most skilful commander in Europe, at a time when the art of war
was studied with greater assiduity than at any previous period. The
public and private acts of Turenne proclaim the inherent grandeur of
his mind. He was born a Protestant, and becoming a Roman Catholic in
after life, he exMbited moderation and comprehensive liberality, not always
characteristic of the convert. He was sagacious, truthful, and virtu.ous.

In war energetic, brave, and full of resources ; in private life pure, kind, and
disinterested. He entered upon military duty in Holland in his 18th
year. After the death of Louis XIII., Mazarin and the Queen Mother
enlisted the successful soldier in their service, and conferred upon him the
Marshal's baton. They had no cause to repent the act. He performed
great deeds in Germany, took pai-t in the wars of the Fronde, and
covered himself with glory in every campaign. He fell whilst leading his

men into action, and his marshalled troops, paralysed by the blow,
retired without hazarding a battle. Montecucculi, the opposed commander,
on seeing the movement, exclaimed, "Turenne is dead." Turenne wa!5

unprepossessing in appearance : he had a fierce expression, was of the middle
height, with very broad shoulders and thick eyebrows. He was moiu-ned,
by order of the King, as a prince of the blood royal, and buried with
kings in the Church of St. Denis. Napoleon said, at St. Helena, that he
had studied the life of Turenne, deeming his renown, exaggerated, but
that he had risen from the study confirmed in his opinion of the commander's
greatness. "The boldness of Turenne," he added, "increased with his

experience ; for he was more daring at the close than at the outset of

Ms career. It was the reverse with Conde, who made so great display at

starting."

267. Edottaed Colbeet. Ifinister of State.

[Died, 1G93.J

Brother of the great Jean Baptiste Colbert, who was Finance Minister of
Louis XIV. Edouard was a lieutenant-general in the army, and a member
of the government.

[From a marble in the Louvre, by Desjardins, a Dutch sculptor, bom at Breda,
1640, who died at Paris, in 1694. Desjardins attained to eminence and be-
came principal of the Academie in Paris. The original is inscribed—" E. C.
Marquis de Colbert, Surintendant des batimena du Eoy, agS de LXIIII.
ans."]

i
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261*. Jea^T Baptiste Coubeet. Statesman and Financier,

[Bom at Reims, in France, 1619. Died in Paris, 1683. Aged 64.
j

It lias ^i&m said that Louis XIY. -r^ouIcI never have been so great a King
liad not Colbert been so great a financier. And tliere is warrant for tte

remart. His so\il was absorbed in tbe work of glorifying France, and lie

carried out liis patxiotic object by re-establisMng order in tbe finances of

the country, from which, he contended all material prosperity flows—by a
reconstruction of the whole commercial system—^by adorning the capital with
great jmblic Avorks, and by a general encouragement of art and literatiu'e.

Some authors assert that Colbert was the son of a draper. His miad was
that of the most enliglitened statesman. In early life, Mazarin had been his

patron, and when the Cardinal died, he bec|ueathed his friend to the King
as the best legacy he could leave him, and he appointed him his own executor.

France prospered under his hand, which suffered no fatigue from inordiaate

exertion, and which ruled,—if occasionally with a rod of iron,—with a
success that has left some of its effects visible even at the present day. He
died spent with service, having lived through hitrigues and rivalries.

[ This bust, whicli is to come, is from a marble in the Lou\Te, by MicTiel An-
guier, who died iu 1086. He was the artist wlio executed the sculptures of
theTriumiAal Arch at Paris, called the Porte St. Denis. The costume is

the court dress, with a mantle over, which is the Order of the Holy Spirit,

and the Cordon. At Versailles there is a bust also from the life, by Coysevox,
who did the kjiceling statue on his tomb in the church of St. Eustace, a copy
of which is there also.]

268. Louis II. de Boerbo^^, Peen^ce de Cojtde, surnamed The
Gkeat Cos"di£. Warrior.

[Born in Paris, 1621, Died at Fontainbleau, in Prance, 1686. Aged 65.]

A great soldier, daring, impetuous, valiant, brilliant in his achievements,
and, in the pursuit of victoiy, utterly regardless of human life, whether
in respect of himself or of others. When he first entered the army, \\&

served imder the great Turenne, but in 1643, five days after the acces-

sion of Louis XIY., being invested with the chief command of the armies
of Flanders and Picardy, he won the famous battle of Eocroi, in which,

with a most inadequate force, he anniliilated the veteran Spanish troops.

From 1643 to 1649, he accumulated glory and honour upon his brow.

In 1650, Mazarin, alarmed by the position assumed by the laurelled

wariior duriag the troubles of the "Fronde," arrested him, and impri-

soned him iu the Bastille. Released after thiiteen months' confinement,

Conde in revenge threw himself into the arms of Spain, and marched
against Paris

;
v.^here, however, his bravery and hot indignation could

make little way against Turenne. Peace having been concluded in 1659,
Oondo returned to France, resiuned his old allegiance, and took part in
the triumi)hant victories of the time. When Tiu-enue was killed at
Salzbach, in 1675, Cond6 assumed the x^iace of the deceased commander,
but only to make his last campaign ; for ill-health soon compelled him
to lay down his arms for ever. He retired to his estate at Chantilly,

and passed the remainder of his days in the society and patronage of
the chief literary men of the time. He was the friend of Eacine and
MoEere, and an enthusiastic admu-er of Cornedle. Conde was a hero
the field of battle, but there only :—as a man, proud, fierce, eager, pas?'
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and ambitious. He had an eagle glance, and a spirit easily roused. After
tlie wont of tlie great world in France in tliose days, lie became religious in
bis decline.

269. Hefei FsAK-gois d' Aouesseatj. Chancellor of France.
[Bom at Limoges, in Prance, 1668. Died at Fresnes, in France, 1751. Aged 83.J

A distinguished orator and judge, a fine scholar, a loyal citizen, and a
worthy, if in some respects, a weak man. He improTcd the administration
of justice in France, defended the monarchy against papal aggression, and
the people from the aggressions of the monarch. He became Chancellor in
1717, but resolutely opposing the dangerous system of finance kno^^n as
"Law's system," he was deprived of the seals and banished. In 1720, he
was recallecl, to counteract the disastrous effects of Law's schemes ; but in
1722, making another stand against corru]3tion, he was again dismissed, by
the influence of Court intrigue. Once more invited back to office, he served
his country until 1750, when he finally resigned the Chancellorsliip, He was
distinguished for gentleness of manner and sweetness of disposition, as much
as for love of honesty and truth. It was said of him, that his thoughts were
those of a philosopher ; his speech, that of an orator. He was conversant
with many ancient and modern languages, and he wrote Latin and other
verses. His works, chiefiy legal, formed thirteen quarto volumes.

[From the marble in the Louvre.]

270. Matjuice, CoMTE DE Saxe. Marshal of France.

[Born at Dresden, in Saxony, 1696. Died at Chambord, in Prance, 1750. Aged 54.]

One of the most illustrious warriors of the eighteenth century. The natural
son of Frederic Augustus II,, King of Poland, and Aurora, the celebrated
Countess of Konigsmarck. In 1711, he followed the King of Poland to
Stralsund

; he also served in Himgary against the Turks, and was at the
siege of Belgrade. In 1720, he entered the service of France, in v.-hich, after
famous deeds of heroism, and many brilliant triumphs, he rose to the highest
rank. In 174.5, he gained the battle of Fontenoy, and by the captm-e of
Maestricht in 1747, he seciu-ed the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. Marshal Saxe
was large in size, and of extraordinary strength. He was a Lutheran.

[ From the marble in the Louvre, hj J. B. Pigallo, a celebrated French sculptor
of the last century, who died at Paris in 1785. The mausoleiim to the
naemory of Saxe, in the church of St. Thomas, at Strasbourg, was btiilt by
him. The Marshal wears his armour, which is sculptui-ed with the arms of
his family. The statue at Versailles is the worJj of M. Rude, in 1836. Another
bust, by Cartellier, treated in the Antique stjde, is in the Tuileries.]

271. FnAygois Cheistophe Kellep^ias^is'. Marshal of France.

[Bom at Strasbourg, in France, 1735. Died in Paris, 1820. Aged 85.]

One of Napoleon's generals. Commanded at the battle of Vabny, 1792,
against the Duke of Brunswick, and his victory probably determined the
fate of Eui'ope until 1815, Years afterwards it was his good fortune to

decide the issue of one of Napoleon's greatest battles by the brilliancy of his

charge. Napoleon said "the charge was opportune." "Opportune!"
replied Kellermann, "it has put the crown upon your head." The Emperor
never forgave the remark. Kellermann excelled in statesman-like tact and
finesse.
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272. CirAELES FKAi^gois Dukoubiez. French General.

[Born at Cambrai, in Prance, I'TSQ, Died, 1823. Aged 84.]

Played a conspicuous part in tlie first French EeyoKition, changing 6'om

one party to another. His antipathy to the extreme Eeptihlicans induced him
at last to treat with Austria for the invasion of France, but, deserted by his

army, he retired to Hamburgh and, thence to England. A friend of Lord
Castlereagh and the late Duke of Kent. Enterprising, simbitious, and
capable, but inconsiderate and hasty. He wrote several works.

273. Tn:^OPHiLE Malo de la Totju d'Atjves&we-Coeiiet. Warrior.

[Born at Cartraix, in Lower Britaimjr, :iT4S. Died at Neuburg, in Bavaria,
1800. Aged 57.]

Styled by Napoleon "the first grenadier of France." Entered the Spanish

army as a volunteer, and conducted himself with great bravery and humanity
at the siege of Mahon. Throughout his military life exhibited unflinch-

ing valour and singular judgment. After the close of his service, re-en-

tered the army as the substitute for the son of a friend, who had been dravm as

conscript. Killed at the battle of Neuburg, he was buried on the field, but
his heart was embalmed and confided to the care of his regiment. A hero

in war, and in private life. An excellent scholar, well versed in history,

eminent as a linguist, and known as the author of a Franco-Celtic Dictionary.
• As a signal distinction, the name of La Tour D'Auvergne, after his death,

was still called, in its turn, in the muster-roll of his regiment.

[ From the marble in the Tuileries. The author not known, but supposed to be
Chas. Louis Corbet.]

. 274. PiEEEE Alexaitdee Beethies. Marshal of FroMce.

Bom at Versailles, in Prance, 1T53. Died at Hamburg, in Germany, 1815. Aged 62.}

The bosom friend of Napoleon, and his constant companion in his cam-
paigns. He received in person the Emperor's instructions, and forwarded
them to the different generals. Performed his duties with docility, readiness,

and perfect sUence, and never betrayed his master's secrets. As a subordinate
unsurpassed, but had none of the qualities of a commander. He proved
ungrateful. On the fall of Napoleon, he went over to the Bourbons ; on
Napoleon's return from Elba he changed again, but to be repulsed by his

former chief. After Waterloo the Bourbons refused to countenance him,
whereupon- iiQ fell into melancholy and died by his own hand.

[From the marble in the Tuilciies.]

275. Jeab" Baptiste Kleees. French General.

[Born at Strasbom-g, in France, 1764. Assassinated at Cairo, in Egypt, .1800. Aged 46.

At first in the Bavarian army. At the breaking out ofthe French Eevolu-
tion, served France in the ranks. His lofty stature, martial air, and fearless

demeanoiu- soon insured his promotion. "With Napoleon in the Egyptian
expedition. Left in command of the army in Egypt, he captured Cairo, . but
was Idmself assassinated in that city by a native of Aleppo. In him cool

' judgment and romantic bravery were combined ; and his humanity and
integrity equalled his courage and coolness. Napoleon pronounced Mm one
of the greatest of his generals,

[From the marble in the Tuileries, by ^lasson. Ih fignired in the Exhibition of
the 9th yeai' of the Consulate, with the state-Qjent that it wa$ done for the
Gallery of the Consuls.]
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276. Feakqois Joseph Lefebyee, Dtjc de Da:n-tzic. 3IarsJial qf
Frcmce.

fBom in Alsace, 1755. Died in Paris, 1820. Aged 65.]

One of the many avTio at the breaking out of the French Revolution found
themselves on the lowest step of the social ladder, and in time, by force of
ability and valom-, mounted to the very highest. Lefebvre Avas the son of a
miller, and being an orphan, was brought up in charity by a relative. He-
enlisted in the Gruard, and, at the time of the Revolution, had become
a sergeant. Before forty, he was General of brigade. In 180

4

Marshal of the Empire. In 1807, besieged and took Dantzic, and for

the exploit received his title. In the expedition to Russia (1812) he had the
command of the Imperial Guard. Upon the restoration of Louis XYIII,
made peer of France, but deprived of his dignity at the second restoration,

in consequence of his eqiiivocal conduct during the hundred days. He died
in 1820, having followed twelve sons to the grave. He was not a brilliant

soldier, nor had he striking qualities of mind ; but he was intelligent, well-
informed, modest, and discreet—qualities not without their value in ac;

officer of Napoleon's army.

[From the marble in tlie Tuilcries.]

277. Maeie Paite Gilbeht IvIotiee, I^lAsaTJis de Laeayette.
French General.

[Born at Chavagiiac, in France, 1757. Died in Paris, ISSi. Aged 77.1

Of noble family, but a republican and an enthusiast from his earliest

youth. He v,'as only twenty-three years of age when he embarked secretly

for America, in order to take part in the War of Independence. Raising
and equipping a body of men at his own expense, he fought at the battles of
Brandj^ine and Monmouth. He was again in France in 1779, for the
^purpose of concluding a treaty between that country and America ; returned to
America after accomplishing his object, and commanded Washington's
vanguard when Lord Cornwallis surrendered in 1782. His zeal, on behalf
of America and the republican cause, knew no bounds, and his restlessness

was excessive, jvlany of his proposed schemes were wild and impossible.

During the French Revolution, this arch-reptiblican was himself obliged tO'

fly from Fi ance, in order to save his head, and being taken by the Austrians,
was impri: oaed for five years at Olmiltz. Buonaparte stipulated for his
deliverance, in the treaty of Campo Formio (1796), and obtained it, but
Lafayette \ ook ' no part in politics under Napoleon, and at the Restoration
publicly e^in^ed his dislike for the Bourbons. In 1821, he revisited

America, is here he was recfiived with an affectionate welcome, and acknow-
ledged as one of the joint founders, with Washington and Franklin, of
American Freedom. The Revolution of 1830 saw Lafayette, for a day.

Dictator of France, but he resigned that supremacy to hand over the vacant-

throne to Louis Philippe. Lafayette, with purity of intention, and elevation

of principle, was the victim of vanity, puerile simplicity, and an overweening-

love of popidarity. His lieart was stronger than his head : his capacity for

public business not equal to the virtues which adorned his heart. Brave and
cliivalrous to a faidt, he was without solid judgment. One error ran through
his life ; he believed that the constitution of America might be transplanted

to his own soil ; and that a throne, surrounded by republican institutions,

would be the very pei-fection of human government, even in France.
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2.78. PiEEEE FE.O"gois Ceeaeles Atjgeeeatj. Marshal of France.

[Bom in Paris, l^ST. Died at La Houssaye, in France, 1816. Aged 59.]

One of Napoleon'.? generals, and remartable for Ms recklessness and
cotirage. At the age of 35, in the ranks, he rose to become a Greneral

of Division. On the fall of Napoleon, he took his army over to the Bourbons.

"When Najjoleon returned from Elba he shouted " Yive VEmpereur J " After

Waterloo, he again joined the legitimate monarch. His avarice was un-

bounded : he robbed churches and private houses, and his coarse manners
contrasted strongly -with the pomp of his dress and daily life.

[From the marble in tlie Tuilories, by Masson.]

:2J9. AsTDE-E Massejta. Marshal of France.

[Born at Nice, in Italy, 1758. Died in Paris, 1817. Aged 59.]

The French General whom Napoleon styled "The Child of Victory."

Entered the French army as a private soldier, and in 1793 was Greneral of

Division. Sharing in the brilliant campaigns of Napoleon, he was distin-

'guished by his irresistible impetuosity, clear penetration, and military skill.

In comprehensiveness of view, and in the formation of those combiaations on
which the fate of battles depends, he was superior to all his brother
Marshals. He opposed Wellington in Portugal, and conducted the admirable
retreat of the French army. Personally, he was avaricious, rapacious,

cruel, and mean.

[From tlic marble in tlie Tuileries.]

S79*. PiEEEE Claude PiiAJrgoiS Dajtnojj". Statesman and Writer.

[Born at Boiilogne-sur-Mer, 1761. Died in Paris, 1840. Aged 79.]

Took aa active part in the first French Eevolution ; but not proving

violent enoiigh for the Jacobins, was sentenced to death. Regaining his

liberty, was appointed one of the Commissioners for dramng up the new
Oonstitution. Afterwards sent Vidth others to Italy, to organize the Eoman
Eepublic. On Ms return opposed the ascendancy of iSTapoleon, but was subse-

quently made Archivist of the Empire. In 1830, restored to olfices, which he
lost on the downfall of Buonaparte, and aft-erwards created peer of France.

Wrote much in the " Biograpliie IJniverselle, " and in the " Histoire

Litteraire." Simple in manners^ of unaffected modesty, disinterested and
l)enevolent.

[Bust to come.]

^79**. PiEEEE Paul Eogek Coiiaee. Statesman and Philosopher,

[Born at Sourmepuis, in France, 1763. Died in Paris, 1845. Aged 82.]

At twenty called to the bar. Embraced the revolutionary principles, but
disgusted with the anarchy to which they led, withdrew to the more peaceful

pursuits of literature. Devoted himself to philosophy, and sought to

•counteract the infidel tendencies of his age by a religious spiritualism.

Appointed by Napoleon Pi'ofessor to the Normal School. At the Eestoration,

re-entered the field of politics and made President of the Chamber of Depxities.

Eetired again in 1830. Introduced into France a system of philosophy

analogous to that of Eeid, the Scotch philosopher, of whose works he recom-
mended the study. As a politician, one of the founders of the popular
school knoA\Ti by the name of Doctrinaires, which recognised certain prin-

•ciples as essential to all society, and desired to render the actions of men
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conformable to tliem. A man of perfect integi-ity. His interests never
interfered with liis duty, and he left an honoxa-ed and unspotted name.

[Bust to come.]

280. Lazaee Hoche. Freyidi General.

[Born at Montreuil, in. France, 1Y68. Died at Witzlar, in Prussia, 1797. Aged 29.]

Son of an ostler in the Eoyal stables at Versailles. First a stable boy,
then a private soldier, he commanded, at the age of 25, the army of the
Moselle! Set sail to invade Ireland -wdth 25,000 men, but a storm dis-
persed his vessels. Afterwards commanded the armies of the Sambre and
Meuse, and forced a passage across the Eliine. His brilliant career cut short
by death. In his early youth fiery and vehement ; but he soon obtained a
mastery over his temper, and became grave, silent, and thoughtful beyond
his years.

[From tlie marble in the Tuileries by Delaistre.]

281. BESsites, Jeast Baptiste. Bulce of Istria. Marshal of
France.

[Born in Guienne, Prance, 1768. Died 1S13. Aged 45.]

One of the bravest, wortliiest, and most faitlrful of Napoleon's lieutenants.
Served in the first campaign of Italy, in the expedition to Eg}'pt, in the
second campaign of Italy, and was created Marshal in 1804. In the
subsecpient wars in Germany he displayed the highest valour, skill, and
judgment. According to the Emperor, "he Avas full of fire, but never
otherwise than prudent and circumspect." In 1808, achieved victory in
Spain ; afterwards greatly contributed to the success of the battle fought at
Essling; and having visited Spain a second time in 1811, he proceeded in
1812 to Russia, at the head of the Imperial cavalry guard. On the morning
of the battle of Liitzen, in 1818, he betook himself to a narrow pass at
E-ippach, in order to drive out the enemy there vigorously defending himself.
He was on foot and at the head of his men. The foe had already given way,
when a shot struck him in the breast and he fell dead. Napoleon received
the news -with grief, but it was kept a secret from the army for the rest of
the day. The Emperor had lost a friend, the soldiers a companion in arms,
whose character had never belied his military deeds. He died very poor,
leaving to liis family nothing but his good name. At St. Helena, Napoleon
left 100,000 francs to his son. He had not forgotten the fidelity of the
father.

282. BARTHiL^jii Catjiaeiste Jotjbeet. French General.
[Born at Pont-de-Vauic, in Prance, 1769. Killed at Novi, in Italy, 1799. Aged 30.]

A brave soldier who, had he lived, would undoubtedly have proved not
the least eminent of the famous Marshals of the Empire. He was intended
for the bar : but at the breaking out of the Eevolution, moved by his

Eepublican sympathies, he entered the National Guard. Subsequently
enlisted in the regular army as a common soldier, and rapidly distinguished
himself. For his admirable conduct under Kellerman, at the Eattle of Loano
(1795), he was made General of Brigade upon the field. Two years after-

wards he was General of Division. In 1798, he succeeded General Brune in
the command of the army in Italy. He fell at No^d, whilst impetuously
leading on his men. He was promj)t, energetic, and fearless to a fault ; he
enjoyed the imbounded confidence of the soldiers, and his private life was
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stainless. His countenance Lad a melanclioly cast—Ms manner was grave
and silent. When lie spoke it was "with hlnnt and soldier-like brevity. An
ardent RepuhKcan. One great aim of his life was said to be the dethrone-

ment of all the ijetty sovereigns of Italy, and the substitution of one great

Italian Republic.

[From the marble in the Tuileries by Boizot,]

283. LoTJis CnAELES Antoijte Desaix. French General.

[Born at St. Hikdre D'Argat, in Franco, 176S. Killed at Marengo, in Piedmont, ISOO.
Aged 32. j

A celebrated Greneral of the French P^epublic. Brave, discreet, prompt,

intelligent, and energetic. Mainly contributed to Napoleon's triumphs in

Egypt ; and at Marengo, where he fell, his charge against the Austrians

contributed largely to the fate of the day. Napoleon considered Desaix only

second to himself, and said of him that '

' he thought only of glory ; and
luxury, and even comfort he despised." Mild yet decided in character ; and
so just in his conduct as to have gained in Egyi^t the name of "the Just

Sultan."
[Fi-om the marble in the Tuileries by Dejoux.]

284. Jeaist LA^fiiTES, Due de Moi^tebello. Marshal of France.

[Born in Guienne, 1769. Killed at EssHng, in Austria, 1809. Aged 40.]

In the first rank of Naiaoleon's renowned Marshals. Of poor and humble
parents, was in early life apprenticed to a dyer. In 1792, entered the army
as a volunteer. By signal intelligence, activity, and matchless coui'age, soon

fought his way upward, and secured the notice of Napoleon. Distinguished

himself greatly in the first Italian campaign
;
accompanied Buonaparte to

Egypt ; followed him again into Italy in 1800, and covered himself with
glory at Montebello in 1804, when he was created Duke. At Austerlitz,

Jena, Eylau, and Friedland ; and at one and all justified the fame his skill

and intrepidity had gained. At the battle of Essling, 1809, he had the com-
mand of the centre. On the 22nd, on passing through the lines to cheer on
Ms men, he was struck by a cannon shot, which took olf l)oth legs. He was
home to the Emperor, who was deeply affected at the sight of his brave and
mutilated soldier. "When sjjeaking of Lannes, at a later period. Napoleon
said that '

' at first his com^age carried away his mind ; but by degrees his

mind came more and more abreast of his courage, and he was great when he
perished. I took him," he added, "a pigmy : I lost him a giant."

285. Michel I^et. Marshal of France.

[Bom at St. Louis, in France, 1769. "Was judicially shot, in Paris, 1S15. Aged 46.]

Known as "The Bravest of the Brave." The son of poor parents.
Enlisted at the age of thirteen, and speedily fought his way up to the
command of a division. His name intimately connected with Buonaparte's
military career. He secured the retreat of the small remnant of the grand
army after the disastrous Russian uivasion, and at Waterloo he had five

torses shot under him. After the final overthrow of Napoleon in 1815, Ney
was tried and shot ft>r his treachery to the Bourbons in joining the Emperor
on his return from Elba. A monument recently erected on the sjtot where
Ire fell has translated the act of treachery into a triumph of patriotism, Ney
was sincere, honest, blunt, and almost austere in his manners, yet merciful
to the vanquished. It is recorded to his honour that he lived and died poor.
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286. Feakcois Seteuiis- DEsaEATiEss Maeceau. Freyicl General.
[Bom at Chartres, in Prance, 1769. Killed at Iloclastembach, iii Germany, 1796.

Aged 27.]

Brave, geneiws, and heroic, gifted for great military acliievements.
Twice narrowly escaped tlie guillotine; once for gallantly protecting a
"beantiful woman from tlie brutality of tlie soldiers. He fell mortally
wounded in tlie forest of Hoclisteinbacli ; and the armies of France and
Austria both showel honour to his memoiy by firing volleys of artillery over
his grave.

[From the marble in the Tuileries by Ed. Dumont.]

287. PiEEEE Jacgitjes Cambeoxne. French General.
[Born at St. Sebastian, near Nantes, 1770. Died 1842. Aged 72.]

A brave, humane, and faithful soldier, who rose in virtue of his own good
deeds from the ranks, and made for himself an honoured name in the French
army. He entered that army in his twentieth year, and knew no repose
until the peace of 1815. He made one in Hoche's unsuccessful expedition
against Ireland, fought in Italy, Switzerland, Spain, and was present at
the battles of Liitzen, Bautzen, Dresden, and Leipzig. Devoted to the
Emperor, he accompanied him to Elba ; returned with him in 1815 ; and at
Waterloo was found ready as ever at his post, commanding a division of the
Old Guard, At Waterloo, as befitted this brave and simple-minded soldier,

he performed his best service. His men were slaughtered aroimd him, and,
threatened with death himself, he was called upon to surrender. His
answer has been treasured vqi in the annals of the French army: "The
Guard dies, but does not surrender." He was taken prisoner, covered with
wounds. In 1816, he was tried by a council of war ; but he had broken no
oath to the Bourbons, and was acquitted. Other generals of Napoleon have
a wider fame ; none can show a better title to their renown..

[By Debay, 1816.]

288. LoTJis Nicolas D.iyotjst, Peij^^ce D'EcKiirm. Marslial of
trance.

[Born at Annoux, in Burgundy, 1770. Died in Paris, 1S23. Aged 53.]

One of the bravest and ablest of Buonaparte's lieutenants. Cool and
collected in danger, energetic and methodic in his plans. His troops \^'ere

always in better order than those of any other general. Served at TJlm,
Austerlitz, Jena, and Auerstadt, and successfully defended Hamburgh
against the allies. Cruel, rapacious and coarse. His extortions, oppressions,
and murders gained for him the title of the Hamburgh Eobespierre. Upon
the fall of Napoleon, he retired from active life.

289. Maximilie]S' Sebastie:^ Foy. Frencli General.

[Born at Ham, in Picardy, 1775, Died in Paris, 1825. Aged 50.]

^
Began his military career at 15. Served in the Peninsular war, and at

Waterloo received his fifteenth wound. Entered the Chamber of Deputies
after the peace, became an orator, an opponent of the reactionary government,
and one of the most popular men of his time. He died poor, and a subscrip-

tion of 40, GOOZ. was raised for the relief of his destitute fomily. Skilful and
coiirageous in the field. Left an unfinished history of the Penin,sular war,
which is honest, candid and eloquent.
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290. ANTorsTE Chaeles Louis CoLLiiirET de Lasalle. General of
Cavalry.

[Bom at Metz, in France, 1775. Killed at Wagram, in Anstriai 1809. Aged 34.]

A famous offi cer in tlie wars of Napoleon. Served witli tlie reYolntionary army
In 1793, on the Rlione and Moselle. Accompanied Kellermann as Aide-de-Camp
into Italy, and there was made prisoner. When taken before the veteran and
war-tried field-marshal Wta-mser, and asked the age of Buonaparte, he replied,

" Of the age of Sciioio when he conquered Hannibal." At a later periocl with
Napoleon ia Egypt. In 1801, in Italy, where at the battle of Caldiero he had
three honses killed imder him. His later services were unremitting, and always
brilliant. He fell mortally wounded at the battle of Wagram, July 6, 1809.
On the ere of the battle he had a singular presentiment of his coming death.

He rose in the night for the express purpose of inditing a letter to the Emperor,
praying his consideration on behalf of his v/ife and children. The letter was
jjlaced the next morning in the hands of the Emperor at the very moment
when news also came of the hero's death. A dauntless soldier, and of spot-

less fidelity to his chief.

[From the marble in the Tuileries by Delaistre.]

^SO'l. CAsmiE P^SEiEPw Statesman.

[Born at Grenoble, in France, 1777. Died in Paris, 1S32. Aged 65.]

First served in the army. Then entered into business, established a
banking-house, and embarked in commercial speculations, which proved
successful. Elected a member of the Chamber of Deputies. Until 1830,
the fierce opponent of government, and the chief advocate of the popular
cause. In 1831, until his death, Prime Minister of Louis Philippe ; his

policy the preservation of peace, the repression of the military spirit, and
the encouragement of commerce. His public career courageous and free fi-om

wrruption.

[Medallion by Houdon.]

PRELATES AND THEOLOGiANS,

S91*. GrEOEGES d'Amboise. Cardinal omd Minister of State.

[Born at Chanmout sm- Loire, in France, 1460. Died at Lyons, 1510. Aged 50.]

As Prime Minister of Louis XII. of France, acquired popularity by
reforming abuses and relie^Toig the burdens of the subject. Accjidrecl the
title of " Father of the People." Also Archbishop of Rouen. When created
Cardinal, effected great refonns in some of the religious Orders. Benevolent
and charitable. Never in possession of more than one benefice, two-thirds of
which he gave to the church and to the poor.

[From the statiie in the Cathedral at Eouen.]

:292. Caedi:s'AL PwicnELrEU. Minister of France.

[Born in Paris, 15S5. DiSd there, 1642. Aged 57.]

The great lilinister of Louis XIII., and the actual ruler of France during
that monarch's reign. He Avas the third son of Frangois du Plessis, Seigneur
de Piichelieu, and at first destined for the army, but renoimced this career
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for the CJiTireh, when his elder brother gave tip his ecclesiastical

dignities for a monastic life. His political career commenced when he
was appointed Secretary of State for the War and Foi*eign Depart-
ments ; and it was sustained on the highest eminence, by the foi-ce of
superior intelligence, imequalled craftiness, and an ixtter contempt for conscien-
tious scruples. He was now the gratefid protege of the King, now his
exacting master ; now he was insidiously sowing the seeds of distrust and
dissension amongst all the members of the Eoyal Family, now openly and
magnanimously effecting their reconciliation. But, subtle and unscrupulous
as were the means he employed, lug views were vast, his political ideas j)ro-

found, and he laboiu-ed strenuously to give stability to the French monarchy.
He was a heartless man, but a faithfid minister

;
jealous of interference viiih

his control, but using his boundless influence for the welfare of the nation.
He was a right hypocrite, affecting piety, which he never felt ; he was per-
fidious, and even cruel ; but we look back upon his career with an enforced
respect for his skill, his strong will, and his undoubted successes. He
persecuted Protestants in France, and abated the power of the French
nobility.

[From the marble in the Louvre, by Coysevox. He wears the Cardinal's robe,
with the Order of the Holy Spirit. Modelled from some of the painted
portraits of the time. There arc two statues of him at Versailles, one by
Kamey, dated 1819, the other by Buret, 1836.]

292a. Caedinal Eichelieu. Minister of France.
[A mask.]

293. Casdinal Mazaeijs". Minister of France.
[Born at Eome, 1602. Died at Vincennes, in France, 1661. Aged 59.J

The pupil, protege, and successor of Cardinal Richelieu, by whom he was
recommended to Louis XIII. on his death-bed, and whom he surpassed in
cunning, finesse, intrigue, and in the skill with which he turned all his
public acts to his own private advantage. His avarice was excessive, and his
cofiers groaned mth the Avealth of the country which he ruled and impo-
verished. France was indebted to him for the treaties of ^Vestphalia and of
the Pyi-enees, and these constitute his best claim to the consideration and
gratitude of the French people. Another service must not be forgotten.
He beggared the French nation, but he endeavoiu-ed to make amends by
bec[ueathing to Louis XIY. the sagacious Colbert, under whose strong hand
the finances of France rapidly recovered. The character of Mazarin has been
variously described. By some he is regarded as a great Minister of State,
equal to Richelieu; by others as a man of indifferent abilities, with an
inordinate share of craftiness and diplomatic trickery. It is certain that he
was deeply versed in the knowledge of man. Louis XIY. was in leading-
strings whilst Mazarin lived, but sole and absolute monarch from the day of
his Minister's death until the hour of Ms own. Mazarin founded the first

public library established in France, but he kept the young monarch who
was entrusted to his hands, in shameful ignorance of all that it concerned the
youthful prince to know.

[From the marble in the l^ouvre by Coysevox.]

294. Blaise Pascal. Theologian and Philosopher.
[Bom at Clermont-Ferrand, in France, 1623. Died in Paris, 1C62. Aged 39.]

Of a genius so rare as to seem supernatural. In tender years the boy.
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debarred from mathematical laoots, with charcoal, on the wall of a garret,

worked out for himself problems answering to nearly the first book of Enclid
—without definitions or terms,—calling a circle a ronnd, and a right line a
score. "Whilst still yoxmg, he was a discoverer in physics. The rise of water
in pumps, and of quicksilver in the barometer, had, till his time, beea
ascribed by the philosoiohers to the ''horror of Nature for a vacuum." He
guessed that the cause was the pressure of the atmosphere, and verified his

conjecture by carrying the barometer up a mountain. He saw, agreeably to

his expectation, that as by the ascent the pressure gradually diminished, the
quicksilver as gradually fell. He had a subtle and profoimd metaphysical
intellect, with great power to express abstruse thoughts clearly and precisely.

His temperament was melancholy. A singular hallucination Irang by him

—

without otherwise distui'bing the sound use of his faculties—that at his side

a visible gulph was ever yawning. The melancholy took a deeper hue as he
advanced towards the close of his brief life. He became religiously austere,

and subjected himself to personal mortification and trials, under which
elasticity and health gave way. Yet the pious philosopher was not without
the lighter equalities of the mind. His celebrated "Provincial Letters,"
written in defence of the doctriaes of the Abbey of Port Eoyal, against the
Jesuits, are bright with the keenest satire. Pascal was a great mathema-
tician, a true pliilosopher, and one of the purest of men,

295. Jacques BEiriairE Bosstjet. Prelate of France.

[Born at Dijou, 1627. Died in Paris, 1704. Aged 77.]

According to Voltaire, the eloquence of Bossuet stands unrivalled. His
Universal History, published for his pupil, the son of Louis XIY., written
to point out the influence of God anrsnating all the changes of historic events
—an idea expressed in the noble aphorism ''I'liomme s'agite : Dieu le

menej" {man struggles and strives: but it is God who leads him).
His sermons, funeral orations, and controversial publications, place him in the
very highest rank as a writer. According to Eustace, who wrote the
"Classical Tour," it is the especial gdory of Bossuet to have compelled the
French language "to become the vehicle of sublimity." In the second part of
the Uivkersal IFistory, the truths of Christianity are vindicated with a
lofty eloquence that is without equal in France. One of Bossuet's contro-
versial works against Protestantism, converted Gibbon, in his younger years,
to the Koman laith. On one occasion, he was the opponent in argument of
the mild Fenelon. Nothing can be more striking than the contrast between
the styles of the fiery Bossuet and the gentler, but ecj[ually pious and learned
author of '

' Telemachus." The illustrious Bossuet was buried in the Cathedral
of Means, of which city, his friend, Louis XIV. , had appointed him Bishop.
Hence he is still popularly styled " The Eagle of Means."

[From a marfole in the Louvxe, by A. CoysGvox.]

296. ruAsrgois de Saiigstac de La]u:otte F^:n'^lo:^. Arclibislwp
and Writer,

[Boru at Perigord, 1651. Died 1715. Aged 64.]

The author of "Telemaehus." A meek, pious, mse, and gentle-hearted
man who passed through life loving all, and doing good to all. The tutor of
the Duke of Biu-gundy, the King's grandson, in whose self-willed and im-
governable temper, his influence and skilful management effected a moral
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conversion. Having engaged in a religions controversy -with tlie celebrated
Bossuet, wlio procni-ed his m-itings to he condemned at Rome, and sub-
sequently incurring the displeasure of Louis XIV., was banished by
that monarch. The resignation of the archbishop caused the king to
repent of his injustice, and Fenelon was recalled. Though possessed of
high station, great talents, and sound learning, a perfect example of humility.
The style of Fenelon is melodious, translucent.

[From a marble iu the Louvi-e, by Coysevox, and taken from the life. The
costume is that of a bishop of the time, with the Order of the Hoiv Spirit
round the neck ; this Order was broken at the first Eevolutiou ; thefoi-m of
the cross is still apparent. The statue at Versailles is by Felix Lecomte.]

KINGS AND QUEENS.

296*. CHAELEMAaNE or Chasles the Geeat. King of the FranTcs
and Emperor of the JVest.

[Born at Saltzburg, in Bavaria, a.d. 742. Died a.d. 814. Aged T2.]

The son of Pepin, who was the first King of France of the Carlovingian
dynasty. On the death of his father, in a.d. 768, crowned with his brother
Carloman, joint King of France. On the death of Carloman in A. n. 771, became
«ole ruler. In 772, commenced the subjugation of the Saxons, whom he
finally overthrew. Marched into Lombardy to the aid of the Pope, overran
the country, and caused himself to be crowned King of Lombardy in ad. 774.
Then passed into Spain to assail the Saracen power established there, but
sufiered defeat at the battle of Roncesval. In a.d. 800, crowned at Rome
"Emperor of the West," by Pope Leo III. Engaged in ceaseless warfare
throughout his reign

;
yet a great promoter of learning, and the founder of

several universities. CoUectiug enlightened and learned men about him, he
completed many national works, advanced agriculture and the arts, and
rendered himself immortal by the wisdom of his laws, and by the influence

which his magniffcent labours produced upon the destinies of mankind. He
was said to be the tallest and strongest man of his time. His habits were
of the simplest, and his frugality a pattern to the world. A steadfast

friend and a devoted father. He was buried with great pomp at Aix-la-
Chapelle, and was sincerely mourned by Ms subjects, who had loved him in
life. Few kings have so legitimately and nobly earned the title of " Great,"
iis Charles I., King of the Franks.

[ A head from the Rotonda of the Vatican. In the Louvre is a very remarkable
portrait of him in stucco a similar one is in the Vatican library. There is
also in the Vatican a large picture of the coronation of Charlemagne, which
contains a vast number of portraits.]

296**. Philip III. Kmg of France.

[Born 1245. Died 1285. Aged 40.]

This king was sumamed " The Bold" for a reason which hi,storians have
never been able to discover. He was a mere tool in the hands of his
Chamberlain, whom he raised to the dignity of Prime JVIinister, but who
eventually suffered as a common culprit on a gibbet. The king was whoUy
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given Tip to superstitious i3ractices, and liis rule was disastrous for Prance.

During tliis reign a plain gentleman, Eodolph, count of Hapslaurg, was
elected Emperor of Germany, and became the founder of a line of kings ia

Austria. We are remiaded also tliat one of the most remarkable events

of this period was the momentary reunion of the Grreek and Latin Churches,

in 1274, effected by G-regory X. at the second oscumenic coiincil of Lyons.

297. LoTJis XI. King of France.

[Bom at Bom-ges, iu France, 1423. Died at Duplessis les Tours, 14S3. Aged 60.J

The son of Charles YII. and Mary of Anjou. The mother was one of the

most virtuous women of her age ; the son proved a bad child, a bad father,

a bad husband, a bad brother, a bad friend, a bad subject, and in all qualities

of the heart, a bad king. He was a tyrant, a cheat, a bigot
;

cruel, implacable
in his hatred, unscrupulous in revenge, a miser, untU he had an end to

accomplish, vvhen he could prove a prodigal
;

crafty, sanguinary, suspicious,

and despicably mean. He availed himself of the humbler orders to crush the
power of the nobility, and loved to surround himself at all times with the
lowest instruments for the accomplishment of his designs. Four thousand
persons are said to have fallen victims to his cruelty, and history records

that Ms father died of privations, self-imi^osed, through fear of being

poisoned by his son. Tet this concentration of vice was ijersonally brave,

and a great promoter of letters. He introduced printing into France, and he
wrote a book of counsels for his son, which he called '

' The Eose Tree of

Wars." He moreover left the royal authority established, and France
powerful. His last few years were passed in seclusion, in suspicious alarm,

and constant terror of death.

[A c'':iaracteristic bust ; evidently a true portrait, pourtrayiug the well-kaown
bigotry and cruelty of the man.]

298. Louis XII. Xing of France.

[Born at Blois,in France, 1402. Died in Paris, 1515. Aged 53.]

The son of Charles, Duke of Orleans, and heir presumptive to the throne,

during the minority of Charles A^III. Disputing the Eegency with the

mother of Charles VIII, he Avas defeated, and suffered severe imprisonment-

for the space of three yeai'S, Liberated by King Charles in person, he con-

ceived a vi'arm friendship for the young monarch, which was never broken.

In 1498, when Charles died without issue, Louis succeeded to the French,

throne. His reign was fruitful of good to his country. He forgave his

enemies, re-established discipline and order in his army, economized the

resources of the state, and made the army of France victorious abroad. He
appointed the judges of the land for life, in order to secure their integrity,

encouraged literature and science, and liberally rewarded men of talent. He
was three times married, his last wife being Mary, sister of Henry YIII. of
England. During his reign, Gaston de Foix fell at Eavenna, and the autho-

rity of the Pope was suspended iu France. Louis was of a frank and
generous nature, and was caUed "the Father of his People."

[From the bronze lialf-iigure in the Louvre.]

299. Feastcis I. King of France.

[Born at Cognac, in France, 1494. Died at Eambouillet, 1547. Aged 53.]

The son of Charles of Angouleme, and cousin-german of Louis XII. of

France, whose daughter he married, and whom he succeeded on the French
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throne. A libidinous king, witTi many knightly qualities, and with all the
bigotry and self-absorption that characterized too many of the despotic rnlers

of his time. He was a great encourager and patronizer of letters and the
fine arts : but he had no mercytowards the heretic, and, in 15-35, he forbade
printing in France under pain of death. Not a successful warrior ; he was
taken prisoner at Pavia, during a war with Spain, and detained at Madiid
for the space of a twelvemonth. His meeting with our own Henry VIII. on
the Field of the Cloth of Grold, in 1520,. is known to every reader of history. A
lustre is shed upon the reign of this monarch in consequence of his magnificent
patronage of art, but his life otherwise presents as little for admiration as the
satyr-looking bust which no doubt faithfidly recordsthe lineaments of the man.
His passions were violent and gross : and though he received the dignity of

knighthood from the hands of a subject, yet even the sword of a Bayard
could not endow him with virtue enough to protect him from wilful

prodigality, selfish follies, and open debaucheries.

[From tlic bronze in the Louvre by Jean Cousin, representing tlie king in com-
plete amiour, interesting as a work of the time, but far less real as a portrait
than the head 299a, which is from the celebrated monument at St. Denis,
byP.Bontemps,where theking is sculptured lying dead, andperfectly naked.]

299a. Fkaistcis I. Xing of France,

300. Charles Y. Fmjjeror of Germany and King of Spain.

[Boi'n at Ghent, in Belgium, ] oOO. Died in Esfcremadura, iu Spain, 1558. Aged 58.]

The reign of this undoubtedly great monarch is chiefly remarkable for

the rivalry which, during twenty-eight years, subsisted between him and
Francis I., of France, leading to European war, and to battles of varied
fortune. Charles inherited Grermany from his father, Spain from his
mother; but the Emjjire was boldly disputed by Francis I., and thus
war commenced. After alternate success and defeat, Charles over-

came his rival at Pavia, in 1525, and took him prisoner. Gaining
his freedom the following year, Francis allied himself with Henry '\TLII.

of England, but Charles V. still contrived to obtain good terms
by the treaty of Cambrai, in 1529. The wily Emperor now
caused himself to be crowned Emperor of Ptome, and then engaged in a
crusade against the Turks. War again broke out with France ; but this

time fortune turned against Charles, and never pronoimced in his favour
again. Suffering reverse upon reverse, his army beaten by disease as
much as by the enemy—^he himself forced to flee, almost alone, for safety—^he was thrown into a depth of calamity as profound, as his previous
condition had been brilliant and lofty. Resigning liis crown iu favour of

his son Philip, he retired to a monastery in Spain, where he closed his career,

Charles was sagacious, cool, crafty, and obstinate, with great grasp of intel-

lect ; cruel and hypocritical, yet not without some knightly qualities. He
affected great piety, especially in his later years, but there was more of
policy than of sj)iritual conviction in his religious movements. One of his
first acts as king, was to convene the Diet of Worms, to which he gave
Luther a safe conduct. He treated the Protestants with cniel harshness.
No two characters could have been more opposite than those of the Royal
and Imperial rivals. Their points of difference are admirably described
by Robertson.

[From a medallion in bronze in the Louvre. Comparo with Titian's portrait, often
engraved.]
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301. Chaslotte, or Caelota d'Avesne, Duchess of Yaleis'tino.

[Died, 1514.]

A princess less ilhistriotis for ter great beauty and mental endowments,
tlian for her virtue and piety. First married to Charles, Prince de CMmey

;

afterwards forced by Louis XII., to marry the infamous Cassar Borgia,

whose misfortunes she shared without participating in his vices,

302. Hen-rt II. King of France.

[Born at St. G-ermain-on-Laye, in France, 151S. Died in Paris, 1559. Aged 41.]

The son of Francis I. He pursued the policy of his sire, carried war into

Italy, and strenuously opposed the House of Austria u.nder Charles V. and
Philip II. He also took arms against England, and was bitter in his perse-

cution of Protestants. In his reign France recovered from England the
to-flTis of Boulogne and Calais, the latter of which England had held for the
space of 210 years. Henry II. was an average king of the time. He was
the slave of his mistress, the celebrated Diana of Poitiers, upon whom, and
upon his favourites, he lavished his wealth ; he cultivated libertinism at

Court, he robbed the people, lie overstepped his legitimate rights, and he left

his country largely in debt. Historians thank Providence that it was no
vforse. This monarch died of an accidental wound, in a tournament, from
the hand of Montgom.ery, the chief of his Scotch guards.

[From a marble in tlio Louvre, ty Jean Goujon. A very interesting relic,

formerly part of a beautiful chimney-piece brought from the Chftteati de
Villeroy, and now in the Louvre, the work of Germain Pilon. No 802a is

from the marble by Germain Pilon, the celebrated sciilptor of the French.
Renaissance. The marble is very much decayed, but the general character
of the head is preserved, as well as the costume. The head is crowned with
laurel. The mantle is ornamented with the fleur-de-lys, and the Order is
that of St. Michel. The maamficent tomb of this king in St. Denis is by
Pilon.]

302a. Hexey II. King of France.

303. Charles IX. King of France.

[Born at St. Germain, 1550. Died there, 1574. Aged 24.]

The son of Henry II. and Catherine de Medici. He was brought up
under the tutelage of Ms mother ; and at an early age, gave promise of a
good career, exhibiting a taste for literature, princely courage, and a love of

glory. Bu.t under the influence of his pernicious mother, he became profli-

gate and cruel. His unenviable reign is notorious for the horrible Massacre
of St. Bartholomew, when thousands of Protestants were deliberately mur-
dered. Eemorse for this tremendous crime followed Charles IX. to his grave,

into vv'hich he was prematurely cast by diseases, the result ofhis debaucheries.

[From a marble in the Louvre, attributed to Germain Pilon, It represents the
king in Ms youth. The pedestal is inscribed, Carolus IX, 1568.]

304. HE5fB,y III, King of France.

[Born at Fontainebleau, 1552, Died at St. Cloud, 1689. Aged 37.]

The son of Henry 11. and Catherine de Medici. He acquired military
fame as Duke of Anjou, by the victories of Jarnae and Moncontoni, gamed
over the Huguenots, In 1573, he was elected King of Poland

; hut on the
death of his brother, Charles IX, of France, he relinqrdshed the sovereignty
of Poland for that of France. As King, Ms early energy and ma,nly courage,
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gave place to shameless rice and debaiicliery. He was surroimded hy the
most unworthy faYourites, who caused his reign to he designated as "The
reign of the minions." He had had a hand in the Massacre of St. Bartho-
lomew ; but at a later period, driven out of his own capital by a faction, he
formed an alliance with Henry of Navarre, the chief of the Protestants, and
with that prince he laid siege to Paris. He was thus employed at the camp
of St. Cloud, when he was assassinated by a monk, named Jacques Clement.
Henry III. has been described, by some historians, as a pupil of Machiavelli,
concealing a profoundly devised plan beneath his gross immoralities, obsceni-
ties, and blasphemies. His acts were frequently those of a madman, yet
he was not without good qualities. He was the last king of the house of
Valois. It had reigned 261 years, and given ISmonarchs to France.

[From tlie marble in the Louvre, by Germain Pilon. Like its fellow, No. 302Aj,
Yevy much eaten away, as though at some time esijosed to the weather.]

305. Hestiit lY. King of France.
[Born at Pau, in Prance, 1553. Assassinated in Paris, 1610. Aged 57.]

Educated in the refoi-med religion by his mother, Jeanne d'Albret, he
became head of the Huguenot party : as such he took part in the civil wars,
which arose in the reign of Henry III., and was in consequence excommu-
nicated by Pope Sixtus V. Acknowledged King of France by a portion of
the French army after the death of Henry III., he took arms against the
League, vanquished its followers in several engagements, and finally entered
Paris, after professing his adherence to the Roman Catholic faith. In the
reign of Henry IV. the humane Edict of Nantes, Avhich gave toleration tO'

Protestantism, was promulgated, and the sagacious reforms of the Minister
Sully, a Protestant, helped largely to the restoration of order, and to the
development of the public resoui'ces. Tlie arsenals were replenished, roads
and canals were made, taxation was reduced, and the industry of the people
fostered. Whilst this salutary work was going on, and Heniy IV. and his.

Minister Avere negociating the most important treaties with the various
powers of Em-ope, in order to establish a general confederacy and a lasting,

peace, the monarch fell by the knife of Ravaillac, a fanatic. Henry IV.
was an unfaithful husband, and unstable in his religion. He had many
mistresses, and he twice abjured his faith : but he was the axithor of the
edict of Nantes.

305a. HejStey IY. King of France.

[A very elegant statuette of the time. The head beautifally sculptured, and
evidently a good portrait.]

306. Makie de' Medici. Queen of France.

[Born at Florence, 1573. Died at Cologne, 1642. Aged 69.]

Daughter of Francis II., Grand Duke of Tuscany ; wife of Henry IV. of
France ; and mother of Henrietta-Maria, the queen of Charles I. of England.
She wedded Henry IV. after he had divorced his first Tvdfe, Margaret of
Valois, and the alliance was not a happy one. Crowned the day before-

the assassination of her husband, at which some of her contempora-
ries more than suspected that she herself connived. But no proof of her
guilt has been forthcoming. Regent during the minority of her .son

Louis XIII., she threw France into confusion by her misgovemment,
prodigality, intrigues and wilfulness. The confusion ended in civil war.
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Resigning tlie regency wlien Louis XIII. attained his majority, she took up
ai'ms against her son ; but reconciliation being made tlirongh the inter-

vention of Richelieu, then Superintendent of her household, she introduced
that great and wily man into the counsels of the king. Richelieu, appointed
Prime-Minister, arrested his former mistress at Compeigne, and threw her
friends into the Bastile. The sun of Mary had finally set ; she became
an outcast and a wanderer in Europe. Our own Charles I. found his

mother-in-law an asylum ; but he himself was soon in need of human
charity, and the abased queen must needs creep to Cologne, where she lived

in obscurity and died—as travellers are still shown—in a garret. A weak
woman, with strong passions. Ambitious, jealous, irascible. In her
cliaracter, as with all men and women—even the worst—there is one brighter

spot for contemplation. She introduced into France an enlightened and a pure
taste for art. There still exist some specimens of engraving by her hand. To
her, Paris owes the Palace of the Luxembourg, and, for her, Rubens painted a
gallery still possessed by France.

[Tlie companion statuette to 306a,]
i

307. Louis XIII. King of France.

[Born at Fontaiuebleau, 1601. Died at St. Gei-main, 1643. Aged 42.

J

He succeeded his father Henry IV. when nine years old. In 1614, his

majority was declared : in the following year he married Anne of Austria,

His reign is chiefly remarkable for the ascendancy acquired over the King
and his government, by Cardinal Richelieu, whose policy, although directed

by personal ambition, elevated the power of France and prepared it for the
glory of the succeeding reign. Louis XIII. was surnamed "The Just:"
but the good, which he desired, he had neither firmness nor enlightenment
enough to secure. He was timid and difiident, though scriipnlous, sincere,

and pious. He had a melancholy nature. Grandeur had no seductions for

him, and it could not be said that he enjoyed the sweets of private life.

His mother Richelieu caused to be banished, and Louis sufi'ered her to die in

misery at Cologne ; an unfilial act to be attributed rather to weakness of

character, and the iufluence of the Cardinal, than to deliberate unkindness.

He was the father of Louis XIV.

[Prom a fine portrait statue in bronze, by Simon Guillain of Paris, who died
in 1658. The original is in the Louvre, and a copy of it is at Versailles : it

has lost a spur and the fleiu--de-lys which was at the top of the sceptre. The
King wears the royal fieur-de-lys mantle over his armour, and the grand
collar of the Order of the St. Esprit. He holds the sceptre in one hand, and
stretches out the other, as if giving a command. There is an interesting
bust at Versailles of the same King when a boy, and no doubt from the liffe.]

' 307a. Lottis XIII. King of France.

[Fi'om tho marble statue in the Louvi-e, by Guillaume Couston, a pupil of
Coysevox, who died at Paris in 1740. The King wears the royal fieur-de-lys
mantle, and on liis knees offers his crown and sceptre to the Virghi. The
loth of August, 1(538, the day on which Louis XIV. was boru, was ordered
to he celebrated by a solemn procession in Notre-Dame ; and throughout
Prance, to this day it is kept in the Cathedral, and called the ceremony of
the Vow of Louis Xlll. The attitude chosen by the sculptor is thus
explained. There are several other examples of the same kind at Versailles

;

the statue of Louis XIV. (No. 308) is one. At Versailles there is a similar
statue by Coysevox, and a biist by 'Wariii,]

s.
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307.* AisrifE OP Austria. Queen of France.
[Bom in Spain, 1602. Died in Franco, 1666. Aged 64.]

Tlie daughter of Philip II. of Spain, and wife of Louis XIII. of France.
She was neglected by the King, her husband, and had no influence in France
during his lifetime. Bixt upon his decease, the parliament annulled his will,

which had restricted the Queen's power, and gave her the unlimited Regency
ofthe kingdom, and sole guardianship of her son, Louis XIV. She appointed
Cardinal Mazarin her Prime Minister, and the alliance thus formed between a
Spanish princess and an Italian priest, gave rise in France to the civil wars
of "La Fronde." In spite of the opposition which she encountered, she
made over the sovereignty of France unimpaired to her sou when he reached
his majority. Of a mild and docile temper, religious and charitable. As a
mother she was devoted to her children, and sought to imbue them with
high moral and religioxis principles.

[Mask from the statue referred to in note No. 308.]

308. Loris XIY. King of France,

rBorn at St. Germain, 1638. Died 1715. Aged 77.]

The son of Louis XIII. and Anne of Austria. He ascended the throne at
five years old—^his mother being Regent during his minority—and reigned
72 years, longer than any other King of France. Until the death of
Mazarin in 1661, Louis XIV. suffered the adroit Cardinal to rule. From that
hour until his own death, no man governed but liimself. This renowned
monarch survived nearly the whole of his family, and when he died, the
crown, as in his own case, came to the charge of a child—^his great grandson

—

then in his fifth year. The reign of Louis Quatorze was singularly eventful
within and mthout the realm. It embraced Avars, marked now with splendid
successes, and now with formidable reverses. He aimed at universal
monarchy, and endangered liis own. He sustained, in the War of the Succes-
sion, the defence of Spain and France against united Europe—a war in which
the allies hoped to dismember France, that did not lose a province. Under
this king, the soil of France was stained with the blood of her children in

religious ci-\dl conflict; the most industrious and the best, slaughtered for their

faith, or exiled. A magnificent Court surroiinded his person—^the centre to

the politeness of Europe, its stately decorum veiling great moral corruption.

Jealous of lus prerogatives and of his supremacy amongst kings, Louis XIV.
was still more jealous to be thought the best bred gentleman of his time.

In this reign, the marine, the commerce, and the manufactures of France
made a vast stride. Arts, letters, and science vfere royally encouraged. It

is looked back upon as the Augustan age of French literature, when the
TO-itings of Gorneille, Racine, Moliere, and Boileau—of Masillon, Bossuet,
Fenelon, seemed to have fixed the language. The age of Louis XIV. was
the age of glory to the French monarchy ; and splendidly dissolute, and, in

many respects, hollow, as it may have been, we still revert to its records

with a fascination that never palls, and an interest that becomes more acute

the more it is gratified,

[This statue, representing Louis as a child, is from a bronze by Guillain, which
formed, with a statue of Anne of Austria, and one of Louis XIII., a gi-oixp of
three, as a monument to commemorate the building of the Pont-au-Change,
begun by Louis XIII. in 1689, and finished under Loms XLV'., 1647, while
Anne was Eegent. The monument was destroyed in 1787 ; but the statues
are in the Loiivre, as well as the great bas-relief. The bust of Anne of
Austria (No. 307*) is taken from the statue.]
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308a. Louis XIV. King ofFrance.

[From the marble, by Ch. Ant. Coysevox, in the Louvi-e and at Versailles.
The King, kneeling on a cushion where his crowTi is placed, is dressed in
the Eoyal mantle, with the Orders of the Holy Sx^irit and St. Michel. There
are numbered no fewer thantwenty-two busts, statues, and medallions of this
favourite King at Versailles. Four are equestrian statues in bronze ; one by
Martin Bogaert, called Dcsjardins, and two by Louis Petitot, done in
1834. The statue in bronze by Desjardins, which once stood in the Place des
Victoiros, was destroyed in 1793. The four slaves which stood chained at the
angles of this statue were alone preserved, and are now at the Hotel des
Invalides, at Paris.]

309. LoTJis XV. King of France.

[Born at Versailles, 1710. Died there, 1774. Aged 04.J

. He succeeded Ms great grandfatlier, Louis XIV., in the fifth year of liis

age. He was styled "the well heloved." In his Mth year, on the field of

Fontenoy, he gave proof of courage. Up to the prime of manhood, he gave
equally satisfactory evidence of many good qualities of heart and head. But
indolence and ricious habits, subsequently contracted, rendered the latter

half of Louis's reign one of the most disgraceful and profligate that France
had witnessed. The shameless proceedings which had stained the career of

his guardian, the Regent Oideans, were re-enacted in his own vicious

Court, The disasters of France abroad during this degraded time, the

destruction of her navy, the financial crisis that foUowed that catastrophe,

the corruptions that were eating into the very heart of the State, and the

immorality that characterized the higher classes, were the natui-al forerunners

of the frightful storm that burst over France in the following reign. Louis

XV., once " the well beloved," died execrated by his subjects, who insulted

his wretched remains, as they were passing to their last home.

309a. Loins XV. King of France.
[Erom the mai-ble, in the Louvre, by GuiUaume Couston the son, who died at

Paris, 1777. The costume, in accordance with the fancy of the day, is that
of a Roman general, as we see in the statue of King James II., of England,
(No. 491). The King holds in his right hand a sceptre reversed, and with his
left presents a baton of a Marshal of France. At Versailles, are several
authentic busts of the time of this monarch, besides a copy of this statue,
and an equestrian statue in bronze, by Bouchardon, The date of this work
is about 1728.]

310. Maeie Antoinette Jos:^phine Jeanne. Queen of France.

[Boi-n at Vienna, 1755. Guillotined 1793. Aged 38.]

The unfortunate daughter of Francis I.
,
Emperor of Grermany, and the

illustrious lilaria Theresa of Austria. In 1770, before she was sixteen,

married to Lonis the Dauphin, who in 1774 became King of France, under
the title of Louis XVI. At the breaking out of the French Revolution,

every public disaster was laid to her charge by the maddened people, and
'after the execution of her husband, she was herself condemned to death. On
her way to the scaifold, she was for two hoxu's reviled by a ferocious mob

;

but resignation and sweetness of demeanoiu- only could be traced on her
countenance. Her hah" had been turned silvery wliite by her many troubles,

and a settled melancholy was stamised on her beautiful leatiu-es. After her
execution, her body was immediately consumed with quick lime. The
imxrder of this unhappy lady M'as the most crimson spot in all the bloody time
of the French Revolution. She was of aplayfid, happy, cheerful disposition,

deyoted to her fanuly, benevolent to all. Her purity is beyond question, her

K 2
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heroism perfect. In mixing in public concerns, which she did not under-
stand, she betrayed imprudence. In despising etiquette she laid herself
open to the worst criticisms of her ungenerous foes ; but her character shines
unsullied after cruel persecution, horrible imprisonment, andignominious death.

[From the marble in the Louvre by Lecomte.]

311, Napoleon Btjois'APAB.te. Emperor of Fm%ce.
[Bom at Ajaccio, in Corsica, 17GS. Died at St. Helena, 1821. Aged 53.]

A soldier of fortune at the outset of Ms career. Lieutenant of Artillery,

1785. First Consul of France, 1799. Emperor of France in 1804, Avhen he
was but S6 years of age. Discrowned exile, and prisoner, 1815. The
military prodigy of his age. His story reads like a romance of eastern
enchantment ; for he made and unmade kings at his will, and confounding
all the established conceptions and expectations of men, asserted and won his
right to fix i'or a time the destinies of nations. His extreme hour of greatness
was in 1813, after the fearful retreat from Eussia, when in a few months he
summoned a new army to his side from the fields of exhausted France, and
alone defied, and almost oyercame, the united strength of the rest of ciTilized

Europe. The most ignoble period of his life is found on the barren rock of

St. Helena, Avhen, treacherous to liis former grandeur, he was afHicted and
absorbed by the worthless and passing annoyances of the moment. His
career was that of a dazzling meteor, astonishing all men in its fiery passage,

but creating little else than amazement, and admiration mingled A^dth fear.

Wot naturally criiel, he enacted cruelties. Brave in the field, he lacked the
true heroic element. He used all men for his own advancement, and
counted human life valueless, when its sacrifice might add to his imagined
glory. Superstitious, but not religious. Framed for intensest exertion,

indefatigable, impatient, iiTitable, untruthful, theatrical, petty. Yet a
grand lawgiver

;
cognisant of the wants of men, and capable of meeting them,

had his lust of ambition suffered him to provide for the interests of his people
as sedulously as for his oto. His character, a singular conflict of great virtues

v,ith small vices, and of great vices with small virtues. The roost splendid
soldier since the days of Julius Csesar, and the idol of his army. The uncle
of Napoleon III., the present Emperor of France.

[From tlie marble in the Louva-e by Houdou.]

311a. Napoleon Btjonapahte. Emperor of France.

[The colossal bust by Canova.]

311b. Napoleon Btjonapaete. Emperor of France.

[An ideal bust by Thorwaldsen, supported on the French eagle with paJm
branches.]

311c. Napoleon Buonapaete. Em2Jeror of France.

312. LoTTis Philippe. King of the French.
[Born in Paris, 1773. Died at Claremont, in England, 1850. Aged 77.J

A monarch who ascended the throne of France on the neck of one Revolu-

tion, and was hurled from it by the heel of another. A king who had borne

adversity bravely in his youth, yet was unequal to sustain prosperity in his

age. The most remarkable example of tbe proverb that "a Boiu-bon learns

nothing, and forgets nothing." If any Bourbon could prove an exception to

the rule, Louis Philippe must have been the man. He had great sagacity
;
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lie had mixed for many years with, all ranks and conditions of men. He had
acutely felt the want of the means of living. He had been forced to earn Ins

o^Ti bread by humble day labour. He had travelled in America, resided in

England, had read much, observed more. Yet in 1848, after a reign of 18
years, he conducted himself towards the French nation with a blind obsti-

nacy and mlful disregard of consequences, Avorthy of a sovereign who had
been suckled in the lap of despotism, and fed for ever afterwards upon
obsequious flattery, and all the other dainty diet of a Court. Louis Philippe

had many good qualities of heart. He was beloved by his wife and children,

and was a true hero at the domestic hearth. He had also a shrewd, active,

well-informed mind. Nor did he act without a principle in his dealing with
his subjects. But unfortunately his love for his family led him into foolish

schemes for their advancement, his shi-ewdness overreached itself, and iiis

principle of action was based upon a fallacy. He imagined that he could

satisfy his loeoijle with the very husk and rind of constitutional government,
and flatter them with the conviction that they Avere chewng and enjoying the
kernel. Corruption was hardly greater in the days of the Eegency, than
towards the untijnely close of the reign of Louis Philippe, but the rottenness

under the later OrIea,ns was veiled beneath forms demanded by the spirit of

the age, and conceded by the King in a spirit of mock complaisance and quiet

irony. Few men have had greater op»portunity than the King of the

Barricades. None have so desperately disappointed hope and baffled expecta-

tion. The history of the House of Orleans is full of instruction for all who
bear the name ; but no chapter is so fraught Avith momentous interest to the

liA^uig chief of the House as that AAdiich tells the extraordinary and calamitous

history of Louis Philippe.

[Prom tlie Marble, by J. E. Jones, 1845.]

312*, Louis KiPOLEOsr. Emperor of France,
[Bom 1808. Stillliving.]

The third Emperor of the name, and not the least remarkable of his
extraordinary race. The opinions formed of the present Emperor of France
from his earlier liistoi7, have all been belied by his subsequent career. He has
been an. exile, a prisoner, a Avanderer, an outcast. When he has ceased to

be an object of suspicion, it Avas only to become a subject for ridicule.

Of all pretenders to thrones in Europe, he has been held the least likely to

obtara, by any change of circumstances or OA^erthrow of dynasties, supreme
dominion. Wlien kings, in their fear, have reckoned over the names of those
from whom danger might be expected, and have exhausted the entire

list by Lacluding all possible representatives of peril, Louis Napoleon
has not been in the number. He lived for years in Loudon,, and
on the 10th of April, 184:8, AA^hen special constables Avere enrolled for

the preservation of menaced order, he sallied forth Avith his neighbours, and
performed street duty witli the humblest. He was so poor in England, that
his 'goods Avere sold to pay his debts. Yet at this hour the diadem biads his

brow, and his foot is firmly planted upon the summit of poAA-er in tranciidl-

lized France, and we all pray Heaven in the interests of humanity,
civilization, and jj^ace, to maintain it there. Since the accession of

Napoleon III., all his exertions have been du-ected to the development of

the material resources of his country, and to the upliolding of that good
understanding amongst nations which is essential to the continuance of social
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prosperity. Europe lies under gi-eat obligations to his sagacity, and England
has canse to rejoice in his friendsliip. When he married, he called himself a
^'parvenuP His wisdom, moderation, and good faith have attached him
to the heart of public opinion more closely than though, upon an insincere
brow, he had brought to his imperial throne the stamp of a hundred Idngs.

[From the marble by Barro, 1853.]

312a. Loitis KiroLEO^T-. Emperor of France.
[From the mai-ble by J. E. Jones.]

312**. EuGiigifiE Maeie GrTJZMAT?-. Umpress of France.
' [Born 1826. Stillliving.]

The wife of Napoleon III., before her marriage with whom she was
Coimtess Montijo of Teba.

THE GESMAjN" POETEAITS.

INTEODUCTIOW.

LuDWici, King of Bavaria, first conceiyed tlie idea of raising a
monument to the national glory of Germany. In the year ISO'T,

lie planned the Walhalla, a grand liall for the reception of the
statues and portrait-busts of celebrated Germans, borrowing the
title of the structure from the old Norse language, the name being
that of the palace into which Odin, the Scandinavian Jupiter,

received the souls of the slain heroes. The idea, how-ever,

remained undeveloped until the important part pla^yed by
the soldiers of Germany in the final overthrow of JMapoleon

gave a new impulse to the great scheme of the king. In 1821,
he entrusted his architect, Leo von Klenze, mth the execution

of his plan. But it was not until 1830 that the design was
sufficiently matured for -building

;
and, after the laying of the

first stone, twelve years w^ere occupied in consummating the work.
The WaUialla was inaugurated October 18th, 1842.

The Walhalla stands in a commanding position on the banks of

the Danube, close to the little town of Donaustauf, and not far

from Eegensburg. It is a noble building of the Doric order,

resembling the Parthenon of ancient Greece, 230 feet long, 108
feet broad, and 64 feet high, ha^ing a colonnade on every side.

It is based upon a massive structure of Cyclopean stone work formed
into three terraces, and is approached by a grand flight of steps.

The pediments at each end are filled with marble statues by
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Liidwig Schwanthaler. Tiie soutli pediment, looking over tlie river,

contains an allegorical subject designed by Rancli, and scnlx^tnred

by Schwanthaler. Gennany is here as a female figure snrronnded

by young warriors, wIlo represent tbe different States of Germany,

presenting to her the chief fortresses under the form of yoimg
women. The north pediment is entirely by Schwanthaler. It

represents the battle between Hermann and Varus.

The interior forms a noble highly-decorated hall in the Ionic

style, with polished marble walls and painted mouldings, the floor

being also richly inlaid with marbles. The hall is 168 feet long,

48 feet broad, and 53 feet high. The entablatiu-e is supi)orted by
14 Caryatides, treated as Walkpren, the Chusers of Slaughter in the

old Germanic mythology, each being 10 feet 9 inches high. They are

modelled by Schwanthaler, and executed in marble by his puioiis ; the

figures being j^ainted in the manner supposed to have been practised

by the Greeks : the hair is bro'^n, the flesh ivory colotu', the tunics

are of violet colour, the upper dra,pery wliite with red and gilt

edges, and the bearskins gilt. A frieze runs round the hall, on
which is sculptured the history of the Germans, from their origin

in the moimtains of the Caucasus to their baptism by Bonifazio.

Tliis frieze is the work of Martin Wagner, a Bavarian scuh^tor,

living at Rome, assisted by Scliopf and Pettrich. It is in marble,

and measures 3 feet 4 inches in height, by 292 feet long.

Six statues of Victory, larger than life, and sculptm-ed by Ranch,
are arrayed rormd the hall. Between these are placed the busts

of the great men of Gei-many, in six groups, numbering, in 8,11, 96.

Theybegin, chronologically, withArminius, v/ho repelled theRomans,
and King Harry I. (a.d. 876—936), and come do^vn to Blucher

and Schwarzeuberg. The Poets are represented from the medieval

]\iinne and Meister-singers, down to Goethe and Schiller. All these

busts are hoAvever modern works of art, the earliest dating from
1794.

The " Riihmeshalle" (or "Hall ofPame"), at Munich, contains

another collection of portrait-busts of celebrated Germans. This,

like the "Walhalla, was established by Ludwig, King of Bavaria,

and built bj^'the architect Klenze. It was commenced in 1843, and
completed in 1853. It is well situated upon a hiU which rises from
a flat of some extent near Munich, called after the Queen of Louis,

"die Theresen-Wiese." It is in the Doric style of Greek architec-

tre, 230 feet long, by 150 feet broad, and 60 feet high, and is

smToimded by 48 columns, 24 feet in height. Within the 92
metopes are 44 figures of Victory, and 48 representations of the
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principal events in the progress of Bavaria, designed and executed

by Sdiwanthaler. Tlie pediments also are ornamented with statues

in marble by the same artist, personifjdng the i^rovinces of the

present kingdom of Bavaria. The statue of Bavaria, a cast from the

head of which is in the Crystal Palace ( See No. 205 of the Hand-
book of Modern Sculj)ture), stands in front of the building.

Some of the German portraits enumerated in the following pages

are copies from portraits in both collections above referred to.

There are also some j)ortrait-busts of which the originals exist in

the " Boyal Museum," and in the " Lager-Haus,'' at Berlin.

{2Vie German Portraits begin immediately heliind the Statue of 8ir "

Robert Peel at the south-west angle of the Great Transept and
Nave.)

ARTISTS AND MUSICIANS.

313. Peter Patjl Pubej^^s. Painter.

[Bom at Cologne, in Germany, 1577. Died at Antwerp, in Flanders, 1640. Aged 03.]

One of the most prolific and famous painters; not of the Flemish school
only, but of the world. His life as untroubled as his genius was grand.
Crowned heads courted him, wealth followed him, and until immediately
before Ms death he knew not the sorrow of sickness. He passed happily
through life, multiplying Avith astonishing rapidity those marvellous pictures
Avhich have associated his name for ever with the idea of glorious colour. He
left paintings in France and in Spain, and both countries vied with each other
in loading the great artist with well merited honours. He came to England in
the reign of Charles I. as Envoy from the Spanish court, and in England fresh
dignities awaited him. As a painter, he is memorable for the harmony, beauty,
and mellow richness of his colouring, which flings a surpassing chai-m over
every one of his productions. His men are always pov/erfuUy drawn and
characterized with wonderful variety ; but for the graceful and ideal repre-
sentation of the more delicate sex, we have only the coarse type of his

covintrywomeu. His portraits are fresh, vigorous, and carefully executed.
His most celebrated work, Tlie Descent from the Cross, at Antv/erp, is a
wonderful creation, both for expression and feeling. In landscapes, Rubens
was also most happy. In all his works there is a luxuriance of life and
vigour and passionate expression. In person he was tall, majestic, and
extremely handsome ; in temperament energetic and enthusiastic ; in his

manner of living plain and moderate ; in his dealings with his brother

artists, gentle and munificent as a prince. Amongst his pupils he reckoned
Vandyke, Teniers the yoiinger, Jordaens, and Sneyders.

[For a description of this noble statue, see No. 107, Handbook of Modern
Sculpture.

]

314. Geoeg Frtedeich Hais^del. Musical Composer.

[Born at Halle, in Saxony, 16S4. Died 1759. Aged 75.]

This magnificent musician, the dominant characteristics of whose genius
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are gi-andeiu*, spirituality, and solemnity, was th.e son of a surgeon. Having
in liis youth displayed a passionate love for music, and having travelled

much with the view of gaining instruction in Grermany and Italy, he went
to London, at the age of twenty- six, and there composed, by order of Queen
^nne, the "Te Deum" and "Jubilate," which, in 17X4, were performed
at St. Paul's, Subsequently became Director of the Opera, in the Haymarket,
for the production ofMs own works : a large subscription, headed by Greorge I.,

enabling Mm to open the theatre. The scheme falling to the ground, in

consequence of the quarrels of the singers, Handel abandoned the stage, and
devoted Ms powers to the production of those sublime oratorios that have
immortalized his name. In 1740, he composed "Saul;" in 1741, "The
Messiah ;" the last a three weeks' work. Other great oratorios followed. In
1750, he lost Ms sight, and from that time until his death he gradually

declined. He was buried with great pomp in Westminster Abbey. This
mighty musician was infirm of temper, and imperfectly educated. "When
roused, he was violent and iingovernable. A singer once refused to sing one
of Ms airs. Handel, seizing the man in Ms arms, and pale with rage,

threatened to throve him out of the window if he persisted in the refusal.

His countenance wore a rough expression, though he was good-natured
when not agitated. He stands at the head of the greatest masters of music

;

and, as a performer on the organ, he was without a rival.

[In the Musical Collection ofthe Koyal Library at Berlin. The artist is not known,
butitbearsmanyevidences ofbeing a truthful portrait, and is altogether a more
characteristic head than the conventional iiortrait by Roubihac No. 314a.]

14a. Geoeg- Feiedeich Handel. Musical Composer.

[From the marble by Roubiliac]

15. JoHAir JoAcum WiJrcKELMAisrs'. Antiquary.

[Born at Steindal, iu Germany, iTl?. Died at Trieste, in Austria, 1768. Aged 51.]

The son of a shoemaker, and self-educated. At thirty became a Roman
Catholic, and journeyed to R,ome, where he studied the antique, and pub-
lished his celebrated "History of Ai-t." At Trieste he was murdered by a
felon, for the .sake of the medals conferred upon him by the Court-s of Austria

and Bavaria. His investigations into the true principles and sigmficance of

high art, more especially of antique sculpture, led the way to the enlightened

criticism of Lessing and Groethe.

[By Doel. It was placed in the Capitoline Museum at Rome, by Geo. P
Eeiflbnstsin.]

15*. Anthony PvAphael Mengs. Painter,

[Born at Aussig, iu Bohemia, 1728. Died at Rome, 1771. Aged 43.]

Surnamed, but v.'ithout much reason, the Raf&xelle of Grermany.

He studied assiduously at the Vatican. TJpon Ms return to Gfermany
he was appointed at Dresden painter to the King. Revisiting Rome
he fell in love vdth a beautiful peasant girl, and became a Roman
Catholic in order to marry her. In 1757, he commenced painting in
fresco, and his works of this Mnd will bear comparison with some
of the best of the Italian masters. In 1761, he was invited by Charles
III. to Spain, where he painted for the palace at Madi-id, the " Apotheosis
of Trajan." TMs is Ms dief cPcsuvre. He died leaving scarcely sufficient

to pay Ms funeral expenses, and the King of Spain pro\ided for Ms seven
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children. The "works of Mengs display correctness of drawing, vigour of
colonring, finished execiition, and studied grace : but the loftier qualities of
mind, demanded by historical painting, are wanting. He was a writer on art
as well as an artist : and a generous, Ararm-hearted man.

[Bust to come.]

316. Ekanz Joseph Haydjt. Ifusical Comjjoser.

[Born in Eohrati, on the frontiers of Austria and Hungarv, 1732. Died at
Vienna, 1809. Aged 77.]

The son of very poor and humble parents, who cheered their poverty and
supported their labour by home miL-sic. The family concerts constituted
Haydn's initiation into Art. He was a passionate neophyte. At the age of
thirteen, he had composed a mass, which he was unable to write correctly.
Taken into the service of the great master Porpora, he submitted to menial
drudgery in order to have the advantage of his instruction. In 1760, he
entered the better service of Prince Esterhazy, with whom, as Coiu-t Musician,
he continued tor the space of twenty-five years. During that period, some of
Ms finest symphonies were produced. In 1791, he went, on invitation, to
London, and continued there for thirteen years, sending forth his inimitable
works, and receiving honour on every side. In 1794, he returned to
Grermany, established himself in the sub-orbs of Vienna, and composed the
oratorio of "The Creation." He died in 1809, from agitation, it is said,

induced by the advance upon Vienna of the French army. Haydn is

one of the greatest of modern musicians. He set free the spirit of instru-
mental music, and purified his art by the purity, simplicity, and beauty of
his works. He is remarkable for lucid melody and for his power of effective

painting. His labours v.^ere enormous and his compositions countless. He
conld himself reckon up to 800 works, large and small, and there he
stopped.

317. JoHAifif "WoiPGANG MozAHT. Musical Composer.
[Born at Salzbui-g in Austria, 1756. Died at Vienna, 1791. Aged 35.]

The most renowned of German musical composers. His fiither was a
musician, and he himself the greatest musical prodigy that ever lived. It
is alleged upon authority that at four years old, he could already play and
even compose. It is certain, that before he was eight a harvest was in
reaping by his family, who travelled over Germany to exhibit his astounding
performances. In 1764, he was in England playing before the King and
Court. In 1769, he produced an opera, being then 13 years of age. At 15,
he was in Italy, creating wonder by works which rivalled those of the
great Italian masters. Medals were struck in himour of young Orpheus in

the land of art and song. He was not 17 years old when he could count as
his productions four operas, an oratorio, two masses, and many other compo-
sitions. Mozart grew in years, and did not sufl'er the ordinary penalty of

precocity. In him "the child was father to the man," The blossom
became ripe fruit. In 1781, he produced his opera of "Idomeneo." Then
followed the "Marriage of Figaro," and in 1787, his masterpiece "Don
Giovanni"—a work composed in an incredibly short space of time. Now
came sickness—and the threatening of a complaint allied too frequently to

unnatural intellectual development. Symjjtoms of consumption gave rise to

melancholy—melancholy to inordinate labour—^inordinate labour to speedy
death, Mozart had the grave already in sight when he composed his exqxdsite
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"Requiem." This illustrious man 'was the founder of tlie school in

which Eeethoyen was a faithful disciple. His fertility of creation., the rich

luxurious beauty of his music, his purity and melody, can hardly be excelled.

In all the relations of life ]\Iozart was blameless. He had a generous soul,

and we are pained to think so rare and so richly endowed a genius should at

any period of his career have suffered anguish from poverty and distress.

318. Kaei FitiEDKiCH Zeltee. Musician,

[Born at Berlin, 1758. Died 1832. Aged 74.]

The son of a master mason, whose trade he followed. Forsating masonry
for music, he became the puxjil of Fasch, at whose death he was appointed

Director of the Royal Institute of Music, and Professor of music in the
Academy of Fine Arts at Berlin. Zelter's works are chiefly songs and
compositions for men's voices, without accompaniment. He also wrote on
the theory of music. He vrill be chiefly remembered as the friend and
correspondent of Groethe, and the early instructor of Mendelssohn.

[By Raucli, ]\Tarch, 3825. Modelled as a i^resent from the sculptor to Goethe,
the friend of .Zelter. The Academ.y of Music had it executed in marble
for their institution, Rauch again chai-ging nothing for his services.]

319. J0HA2s2r GrOTTFEIED SCHADOW. Scillptor.

[Born at Berlin, 1764. Died there, 18.50. Aged 86.]

The son of a poor tailor. He evinced, at an early age, a great love for the

fine arts, but he was one of many children, and there was small hope of

gratifying fine-art tastes in the needy household. Fortunebrought the youngster

in contact with a sculj)tor, who taught him drawing, and from that moment
his destiny was fixed. Whilst receiving instruction, he ran off mbh a girl to

whom he was attached, married her at Vienna, and with the consent and at

the expense of his stepfather, proceeded to Rome. There for two years he
laboured hard as a sculptor, in the Vatican and in the Capitol. In 1788, he
had already advanced far enough to be appointed Coui-t Sculptor at Berlin.

In 1822, he was made Director of the Academy of Fine Arts in the same city.

His works, numerous and of a high order, are formd in Berlin and else-

where in Germany. He was one of the first who opi)osed to the insipid

and conventional idealism of the eighteenth century, a vigorous and
truthful representation of nature, heightened by noble intellectuality. This

is especially visible in his portrait statues. He was a worthy precursor of

Ranch, who is one of liis most famous followers. To his eldest son, Rudolph
SchadoAV, also a distinguished sculptor, belong the specimens of modern scul|)-

ture which appear under the name of Schadow in this collection. The second
son, Wilhehn Schadow, is one of the most celebrated painters in Germany,
and President of the Academy at Diisseldorf. Both have a greater name
as artists than the father.

[By Raucli, 1811. Plaster. The original is in the studio of Raucli.]

320. Albeet BartsolomItjs Tsoe.waibse:^'. JSoulpto?;

[Bom 1770. Died 1844. Aged 74.]

Hewas bom, as he said, at Copenliagen : some say in Iceknd : some at sea,

between. His fiither, an Icelander, was emj)loyed in carving heads for ships
in the Royal Dockyard, on which the great sculptor practised his young hand

:

his mother was a priest's daughter. He was educated, as all the children
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of workmen, in the Holm, or dockyard, at the King's expense. At
11, Tliorwaldsen was a student at tlie Academy of Fine Arts in Copen-
hagen. At 17, he first secured attention, and gained tlie small silver

medal ; at 19, the large. At 21, he won the small, at 23, the
large gold medal. His birthday he did not know, but he called it

March Stli, the day of his anlTing at Rome in 1796. In the Eternal City he
addicted himself to the antiqxic. He brought introductions to Zoega the
Dane, then living at Rome, a learned and antiquaxian connoisseur. Zoega
dealt kindly and hardly with the yoimg sculptor, severely criticizing his
labours ; and Thorwaldsen, under his critic's censure, and from his own
dissatisfaction, destroyed mxmerous attempts. His first "Jason with the
Golden Fleece," of the natural size, made no impression, and he broke it in

pieces. He made it again, feet liigh. It secm-ed general admiration, and
this time he did not destroy his work. He had, however, made up his mind
to go home ; his small preparation was completed ; Jason was to be sent

after him; but a mistake in a passport created a day's delay. During the
short interval, Thomas Hope, a weR-known name in England, entered the
artist's studio, and saw the "Jason." The price was asked. "Six
hundred zecchini." "I wiU give eight himdred," answered Thomas Hope.
Thorwaldsen stopped in Rome, and now began and went on, his mightier career.

His chief works are classical subjects—some Christian, to which he drew late

in life. The most popuhir of all his productions is the bas-relief of '

' Priam
and Achilles." In 1819, he returned to Copenhagen, but not permanently
until 1838. In Rome he was the friend of Canova, who acknowledged his

merit. His health was often very weak, and he died suddenly at a theatre.

He was simple in his manners, and beloved. In fire and grandeur he
resembled Michael Angelo. The old Scandina\'ian energetic blood rolled in

his veias. The family tradition made hhn descended from one of those early

warrior-kings ; a more glorious, innocent conqueror.

[By Rauch. Plaster. 1816. Done at Eome. A fine artist-like head. TliG
original is in the studio of Rauch.]

321, LuDWiG YAsr Eeethovex. Musical Comjwser.

[Born at Bonn, in Ehenish Prussia, 1770. Died at Vienna, 18f7v 'Aged 57.]

This great composer was taught music from his childhood ; but it was no
until his twelfth year that he at all developed his genius. Sent to Yienna;^

he was placed there under the care of the Chapel-]\Iaster, Albrechtsberger, in

spite of whose cold and conventional instruction he advanced in knoM'ledge

and strength, and excited genei'al attention by liis extraordinary gift cf

improvisation, and marvellous execution. In 1805, he composed "Fidelio
;

then followed his oratorio of "Christ on the ]\Iount of Olives," the
"Heroic" and "Pastoral" symphonies, and his pianoforte Concertos. At
this time Beethoven had scarcely the means of subsistence, and to save him
from want, a pension of four thousand florins was settled upon hira by the

Austrian government. He fixed his abode at the "vollage of Baden, near
Vienna, and his life became one of retii'ement and self-nuiture. He com-
jjosed his music in his solitary rambles. The wildest scenery to hiin was the

choicest, for he skrank from intercourse with men. His habits wei*e known
and respected. He died unmarried. From his twenty-sixtk year he had
been deaf ; but he was otherwise robust. He was passionately fond of

Scott's romances, and these works, with the "Odyssey" of Homer, were his >

consolations during the illness of which he died. His fertility and variety
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of pi-0chiction aremarTellous. The passionate soul of melody possessed Mm.
His Avorks are rich in. harmony, tinctured it may be with the delicate

mysticism that ruled his genius in its silent haunts.

[By Ernst Hahnel, of Dresden. Plaster. 1847. In the possession of the
artist, who executed tlie lai-ge statue of Beethoven in bronze, which stands
in the Place at Bonn. This was the study froia the life, for the head of the
statue.]

321*. rEHDiy^i^DO Paee. Musical Cotnjjoser.

[Born at Paima, in Italy, 1771. Died 1839. Aged 68.]

At sixteen, Paer began to write for the stage. Eefore he was twenty-six

lie had already produced twenty-two operas, all in the conventional style of

the old Italian, operas, and after the manner of Cimarosa and Paisiello.'

After 179T, a laudable change is remarked in his style—more force in the
Isarmonies, more variety in the modulations, with richer and more effective

instrumentation. In 1801, appointed by the Elector of Saxony Chapel-
Master in Dresden, and, favoured by the repose afforded here, Paer still

improved his style. In 1806, Dresden was taken by the French. The
musician transferred his services to Napoleon, and accompanied his new
master to Paris. In 1810, revisited liis native city, and there composed
his master-piece, the opera of Agnese. His subsequent career is remark-
able for little more than for j^etty inti'igues against rival composers, and

—

after his appointment as Director of the Italian Opera in Paris in 1812—^for

miserable squabbles with actors and musicians. He ceased to be an artist,

and condescended to become a mere courtier and " homme de salon." His
death was accelerated by long-continued habits of intemperance. Paer was
gifted with gi-eat fluency, and his works have brilliancy and spirit ; but he
is without originality, force, and dramatic power.

[Bust to come.]

322. Christian FarEDEicii Tieck. Sculj^tor.

[Bom 1776. Died at Berlin, 1850: Aged 74.]

Of the school of Schadow. Brother to the celebrated poet and critic, and
the friend of Ranch, with whom he was engaged in illustrating in sculpture

the glories of the late war. His productions are in various parts of

Germany, and are held in high estimation. He is the sculptor of the
statue of Frederic WUliam at Rupj)en, and of the front gate of the cathe-

dral at Berlin.

[By Raucli.. Marble. 182.5. Given by Eauch to his friend Tieck, and now in
the possession of his widow.]

323. CHEIS1TA:^7 EAucir. Sculjjtor.

[Born 1777. Still living.]

The leading German sculptor of his day—endowed with great imaginative
powers, and excelling in portraits, which, under his treatment, exhibit
truth and nature, intimately associated with poetic elevation. In 1804, he
took his way from Berlin to Rome, and liresently secm-ed the friendship of
Thorwaldseu, Avhose love for the antique greatly influenced and du-ected his
taste. Whilst at Rome he executed "Mars and Venus wounded by
Diomedes," a colossal bust of the King of Prussia, and other celebrated
works. In 1811, invited by the King of Prussia to Berlin, he produced
many colossal statues and countless busts. His colossal "Victories," for the
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Wallialla, and the equestrian monument of Frederic the Grreat, are -well

known efforts of Ms genius. A great artist—competent to express vigorously,
truthfully, and naturally, historical rather than ideal conception.

[By F. Tieck. Plaster. 1825. Modelled, to be given to lais friend Rauch, but
tlie marble bust not finished. From Lager-Haus.]

324. Eajrl Peiedeich Schi^tkel. Architect and Painter.

[Bom at Neumppin, in Germany, 17S1. Died at Berlin, 1S41. Aged 60-1

Styled by Ms countrymen the Luther of architecture. Employed hy the
King of Prussia to erect those structures in his capital which have stamped a
new character on Berlin, and endowed it with high architectural claims. He
gave a new impulse to his art, both by Ms influence and Ms example, and
was besides a generous and amiable man.

[By F. Tieck, 1S19. The marble bust is in the Berlin Musettm. A copyin bronze
is on the staircase of the Eoyal Theati-e, Berlin.]

. 325. Leo yof Kieis^ze. Architect.

[Bom at Hildesheim, in Hanover, 1784. StUl living.]

The architect, in Munich, of "The Glyptothek, " and the constructor

of many works, Royal and otherwise, in the same city. Also the designer
of the plans for the " Walhalla." Author of some literary productions bearing

upon his art. In 1844, accompanied Ludwig I. to Grreece to examine the
plans already made for the improvement of Athens, and to suggest original

designs. Klenze possesses great decorative skill, and a comprehensive
kno-ndedge of the history of arcliitecture ; but the true genius and high
faculty of composition appears on few of Ms productions. He does not takewhat
is universal in the various styles with which his mind is ftimiliar, in order to

form a style expressive of Ms own spirit, and suitable to the country and
climate in wMch it is Ms business to exMbit it, but he borrows Ms
structures from Greece and Italy, and deposits them in Munich, loading
the city with specimens of foreign styles of architecture. His effects are

undoubtedly picturesque, and the decorations of his buildings always beau-
tiful, but fault is found mth the internal arrangements of his edifices, with
the lowness of the apartments, and with the bases of his facades, wMch are

occa,sionally mean and even vulgar.

[By J. Halbig. Plaster. 1846. Executed for King Ludwig.]

326. Petee, CoEJfELnis. Painter.

[Born at Dusseldorf, in Prussia, 1787. Still living.]

A renowned painter of tjie later Grerman school. He .studied imder Langer,

a disciple ofthe old school, who made enormous efforts to suppress the romantic
tendencies of Ms pupil, to check Ms imagination, and to restrain his boldness.

By a visit to Italy, however, Cornelius confirmed the bent of his genius, and
rendered the good intentions of Herr Langer of no avail. His indomitable

persevei'ance, hard study, and rare gifts, soon enabled him to outstrip all

rivalry. Whilst still young he was-invited to direct at Dusseldorf the School
of Painting, which has proved itself one of the most careful and successful

nursing-mothers of Art in Germany. In 1819, engaged by the King of

Bavaria to decorate the Musemn of Sculpture then constructing at Munich. The
subjects painted by Cornelius in fresco for this Musemn from the heroic

myths of Homer and Hesiod, axe conceived with a rich imagination, and exe-

cuted Tsdth. superior power. His cartoons illustrating the old "Nibe-
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limgen-Lied," and tlie "Faust" of Gfoetlae, are equally remarkable. In
1825, appointed Director of tlie Academy of Painting at Mnnich. In 1841,
summoned to Berlin loy tlie King of Prussia, for whom Cornelius designed

the "Shield of Faith," presented by his Majesty to his godson, the Prince

.of Wales. Cornelius paints with the passionate sensibility and delicate

perception of a true poet. His copious imagination is never at fault, and
his ability to produce is as striking as his faculty of concejption. Yet he
never overstexjs the modesty of nature, or the confines of true art. Hef is

the worthy leader of a daily increasing school in Germany, which attempts,

and not unsuccessfully, to unite in art earnestness of thought, activity,

boldness, and freedom.

[By B. Halmel. Plaster. 1862. In the possession of the artist. TMs was the
study for the head of the large statue of Cornelius which Hahnel was
commissioned to execute for the new museum at Dresden, and which
stands on the outside, amongst the artists of Germany.]

327. CnEiSTOPH Gluck. Ifusicicm.

[Born in the early part of the 18th century. Died at Vienna, 1787.]

The great merit of Grluck is that he emancipated music from the
trammels of conventionalism and false taste, and made it the exponent and
m:inister of poetry and the drama. Gluck, invited to London in 1745 to

celebrate in music the butcheries of the Duke of Cumberland, found that the
operas represented there were mere concerts, for which the drama was a
pretext. Soxmd was everything, meaning nothing. His own music was set

to words with which it had no connexion, and, torn from its original

context, lost all its effect. This fact led him to the discovery of the great
principle which is the key to the rest of his life : viz. , that music is not merely
a pleasant arrangement of sounds intended to gratify the ear, but a subsidiary
language, able to exalt and strengthen the emotions, raised by the measure
and force of the spoken language to which it is allied. In 1761, he composed
Lis opera of '

' Alceste," as an illustration of his idea. It was followed in 1762
and 1763 by "Paris and Helena" and "Orpheus." In 1779, he composed the
"Ijphigenia in Tauride," the greatest of his works. Wieland has happily
expressed Gluck's claim upon our respect in a sentence. "He preferred,"
he says,

'

' the Muses to the Syrens. " His works are not so much operas, in the
ordinary sense ofthe term, as poems, in which music is emploji-ed for producing
and siistaining emotion. Off the stage Gluck was nothing, but upon it the
musician was himself a poet. The manners of Gluck, like those of Beethoven
and Handel, were rough and blunt. He was large in person ; and his

habits were indolent and somewhat sensual. The bust discloses the man,

[From the Terracotta, by Houdon. In the musical collection of the Eoyal
Library at Berhn. The only bust taken from the life.]

327a. Ceistoph Gltjck. Ilusician.

[Prom the Tei'racotta by Houdon, in the Louvre.]

327b. Chiiistopii G-ltjck. Musician.

[From the bust by Franciu (Fils) in the Loiivre.I

327c. C. Cheistoph GrLircB:. Ifusicicm.

[From a bust by E. Wagner of Berlin.]
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328. FniEDEicn G-AHTJTEE. Arcliitect.

[Bom 1792. Died 1847. Aged 55.]

The cMef arcliitect in Munich since the withdrawal of Klenze. His
most important work is the new Library in that city, which is remarkahl-e
for the simple magnificence of its facade. He designed the Palace of 'King
Otho at Athens, and he re-opened the quarries of Pentelicus, which had
not been employed since the days of Hadrian. Upon the departure of
Cornelius from Munich, Gfartner received the appointment of Director of the
Royal Academy of Fine Arts.

[By J ohann Halbig.]

329. JiJLiTJS SciTjroKii. Painter.

[Born at Leipzig, in Saxony, 1794. Still Hying.]

First studied under his father, who was Director of the Academy at
Leipzig. In 1811, went to Vienna to get instruction there ; but found
little to gratify his taste, or to encourage his genius. In 1817,
trarelled into Italy, and there made the acquaintance of Ludwig, then
Crown Prince of Bavaria. At Rome worked at the Villa Massimi,
Tvhere Cornelius was also employed, and where he produced in the
space of five years his eleven frescos from the Orlando Furioso of Ariosto.
Called to Munich in 1827, he received there the appointment of Professor of
Historical Painting in the Academy, and painted for the King of Bavaria
his admirable frescos illustrating "The Nibelungen-Lied." In 1846,
accepted an invitation to Dresden. Schnorr is chiefly known to us by his
heautiful illustrations of the Bible. Amongst all the fresco painters of Munich
he stands unrivalled for combining individual life with ideal composition.

[From tlie plaster model by Ernst Rietschel, dated 1848. In the possession ot
tlie sctdptor.]

330. LuDOYic Sch;wa]s'tb[Alee. Sculptor.

[Born at Munich, in Bavaria, 1802. Died there, 1848. Aged 46.]

Most of his numerous and admirable works adorn his native city. His
masterpiece is the colossal statue of Bavaria, cast in bronze, 54 feet high.

The noble head of this figure forms a remarkable object in our Court of Grennan
and English Sculpture. Before its inauguration the artist had died, having
been an invalid for the last fifteen years ofhis life. Many casts from the works
of Schwauthaler may be found in the Court of Modern Gferman Sculpture. He
had the advantage of being an excellent classical scholar, and' was besides a
Avarm-hearted, unassuming man, simj)le in his manners, full of wit and
humour, and a true friend. As an artist he

, had a fine classic feeling,

great spirit and fire, a strong imagination, a vigorous and creative genius.

[By Xavier Schwanthaler. Marble, 1849. The original is in the " RtihmoshaUe "

(Hall ofFame), at Munich. It was modelled from the life in 18.37.]

331. Felix Mendelssohn-Eartholdy. Musician.

[Bom at Berlin 1809. Died at Leipzig 1847. Aged 38.]

The grandson of the Jewish philosopher, Moses Mendelssohn, and the
soil of an eminent banker. Like Mozart he exhibited an astonishing
precocity. In his twentieth year he was already a musical composer of
great oiiginality. Then setting out on his travels, he visited London,
Paris, and various parts of Italy. In 1834, appointed Chapel-Master at
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Diisseldorf. In that city he produced, when 27 years old, his oratorio

of "St. Paul." It Avon the success it merited. In 1839, he composed h.is

" Lohgesang," or "HjTnn of Praise," by many regarded as his masterpiece.

In 1846, his marvellous oratorio of "Elijah" was produced at Birmingham.
From this period his mental activity was prodigious, and Ms production
ceaseless. He died, literally consumed hy the fire within him. He was a
great man. His faculties, of the highest order, were engaged in the ad-
vancement of the purest art. His manner was unaffected, his heart warm
and affectionate. He loved England. His earliest works indicate his genius

;

his latest compositions are tinged with a deeper, and more solemn hue—but
all he did was beautiful—^like his mind.

[By E. Bietsohel. Marblo. 18-18. In tlie possession of Alexander Meudeksohn,
the banker, of Berlin, for whom it was execiited.]

332. JonAiSrjsr Halbig. Sculjytor.

[Still living.]

An excellent Grerman sculptor, who studied under Schwanthaler, at
Munich. The gi-and colossal figure of Franken (Franconia), in the Grerman
Court of Modern Sculpture (No. 173), is by this artist.

[Modelled by himself. 1850. A commission from King Liidwig.]

333. MoEiTZ YON ScBLWiisD. Painter.

[Bom at Vienna, 1804. Still living.]

Studied under Ludwig Schnorr ; then under Cornelius. Since the year
1828, has been employed in decorating with frescos the Palace of the King
of Bavaria, at Munich, and the Palace of the Grrand Duke of Baden, at

Carlsruhe. His compositions from the classical mythology, and from the
modern poets, particularly from Tieck and Gfoethe, are amongst the finest

things which have been produced in modern times.

[From a medallion by Ernst Eietscliel.]

333*. Edwaud Deybieitt. Player.

[Born 1801. Still living.]

One of a family remarkable, like that of the Kembles in England, for

dramatic genius. His uncle was a famous actor of his time ; his elder

brother is a player of repute in Hanover, and his younger brother, Emile
(born in 1803) is known in England, as one of the best representatives of

Hamlet at the present day. Edward is rather a studious and careful

artist, than a man of genius. He is also an author of ability, his dramatic
works having obtained considerable favour.

[Prom a medallion by Ernst Eietschel, dated 1852. In the possession of the sculptoi-.]

POETS AND DRAMATISTS.

334. FEIEDE.ICH Gottlieb Klopsioce. Ejjic and Lyric Poet,
[Born at Quedlinburg, in Prussian Saxony, 172i. Died at Hamburgh, 180-3. Aged 79.]

Groethe said well of Klopstock, that to him German literature owed a debt
of gratitude, for he was in advance of his time, althoiigh he lived long
enough for his time to be in advance of him. He is the classical epic poet
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of Gfermany, as Milton of England, but with a dilference. Milton was
nurtured on the overfloAving bosom of English poesy. Klopstock had imbibed
no sTich strength at a native fount. The snblime utterance of the one still

reverberates through a world that is still the wiser and the better for the
heavenly strain. The sonoroiLs rhapsodies of the other already weary the
ear of the land on which they originally fell with weight and power. Few
were the admirers of England's blind poet when he sang "of Man's first

disobedience." To-day they are countless. When Klopstock published the
first part of "The Messiah," Germany Avas enthusiastic. The learned were
at his feet, kings craved his companionship, and the people worshipped a
prophet. To-day, a young German critic has the hardihood to say—mthovit
being stoned for his heresy—that Klopstock's poems are like nothing so

much as translations from some iiuknown author, by an erudite but some-
what unpoetical philologist. With the early admiration for the poet, was
mingled awe for the sanctity with which his subject had enveloped his person.

He became in a nation, what Pollock, the author of " The Course of Time,"
has been amongst a class. If he is noAv taken dovm from his undue eminence,
his just claims to respect must not be disregarded. If Luther constituted an
epoch in the moral and intellectual emancipation of his cotmtry, Klopstock
marked an era in the progress of her poesy. Eoth names are landmarks, in

the history of the language, as ctdtivated in the service of letters. The latter was,

also, a pioneer and a reformer. His odes are striking and lofty ; his learn-

ing extensive ; his piety fervent ; and his poetic sensibility profound. The
thirst of communing with the soul of his native Germany—since, a widely-

possessing enthusiasm—announced itself as a literaiy virtue, first in Klop-
stock's writings. It spoke in the selection of some of his themes ; but was
chiefly operative in his profound and enamoured study of the language which
begins, in his verse, to discover and lavish exuberant wealth.

[By Dauuecker.]

335. GoTTHOLD Ephsaim Lessixo. Man of Letters.

[Bom at Camentz, in Saxony, 1729. Died at Brunswick, 1781. Aged 52.]

A philosopher and a poet, but more of an investigator than of a creator.

Nevertheless, a strong renovator. He is named by Gennany of to-day
with gratitude, amongst those who loosened the old chains of imitation

irom her literature, and summoned her to think and to write, self-

conscious, from her OAvn deep and powerful spirit. Powei'lessly enough,
her drama, till his time, was borrowed from that of a people, geographically

divided from her by a river—-intellectually, her antipodes. Lessing showed
her, in place of Corneille and Eacine, a foreigner, in whose kindred veins

her own blood ran ; and called her to Nature and to herself, in calling her
to Shakspeaee. Lessing was a critic in plastic art ; Avitness his "Laocoon."
He was a fabulist of great invention, fancy, and humour : Avitness his
" Fables," which may take rank with those of iEsop. He Avas a dramatist
of skill, power, and pathos; witness his "Nathan the Wise," and his

"Emilia Galotti." AboA'e all, he was an independent thinker ; and a style

clear, precise, and masterly, runs through all his writings. He is one of

those novi elder classics through whom the language of the country has
risen into literary rank and service.

[By Ernst Eietsohel. Bronze. 1849. Erected by subsciiptiou at Bitmswick.
For furtlier account of this statue, see Handbook to Modern Sciilpture.
No. 200.]
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Chetstoph Wielajtd. Poet.

[Born in Suabia, 1733. Died 1S13. Aged SO.]

An exquisite artist in words, hereinresemblingtliough more enchanting than,
Lessing, -whose contemporary he was. He might seem to be a transitionist ; soft-

ening tlie passage from the imitative French school in Germany, to the pure
German, Or you may suspect that the foreign element is not French, hut
Italian, if modern,—or Attic, if ancient. For he was a student of classic

antiquity, and a lightness of grace, and a mobile sensibility to the beautiful,

which are not German, reign over his numerous writings in prose and verse.

'Some of his works are direct imitations from the Greek—as his Dialogues
after Lucian. His elaborate philosophical romance, " Agathon," lays the
iScene in old Greece. But his gift is an unrivalled ease in the flow of his
narrative verse—lively or serious—made alluring by perpetual representation
io the eye ; and roving with predilection amidst romantic scenes and adven-
tm-es. His poem of "Oberon" is a masterpiece in this kind. He seems
to have prepared for it in studying Ariosto, but engrafting upon the Italian
style the more picturesque of his own northern and later poetiy. The
qualities missed in this rich, enticing, and luxurious word-painter, ai-e

profound passion, intellectual might, and the more solemn contemplation
•of the universe, natural and spiritual. Wieland was a scholar : you feel the
influence of Ms reading at every step ; but the springs in Ms own bosom well
freely.

IThe original marble, by Schadow, is tlie property of Henry Cra;febe EoMnson, Esq.
of London. Plaxman declared it " a perfect work, never surpassed hj any
artist, living or dead." When Mr. Robinson visited Goethe at Weimar, and
informed him that he possessed this, bust, Goethe related the circumstances
•under which it had been lost to Germany, and added :

" You have made me
as happy as though I had recovered a lost child." Mr. Robinson promised
Goethe to bequeath the bust to the Pubhc LibraiT at Weimar, where Wieland
had lived for many years. One cast has been allowed to be taken for the
Crystal Palace ; and the mould has been destroyed.]

•337. JOHAJfiS' WOLFaATTG TOJT 0-OET3IB. Poet.
[Bom at Frankfort-on-the-Sain, in Germany, 1749. Died at Weimar in

Germany, 1832. Aged 83.]

Por comprehensiveness and grasp of thought, for profound knowledge of
tmnan life and deaHngs, for intellectual prowess, for intimate acquaintance
with various and opposing arts and sciences, Goethe stands alone in Eui-ope
throughout the period which he elevated by his presence and swayed by his
acMevements. He was a great poet, an excellent dramatist, a fine novelist,
a; skilled naturalist ; with chemistry, botany, and anatomy he was familiar.
In truth, it is not easy to limit the immense domain through which his giant
mind ranged at its Avill, conquering and acquiring wherever it touched. His
productions are voluminous, con-esponding to the wealth of his ovei-flowing
brain. His "Faust" predominates far above Ms other works in popular im-
pression. It is the onein whiehhe seems the most resolutelyto have committed
himself to liis siibject. Wild, audacious, lying as tMs does desperately out of
the Eeal and the Possiblfe, he throws himself into his enterprise, doino' it

justice, with all his gathered might. We have a feeling persuasion of this
having been Ms own favorite work, to wMch he most confided, yni\\ love, the
intimacies of his genius. The recogmtion of Faust, as a high work of art,

must, however, be restrained to the first part. In the second the poet seems
aa though self-bewitched. Certainly, Gfermany never has possessed so

X 2
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consimimate a master, in art, ofherwords. His lyrics are gems ofmusic. They
have thefelt charm of grace, rather than demonsti-able worth. In the verse of
Schiller itisthe other way. Ask of his Germanywhat constitiites the all-extolled

merit of Goethe, and you will hear for answer ;
—" He is the great world-

sage." But some of the elements of true wisdom he unquestionably lacked.
Admit all his strength, his knowledge, his skill, his intuition, and you
still miss the heart lodged by Mother Nature in the bosoms of Homerjl of
Shakspeare, of the compatriot and contemporary Schiller

;
which, warm and

large, embraced with loving and devout sympathy all that is great and high in
the souls of men. You desire, in many of his personages, the beating
pulses of simple, natural, human affection ; the exuberance of genial and
generous passion ;—in himself, the possessing and tyrannizing enthusiasm,
proper to the vowed follower of the Muse. His judgments of the world
show distinguished capacity, but his pictures are not generic representa-

tions of Man, either as reality gives him in experience to every one of us, or

as poesy would select him. Goethe promulgated speculations on plants and
colours that have been received into science. He made other speculations
dmiug his mighty and protracted career, Avhich passed into the spirit of
more than one generation, to influence, guide, advance, fashion, and direct it.

[By Alexander Frippel, 1789. Modelled from the life when Goethe was in Ms
prime. It was done at Eome, by order of the Prince "VValdeck, in whoso
castle at Aroldsen the original exists. Goethe at that time allowed his hair
to grow in all its natural luxuriance. "I remember him well," saj'S a
distinguished friend and covmtrjTuan of his ; "he was then as handsome as
ApoUo."]

337a. Johann Woli'gang toit Goethe. Foet.

[This bust is by Rauch, from the marble, dated 1820. It was a commission from
the Grand Duke of Saxe Weimar, and occupies its place in his palace. ]

337b, JOHAIOf "WOLEGA^TG- TOJiT GrOETHE. Foet.
[Tliis bust is from the colossal statue, the work of Steinhauser, executed by

order of the Grand Duchess of Saxe Weimar.]

338. Feiedeich Cheistoph yok Schiliee. Foet.

[Born at Marbach, in Germany, 1759. Died at Weimar, 1805. Aged 46.]

According to the Germans, Schiller stands second in the list of their
great poets, Goethe being the first ; but in the esteem of the rest of the
world, Schiller is pre-eminently the greatest of German poets. In univer-
sality, breadth and power, his genius yields to that of his illustrious rival

;

but in delicacy of perception, refinement of feeling, intense sympathy -with
the passions he represents, exquisite pm-ity of thought and diction, and in
the treatment of ideal beauty, he is without a competitor in his own country.
His manifest delight in the delineation of pure and generous characters is

not the least grateful of his excellences. His poetry is the bright intellectual

reflexion of his own chastened spirit, as the writings of Goethe constitute
the masculine and mighty expression of his essentially sensual nature.
The German stage was formed by Schiller, whose later tragedies gave to the
drama of his cotmtry a rank that it had never held before. At the outset
of his career Schiller studied law, then medicine ; and whilst his own tastes
would have led him to the pastoral office, he found himself, at the age
of 30, appointed to the Chair of History at Jena. His acknowledged greatest
work is the tragedy of " Wallenstein. " He died of consumption, and wa«
buried -with public honours. He conferred dignity upon the literature of his
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coiinta-y, and lielped, more tlian any other man of Ms time, to bring it

abreast of the poetry of other nations ; but the originality, beauty, and
force of his productions are not more worthy of contemplation, than the

aspiring grandeur and nobility of his moral character. He was the friend

and pupil of Goethe. The teacher was the more consummate artist, the

disciple was the purer man. Schiller exalts our idea of humanity, Goethe
lowers it.

[By Dannecker. Marble. 1805. The original was bequeathed by the artist to
King William of "Wiirtemberg, who presented it to the Museum at
Stuttgart.]

338a, Pkiedeich; Cheistoph yon Schillee, Poet.

[This colossal bust was executed by order of King Louis of Eavaria for the
Walhalla.]

339. LiTDWiG TiECK. Author.
[Born at Berlin, 1773. Recently deceased.]

A writer in literature and art, who has exercised a sensible influence

upon the minds of contemporary authors. His narratives reveal a powerful
imagination and a profound sense of the beautiful. In his "Zerbino" he
exhibited his ideas on general aesthetics. A visit to England in 1818 inspired

him with the idea of translating the plays of Shakspeare, and he undertook
this labour in conjunction with W. Schlegel. The translation is perhaps the

best that has ever been made in any language of our great poet. At the

early period of his literary career, Tieck delighted in the marvellon.s and
fantastic. In 1820, his genius took a new direction, and built upon an
historical foundation, and upon observation of actual life. The present
King of Prussia charged Tieck with the direction of the theatre at Berlin,

and conferred upon him a pension. Many of his works have been translated
into English—two by Bishop Thirlwall.

[By P. Tieck. Plaster. 1836. In the Lager-Haus. The original model was
done at Dresden.]

340. Behtholb ArEEBACH. Poet and Novelist.

[Born 1812. Still living.]

Of Jewish parents, and originally intended for theological pursuits.

Completing his education in 1832, he abandoned Eabbinical lore for the
study of history, philosophy, and general literature. In 1841, he published
a life of Spinosa, to whose doctrines he was deeply attached, and a trans-

lation of that philosopher's complete writings. In 1843, he produced a
much more popular and generally interesting work, '

' Yillage Histories of
the Black Forest," which has been translated into English, Dutch, and
Swedish. Since 1845, Auerbach has resided either at Weimar or Leipzig.

He is zealo^^s in the cause of popular education, and, during the commotions
of 1848, took part with the moderate democrats.

[By Ernst Eietschel. Medallion. 1847. In the possession of the sculptor.]

SCIENTIFIC MEN AND WRITERS.
341. JoHA^r^sT GiriEiN"BEEG. Inventor of Printing.

[Boi-n at Mayence, in Germany, between 1395 and 1400. Died there, 1468.]

iN;othing is known of the early history of Gutenberg, save that he was
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"born of a patrician family. In 1427, lie resided at Strasburgli. Wien and
•wkere Ms first attempt at printing was made, it is impossible to say, for he
BBTer affixed liis name, nor the date of printing to any of lus proclnctions.

About 1438 be first employed moveable types made of wood. In 1443, be
quitted Strasburgb, and returned to bis native place. Tbere be met witb
one John Faust, a ricb goldsmitb, and engaged with him to establish a
printing-press, Faust finding the money for the imdertaking. The press
was established, and then, for the first time, the Bible was priated in Latin.

Business went on i>rosperonsly for a time. But, four hundred years ago,

it fared \vith great discoverers and great speculations as at the present hour.
Faust had made large advances, and Gutenburg could not meet the claim.
The pair went to law

;
and, as it falls out in these cases, the goldsmith got

the verdict. He retained the business. Gutenberg was thrown upon the
world. There he found a friend, was set upon his feet, and established
another press. In 1837, a splendid monument, by Thorwaldsen, was erected to

the memory of Gutenberg in his native town, where the members of the
Gutenberg Society—to which many of the writers of the Rhenish provinces
belong—meet to celebrate his mighty discovery, and to do honour to his name.
Who shall fi.K the merit or assess the claims, or tell the influence exercised in
the world by the portentous labours, of

'
' The Inventor of Printiug ?

"

[By E. Von Launitz. Plaster. 1840. Modelled gr;ituitously by the ai-tist, for
the celebration of the invention of printing in 1840. For an account of the
very tine monument erected to Gutenberg at Frankfort by E. Von Launitz,
gee Fo, 175 of Handbook to Modern Sculpture.]

342. Immaistuel Kaistt. Metcqoliysician.

[Born at Konigsberg, in Prussia, 1724. Died there, 1S04. Aged 80.]

The founder of a new philosophy in Germany. After twelve years'

meditation, he produced, in the space of five months, his celebrated " Criticism

of Pure Reason." His main theory is, that there is only one source of

knowledge, viz., the union of subject and object ; that is to say, our know-
ledge is partly mental, parily physical,—one half of it coming from the
mind, or subject, the other half from the object. The mind has its

own forms which it gives to objects. Time and space are forms of the

mind, not things existing out of it. By thus restoring to mind its inde-

pendent activity he was able to oppose Locke, proving that we have ideas

independently of experience, and to oppose Hume, by proving that these

ideas have a character of universality, necessity, and irresistibility. Hume
insisted that the understanding is treacherous. Kant declared it is only

limited. For a time, Kant's philosophy superseded every other system in

the Protestant Universities of Germany, A man of high intellectual endow-

ment; his life rigorously philosophical. He lived and died a type of the

German Professor. The cathedi-al clock of Konigsberg, which town he

never once quitted dujring his long life, was not more punctual, it was said,

than Immanuel Kant.

[By Pried. Hagemann. The original in marble is in the University of

Konigsberg. F. Hagemann was a pupil of G. Schadow ; he was born in 1773,

and died at Berlin in 1806. He executed this bust at Konigsberg.]

343. Heikrich Pestalozzi. Educator.
[Born in Switzerland, 1745. Died there, 1827. Aged 82.J

In a year of great dearth and distress to a Swiss Canton, he found himself

in charge of half a hundred ragged and wretched children—^ia an empty
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bam for a sctool

—

with, liardly "bread for tliem and liim, and wholly without
boohs, or any other usual implements of that industry ; hut with a heart
yearning and overflowing in love towards his little helpless ones, and with
an intellect singularly given to resolve the complex forms of knowledge into

the primitive elements fitted, by their evidence and their simplicity, for the
tender and opening mind to receive. So driven and so gifted "he made
every child its own book." These emphatic words of the narrative tell the
secret of that genius with which he afterwards renovated instruction for the
schools of Europe. To draw forth power-—^to invite the native energies

into spontaneous action—^to lead on the pupil, step after step, in creating

thought, in investigating and constructing, how slowly soever, knowledge
for himself—^to foster intelligence under the kindliest influences, like a plant
that wins growth in dews and sunshine, in soft airs and showers—was the
new and liviug scholastic art which Pestalozzi opposed to the old tyranny of

inflexible rote, rule, and routine. But intellectual training alone, he held
for vain and pernicious. The roots must strike and feed in the soil of the
religious, rightly-governed will.

[Marble. 1809. A -commission from King Louis of Bavaria. The orio-inal is in
tlie Wallaalla.]

343. * JoHANN Petek Fsaitk. Physician.

[Born at Eotalben, in Gemiany, 10.5. Died at Vienna, 1821. Aged 76.]

One of the greatest practical physicians that Gfermany has produced.
In 1779, he published the first volume of his most famous work, the
"System of Medical Police," which he states to have cost him ten j^ears

intense study. \Yas Professor of medicine at Gottingen. In 1795, invited

to Yienna by the Emperor with commission to reform the medical department
of the army. In 1804, charged by the Emperor Alexander with the forma-
tion of a chemical school at Wilna ; and subsequently received many tempting
ofi'ors from Napoleon to establish liimself in France. Has written many
interesting works in connexion mth his profession ; but his fame as a writer
rests upon the publication already mentioned.

[The bust, which is to come, is by Ranch, in bi'onze. 1841. Tlie original
belongs to the monimicnt raised to Frank by subscription, in, the House of
the OrjDhaus at Halle on the Saale.]

344. Fe,iede.ich HEiifEicH Jacobi. PJiilosopJier and Poet.
[Born at Diisseldorf, 1743. Died at Munich, 1819. Aged 76..]

The son of a merchant whose business he followed in spite of his gi-eat

fondness for literature, until an of&cial appointment in his native city

enabled him to devote his whole time to study. In 1777, he published
"Eriendslup and Love," a philosophical poem, and in the same year was
invited to Munich, where he was made Privy Councillor. In 1781, he
had a sharp controversy with Mendelssohn, respecting the doctrines of

Spinosa. In 1S04, he assisted in the formation of the Academy of
Sciences at Munich, of which institution he became President in 1807.
His work published in 1811, upon "Divine Things and Revelation," in-
volved him in bitter discussion with ScheUing. Jacobi was a philosophical
critic, rather than the founder of a distinct philosophical system, and his
polemical works did good service to philosophy by weeding false theories
from systems already m existence. He was an honest, diligent, and pene-
trating incLidrer after truth, and carried a reverent mind and a siacerity
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of purpose into all liis mTest3gation!3. He affirmed that all our knoTv--

ledge of tlie divine world comes by spiritual intuition, and that all demon-
strative systems tend to fatalism.

[By Tieck, 1S09. In plaster. Modelled at Munich, and now in the Eoyal
Museum, Berlin.]

345. Albeecht Thade. Physician and Agriculturist.
[Bom at Celle, in Hanover, 1752. Died at Mo3glin, near Frankfort, 1S2S. Aged 70.]

Educated for the medical profession at Grottingen, where in 1774, he took
his doctor's degree. From his youth iipwards of a serious and reflective turn,
engaged in philosopMcal studies, and in brooding over plans for the ameliora-
tion of liis kind. He passed some time in England, at the University of
Oxford, and there attracted the notice of George III., to whom he "was
appointed Physician in Ordinaiy. After making "a pedestrian tour through
England, he visited Scotland, and closely investigated the system of agri-
culture there pursued. Henceforth he belonged to agricultural science. In
1794, he published his introduction to English agriculture. Retiring to
Celle upon the death of his father, he founded in his native place an
institution for the education of young agricultiuists. Implements instantly
improved, and a rational system of cultivation spread throughout the
Communes bordering on that of Celle. Invited to Berlin, he quitted
Hanover in 1804. Obtaining a property at Mceglin on the Oder, tlu-ough
the generosity of the King of Prussia, he began a coiu-se of oral
instruction in agriculture to classes of youth collected from all parts of
Grermany. His Institution rapidly rose to the rank of an Academy, and all

its Professors were paid by the Prussian government. As an agricultural
m-iter, the name of Thaer is worthy of being placed beside that of our own
Arthur Young, and of the meritorious Frenchman, Olivier de Serres. He is

the reformer of husbandry in his own country, and an enlightened expounder
of the great principles upon which;^ agricultural prosperity^in modern times
I'ests.

[By Carl Wichmann. Marble. In the possession of Tliaer's family at Mceglin.]

34C. Samuel Hah^temais^jt. Fhysician and Founder of IIomceoiKithy.
[Born at Meissen, in Saxony, 1755. Died in Paris, 1843. Aged 88.]

He began life under good auspices. His father, a porcelain painter, an
upright and instructed man, ia straitened circumstances, is said to have
been assiduous in inculcating upon him his own principles of integrity. When,
imable to support further the expenses of his education, he was about putting
him to a trade, the Meissen professors, struck by the lad's talents, resolved
to continue his education gratuitously, ansl afterwards obtained for him the
same favour at Leipzig. He embarked in his profession, and gained such
distinction, that for a whole twelvemonth, during the illness of the celebrated
"Wagner, all the hospitals of Dresden were placed under his direction. His
eminence offered the fau-est prospects, when he was visited by a growing
distrust of the science which he practised. He found in it no settled and
commanding principles. He saw the ablest men, groping their way between
experience and conjecture. One law, as he thought, dawned on him ; that
the cure of the disease is to be effected by the same agent which, in the
healthy body, would have produced it. On this basis he re-constructed
medicine, giving to his new system the name of "Homoeopathy," or "The
Science of Like Affections." His disciples devoted themselves to the creation
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of a suitable Materia Medica, by experimenting upon their own bealtliy
bodies ; and it is a second discovery of Halmemann, if a discovery, tbat
infinitesimal doses may be eifectnal in tlie cure of disease. The system
of Hahnemann waged T\'ar to the knife, and it met v.n.th. war to the knife.
As an historical point it is worthy of remark, that Homoeopathy has spread,
and is spreading, its conquests. The honesty of the founder may stand on
the single plain fact, that by denouncing and renouncing established doctrines,
he stepped down from the safe height of his profession, into hazard of the
poverty wLich he had tasted, and from which he had laboriously risen.

[By Eaucli. Tho original bust is in marble, in the Library at Bremen.]

346a. SAiruEL HAHNEiiAisrif. Physician and Founder ofHomceopathy.
[This is a colossal bust representing the homoeopathist at a more advanced age.J

347. HEiyjiiCH WiLHELu: Mathias Olbees. Astronomer.
[Eom at Abergen, in Germany, 1758. Died at Bremen, in Germany, 1840.

AgedS2.],

In 1779, whilst studying medicine at Gottingen, he became known as an
astronomer by his observations on the comet of that year. He then dis-
covered a new method of calculating the orbits of comets. In 1802, he
discovered the planet PaUas ; and in 1807, after an arduous search of
three years, the planet Vesta. Olbers was by profession a physician, and
he divided his time between the practice of medicine, and the pursuit of his
darling study. His observatory was the most complete kno%vn in Germany
at his time. He wrote but little, and his works are on abstruse subjects.
His valuable library was purchased at his death by the Emperor of Russia,
and deposited in the University of Pultowa.

[For description of this statue, see Handbook to Modem Scidpture.]

348. EniEDEicH AuGUSTirs "Wolf. Philologist.

[Born at Hainrode, in Germany, 1759. Died at Marseilles, 1824. Aged 65.]

Son of the organist of Haim-ode. In 1777, he entered the University of
Gottingen, where he gave private lessons to his fellow-students in English
and Greek, and published an edition of Shakspeare's Macbeth. In 1807, he
went to Berlin, and took an active part in the foundation of the University
shortly afterw^ards created there. Is honourably knoMTi to litei-ature, for
his erudite and admirable editions of the classical authors, and for his bold
elucidation of many obscure points in ancient learning. His most celebrated
work, the "Prolegomena ad Homerum," published in 1795, was directed
to overthrowing the opinion, previously universal, which saw in the " Iliad,"
the entire creation of a single mind. He argues that it is the contexture of
distinct traditionary songs, the productions, probably, of many distinct
singers : thus dissolving at once the unity of the poem and of the poet,
and making out of one many Homers. An earlier suspicion had already
separated the authorship of the "Iliad" and the "Odyssey." Both
questions are still in full debate amongst the learned. He may be regarded
as the founder of the modem philological school of Germany ; and his
"Prolegomena" undoubtedly exercised a greater influence upon modern
scholarship than any work that has yet appeared.

IBy E. Tieek. Marble. 1822. In the Eoyal TJuivoraity, Berlin.]
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349. JoHAN]^- G-OTTLIEB FlCHTE. PUUsojjJier and Metaphysician.
[Born at Eammenau, in Germany, 1762. Died at Berlin, 1814. Aged 52.]

He was an liumble private teacher in Leipzig wlien lie first made acquaint-
ance with the writings of Kant, who>se views he eagerly adopted and
cherished. He subsequently (1792) introduced himself to Kant by a work
which he wrote in eight days, "A Critique upon every possible Revelation."
This publication procured for its author the Chair of Philosophy at Jena, in
1793, wliich he was obliged to resign in consequence of his heterodox religious
principles. Finding an asylum in Prussia, he was appointed to the PlxUoso-
phical Chair first at Erlangen, then at Berlin. In 1813, he joined a coi-ps

of volimteers, and took part in the memorable campaign of that year, his
wife accompanying him, and performing many heroic and womanly services
to the wounded. Husband and wife both took fever in the discharge of
their duties, and died. It has been said of Fichte that he erected the
temple which Kant declined to bTxild. His great aim was to construct a
science out of Consciousness, and to found upon it a system of morals. He
endeavoxu-ed to establish the identity of Being and Thought, and is there-
fore the great advocate of Idealism, which, however, he understood in a
different sense from that taught by Berkeley. According to his theory,

the realization of the world is the complete development of ourselves

—

wliich should tend to the beautiful, the useful, and the good. His life

and death were both honoiirable to his nature. Before he died, he was
doomed to see his system in a great measure superseded by that of
Schelling.

[Bust by Ludwig Wichmann. Marble. The origiiial is in the hall of the
University of Berlin. Executed for the University.]

350. Cheistoph Wilhexm Htjeelaistd. Physician.
[Born at Langensalze, in Saxony, 1762. Died, 1S36. Aged 74.]

Professor of medicine at Jena in 1793, and physician to the King of
Prussia. The author of several works, the most celebrated being

'

' The Art
of prolonging Human Life," a book translated into many languages. His
fame in liis own country was very great, and he is styled the Nestor of

Grei-man practitioners.

[By Eauch. Mai'ble. 18S8. A commission from the University of Berlin,
wliere tlie original exists.]

351. Alexajtdek YO^r Humboldt. Naturalist and Traveller.

[Born at Berlin, 1769. Still living.]

The mighty traveller of our own day. Pilled with literature and science,

as if he had spent one life in the library, the laboratory, and the obser-

vatory, he performed the work of another in treading visited and unvisited
plain, valley and mountain of the eastern and western hemisphere

;
uniting

an ardour of spirit and a vigoiir of intellect rarely mated, and not often, singly

matched. An author of books that have advanced existing science, and the

creator of new sciences. His writings, conveyiag an account of his world-

wide journeys and scientific exploits, and treating profoundly and originally

of general physics, zoology, comparative anatomy, astronomy, mineralogy,

magnetism, and botany, are without parallel for richness of materials, and
in respect of their value as manuals for all enlightened explorers of the

marvels of nature. After a life of almost superhuman labour, and incon-
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ceivable results, the grey-headed sage sums up the diligence of his
lengthened years, in a sun^ey AyMeh registers, along every line of human
iaquiry, the point of progress attained in the contemplation of the Universe,

—

the first half of the teeming nineteenth century having elapsed. Who else

could have achieved—who but he cotild have attemjjted—the Atlantean
service ? Who but the philosopher, to whom the whole cycle of the physical
sciences is fiimiliar—who wslks hand in hand, a friend and fellow-labourer,

with their most distinguished inquirers ? Who but the scholar, before whose
eyes the lore of old time lies unrolled ? Who but the workman whose strength

, toil cannot quell, and whose fire age does not quench ?—Spread his "Kosmos"
before a young and ardent intelligence, which has just then accomplished its

regular liberal nurture, and say "Read and comprehend." The comprehen-
sion exacted will, when acquitted, have added an education.

[By Eauolu Executed in marfelp at Rome, 1823.]

351a. Aiexandes yon Humboldt. Naturalist and Traveller.
{This medallion, by F. Tieck, was modelled gratuitously for a medal struck at

the expense of those who had attended a course of lectures delivered bj^
Humboldt, and by them presented to him,]

352, GoTTFEiED Heumank-. PMMogist and Critic.

[Born at Leipzig, 17^2. Still living. •]

This distinguished scholar evinced, at a very early age, a taste for
classical literature, but was compelled by his father to study law at Jena.
Returning to his native city, he resolved to abandon the career of juris-

prudence for that of literature. In 1798, he became Professor of philosophy.
The foundation of his reputation was his fine work on Greek metres,
weU. known to English students. He translated "The Clouds" of Aristo-
phanes, and some tragedies of Euri]3ides and Sophocles, His academic
dissertations are mxmerous, and his Latin poems are admirable specimens of
antique composition. Hermann has rendered invaluable service to the cause
of letters. Goethe said of him, that he was "a true S^avant, for he
knew how to renew the old and to revive the dead." Dr. PaiT placed him
at the head of the great contemporary critics.

[By Ernst Eietschel. Marble. 1846. Executed for the University of Leipzig,
and phieed in the hall there.]

353. rKTEDEiCH 'WiLiiELii JosEPH YOif ScHELLiifG-. Metaphysician.
[Born at Leonberg, in Germany, iTTo. Still living.]

At Leipzig, where he studied medicine and philosophy,' became the pupil of
Fichte. Afterwards filled Pichte's vacant Chair at Jena, where he lectured with
great success. Continued in Bavaria until 1842, when hewas invited by the King
of Prussia to Berlin. Is stillthere, occupying as lectiirer the philosophical Chair
once h.eld by Hegel. Is often styled the German Plato. It has been suggested
that he should rather be called the Gennan Plotinus. SchelUng proclaims the
incapacity of reason to solve the problems of philosophy, and calls in the aid
of a higher faculty— "intellectual intuition." He is the founder of a new
school of scientific thinkers, called the Natxwe PMlosoxjhevs, of whom Oken
is the most illustrioiis example. He treats Newton's speculations upon light
with disdain, although they have led to many practical discoveries. SchelUng'

s

views on light and philosophy, generally, -will probably lead to little more
than endless disputation. His works, nevertheless, indicate a vivid imagina-
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tion conjoined -witli suMle dialectics. Coleridge, in Ms pliilosophical writings,

has often adopted and adapted tlie ideas of Schelling. In many respects,

Schelliag's head and face resemble those of Socrates,

[By J. Halbig. Marble. 1852. Tlie original is in the Eoyal Palace at Mtinich.
It was executed by order of King Maximilian II. J

354. Jah Jacob Behzelius. Chemist,

[Born at OstgotMand, in Sweden, 1779. Died at Stockholm, lS-18. Aged 69.]

The son of a village schoolmaster, and educated for the medical profession.

Cultivated with ardour the science of chemistry, which then scarcely drew
the attention of the medical student. Appointed Professor of Chemical

Pharmacy in the University of Stockholm, and retained the Chair for the

space of foi-ty-two years. At home and abroad he attained to great honour

and distinction. In Sweden he was made a noble, and he could boast of

comiexion with eighty-eight scientific societies of Eiirope and America, His

patient investigations helped largely to lay the foundations of organic

chemistry; and to him pre-eminently belongs the honour of applying the

great principles of inorganic chemistry. He invented the use of symbols

for chemical formnlse, an invaluable method of representing chemical

changes ; and was as distinguished for his researches in analytical chemistry,

as for his philosophical views of the science. His personal appearance was

that of a strong, healthy man, and gave no indication of his intellectual

power. An early riser, devoting all his mornings to his scientific labours,

and his evenings to social relaxation. He w^as beloved in Stockholm,

[By Ranch. Marble. 1822.]

355. SuLPiTZ BoisseeiSe. ArcMtect and Archceohgist.

[Bom at Cologne, 1775. Still living.]

A man to whom, as to his brother, Germany is indebted for oae of

its most intei-esting and valued picture galleries. The two brothers, and a

friend named Bertram, in 1803, formed a resolution to collect the artistic

antiquities of Germany, and for years all three pursued their object with the

utmost vigour, intelligence, and zeal. In 1814 "The Boisseree Collection"

already reckoned 200 works of art, and was arranged at Cologne. It was
ultimately transferred to Stuttgart, on the invitation of the King of Wnr-
temburg. Many valuable masterpieces of old masters were thus brought to

light. In 1827, the collection was ceded to Loxiis, King of Bavaria, for 120,000

dollars, and in 1836 conveyed to Munich, in which city Sulpitz and his

brother established themselves. A writer upon the '

' Architectural Monn-
ments of the Lower Rhine," and an indefatigable, as well as a successful,

day labourer in the field of his early and later discoveries.

[Bust. Plaster. By L. Schwanthaler. ISiO. The original is in the Palace at
Munich.]

356. Petee Kaspah "Wilheim Bettth. Memher of the CoimcU oj-

State in Prussia.

[Born 1782. Died 1853. Aged 71.]

Director in Berlin of the Government department of trade, commerce, and
buildings, and head of the Great Industrial Society of Prussia. In his

public service he endeavoured to advance the principles of Free-trade,

and always acted upon the idea that the regulative intervention of
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govemment in matters of commerce sKoTild be resti-icted to cases of general

danger. He established many useful institutions in connexion with his

department, and caused the issue of several works of instruction for indus-

trial schools and for artisans. He also introduced into Prussia valuable

impi-ovements in manufactures, brought home by himself from the United
States, England, and France, into wliich countries he had travelled. An
active promoter of enlightened industry.

[By F. Tieck. 1847. Modelled for a large gold medal sti-uok by tlio Great
Society for the Encoixragement of Industry in Berlin, and presented to
Mr. Bouth.]

357. Kahl Gtitstat Caetjs. Physician and Anatomist.
[Box-n at Leipzig, 1790. Still living.]

The son of a paiuter. Intended for a dyer,—he devoted liimself to the
study of chemistry

;
but, widening his sphere, applied himself to medicine,

and, subsequently, to anatomy. In 1811, appoiated to the Chair of Com-
parative Anatomy in Leipzig

;
and, in 1815, to the Directorship of Clinical

Midwifery, at the Medico-Surgical Academy of Dresden. Has acquired great
reputation by his lectures on Psychology. Also a painter of considerable
talent, and tlae author of numerous works on Medicine, and upon Art, His
Letters on Landscape-painting are valuable to artists ; their merit was recog-

nised by Gfoethe. No less important is his book on the *
' Proportions of the

Human Body,"—^just published. In him severe science and beautiful art

—

a rare union—are happily combined.

[By Ernst Rietscliel. Plaster. 1846. In the possession of the sculptor.]

358. Kahl Gtjtzeow. Journalist and Dramatist.
[Bom at Berlin, 1811 . Still living. ]

A German author, who, after the breaking out of the Revolution of 1830,
exerted himself to advance the interests of his countrymen by publishing one
work against Revelation, for which he received three months' imprisonment,
and another against Marriage, which was scarcely issued before he himself
entered the marriage state. The dramas of Gutzkow have fared better than
his polemical writings, some of his plays being very popular. He is a pro-
lific author, and has cleverness and wit, which he brings to the illustration

of every topic of the day ; but his vanity and conceit surpass his abilities,

and perpetually mislead him.

[By Ernst Rietschel. Plaster. 1850. In the possession of the sculptor.]

SOLDIERS AND STATESMEN.

359. riAisrs Joachim yof Ziethbk". Prussian General.

[Bom at Ruppin, in Gei-many, 1699. Died at Berlin, 1786. Aged 87.]

One of the bravest and best of the great Frederic's generals. Served
with great honour in the campaign of Silesia, 1742 ; secured the victory of
Hennesdorf by the eminent skill displayed in the retreat from Bohemia. As
lieutenant-general, made the campaign in Sa,xony, 1756, and won further
distinction in 1760 at Torgau. When 80 years old still eager for action, and
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kept ottt of battle only by ihe kind interdict of tlie king. He died honoured

by Ms sovereign, beloved by bis inferiors, and worshipped with enthixsiastic

admiration by the great mass of the people. Frederic the Great was fond

of proposing military problems to his of&cei'S, asking them, in such or such

an imaginary situation,—" What would you do ? " to wliich the other officers

replied, as they best might. All that he could ever get from old Ziethen

was : "Sire, only let me see the enemy coming, and I shall know well

enough what to do with him."—So he did..

360. GebHAEDT LebEECHT VOJT BlTTCHEE, PbIITCE op "WAnLSTADT.
Prussian Meld Marshals

[Born at Eostock, in Germany, 1742. Died iu Silesia, 1819. Aged 77.]

First entered the Swedish annj'. Taken prisoner by the Prussians, whom
he joined, but expelled from this service for duelling and dissipation. Retired

to the coimtry, married, and, after fourteen years' quiet, returned to the army
as Major of the very regiment which he had quitted a.s Captam. Then com-

menced a glorious military career, proudly terminating with his opportune

appearance on the field of Waterloo. In 1814, visited England with the

allied sovereigns, and was enthusiastically received. A rough and fearless

soldier, brave, honest, free, beloved by his comrades, devoted to his country,

and a bitter hater of his country's foes. As a general, daring, reckless, and

impetuous, to the detriment of otherwise high military qualifications. In

temper he was vehement and irascible, and an ardent lover of pleasure. His

soldiers gave him the nickname of "Marshal Forwards."

[Bust, hj Eauch. 1816. Marble. This is the bust presented by King Frederic
William III. to the Duke of Wellington, and is iu the gallery at Apsley
ilou.se. The large intaglio (No. 360a) is from the monument at Kriblowitz, a
small village near the city of Kant, in Silesia, and about ten English. miles from
Breslau. It was erected about six years ago by order of King Frederic
William IV. of Prussia, and is designed after the ancient Roman sepulchre of

Ceecilia Metella, but on a smaller scale, being thirty feet high. It is

constructed entirely of granite, and the ceiling is formed of one large block.

A marble sarcophagus within contains the remains of Blucher. The monu-
ment at Lowcnberg, on the i-iver Bober in Silesia, was erected by King
Frederic William IV. to commemorate the battle of Katsbacb, won by
Blucher over the French in 1813. It consists of a colossal bust in marble
upon a pedestal of grey marble, bearing an inscription. The bust, No. 360b,

was sculptured by Berger, a pupil of Eauch's, after the head of tlie colossal

statue in bronze by Ranch, which, stands in the Place at Breslau.]

360a. GrEBHAEDT Lebeecht TOiiT Bluchee, Peince of Wahlstadt.
JPrussian Field Marshal.

360b. GrEBHAEET LeBEECHT YON BeTJCHEE, PEIlSrCE OF WAHLSTADT.
Prussian Field 3Iarslial.

361. Eeieeeich "Wilhelm Btjiow. Prussian General.

[Born in Mecklenburgh, 1755> Died at Konigsberg, 1816. Aged 61.]

A brave man and a distinguished general. He fought under Elucher in the

battles of Eylau, Friedland, and Tilsit. In 1813, he thi-ee times saved

Berlin from the advancing French army. He was in the great battle of

Leipzig ; and in 1815, he repulsed Yandamme and Grouchy on the heights of

Wavre. The marvellous rapidity with which he brought up his division to

the field of Waterloo won high, commendation &om the Duke of Wellington.
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He bad great taste in the Fine Arts, and a cultivated mind. He comi3osed
some pieces of sacred mn^ic, -which have been much admired.

[By Baucli. Bronze. 1824. In ttio Pleasm-c Garden near tlie Palace at
Potsdam.

362. Eakl Baeo:^ Yon Stehst. Prussian Minister of State.

[Born at Nassau, 1756. Died 1831. Aged 75.]

A great Minister of modem times. Though rougli and uncouth in his
manners, his honour was unimpeachahle, his integrity withoxit a flaw, and
his devotion to tlie interests of Prussia patriotic and enlightened. He was
Prussian Minister of Finance in 1804 : hut resigning in consequence of some
differences with the King, he retired to his patrimony in Nassau, Thence
recalled after the peace of Tilsit, he resumed his functions, and commenced
a series of great social, economical, and material reforms, which led directly

to the resuscitation of the Prussian monarchy, and to her present eminence.
Napoleon, jealous of the useful activity of this Minister, demanded and
ohtained his exile. In 1813, the banished man proceeded to St. Petersburg,
where his counsels directed the Emperor Alexander through the crisis of that
dreadful year. Nor did Prussian interests suffer, in "consequence of the
sagacious advice tliat came from time to time to Berlin from the exile's

retreat in Couiiantl.

363. Gebblisdt Dayid ScuAEyHOEST. General,

[Born in Hauover, 1756. Died at Prague, 1813. Aged 57.]

A very distinguished general of his day. He served first in the
Hanoverian service, then in the army of the King of England, and finally in
that of Prussia. In the war with France, in 1806, he contribiited greatly
to the brilliant retreat on Liibeck, effected by Blucher. After the peace of
Tilsit, he was named President of the Commission for the re-organization of
the Prussian army, and his energy and wisdom enabled Prussia to bring a
finely appointed army of 200,000 men into, the field, after Napoleon's Rus-
sian reverses. He was wounded at Lutzen, and died at Prague shortly
afterwards. In 1804, he had been appointed by the King of Prussia, con-
jointly ^"ith Baron Knesebeck, instructor to the Prince Royal : and at one
time of his hfe he wrote several works on military subjects, which gained
him great repute.

[By Raucli. Modelled in 1819, and executed in bronze by order of King Frederic
William III. It stands in the Pleasure Garden near the Eoyal Palace at
Potsdam. A colossal bust, taken from the same model, was done by Ranch,
by order of King Louis of Bavaria, for the Walhalla.]

364. YoscK, CorKT yojST WASTEifBTiEG. Prussian Field Marshal.
[Born at Konigsberg, 1759. Died 1830. Aged 71.]

One of the ablest Prussian generals in the wars with Napoleon,
He fought under the British flag in the American revolution. When com-
manding subsequently in the Prussian service, he concluded in 1812, on his
own responsibility, the celebrated Convention which separated the Prussian
troops from the French, and proved one of the main causes of Napoleon's
overthrow. He gained many victories at various times, and was honoured
with the title of Wartenburg for the battle fought at that place. In 1821,
he was created Field-Marshal. A brave man, endowed wit^ great military
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talent ; a slLrewd observer of men, ambitioiis, yiolent, yet devoted to his

country.

[By Rauch. Bronze. 1818. In tlie Pleasure Garden near the Palace at
Potsdam.]

365. PitiEDEiCH Heixiiich YON" KoLLEJ^DOEP. Prussian Field-
Marshal.

[Born at Berliu, 1763. Died there, 1823. Aged 60.]

A distinguislied Prussian officer. Commanded a brigade in the Prussian
contingent to Napoleon's disastrous expedition to Russia, and bore an
lionoxirable part in tbe wars subsequently undertaken against Napoleon.

Accompanied Frederic William of Prussia on Ms visit to England. He died

on tlie same day as Buonaparte. All the sovereigns of tlie coalition had
conferred honours npon Mm, and Napoleon Mmself decorated liim mtlx the

cross of the Legion of Honoiu'.

[By Rauch. Bronze. 1819. In the Pleasure Garden near the Palace at
Potsdam.]

366. Attgusttis, Count Heedaei de G-neisenatt. Field-Ifarshal.
[Born at Schilda, in Upper Saxony, IIQO. Died at Posen, in Pi-ussia, 1832. Aged 72.]

An eminent soldier, who served first under the Margrave of Anspach-
Bayreuth ; then in the English, then in the Prussian service. On the return

of Napoleon from Elba, he was placed at the head of Blucher's staff, and
was mainly instrumental in bringing up the Prussian troops at Waterloo,

where he ably conducted the pursuit. In 1831, took the command of the

Prussian ai-my on the breaking out of the Polish insurrection, and died of

cholera the same year. A great master of strategy.

[By P. Tieck. Bronze. 1821. In the Pleasm-e Garden neai- the Palace at
Potsdam.]

367. Kael Wilhelm Baeon" yojS" Humboldt. Statesman and
Philologist.

[Born at Potsdam, in Prussia, 1767. Died near Berlin, 1835. Aged 68.]

In William Von Humboldt the Mghest qualities of a scholar were united to

the talents of a statesman and man of the world. He discharged the func-

tions of Ambassador at Vienna and in London, and served Ms country on
more than one grave and diplomatic mission. He was extensively learned in

languages dead and living ; but that is common in Gfermany. His origincdity,

as a philologist, lies in a delicacy of abstruse thought—^a philosophical vein, as
fine as profound, which he brings to bear on all questions of the literary

field, from the rigid investigation of grammatical forms and laws, to the most
feeling and comprehensive criticisms of taste. A rare power of sifting

analysis, a strong impulse to tread, alone and self-guided, unfrequented
groimds, and an eye to seek out new truth on ground the most trodden, may
be read in Ms various masterly writings. He was a poet also.

[Modelled by Thorwaldsen, at Rome, in 1807. It has since been executed in
marble by order of King Frederic William III., and placed in the Museum
at Berlin.]

368. Heeman^b' Yon Botek. Prussian 3£inister of ¥/ar.

[Born at Kreutzburg, in Prussia, 1771.]

Commenced his military career as corporal in an infantry regiment, 1781^
and gradually rose until, in 1799, appointed StalF-Captain. In his youth a
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great studeiit of tlie works of Frederic tlie Great; and from 1794 to 1796,
dming tlie Avar Avitk Poland, the adjutant and friend of the celebrated

Greneral Von Giinther, wiiose military disciple he became, and whose memoirs
he subsequently composed. In his twenty-eighth year he 'wrote a treatise

upon military law, which eminently conduced to the more humane treatment

and greater comfort of the common soldier. Served in all the later wars
against Napoleon. Major-general at the Peace of Paris, when he became
Minister of War. In that eajjacity, established in connexion with the service

a number of organic laws, vfhich display great practical wisdom, and a
manly consideration for the well-being of the array, lletired from office in

1819, and occupied himself in literary pursuits. Reinstated by the present

King of Prussia in 1841, he at once pursued liis former energetic course of

improvement on behalf of his coun.try and of its loyal defenders, to the
great joy of the soldiers, and with the honoiu', good-will, and affection of

the people.

[By Hopfgarten. The original bronze is in the Palace at Potsdam.]

369. Otto-Eeodos Ekeihees yois' Makteufeel. Frussian Minister.

[Born, 1805. Still living.]

Educated at the University of Halle. In 1827, went to Berlin, where he
was employed in the Administration. In 1841, appointed Chief Counsellor
of State and Director of the Home Department in the government of Kon-
igsberg. When, in 1847, the first united Prussian Chamber met, Manteuffel
powerfully defended the existing system against the liberal attempts of the
day ; and in April, 1848, protested and voted against universal suffrage. In
November, 1848, appointed chief Administrator for Brandenburg, since which
time his ministerial activity has become matter of Prussian history. Man-
teuffel took an active part in framing the constitution of December 5, 1848.
After the death of Count Brandenburg, he was entrusted pro^dsionally with
the direction of foreign affairs ; and in 1850 was elected President of State.
He is in high, favour with the king, but not so popular with the liberal
party.

[By VoUgold. Bron^je. 1850. In tho Pleasm-e Garden near the Palace at
Potsdam. First executed by the artist for his own gratification, lias since
been cast in bronze by order of King Frederic William IV.]

370. CoujTT Joseph Radetzxt. Austrian General.

[Born in Bohemia, 1766. Still living.]

Has been a soldier, and in active service, for upwards of seventy years.
He took part in the great struggle against Napoleon. In 1809, distinguished
himself at Agram, and in the battles of 1813, 1814, and 1815, won fresh
laurels. In 1822, appointed Commander-General of the Lombardo-Venetian
kingdom. His last great service for Austria was after the Revolution of 1848,
when he opposed and defeated the vacillating attempts made by Charles
Albert of Sardinia, on behalf of Italian liberty. When it is said that
Radetzky is a brave soldier, an able general, a loyal subject, and, as many
aver, a courteous gentleman, his claims to respect are enumerated. He is

rigid and severe, if not cruel, as he is certainly regardless of all human
considerations that presume to interpose between him and the duty which
he owes as a soldier to his king.

[By Eauch. Considered to be a very exact likeness.]
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PRELATES AND THEOLOGIANS.

371, Maetijt Lxtthee. The Great Reformer.
[Bom at Bisleben, in Saxony, 1483. Died there, 1546. Aged 63.]

The Lion cf tlie Reformation. One of the men who, hy coniing to their

time, have made an epoch in the Avoiid's history. AssnrecUy the abuses of

Rome,—in her second supremacy, as the spiritual mistress of the world,

—

must have aroused their effectual I'emedy ; for partial resistances, before

Luther rose, showed how deeply the miad of mankind resented and resisted

the oppression and the spiritual malversation, and how fast the time was
ripening for general revolt, Europe, srace the overthrow of the Roman
Empire, had been gradually rising with the inward vigour of her renewed
life. The restored study of classical letters came as a powerful external impiilse.

Rome had but slowly established her domination, and only then securely given
herself up to licence. Thus the strengtihening of the evil on the one hand, and
of the resisting life on the other, met : and then Luther came. He was fit

for his Herculean labour. He had stepped from the very heart of the people,

a,nd his strong natm-e bespoke his hardy origin. He was fearless as one who
could not feel fear ia the midst of the most terrible danger ; he was zealous

as one who laboui's under the sense of Divine appointment, who knows that

to die may be to live, to live may be to suffer worse than death : and vfho

rejoices equally at every turn of fortime. He was threatened with the stake :

he persisted in his crusade all the more for the menace. The Pope excom-
municated him in the face of all the world. He denoimced the Pope before as

large an audience. The Pope publicly burned all his writings i he publicly

I'lurned the Bull of excommunication, the Canon Law, and the Pope's Decretals.

Before Lxither died,—and he fell asleep tranquilly, worn out with labour, not
with age,—his doctrines had already taken deep root in the wide world. We
are all the debtors of his work ; and we may remember with gratitude the

generous protection of the Elector of Saxony, who again and again refused to

give the Lion up, when the hunters loudly demanded his blood at the gate.

[By G. Scliadow. Marble. The original placed in the Walhalla by order of
King Louis. Luther vv'as excluded from the WalhaUa till 1848, when he was
admitted, and inscribed as Dr. Martin Luther. In the Berlin Museum there
is a portrait of him from the life, by L. Cranaeh, as the Junker Georg,
with moustaches, painted when he was concealed in tlie Castle of
Wartburg.]

872. Philip Melancthon. German Divine and Reformer.

[Born at Bretten, in the Palatinate of the Ehine, 1497. Died at Wurms, in

Germany, 1660. Aged 63.]

The wise and gentle sharer with Martin Luther in the glory of the

Reformation. Melancthon was Professor of Greek ia the University of

Wittemberg in 1518, when Luther was there teaching Theology They
united their great gifts and powers to do the perilous labour^ of their lives,

and each proceeded to his mission in the spirit created withia him for the

accomplishment of a seemingly superhuman task. Luther raged furiously

agaiust the error he encountered on his path. Melancthon strove to entice

it into the right road by gentle words and mild i-emonstrance. The one

exhibited the resolute bearing of a soldier fighting for the church militant

;
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upon tlie face of the otter teamed tlie quiet heroism of the Christian sadnt.

Luther upbraided his companion-in-arms for his lukewarraness. Melancthon
met the rebuke by continuing his steadfast course of conciliation, caution, and
thoughtful zeal. Luther found no friend in the camp of the enemy. The
most intolerant of his foes respected the mild virtues of Melancthon. Both
were fit iastruments for the hour in v/hich they were summoned to action,

and for the sacred cause they arose to defend : and, as was fitting, both vv'ere

buried side by side in death, as they had laboiired side by side, and hand to

hand, in life. Melancthon compiled the celebrated Augsburg Confession. He
was a great scholar, attached to the study of mathematics, and to scientifio

studies generally. He had no desire for worldly honours and distinctions.

He was a true hero.

[From the marble by Gr. Schadow. Placed in the Walhalla by order of King
Loiiis.]

373. Fbiedbich Eskest Daioel Schleiermachee. Theologian.
[Born at Breslau, in Prussia, 1768. Died at Berlin, 1834. Aged 66.]

His parents vrere of the Moravian brotherhood, v/hich he quitted at the
age of 18, and began to study philology and divinity at the University of
Halle. In 1802, he taught the same subjects in the same University of
Halle. In 1833, he visited England, and opened the German chapel of the
Savoy. The author of several works distinguished for profound thought,
conveyed perspicuously to those he is addressing. He was an excellent

theologian, a distinguished philologist, a profound critic, and an admirable
translator. His translation of Plato, unfortunately not completed, is the
best estant. He had a pure and pious mind.

[By Raucli. Marble. 1822. A commission from the University of Berlin. The
same bust was placed over his tomb by the friends of Sehleiermacher.]

KINGS AND QUEENS.

S74. FuBDEEic "William, Elector of Brandenhnrg

.

[Bom at Cologne, 1620. Died 1688. Aged 68.]

Surnamed the Great Elector, and father of the first King of Prussia. He
{succeeded to the government in 1640, and found his dominions exhausted by
war and mismanagement. He restored the public finances, and corrected
abases. In 1655, he joined the Swedes in the invasion of Poland. In 1678,
he completed the conquest of Pomerania. He then fought against the
Swedes, and involved himself in war with France, because, after the
revocation of the Edict of jSTantes, he had befriended 20,000 French
Protestants who sought protection at his door. In 1686, he helped the
Emperor against the Turks, and two years afterwards assisted William
of Orange in his invasion of England. He left his territory as rich, fruitful,

and well-governed, as he had found it poor and distracted. He has been
censiired for Ms frequent change of party, but he deserves his name of
"Great," no less for the victories he won abroad, than for the good services
performed at home. He is described as a generous, kind-hearted man.,

[By Ludwig Wichmann. Bronze. At Treptow.]

3^2
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375. FiLEDEEic "William I. King of Prussia.
[Born at Berlin, 1688. Died there, 1740. Aged 52.]

The son of Frederic I. and the father of Frederic the Great. The hesfc

that can be said of liim is, that he left behind Mm a full treasury and an
efficient army of 66,000 men. He was rough and rude in his manners, a
hater of luxury, and x^arsimonious in all things Imt his expenditure for
the increase of his military resources. He had a childish desire to fill all his
regiments -with Tery tall men, and was unscrupulous in his methods of
gratifying the wliim. An amusing story is told in connexion with this passion.
Meeting with a fine, tall, and strong young peasant woman, who was on
errand to the quarters of a regiment, he gave her a letter to deliyer to
the commanding officer, ordering him to marry the bearer to his tallest

grenadier. The girl, hindered on her way, and not knowing the piirport
of her mission, entrusted it to a little old woman, and the marriage was
effected accordingly. His contempt for science and literatui-e Avas supreme,
and he made no secret of his want of all respect for their professors. He was,

feared, not loved, in his country, and his death caused no regret.
[By Hojjfgarten. Bronze. At Treptow. Done within the last ten years.]

376. EfiEDEEic II., StJE^^AMED THE Geeat. King of Prussitt,

[Born at Berlin, 1712. Died 17S6. Aged 74.]

The greatest soldier of his time, and the most famous king that Prussia has
given to her throne. At the commencement of his reign, in 1740, his
dominions contained two and a quarter millions of inhabitants. At the end
of its 46 years, Prussia counted six millions of subjects. He held the field

singly against Russia, Saxony, Sweden, France, and Austria ; and came with
honour and rich booty out of the coniiict. A great worker, whether in the
field or in the cabinet. His custom was to rise at five in the morning to read

'

'

' papers. " These he dispatched with a word or two, written on the margin : the
rest of the day was marked oxit with exact precision, a part of it being inva-

'

riably devoted to literary pursuits, and to the cultivation of music, of which he
was fond. No man ever gave less of his time to frivolity or inaction. His dress
was plain, and never other than military ; his toilet, when he rose, occupied
him only a few minutes ; he always wore high jack boots, and he never
changed his dress during the day. An able administrator, a liberal <

encourager of art, science, and industry, and the personal friend of D'Alembert,
Condorcet, and Voltaire, with all of whom he personally corresponded. His >

conversation was lively and brilliant, not imfrequently sarcastic : but, in
action, he was not cruel. A free thinker, rejoicing in his intellectual inde- *

pendence. Besides his other acquisitions, he was one of the guilty sharers in
the dismemberment of Poland. Nevertheless, dying, he left an illustrious

name to his country, and a throne to his successor Avorthy the acceptance of a '

European monarch.

[For an accoimt of the admirable and unique monument, by Eanch, of wHcli '

this is tile life-size model, see No. 195 in Handbook to Modern Sculpture.]

377. Fkedeeic Louis He^jet. Prince of Prussia.
[Bom at Berlin, 1726. Died at Eheinsberg, in Prussia, 1802. Aged 76.]

The son of Frederic William I., of Prussia, and brother of Frederic the
Great. A student in his youth, and a distinguished soldier in his manhood.
He held important command during the Seven Years' War. In later life,

when he Avithdrew into retirement, he erected in his garden a monument on
(

a huge mound of earth. It was raised in memory of his companions in •
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arms, and underneath it, in a vault, lie directed tliat liis o^.vn remains slionld

be interred.

[By Emil Wolflf. Jfnvble. 1847. It was modelled at Eome. The original is in
the Palace at BerUn.]

378. Maximilian Joseph I. King of Bavaria,

[Born 1756, Died 1825. Aged 69.]

From 1799, Elector, and from 1806, King of Bavaria. The year that lie

saw his Diichy raised to tlie dignity of a kingdom, Maximilian, who for

isome years was the faithful ally of ISTapoleon, gave his daughter in marriage

to Eugene Beauharnois. In 1813, the Bavarian king, acting in the true

interests of his country and of humanity, joined the allies against France,

and helped mth them to rescue Germany from the fangs of the French
invader. In pubhe as well as private life, Maximilian v.'as coru'teous,

benevolent, simple-minded, and true-hearted.

[By Stiglmayer. In marble. It is in the Palace at Munich. Stiglmayer was for a
long time at the head of the Royal Foundry for bronze casting.]

379. Feedeeic William III. King of Prussia.

[Born 1770. Died 1S40, aged 70].

The grand nephew of Frederic the Great. He succeeded to the throne in

1797, and, in 1806, was involved in a vfar with Franco, which, before its

close, almost extinguished his kingdom. The peace of Tilsit, in 1807, left

Mm little more than a nominal sovereignty. In 1810, he founded the

University of Berlin; in 1812, took paiH; with France against Russia: and
in 1813, again declared war against France. His army shared in the
triumphal entry into Paris in 1814 ; and in 1815, his soldiers under Blucher
partook of the glory of "Waterloo at the crisis of the battle. A man of

domestic virtues, but of small capacity. Napoleon's judgment of this King
was somevfhat harsh. "He is," said Buonaparte, "the greatest idiot on the
face of the earth—without intelligence, and incapable of sustaining a conver-

sation for the space of five minutes—a true Don Quixote." The present

King of Prussia is the son of Frederic William III.

[By Eauch. Marble. 1826. In the Royal Palace at Berlin.]

380. Louis FEEBiifAND. Prince of Frussia,

[Born 1772. Died at Saalfeld, in Germany, 1806. Aged 34.]

A soldier of great distinction, and beloved by the Prussian army. In
the war of 1806, he commanded the advanced guard of Prince Hohenlohe,
and was killed in that year, wliilst covering the evacuation of Saalfeld, in
Centra,! Germany. He died bravely. He was of a generous and vehement
nature, a great advocate of the war, and frequently a violent opponent of
the government. He was impatient of the fact, that the accident of his

birth prevented the full exercise of energy and activity, which meaner men
were permitted.

[By L. Wichmann. Bronze. 1822. At Potsdam.]

381. Louisa Augusta Wilhelmiis^a Amelia. Quern of Prussia.
[Born at Hanover, 1776. Died at Hohenzieritz, 1810. Aged 34.]

The honoured wife of Frederic William III. of Prussia. Napoleon
admired her for heir wit, tact, and singular address, and Europe applauded
her for her heroic character, and true nobility of soul. On the breaking out
of the war with France, in 1806, she was inspired with enthusiasm, and -wsxh
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frequently seen in the streets of Berlin at the Head of her Hugsars, whose
uniform she wore. On the defeat of her husband at Anerstadt, she shared
his perilous retreat, and evinced great finnness and resignation. She was
also with her hnshand at the Conference of Tilsit, and was earnest in her
entreaties to Napoleon for easier conditions on behalf of her unfortunate
country. She was beautiful in person, calm and constant in reverses, with
great dignity and grace of manner. She was beloved by her people.

[By Eauch. Marble. 1824,]

382. LuBWiG- I. Ex-King of Bavaria,

[Bom 1786. still living.]

The eldest son and successor of King Maximilian Joseph. As Crown Prince

he took little interest in public aiFairs, biit confined himself to the zealous

patronage ofthe fine arts. Finigal in his personal expen(^liture, he was extra-

vagant in his purchases of works of art, and in the construction of his cele-

brated Glyptothek, a building devoted to the reception of the finest works of

sculpture. Ascending the throne in 1825, he commenced many economical

reforms, but still drew aroxmd him, by his munificent patronage, the most
celebrated artists of Germany, for the adornment and elevation of his capiital.

More than one stately edifice and exquisite collection in Munich bear testi-

mony to his love for art and zeal in its promotion. He would have done

still more for his city had he been permitted. He lodged the mimificent

sum of £30, 000 in the hands of an English banker to purchase the Elgin

marbles, in the event of their rejection by the English government. The
sum actually paid for the marbles by England was £ 85, 000. A grandeur is

reflected upon this—the finest side of Liidwig's character. On the other hand,

he has lived to become a bigot, to forget his early political reforms, to deal

with a rough hand in matters of religion and state, and to shock public opinion

by illicit alliances, at the very moment he is expressing a pious anxiety for the

restoration of monasteries. In 1848, Ludwig I. abdicated in favom- of his

son Maximilian, the reigning kiag. The ex-king is a ruler fit for the middle

ages, when the love of art was intense and passionate, when manners were
rude and unformed, and the people in fetters, spiritual and bodily,

[By Halbig, 1848.]

S82a. Ltjdwig I, JEx-King of Bavaria,

[Colossal bxist, by Ludwig Scliwautlialer. Marble. 1840. The original is in the
Royal Palace at Munich.]

383. Leopold I. King of the Belgians.

[Bom ] 790. still Hving.]

Head of the House of Cobiu-g. He was educated in Germany, and ia

1816, married Charlotte, the daughter of George lY. of England. She died

the followiQg year. In 1832, he married a daughter of Louis Philippe of

Prance ; and in 1850, she also died. He was called to the sovereignty

of Belgium in 1832. Although a foreign prince, and a Protestant

ruling over a Catholic country, he has succeeded in winning the respect of all

political parties, and the sympathies of all religious sects. He is the type of

a constitutional king on the continent of Europe, and his personal influence, in

European politics, is considered to be weightier thaai in proportion to the

size of his dominions. He is the uncle of Queen Victoria.

[From the marble by G. Geefs, in Windsor Castle.]
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383. * Louise Maeie. Qxieen of the Belgians^

[Died 1850.J

She "u^as tie daughter of Loiiis Philippe, King of the French, and second

wife of Kiag Leopold I, of Belgium.

[From the marble by G. Gcefs, in Windsor Castle.]

384. Fkedekic "Wih-iam IV. Meigning King of Prussia.

[Born 1795. Still living.]

A king whose good intentions and fair-soimding promises seem invariaWy
to oyerhalance Ms powers of performance. Anxious for popularity, yet

always vacillating on the path that leads to it. Manifestly ambitious, hut
kept aloof from the great prizes of ambition by want of m.oral courage,

of earnestness, and yigorous action. He commenced his reign with many
advantages, and might have rendered himself the most poweifid sovereign of

Germany, and the most poptilar of its rulers. He has missed the power,
and parted with the popu.larity. He promised his people a constitution :

they have never received it. In the Eevolntion of 1848 he sided with the
extreme liberals, but only to bound back again—further than ever—^into the
arms of absolutism. In his conduct towards Eussia and England in the
momentous dispute of 1854, Frederic William IV, is faithful to his

character and his antecedents.

[By EancL.. Marble. 1815. In the Royal Palace at Bei'lin.]

385. IfiCHOLAS Patjloyitch. Meigning Emperor of all the JRussias.

[Born 1796. Still living.]

The third son of Paul I. and of Maria B'eodorowna, and the eighth
sovereign of the Holstein-Grottorp dynasty, which is of German origin.

Succeeded to the throne in 1825, upon the death of Alesander^—^his elder

brother Constantine renouncing the throne in his favour. In 1826, declared
war against Persia ; in 1828, the war closed in his favour. In the same
year found occasion for a quarrel with the Turks, crossed the Balkan moun-
tains, which Russian troops had never before passed, and imposed hard
conditions upon the Saltan—amongst others, the so-called Protectorate of

the Danubian Principalities. The insun-ection in Poland, after the French
Eevolntion of 1830, the commencement of the war in the Caucasus, are

familiar events. Still more recent is the interference of Nicholas in the
war between Hungary and Austria—an interference that restored Hungary to

Austrian rule—and, later still, the invasion of the Danabian principalities, on
the plea of securing the rights of the Greek Church in the Tnrkish dominions
A fanatic in his adherence to Eussian customs, langtiage, and religion, and
glorying in his title of Spiritual CMef ofthe Orthodox Church. The incarna-

tion of despotism, and the stern hater of all liberal ideas. His rule military
and absolute. Like Frederic the Great, he never shows himself but in military
costume. Is of great height, and said to be very proud of his size. His
life one of feverish activity. He gets through more work in a day than
other monarchs can manage in a month. He rides, walks, holds a review,
superintends a sham fight, goes on the water, exei'cises the navy, gives a
fete, takes his meals, and enjoys his rest, all within the twenty-four hours.
He is a v,"ondrous traveller—travelling faster and getting over more ground
than everybody else—and has an absolute passion for military evolutions.

Since the days of the Empress Catharine, Constantinople— called in Russia
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Czarapol (city of tlie Czars)—has been regarded as tiie fiittire capital of tie
Eussian empire. Kicliolas, after miicli diplomacy, cozening, double-dealing,
menace, and display of anger, lias pnt forth his massive hand to seize it.

The world waits to see whether that greedy hand shall grasp its prize, or
recoil smitten and maimed for its nnauthorized rapacity.

[By C. Eauch. Marble. 1820. In the Palaces at St. PetersLixi-g and Berlin.]

386. Alexantea. Mnjyress of Rzissia.

[Born 1798. Stm living.]

The wife of Nicholas, the reigning Emperor of Enssia, and the sister of
Frederic William IV.

,
King of Prussia.

[By Ranch. From the marble. 1816. A commission from the Emperor. It is

in the Palace at St. Petersburg, and another copy is in the Royal Palace
at Berlin.]

387. Francis Joseph, Reigning Emperor of Austria, and King of
Hungary.

[Born 1S30. Still living.]

Succeeded to the throne on the abdication of his uncle Ferdinand, in 1848,
(the epoch of revolutions), his father, Francis Charles, having refused the

Crovm. At the time of his accession, Yienna had just been recovered from
the insurgents, but Hungary was in arms against Austria. In 1849, a new-

constitution, ofa more liberal character, was promulgated by the Emperor, and,

in the same year, Hungary was reduced to submission by the assistance of

Enssia. In 1850, the young Emperor returned to the old system of absolute

government. In 1852, his life was attempted by a Hungarian whilst walking
on the ramparts of Vienna. Francis Joseph is personally popular. He is

bold and soldier-like, possessed of strong will and independent judgment.
His experience is beyond his years.

[By Halbig. Marble. 1850. The original is in the Imperial Palace at Vienna.]

ENGLISH POETEAITS.
-»

INTEODUCTION.

We liave no great collection of Portrait Busts in England. Tlie

British Museiim contains 20 antique portrait bnsts ; tliose of Homer,
Pericles, Diogenes, and Julius Csesar liave a good claim to authenti-

city. There are, also, in the Museum, some valuable antique Portrait

Statues. The English portraits, in Sculpture, in the Crystal Palace

have been collected, as time permitted, from old busts and statues,

and from the studios of living and deceased sculptors. Attached to

the lives of oiu' English worthies given in the following pages, will

be fotmd, wherever practicable, the names of the respective artists.
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Witli tlie English Coiitingeiit, tlie muster of oui- illustrious army
for tlie present closes. Five hundred busts and statues constitute

the vigorous germ of a collection which it is hoped eventually to

render by its extent worthy of the magiiificont structure in which it

is housed, and of the subject which it is intended to vivify, viz. :

—

The history of the great men of all nations who have, by thought

and deed, advanced human civihzation, and stamped their impress,

whether for good or evil, upon the world thi-ough which they have

passed.

{The English Portraits commence immediately behind the Farnese
Hercules at the north-west angle of the Great Transejit
and Nave.)

ARTISTS AND MUSICIANS.

388. Is^iGO Jois'ES. Architect.

[Born in London, 1572. Died 1651. Aged 79.

J

Inigo Jones served Ms apprenticesliip to a joiner : but Ms talent for

landscape-drawing obtained for Mm the favour of the Earl of Pembroke, in

-whose company he visited France, Flanders, Germany, and Italy. At
Venice he was inspired with a taste for architecture, and following the
art with ardotxr and success obtained the office of first architect to the King
of Denmark. The king took Jones to England in 1606, and introduced
Mm to James I. His employment at the English Court as scenic deco-
rator is well known. The attachment of Inigo Jones, who was a Roman
Catholic, to the cause of Charles I., caused him great loss and suffering

during the civil wars, and he died, shortly after the sacrifice of his master,
worn out with grief and trouble. The style of architecture introduced into

England by this famous master, was founded on the Venetian school, and
more particularly on that branch of it exercised by Andrea Palladio. It is

distinguished by excellent proportions, and by a masculine and noble
character, which, whilst it does not condescend to borrow too much from
ornament, yet makes just use of its charm. The Banquetting House at
Whitehall, the only com]3leted portion of the magnificent palace designed by
Jones, is his chef-d''osuvre, and bears comparison with any work of the
Italian style in Europe. He practised the best and purest style of Italian
architecture ever known in England.

389. Sir Cheistophek "Weef. Architect and Mathematician.
[Bom in Wiltshire, 1632. Died at Hampton Coiirt, 1723. Aged 91.]

We think ofWren as the first of British architects ; but he was something
more. As a mathematician, he was in Ms day second only to Newton ; and
in general scientific knowledge, he had no superior. Educated at Westminster.
At thirteen, had already invented a new astronomical instrujnent. At
fourteen, entered Wadham College, Oxford ;

— and, young as he was,
formed one of the original members of a club established for pMloso-
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pHcal discnssions and experiments ; a dnh out of wHeh sprang the

Koyal Society. Wien twenty-five, Professor of Astronomy at Grresliam

College. London. At tlie Eestoration, Savilian Professor of Astro-

nomy at Oxford ; Ms skill as an arcMtect having been meanwhile
shown in the Sheldon Theatre at Oxford. The popular fame of Wren
rests on St. Paul's Cathedral, -which he began to xehuild nine years

after the gi*eat fire, taking thii*ty-five years to complete his magnificent

labour. Before, and during this lengthened period, he built other edifices,

and applied his vigorous and subtle mind to the most abstruse branches of

science. His mechanical discoveries are numerous. He invented an in-

strument for ascertaining the amount of rain falling in each year ; he
rendered the taking of astronomical observations more easy and exact

;

he was the originator of the attempt to introduce fluids into the veins

of animals ; and there is every i*eason to believe that to him, and not to

Prince E,upert, we owe the art of mezzotint engraving. Amongst his

architectural buildings are Trinity College Library, Cambridge, the new part

of Hampton Coui't Palace, Chehsea Hospital, a wing of Greenwich Hospital,

Jind the palace at Winchester. St. Paxil's, probably suggested by St,

Peter's at Eome, although not of equal dimensions with its supposed proto-

type, is a far nobler work of art, excellhig it in plan, in composition exter-

nally, in variety of eifect internally, and in scientific constraction. Bow
Church, Cheapside, St. Stephen's, Yfalbrook, and most of the other chiu'ches,

in the City of London—where he chiefly worked—with their exquisite and
varied steeifles, are the work of Wren, whose ecclesiastical edifices greatly

surpass in beauty all his other buildings. In his time the Greek style

had not been made known, and though with the Eoman acquainted only

through books, and the Eenaissance buildings of Paris, his work in it is

critically con-ect. His native genius is stamped upon Ms buildings, and he is

ever to be admired, if not always imitated. Supplanted by Court intrigue in

1718, he spent Ms old age as quietly as intrigue would let him at Hampton
Cora-t, absorbed, and finding compensation, in Ms scientific .studies, and visiting

London occasionally to seehow the repairs at WestminsterAbbey were going on,

390. David Gab-RICK. Flayer and Dramatist,

[Born at Hereford, 1716. Died at Hampton, 17W. Aged 63.]

The pupil of Dr. Johnson, with whom he went to London from Lichfield, in

search of a profession. He adopted the stage, and after playing for sometime

at Ipswich Txnder the assumed name of Lyddel, made his first a^jpearance in

London, in 1741, in the theatre of Goodman's-fields. He was twenty-five

years old—the part was Eichard III.—^the success triumphant. According to

tradition, the sole imperfect reporter to posterity of the triumphs achieved,on

the scenic boards, Garrick was a rare master of his art
;
equally impressive in

tragedy and comedy. Sir Joshua Eeynolds painted him smiling at Comedy,

looking sadly at Tragedy,—and claimed by both. He raised immeasurably

the character of the actor's profession in this country, and purified the stage.

His acting was founded upon a delicate and thorough perception of Truth

and Nature. To him is due the great merit of restoring Shakspeare

to the boards, and of annihilating the false taste created by the dramatists

of a later period. His last appearance on the stage was in 1776. He
-vras small in stature, but well built ; his eyes were dark, and full of

Are. He had marvellous power of transfusing the workings of the soul into the

face, and all the passions were at his bidding. He was very vain, and not
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witlioTit otlier weaknesses ; but else a geneiws and wortliy man. His
prirate life reflected additional lustre on liis genius, and as citizen and
artist lie earned tlie honourable grave whicli he found in Westminster
Abbey. Gfarrick was also a miter for the stage. His comedies and farces

are lirely and agreeable, and some of Lis epigrams liave wit and fancy.
Johnson and he maintained their friendship to the last. Tlie great lexico-

grapber affected contempt for the profession of his pupil ; but he hugged
''Davy/' nevertheless, in the folds of his capacious heai-t, and was justly
proud of his achievements and renow.

391. Hentiy Fuseli or Ftiessli. Painter.

[Born 1746. Died 1825. Aged 80.]

An artist of undoubted genius and originality, biit veiy eccentric both as
painter and as man. Born at Zuiich, where he cultivated learning with great
ardour, especially the literature of England

; at the same time took delight
in copying the works of Michael Angelo and Raffaelle. Came to England in
1763, and showed his paintings to Sir Joshua Reynolds, who praised the
Avork and recommended to the young aspirant the usual pilgrimage to Rome.
Obeying the command he remained for eight years ia the city of Art, and
then came back to England where he worked his way to honour. In 1790,
he was Royal Academician ; in 1799, Professor of Painting ; in 1804,
Keeper of the Royal Academy. Fuseli was a good scholar, endowed with a
potent and wild imagination, and an excellent anatomist ; but he suffered his
imagination to lead him into extravagance, and his anatomy protmded itself

in his pictures. He painted, in 1798, a series of forty-seven pictures illus-

trative of Milton. They reveal grand conception and daring power, but
tremble occasionally on the verge of the grotesque. No later artist has
vent\ired to follow him in his flights, but his profound interpretations of the
true spirit of poetry may be contemplated by all men with advantage.

[Erom the marble, by E. H. Baily, R.A. Executed for Sir Tliomas Lawence,
1824.]

392, James Northcote. Famter.
[Born at Plymouth, 1746. Died 1831. Aged 85.]

The son of a watchmaker, and intended for his father's business
; but, at

an early age, he transferred his affections from the parental shop to the
more genial region of art. In 1771, he attracted the notice of Reynolds,
under whose eye he studied for a time, and in 1777, set out for Italy.

In 1783, first exhibited at the Royal Academy. In 1787, elected Royal
Academician. The subjects of Northcote are chiefly historical, but he is

not remarkable for power, or originality of conception. Although he displayed
considerable skill in composition and colouring, as well as some vigour of
expression, his ability in art was by no means equal to his enthusiasm and
his application. Northcote was also a miter on art, and the author of a
Life of Reynolds. At the age of eighty-four he published a Life of Titian,

He was penurious and eccentric, and not a favourite with his brother
Academicians.

[By E. H. Baily, E.A., 1821.]

392a. James IN'oe-thcote. Painter.

[Modelled from the life, and executed in marble, by Joseph Bonomi. Presented
by J. S. Scoles, Esq.]
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393. JoEN PvAPHAEL SiiiTH. Engraver,

[Bom about 1750. Died iu 1811.]

A distinguislied di-augMsman in crayons, and a mezzotint engraver. Tlie

friend of Chantrey the sculptor, wlien tliat admired artist was serving

liis time at Siieffield, in tte sliop of Mr. Eamsay, carver and gilder. It is

related tliat tlie sight of Mr. Smith's drawings, together Avith his conversa-

tion, iirst rendered Chantrey impatient of his servitude iu the carver's

workshop, and induced him to purchase his release, which he ohtained

two years before his indentures had expired, for the sum of fifty pounds.

This bust of John Eaphael Smith, by Chantrey, was the first tlvat

brought the yoiing sculptor into note. It was exhibited in the Eoyal
Academy when Chantrey was 24 years old, and, during the disposition of the

works for exhibition, attracted the attention of NoUekens, who exclaimed,
*

' Tills is a splendid work. Let the man be knovm. Remove one of my busts

and put this in its islace."

[The subject of this bust was afflicted with deafnsss, and tlie expression of the
infirmity is cleverlj- given iu the fcice.]

3944 JoHjT Plaxma^t. Sculptor.

[Born at Yorlc, 1755. Died 1826. Aged 71.]

Beyond all compare the greatest artist England has produced, and in

all respects one of her worthiest sons. His life constitutes one of the land-

marks set up in a nation for the guidance of the ambitious, and the

encouragement of the desponding. His father was a moulder of plaster

casts : in whose humble shop the boy received his earliest insiairation.

Feeble, and crippled, and thrown upon himself, he read such books as he
could obtain, and made drawings from the classic models that sur-

rounded him. Tills was his education, for there was no money at home to

purcliase a better. At ten, the self-taught boy could read Latin, and
had picked up much varied information. A shop filled with plaster casts

will be visited occasionally by men of taste and feeling. One such man
saw, and was struck by the genius of John Flaxman. His name was
Mathew, and by him the cliild, who could read Latin, was made acquainted

Avith the beairfcies of the Iliad and Odyssey. At fifteen, admitted a student

of the Eoyal Academy, and competed successfidly for the sih'er medal.

What was to be done next ?—the father Avithout means, and the youth old

enough to earn his own bread ! The young sculptor entered the service of

the Messrs. Wedgwood, and devoted some dozen years of his life to the

improvement of their porcelain manufacture. His genius stamped upon the

products of the potteries a character of beauty and classic elegance rivalling

the productions of any country. The forms were admired in his own day ;

they are now more highly esteemed than ever. At the age of twenty-seven

Flaxman married Anne Denman. His marriage, his friends declared,

would ruin him as an artist. Friends are apt to look upon the shadowy

side of one's happiness. In this case they vv'ere mistaken. Anne Denman
had the finest qualities of heart ; she possessed also exquisite taste, and a

cultiA^ated mind. She appreciated the genius of her husband, and was
an enthusiast for his works. She accompanied him to Italy, Avhere he

nourished his talents by the study of the masterpiieces of antiquity. At
Eome he executed liis illustrations of Homer, Hesiod, iEschylus, and

Dante. For the first-named he received fifteen shillings for each drawing,

and was satisfied. He was elected member of the Academies of Florence
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and Carrara, and after seyen years' absence came back to England.

His reputation had preceded Hm, and lie soon justified his fame by
his noble monnment of Lord Mansfield, in "Westminster Abbey. The
works of Flaxman, whether of the pencil or the chisel, may take rank
with the productions of any age or country. They are distingi;ished by
simplicity, dignity, sublimity, grace, and true poetic feeling. If any

modern sculptor may take rank -with tlie ancients, Flaxman' s place will be

second to none. His productions are scattered over the globe ; we meet
them in India, the two Americas, and in Italy, as well as nearer home.

He is better a,ppreciated everywhere than in England. But we are begin-

ning to know his value. His worth as a man was equal to his greatness as

an artist. All who knew him speak of his modesty, his gentleness, Ms
single-heartedness. After the death of his wife in 1820, whom he tenderly

loved, he lived in comparative retirement.

[By E. H. Baily, R.A. Prom the marble executed for Sir Thomas Lawrence,
1824.]

395. Thomas Stothaed. Painter.

[Bom 1755. Died 1834. Aged 79. j

Aloprenticed at an early age to a pattern draughtsman. Subsequently, and
for many years, he furnished the illustrations to "The Novelist's Magazine."

Became the reigning prince of illustrators, and for fifty years continued to

adorn the pages, not only of contempoi-ary literature, but of our poets from
Chaucer all down to Rogers. His most famous productions are the illustrations

to " The Pilgrim's Progress," to "Robinson Crusoe," to "Rogers's Italy,"

the Procession of the Flitch of Bacon, the Pilgrimage to Canterbury, and
the Wellington Shield. He made many designs for sculptors

;
amongst others,

that for Chantrey's "Sleeping Children," in Lichfield cathedral. At one
time or another he attempted every branch of the limner's art. He had great

powers of imagination, moulded and directed by unflagging industry and the
severest application. His genius is peculiarly English. He studied deeply

the works of Raffaelle and Durer, but was no slavish imitator of these, or

of any other men. The grace that clings to his works is essentially the ex-

pression of his own mind. Let ns see Ms productions how, or when, or

where we may, Ms spirit is detected at once, and we say, " This is

Stothard." His female fig-ures, not always strictly correct in di-awing, are

exquisitely graceful. His life passed evenly in the performance of labour

in wMch he delighted. He was a good man, and his works are his annals.

[From the marble executed by E. H. Baily, R.A., in 1825, for Sir Thomas
Lawrence.]

396. Sib, Thomas Lawkence. Painter.

[Bom at Bristol, 1769. Died 1830. Aged 61.]

Of humble origia ; the father of Sir Thomas being the landlord of the
"Black Bear," at Devizes, in Wiltshire. At an early age evinced great

delight in drawing, and a talent for the recitation of poetry. Received his

first instruction at Bath from Mr. Hoare, the painter in crayons ; and when
thirteen years old, gained from the Society of Arts the great silver palette and
five guineas, for a copy, in crayons, of the "Transfignration." AVhen eighteen,

he exhibited seven female portraits at Somerset House, In 1791, chosen

Associate of the Royal Academy. In 1815, knighted ; and in 1820, upon the

death of West, elected President of the Royal Academy. The first portrait
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prdnter of Ms time, and in otter respects an accomplislied man. His numeroiis

-works are representations of the most notable and wealthiest people of Ms
day, by whom lie was courted, honoured, and ricMy rewarded. His colouring

was clear and brilliant, and Ms design most graceful ; but vigour and
tratMulness of character are not always remarked ia his productions.

Lawrence had little or no education,—^he was removed fx'oni school when
only eight years old,—but he must have picked up much on his road. One
of our gi'eat actors has acknowledged his large debt of gratitude to

Lawrence for instruction, advice, and intellectual training.

[By E. H. Baily, E. A. Taken the year after Su' Thomas Lawrence's death.]

397. Chaeles Kemble. Flayer.

[Bom at Brecknock, 1775. Still living.]

The living chief of a family remarkable for dramatic genius. Since the

time of Gariick, imtil very recently, the English stage has not been without

its Kemble, as one of its brightest ornaments. Mrs. Siddons and John Kemble,
were the sister and brother of Charles. As the representative of Falcon-

bridge, Mercutio, Benedick, Cassio, and similar characters, Charles Kemble
has been without an equal in om time. He first appeared at Shefi&eld, as

Orlando, in "As You Like it," in 1792. His first appeai'ance in London
was at Druiy Lane Theatre (1794), in the character of Malcolm, in

"Macbeth." He retired from the stage in 1836, but subsequently returned

to the boards for a short time, in 1840, in order to play a few of his best

parts before her present Majesty. He played for the last time, April 10,

1840, in the character of Hamlet.

[By .Uantan, 1842.}

398. Fbancis Chaittret. Sculptor.

[Bom at Norton, near Slieffield, 1781. Died in London, 1841. Aged 60.]

The first portrait sculptor of his day, but not equally famous for works of

imagination, the very few competitions of this kind that proceeded from Ms
chisel having been suggested to Mm by other more poetic minds. Chantrey
did not command astonishment, but compelled admiration by the simplicity,

beauty, and truth, that were stamped on all Ms productions. His portraits

are faithful, characteristic, and most ai"fcistic representations
;

idealizing

the individual ; and in this branch of his art he undoubtedly outstripped

all rivals. His success was very great. He began life as a carver's appren-

tice, and was a journeyman carver in London, where he helped with Ms own
hand to furnish the dining-room of Mr. Rogers, the poet—a room in wMch
many times, in after life, he sat, one of the most welcome and sociable of the

guests there assembled. Wealth and honour came to him earned by labour and
perseverance ; and the fruits of his industry, amoimting to £90,000, he

bequeathed to the Royal Academy, for the purchase of works of fine art

of the highest merit in painting and sculpture," such works "being
executed within the shores of Grreat Britain." The bequest was worthy of

a man whose mind, whose works, whose habits, all bore the strong impress

of the nation in which he was born, and of the people from whose heart lie

had sprung,

[By his pupil, F. W. Smith.]

S98a. Fkajtcis CiLAtvrTitEY. Sculptor.

^Medallion by Heifeman.]
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399. WrLLiAM Mui/iiEADT. Painter.

[Bom at Eunis, in Ireland, 1V86. Still living.]

An lionoiu-ed name in Britisli art, and nndoiibtedly tlie Iiead of the

diarming and peculiar style wMcli lie adopted, after having employed
his genius on larger and more striking subjects. He has risen from obscu-

rity by the force of genius, and given to the world works which "Rail not

readily perish. When fourteen years old admitted a student at the

Royal Academy. Elected Eoyal Academician in 1816, His works reveal

great delicacy and purity of mind. He is a consummate drauglitsman and
colourist ; and in the refined beauty and finish of his pictures, is not

surpassed by any of his contemporaries. Amongst Ms best works may be
reckoned those in the Yernon Gallery and in the collection of Mr. Sheepshanks.

[By Christopher Moore. 1830.]

400. JoHsr GriBS02f. Sculptor.

[Bom at Conway, F. Wales, 1^90. Stm living.]

Like Chantrey, apprenticed to a wood-carver, and, like him also, a
cabinet-maker at this starting-point of his career. At the age of eighteen,

he exhibited a wax model of "Time," which procured him employment
with a sculptor in Liverpool. Making the acquaintance of Lord Castle-

reagh, he was furnished by that nobleman with an introduction to Canova,

and he accordingly set out for Rome in 1820. In Rome he still resides,

He has wrought with his chisel for the noble and wealthy of his own coimtry,

and for the patrons of art in the land which he has chosen for his residence,

Ludwig of Bavaria—the eager and munificent patron of art—has been
amongst the serviceable friends of the gifted Welshman. For gi-ace, beauty,

and finished execution, John Gibson has never been surpassed in this

country. Elaxman is the first of British artists j but as a sculptor, cMsSl
in hand, Gibson is hardly second even to him.

[From the marble by Theed.]

400a. Johw Gibsof. Sculptor.

[This bust is by Macdonald of Rome.]

401. WiiUAM Chasles Macbeady. Player,

[Born 1793, StUl living. ]

The son of William Macready, wh.o was author, actor, and manager.
Educated at Rugby. Made his first appearance on the stage as Romeo,
at Birmiagham, and Ms debut in London, in 1816, as Orestes, in the

"Distressed Mother." He continued in London a leading tragic actor,

until he finally retired from the stage in 1851. Mr. Macready's style

of acting was of the romantic, rather than of the classic order ; his

"Virginius" a more masterly performance than "Hamlet," Im
"Rob Roy" far more picturesque and striking than "Richard III."

In the representation of Shakspeare's characters this popular actor Vk^as not,

generally speaking, equal to the most celebrated of his contemporaries.

His conceptions were not the conceptions formed by the intellectual portion

of Ms auditory in the tranquillity of the study. It was, however, impos-
sible to w^itness a more admirable execution of a wrong conception, than
that which Mr. Macready was able to render. In priyate life h.e has
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done lionoxir to Ms profession ; and lie lias left no actor behind liim

superior to himself.

[By W. Behnes.]

402. GrEOEGE CEUiKSHAifK. Caricaturist.

[Born in London, 1794. Still living.]

Like Tom Hood, George Crniksliauk is something more than a humonrist

:

or, to speak more correctly, lil^e all great hnmonrists, hoth he and Hood
possess and reveal a deep perception and appreciation of the serious and the

pathetic in Nature and Art. The labours of Cruikshank, which commenced
at a very early period of his life, have been incessant and remarkable. His

admirable illustrations have adorned books of all kinds, from the political

"House that Jack built," to the moral "Bottle." At no period has he
drawn a line which—however cutting may have been the satire employed

—

has not had for its object the benefit, as well as the amusement of his fellow-

men. His latest works—attacking the most degrading of our national vices,

—command our gratitude and respect. George is popular amongst his

associates. His face is an index to his mind. There is nothing anomalous

about him and his doings. His appearance, his illustrations, his speeches

are all alike, — all picturesque, artistic, full of fun, feeling, geniality,

and quaintness. His seriousness is grotesque, and his lirollery is profound.

He is the prince of living caricaturists, and one of the best of men.

[By W. Behnes.]

403. EoBEET Veenojs". Patron of Art.

[Born 1774. Died in London, 1849. Aged 75.]

A benefactor to his country, who amassed a fortune in business, and
expended his wealth in the formation of a gallery of pictures by British

artists. Whilst living, he proved himself the benefactor of striiggling genius.

Dying, he bequeathed his works of art to the nation. His pictures are

now collected at Marlborough House, where they form '

' The VernoE

Gallery."

[By "W. Behnes.]

404. PAiiTNY BuTLEE. Actress.

[Still living.]

The daughter of Charles Kemble : and a popular actress of her day. She

made her first appearance at Covent Garden Theatre, October 5, 1829, in the

character of Juliet ; and the sensation she then created rescued the theatre

from the difliculties into which it had fallen. She married Mr. Butler, an

American, and is the authoress of one or two well-written tragedies and
other works.

[ByDantan, of Paris.]

405. Adelaide Saetoeis. Vocalist.

[Stillliving.]

Second danghter of Charles Kemble : highly distinguished as a vocalist

of the Italian school ; she made her first appearance at Covent Garden

Theatre, in Norma, Nov. 2, 1841, and sang and acted with great success

at the same theatre in 1841 and 1842 ; but at the end of 1842 she retired

from her profession into private life.

[By Dantan, of Paris.]
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405*. G-RACE Dahling. LightTioiise-Tieeper^ s Daughter.

[Bom at Bamborough, Northumberland, 1815. Died 1842. Ag-od 2T.1

*
' One wliGse very name bespeaks

Favour divine, exalting human love

;

Whom, since lier birth on bleak Northumbria's coast,

Known unto few, but prized as for as known,
A single act endears to liigh and low,

Through the whole land."—WoaDsv/oBTH.

Grrace was tte seventli child of a Immble man "vvlio had charge of a

lighthouse on one of the Farne Islands, off the coast of Northumberland.

In the month of September, 1838, the "Forfarshire" steamer, of 300

tons, having on board sixty-three souls, dizring a tenible storm and dense

fog, stmick on a rock within a mile of the light-house. It was deep

night. The ship snapped in half. Nearly all the creatures on board

were swallowed by the chafing sea ; and when morning broke, all

that remained of the "Forfarshire" and its people, were nine of the

passengers clinging to the windlass in the forepart of the vessel. It was

a fearful morning, the fog still prevailing—the sea hardly less boisterous.

Through the mist, however, the sad spectacle could be witnessed from the

mainland, and a reward was offered to any boat's crew that would venture

to the rescue. It was offered in vain. But the despairing castaways were

visible also from the lighthouse, where none was rich enough to offer reward

of any kind, for the sole inhabitants were husband, wife, and daughter. It

was the last watch before extinguishing the light at simrise, and Grace was

keeping it. She intreated her father to go to sea, and he consenting, the girl

shared his boat, and the pair in dread and awe put off. Why speak of danger ?

Why detail the miracle ? The risk was incalculable. The chances of recovery,

nay, of self-preservation, were infinitesimal. But God strengthened the

woman's arm, as he had visited her heart, and, after painful labour, the

rescue was effected. The delivered nine were taken to the lighthouse, and
there kindly treated by the heroic girl and her aged parents. The spirit of

the nation was stirred by the act. Money enough to provide for her as long

as she should live, and gifts innumerable, were brought to her sea-girt roek

;

but she would not leave the light-hous3. Why should she ? What place so

fitting to hold this queen ? She held her modest Court there until her early

death. One who visited her speaks of her genuine shnplicity, her quiet

manner, her perfect goodness. In 1841, symptoms of consumption— the

poisonous seed sown, it may be, on that drear morning—I'evealed themselves.

In a few months she died, quietly, happily, religiously. Shortly before her

death, she received a farewell visit from one of her own sex, Avho came in

humble attire, to bid her God speed on her last illimitable journey. The good

•sister was the Duchess of Northumberland, and her coronet will shine the

brighter for all time, because of that affectionate and womanly leave-taking.

Joan of Arc has her monument. Let Grace of Northumbria have none.

Her deed is registered

—

"in the roUs of Heaven, where it wiH live

A theme for angels when they celebrate

The high-souled virtues which forgetful earth
Has witnessed."

[Medallion by David Dunbar. Modelled from the marble bust in the possession
of the Bishop of Durham. The original model was taken from the life at
the Longstoue lighthouse, soon after the incident above recorded, and three
years before the death of Gi-ace.]

ir
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405.** William DAELI:^}'G. Lighthouse-Keeper.

[Born 1T83. Still living.]

The fatter of Gfrace Darling. He succeeded his own father as keeper of

the Coal-light on the Brownsman, the outermost of tha Fame islands, on

the coast of Northumberland. In 1826, he was transferred to the light-

house on the Longstone, another of the same group of islands. Solitary,

cut off for weeks from communication with the mainland, this humble man
has passed his days in self-improvement. He is intelligent, quiet, and
well-conducted. His children have received a good education for their

position in life, the father being the sole instructor—and one daughter at

least has not thrown discredit upon her bringing up.

[By David Dunbar.]

POETS AND DRAMATISTS.

406. G-EorFEEY Chahcek. The Father of English Poetry.

[Bom in London, 1328. Died there, 1400. Aged T2.]

Notwithstanding the gulf of years, the poetical sire of Shakspeare. He to

whom, in an age which we call dark, the fiiU sun of poetry shone. He whose
lineaments and gestiu-e, transmitted by a contemporary pencil, are here

before us. He whose eye, though downcast, reads the world around him,

as it sormds the interior of Man : whose grave look of thought hides the

soul of mirth. What phase of our various life seems strange to him ?

To this he is at home in experience; to that in imagination V/ith what
Homeric power has he not described the tournament where kings fight in

the lists at Athens ! What mediaeval romancfe in the loves of Palamon and
Arcite ! What an oriental colour and grace in the Squier's half-told tale of

the Tartar Cambuscan ! You read tale after tale, and wonder which
of the diversified strains was indeed the most native to the heart of the

poet. One critic will tell you—the broad coarse mirth—Never believe it \

See with what lingering and tender fondness he brings out the sorrowful

story of the pure, innocent, and falsely accused distance, abandoned to the

wild, drifting sea. How patiently he tells the trials of the patient Grriseldis

—how sternly the self-doom of those two impious challengers of death. To
Chaucer was given an insight of which nothing eludes the scrutiny, a sympa-

thy of which nothing lies beyond the embrace. And in what spring-like

Tigour and bloom of life that vanished world rises again before us ! What
truth ! and what spirit ! Under his quUl the speech of England first rose

into the full form and force of a language. Look up at him ! He seems to be

scanning thought and word, both. Mine host of the Tabard singling him out

amongst the pilgrims, for the teller of the nest tale, says of him :

'

' He
seemeth elvish by his countenance."—Does he ?

[For an account of tliis statue by Marshall, see No. 53, Handbook of Modem
Sculpture. There is an interesting contemporary portrait of Chaucer in the
British Museum, bearing date 1400, from which the idea of this statue is

borrowed..]

407. "William Shakspeaee. Poet.

[Born at Stratford-on-Avon, 1564. Died there, 1616. Aged 52.]

William Shakspeare stands at the head of those whose intellectual domain
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is the spirit of man. This is the master character of his mind, to which
poetry is in him an accidental du-ection. His insight into man is his title

to universal interest. He is the cMef painter of humanity that the world
has seen, combining, at once, perfect intimate knowledge of human nature,

and perfect creative power of representation. The drama had snddenly
awakened in liis country, and he obeyed the mstinct of his time, the poetic

hent of which was created for him, as he for it. There were Avith

him, hefore him, and immediately after him, great poets, with whom tlie

dramatic elements existed in high native strengtli and beauty ; but in libn

alone, are those elements raastei-ed, so as to produce entire works of art,

complete in power, and in consistent, though not regular, form. Sharing
the intuition of Aristotle, Avhich makes the action in the play the X'oot out of

which the characters and all else grow, he directs the stream of evenbs as

conuectedly as it Hows in the human world
;
and, as in the world, so in his

inspired writing—agents appear born for their work, as the work to do
seems to offer itself to the agents. All beauties of language, all flights

of poetry, all particular scenes and speeches, powerful and impressive
as they may be, are merely subordinate. No character, how excpiisitely or
elaboratelj'- soever conceived and finished, is drawn for itself ; but one and
aU are relative to the scope of the play and to one another. He seems to

have undertaken a great task, and to be seiiously aud solely tatent upon
advancing to its fulfilment. No form of human life is foreign to lum ; the
most heroic and the humblest, the most illustrious and the most obscure, of
all times, in all places, are in presence before him. He seizes the spirit of

time, place, and theme. Natural, preternatural, light, weighty, laughter,
tears, terror, are all alike to him—all under his mastery, and flung forth
with free power. Grace and gigantic strength, are spirits equally at his
bidding. The learned and the unlearned are both attracted by his spell.

The ignorant feel the fascination, the erudite have never exhausted the study.
His countiy, with her innumerable titles to renown, ranks amongst the
highest his great name. With school instruction of the most ordinary kind,
hy universal and unerring observation, by profound and intense meditation
of men, with the creative power of the highest imagination, he gave oxit,

epontaneously, works of that kind whose study makes men learned : and
they are so viewed and studied by all civilized nations, every day more and
more, at home and abroad. In him England competes for the crown of

poetical glory with all other nations of old or modem fame. She has had
other great poets, but they all, besides their own natural ofterings, liave

brought poetry from other lands and languages, into their own. In Mm
alone she feels, that what she displays she has produced. Little is known
of the life of William Shakspeare.

[From tlie well-known monumental bust iu the cliurch afc Stratfdrd-on-Avou,
where Shakspeare lies buried. It was executed by an artist named G-erard
Johnson, very,soon after the death of Shakspeare, and erected between 1(516
and 16:30. The original is in common limestone, and was jjahited to resemble
life. The eyes were a light hazel, the hair and bear I uburn : the doublet
was scarkt, and the loose go.vn blact. It was repi'nted precisely in the
same manner in 1749. But in 1793, Malone officiously had it wliitowashed,
as it now exists. There is a great resemblance between this face from the
Stratford monument and the portrait published in tlae first folio of
Shakspeare's works, by the actors, in 1623. No. 407a is from a very
remarkable terracotta bust, in the possession of Professor Owen, of the
College of Surgeons. It was discovered in pulling down the old Duke's
Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, where it was placed over one of the stage-
doors, the bust of Ben Jouson (accidentally destroyed by the woi'kmen)

IT 2
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occupying' a corresponding place over the otlicr door. Shaksx'eare having
been rescued by the timely interposition of Mr. Clift, Professor Owen's
fether-in-law, the bust became that gentleman's proporty, and by him it was
given to its present owner. There are two tjrpcs of the Shak.spearo portrait

:

the ''round-faced," as seen in the monument of Strfttford-on-Avon, and the
"oval-faced" of Cornelius Jansen. Roubilliac's bust, and that in the
possession of Professor Owen, are after Jansen. No. 407b is the bust by
Roubilliac. The statues by EotibiUiac and John Bell (see Handbook of
Modern Sculpture, Nos. 66 and 9) are conventional, and represent the
two types,]

407a.
1
).William Shakspiiaee. Poet.

407b. J

408. JoHsr MiLTOJT. Foet.

[Born in London, 1608, Died there, 1674. Aged 06.]

The son of a scrivener. In liis earliest yeais lie became enamoured of the

Muses, wrote exquisite poetry, travelled iu Italy, returned hastily on the

outbreak of the Civil war, and identified himself with the Republican party.

Later in life, and as bUndness was deepening upon Mm, he was appointed by

Cromwell Latin Secretary to the Council of State. Retiring from politics on

the death of the Protector, he would, under the Restoration, have suffered as

a regicide, had not Sir William Davenant, to his great honour, interposed his

own favour with the Court. So rescued, Milton withdrew into obscurity

and poverty, unnoticed and forgotten. In his solitude and blindness he

composed " Paradise Lost," which he dictated chiefly to his eldest daughter.

The poem was sold to a bootseller for ten potmds, and was not very popular

during the lifetime of the poet. At one time he took pupils. He was three

times married, Avas devoutly religious, austere in his morals, and simple in

his ways of life. He is the great epic poet of England, distinguished by the

strength and sublimity of his genius, and hardly less for sensibility to the

graceful and beautiful. Laboriously learned, with an admiration as

intelligent as devoted, of the great writings preserved from Greek and

Roman antiquity, he, more than any other of our poets, has modelled his

works on the type of his illustrious predecessors, lie has, of all English

poets, carried art in his writings to the highest pitch, but neither art

nor imitation has tamed the wing of his muse, or impaired his praise of

originality. He knew the greatness of his powers, viewing them as a gift to

be used to the honour of the Giver ; and his one paramount work, the

"Paradise Lost," having for its "great argument," as he himself says, " to

justify the Avays of God to men," must be regarded as his oblation, brought

and laid on the Altar. He founded and formed English heroic blank verse,

—a measiu-e Avhich, under his hand, riA^als in richness and variety the

mnsic of his cl issical masters ; and which alone could, by its majestic flow

and inexhaustible powers of expression, have sustained the weight and

amplitude of his subject. He loyed and hono\ired Shakspeare.

409. ALEXA^fDEE. Pope. Poet.

[Born in London, 1088. Died at Twickenham, 1744. Aged 56. J

Alexander Pope, the son of a linendi'aper, and a Roman Catholic, was his

own instjuctor. He was sent home from school in his twelfth year for

lampooning his tutor, and from that time he gave his teachers no further

trouble. Already, as a boy, a happy versifier—tivice happy, for an indulgent
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father smiled onMs dawning skiU

—

he was, in liis maturer day, and for tlie re-

mainder of Ms own centnxy, tlie leading star in tke sky of our English poetry.

He received at the hands of his master, Dryden, the rhymed ten-syUable

couplet. This couplet Avas not first by Diyden used harmoniously, forcibly,

eloquently—-for Hall in his Satires had done this—but by Dryden it Avas first

raised into the reigning measure of English song. He sustained in it a free

flow and bold sweep, suitable to his gemus. Pope ratlier chained the move-
ment, stamping even on his verse the j)eculiarity of his fine intellectual

powers. When we search for Pope's characteristic amongst poets, wo find

that he had reasoning—wMch is the earnest,-—and wit—wiiicli is the apo.rt-

ing—of the logical faculty, both intimately blending themselves vnth the

poetic vein. It was, accordingly, to a bright and sharpi intellectual action that

he fitted the couplet, apt by its nature for the service. Uniting to a lively,

quick and keen intellect, so much of poetic passion as, in fact, secured the
dedication of a life, he produced works whicli, by their mastery, must
command admiration whilst the language is read, although in them, the
deliberate skill predominates over the passionate expression. Yiewed from
the highest point, he was imitative, not origiaaL His spirit active and
perceptive in the study of Ms greater and less predecessors, not self-infused

into the contemplation of Man and Nature. What is most felt as a fire in

Ms verse is the ardency of writing, the zeal of an artist enamoured of his

task : or he accepts and translates the passion of others, which, not having
its home in its own bosom, does not receive justice there. Oui- grandfathers

and our gi^andmothers knew by heart the "Essay on Man," tlie "Essay
on Criticism," the " Moral Essays, " the " Characters of Women " (sparkling

ynth wit and malice, but adding nothing to tlie observation and true ideal

delineation of woman), and the "Rape of the Lock," in which the playful-

ness, lying in the verse, exquisitely comes out, and a graceful half-ironical

fancy amuses and captivates, but no steeping imagination subdues or
transforms to its likeness. He introduces us again to Ariel, wliom we have
known before, but how diiierent his Ariel and Shakspeare's. Pope brought
intellective precision into poetry, which should feed on the indefinite and
the vague, and should fiower out into the softened and the flowing. Hence,
often when he is the most admirable, he is the most ai'tificial.

410. OiiVEPi, GoLDSittiTS, Poet and 3fan of Letters.

[Born in Ireland, 1728. Died in London, l'r74. Aged 45.]

Poor dear Oliver ! What shall we say of Mm, Avith his kindly benevo-
lence, his mardy independence, his honest feeling, his childish, vanity, hLs

naughty extravagance, his irregularities, his blunders, his idleness, his

industry, his zeal for the improvement and advancement of the whole world,
and his improvident neglect of himself. Gfoldsmith had fits of genius ;

—

moments of an inspiration, or a possession, that appeared to produce in him
powers, not ordinarily there. In the conduct of life he seemed born to be
the world's victim : he lay under tlie Avorld. His gifted pen in his hand, he
rose aboA-e it. The tender sensibility that indites his verse agrees too well
to his story. The playful humour, and the sharp, never rough, never malig-
nant, satii-e, take by surprise. He then had the laughers on his side

—

too often, unfortunately, against Mm. His poems of "The Traveller" and
"The Deserted Village" are a species by themselves, or each a species.

The vein of reflexion, of personal feeling, and of poetical AieAving, Avith
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native simplicity of expression and musical sweetness, is common to the

two. Tlie dirge of the deserted liamlet sowed the seed of " The Pleasiu-es

of Memory ;
" and the wandering }X)et, feeding his verse from his travels,

was repeated in " Childe Harold." Groldsmith's " E,etaliati on," written upon
his friends of the St. James's Coffee House, in requital of the epitaphs they
had provided for himself, is the most brilliant and masterly summing tip

of characters in pointed words and streaming verse that the language

possesses. The " Vicar of Wakefield " is the smiled-at, honoured, and loved

inmate of every English home.

FBy W. Behnes.]

410'^. EoBEET Btjuns. Foet.

[Born in AUoway, Ayrshire, 1759. Died at Dumfries, 1796. Aged 37.]

The ploughman-poet of Scotland ; in whom the labour of the limbs

appeared to invigorate the intelligence, and the bleak air of poverty to

cherish the blossoms of genius, hhakspeare rose from the bosom of the
people to delineate kings and queens. Burns, born some steps lower,

dwelt, even in his verse, to the last, amongst his own order. That is his

dignity and his glory. The life of the Scottish peasant as it remains repre-

sented by his pencil, and in his person, seizes the imagination and tlie sym-
pathies of the educated world. He has drawn the heart of the high towards

the low. He has raised the low to their just esteem in the opiuion of the

high. But besides tins moral aspect, he has gained, as a poet, immeasur-
ably, by rooting his foot to the fields which he furrowed. The conflict, so

maintained in our thoughts between his social position and his endowments
and aspirations, sheds a continual illumination of wonder upon his writings.

But moi'e ! His happiest subjects and strains draw life and meaning from
the soil of which they are the self-sown flowers. Not merely that solitaiy

agricultural Idyl, 'wdth its homely-pathetic and homely-ijicturesque— '
' The

Cotter's Saturday Xight,"—but the fanciful tenderness of his lament over the

Daisy and the Mouse ;—but the wild and reckless daruig of imagination in tluit

cordial rencounter with the dread foe Death—that blending of the humorous,
the supernaturally grotesque and the terrific in Tarn O'Shanter—of the

rustic, the gracious, the solemn, even the sublime—in the Yision of Coila

—

these most characteristic feats of poetical skill and genius—which stand apart,

defying competition and claiming rank for the name of Burns, amongst the

illustrious on Parnassus— all are made possible by originating from and
by reflecting his native condition. His songs are tender, passionate, musical

;

chaunting his own or imaginary rustic loves. The torrent of his spirit, that,

pouring along the channels of thought and song, became an elate and exalting

enthusiasm, hurried him on the paths of common life into excesses, dilapi-

dating the humble home and the proud householder. He first published his

poems—^now in every peasant's cottage throuLhout Scotland—in his 27th

year, and his fame was instantaneous. Later in life, the favour and patron-

age of the Scottish nobility and gentry were able to confer upon him a place

in the Excise, of no less than £70 a-year : in the discharge of which
distinguished public function, and in the enjoyment of which splendid imblie

remuneration—then his only certain siippoi-t—the one-laurelled modern singer

of the time-honoured Scottish tongue sank, from Ma darkemng nooia, into

the grave.

[This Bust is byDavid Dunbar.]
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411. Samtjdl Eogees. Foet.

[Born at Newington Green, near London, 1762. Still living.]

A classic inlieritaiice from tlie entomlDed past. The li\'ing poet who
carried his first production mth a trembling hand to Dr. Johnson's house in

Bolt Court, Fleet Street, and could not find heart to "wait for an answer to his

summons when he had knocked at the door ; wlio listened with delight and-

instruction to the lectures of Sir Joshua Eeynolds ; and who still rememhers
and relates how, whe;u his father took him to see Garrick act, he himself

punished his boyish impatience by closing his eyes for a moment, as the

great actor was coming on to the stage. It is nearly seventy years since

Samuel Rogers xmblished his first poem, and he was then a man. He is the

Addison of verse. Grace, elegance, delicacy, softness, are the character-

istics of Ms poetry. He does not astonish by power, nor tlirill by burning
passion ; but he soothes, gratifies, and charms all who are susceptible of

consolation and pleasure from polished and complete works of art. His taste

is refined and classical, and all his works have the finish which such taste will

rec_[uire of the artist possessing it. The rhythm of his poetry partakes of the
character of the sentiment : all is chaste, smooth, refined, and clear. The
descriptions in " Italy " of Italian life and scenez'y are very bearrtiful, and his

reflections are at all times pure and elevating. For so long a life, IVIi-. Rogers has
written very little ; but Ms works are gems, and have been heightened and
improved by labour until scrupulous thought can do for them nothing more.

All poets since the century began have acknowledged Rogers for a master
;

and Ms conscientiousness, purity, and refinement, fit Mm for a teacher.

He has outlived not only his illustrious contemporaries, but the great poets

who were unborn when he had reached his prime. The patriarch, in Ms
long protracted nightfall, still gladdens his memory with the visions of the
past, looMng with placid hope towards his aU but present futiu-e.

[By W. Beknes.]

412, "WlXlIAM WOKDSWOETH. Foet.

[Born at Cockermoutli, I'TTO. Died at Rydal Momit, 1850. Aged 80.]

The most original of the poetical thinkers whom his day gave to his

country. Her verse, notwithstanding one or two better voices up-

lifted, had too long and too patiently worn the chai'acter of an imitative

literature. He undertook the championship of a conflict, which was to

reseat legitimate pov/ers on the throne. Bom and bred in the northern,

mountain region of England, his first study of men was amongst the

simple-minded, vigorous, independent, and intelligent peasantry of the
dales. The earth, which his young feet explored, lay embosoming its

lakes, rearing crag and steep, as though yet freshly robed in loveliness, or

charged with power, by the Creator's hand. His instinct already drew him,

even unconsciously, to gather, in that contemplation of Man and of Nature, and
not in books, the materials of Ms appointed Art. Solitary, self-commiming,

self-suflicing, he soon stood in presence v/ith an educated world, the prophet of

a new poetical revelation. Hefouud, at the first encounter, a prophet'sreward

—

belief in the few : from the multitude, mockery and persecution. He Hved
long enough to be understood ; to see health and strength of his infusing

reanimate the too languid veins of our English poesy. An extreme trust

in the worth inhering in every phase of humanity may have sometimes
descended too low, in the choice of the theme ; an excessive zeal of simplicity
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may occasionally have stripped the style a little too bare. But his "writings

remain distinguished, amongst the lays of his own just elapsed age, as the
most soothing and instructive to the heart of the reader

j and for the
generations of poets, rising and to rise, the most warning and oracular.

His strains have been remarkably various in length and weight, in manner
and style. As a portrayer of human nature, he ranks amongst those who
have the most deeply and critically explored the workings of our mysterious
heart and intellectual being. His especial vocation amongst poets was, iu
his o-^vn view, the disclosure of the affinities which attract, by feeling, the
human soul to the natural world : It supplying intellectual forms, and We,
passion—an intercourse, blending, if it may be so said, two lives into one.
He entered upon his work of reforming our poetical spirit, in two volumes
of Lyrical Ballads and Other Poems, in the years 1798 and 1807. His life

was one long day of brooding calm—his sunset, lucid and serene.

[Presented to the Crystal Palace by the sculptor, F. Thrupp, and modelled by
liim from a cast after death by Chantrey.]

413. SiE Waltee Scott. Poet and Novelist.

[Bom in Edinburgh, 1771. Died at Abbotsford, 1832. Aged 61.]

The great magician of the north, under whose fascinating spell millions in

all lands have been entranced and strengthened. His boyish eye fed on the
wild scenes of his native land, and on the mouldering wrecks—^here and
there sadly gracing those scenes—of her forma' sterner, yet greater day.

His boyish heart was cradled iu the music of her old wild songs, then
living, and in the rough and bold traditions of her strange and romantic
Past. The joy and the passion which were life to the boy, became power to

the man. With a wondrous dominion suddenly begun, yet prolonged whilst

he lived, he swayed and swept back the spirits of his generation on a torrent

of delight and desire, into forgotten times, alien to our manner of thinking and
of being. But the poet finds one heart of Man under all the shapes ofhuman
existence : one universal spirit of human lifa Transported by the poet, ws
find ourselves everywhere with our kind. Eeanimated by him, the worn-out
and the antiquated rise new-born and of our time. And Scott, in verse or in

prose, was a poet. The electric telegraph of the press carried his writings, as

they left his desk, over the globe. The excellent French historian, Augustin
Thierry, says that the romances of Scott, by their vivid and vital representa-

tions of the past, have reformed the style and study of history on the

continent, urging and guiding the historian, instead of chronicling dry facts,

to throw himself with a thirsty inspiration into the bosom of the mighty
departed time. A Scottish traveller in Spanish Calitbrnia told, that a

Si^anish monk had there shown him his copy of " Ivanhoe," and said

" Next after my Bible." We remember with pain that Scott, to whom the

world stands so largely indebted for some of its purest delights, fell into

trouble and difficulty, and snapped his brain in his noble and manly struggle

for escape. The spot of Scotland which the toil of his genius had won him,

for rooting his family on, when torn from both him and them by a blast of ill-

fortune, was redeemed to them by the reverent afi"ecfcion of his country

—

made theirs by a public act which tied even every "book of liis curious

learning-' to its place on his shelves, in pei-petuity. There Ids favourite

daughter's daughter and her children now prolong, if not Ms iUustrioTls

name, his honoured line.

[By F. Chantrey.]
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414. EoBEET SouTHEY. Poet Laureate.

[Bom at Bristol, 1774. Died at Keswiek, in Cumberland, 1843. Aged69.J

An autKor wiio lias eai'ned imperishable renown m Ms ovrn country, for

tlie dignity witli whicli lie upheld the literary character, for his virtuous

miud, for his patient, honest industry, and for his masculine j)rose v/ritings.

His poetical compositions—^with the exception of the miaor poems—are too

labom-ed and too long, are too deliberately planned, and not sufficiently

impassioned to be immortal ; but they contain, nevertheless, many fine de-

scriptive passages, abounding in strength and beauty : the subjects are

chosen, and treated, with bold and free imagination. Southey read too

much, and reflected too little ; he was an insatiable devourer of books, and
almost a prisoner to his study ; hence he imbibed prejudices, and narrowed
his intellectual sympathies : but his heart was of the soundest, and his feel-

ings of the freshest. In the distiibution of Ms hours he was most methodical.

He had a surprising memory, a yearning towards the romantic in his literary

pursuits, and an insuppressible vein of humour. He lived and died, com-
paratively poor, and he was always a day labourer. Yet he had ever a ready
ear for the tale of distress, and an open hand for all who needed its grasx) in

the difiicult journey of life. He never murmured at his own inevitable yoke,

and he had self-command enough to refuse a baronetcy, when, towards the

close of his career, he was offered the honour by the Minister of the day. It

is sad to think tliat the mind of Southey gave way in the decline of life.

When he could read no longer, he walked to his bookshelves witli a vacant

Soul, and opened the volumes only to look at them, withoixt being able to

derive the least consolation from their pages. He died honoured, and literary

men in England are proud to acknowledge, in him, one of the worthiest of

their order.

[This is a posthumous Bust, by E. H. Baily, R.A., from, the marble wMch forms
a portion of the monument erected to the poet's memory in Bristol. It was
cai-ved in 1847.]

415. Thomas Campbell. Poet,

[Bom at Glasgow, 1777. Died at Boulogne, 1844. Aged 67.]

The poetical career of Thomas Campbell began when he was twenty years

old, and was completed before he was thirty-three. He wrote nothing sub-

sequently to this age worthy of his fame. His earliest work, the "Pleasures
of Hope," composed in youth, at once established his claim to be ranked
amongst the foi'emost poets of his time. It brimmed with promise ; and not

the least singular circumstance in connexion with Thomas Campbell's life

is, that the excessive expectation raised by his first appeal was never satisfac-

torily fulfilled. The poetic faculty burned in the "Pleasures of Hope," which
was full of melody, pathos, animated description, and impassioned sentiment.

All needful ardour was there. There were also to be noted the faults of a
youthful pen— redundancy of diction and incorrectness. Ten years after the
" Pleasures of Hope" he published " Gertrude of Wyoming." The impul-
sive quality was already subdued by elaborate art ; and although extreme
beauty and tenderness were here and there in the poem, correctness was still

vranting. Your spirit was entranced with verses, than which, in the
English language, you could find none better, simpler, and sweeter. Yet
for one such verse that was borne away from '

' Gertrude of Wyoming " a
hundred were forgotten which were not its peers. Campbell had momentary,
true, intense conceptions, and fineness of fancy ; he exhibited felicities of
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ttouglit and expression tliat fastened instantly on every memory
;

his, too,

was an ear of poetical sensibility to the music of language ; hut woe to the
verse if his poetic utterance came not of an inspiration—by a seizing theme.
"Ye Mariners of England," "The Soldier's Dream," "The Battle of

Hohenlinden," constituted such themes, and these small poems of Campbell
are consequently abiding treasures in the literature of the nation.

[By E. H. Baily, R, A. Executed in 1827.]

416. Thomas Moore. Poet,

[Born at Dublin, 1780. Died in WtsMre, 1852. Aged 72.]

A poet of exuberant fancy, revelling in lavish ornament and gorgeous
painting, and giving utterance to the most ingenious creations, in language of

ineffable, and, occasionally, overpowering sweetness. A writer of inimitable

Irish ballads, wMch are noAV plaintive, now joyous, now pathetic, now fervid,

now tender, now iierce, now melting, now heroic ; but always matchless by the

graceful flow of the verse, and the prompt springing of the happiest illustration.

Also the author of satii^es, brilliant and cutting, but rather the outpourings

of a generous fancy, delighting in its own exquisite self-conscious faculty

of mischief, than the malicious and bitter expression of a vexed and disap-

pointed mind. Melody and joyance are careering in almost evei7 syllable

that he wrote. He Avas a passionate lover of m.usic, and when he sang his

own ballads, the effect upon Lis listeners was electrical. His most celebrated

poetical composition is "Lalla Eookh," a.n Eastern romance, which he wrote

" amidst the snows of two or three Derbyshii-e winters." His best pi'ose

work, " The Epicurean," is a masterly performance, redolent of the perfume
which breathes through his verse, and elevated by a high moral aim. When.
Tliomas Moore died, the impression left of the man upon the public mind
was stamped there by his jocund muse—a feeling of tenderness and love was
associated with the pleasant memory of "Little Tommy Moore." Since his

death his memoirs and his diary have been published, and the impression

has grown dimmer and dimmer in consequence. As a man, Thomas Moore,

the poet, appears to have been hardly more heroic than the most prosaic of

Ms kind.

[By Christopher Moore, Executed in 18S8, for the late Edward Moore, of
May&ir.

417. JoHE- WiLSOi^. Poet ancl Professor.

[Born at Paisley, 1785. Died in Edinburgh, 1854. Aged 69.]

The son of a Paisley manufacturer. Educated at Glasgow and Oxford.

Like the youth of ancient (xreece, he delighted equally in the spoi'ts of the

arena, and in the -ndsdom of the porch. At Oxford, the first westler of his

time, and the gainer of the Newdegate prize for the best poem. His genius

as passionate as his fi^ame was overflowing with the sap of animal life.

Endowed with a lofty and glowing imagination, and with great critical

powers, improved by knowledge. A lover of learning for the joy it brings,

and a hearty sympathizer Avith the glorious labours of the great makers of

prose and verse, whether in ancient or modern time. He himself excelled

as a worker in more than one of the paths of literatm-e. His poetry is

remarkable for the beauty of its imagery, for its rich fancy, and for the
of the verse ; his criticisms exhibit a profound knowledge of the true

pirnciples of taste, are eloquent, and full of generous sentiment ; his prose

tales of fiction have deep pathos, and reveal intimate acquaintance Avith the
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huinan teait. As an. orator, John "Wilson migM have vied with the most
eloquent of his contemporaries had he chosen to compete with them ia their

oTiTi peculiar field ; as a wx'iter upon the manly sports which he so ardently

loved, he is unequalled. His very corporeal substance seems heaviug with joy

and physical happiness, as we follow his vigorous, picturesque, and elated pen,

amongst the lochs of Scotland, or the lakes of Cumberland. Wilson wrote with

the zeal of a strong iDaiiiizan in politics. He would be one, and coxild not. His

large and universal heart never entertained what are called political antipa-

thies. His Toryism was his strong and hearty nature bubbling up and venting

itself in loyalty, chivalry, and affectionate duty. To say that he was oi>posed

to Liberty and Eight, is to assert a monstrous paradox. He was the very

incarnation of liberty, and his giant soul shrunk from m'oug, by natm-al

action. In 1818, Wilson was appelated Professor of Moral Philosophy in

the University of Edinburgh. The bust bespeaks the man. It looks like

Jupiter. AVe cannot gaze upon a more magnificent head.

[This striking and cliaracteristic work is by the late James Fillous of Glasgow,
a fellow townsman of Professor Wilson. It was executed in marble for the
Public Reading P.oom at Paisley.]

418. G-EOEGE Noel Gtokdok, Loed Eyeoist. Poet.

[Born in London, 1788. Died at Missolong'hi, in. Greece, 1824. Aged 36.]

Assuredly, the most popular, if not the greatest poet of our times. But,

the popularity by no means proof of the greatness. He was an object of

interest on account of his birth, his youth, his misfortunes, his constant prac-

tice of associating with poetry his personal and daily history, his strongly

ima^gined injuries, his feverish complaints. A vigorous paiuter of portraits

—that is to say, of two, for he took delight only ia the hero of gloomy passion,

and in the heroine of soft voluptuous beauty ^— all his pictures more or

less reflecting his own nature, and the nature of woman as it apipeared to

his lefined sensuality. Byron has described with ineffable grandeur natural

scenery, and has kindled the spirits of men with enthusiasm for the ancient

glory ; but we find no solace in his companionship, although he takes us

to streams and mountains visited by the gods. His o wn. distempered image is

too visibly stamped on every scene. Byron affected to be a misanthrope;,

yet he cherished the good opinion of men, and shrunk from their adverse

criticism. He pretended that he was isolated from the world
;
yet Ms-

name and fame were upon every lip. What will last in the poetry of Byron
are the verses nttered in moments of self-oblivion. Keats complained

that Byron made solemn things gay, and gay things solemn. This

was a great wrong, and is hardly repaired by the tenderness, patlios,

sentiment, and passion, that start from his poetry to go straight to

the heart. It was the misfortune of Byron to be sent into the world
mthout discipline or training of any kind. Had he been fairly dealt with
in his childhood and youth, his life might have been happier—its course more
equable. As it was, his geniu,s was enslaved and wronged, his career was
violent and erratic, his whole nature warped, and his poetry, instead of being

a well-trimmed garden of beauty, had its choicest flowers entangled and
half hidden in unwholesome, gaudy weeds

.

[By Thorwaldsen, but not from the life.]

418a, GEo:ReE Koel GoEDOisr, Loed BTE05r. Poet.

[By B. H. Baily, R A. Modelled from authentic portraits.]
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419. Douglas Jeeb-old. Writer.

[Born in London, 1803. Still living.]

Before lie was eleven yeai's old, he went as midshipman to sea. Uetnrned
to London after two years' service, and in his boyhood took to writing

dramas for minor theatres. In later life he has prodnced dramatic works
of a higher kind—^his comedies being remarkable for epigrammatic wit, and
sparkling dialogue. His prose writings, generally, are characterized by
trenchant sarcasm, by a vigorous Saxon style, by earnestness of will,

and by an uniiincliiug advocacy of liberal principles. Douglas Jerrold has been
charged with bitterness of spirit, and a malicious desire to set the poor
against the rich. The charge rests upon no good foundation. He revolts

from injustice and oppression ; he feels acutely their effects upon all who
come witliin their operation ; and his viev/s are invariably expressed witli

all the intensity of his genuine convictions. His pen has been always at the

service of humanity ; and his heart is as sound as his language is plain,

direct, and unequivocal.

[Executed in marble, 1852, by B. H. Baily,E.A.]

419*. Henet Tatloe. Poet.

[Still living.'}

Known to literature as the author of " Philip Van Artevelde," a drama for

the study, not for the stage. This dramatic poem is admu-ably finished, and

contains many beautiful images, and passages of undoubted vigour. But the

polish is too evident, the labour expended too much on the surface. There in

nothing in the work to oiiend
;
nothing to take by surprise

;
nothing that

stirs the human heart to its depths. The author shall defy you to point out

the blemishes of genius on his pages. You may equally challenge him to

produce evidence of the power of genius. In "Philip Van Artevelde" w©
are ever within sight of the domain in which the great dramatists reign

supreme, but never in the domain itself. It is all but a great work. It

seems as if only fire were wanting at the poet's heart to convey us at once

from the region of great talent to the higher sphere of undoubted inspii'ation.

But the needed warmth comes not.

[By Macdonald, of Rome.]

SCiENTIFiC MEN AND WRITERS,

420. Fkancts BacOjST. Chancellor of England, and Founder of the

Inductive Philosophy.

[Born in London, 1561. Died 1626. Aged 65.]

The son of Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal under Queen

Elizabeth. Francis was yet a boy when he evinced so keen and lively an
intellect, that Elizabeth was wont to call him her young Lord Keeper. He
rose to the highest distinction in the state, becoming Lord Chancellor of

England. He was removed from his eminence, because he had sullied it by
accepting bribes. He lived ostentatiously, and died leaving many debts.

His name is one of the greatest this country boasts. He is the fathes

Qf the modern Philosophy. Standing between two intellectual eras, he
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surveyed tlie past, and predicted tlie future, of tuman inquiry. Beverting his

eye, lie saw that the most acute and powerful intellects had, age after age,

wasted their strength in investigating physical phenomena, without fi^uit

either of great ascertained truths, or of service won from their speculations to

human uses. Neither zeal nor ability had been w^anting. He inferred that

the method of those elder philosophers was in fault. Impatient and
arrogant, they presumed, upon the first strong impressions caiight from
the contemplation of Nature, oracularly to divine her universal laws.

From these laws, affirmed not established, they proceeded to solve, as

best they could, all further phenomena : for, within these false and hasty

conclusions once recognised, Season la.y thenceforward imprisoned. Lord
Bacon said :

" Have patience. Wait upon Nature. Observe indefatigably.

Accumulate, without ceasing, records of the appearances. Yerify experiment

by experiment. Set instance beside instance, without sparing, but not with-

out clioosing. Ultimately the law will stand revealed." What has happened ?

Immense and ever-advancing discovery— science created npon science

—

observers, without number, conspiring in the most disjoined parts of the
civilized world to solve the same philosophical problems—Nature every day
more and more yielding to man the service of her powers—aud the wisdom
of her Author every day more and more discerned in His works—these are

the results which honour the school of Bacon.

[From tlie monument at St. Albans.]

421, HuMPHEEY Chetham. Dealer in llcmclicster Comynodities,''^

[Bom 1580. Died 1653. Aged 73.]

An early and generous benefactor to the city of Manchester. One of Fuller's

"Worthies of England." He made a large fortune by sending Manchester
commodities up to London ; and during his life-time he invested his gains

in the education of twenty-two poor boys. At his death he left money
enough to provide for the suitable edncation of forty boys ; and he also

bequeathed £1000 for the purchase of books for a general library, as well as

£100 for the erection of a building to receive them. At the present hour
100 boys are educated, maintained, and clothed, by the munificence of

Humphrey Chetham, and more than 23,000 volumes are open to all Avho

desire to improve themselves by reading . The statue of which the one in

the Crystal Palace is a cast, has been recently raised to the memory of this

pious and benevolent man, by one who, in early life, partook of Humphrey
Chetham's bounty. The name of the grateful recipient is unknown; but

lie need not blush to make it public . The statue may be seen in Manchester

Cathedral—a monument of affectionate reverence and gratitude, as well as

of Christian well-doing.

[For an account of this statue, see Haudbook to Modern Bculpture, No. G2,]

422. Joir:^ Locke. FMlosopher.

[Born in Semersetshire, 1682. Died at Gates, in Essex, 1704. Aged 72.]

A stern intellect with a pious and gentle heart. Of a good family. He
studied for medicine ; but his delicate health prevented his engaging in th.e

profession. The study was apparently turned to liigher account in settling

Ms contemplation on the real and the useful. He ranks amongst English

philosophers as the one who first, by his writings, impressed the fact that

the Mind of Man lies before ns, if we can attend, as m\ich a subject fcr
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observation and for the investigation of laws, as tlie outwardly sensible world.

The impxilse given by his teaching to the educated mind of the country
was strong and lasting. His successors have introduced, as might
be expected, more method and precision into this region of speculation.

They have confirmed, enriched, and extended the science, although yet

far from having attained that luminous certainty, and that wealth
of profitable results, which wonderfully reward the inquirers into the physical

order of Nature. Besides his "Essay on the Human Understanding"
—for which Locke is called the founder, in England, of modern metaphysical
inquiry—he stood up iu other woi-ks also, as the champion of intellectual

liberty, vindicating the rights of Reason in politics and in religion. In the
study of the Mind, "he broke the fetters of the schools," as Bacon had done
for physical science. Locke was the friend of Newton.

[By Riesback.]

423. SiE, Isaac J^ewtojST. Astronomer and FMlosopJier.

[Born at Woolsthorpe, Lincolnshh-e, 1642. Died in London, IV^T. Aged 85.]

This illustrious man was educated at Grrantham, and entered Trinity

College, Cambridge, in the year 1660. Before he had reached his twenty-

third year, he had already made various important discoveries in pure

mathematics
;
amongst others, the celebrated "Binomial Theorem," familiar

to every tyro, and that most refined and powerful instrument of scientific

investigation, the "Method of Fluxions," which, a few years later, was
independently discovered by the famous Leibnitz, and given to the world

in the form now universally known as the "Differential Calculus." New-
ton was still young when the fall of an apple gave birth in his mind to

the first germ of "the Law of Gravitation," which, some years later, he so

heantifnlly and woudeifuUy developed. In 1666—^his age twenty-four—^he

began those experiments with the prism which quickly led him to "The
Decomposition of Light," and to other optical discoveries, imfolded in the

lectures delivered by him at Cambridge, as the successor of Barrow, from
the year 1669. In his thirtieth year, he was elected a fellow of the Royal

Society ; in 1703, its President ; and he was re-elected to this distinguished

post year after year, for twenty-five years. His great work, " PliilosophiiB

Naturalis Principia Mathematica, " appeared complete in 1687. It has

excited the astonishment and profound admiration of the greatest philo-

sophers in all nations, from that time to the present ; and no woader, since,

in some respects, this grand production might almost seem to ha've resnlted

from actual inspiration, and not from the mere day labour of an unassisted

human intellect. The mighty teacher was the originator of views and

theories, upon which the ablest philosophical minds of the last century

and of the present have bnilt their most renowned achievements, yet we
are most admonished by his humility, his religion, and his calm. Newton was

member of Parliament for Cambridge. He was also master of the Zvlint.

Honour was shown to him living and dead. George I. ordered that his

hody should, after lying in state, be buried in Westminster Abbey. What
luminary is without its dark spot ? Leibnitz and Newton were the two greatest

men of their age, yet a bitter and lasting quarrel between them is recorded,

for our solemn instruction. It remains to state that the year in which
Galileo died, Newton was bom. No interval was sufi"ered between tha

extinction of the one essential light and the kindling of the other.

[By Eonbilliac]
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424, Ben.ta.min' FKAisriiLi:^^. Statesman and PMloaopher.

fBorn at Boston, in America, 1706. Died at PMladelpMa, in America, 1790.

Aged 84.]

'
' FiT.nklin " is another word for iisefulaess, self-denial, fnigality, perse-

Teranee, and independence. A poor printer's Ijoy, who, by his own nnaided

powers raised himself from the lowest place of society to the highest, and
contribiited alike to the advancement of science, and to the independence of

one of the finest countries of the earth. His discovery of the identity of

lightning and electricity, and the invention of the lightning-rod ; the expla-

nation of the am^ora borealis and thnnder-gusts upon electrical xn-uici|)les,

are triumphs of the philosopher. His ardent support of the new Re-

public, his activity, judgment, and resources, speak for the statesman and
the lover of liberty. His language unadorned, but ever pure and expres-

sive ; his reasoning manly and cogent, and so concise that he never exceeded

a quai'f.er of an hour in any public address. His correspondence a model of

clearness and compendious brevity. Scrupulously punctual in all his dealings.

An exemplar of economy, and regularity. His life, one of the most
instructive and encouraging studies for youth, since it exhibits the sufferings,

the trials, the power, and the victory of self-command, temperance and
industry, and the rewaid of genius overcoming all the dilSculties of fortune.

[By Houdon.]

424a. BENJAMrtiT FeAj^telin. Statesman and PJiilosojiher.

[By Hiram Powers.]

425. Samuel Johitsok. Writer and Moralist.

[Born at Liehfield, 1709. Died in London, 1784. Aged 7.5.]

The son of a bookseller in Lichfield. Educated at Oxford, but compelled

to leave the University without a degree, in consequence of the misfortunes

of his father. Then an usher,—and then, marrjdng,—the proprietor of a
private academy in his native city. He had only three pupils, but one of

them was David Garriek. Master and pupil went up together to London in

search of fortune. Both found what they sought—the pupil suddenly and
brilliantly; the master, after trial, privation, and suffering. In 1738, Johnson
published his first poem, "London." Twelve years later, he came forth as

an essayist ia the " Rambler." In 175,*^, appeai'ed his " Dictionary of the

English Language," a seven years' labour ; and iu 1781, "The Lives of the

Poets." In 1762, a pension of £300 a-year was settled upon him by King
George III. The tradition of Johnson in society is of a literary and moral
dictator—a character which, as far as he was concerned, implied much
rat'ier the depth of conviction with which he championed great interests, than
the pride of self-conscious intellect, the ia.ste for conflict, or the thirst of rule

;

ami which the listeners conceded yet more in reverence for the personal

worth of the man, than in submission to his^'intellectual superiority. He is

one of the manliest and most robust minds in our letters. From moral sense

and religion, from deep natural concern, his giant will was devoted to the great

interests of mankind. He felt in himself a vocation to sustain these interests,

and he was the sturdiest of combatants in the prosecution of his moral crusade.

His style is stately, nervous, Latin, original, singularly suited to his mind,

which gjive a direction to contemporary minds, and largely fashioned the litera-

ture of liis time. The prime characteristic of his writings is unquestionably

strong, solid sense, mixed it may be with onesidedness, but bright with acute
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reflection. Jolmson's exterior was unwieldy, his manners were not polislied,

but a tenderer heart never beat than his own. He could utter a withering

epigram. He never committed a deliberately unkind act. His house was a
hospital for the sick and distressed ; he could not walk the streets without

emptying his pockets into the hands of beggars, and his gi-eat heart melted
under a tale of sorrow and injustice. He had strong prejudices, and although

sincerely pious, was superstitious. He loved to speak in aphorisms, and we
still quote his sayings, as attributing to him something of the dignity and
weight of an oracle. His life influenced his age. After his death he still

exercises his influence, for he has given occasion to the most perfect and
amnsiag biography in the language.

425a. Samuel JoHjrsoif. Writer and Iloralist.

[This statue, by J. Bacon, R.A., is at tlie South End of the Nave, on the East
Side ; for account of which, sec Handbook to Modern Sculpture.]

426. Adam Smith, Pldlosopher and Tolitical Economist.

[Bom at Kirkaldy, in Scotland, 1723. Died, in Edinburgh, 1790. Aged 67.]

This great master in the science of political economy was the son of an

Ofiicer of Customs, and studied iirst in Glasgow, afterwards at Oxford.

He had feeble healtli, and was of studious habits. In 1748, a lecturer, in

Edinburgh, upon Ehetoric and the Belles-Lettres ,• and in 1751, appointed

Professor, first of Logic, and then ofMoral Philosophy, in the University of Glas-

gow. At this period of his life he published his "Theory of the Moral Sen-

timent.s," a work in which he regards Sympathy as the foundation of

all morals. In 1763, resigning his Professorship, he became tutor to

the young Duke of Biiccleuch, with whom ho travelled on the continent

for several years. He subsequently retired to his native village, where

lie passed ten years of his life in close obscurity, study, and fruitful

meditation. In 1776, he Issued from his cell to pour light for ever

into the busy world. In that year w^as published his memorable

Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the "Wealth of Nations.'*

This monument of industry, observation, sagacity, learning, and acuteness,

continues the one great hand-book of political economists. The leading

points which Adam Smith laboured to urge in his "Inquiry" are—That

labour is the only source of the wealth of nations ; that wealth does not

consist in the abundance of gold and silver, but in the abundance of the

necessities, conveniences, and enjoyments of life ; that it is sound policy to

leave individuals to pursue their own interest in their own way, and that

every regulation intended to force industry into particular channels, is

impolitic and pernicious. The justice of these axioms has, after years of

argument, denial, and resistance, received general acknowledgment in

England ; and Adam Smith is the author of one revolution in the world's

progress, and a benefactor of his kind. His reasoning is not always sound;

but the base of his fabric is ixnassailable, and the illustration which con-

stitutes its ornament, is amongst the happiest ever employed to give life and

light to a solid stnicture, Adam Smith is the gi'eat practical philosopher

of an age and a people, craving for his philosophy more than for any other,

yet wanting, most of all, the philosophy which shows the soul of a man as

the most precious of all his estates, and teaches him the husbandry of it.

He died, having won a competence, and fulfilling a government appointment.

[This plaster cast was formerly in the collection of Sir Thomas Lawrence.]
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427. JoHF HiWTER. Swffeon and Comparative Anatomist.

[Bora ia Scotland, 172S. Died in London, 1793. Aged 65.]

"Wlien Jokn Hunter was twenty years old, he conlcl scarcely read or write

;

"btit lie could make chairs and tables. At the time of his death, forty-five

years afterwards, he was the first anatomist in tlie coimtry ; and he left

behind him a museum—the work of Ms own rare intelligence and industry—

which thegovernmentpiu'chased forthe siim of £15, 000, and conferredupon the

Eoyal College of Surgeons. Hunter came to London, from his carpenter's shop

in Scotland, in order to serre as anatomical assistant to his brotlier William,

who had already established a reputation as an anatomist, and was doing

well. In a few months John had made sufficient advance to be able to give

instruction in the dissecting-room. He then studied on his own account, went to

Oxford, and became a surgeon. Intense apjjlication, profound observation,

ceaseless experiments, and masterly skill and judgment, enabled him in time

considerably to enlarge the knowledge of surgery, and to make valuable

discoveries in connexion with his favourite science of comparative anatomy.

He was, for England, the first great leader in the Science of animal life.

He was a bold and clever operator ; he wrote several professional treatises
;

and, besides being Surgeon Extraordinary to the King, he held the offices of

Inspector- Gfeneral of Hospitals, and Surgeon-Greneral. His name is honoured

in the profession to which he belongs, and he is justly regarded as the great

and worthy guide and pioneer of all the seekers and successful discoverers,

who since his time have explored the same paths.

[By Flaxman.]

428. jAiiES Watt. Imjjromr of the Steam-Mngine.
[Born at Greenock, 1736. Died 1819. Aged 83.]

It has been said that the genius of Watt, as displayed in his mechanical
inventions, has contributed more to show the practical utility of the

sciences, to extend the power of man over the material world, to multiply

and expand the conveniences of life, than the works of any other individual

in modern times. His was a rare mechanical genius. It had been nurtured

feom his infancy at home ; where he lived, as a boy, in solitary retirement,

cultivating observation and reflexion, and kept apart from other boys by
weak bodily health. It may be affirmed that his whole life was one long

day's laboiu-, for his enlightened industry never ceased. AVlien a mere child,

he would take to pieces and reconstruct every toy that came in his way.

At nineteen he went to London, and placed himself with a maker of mathe-
matical instruments there, making delicate instrxxments for Ms employer with
his own hands. "With those same hands," says M. Arago, a little fanci-

fully, since the head now took the place of the hands, "he after-

wards constructed those colossal machines which in Cornwall, and
on the ocean, perform the service of millions of horses." But the improve-

ment of the steam-engine, ijntil it attained its highest point of perfection,

is not Watt's sole claim to the title of a discoverer. Without knowing a
note of music, he constructed an organ, and in a great measure solved the
problem of temperament. He invented the press for copying letters ; he
introduced the process of bleacMng by the aid of cUorine ; he explained

the composition of water, and the artofwarming bysteam. The extent, variety,

and accuracy of Watt's knowledge were amazing. No subject seemed foreign

to him, and upon every subject he spoke as if that alone had all his life

0
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engaged his attention. Sir Humphrey Davy declared that "Watt stood upon
a higher elevation than Archimedes. G-reat as were his powers, he was a

man of child-like candour, and of the greatest simplicity.

[By Flaxman.]

429. SiE, Jaihes Maceintosh. Historian and Metaphysician.

[Bom in Scotland, 1765. Died, 1832. Aged 67.]

A strong and shrewd intellect : determined by native impulse and aptness

to the metaphysical speculations, which, in the country where he was
born, make regularly an important part of a liberal education. He soxight

and maintained the character of a dispassionate inquirer, reading extensively

and carefully weighing conflicting opinions. More a student than a mau
of action

;
yet, even in study, his energies clogged by a natxu'al indolence.

Mackintosh, though descended from Jacobites, was a Whig. In 1791, he
wrote a defence of the French Revolution, in answer to Biu'ke

;
but, in less

than four years, confessed that bitter experience had overthrown his generous

argument. Adopting the law as a profession, he received promotion in

India at the hands of his political allies. After seven years' service, entered

Parliament. He wrote an admirable "Dissertation on the Progress of

Ethical Philosophy " for the " Encyclopsedia Britannica," and he was
engaged on a "History of the Revolution of 1688," when he died. A man
of great learning, philosophical clearness, and fine perception. Yet his works

lack method and elegance, and fail, from the absence of these qualities, to

do justice to the intellect that fashioned them.

[By Christopher Moore. Executed in 1829 for Lord Nugent.]

430. Eeaitcis Jepfeet. Critic and Essayist.

[Born at Edinburgh, 1773. Died, 1850. Aged 77.]

One of the founders, and for many years the editor, of the '

' Edinburgh

Review,"— a publication which he enriched by his essays on poetry and

general literature. He had an acute, ingenious, and spirited intellect, a

sensibility of taste, and a constant flow and vivacity of style ; but his appre-

hensions in literature and the arts, were rather trained and authorized than

free and original. He had a leaning, scarcely a special gift, to speculate

on the questions of the Mind—questions early and familiarly brought before

him, as rife in the Scottish school in which he was educated. The influence

of Jeffrey upon literature and public opinion, during his life-time, was very

great—partly from the character of the Review which he governed, partly

from the independence, brilliancy, and ability with which he maintained his

principles of taste. Many of his criticisms contain the soundest views, and

are eloquently written : others have been signally refuted by time and the

public verdict ; and their style is defaced by wanton and unjustifiable

flippancy of language. Jeffrey studied for the law, and, being always

^ liberal in politics, was promoted by his Whig friends to the Scottish bench.

With the reputation of a brilliant and ingeniously argumentative speaker,

he disappointed, in the House of Commons, the general expectation. He was

^teemed a very kind and friendly feeling man.

[By Christopher Moore. Executed in 1846.]

431. Teancis Bailt. Astronomer.
[Bom at Newbury, 1774. Died 1844. Aged 70.]

Originally a stockbroker. One of the founders of the Astronomical
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Society, and fox many years its President. Also Fello-vv and Vice-President of

tiie Ro3^al Society. Author of many astronomical works
;
amongst others,

of a Tolnme detailing the repetition of the Cavendish experiment for the

determination of the earth's density.

[Executed in marble, by E. H. Daily, E,A. Postliumous. 1S43.]

432. William Yaeeell. Naturalist.

[Born in London, 1784. Still living.]

Tlie anthor of "A History of British Bii-ds," and of various papers on
subjects connected with natural history. Is treasurer to the Liimsean Society

of London.

[By Hemy WeigalLj

4S3. G-EOPcGE STEPHEifSOif. Engineer.

[BornlTSl. Died ISiS. Aged 67.]

A sturdy jilant of English growth. A working mind horn ripe for its

time. An uncultivated power endowed with immeasurable capability.

The story of Gfeorge Stephenson reads well for his country, well for himself,

well for the high faculties which Providence has given to man, irrespectively

-of birth, station, education, or any accidental condition. His parentage

was of the poorest. He could not have begun his race at a m.ore distant

j)oint from the goal of fortune. He did not even stai-t with liis fellows in

open day, under the bright sun, on the earth's surface. He was a pit-engine

"boy, and his pay was twopence a day. It was a great rise for him when he
was made stoker, and he was on the high road to prosperity Avhen he found
himself breaksman. Promoted to the oihce of engineman, he declared that
lie was "now a man for life." He first made known his mechanical genius

an the seiwice of Lord Eavensworth, when he repaired and improved, as an
amateur, a condensing pump-engine, which had baflled the skill of some
professional engineers. Having been, for a time, occupied in laying down
some unimportant lines of raU, he went to Liverpool to plan a line of railway

between that city and Manchester. He held out great inducements to enter-

prize, and made unheard-of prophecies of success. He even undertook that a
locomotive should accomplish ten miles of distance in every hour. We must
not be surprised that the people called him "mad" for proffering the

assurance. Similar madmen had preceded him, •—Columbus, Gralileo,—tlie

inventor of gas, the discoverer of vaccination and others. The line, as we
know, was made,—the experiment tried. Stephenson was a"ight, a locomotive

can travel at the rate of ten miles an hoiu-. The rise of Stephenson was
now rapid as the strides of his own locomotives. He took the lead at ones
in railway engineering ; became a great locomotive manufacturer, an exten-

sive railway contractor, a large owner of collieries and iron-works, and a,

man of mark in the nation. Our railway system is the result of the multi-
form operations of his strong practical mind. Stephenson disputed with
Sii" Humphry Davy the invention of the safety lamp. Other claimants are
in the field. We shall never know the discoverer, any more than we
shall learn the birth-place of Homer ; and George Stephenson may spare the
«xtra laurel from his iron crown.

£By Cliristoplier Moore, 18S1. Executed for Robert Stephenson, Esq.J

0 2
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434. William Fairbaisis*. MiUtoright and Engineer.

[Bom at Kelso, on the Tweed, ITSQ. Still living.]

THs eminent engineer settled as a millwriglit in. Manchester, in 1815, and
distinguislied liiinself at once by Ms practical improvements in the construc-

tion of mills and workshops. To liis early efforts, in the science of mill

architectm-e, ma,y he traced much of the improved taste now displayed by
mill-owners in the mamifactnring districts. His latest achievement in this

direction is the magnificent structure at Saltaire, near Bradford, York-
shire. He was an early builder of iron ships in Manchester, Hull, and
London. His experiments, designs, and superintendence, were available in

the construction of the Conway and Britannia Tubular Bridges. Mr. Fair-

Lairn, besides his title to respect as a mechanical engineer, and a great

improver in the specific sciences to which he has devoted his life, is a
contribiitor of much A^iluable knowledge through the medium of the press.

He is the architect of his own. fortunes, and is remarkable, in an age
of remarkable engineers, for his great energy, skill, taste, and discrimination.,

[By J. E. Jones.]

435. SiE, John Heescieell. Astronomer.
[Born 1 790. Still living.]

The •worthy son. of a celebrated sire. Ediicated at Cambridge, where he
easily distanced all who competed with him for the honours of that seat of

learuiug. Like his father. Sir John has devoted himself mainly to astro-

nomical pi:rsixits ; but he has penetrated with ardour into every field of
science, and illuminated by his genius all the ground he has trodden. He is

a consummate mathematician, an accomplished chemist, a profound pliilo-

sopher, a master of his native language, and of style. In 1834, he proceeded
to the Cape of Good Hope, for the purpose of making observations in the
southern celestial hemisphere, and continued there for the space of four

years. His "Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy,"
is amongst the most beautiful, eloquent, and useful of modern publications.

His treatises on Sound and Light show a profound application of the highest,

order of mathematics to physical subjects of the most subtle, delicate and
ethereal character. Herschell, more than any other man of tMs day, has con-

tributed to uphold and increase England's scientific renown ; his learning

and accomplishments are universal, and his constant zeal in the dilTusion of
knowledge amongst all classes,'—amongst the very humblest as well as the
yery highest,—^constitutes a right to oar gratitude and respect equal to that

establislied by his philosophic labours and infinite acquirements. Sir

John Herschell is Master of the Mint. Sir Isaac Newton held the post
Isefore him.

[Prom the marble by E. H. Bally, E. A. 1848.3

436. Michael Paeadat. Natural FMlosopher.

[Born 1794. Still living.]

This illustrious scientific man is the son of a poor blacksmitli, and was in

early life apprenticed to a bookbinder, at which craft he Avorked imtil hia
twenty-second year. His great delight in electrical researches brought him
into acquaintance with Sir Humphrey Davy, whose assistant he became in

the laboratory of the Royal Institution, where Fax'aday himself in time rose
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"fco tlie dignity of Fiillerian Professor. Tlie discoveries of Faraday in several

"branclies of science have placed liim in tlie very highest rank amongst
European philosophers. The most difficult and ahstruse points in con-

nexion with light, heat, electricity, magnetism, and the laws of matter,

have been simplified to an extraordinary degree by the force of his sagacity

and singular acuteness. As remarkable as his genius for discovery, and for

the detection of the hidden operations of nature, is his admirable faculty

-of ex]30sition. No living man approaches Fai-aday in the easy power of com-
municating the results of the most subtle investigation to a miscellaneous

audience. Passing through his lucid understanding, every siibject, hoAvever

abstruse or abstract, becomes simple, clear, and attractive.

[By U. H. Baily, E. A. Executed in 1823.]

436*. Maex SosTEETiEiE. Ifctthematician mid Astronomer,

[Still living.]

One of the few women who step out from the limits which seem naturaUy
assigned to their intellectual avocations, to compete with men in theirs.

'One of the fewer who do so, deserting none of their proper tasks, forfeiting

nothing of their proper character. A profound mathematician and astro-

nomer ; a delicate inquirer into natiu'al phenomena. Her work on '
' The

Connexion of the Physical Sciences" spreads out, in a form designed for

the uninitiated reader, but not for the inattentive, a large variety of

impressive knowledge, on some of the most interesting laws of the natural

world. Her manner of writing is remarkably simple, descriptive, clear and
exact.

[By Macdonald. Executed in Eomc, 1848.]

437. William Whe^yell. Philosopher.

[Born at Lancaster, 1796. Still living.]

The Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, and at this moment the greatest

ornament of that celebrated university . He has been tutor in the college ofwhich,

he is the Head, and Professor of Mineralogy . Subsequently appointed to the

Chair of Moral Philosophy, which he still occupies. A great promoter of the

study of this branch of human learning, both by his writings and liis oral

lectures. Has contributed valuable essays on the subject of education, with
especial reference to the studies of his own university. Has enriched mathe-
mputical and physical science with many original investigations ; is the author of

a great work on the History and Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, and of

many scientific treatises exhibiting the application of the higher mathematics
to natural philosophy . The vigour, activity, vivacity, and cjuickness of his

.intellect is extraordinary : his memory, in relation to almost every branch of

literature and science, is rich to overlio-wing, and his faculty of conversation

brilliant . The mind of William Whewell, by natural, impetuous action,

invades all territories of knowledge, and grasps at a dominion forbidden by
tlie term allotted to human life : but that mind, clearly and beyond all

doubt, has power to grapple and to deal effectually with all that it has time
to apprehend and seize . It is not to be wondered, that the temper of

190 ardent a spirit should be hasty : that its nature is frank, generous, and
noblei

[By E. H. Baily, R.A. 1850.]
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438. Sm He^trt Thomas de la Beche. Geolocjist.

[Bom in Londou, 1796. Still living.]

Distinguished liimself early by his geological researches in England^
Prance, Italy, and the West Indies. In 1835, the goYernment institated,

at his suggestion, a Geological Survey of Great Britain, in conjunction with,

the Ordnance Survey, and subsequently extended it to the ITnited Kingdom,
with Sir Henry as Director General. Tliis post he now holds, in conjunetioa

with the direction of the Museum of Practical Geology, and of the Govern-
ment School of Mines. The author of many highly esteemed worts and.

memoirs on geology ; and has rendered good service to the state, by directing;

Ms knowledge to practical and ediacational purposes, and by inducing poli-

ticians, seldom ready to advance in a scientific direction, to found insti-

tutions of a high intellectual type.

[By E. H. Baily, R.A. 1845. From the bronze deposited in tlie Museum' off

Economic Geology, London.]

439. Thomas Caelyle. Writer.

[Born in Dumfriesshire, Scotland, 1796. Still living.]

Critic, Philosopher, Essayist, Censor : the criticism acixte, penetrating,,

severe ; the philosophy idol-Avorship ; the essay-writing picturesque, striking,

animated, and strongly coloured ; the censorsliip furious, testy, iiseless, if not'

unmeaning. Saturated with German metaphysics, full of German literature,

and deligliting in the German form of expression. If Thomas Carlyle wouldl

throw off his foreign aifectatious, and forget liimself in his labours, he would
be one of our most instructive, useful, convincing, and admirable sraters ; for

his heart is large, his intellect strong, and botli heart and intellect have long;

striven to inculcate human love amongst men, and to build, upon mutual affec-

tion, liigh deeds, and benevolent aspirations. But Thomas Carlyle, pen iu

hand, never did forget himself at any one instant of his life, and never will. To--

use one of his own Germanisms, he is the very incarnation of "Ich." An
instructed author will hold the balance fairly between his subject and his-

reader, dealing with each with intelligent reference to tbe other. Carlyl©

usually cares nothing either for his reader or his subject, but swallows up both..

Whatever he shows us, we chiefly see Thomas Carlyle. '
' The Prench Eevo-

lution" is the best of his works ! His pictures, there are startling, wonderfulj

and highly painted ; his eloquence is inspiriting, and his imagery grand. As a.

social and moral Reformer, he beats the air, belonging to that humblest order of
architects wlio are clever enough at destroying houses, but have no power to-

set up others in their place. Yet the influence of Carlyle has been great,

both in England and America. He has forced men to think—-he has appealed

with irresistible power to their better natures—given vigour and direction to-

their impulses, and torn the veil from quackery as often as the evil thing has

crossed his manly and indignant path. Sad thought that so serviceable an
arm should be clogged with fetters of its own forging—that an almost bound-
less capacity for good should be restricted by a tether of its o-\vn fashioiung.

[ByH.Weigall.]

440. Peedeeick Caepexteb, Skey. Surgeon.

[Born at Upton-on-Severn, 1798. Still living.]

Professor of Surgery to the Royal College of Surgeons of England : Surgeon,

to St. Bartholomew's Hospital and other institutions. The author of a work,

on "Operative Sirrgery," in which a strong and humane plea is put forward
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against the xise of tlie knife until the last extremity; and of the Hunterian
Oration for 1850.

441. EICHAE.D 0^^'E^^, Naturalist.

[Bom at Lancaster, 1804. Still living,]

Owen, Faraday, and Herschell are England's living representatives of

science, and are so esteemed throughout Europe. Comparative anatomy,

founded by Cuvier, has been perfected by Owen, and to him is due the great

merit of raising that science in England to a position that commands the

gratitude and admiration of the whole scieutiiic world. This illustrious

philosopher commenced life as a midshipman, but his career was quickly

arrested by the close of the American war in 1813. In order to re-enter the

profession, he adopted the medical profession, and became the pupil of

Mr. Baxendale, a surgeon in Lancaster. In 1824, he matriculated in

Edinburgh. In 1825, he came to London, and passed the Eoyal College of

Surgeons iu 1826. Under the advice of his friend, Abernethy, Owen gave
up all thoughts of the navy, and accepted an appointment at the College of
Surgeons, where for ten years he laboured at completing the catalogue

of John Hunter's magnificent museum. The enormous labour was achieved
in 1840. Since that time every form of animal life, from the Sponge to the

Man, has been submitted to his sagacious mind, and upon every subject he
has thrown illumination. The mere enumeration of his contributions to the

literature of natiiral history would in itself be a task. His '
' Treatise on the

Homologies of the Vertebral Skeleton" has been received with great favour

by anatomists and physiologists. His histories of "British Fossil Mammals
and Birds," and of "Fossil Reptiles," the treatise "On the Nature of

Limbs," on "Parthenogenesis, or the successive production of procreative

individuals from a single ovum," have each brought fresh laurels to his
brow. Cuvier asked, "Why should not natural history one day have its

Newton?" We answer, " It has found Richard Owen."
[By B. H. Baily, E.A. 1840.]

442. Benjamin Diseaeli. Writer and Politician,

[Born 1805. Still living.]

The author, at an early age, of "Vivian Grey," a novel. Has since

published many interesting works of the same kind, the most popular being
"Coningsby," a book in which the political views of the writer are inter-

woven ia the tale of fiction. Mr. Disraeli has acquired greater fame as a
politician than as an author. By his own efforts, and by the force of his

great genius, he has risen to one of the highest ofiices of state, having for a
few months served his country as Chancellor of the Exchequer. Mr.
Disraeli is unequalled in the House of Commons for sarcasm and invective

;

but he has other, better, more useful, and more lasting qualities of a
statesman. If the moral weight of Mr. Disraeli in the country, is less than
his talents would seem to claim, public opinion is not so much to blame as-

Mr. Disraeli, for the discrepancy between his acknowledged ability, and his-

place ia the world's estimation.

[By W. Behnes.]

443. Thoitas Beasset. Railway Contractor.

[Born at Buei-ton, near Chester, 1805. Still living.]

One of the chiefs of the aristocracy that has risen in these latest times
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upon the foimdations of eominercial enterprise. A piince of the netv dy-
nasty, whose dominion extends wherever ciYilization is fostered by the
Rail, and whose coronet is of iron. He commenced life as a surveyor at
Birkenhead, and his iirst connexion with a railway was a contract to supply
the stone for a viaduct of the "Manchester and Liverpool." Since that
time his labours have been incessant and extraordinary, both in his own
country and out of it. Since 1846, he has, upon his own responsibility and
credit, constructed upwards of 500 miles of railway, representing an aggre-

gate of £9,250,000 of contract money. In Prance and Spain, liis joint con-

tracts with Mr. Mackenzie were for 189 English miles of road, and for

nearly £3,000,000 sterling. His engagements, in Scotland and England,

with Mr, Mackenzie md Mr. John Stephenson, from 1844 to 1851,
comprised 511 miles of railway, and an aggregate of £7,200,000. His
liands are still fidl, and his men are carrying out his behests in all parts

of the world. In more senses than one the career of Thomas Brassey may
be desciibed as princely. The "Barentin" viaduct, of 27 arches, on the

"Rouen and Ha^a-e" line tumbled down when all but completed; and
the casualty involved a loss of £30,000. Mr. Brassey the contractor was
neither morally nor legally responsible. He had repeatedly protested

against the material used in the structure, and the French lawyers main-
tained that liis protest freed him from liability. The contractor was
of a different opinion. He had contracted, he said, to make and main-

tain the road, and no law should prevent him from being as good as his

word. The viaduct was rebuilt at Mr. Brassey's cost. For the construc-

tion of this stupendous work (accomplished in seven months) 16,000,000
bricks were required, of which 14,000,000 were new, and made on the

spot. Thomas Brassey is beloved by his countless retainers. Riches,

power, influence, and dominion, have not touched his sound and feeling

heart. We dare to speak truth of this living worthy, for his life is in

all respects one of the highest examples we can offer to om- generation,

absorbed as we are in the production of great industrial undertakings, and,

above all things, intent upon the purstiit of wealth.

[By J. E. Jones.]

443*. 'WiLLiAir DAEaAN". Railway Contractor.

[Still living.]

Bom at the beginning of the present century, of humble parents, in the

county of Carlow, Ireland. After leaving schoool, was placed in a surveyor's

office. Then served with Telford the engineer, on the Holyliead-road

;

aftei'wai'ds engaged, on Ms own account, in forming the Howth Road, and
some canal works in other parts of Ireland. Since the introduction of rail-

ways he has been the chief maker of the iron paths that traverse the sister

kingdom. When all the works shall be completed, wliich owe their construc-

tion to his skill, ingenuity, and industry, nearly a thousand miles of

railway wiLL be due to his enterprise. William Dargan is not only a railway

contractor, but a railway owner, a steam-packet proprietor, a flax grower,

and a farmer. Whilst too many of his fellow-countrymen have been
engaged in destroying—as far as in them lay—the elements of industry in

Ireland, he has laboured to develop her resources, and to rouse the physical

energy and the self-respect of all classes. He is a patriot, not a pai-tizan—not

an Orangeman, nor a Ribbandman, nor a Repealer, nor a Protestant-ascend-

ancy-man, but a true-hearted Irishman, a useful citizen, a loyal subject. If
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Sir Robert Peel could have counted a dozen Dargaus amongst liis coadjutors

in Ireland, lie •would never have had cause to reckon the government of that

portion of the United Kingdom, amongst his insuperable "difficulties." The
greatest work of the patriotic Dargan remains to be mentioned. He placed

£20,000 at the disposal of the Committee formed in DubUn, for the construc-

tion of a Crystal Palace in that city. Before the Palace was ready to receive

the contribiitions of all nations, William Dargau had contributed a much
larger sum. He has his reward in the affectionate gratitude of the Irish

people—in the approving smUes of liis sovereign—in the lasting good wrought
by his act hi the land of his birth.

[This statue, by J. E. Jones, is at the south end of the nave.]

444. Samuel Waeeeis^. Laivyer and Writer.
[Born in Denbighshire, 1807. Still living.]

Is the author of "The Diary of a Physician," and " Ten Thousand a-
Year," in the department of fiction, and of a work on the Study of the Law.
Mr. Warren was originally educated for medicine. He has risen to the
rank of Queen's Counsel in the profession which he subsequently adopted

;

and his writings have acquired a wide popularity. The genius of Mr.
Warren lies especially in the detection and dissection of character, in which
he exhibits great skiU. and powei'.

[By Henry Weigall.]

445. Edwaed Shepheed Ceeast. Historical Writer.

[Bom in Kent, 1812.
,

Still liYing.]

Educated at Eton, where he obtained the "Newcastle Scholarship." Sub-
sequently proceeded to King's College, Cambridge. In 1837, called to the
bar. Is Professor of History in University College, London, and the author
of some able historical works,

[By E. G. Papworth, jim., by whom it is presented to the Crystal Palace.

446. Judge HALiBiJETOsr. Lawyer and Writer.

[Still living.]

Off the bench, better known under his assumed name of "Sam Slick."
He is a judge of Nova Scotia, In 1835, first appeared in a Canada paper
as the author of a series of letters, illustrating the Yankee character. In
1842, was Attache in England to the American Legation ; one result of this
appointment was the publication of "Sam Slick in England," Sam's pen
continues from time to time to enliven and amuse the world, and to set it

broadly grinning. He has infinite humour, a rollicking, racy, uncontrolled
style,^ an exuberance of animal spirits, great acuteness, much worldly
sagacity, and marvellous good sense under all his fun. A genial satirist,

and one of those who have the best succeeded in making the low, corrupted,
half-provincial, and half-slang language of an inferior social class serve
literary use,

[By J. E. Jones.]

447., Edwaud Foebes. JVaiuralist.

[Born at Douglas, Isle of Man, 1S15. Still living.]

One of the most eminent of our scientific men, remarkable for his
originality, sagacity, lucid research, and general scientific attainments.
Studied at Edinburgh, and afterwards lectured there on Natural History.
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Joined, in 1841, the Hydrograpliical Survey of tlie J3gean, under Captaia
Graves, E.N., and made important discoveries respecting the laws of
bathymetrical distribution of marine animals and plants. In 1842, explored
the antiquities, geology, and natnral history of Lycia. During this expedi-
tion the sites of eighteen ancient cities were brought to light. In 1845,
appointed Naturalist to the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, and
in 1851, a Professor of the Government School of Mines. President of thfr
Geological Society, one of the Eoyal Commissioners of the Great Exliibition,
and author of numerous works and memoirs on geological, zoological, and
botanical subjects. In 1854, upon the decease of Professor Jameson^
raised to the Chair of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh.

[By E. H. Baily, R.A.]

SOLDIERS AND STATESMEN.

448. "William MuEEAT, Eael oe Manspield. Lord Chief Justice.

[Born at Perth, in Scotland, 1704. Died in 1793. Aged 88.]

This great lawyer and upright man was the fourth son of David, Lord
Stormont. In 1718, being thirteen years old, he travelled to London on the
back of a pony, and went to Westminster school. In 1723, he proceeded to-

Oxfoi-d. At both places of learning he was distinguished for his industry-
and classical attainments. Afterwards entered at LincoLi's Inn, and ia 1730
was called to the bar. He gradually made his way upward. In 1742,
Solicitor General; 1744, Chief Justice of the King's Bench; 1776, advanced
to the dignity of an Earl. Other events are worthy of record. During the
Gordon Eiots of 1780, the Protestant mob, thinking him favourable to the
Catholics, burned his house to the ground, and cruelly destroyed a valuable
collection of books and manuscripts. He was the principal victim of the
merciless assaults of Junius ; and he is remembered ia the law books, as the
chief justice who, in the celebrated case of "Eex v. Almon," arising out of
one of Junius's Philippics, attempted in vara to withdraw the cognisance of
the question of libel from the jury, to vest it in the court. In politics Lord
Mansfield was a Tory; as a judge he recognised nothing but his duty to his.

sovereign and his country ; and he must always be regarded" as one of the
greatest men that have adorned the judgment - seat in England. He
possessed an amazing clearness of apprehension, vast learning, and mar-
vellous perspicuity of exposition. His love of justice was the sole passion that,

absorbed his otherwise calm nature, and his integrity was spotless. In.

law, as in religion, the mind of Mansfield Avas essentially liberal. It was a.

saying of Burke's that Murray—superior to the technicalities of his profes-

sion—still made the liberality of law keep pace with the demands of justice-

and the actual concerns of the world, conforming our jurisprudence to the
growth of our commerce and of our empire. He was thus the founder of
the commercial law of England, which before his time had no existence-
Brave as a lion on the bench, Mansfield exhibited tmaccountable timidity as;

a statesman. He quailed before Lord Chatham, whose schoolfellow he had
been, and who mercilessly opposed him from the school to the grave. The;
illustrious rivals now lie quietly side by side in Westminster Abbey.

[Prom the statue in Westminster Abbey. Executed in 1801 by Plaxman.]
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449. William Pitt, Ea-rl of Chatitaim. Statesman.
[Born 170S. Died at Hayes, in Kent, 1778. Aged 70.]

A grand Minister, an idol in tte memory of the nation, but failing in
some of tke elements of true greatness, for lie was liauglity, overbearing,

inconsistent, insolent, obstinate, and petty. Tbe statesman who would
never be seen on bitsiness, except in a full dress coat and tie "wig—
vylio never allowed tbe highest considerations to intei-fere vvitb bis con-

stant study of eifect—-wbo, in o]3position, anathematized men for attempting
that which he himself, in power, was the very first to carry out—who never
suffered his under seci'etaries to sit in his presence—who never blushed at
the most barefaced and vehement self-contradiction, can hardly be ranked
with the very highest characters that adorn the pages of History. Yet he
was superb withal, and potent in his- influence upon the age in which he-

lived. He had tremendous earnestness ; his thoughts blazed in his mind,
and were communicated in burning words to his listeners. He had the
faculty of uttering great truths, in language that carried not only conviction

to every understanding, but enthusiasm to every soul. He had a noble-

person—an eye like an eagle's—a voice of thunder. His oratory was splendid,
and his speeches maintained some of their power when transferred to paper..

He was always terrific. He began his career as a Cornet in the Bines, and
entering Parliament as member for Old Sarum, in 1735, he so ast<mished..

Sir Robert Walpole by the violence of his assault, that the astute Minister
was faia to intreat some one " to muzzle that terrible Comet of horse."
The great glory of Chatham, as Minister, consists in the war policy which
he advocated and upheld to the great advantage and pre-eminence of his
country. In sijite of all his errors he was adored by the people. He coiild

feel and act with true nobility, and the multitude were touched by the lofty

sentiments by which he was himself animated. Almost his whole fortune
consisted of private benefactions. The Duchess of Marlborough left him
£10,000, and Sir William Pynsent bec[ueathed him £3000 a j^ear, and
£30,000 in ready money. He opposed the war with America, but with his
latest breath denied the right of the colony to independence. Whatever he-

did, he was still the most popular man in England. Proud and domineering^

as he was in public, his private character, as Lord Chestei-field declared,

*'was staiued by no vices, and sullied by no meannesses." In his own
household, by his children and dependents, he was beloved for his gentle

kindness. The statue before the visitor is highly characteristic of the man.
"Grravenbya cunning hand," says Macaulay, "it seems still with eager
face and outstretched arm, to bid England be of good cheer, and to hurl
defiance at her foes."

[The original model of the statue by J. Bacon, R.A., in "WestminsterAbbey. li
will be found at the South end of the Nave.]

450. EDMirND BuEKE. Orator, Writer, Statesman.

[Born at Dublin, 1730. Died 1797. Aged 67.]

Coleridge, speaking of Edmund Burke, has said that "he referred habi-
tually to piinciples—he was a scientific statesman." He is by far the most
philosophic politician that ever dealt with public affairs in England. He-
takes rank with those who have applied theu- genius to the transactions
of their own fleeting day, in order to extract from them truth, wisdom,
and instruction for all ages. Gifted with gorgeous eloquence, he spake<

like a prophet. We read his words, which we are told fell as he uttered theiUk
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ypoa dull insensate ears, and are astounded to find how nearly, under altered
circumstances, they concern ourselves. Ouv descendants shall periLse the
same syllables with the same living interest, desire, and benefit. Cha-
teaubriand has asserted that when Fox spohe in the House of Commons,
he and all strangers could not keep back their tears. When Burke
rose, the act was a signal for general flight. We can understand
the difference. Burke walked sublimely in advance of his contemporaries

;

Fox was abreast of them, sharing in theixprejudices, and, it may be, inflaming
their passions. Burke had great knowledge of men and books, an imagi-
nation rich to overflowing, and although a philosopher and a theorist,

business-like habits. His genius was unmatched in the House of Commons,
and his industry did not fall short of that of the most plodding member of that
assembly. He was the son of a Dublin attorney, and in early life found
favour mth. Lord Rockingham, who, bringing him into Parliament, allied

Jiim to the Whig interest. The connexion was subsequently broken off, when
Burke, in alarm at the frightful results and portents of the Fi-ench Eevolution,
strove to preserve Liberty by holding her back from the too ardent
embrace of her professed friends. His '

' Eeflections on the French Eevo-
lution" was the most memorable treatise of the time; and it was Al-
lowed by others as remarkable for splendid diction, as for the profoundest
philosophical thought. When starting into life, Burke wrote his cele-

"brated essay on " the Sublime and Beautiful," and set on foot the "Annual
Eegister," the historical portion of which he wrote for many years. lie

would have been raised to the peerage but for the premature death of his

only son, of whom he was very fond. His character has been variously-

estimated. There is no reason to doubt that he was as conscientious,

as honest, and as sincere, as he was mighty in liis high mental endowments.

IBy Christopher Moore. ISoO.]

451. Geokge Washingtost. First President of t%e United States,

[Born in Virginia, United States, 1732. Died, 1790. Aged 67.]

If we were asked to single out from ancient or modern story one bright

unsullied example of true greatness, of perfect patriotism, disinterestedness,

consistency, and seK-devotion, it would be difficult not to select Greorge Wash-
ington. England, that suftered by his acts, has reason to be proud of his

surpassing glory ; for he came from the common stock, and he wrought the
liberty of his country by the exercise of virtues dear to all Englishmen,

and—let us dare to say—characteristic of their race. He received the most
ordinai-y education, for he lost his father when ten years old

;
ajud he had to

make his way in life by his o^wu best efforts. At the age of eighteen he was
appointed surveyor, in Viiginia, to Lord Fairfax. At twenty he was Major in

the colonial militia. In 1775, he took the command of the army in America
against England. How he acted from that hour until 1783, when the treaty

of peace was signed,—what intrepidity he exhibited, •—^vAat wisdom, what
coolness, what courage, what moderation, what rare self-command under
defeat, for, fighting at great disadvantage, he lost more battles than he
gained,—^is known to all. In 1789, he was elected President of the United
States. As chief of the government, he declined all remuneration, save the
bare payment of Ms ofiicial service : he had shown the same abstinence

when in command of the army. In 1796, worn out by the labours and
anxieties of his momentous life, he laid doAvn. his power and Avithdrevi-' into

privacy ; but not until he had delivered to the American people, as his last
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ItTiWic vorlc, Ms solema advice for tlieir future self-government and conduct-

His words of weight may be read to-day with singular advantage by the
millions who enjoy the inappreciable blessings of freedom and prosperity,

which his good right hand, sound heart, and sagacious judgment, chiefly

secured to them. If hero-worship may lae pardoned, he shall be forgiven

—for his offence shall induce in him only humility— who kneels before the
quiet, unpretending shrine of Washington.

[By Canova.]

451*. Wake-eit HASTia-GS. Statesman.

[Bom l'<32. Died 1818. Aged 86.]

Descended of an ancient and honoured line, seated at Daylesford, in
Worcestershire, but ruined by taking the King's side in the civil war. The
boy, motherless, from his birth, and left in the hands of his grandfather, the
impoverished incumbent of the parish, was sent early to the village school,

and taught his letters with the peasantry. At seven years old, as he basked
on the bank of the little stream that ran through the domain of his fathers,

the thought of repossessing the lost inlieritance broke on Ids imagination-.

The vision of the child was the single personal aim of the man's life. What
a life, ere the vision took reality ! At 10 he was placed at Westminster
school, at 17 he sailed with a writership for Bengal. His courage and
intelligence, when the English authorities liad fled from Calcutta, wi.th his

services in Olive's army, raised him rapidly to distinction, and in ten years

after setting foot on Indian grotmd, he was member of Council. At 32, he
returned, with a moderate fortune, to England : and—-that given and spent

—at 36, back to India. At 40, Governor of Bengal. At 41, Governor-
General. Ere the five years of his appointment had elapsed, he was
more ! He had overthrown his mortal foes in the Council : and was Lord
Paramount of British India. In his 53rd year, his reign ceased. What had
it been ? With a resolution which no dangers and no difficulties could
daunt, with a genius for resource, fertile in proportion to the demand, with
a sagacity that disabled opposition and commanded success, with a self-

l^ossession calm in every tempest, he had taken in hand a set of provinces

imperilled by their disorganization and by terrible enemies : and he left a
constructed and fortified empire. What had been his means ? Good and iU.

He had stood between the rapacious rulers and the feeble ruled, and was
alike beloved by both. A civilian, he held the heart and allegiance of the
army. But in India he had used Indian powers. He had not amassed
money corruptly, but he had corrupted with it. He had extorted treasure,

he had broken faith, he had authorized and instigated cruelty, he had violated

justice to shed guilty blood, he had held the ordinary moral laws suspended,

for the safety and the aggrandizement of the dominion committed to his sway.
Called to answer before the highest tribunal in the land, by all the intellect,

eloquence, and power of a great party in Parliament, he was acquitted after

a process of unheard-of duration, reaching through many yeai-s : but ruined
by the costs. Partially compensated by the India House he retired to the an-
cestral home wluch, according to his early resolve, he had taken care to secure-

Here for years he lived a tranquil, happy life in the midst of books, which
he loved, and of endeavours to improve English cultivation from his expe-
rience in India.

[By J. Bacon, E.A.]
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452, Chaeles James Fox. Statesman,

[BornlviS. Died 1806. Aged 5S.]

Tliis great orator and popular statesman, like liis rival William Pitt, was
trained from his youth for political life. He was the son of Henry, first Lord
Holland, and received his education at Westminster, Eton, and Oxford. His
acquaintance with ancient and modern literature was extensive, his taste
highly cultivated, and his literary ahility great. Had he not been a
politician, he might have won Mgh distinction as a scholar

;
or, had he not

been constitutionally indolent, have reflected Instre upon his public deeds
by labours in more classic fields. There was a difference of ten years in
the ages of Pitt and Foxj Pitt being the younger man. Both were
second sons : both had been sedulously prepared for the great arena by
their ambitious fathers. Pitt began his work as a Eeformer, but quickly
turned aside into the ranks of the Tories. Fox, starting into life xmder
the wing of his Tory parent, spoke and voted against Wilkes ; but qnickly
i-epenting of his act, tlu-ew himself into the arms of the Whigs. And then
tlie battle between the two rare combatants was well fought out unto the
end—Pitt dying in harness in 1806, Fox following him the very same year.
Pox was a Liberal, as the name Avas in his time understood by the great
Whig families—an aristocrat with pojDular ideas, sympathizing mth progress,
but holding fast to the pillar of the constitution, every stone of which he
jealously upheld. On every great subject he stood opposed to Pitt ; he
inveighed bitterly against the war with France, as he had formerly steadily

opposed the rupture with the American Colonies. He was a speaker of
extraordinary power ; his oratory being bold, argumentative, impassioned,
and unpremeditated. His followers were attached to his person, and in
private life he was beloved, for he had an affectionate and noble nature,
clouded by sad weaknesses. He was a desperate gamester, and a lover of
pleasm-e to excess. At St. Ann's Hill, withdrawn from the heat of conflict

and dissipation, to his quiet and beloved garden—^to his friends and his
books, he was more faithful to himself, and to the good gil'ts of Providence
within him.

[By I. Nollekens, E.A.]

453. JoHK Pbxlpot Ctjeilin. Laivyer.

[Bom near Cork, 1T50, Died in London, 1817. Aged 67.]

Of very humble parentage. Obtaining a sizarship, he received his educa-
tion at Trinity College, Dublin, free of expense. He went to London, and
entered himself as student at one of the Lms of Court. Called to the bar
in 1775. His brilliant qualities soon brought him into notice. He was
employed to defend various persons charged with political oflences, and his

eloquence, his wit, his withering sarcasm, and touching pathos, carried all

before them. In 1784, he obtained a silk gown, and took his seat in the
Irish House of Commons as member for Doneraile. When the Whigs came
into office in 1806, he was made Master of the Eolls in Ireland. This office

he held until 1814, when he resigned it and secured a pension of 3000/. a-year.

He then visited England, and took up his residence in London, where he
died. He was a popular advocate, and a most successful debater. His
personal appearance was as deficient in grace as his intellectual powers were
splendid. His country, which loved him when living, lamented liim when
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dead, and perpetuated her love and lier grief hj tlie erection of a public
monument to Ms memory.

[Bj Oliristopher Moore. 1841. Executed for Ms monument in St. Patrick's
Cathedral, Dublin.]

454. LOED EtDOiS". Jliffh Chancellor of England.
[Bom 1751. Died 1838. Aged 87.]

A great lawyer. His legal learning, it is said, has never been sm^passed,

if it has been equalled. For many years of his long life he sat on the
judgment seat, and in the councils of his Sovereign. Eut the fame of

Eldon as a politician has not survived Mm. He was narrow-minded and
narrow-hearted. Lord Brougham has summed up Ms political faith Avhen he
says, '*he was alike the determined enemy of all who would either invade
the institution, or extirpate the abuse." He worshipped tMngs as they
were. "Whatever existed—^whether a i-otten borough, a sanguinary enact-
ment, or an unjust civil disability—to the mind of Lord Eldon it formed
part of the "British Constitution," and that Constitution had in his eye a
sanctity, like religion. No argument was admitted against this iron and
immovable belief. Hence, though all men respected his sincerity, all

enlightened men pitied his bigotry, and felt it as a public relief

when he departed in his ripe old age. He was the last great
man of the remorselessly obstructive school to which he belonged.

As Lord Chancellor, his decisions have obtained great respect, but he
was generally so long in arriving at them, and hesitation and doubt
formed so marked a characteristic of his judicial character, that the pecu-
niary losses and human misery for which he became responsible were
considerable. Lord Eldon was of humble origin, and his chances of pro-
motion seemed in early life so remote, that he was actually at the minute of
quitting London in despair when he received the brief that took him on to
fortune.

[By Chantrey.]

455. HoEATio Nelson. Lord High Admiral.
[Born at Bumham-Thorpe, in Norfolk, 1758. Died at Trafalgar, 1805. Aged 47, ]

The most famous of sea-captains, and the darling of his country. He
fought the sea-half of the world's greatest war. England has a just
pride in her Wellington, whose memory she honours. Towards Nelson she
looks with a tenderer recollection, and her heart moves when she thinks of

his services and renown. As Captain in 1794, he conducted a siege at Calvi,

.and _ lost an eye. In 1797, crying to Ms men "Westminster Abbey or
glorious victory," he captured the San Jose and San Nicolas, at the battle
of St. Vincent. In the same year he lost his right arm at Teneriife, and
twelve months afterwards he received a wound in Ms head at the glorious

victory of the Nile. There was in truth very little left of the man

—

yet all of the hero—^when, in 1805, a cruel shot at the battle of Trafalgar,

iUled him in the very hour of triumph to his fleet, of delivery to Ms
country. His death was felt in England as a personal, as weU as national
calamity, and was mourned by the whole people as by one man. Gentle as
a woman ; brave as a lion ; devoted to his country

;
fighting her battles with

a passionate ardom- that consumed and obliterated all personal considera-
tions

;
loyal

;
pious ;—these are some of the qualities that combined to form

the character of Horatio Nelson, He was always insignificant in person

;
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and after Ms slender frame had l)een Ibattered about "by tlie enemy, Ms
appearance in tlie lionoiu-ed uniform wMch Ms semces had won, -was most
singular and striking ; for he looked like a skeleton clothed in cumbrous
magnificence. Yet the influence of tMs reduced, war-beaten figure was
electrical. All who came within its atmosphere partook of its own nature.
The followers of Nelson could and did achieve miracles, because they had
unbounded faith in the power of their cMef—^in his heroism, resolution, and
determination at all times to win. Nelson was beloved by Ms sailors. He
lies buried in St. Paul's.

456. "William Pitt. Statesman.

[Bom at Hayes, in Kent, 1759. Died 1806. Aged 47.]

It has been well said that the life of William Pitt, the second ani
favoimte son of the magnificent Earl of Chatham, had neither springtime
nor autumn. It knew neither the fresh delights of boyhood, nor the tranquil

hai^piness of age. His father had trained him from his very childhood, like'

an atMete, for the feverish arena of politics. Before he was twenty- one,,

be stood a gladiator armed ; and from that age mitil his comparatively
early death he knew no rest. He was twenty-foxir— a period at which our
English youth are quitting college, and looMng aroiind them for a profession

—when he became Prime Minister of England. For seventeen years, in the
midst of broil and battle, of discontent at home and warfai'e abroad, this

great man held the place which his eagle ambition had chosen for its eyrie

on the rock, defying opposition by his commanding eloquence, by the fertility

and grandetir of his resources, by his singular financial ability, and by his

imquenchable energy. In 1801, he descended from his lofty seat in order to
make way for a Minister of peace ; but in 1804, all hope of peace being
blasted, he was again summoned to du-ect the councils of the nation,

and again he exercised all his varied powers for the development and
consummation of the policy, which, right or wrong, he deemed essential ta
the safety of England, and to the tranquillity and freedom of the world.

Two years after Ms return to office, he fell a victim, to Ms life-long labours
and to an hereditary gout, nourished by intemperate habits. It is somewhat
ciuious that Pitt, the cherished head of the aristocratic and Tory party,

had expressed himself in favour of nearly all the principles which the
liberals of subsequent times have struggled, not fruitlessly, to uphold.

He was friendly to CMirch .Reform, to Financial Reform, to Parliamentary
Peform, and to the removal of disabilities on account of religious belief..

He died at the same age as Lord Nelson ; and as to Lord Nelson, so to

him, a public funeral was decreed. The sum of foriy thousand pounds
also was voted to pay his debts. Whatever had been the faults of Pitt,

he was not avaricious. He had made no money by the State, for he
had ever been the most unostentatious of men. The character of his

eloquence was unlike that of Ms father. It was logical, digmfied, equable :

now rising into indignant invective, and now taking the shape of the keenest
and most cutting sarcasm ; but always self-possessed. It did not burst
in torrent from an overflowing fount of wTath and passion like the submerging
oratory of Chatham. The form of Pitt was gaunt, his countenance harsh,

and his action ungraceful. He was, in many respects, one of the greatest,

Ministers our country has ever seen. His rapid comprehension was weU
described by Ms tutor, who said that he seemed to him to justify the doctriae
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of Plato, ttat tlie act of learning is reminiscence only, and not aeqnisition.

He was the favourite of the nation : Fox of a party.

[By J. NoUekens, E.A.]

457. General Jackson. President of the United States.

Born in South Carolina, U.S., 1767. Died, at Nasliville, in Tcuue.ssee, 1845. Aged 78.]

The son of an Irish emigrant. He was originally destined for the Qiurch

:

hut he qiiitted school to take part in the War of Independence. The war
over, he adopted the law a.s a profession, and became judge in Tennessee, aa

well as Major-Greneral of the Forces of the same state. In 1815, as Major-

Greneral of the United States, he gained a decisive victory over the English

at New Orleans. In 1821, appointed Grovernor of Floridai, and the next year
elected member of the Senate for the state of Tennessee. Elected President

of the United States in 1828 and again 1832 ; so that he was at the head of

the American government for tlie space of eight years. An ardent democratic
chief throughout life. His presidency was distinguished by the development
'of democratic tendencies, of the spirit of territorial extension, and by the
marked encouragement of the slave-holding interest. He successfully opposed
Congress in the matter of the United States Bank, regarding it as a monopoly
in the State injurious to the general interests of the people. Jackson was
a man of Roman virtues, a true patriot, and of uncompromising integrity,

simple, and austere. Straightforward and blunt as a soldier.

[By Hiram Powers.]

458. Henet WiLLTA3r Paget, ]\lAEQ,iris op xAnglesey. English
Field Marshal.

[Born 1768. Died 1854. Aged 86.]

A distinguished, brave, and gallant military commander. In 179-3,

served in Flanders. Later, won honour in Spain, especially by the skill with
which he covered General Moore's retreat. At Waterloo, where he com-
manded the whole British cavalry, he lost a leg. He was member of the
government under Canning, and in 1828—a memorable epoch—Lord-Lieu-
tenant of Ireland. Again held this appointment under Lord Grrey, in 1831.

[By Christopher Mooi-e. 1846. Executed for W. H. Curran, Esq.]

459. Aethue, Diike oe "WELLiifaTOiT. Soldier and Statesman,
[Bom in Ireland, 1769. Died at Walmer Castle, 1852. Aged 83.]

The third son of the Earl of Morningtou, and of Anna, daughter of Viscount
Dungannon. Received his early education at Eton—then studied at the
military school of Angers, in France ; and in 1787, entered an infantry
regiment as Ensign. Later became by purchase Lieutenant-Colonel of the
33rd, and in that regiment took part in Holland in the campaign of 179'1.

His first great military exploit was at the beginning of the century,
in India, where his brother was (xovernor-Gfeneral, and where, fighting

in. the war against the Mahrattas, he annihilated at Assaye an army
of 60,000 men, Mdth only 12,000 troops. From this period until his defeat,

of the French army, and the overthrow of Napoleon on the field of
Waterloo (1815), his career was a series of triumphs. Many comparisons
have been made between Napoleon and Wellington ; all are unnecessary, and
from the purpose. There is no resemblance whatever in the two characters.
If it is contended that Napoleon was the greatest mihtary hero of his time,
it is sufficient for the admirers of ¥7ellington to state, that after the English

p
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captain had beaten, one upon another, the great Marshals of Napoleon, he
conquered Buonaparte himself, a,nd put an end for ever to his splendid
authority and terrible misrule, Madame de Stael has said, speaking of
Wellington, that "Never ^Yas so great a man made out of such small
materials." Another -writer has remarked, that in him *' common sense
amounted to genius." A third tells us that he accomplished everything by
that system of self-subjugation which made every wish, desire, aim, "and
<ibject of life subordinate to a paramoujit and an ever-present sense of duty.
We may gather a notion of the true character of Wellington fii-om such
criticism. There was nothing brilliant and overpowering in his genius ; but
he commanded respect, and won greatness by the wisdom of his combinations,
the steadiness of his wUl, the simplicity of his aim, and the pertinacity of
his com-se—his mind being once made up as to the direction to be taken.
Wellington had boundless influence over Ms men, because he had irresistible
power over himself. He knew better than any other great captain what
NOT to do : and having resolved upon the propriety of inaction, no considera-
tion, no amount of obloquy, blame, or reproach, could incite Mm into
action. When he undertook command in.Porttigal, it was his conviction that
the enemy were to be finally defeated by a passive policy on Ms part at starting.
For months, against general opinion, he persisted in that policy ; and after
it

^
had succeeded beyond all expectation, once a-foot, he advanced resolutely

wth his troops, scoured Portugal and Spain, drove the French before him,
followed them into France, and never slackened until he had caught Napoleon,
and chained Mm to the rock of St. Helena. Into the field of politics

Wellington brought the same policy to play. He knew when to act on tke
defensive, how long he might defend with safety, when it was prudent to
retreat or capitulate upon honourable conditions. The life of Wellington,
from Ms boyhood until his death, is an instructive lesson for his countrymen.
His daily habits, as we all know, were of the simplest ; and his business-
like activity was the most remarkable characteristic of his old age. In
manners Wellington was soldierly and rough, Imt he was fond of chUdi-en.
He had few intimate male friends, but he has left behind 1iim a correspondence
that shows the delight he took in opemng Ms mind freelj^, on the most
delicate questions of State policy, to more than one of the gentler sex. A
great contemporary poet, a friend and warm admirer of Wellington, has said
that this illustrious, and in many respects perfect man, had one infirmity
that brought Mm down to the level of us all

—"he could be angry."

[By Henry Weigall. This was the last bust for which the Dulse sat. It was
modelled in four sittings, the dates of which were August 0, 9, 11, and
Jfovember IS, 1851.]

45&A. Aethtje, DrsE oe WELLijTGTOif. Soldier and Statesman.
[Colossal Bust presented by the sculptor, H. Eoss.]

460. JoHsr dumcT Adams. President of the United States.

[Born at Boston, U.S., 1769. Died 1848. Aged 79.]

Edneated in Europe. At a tender age, private secretary to the
American Minister at St. Petersburgh. Li 1794, appointed by Washington,
Ambassador to the Hague. In 1809, Ambassador to the Court ofEussia.
Subsequently Ambassador in London. In 1825, President of the "United
States.

_
His administration worthy ofhis Hfe, which was pure, disinterested,

and strictly honest. Upon his death ia 1848, he left a reputation for integrity.
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independence, and manly straigMforwardness, second only to tliat of Wasli-

ington. His habits to the last simple and unostentatious, and Ms industry

remartahle. His exterior was cold, but fire glowed AA'ithiu, for his nature

was as earnest as Ms oratory was fierce. He had a tenacious memory, great

knowledge, and the faculty of speaking forcibly, clearly, and to the purpose.

One of the worthies of the Great llepiiblic.

[By Hiram Powers.]

461. LoED MoNTEAGLE. English Feer.

[Born 1790. StilUiving.]

Comptroller-general of the receipt and issue of Her Majjesty's Excheqtuer.

Before he was raised to the peerage, Lord Monteagle, as Mr. Spring llice,

sat in the House of Commons, and filled yarious olfices of State—amongst
otters, that of Chancellor of the Bxcheq.uer.

[By Macdonald, of Rome.]

462. "William: Hltseissok-. Statesman and Finmicier.

[Born in Worcestersliire, 1770. Accidentally killed, 1830. Aged 60.]

A distinguished statesman, whose commercial views, early in the present

century, were considerably in advance of those of the political party to which
he was attached, and who strongly advocated the principle of the measures
carried at a later period by Sir Robert Peel. He served under Pitt, and
aftervrards was President of tlie Board of Trade. He was accidentally killed

by a train, at the opening of the Manchester and Liverpool Railway.

[For account of this statue, the original of wliich is at Liverpool, see Handbook
of Modern Sculpture, No. 29.]

463. JoHsr Si^aLETOiiT Copley,^aeon Lyistdhuest. Ex- Chancellor

of England.
[Bora in Boston, U. S., 1772. Still Uving.:

The son of a celebrated painter. After having studied at Cambridge,
where he took high mathematical honours, he was called to the bar, in 1804.
In 1826, Master of the Rolls ; in 1827, Lord Chancellor. Has held this

last high office at three distinct periods of his life. Lord Lyndhurst is

remarked for the extraordinary lucidity and quickness of his understanding.

His mind has the utmost facility in grasping the most intricate and involved
points of any case submitted to it ; and his facility of exposition is a^

perfect as his perception is acute. Hence, though not the greatest of the
lawyers who have dignified the woolsack, he has always been the most agree-

able and popular of Lord Chancellors. He is eloquent without labour, and
convincing without vehemence—in many respects a master of oratory. In
Ms eighty-tMrd year, Ms polished intellect has lost none of its lustre. It

ias all the vigour, in debate, which it possessed half a century ago. Lord
Lyndhurst at first took side with the Liberal party in politics, but he soon
became a follower of Sir Robert Peel, and with that Minister he remained
to the last.

[By W. Behnes.]

464, LoED AsHBUETOK'. English Peer.

[Born 1774. Died 1848. Aged 74.3

The head of the great mercantile hou.se of Baring. As Ambassador to

V 2
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America diuing tlie government of Sir Roljert Peel, Lord AsliliiirtoG con-

cluded tlie treaty between England and the United States winch settled tlie

miicli-vexed "Oregon question." His marriage vath. an American lady
attaclied an interest to liis person in America, and his high character gave liimi

weight and authority at home.

[By Macdonald, of Rome.]

465. Dakiel O'Conkelx. Orator and Lawyer.

[Born at Cahir, in Ireland, 1775. Died at Genoa, 1847. Aged 72.]

The great Irish agitator. A man of extraordinarily powerful talents and
influence. His oratory, especially adapted to sway the hearts of an Irish

multitude, obtained for him a rule tln-oughout Ireland that has never beerfc

etiualled. Thousands upon thousands of his fellow-countrymen were conteait

to be governed by Ills will for good or for evil. The unprecedented oppor-
tunity was used by Daniel O'Counell, less for the advantage and happiness of
his afflicted country, than for his own selfish ends. When the wrongs of
Ii-eland clamoured loudly for redress, O'Connell was an agitator with a
righteous cause sustaining his great eloquence. When those wrongs were in

coxii-se of remedy—were remedied—he v/as still an agitator, but unsustaiced
by any cause save that of his own pecuniary necessities. It is lamentable
to think how much good might have been effected by the energies of
O'Connell, and to Avhat deplorable straits his policy had reduced Ireland

l)efore death took him from it. Had it been as much to his personal and
pecuniary interest to render his country contented, peaceful, prosperous, as
to keep her in a ferment of discontent, discord, and semi-rebellion, O'Conneli
would have proved one of the greatest benefactors of his kind. As it was,

he left behind him a name, which is not uttered with opprobrium—simply
"because it is already nearly forgotten. The associations connected with liis

memory have nothing in common with the new epoch of tranquillity, order,

and steady industry, upon which Ireland has entered. O'Connell was not
so eloquent in the House of Commons as out of it. He was born for the
multitude. His poAver of invective, his faculty of humour-, his facility cf
illustration, his familiar tones, his burly form, his winning voice, were all:

elements that go to make uj) the successful demagogue.

[By J. B. Jones.]

466. Joseph Hume. Political Reformer.

[Born at Srontrose, 1777. Still living.]

Has sat in the House of Commons for rqjwards of forty years. Was
educated for the medical profession, and is member of the Colleges of Surgeoiis

of Edinburgh and London. Acted in India as Persian interpreter to the

army, during the Mahratta war, from 1802 to 1807. Joseph Hume is a

consistent Reformer, and by his steadiness, earnestness, and faitlifiil adherence

to the principles of his life, has secured the respect and good-will of all

political parties. When he entered parliament, his views were considered

extreme and theoretical. Many of these views have been gradually adopted

by the leading statesmen of the time, and there is every probability that

Mr. Hume will outlive all his grievances. He is a rigid economist, and a

thoroughly honest politician.
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467. HejS'sy, Loed Beougham. Latvyer, Statesman, Educator,
[Born 1779. Still living.]

A name that will be identified for evex- with, the advances in civilisa'-

"tion made in this country, during the fii'st half of the present century.

For the great reforms effected in our criminal law, for the impetus
which has heen given to education among all classe.s, we are chiefly indebted

to the influence of Lord Brougham, and to the indomitable exertion of his

strong, practical, energetic, and versatile mind. He has been Lord High
Chancellor of England ; but his legal attainments constitute liis very smallest

title to respect. He is a great orator, a man of science vv orthy of taking rank
"with scientific men, a metaphysician, an -historian, an essayist. He has
.addressed himself to every branch of laiowledge, and is distinguished in all.

Before he was elevated to the peerage he was one of the foremost men in Eng-
land, honoured for his resolute and fiery opposition to abuses of every
kind, and beloved for his eager anxiety to remove the shackles from the
negro, and every disability from the limbs of his fellovv-creatures nearer
home. Social elevation has not added to the popularity of Lord Brougham^
for the ermine has in part withdrawn the idol from the people. All Ids

magnificent qualities are depressed and dAvarfed beneath his coronet. His
•eloquence is not so overpowering nor so thiilling, his sympathies for tlie

classes below him are apparently deadened, his respect for his " order" pro-

portionately increased. He has ceased to be "the first man" out of

doors, without becoming the first lord within. If he has not survived his

repxitation he has manifestly damaged it. Yet for Ms former permanent
and vital services to his country, his name shall be held by Englishmen in

lasting, gr-ateful, and affectionate remembrance.

[By Deer.]

467a, Heitbt, Loed Beotighaij:, Laioyer, Statesman, Educator.
[An admirable seated portrait statue, by E. G. Papwortb, Sen., wliicli will be

found at the Soutb. end of tbe ISTave. Presented by the sculptor.]

468. Maetik Yast Bueen. Ex-President of the United States.

[Born 1782. Still living.]

A lawyer, and an active politician in the democratic interest. From
1812 until 1820, a member of the United States Senate, during which time

•a keen sxipporter of the war with England, and, for a short period,

Attorney-General. In 1828, Governor of the State of New York—then
Secretary of State in the cabinet of General Jackson. Vice President in

1832, and during General Jackson's second term of office. In 1836, elected

President by a large majority. The principal measure of his administration

was the re-establishment of the independent treasury. In 1840, again

nominated for the Presidency, but defeated by General Harrison, the Whig-

candidate. Since the close of his presidential term in 1841, Mr. Van Buren
has lived in retirement. His popularity was not so great at the close as at
the beginning of his political life.

[By Hiram Powers.]

469. John Caldwell Calhow. American Statesman.
rJ3orn at Abbeville, in South Carolina, U.S. 17S2. Died at Washington, 1850. Aged 68.]

Of Irish descent. Educated at Yale College, and studied law at Lichfield,
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ill Connecticut. In 1807, admitted to the Bar. In 1811, elected to Congress-,

Secretary of War in 1817 ; and from 1825 to 1832, Vice-President of tlie

United States. He asserted that the American constitution was a mere
federal treaty, fi'om tlae conditions of wliich an indi vidual State might at any-

time -withdraw itself, if the inhabitants of the State so desired. Tliis

dangerous principle was combated by Webster, and—luckily for the Union
—with success. Galhoim had great eloquence, and rapid powers of gene-
ralisation. He was in-flexible in integrity, finn of purpose, energetic, labo-
lious, and endowed with a high sense of honour ; devoted to his country,

with an inextinguishable love of liberty. A moderate democrat, never-
theless,- and a free-trader. In person he was tall and lank; his face
indicated great firmness of character and determination. His manner of
speaking and of gesticulation v/as remarkable. He would walk constantly
lip and doAvn during Ms discourse, his right arm moving all the while regu-
larly backwards and forwards, like the pendulum of a clock.

[By Ilirarn Powers.]

469.* Daniel Webstee. American Statesman and Orator.

PBorn in New Hampshire, U.S., 1782. Died 1852, Aged 70.]

Descendedfrom one of those pilgrim-fathers ofNew England, who emigrated,

in 1636. A lawyer. In 1813, took his seat in Congress for New Hamp-
shire, war then raging with England. He advocated the war -with fervid

eloquence. In politics a "Whig," a term corresponding to our " Conserva-

tive." An avowed opponent of the Democratic party, but a still stronger

friend to the true interests of his country, and, like our- own Sir Robert
Peel, preferring these to a dogged and an injmious persistance in his oym.

preconceived political views. Hence, though no friend to slavery, Webster-

carried on no bitter crusade against it ; and hence his conciliatory policy

which, in dealing with the unhappy institution, maintained, through.

diiBculty and danger, the political Union that contributes so largely to the

strength and greatness of the American people. The oratory of Webster was
of a high order : the most classical that America has yet displayed. It was
powerful, argumentative, and as remarkable for passion, as for logical

acumen. He was also a scholar, with a refined taste, and deeply attached to-

the literature of the old country. In person he was thick-set and burly.

The countenance indicated force, without delicacy of taste and perception :

but in this respect the countenance of Daniel Webster belied his mind. His-

death, at the close of a vehement career, was serene and happy.

[By Hiram Powers.]

470. Sir Eeedeeick Pollock. Chief Baron of the JSxchequer.

[Born in London 1783. StiU living.]

Educated at Cambridge, where he obtained high mathematical distinction.

Has been Attorney G-eneraL

[By W. Behnes.]

470.* SiK Heney Pottifgee. Diplomatist.

[Still living.]

Went to India as Cadet in 1804, and became Itlajor-Gfeneral in the Ea.st

India Company's service. During his long sojourn in India he fulfilled'

many appointments. In 1841, selected by the Gfovernment to proceed to-.
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Cliiua as Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary for the adjustment of

tlie diiferences tlien existing between tlie two empires. Amongst his otTier

rewards for Ms success in this mission, lie received from the Honse of

Commons a pension of 1500^. a-year. Afterwards Governor of tlie Cape of

Good Hope : now Governor of Madras.

{By J. E. Jones.]

471. II,eit:ut John Temple, Viscottnt Palmeeston, Sfate.wmu.
[Boml7S4. still living.]

A Minister under many governments. Secretary-at-War from 1809 xintil

1828. Foreign Secretary, with a slight interval of repose, from 1830 until 1841.

Again Foreign Secretary in 1846. At the present moment, Home Secretary

in the administration of Lord Aherdeen.. A statesman of vast knowledge
and acquirements ; of sterling business habits

;
quick and decided iu

action. An admirable debater, with a facile, ready, but not lofty eloquence.

The upholder of constitutional government v^herever his name and position

have acquired influence in the world. Friendly to efforts made abroad for

the recovery of liberty, he has been held in terror by those who would still

keep liberty in chains. Of aU. living Ministers, Lord Palmerstou is the most
personally popular. He has served with many parties, and yet is no party
man. The Whigs do not love him ; the Conservatives cannot claim him

;

the Radicals own him not. Yet the eye of England glances involuntarily

towards him as one with qualities to be exercised on great occasions, in the
interests of his country. We cannot enumerate his followers ; but his

admirers are countless. He has many practical virtues that constitute a
bond, uniting him to Englishmen, and make him an object of interest in

the national mind. He is bold, outspoken, courageous, patriotic
;
genial in

temper, and unaffected in intercourse. He has infinite "pluck." When he
strikes, he hits straight and effectually. In self-defence his "parry" is

inimitable, and always successful.

[Executed in 1846 by Ghristoxjlior Moore. J

472. SiE RoBEET Peel. Statesman,

[Born near Bury, in LancasMre, 1788. Died in London, 1850. Aged 62.]

The Hou.se of Commons .was to Peel—what it had been to Pitt, his

illustrious predecessor—his world of thought and action. Pitt was 20 when
he took his seat in Parliament by the influence of Sir James Lowther.
Sir Robert was 21 when he was returned for Gashel, by the influence of his

father. Both lived, and, so to speak, died on tliat grand stage. If Pitt is

to be recognised as the boldest and bravest Minister tbat ever conducted ai

country through the perils and disasters of a protracted war. Peel must be
regarded as the most courageous statesman that ever dared to gnide a busy
nation through the peculiar dangers that environ a period of long peace. Pitt
set up a principle of action as his guiding star, and steered his course by its

light, against the bitterest opposition and the most vehement remonstrance,
and died, still proclaiming the safety of his chosen path. Peel, in a later

age, and under different circumstances, sacrificed, year after year, his strong
convictions, in order to direct within safe channels the popular current which
in spite of all his efforts to resist it, flowed on until it threatened to destroy
and drown all obstacles—good or evil—that opposed its progress. Had Pitt
lived in the days of Peel, his sagacity would have compelled the same
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policy. - The proof of Peel's sound wisdom was emphatically witnessed when
he ceased to he Minister in 1846, hut conthiued, until his cniel and untimely
end, to exercise the gi-eatest iufiuence of all liying men, oyer the destinies of

his country. More potent than even the Prime Minister who had xmseated
him, was Sir Robert Peel, from 1846 until 1850. Many are the claims of

Peel upon our gratitude. He reformed our criminal code ; he advanced the

cause of religious freedom ; he repealed the corn laws. Eis attainments as

a scholar were great, and he was a warm encourager of literature and
art. His secret charities to men of genius—-revealed since his death—

•

declare the goodness of his heart. It is said that he had fevf friends in public

life. It may he difficult for a politician to enjoy this luxury. In the bosom
of his own family he was beloved.

[This fine colossal statue. wMcli will be found at the south-west anj^le of the
great Transept and Nave, is by Baroa Marochetti. It is executed in bronze."!

473. SzR Michael O'Lochlex. Lawyer.
[Bornl7S9. Died 1842. Aged 63.

J

A judge in Ireland, of high legal attainments, great practical knowledge,

and unwearied indixstry. The first Roman Catholic created law officer of the

Crown, and raised to the bench, siace the Revolution of 1688. A member of

the Church of Rome, he OAA^ed his promotion to the Liberal party. Appointed

Attorney-General 183.5, Baron of the Exchequer 1836, and Master of the

Rolls 1837. He was earnest in his endeavours to promote the ends of j^lstice,

courteous in manners, and kind in disposition. All parties esteemed and
admired him for his judicial conduct, and, after his decease, Lord Lyndhurst,

a political opponent, jiaid a just and feeling tribute to his memory.

[By Christopher Moore, for the Incorporated Law Society of Dublin.]

474. LoBD JoHJi PlTJSSEll. Statesman.

[Born 1T92. Still living.]

The third son of the sixth Duke of Bedford. Has served many offices of

state, amongst others that of Prime Minister of England. The recognised
-

leader of the Whig party, and the representative of the school of Charles Jameg
Fox. The author of a work on the Constitution of England, of a tragedy,

and of other books. The editor, also, of the Memoirs of Thomas Moore, the

poet. Lord John RusseU is considered one of our first constitutional states-

men, Eis course is not always so distinctly marked as to be obvious and

intelligible to every looker-on. Now he is too liberal for Conservatives, now
too conservative for Liberals

;
to-day he offends the lovers of religious toleration

by his legislation against spiritual freedom ; to-morrow he will distress

bigotry by his zeal for religious independence. Yet Lord John is a man of

mark and influence : and when he suffers his soul to be kindled into warmth,

the sympathies of men rally involuntarily around him. The prominent

feature in the character of this distinguished statesman, is the supreme absence

of self-mistrust, be the matter in hand what it may.

475. Datid Salomons. Alderman.
[Born in London, 179T. Still living.]

The first Hebrew gentleman who has held civic appointment, and sat as

member of parliament, though but for a day, in the House of Commons.

Was elected sheriff of London in 1835, and alderman of Aldgate-ward in
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1836 ; "but could not take Ms seat in consequence of tlie existing state of tlie

law, -wMcli practically excluded Jews. In tlie year 1844, elected alderman
. of the ward of Portsolceu, but tlie election again annulled. The law having

"been altered hy Sir Robert Peel's goyernment in 1847, elected without oppo-
sition, in that year, alderman of CordAvainers' ward. In 1851, returned to

parliament for tlie borough of Grreenwich. Taking his seat, lie maiatained
his right to remain there ; but he was ordered to withdraw, the law of the
land forbidding his presence until he coidd take the necessary oaths.

The claims of the Jews to equal rights with their fellow citizens are

identified with the name of David Salomons, as they have been maintained
chiefly by his untiring exertions.

[From tlie marble by Edwai'd Davis.]

476. Bib. "William Follett. Laicyer.

[Bora in Devonshire, 1798. Died in Loudon, 1845. Aged 46.]

The most celebrated advocate of his time. Eemarkable for the lucidity

of his intellect, for his extensive and accurate legal knowledge, for his acute
discrimhiation, his intuitive sagacity, and for his power of rapidly trans-

ferring his whole attention to anything that might be brought before it.

His reasoning faculties were of the highest order, and his memory was
singularly quick and retentive. His manner calm, dignified, and graceful,

and Ms temper serene and unruffled. His labours at the bar were excessive,

, and prosecuted in the midst of pain and sickness. He died comparatively

early, worn out by disease and work. He had served Her Majesty as

Solicitor-General, and, had he lived, would ine"vitably have taken the highest
• position open to Ms profession.

[By W. Belmes.]

477. The Easl op Derby. 8tates7nan,

[Born 1799. Still living.]

Has been Chief Secretary for Ireland, Secretaiy of State for the Colonies,

and Prime Minister. Has served with the Whigs under Lord Grey, and
with the Conservatives under Sir Robert Peel. Since the death of Sir

Robert, has headed the extreme Tory party. Lord Derby is one of the
readiest, most eloquent, clever, and fluent speakers in the House of Lords.

Wlien in the House of Commons, he was styled by Mr. Disraeli "The Prince
Rupert of Debate." As a lieutenant, he was brilliant, fierce, and irre-

sistible in assault. As a leader, he did not discover the comprehensive
grasp, the knowledge, and admimstrative skill of his illustrious predecessor
and cMef, Sir Robert Peel.

[By Chriatoplier Moore. 18S9. Executed for Lord Skelmersdalie.]

478. Geoege William Feedesick Yilliees, Eakl op CLAHEiiDON".
Statesman,

[Born 1800. Still living.]

A Minister who has honourably and usefully served his country in. many
capacities. Has been Envoy Extraordinary at Madrid, President of the Board
of Trade, and, during a stormy period of incipient rebellion, Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland. At present. Her Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affaii'S.

An excellent man of business, and a consistent Liberal in politics.

[By J. E. Jones.]
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479. SiDK-ET HESBEiiT. Statesman.

[Born 1810. Still living.]

Half brotlier of tlie Earl of Pembroke. Was educated at Oxford. Entered
Parliament in 1832. Has been ever since a follower of tlie policy identified
mtli the name of Sir Robert Peel. From 1841 to 1845, Secretary to tlie

Admiralty. In 1845, appointed Secretary at War. Retired from office witk
Sir Robert Peel in 1846, but became again Secretary at War, in Lord Aber-
deen's administration, 1853. Mr. Herbert has acquired a well deserved
reputation for his benevolent exertions on behalf of the unemployed indus-
trious classes of both sexes.

[By Macdonald of Kome.]

480. LoB,D Cas-jSTDTG. English Peer.

[Born 1812. Still living.]

The only surviving son of George Canning, Prime Minister of England.
Has been IJnder Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs ; and for a short time,
in 1846, was Chief Commissioner of Woods and Forests. He was Chaii-man
of the Council of Jiiries in the Great Exhibition of 1851.

[By Macdonald.]

480.* WiLiiAM HuEME HooPEK. Naval Officer.

[Born in London, 1826. Died there 1854. Aged 27.]

One of the intrepid Arctic explorers, whose spirit of enterprise has impelled
them to invade the ocean, in his sternest and most terrific domain, through
hope to solve the mystery hanging over the fate of Sir John Franklin.
Lieutenant Hooper commanded the second cutter in the remarkable voyage
of the boats of Her Majesty's ship "Plover" from Icy Cape to Cape
Bathurst. Lost for three days and nights in an Arctic snow storm,
quartered two long and lonely winters away from Ms ship in log-huts with
a few of his men, under every privation, he brought home the fastened
malady of the lungs wMch so early cut short his ardent career.

[This bust is by David Dunbar.]

PRELATES AND THEOLOGIANS.

481. Caedifae Woeset. 3fmister of State.

[Bom at Ipswich, 1471. Died at Leicester, 1530. . Aged 59.]

A butcher's son, with an inordinate appetence for place, power, and money.
A magnificent pluralist, whose insatiable desii-e for wealth was redeemed
only by the noble xises to which he applied a portion of his worldly goods.

His revenues almost equalled those of the crown, and many of his acts

were princely, as became the rival of a king. Wolsey founded several

lectures at Oxford, built Christ Church in that University, and erected

Hampton Court, which, in his splendid generosity, he ^presented to
Henry YIII. He owed his first advancement to Henry VII., who sent

him on an embassy to the Emperor of Gfermany, and afterwards made him
Dean of Lincoln. His rise was, thenceforwards rapid. He became, undei-
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Henry YIII., Cardina], Lord Chancellor, and Pope's Legate, His fall was
teadlong. Oifending the king lay refusing to sanction his dirorce, he was.

disgraced in an hour, and compelled to disgorge his enormous acquisitions.

He was arrested at York, hut, falling sick on his way to London, died at

Leicester. Much of Wolsey's wealth was, no doubt, ill-gotten ; his ambition
knew no bounds ; his insolence v/as intolerable ;—^but he had in many
respects a grand and royal mind, and the benefits conferred by him upoa
learning are never to be omitted in a liistoi'y of his remarkable life.

[Presented by Mr. Jolin ArcTibutt, London.]

482. Chaeles JAiLES Blomeield. Bisllop of London.
[Born iTse. Still living. ]

Educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, of which he was Fellow. Bishop
of Chester, 1824:—of London, 182-8. Distinguished for his classical attain-

ments, and before his elevation to the bench, known as the accomplished
editor of the tragedies of iEschylus. As a cMirchman, Charles James
Blomfield has endeavotired to take a middle and conciliatory course, not-

withstanding his decided bent towards the high church party. It is no
reproach to the Bishop of London to say that he has occasionally stumbled,
tipon a difficult and slippery path.

[By W. Behnes.]

482a. Charles James Blomeield. Bishop of London.
[By Henry "WeigalL]

483. Fathee, Theobald Mathew. Temperance lieformer.

[Born at Tliomastown, in Ireland, 1790. Still living.]

A modern crusader, who has drawn his spiritual sword against one of
the deadliest foes to religion, civilisation, and human happiness. An
apostle who carries glad tidings to every hearth, irrespectively of the altar

raised there for divine w-orship. A proselytiser who converts Romanist
and Protestant, with equal advantage and safety to both. He was educated,

at Maynooth ; is a Romish priest ; and his whole life has been spent in an
anxious and a humane endeavour to release mankind from the self-imposed

yoke of Drunkenness. He is the founder of the "total abstinence" prin-

ciple, in virtue of which self-denying ordinance "pledged" men abstain

from any use whatever of intoxicating liquors. The success of the good
and courageous man has been equal to his deserts : both a,re inestimable.

Under his teaching the most hardened drunkards have become abstemious,
and the most reckless and improvident have been won to self-respect and
virtuous conduct. No preacher in the olden or the modern time has sur-

passed his earnestness or his labour. Hundreds of thousands have taken
the pledge from his hands in Ireland, in this countiy, and in the United
States. If some of the number have been unfaithful to their plighted
word, the weakness of humanity will explain the defection. That thou-
sands are the better, the wiser, the happier, and the purer for his labours,

is beyond all doubt. A few patriots like Father Mathew, would have
changed the face of nature in Ireland years ago. His work, now, is pro-
ductive of hourly good. The man who only checks the growth of Drunk-
enness is a benefactor of his kind. He who extinguishes the vice in a
hundred thousand beasts, is one of the mightiest of human conquerors.

[By Cliristophcr Moore, 1845.]
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484. Ca]1DIN"ai, 'Wisema:n-. Chief of the Romish Church in Byigland,

[Born at Seville, in Spain, 1S02. Still living.]

Catne to England in 1808. Educated at tlie English college in Rome,
where he took his degree of D.D. in 1824. Consecrated Bishop of Melipo-
tamns in 1840, and made Vicar Apostolic of the London district in 1849.

Created Cardinal, 1850. Cardinal Wiseman is a man of vast learning and
eminent ahility. His lectures on the Connexion between Science and
Revealed Religion constitute a noble and masterly vindication of the cause

wMch the lectures are intended to maintain, and are full of the happiest

illustration. The style of Cardinal Wiseman is forcible, logical, and elo-

quent ; and it is said that he mites with equal ease the language of nearly

aU the European nations. He is the seventh English Cardinal since the
Reformation.

[By Christopher Moore. 1850.]

KINGS AND QUEENS.

•485. Edwaed III. King of England.

[Born 1313. Died 1377. Aged 64.]

An accomplished monarch, brave, and for his time enlightened. In his

day, and by his act, the power of the Commons rose, and the pretensions of

the Barons were reduced ; several constitutional acts found their way to

the statute book, and greater security was given by law to property and
person, Grlorious battles were fought in France ; the field of Cressy was
won, and Calais surrendered in 1346. Edward, Prince of Wales, sumamed
the Black Prince, was the worthy son of this redoubtable sire. Following

in the steps of his father, he won, in 1355, the battle of Poitiers, took the

French king and his son prisoners, and brought them to London. In this

reign, Queen's College, Oxford, and Clare Hall, Pembroke Hall, Trinity

Hall, and Caius, all colleges at Cambridge, were founded. Windsor Castle

..also was built by Edward III., William of Wykeham, afterwards Bishop

of Wincliester, and Chancellor of England, and the foimder of Winchester

College, being "Clerk of the works." Under Edward III., the first toll

was levied for mending the highways ; the highway concerned being the road

between St. Giles's and Temple Bar. Upon the whole, a grand time for

England.

[From the Effigy.]

486. ELEAi*roEA op Castile. Surnamed The Eaithpttl. First

Queen of Edward I., of England.

[Born in Castile, 1243. Died at Grantham, 1290. Aged 47.]

A queen who has been described loving mother to our nation, the

column and pillar of the whole realm,"—godly, modest, mercifal. The
united influence of loveliness, virtue, and sweet temper, inspired in the

heart of her renowned lord an attachment as deep as it was true. She was
the mother of the first Prince of Wales. When, in 1269, her husband took

up the Cross, Eleanora resolved to share the dangers of hLs Syrian campaiga.
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Her ladies of tlie Court endeavom-ing to dissuade her from the, journey, she

replied, " Notliing ouglit to part those whom Ged has joined ; nud the way
to heaven is as near, if not nearer, from SjTia, as from England or my
native Spain." She was a patroness of literature and art, and civilisation

advanced under the auspices of her well-regulated Coui-t. Taken ill ati

Grantham, whilst her hiisbaiid was in Scotland, she expired there. Bdwai-d

followed her hody thence to Westminster in tlie bitterest grief^ and on the

spot marked by the close of every stage, vowed to erect a ci'oss in memory of

his cJiere reine. The crosses of Northampton and Waltham still remaia,

models of architectural beauty. Charing Gross was the last resting-place

"before the body was carried into Westminster Abbey.

[From the E;ffigy.]

487. Henhy VII. King of Englmid.

[Born 1456. Died 1509. Aged 53.]

A monarch whose greatest vice was avaiice. He was inordinately fond of
money. He had 14, OOOL a-year allowed him by Ms first Parliament for liis

Household expenses, and 2000?. a-year for his wardrobe
;

yet he left behind
him a sum equivalent to 16, 000, OOOZ. at the present day. With no worse-

quality than avarice, he had no quality that can be called great. He wa.3-.

brave, politic, attentive to business, reserved, suspicious. His chief merit
consisted in closing the civil wars, and securing peace and order in the country.

He died at Richmond, and was buried in the magiiificent chapel at West-
minster, erected by himself. He also built "The Great Harry," the first-

ship in the English Navy, shijjs before this time having been hired or pressed

from merchants. It cost 14, 000?, The King seems to have had remorse
for his rapacity on his death-bed. He issued a general pardon for all oifences^

released all debtors, himself paying the debts of many ; converted the Palace
of the Savoy into an hospital ; biiilt several religious houses ; and orderedl

restitution to be made to all men whom he had wronged by his extortions.

It is unnecessary to state that his successor being his son, tienry YIIL, not
the slightest effect followed from the "restitution" clause.

488. Elizabeth. Queen of England.
[Bom 15S3. Died 1603. Aged 70.]

A mighty sovereign, and the last of our absohite monarchs. Her rule
despotic, but grand, and wholly in the interests of her country. A true
Englishwoman, ambitious of England's glory, and capable of inspiring hear

servants by her example, with unbounded zeal, patriotism, and here ism. As
a Avoman, the picture less fascinating. Too selfish to be amiable, she was
vain, imperious, violent. She had favourites, but none whom she would raise

to the throne, for she hugged power with a passionate embrace, which nov

generous sentiment could unfasten, and no tender consideration induce her
to divide. She stood above law, and she knew it. A man sharing her
throne might have been less fortunate. Her successor proved so ; and the
eon of that successor, trying the perilous ascent, lost his head in the
attempt. Wondrous was the reign of Elizabeth in its effects upon the
civilisation of the world. It produced Paeon in philosophy, Shakspeare
and Spenser in poetry, Gresham in commerce. Drake and Raleigh also
belong to this time. It was the era of the re-establishment of Protestantism,
and of the rescue, on the sea, of spiritual liberty from the threatened, on-
slaught of Spain. Undoubtedly Elizabeth was surrounded by gre/it men. \mk
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lier masctiliiie spirit sat at the lielm, and directed, for nearly fifty years, tlie

course of tiie State Tessel. Her -vigilance was sleepless, lier ability unbounded,
lier sagacity penetrating and quick

;
yet she had a loye of finery that was

frivolous, and to the last laboured under the impression that she was beau-
tiful. The spirit of maritime discovery was now alive in England, and
commerce flourished. When dying, Elizabeth was asked by Cecil wlio should
succeed her. She answered, "JSTo rascal. My seat has been the seat of
kings. Who should succeed me but a long ?

"

[From the EfBgy.]

489. EwAED YI. King of England,
[Bom 1537. Died 1553. Aged 16.]

The son of Henry VIII. by Jane Seymoiu', who died two days after the
birth of her child. Edward was ten years old at the time of his accession

to the throne. Before his character could be permanently formed he died,

yet his form stands out in English history illuminated with intelligence,

.gentleness, and wisdom. He was fond of books, diligent in business, a
lover of justice. He kept a diary, wliich still exists. Therein he noted
down the characters of the good men by whom he was surrounded, how they
lived, and what example they oftered for his pious imitation. Well
a.cquainted with foreign matters, and with the history and geography of kis

own coxmtry ; zealous for knowledge, and ambitious of governing well. In
this reign the first journal of the proceedings of the House of Commons was
kept ; the Common Prayer Book was established by Act of Parliament

;

Sternhold translated the psalms into English metre ; and the king gave his

palace at Bridewell for the lodging of poor travellers, and for the correction

of vagabonds. Chiist's hospital, for the education of youth, and the
hospitals of St. Bartholomew and St. Thomas, for the reception of the sick,

were also founded by him. His concern, Alfred-like—and so young !—for
exalting the character, by the instruction, of his people, was show in the

foundation of numerous free schools throughout the kingdom, which still

bear and endear his name. Edward was very handsome, He died of con-

sumption, brought on by an attack of small-pox and measles.

[Presented by Mr. John Archbutt, London.]

490. Maey Stuakt. Queen of Scots.

[Bom, 1542. Died, 1587. Aged 45.]

A queen whose calamities fill our eyes \vith tears, so that we can hardly
see the frailties of the woman. Her loveliness, her learning, her misfortunes,

her wit, and fascinating manners, have attached to her memory an interest

and affection which even the deeply-founded suspicion of her crimes cannot

efi'ace. Various judgments have been pronounced upon her conduct. But
one report has come down to us of her perfect beauty of countenance, her
v/inning manners, and her elegance of form. Grave historians speak with
admiration of her jet black hair, her exquisite complexion, her delicate

white arm and hand, her stature that rose to a majestic height. Her
treatment of Darnley, brutal though he was, and her marriage with Bothwell
after Darnley's assassination, are blots that still cling to her character.

But even these offences would seem more than expiated by her eighteen
years' imprisonment, and her unwarranted execution, that foulest stain upon
the reign of oiu- own Elizabeth. Mary Stuar-fc was violent in her attach-
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meats, viTacious, indiscreet, fond of flattery, and conscious of tlio power of
lier cliarms. It is said that lier heart was warm, and unsuspicioiis. It raay
be questioned whether slie was always sincere. One of her recent biographers
in France has styled her the "eternal enigma of history," "the most
problematical of all historical personages." Disastrous as was her own
story, the fate of her immediate descendants was even worse. A ctu'se was
upon the line. Tet her lineage flourishes now. It is foxind hi England,
Prussia, Denmark, and Hanover; in Spain, Portugal, Austria, Xaples,
Sardinia, and Modena.

[From the Effigy.]

490.* Chajrles the Pzest. Kmg of England.
[Born 1600. Beheaded 30fh Jamiary, 1649. Aged 49.]

(Grandson of Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, whose misfortunes and drear
fate he inherited, if he did not invite. A monarch whose exaggerated
notions of prerogative, whose obstinacy, Avilfulness, untruthfulness, and
double-dealing, justified the resistance of a people avfaliened to a sense of
tlieir rights, and roused to the vindication of their liberties

;
yet a man

whose sorrows, whose dignified bearing in misfortune, vv-hose private A-irtues,

love of literature and art, and gentle demeanour, render him an object of
the deepest commiseration, and the most plaintive interest. His death was
deliberate murder ; and there is too much reason to fear that they who
thought least of defending liberty, were the most thirsty of his blood. Yet
some palliation for the guilt is found in the circumstance that in the public
dealings of Charles with his Parliament his plighted word was not worth
the paper upon which it was given. Irresolute and double-minded, he had
never kept faith with his people. It was the misfortune of Charles to be
born at a period when the conflicting elements of Eoyalty and Dem.ocracy
were seething into tumult. Had he lived a little earlier, or a little later he
would not have lost his head upon the block. A little earlier, the "divinity
that doth hedge a king " would have shielded him in England from the
sacrilege, A little later, he would have been hunted from English soil as
Ms sou was. The catastrophe of his unhappy reign can never ' be
re-enacted. His blood purchased that security. Never had the character
of Englishmen, in many respects, looked so Mr to the world as during the
civil Tfars of Charles the First. The true-hearted loyal gentlemen°who,
knowing by experience the character of their master, yet clung to his cause
and to his person until the last extremity, counting all sacrifice as delightful
service, were not surpassed by the professed knights of chivalry. The
-devoted Eepublicans, who for the sake of man's rights and God's blessing
-seized arms for the first time in their lives, and became great Grenerals and
Admirals—the glory of their country, and the terror of tlie world—^take
Tank in the estimation of Mstory, side by side with her most splendid
heroes. "We receive from them our cherislied charters, and the liberty
which finds no harm even when Europe is in conflagration. Terrible indeed
must have been the state of the atmosphere in 1649, when the thunderbolt
fell that struck down Charles, but purified the air for ever afterwards.

[Tlie statue of Charles the First, which is in tlie South Transept is from the
hronze equestrian statue by Hubert le ScBur, which was erected at Charing
Cross in the year 1674. It had been east in 1633, near the church in GovcnC
Garden, but never placed : and during the wars it was sold by Parliament to
a brazier hving at the Dml, near Holborn Conduit," with strict orders that
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he sliould break it up. The brazier concealed the statue and horse under'-
gi'ouhd until after the Restoration. Le Sueur was a Frenchman, and pupil
of Jolm of Bologna. He ai'rived in England about 1630, and died here.
The pedestal is by Grinling Gibbons, who was boi'n about the middle of the-
iTth century.]

491. James II. King of England.
[Born in England, 1633. Died in France, 1701. Aged 6S.]

THe second son of Charles I., whose fate he challenged by his obstinacy,

wilfulness, and double dealing. He was a Roman Catholic, and in the blind
defence and advocacy of his faith against the Constitution and law.s of the
country he governed, he perilled his crown which he lost, and his life wliicli

he ignominiously saved. He was not without good qualities. He was per-

sonally brave—not unmindful of the services of friends, and he exhibited de-

votion in the maintenance of the religious cause which he believed it his.

paramount diity to uphold. Rut he was bigotted, cruel, and wrongheaded.
He could not be trusted whenever he, was acting in the interests of the Pope.
Lotus XIV. in vain remonstrated with his royal cousin of England. James II.

was too sincere a zealot to listen to reason. Louis Quatorze was too fine a gentle-

man, and too practised a courtier, to be betrayed into fanaticism. When James-
went a fugitive and an exUe to France, Louis received him with a magni-
ficence worthy of a triumphal progress.

[From the well-known statue by Grinling Gibbons in Privy Gardens, AVhitehall.
Eepreseuted in the costume of a Roman Emperor, according to the taste of
the day.]

492. GrEOEGE III. King of England.
[Bom 1738. Died 1820. Aged 82.]

The grandfather of her Majesty Queen Victoria. He reigned during sixty
years, although during the last ten, he could take no part in public affairs. A,

king with many good qualities of heart and head, but obstinate, self-willed,

and not always sincere in his dealings with his Ministers. He is styled
" The father of his people and his honest desire to secure their well-being
and happiness, according to his own ideas of government, entitled him to.

the enviable distinction. In private life, Gfeorge III. offered an admirable
example for imitation to his subjects. But his wilful persistence in the
maintenance of what he conceived his Royal prerogative, j»lunged England
into war mth America, and caused the premature loss to the country of that
magnificent British colony.

[By John Bacon, R.A., when the King was 30 years old.]

493. George IY. King of England.
[Born 1762. Died 1830. Aged 08.]

In 1811, during the lifetime of his father, this prince was appointed
Regent : and in 1820, upon the death of George III., he succeeded to the
tlrrone. The reign of this monarch is rendered memorable, by the scandalous

proceedings instituted against Queen Caroline, and by the passing of the Act
in 1829, which tolerated the Roman Catholic religion in the United Kingdom..
George IV. was considered the first gentleman in Europe wliilst he lived.

Since his departure, history has pronounced him heartless, sensual, self-

absorbed, and negligent of the true interests of his subjects, though not
without some kingly qualitie.s.
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494. William IY. King of Efigland.

[Bom 1765. Died 1837. Aged 72.]

The third son of George III., and uncle of Qneen Victoria. He succeeded

his brother George IV. in 1830. His reign is remarkable as that in which
the Reform Bill passed, changing the constitution of England by widening its

basis. This King was before his marriage the father of several children,

since ennobled, the mother being Mrs. Jordan, one of the most fascinating

actresses and Mnd-hearted women of her time.

494a. "William IY . King of England.

[Medallion by Chantrey, modelled for the coinage.]

495. The Dtjke oe Cambhidge. Prince of England.
[Born 1774. Died 1850. Aged 76.]

Youngest son of King George III. , and one of the most popular princes of

his family. He was for many years Viceroy of Hanover, where he endeared
himself to the people. An amiable and innocent man.

496. Hee Majesty Qlteen Yictosia. Wlwm God Fresenie !

[Born May 24th, 1819.]

497. His Royal Highness Peijstce Albeet. Consort of Queen
Victoria.

[Born August 26th, 1819.]

[Modelled from the life, by Bmil Wolf.]

497a. His Royal Highness Peince Albeet. Consort of Queen
Victoria.

To whom the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, a development of the original

Palace in Hyde Paris, is indebted for its existence,

[By J. B. Jones.]

1 Q
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47 Antoninus Pius, Roman Emperor . . . , .34
10 Aratus, Astronomer . • . . . , , . 18
2 Archilochus, Greek Poet . . . . . . , 14

176 Ariosto, Luigi, Poet . . . . . . . . 71
8 ? Aristides, Athenian Patriot 17

239 Arnauld, Antoine, Theologian and Controversialist . . . 99
464 Ashburton, Lord, English Peer . , . . , . 211
26 Aspasia 26

340 Auerbach, Berthold, Poet and Novelist . . . .149
278 Augereau, Pierre Francois Charles, Marshal of France . . 117
35 Augustus, Roman Emperor 29

51 iEIius Verus, Adopted Emperor . . . . . . 35
8 ^schines, Greek Orator , . . . . • .17
6 ^schylus, Tragic Poet 15
3 JBsop, Writer of Fables ....... 15

420 Bacon, Francis, Chancellor of England 188
190 Bandiaeri, Giovanni Medici, Italian Soldier ... 77

Q 2
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431 Baily, Francis, Astronomer , . , . . . . 194
128 Balbinus, Decimus Ooelius, Roman Statesman and Emperor . 54
142 Bartolomeo, Era, Painter . . . . . . .60
257 Bayard, PieiTe de TeiTail, Seigneur de, Warrior . . . 109
321 Beethoven, Lndwig Van, Musical Composer . , .140
261 Belloy, Pierre Lanrent Bnirette de. Dramatist. . . . 110
160 Berettini, Pietro di Cortona, or Pietro, Painter ... 66
274 Bertliier, Pierre Alexandre, Marshal of France . . , 115
252* BerthoUet, Olande Louis, Chemist . . . . . .105
354 Berzelii;s, Jan Jacob, Chemist . . . . . . 156
281 Bessieres, Jean Baptiste, Marshal of France . . . 118
356 Benth, Peter Kaspar Wilhelm, Member of the Council of

State, in Prussia . . . . . . . .156
11 Bias, Greek Philosopher . . . . . . . 19
482 Blomfield, Charles James, Bishop of London . . .219
360 Blucher, Gfebhardt Lebrecht Von, Prussian Field Marshal . 158
224 Boileau, Nicolas, Poet and Satirist . . . . .94
355 Boisseree, Sulpitz Von, Architect and Archaeologist . . . 156
295 Bossuet, Jacques Beninge, Prelate of France . . .123
368 Boyen, Hermann Von, Prussian Minister at "War . . . 160
138 Bramante, Francesco Lazzari, Architect, Painter, Poet . 68

443 Brassey, Thomas, Railway Contractor..... 199

467 Brougham, Henry, Lord, Lawyer, Statesman, Educator . . 213

181 Brunelleschi, Sculptor and Architect . . . . .66
107 Brutus, Lucius Junius, Roman Consul . . . • . 46

112 Brutus, Marcus Junius, Roman General .... 49

245 Buffon, Georges Louis Le Clerc, Comte de, Naturalist . . 102

361 Bulow, Friedrich Wilhelm, Prussian General . . . 158

311 Buonaparte, Napoleon {See Napoleon)

143 Buonarotti, Michael Angelo, Sculptor, Painter, Architect . 60

468 Buren, Martin Van, Ex-President of the United States . . 213

450 Burke, Edmund, Orator, Writer, Statesman . . .203
10* Bums, Robert, Poet 182

404 Butler, Fanny, Actress 176

418 Byron, George Noel Gordon, Lord, Poet . . . . 187

166 Cagliari, Paolo. (See Veronese)

40 Caligula, Roman Emperor 32

469 Calhoun, John Caldwell, American Statesman . . . 213

495 Cambridge, Duke of. Prince of England 225

287 Cambronne, Pierre Jacques, French General . . . 120

415 Campbell, Thomas, Poet 185

480 Canning, Lord, English Peer 218

168 Canova, Antonio, Sculptor . . . . . . . 68

60 Caracalla, Roman Emperor . . . . . .37
158 Caracci, Annibale, Painter ....... 65

165 Caravaggio, Polidoro Caldare da. Painter . . . .64
184 Caro, Annibale, Writer 75

70 Carinus, Marcus Atirelius, Roman Emperor ... 89

489 Carlyle, Thomas, Writer 198

367 Cams, Karl Gustav, Physician and Anatomist , . . 157
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110
111
398
254
296*
490*

195
300
303
449
406
232
421
120
167

208**

478
38

Cato, Marcus Porcius, Roman Greneral ....
Cjesar, Julius, Eoman Dictator.....
Ckantrey, Francis, Sculptor......
Chaptal, Jean Antoine, Chemist ....
Charlemagne, King of the Franks and Emperor of the "West
Charles I., King of England .....
Charles Albert, King of Sardinia

Charles V.
,
Emperor of Gfermany and King of Spain .

Charles IX., King of France . .....
Chatham, William Pitt, Earl of. Statesman
Chaucer, Geoffrey, Father of English Poetry .

Chaussee, Pierre Claude Nivelle de la, Dramatist
Chetham, Humphrej^, '

' Dealer in Manchester Commodities

'

Cicero, Marcus Tullius, Roman Orator
Cimarosa, Domenico, Musical Composer....
Clairon, Mdlle., French Tragic Actress
Clarendon, George William Frederick, Earl of. Statesman
Claudius I., Tiberius Claudius Drusus Kero Germaniciis,
Roman Emperor

Clement XIII., Pope. {See Rezzonico.)

Clodins Albinus, Decimus Clodius Ceionius Septimius, Roman
General ........

Colbert, Edouard, Minister of State ....
Colbert, Jean Baptiste, Statesman and Financier
Coleoni, Bartolomeo, Soldier of Fortune
Coligny, Gaspard de. Marshal and Admiral .

279**Collard, Pierre Paul Roger, Statesman and Philosopher
182 Columbus, Christopher, the Discoverer of the New World

Commodus, Lucius Aurelias, Roman Emperor
Conde, Louis II. de Bourbon, Prince de, and Warrior
Condorcet, Marin-Jean-Antoine Nicolas Caretat, Marquis de

Mathematician and Philosopher ....
Constantius Chlorus, Flavins Valerius, Roman Emperor
Corbulo, Cneius Domitius, Roman General .

Corelli, Arcangelo, Violinist and Composer
Corneille, Pierre, Dramatist
Corueille, Thomas, Dramatist

194
117

261
267*

188
260

66
268
250*

73
116
161
218
222
326
152
160
206
445
228
101
402
453
256

Cornelius, Peter, Painter

Correggio, or Antonio Allegri, Painter .

Cortona, Pietro di, Painter. {See Berettini.)
Coysevox, Antoine, Sculptor
Creasy, Edward Shepherd, Historical Writer
Crebillon, Prosper Jolyot de, Dramatist
Crispina, Roman Empress
Cruikshank, George, Caricaturist

Curran, John Philpot, Lawyer
Cuvier, Georges Leopold Chretien Frederic Dagobert, Naturalist

269 D'Aguesseau, Henri Francois, Chancellor of France
256* D'Alembert, Jean Le Rond, Mathematician and Philosopher
291* D'Amboise, Georges, Cardinal and Minister of State

Page
47
48

174
106
124
223
79

126
127
203
178
96

189
51
67
87

217

31

50
112
113
76

110
117
74
36

113

104
40
50
66
91
93

142
64

86

201
95
45

176
206
107

114
107
121
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208* Dangeville, Marie-Anne-Botol, French Comic Actress . . 87
279* Dannon, Pierre Claude Fran9ois, Statesman and "Writer . 117
173 Dante Alighieri, Poet ........ 69
247* Darcet, Jean, Chemist and Physician . . . . .103
443* Dargan, Williani, Eailway Contractor 200
405* Darling, Grraee, Lighthouse-keeper's Daughter . . . 177
405**Darling, William, Lighthouse-keeper . . ... 178
209 David, Jacques Louis, Painter . . ... 88
288 Davoust, (Prince D'Eckmuhl,) Louis Nicolas, Marshal of

France 120
63 Decius, Caius Messiiis Quintus Trajanus, Roman Emperor . 38

438 De La Beche, Sir Henry Thomas, Greologist . . . 198
19 Demosthenes, Greek Orator . . . . . , . 22

252 Denon, Dominique, Egyptian Traveller . . . .105
477 Derby, Earl of, Statesman 217
283 Desaix, Louis Charles Antoine, French Gfeneral . . . 119
238 Descartes, Rene, Mathematician and Metaphysician . . 99
229 Destouches, Philippe Nericault, Dramatist . . . .96
333* Deviient, Edward, Player 145
217 Diane de Poitiers . . . . . . . . 91

72 Diocletian, Caius Valerius Aurelius, Eoman Emperor . . 40

18 Diogenes, Philosopher ....... 22

442 Disraeli, Benjamin, Writer and Politician . . . . 199

159 Domenichino, Domenico Zampiei-i, called, Painter . . . 66

44 Domitian, Titiis Flavins Sabinus, Roman Emperor . . 33

94 Domna Julia (Pia Felix Aiigusta), Roman Empress . . , 48

133 Donatello, Donate di Niccolo, di Betto Bardi, Sculptor . . 67
215 D'Orsay, Comte 90
114 Drusus, Nero Claudius, Roman General .... 50

235 Du Barry, Marie Jeanne Vaubernier, Comtesse . . . 98

227 Dufresny, Charles Riviere, Dramatist . . . . .95
248 Duhamel, Jean Pierre, Man of Science . . . . . 103

272 Dumouriez, Charles Francois, French General . . . 115

265 Duquesne, Abraham, Yice-Admiral of France . . . Ill

485 Edward III., King of England 220

489 Edward YI., King of England 222

65 Elagabalus. {See Heliogabalus.)

454 Eldon, Lord, Pligh Chancellor of England .... 207

486 Eleanora of Castile, first Queen of Edward I. of England . . 220

488 Elizabeth, Queen of England 221

20 Epicurus, Philosopher . . . . . . . . 23

5 Epimenides, Poet and Prophet of Crete . . . .15
192 Eugene, Frangois Eugene of Savoy, called Prince, Military

Commander ......... 77
312** Eugenie Marie Guzman, Empress of the French . . . 134

9 Euripides, Greek Poet 17

434 Fairbairn, William, Millwright and Engineer . . . . 196

436 Faraday, Michael, Natural Philosopher . • .196
105 Faustina, Junior, Annia Faustiaa ..... 45
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No. Page
203 Fglibien, Andre, Sieur des Avaux et de Javercy, "Writer on Art 85
296 Pension, Francois de Salignac, de Lamotte, Arclibislxop and

Writer . . . 123
349 Ficlite, Johann Gottlieb, PMlosoplier and Metaphysician . 154
394 Flaxman, Jolin, Sculptor 172
258 Poix, Gaston de, Warrior 109
476 Pollett, Sir WiUiam, Lawyer 217
447 Forbes, Edward, Naturalist 201
452 Fox, Charles James, Statesman...... 206
286 Foy, Maximilien Sebastien, Frencli General . . . . 120
299 Francis I., King of France 125
387 Francis Joseph, reigning Emperor of Austria, and King of

Hungary 168
343* Frank, Johann Peter, Physician . . . . .151
424 Franklin, Benjamin, Statesman and Philosopher . . . 191
376 Frederic II., surnamed the Great, King of Prussia . ,164
377 Frederic Louis Henry, Prince of Prussia . . . . , 164
374 Frederic William, Elector of Brandenburg .... 163
375 Frederic William I., King of Prussia . . ... 164
379 Frederic William III., King of Prussia .... 165
384 Frederic William IV., Eeigning King of Prussia . . . 167
391 Fuseli, or Fuessli, Henry, Paiater 171

39 Galba, Servius Sulpicius, Koman Emperor . . . .31
185 Galileo GaHlei, Philosopher . . . . . , . 75
66 Gallienus, PubUus Licinius Valerianus, Eoman Emperor . 39

145 Garofalo, Benvenuto Tisio, called, Painter . . . , 62
890 Garrick, David, Player and Dramatist . . , .170
328 Gartner, Friedrich, Architect . . . . . . 144
189 Gattamelata, Stefano, Warrior . . . . . .77
181 Gavazzi, Alessandro, Monk and Orator . . . . . 73
256***Gay-Lussac, French Chemist 108
492 George III., King of England 224
493 George IV., King of England 224
212 Gerard, Francois, Painter . 89
115 Germanicus C^sar, Roman General . . . , .50
61 Geta, Publius Septimius, Eoman Emperor . . . . 37

132 Ghiberti, Lorenzo, Sculptor . . . . . .67
140 Ghirlandaio, Domenico, Painter . . . . . . 59
400 Gibson, John, Sculptor 175
211 Girodet-Trioson, Painter 88
154 Giulio Eomano, Giulio Pippi di ^Giannuzzi, Architect and

Painter . . , .
" 64

327 Gluck, Christoph, Musician 143
366 Gneisenau, Augustus Gomt Herdart de, Field Marshal . 160
337 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Poet 147
179 Goldoni, Carlo, Poet 72
410 Goldsmith, Oliver, Poet and Man of Letters . . .181
55 Gordianus Africanus, Marcus Antonius, Eoman Emperor . 36
62 Gordianus II., Marcus Antonius, Eoman Emperor . , 37
67 Gordianus III,, Pius, Marcus Antonius, Eoman Emperor . . 39
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196 Groujon, Jean, Sculptor 83
172 Grrisi, Gfiiilia, Italian Singer 69
213 Q-ros, Antoine Jean, Painter 89
214 Gruerin, Pierre JSTarcisse, Painter 89
135 Gruidi, Tommaso. {See Masaccio)
341 Griitenburg, Joliann, Inventor of Printing . . . .149
358 Grntkow Karl, Journalist and Dramatist 157

46 Hadrian, Publius MYms, Hadrianns, Roman Emperor . . 33
846 Hahnemann, Samuel, Physician and Foimder of Homoeopathy 162
832 Halbig, Johann, Sculptor . . . . . . . 145
446 Haliburton, Judge, Lawyer, and "Writer .... 201
314 Handel, George Friedrich, Musical Composer . . . . 136
461* Hastings, Warren, Statesman 205
816 Haydn, Franz Joseph, Musical Composer .... 138
65 Heliogabalus, Varius Avitus Bassianus, Eoman Emperor . 88

302 Henry II., King of France 127
304 Henry III., King of France 127
805 Henry IV., King of France 128
487 Henry YII., King of England 221

479 Herbert, Sidney, Statesman 218
89 Herennius, Eoman Emperor . . . . . . 42

852 Hermann, Gottfried, Philologist and Critic . . .155
435 Herschell, Sir John, Astronomer . . . . . . 196
14 Hippocrates, Physician ....... 20

280 Hoche, Lazare, French General . . . . . . 118

1 Homer, Great Epic Poet of Greece . . . . .13
480* Hooper, William Hulme, Naval Ofacer . . . . 218

119 Hortensius, Qiiintus, Roman Orator..... 51

74 Hostilianus, Roman Emperor . . . . . . 41

350 Hufeland, Christoph Wilhelm, Physician .... 154
351 Humboldt, Alexander Yon, Naturalist and Traveller . . 154

367 Humboldt, Karl Wilhelm, Baron Von, Statesman and Phi-

lologist . . . 160

466 Hume, Joseph, Political Reformer . . . . . 212

427 Hunter, John, Surgeon and Comparative Anatomist . . 193

462 Huskisson, William, Statesman and Financier . . . 211

15 Isocrates, Rhetorician . . . . . . .20

457 Jackson, General, President of the United States .

844 Jacobi, Friedrich Heinrich, Philosopher and Poet

491 James II., King of England . . . .

430 Jeffrey, Francis, Critic and Essayist

419 Jerrold, Douglas, Writer . . . " .

425 Johnson, Samuel, Writer and Moralist

388 Jones, Inigo, Architect . ...
282 Joubert, Barthelemi Catharine, French General

95 Julia, Daughter of Augustus . . • •

71 Julian the Apostate—Flavins Claudius Julianus,

Emperor

. . 209
. 151

. . 224
. 194

. . 188
. 191

. . 169
. 118

. . 43
Eoman

. 40
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Page

253 Jussieu, Antoine Laurent de, Botaaiist . . . . 106

342 Kant, Immannel, Metaphysician ...
271 Kellermann, Fran9ois Christoplie, Marshal of France

397 iremble, Charles, Player ....
275 Kleher, Jean Baptiste, French General

825 Klenze, Leo Von, Architect ....
334 Klopstock, Friedrich Gottlieh, Epic and Lyric Poet

256** Laborde, Alexander Louis Joseph, Marquis de, Soldier

veller, and Educator ..... Tra-

150
114
174
115
142
145

107

106255 Lacepede, Bernard Grermain Etienne, Fatiiralist .

277 Lafayette, Marie Paul Grilbert Motier, Marquis de, French
General ......... 116

220 La Fontaine, Jean de, Poet . . . . . . . 92
249 Lagrange, Joseph Loiiis, Astronomer..... 104
284 Lannes, Jean, Marshal of France . . . . . . 119
253* Laplace, Pierre Simon, Astronomer ..... 106
290 La Salle, Antoine Charles Louis CoUinet de. General of Cavaliy 121
273 La Tour D'Auvergne-Corret, Theophile Malode, Warrior . 115
396 Lawrence, Sir Thomas, Painter . . , . . . 173
202 Lehrun, Charles, Painter ....... 85

276 Lefebvre, Francois Joseph, Marshal of France . . . . 116
383 Leopold I., King of the Belgians ..... 166
230 Le Sage, Alain Rene, NoA^elist 96
262 Lesdiguieres, Francois de Bonne, Due de. Constable of France 110
335 Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim, Man of Letters . . . 146
259 L'Hopital, Michel de. Chancellor of France . . . . 109
246 Linne, or Linnaeus, Charles, Botanist . . . „ .102
93 Liyia, Drusilla, Roman Empress . . . . . . 43

122* Livy—Titus Livius, Roman Historian . . . .53
422 Locke, John, Philosopher ....... 189
482 London, Bishop of. {See Blomfield.)

381 Louisa Augusta Wilhelmina Amelia, Queen of Prussia . . 165
383* Louise Marie, Queen of the Belgians ..... 167
297 Louis XL, King of France 125
298 Louis XII., King of France 125

307 Louis XIII., King of France 129
308 Louis XIY., King of France .130
309 Louis XV., King of France ....... 131
312* Louis Napoleon, (^'ee Napoleon.)

812 Louis Philippe, King of France ....... 133
380 Louis Ferdinand, Prince of Prussia 165
382 Ludwig I., ex-King of Bavaria 166
205 LuUy, Jean Baptiste de. Violinist and Musical Composer . . 86

371 Luther, Martin, the Great Reformer . . . . .162
30 Lycurgus, Lawgiver . . . . . . . . 28

468 Lyndhurst, John Singleton Copley, Baron, Ex-Chancellor of

England . . .211

204 Mabillon, Jean, Antiquary ...... 85
183 Machiavelli, Nicoolo, Political Writer and Historian . . 74
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429
401

57

. 76
171
102
207
448
136
369
151
286
163
108
48
53

310
104
490
135
279
100
483
59

378
68

293
91

187
190
306
372
32

331
316*

178
20a

143
199
25

408
191
221
251*

236
461
234*

251

416

317

MacMntosh, Sir James, Historian and Metaphysician .

Macreacly, William Charles, Player

Macrinus, Marcus Opilius, Eoman Emperor
Magnus Decentius .......
Malibran, Maria Felicitas, Actress

Mam^a, Julia, Roman Empress ....
Mansart, Jules Hardouin, Architect

Mansfield, William Murray, Earl of, Lord Chief Justice

Mantegna, Andrea, Painter and Engraver
Manteuffel, Otto-Feodor Freiherr von, Pnissian Minister
Marcantonio Eaimondi, Engraver
Marceau, Fran9ois Severin Desgraviers, French General
Marcello, Benedetto, Writer and Musician
Marcellus, Marcus Claudius, Eoman Greneral

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, Eoman Emperor .

Marcus Galerius Antoninus, Eoman Prince

Marie Antoinette, Josephine Jeanne, Queen of France
Mariniana ........
Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots. ....
Masaccio, Tommaso Gfuidi, Painter ....
Massena, Andre, Marshal of France
Matidia .........
Mathew, Father Theobald, Temperance Eeformer .

Maximinus, Cains Julius Verus, Roman Emperor
Maximilian Joseph I., King of Bavaria
Maximus, Caius Julius Yerus, Eoman Prince

Mazarin, Cardinal, Minister of France .

Msesa, Julia, Eoman Empress ....
Medici, Cosmo de. Merchant and Statesman .

Medici, Giovanni. (See Bandineri) ....
Medici, Marie de, Queen of France
Melancthon, Philip, German Divine and Eeformer
Menander, Comic Poet .....
Mendelssohn-Bai-tholdy, Felix, Musician
Mengs, Anthony Eaphael, Painter

Metastasio, Pietro Bonaventura, Poet . .

Metrodorus, Greek Philosopher ....
Michael Angelo. (See Buonarotti.)

Mignard, Pierre, Painter .....
Miltiades, Athenian General ....
Milton, John, Poet .......
Mirandola, Francesco Pico della ....
Moliere, Dramatist .......
Monge, Gaspar, Geometrician ....
Montaigne, Michel de, Essayist .....
Monteagle, Lord, English Peer

Montenoy, Charles Palissot de.

Montgolfier, Jacques fitienna

Balloons ......
Moore, Thomas, Poet ....
Mozart, Johann Wolfgang, Musical Composer

(See Palissot.)

Aeronaut and Inventor of

105
186
138
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399 Mulready, William, Painter 175

149 JSTani, Giovanni di. {See TJdine.)

811 Napoleon Buonaparte, Emperor of France . . . .132
312 Napoleon, Louis, Emperor of France ..... 132
455 Nelson, Horatio, Lord High Admiral..... 207
36 Nero, Claudius Osesar Dnisus, Eoman Emperor . . . 30
42 Nerva, Marcus Cocceius, Roman Emperor .... 32

423 Newton, Sir Isaac, Astronomer and PMlosoplier , . . 190
285 Ney, Micliel, Marshal of France 119
385 Nicholas Paulovitch, Eeigning Emperor of all the Russias . 167
256****Nodier, Charles, Writer 108
365 NoUendorf, Friedrich Hinrich. von, Prussian Field-Marshal . 160
392 Northcote, James, Painter 171
200 Notre, Andre le, Architect and Gardener . . . . 84
34 Numa PompiHus, Second King of Rome . . , .29

465 O'Connell, Daniel, Orator and Lawyer 212
473 O'Lochlen, Sir Michael, Lawyer 216
347 Olbers, Heinrich Wilhelm Mathias, Astronomer . . . 153
130 Orcagna, or Orgagna, Andrea di Clone, Painter, Sculptor,

Architect 56
441 Owen, Richard, Naturalist 199

321* Paer, Ferdinando, Musical Composer ..... 141
170 Paganini, Niccolo, Yiolinist 69
165 Paisiello, Griovanni, Musical Composer .... 67
157 Palestriua, Di. {See Pierluigi.)

234* Palissot de Montenoy, Charles, Dramatist . . . . 98
155 Palladio, Andrea, Architect ...... 65
471 Palmerston, Henry John Temple, Viscount, Statesman . . 215
294 Pascal, Blaise, Theologian and Philospher .... 122
472 Peel, Sir Robert, Statesman . . . . , , . 216
264 Peiresc, Claude Fabri de, Patron of Science . . . .111
210 Percier, Charles, Architect . . , . . . . 88
29 Periander, "Tyrant" of Corinth 28
27 Pericles, Athenian Statesman 27
291 Perier, Casimir, Statesmen . . . . . .121
250 Perouse, Jean Frangois Galaup de la, Navigator . . . 104
49 Pertinax, Publius Helvius, Roman Emperor . . .34

139 Perugino, Pietro, or Pietro Vanucci dellaPieve, Painter . . 58
343 Pestalozzi, Heinrich, Educator 151
174 Petrarca, Francesco, Poet 70
69 Philip (the Younger), Marcus Julius Philippus II., Roman

Prince 39
296* Philip IIL, King of France 124
23 Phocion, Athenian Statesman and General .... 25

157 Pierluigi, Giovanni, surnamed Palestrina, Musical Composer . 65
7 ? Pindar, Greek Poet 16

164 Piranesi, Giambatista, Engraver 67
231 Piron, Alexis, Poet . . . . , . . .96
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^o. Page
129 Pisano, Kiccola, Sculptor and Architect 56
28 Pisistratus, "Tyrant" of Athens 27

456 Pitt, William, Statesman 208
16 Plato, Gfreek PMlosoplier 21
99 Plotina, Pompeia, Roman Empress. 44

470 Pollock, Sir Frederick, Chief Baron of the Exchequer . . 214
409 Pope, Alexander, Poet ISO
106 Popp^a, Sabina, Roman Empress 46
31 Posidippus, Comic Poet . . . . . . . . 28
33 Posidonius, Grreek Philosopher 29

470* Pottinger, Sir Henry, Diplomatist 214
198 Poussin, Mcolas, Painter 83
58 Pupienus— Marcus Claudius Pupienus Maximus, Roman

Emperor 86

223 Quinault, Philippe, Poet .94
216 Rachel, Madlle. Felix, Tragic Actress . . . . 91
225 Racine, Jean, Dramatist . 94
370 Radetzky, Count Joseph, Austrian Greneral . ... 161
146 Raffaelle, Sanzio, Painter 62
323 Ranch, Christian, Sculptor 141
244 Reaumur, Rene Antoine Ferchault de, Chemist and Naturalist 101
226 Regnard, Jean Pranpois, Dramatist .... 95
194 Rezzonico, Carlo, afterwards Clement XIII., Pope . . 78
292 Richelieu, Cardinal, Minister of France .... 121
411 Rogers, Samuel, Poet 183
242 Rollin, Charles, Historian 101
219 Rotrou, Jean de, Dramatist 92
243 Rousseau, Jean Baptiste, Lyric Poet .... 101
247 Rousseau, Jean Jacques, Philosopher and Writer , . . 102
313 Ruhens, Peter Paul, Painter 136
474 Russell, Lord John, Statesman 216

92 Sabina, Roman Empress ....... 43
255* Sacy, Antoine Isaac Silvestre, Baron de, Orientalist . . 106
475 Salomons, David, Alderman 216
103 Salonina, Cornelia, Roman Empress . . . . . 45
176 Sanazzai'o, Gfiacomo, Poet 70
147 Sanmicheli, Michele, Architect . . . . . . 63
150 Sarto, Andrea del, Painter 63
405 Sartoris, Adelaide, Vocalist 176
270 Saxe, Maurice Comte de, Marshal of France . . .114
109 Scipio, Africanus Major, Publius Cornelius, Roman Gfeneral 47
319 Schadow, Johann Grottfried, Sculptor 139
863 Scharnhorst, Grebhardt David, Greneral . . . .159
353 Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von, Metaphysician . 155
338 SchUler, Christoph von. Poet 148
324 Schinkel, Karl Friedrich, Architect and Painter . . 142
373 Schleiermacher, Friedrich Ernest Daniel, Theologian , . 163
329 Sckuorr, Julius, Painter . 144
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330 Sctwanttaler, Ludovic, Sculptor . . . . .Hi
333 Schwind, Moritz von, I?aiiiter . . . . . . 145
413 Scott, Sir Walter, Poet and Novelist 184
148 Sebastiano del Piombo (Fra), Painter . . . . . 63
234 Sedaine, IVIicliel Jean, Dramatist ..... 97
122 Seneca, Lucins Annseus, Philosopher , , . . . 63
64 Severus, Alexander Marcus Aurelius, Eoman Emperor . . 38
54 Severus, Lucius Septimius, Eoman Emperor . . . . 35

407 Shakspeare, William, Poet . . . , . .178
137 Signorelli, Luca, Painter . , . , . . . 58
440 Skey, Frederick Carpenter, Surgeon 198
426 Smith, Adam, Philosopher and Political Economist . , . 192
393 Smith, John Raphael 172
13 Socrates, Philosopher . ....... 19

436* Somerville, Mary, Mathematician and Astronomer . .197
7 Sophocles, Tragic Poet 16

208 Soufflot, Jacques Gfermain, Architect 87
414 Southey, Eobert, Poet Laureate . . . . . . 185
169 Spontini, Gfasparo, Musicia.n ...... 68
362 Stein, Karl, Baron Von, Prussian Minister of State . . . 159
433 Stevenson, George, Engineer . . . . . .195
395 Stothard, Thomas, Painter 173
201 Sueur, Eustache le. Painter ...... 84
263 Sully, Maximilien de Bethune, Due de, Minister of State . . 110

177 Tasso, Torquato, Poet , . . . . . . .71
419* Taylor, Henry, Poet ........ 188
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PEEEACE.

The Natural History, wMch forms the subject of this Hand-

book, is of a somewhat more comprehensive kind than the

current meaning of the words would suggest.

It comprises not only Botany and Zoology proper, but also

: ETHJiroLO&Y, or, the Science of Human Eaces.

Ethnology, from the greater novelty of the subject and its

[ comparative importance, occupies the first and larger part of

f this little volume. The second part is, however, absolutely

;

necessary to the full illustration of the first ; and in order that

i each may reflect due light upon the other, the reader will do

I

well, after going through the notice of each Ethnological group,

j'
to refer to the corresponding description in the Botanical and

Zoological portion.

In the heading of each group is indicated the page for

reference.

B 2
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THE

NATURAL HISTORY COURT,

PAET I.

ETHNOLOGY.

MJinology is compounded of two Greek "words, the latter of

wMch scarcely requires exj)lanation, because it already forms part

of a numerous class of compounds with which the learned reader
is well acquaiated. The general reader, too, is perhaps equally
familiar with them. We haye them in such words as Geo-logy,

AstTO-logy, 'Phjeio-logy, and a long list besides. The Greek form
of these would be Geo-logia, Astio-logia, &c. The basis of the
term is the substantive logos, meaning a word. In its modified
form, however, and in its ap|)lication as the element of a com-
pound word, it means the principles, or science, of the department
(whatever it may be) that is denoted by the root which precedes
it. In the word before us it mee.ns the principles of that depart-

ment of human knowledge which is denoted by the form JEJthno.

MJmology means the science, not exactly of the different

nations of the world, but of the different vmieties of the humcm
species.

It is not thought necessary to enlarge upon this further, since,

it is hox3ed, that the groups to which the visitor is directed will

sufficiently tell their own tale. The extent to which they differ

from each other is manifest. Still more do they differ from such

groups of Englishmen, Frenchmen, Germans, and other Europeans
as may collect around them.

As a general rule the varieties that are especially illustrated are

foreign to Europe ; it being supposed that the character of most
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Etiropean populations is sufficiently understand. Hence, tlie

Ethnology is that of Asia, Africa, and the JSTew World. Of these,

the most remarkable varieties are found tinder the extremes of

heat and cold ; tinder the tropics, and within the arctic circle.

The intermediate and more temperate parts of the different con-

tinents, thotigh by no means deficient ia interesting and important

varieties, supply fewer.

Of the poj)tilations within the arctic circle, it is only those of

America that are illtistrated (viz., in the Greenland gronp). The
character, however, of the tribes thus far north, is pretty similar in

all tltree continents—in Asia and Europe for the new, in America
for the old, world.

The science of ethnology is, to a great extent, a new one, and
tliis has been ottr excuse for enlarging upon the meaning, and
entering into the origin of the word. Even ethnological museums
are rare. The plan, however, of the groups under notice, is

dififerent from ihat of ordinary museums, and, at the same time,

one which is, now, for the first time attempted. The trees, plants,

animals, and human occupants of the different portions of the

earth's surface are grouped together—so that the allied sciences of

botany, zoology, and ethnology illustrate each other. Hence, the

arrangement is geographical.

The arrangement is so far geographical that, to a certaia extent,

the visitor is enabled to place himself in respect to the objects

before him in the same relation as he would be to a map of the

world. Here, the !N"orth lies in front of him, the East to his

right, the West to his left. In like manner, the groups on his

right belong to Eturope, Asia, and Africa ; those on his left to

America. In other words—the Old World is on one siele, the

ISTew on the other. The relations of North and South, however,

are given with less nicety. As a general rule, however, the

Southern parts of the two worlds (the old and new), are the

parts nearest the entrance—and the ^N'orthern parts lie beyond
them.

In the Indian Islands the plan of giving the exact botany of

the country under notice has been departed from—owing to the

difficulties of detail in the case of an inter-tropical vegetation, of

which but few specimens are found in European collections.



ETHNOLOaY.

GROUP I.

TIBETANS. (roR ZOOLOGY, &c. See ig. 82.)

The figures liere are Tibetans. Tlie variety to wMcIi botli

belong is usually called the Mongolian ; by wbicli it is meant
that the most remarkable examples of it are to be found in

the Chinese province of Mongolia—^to the west of the Great
Wall. Here it is where the cheek-bones attain a greater

breadth than is the case with even the figures before us, where
the nose is more flattened, and where the distance between the

eyes is greater. Here it is where one of the great conquerors

of the world arose, Jinjiz-Khan, in the thirteenth century ; under
whom, and under whose successors, nearly half the world trembled
at the terrible name of Mongol. However, at present, their

character is a very different one. The Mongolians of the nine-

teenth century are quiet, peaceable men, subject to China and
Russia—^chiefly, however, to China.

Thus much has been said concerning the Mongolians, in order

to explain the meaning of the term. It has two powers. It is

used in a general and in a limited sense. When limited, it means
the inhabitant of Mongolia ; when general, it denotes any one of

the numerous allied populations—allied in respect to their physical

organisation.

Of all the Mongol populations, the Chinese are the most
civilised ; unless we make an exception in favour of the equally

Mongolian Japanese.

The Tibetans are subject to the Chinese, simUar to a great

extent in form, similar to a great extent in creed, but dissimilar in

habits.

The Tibetans are a pastoral, the Chinese an eminently agri~

cultural population.

As the southern frontier of the Tibetan family comes in contact

with the northern j)^'ovinces of India—-as some portion of the

Tibetan area is absolutely under either the British or some other

Indian government—we may expect to find the Mongolians on
both sides of the Himalayan Mountains—^in India, as well as in

Chinese Tartary.

This prepares us for—
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GROUP II.

EAST INDIANS. {See p. 82.)

The Tibetan (the figure on tlie left) we have seen before. He
differs from those of Grotip I. only in belonging to the southern

side of the Himalayas ;—to the parts drained by the Sutlej ; to the

water-system of the Indus.

In India Proper the languages fall into two divisions : those

akia to the Tamul, spoken in the Dekhan, or Southern India, and
those akin to the Hindiii, spoken along the northern bank of the

Ganges ; in Oude, (fee.

There are also in India Proper two types of physical form ; in

one the colour is dark, or even black, the skin coarse, the face

flattened, the lips thick ; in the other the colour is brtmette, the

nose aquihne, the eyebrows arched, regular, and delicate, the lips

of moderate thickness, the face oval, the features intelligent.

Each is represented in the present group, though neither in the

extreme form.

As a general, but by no means as an invariable, rule, the

darker complexions preponderate over the lighter ones as we go
southwards, except in the mountains, where the skia becomes
fairer.

It is not considered necessary to enlarge npon what is called the

system of caste in India. It means that the son follows the

business of the father, so that the descendants of (say) a black-

smith will be blacksmiths, and so on. It also means that between
individuals of different castes there are certain prejudices ; certain

points whereon there is a reluctance to intermix. Hence, indi-

viduals of a higher, refuse to intermarry with those of a lower

caste. They refuse also to take their meals with them.

Now, as a general, but by no means as an invariable, rule, the
higher the caste the gxeater the predominance of the second type

of form, i.e., the finer the features, the clearer the complexion.

India and China, we must remember, are countries that have
long been civilised—civilised after their own peculiar fashion.

More than this, they are countries from which a civilisation has
been diffused over districts more or less barbarous. On the other

hand, the Mahometan creed has diffused, and is diffusing itself,
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over India, at the expense of tlie original (so-called) Braminical and
BuddMst religions. •

The extent to wliicli Indian civilisation lias (after first spreading

itself abroad) been modified by a subsequent dilfusion of Mabo-
metanism, 'will be seen wlien we move from India to the Islands of

tbe Indian Arcbipelago—Sumatra, Java, Borneo, &c.

Here tbe division of tbe human species to which the populations

belong is the Malay—just as that to which the Chiaese , and
Tibetans were referred was the Mongolian,

Just, too, as the word Mongolian had a ivider and a narroiver

signification, so has the term Malay. A true and proper Malay
is a Mahometan, from either certaia parts of Sumatra, or certain

parts of the Malayan Peniusula—from Siacapore, from Malacca,
from Penang, from Bencoolen, &c. On the other hand, a member
of the Malay family, ia the wider sense of the word, may be a

Pagan in religion, an Indian in doctriae, or a native of Java or

Borneo, in respect to his locality.

The Malays, iu the wider sense of the word, whatever may be
the minor differences between them, have the same general physiog-

nomy
;
beiug short rather than taU, darker than the generality of

Mongolians, though lighter than the southern Indians, and broad-
faced, though less so than the more extreme Mongolians. When
in contact with the sea, they exhibit decided maritime habits.

Mbxij other of their customs in detaO. deserve notice.

Bodily disfigi(,ratio7is under the idea of ornament—^The Malay
dress is becoming ; but the habit of permanently disfiguring

parts of the body under the idea of ornament, is of sufiicient

prominence to take place amongst the characteristics of the
branch.

a. Tattooing.—This is sometimes limited, sometimes general :

sometimes over the whole body, sometimes confined to the arms
only. In Africa the patterns vary with the tribe. In certain

Malay districts, an approach to the distinction may be found
j

for instance, we hear in Borneo of some tribes that always tattoo,

of others that partially tattoo, of others that do not tattoo at aU.

Nay more
; the habit of tattooing seems in some cases to go along

with certain other habits—by no means naturally connected with
it. Thus certain of the Borneo non-tattooed tribes never use the
Simipitan, or blow-pipe ; wMlst others are tattooed, and use it.

So at least Sir J. Brooke was informed
;
although I think the

carefiil peruser of his journal will find that the coincidence is not
always complete.
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h. DepilaUon.—^Depilation is effected either by qtiick-liine or

tweezers. Generally, I believe, tbe parts of the body wMcb are

meant to be kept smooth are rubbed -with qtdck-lime ; and the

isolated hairs that afterwards appear, are plucked out carefully by
tweezers in detail.

c. Filing the teeth, dtjeing the teeth. This is a Malay habit, and
there are not less than three varieties of this operation.

1. Sometimes the enamel, and no more, is filed off. Thiv^

enables the tooth to receive and retain its appropriate dye.

2. Sometimes the teeth are merely pointed.

3. Sometimes they are filed down to the gums.

Dyeing may follow filing, or not, as the case may be.

In Sumatra, where a jetty blackness is aimed at, the empyreti-

matic oil of the cocoa-nut is used. Even, however, if no dyeing

follow, the teeth will become black from the simple filing, if the

chewing of the betel-nut be habitual.

d. Distension of the ears.—^Many of the tribes that file their

teeth, also distend their ears. Both are Malay habits. In some
parts of Sumatra, when the child is yoimg, the ear is bored, and
rings are put in. In other parts, however, the rings are weighted,

so as to pull down the lobe ; or ornaments, gradually increased

in diameter, are inserted ; so that the perforation becomes
enlarged.

Simple perforation may extend to a mere multiplication of the

holes of the ear. In Borneo, the Sakarran tribes wear more ear-

rings than one, and are distinguished accordingly ;
" when you

meet a man with many rings distrust him " being one of their

cautions. Mr. Brooke met a Sakarran with twelve rings in

his ear.

e. Growth of the nails.—In parts of Borneo, the right thumb-

nail is encouraged to grow to a great length. So it is in parts

of the Philippines.

Running-a-muck.—A Malay is capable of so far working himself

into fury, of so far yielding to some spontaneous impulse, or of so

far escitiug himself by stimulants, as to become totally regardless

of what danger he exposes himself to. Hence, he nishes forth as

an infuriated animal, and attacks all who fall in his way, until

having expended his morbid fury he falls down exhausted. This

is called running-a-muck.

GamUiAig.—This habit, or rather passion, is shared by the

Malays, the Indians, the Chinese, and the Indo-Chinese ;
quail-

fightiag and cock-fighting being the forms in which it shows itself.
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A Malay will lose all Hs property on a favourite bird
;
and, ha-ving

lost tliat, stake liis family ; and after the loss of Avife and cMldren,

his own personal liberty : being prepared to serve as a slave in.

case of losing.

Narcotic stimulcmts and onasticatories.—Chewing the betel-nnt is

almost tmiversal in some of the Malay countries ; the use of opiates

and tobacco being also common.
The nut of the Areca cateclm, is wrapped in the leaf of the j?i|)er

betel, the first being astringent, the second pungent. The addition

of lime completes the preparation. Tliis stimulates the salivary

glands, tinges the saliva red, and discolours the teeth.

Of the chief islands occupied by the Malay family, the first

two under notice are

SiTMATEA and
Java.—These being taken together, give us

GROUP III. (p. 91.)

A. SUMATEANS. B. JAVAlfESB (OPIUM SMOKEES).

A. The populations of Sumatra exhibit difierent degrees of

civilisation to an extent found in few areas of equal size : the
difference in their religioris creeds being proportionately broad.
There are the extreme forms of rude paganism ; there are traces of
the Indian forms of religion ; and there is Mahometanism. The
least clothed of the figures before us is a Luhu, one of the wildest,

rudest, and weakest of all the populations. The position of the
Lubus in Sumatra is that of the Bushmen of South Africa, for

they are a fragmentary population, driven into the more inacces-

sible districts by tribes stronger than themselves ; without arts,

and without settled habitations.

The next are Battas, whose civilisation is some degrees above
that of the Lubus. A great part of their present area belonged to
this last named population, who are, probably, Battas in the very
lowest stage of development. These require further notice. They
belong to the northern half of Sumatra, though without reaching
the northern extremity of the island.

At the very northern end we have the kingdom of Atshin,
Achin, or Acheen, where the religion is Mahometan, and where
the alphabet is the Arabic ; Atshin being the part of Sumatra
where the influence of the Arabian trade, Arabian religion, and
Arabian language, have been the greatest.

South of Atshin is the Batta country. Here there is only an
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imperfect Mahometanism, with no use of tlie Arabic alphabet,

and but little tinctxire of Arab cultivation.

The rivers in the Batta country are inconsiderable, so are the
. forests ; for the country is an elevated platform—dry, exposed, and
parched. The luxraiant vegetation of so many regions in this

part of the world, finds no place here ; and instead of it, we have
sand, hardened clay, bare rocks swept by strong currents of wind
and exposed to an equatorial sun.

The Battas are cannibals
;
they are also a lettered population.

It is believed that this combiuation of rudeness and civilisation

occurs nowhere, else, a combination which, however, is beyond
doubt.

In the Batta alphabet we have books, almanacks, &c.

On the Batta cannibalism, hear so competent an authority as

Marsden, "They," the Battas, "do not eat human flesh as the

means of satisfying the cravings of nature, for there can- be no
want of sustenance to the inhabitants of such a country and
climate, who reject no animal food of any kind ; nor is it sought

after as a gkittonous delicacy.

" The Battas eat it as a species of ceremony, as a mode of showing
their detestation of certain crimes by an ignominious punishment,
and as a savage display of revenge and insult to their unfortunate
enemies. The objects of this barbarous repast are prisoners taken
in war, especially if badly wounded, the bodies of the slaia, and
oifenders Condemned for certaia capital crimes, especially for

adultery. Prisoners unwounded (but they are not much disposed

to give quarter) may be ransomed or sold as slaves, where the

quarrel is not too inveterate ; and the convicts, there is reason to

believe, rarely suffer when their friends are in ckcumstances to

redeem them by the customary equivalent of twenty hinchangs, or

eighty dollars. These are tried by the people of the tribe where
the offence was committed, but cannot be executed until their own
particular raja has been made acqtiainted with the sentence, who,

when he acknowledges the justice of the intended punishment,

sends a cloth to cover the head of the deliaquent, together with a

large dish of salt and lemons. The unhappy victim is then delivered

into the hands of the injured party (if it be a private wrong, or,

in the case of a prisoner to the warriors) . by whom he is tied to a

stake ; lances are thrown at liim from a certain distance by this

person, his relatives, and friends ; and when mortally wounded,

they inin up to him, as if in a transport of passion, cut pieces from

the body with their knives, dip them ia the dish of salt, lemon-
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juice, and red pepper, slightly broil them over a fire prepared for

the purpose, and swallow the morsels with a degree of savage

enthusiasm. Sometimes (I presume according to the degree of

their animosity and resentment) the whole is devoured by the

bystanders ; and instances have been known where, with barbarity

still more aggTavated, they tear the flesh from the carcase with their

teeth. To such a depth of depravity may man be plunged, when
neither religion nor philosoj)hy enlighten his steps ! All that can

be said in extenuation of the horror of this diabolical ceremony is,

that no view ai3pear8 to be entertaraed of torturing the sufferers,

of iacreasiag or lengthening out the pangs of death ; the whole
fiu-y is directed agaiast the corpse, warm, indeed, with the remains
of life, but past the sensation of paia. A difference of opiaion has
existed with respect to the practice of eating the bodies of their

enemies actually slaia in war ; but subsequent enquuy has satisfied

me of its being done, especially in the case of distinguished persons,

or those who have been accessories to the quarrel. It should bo
observed that their campaigns (which may be aptly compared to

the predatory excursions of our Borderers) often terminate with
the loss of not more than half-a-dozen men on both sides. The
skulls of the victims are hung up as trophies in the open btdldings

in front of their houses, and are occasionally ransomed by their

surviving relations for a sum of money."

—

Marsden's Smnatra,

pp. 391-2.

The Battas have, probably, been more ci^dlised than they are
now—India being the source of their civilisation. This is shown
in the following imperfect sketch of their- creed—^which is Indian,
corrupted and degenerate.

" The inhabitants of this country have many fabulous stories,

which shall be briefly mentioned. They acknowledge three deities

as nders of the world, who are respectively named, Bata/ra-guru,

Sori-pada, and MangaUah-hidang. The first, say they, bears
rule ia heaven, is the father of all mankiad, and partly, xmder the
following circiunstances, creator of the earth ; which from the
begiamng of time had been supported on the head of Naga-
joadoha ; but growing weary at length, he shook his head, which
occasioned the earth to siok, and nothing remained in the world
excepting water. They do not pretend to a knowledge of the
creation of this original earth and water ; but say that at the
period when the latter covered every thing, the chief deity. Batata-
guru, had a daughter named Futi-orla-hulan, who requested
permission to descend to these lower regions, and accordingly came
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down on a wHte owl, accompanied by a dog ; but not being able,

by reason of the waters, to continue there, her father let fall from
heaven a lofty mountain, named Balmrra, now situated in the

Batta country, as a dwelling for his child ; and from this moimtain
all other land gradually proceeded. The earth was once more
supported on the three horns of Naga-padoha ; and that he might
never again suffer it to fall oif, Batara-gnJm sent his son, named,
Layang-layang-mandi (literally 'the dipping swallow*), to bind
him hand and foot. But to his occasionally shaking his head they
ascribe the effect of eai-thquakes. PuU-orla-hulan had afterwards,

during her residence on earth, three sons and three daughters,

from whom sprang the whole human race.

" The second of their deities has the rule of the air, betwixt

earth and heaven ; and the third that of the earth ; but these two
are considered as subordinate to the first. Besides these, they

have as many inferior deities as there are sensible objects on earth,

or circumstances in human society ; of which some preside over

the sea, others over rivers, over woods, over war, and the like.

They believe, Ukewise, in four evil spirits, dwelling in four separate

mountains ; and whatever ill befalls them they attribute to the

agency of one of these demons. On such occasions they apply to

one of their cunning men, who has recourse to his art ; and by
cutting a lemon ascertains which of these has been the author of

the mischief, and by what means the evil spirit may be propitiated

;

which alwaj^s proves to be the sacrificing a buffalo, hog, goat, or

wliatever animal the wizard happens on that day to be most inclined

to eat. When the address is made to any of the superior and
beneficent deities for assistance, and the priest directs an offering

of a horse, cow, dog, hog, or fowl, care must be taken that the

animal to be sacrificed is entirely white.

" They have also a vague and confused idea of the immortality

of the human soul, and of a future state of happiness or misery.

They say that the soul of a dying person makes its escape throiigh

the nostrils, and is borne away by the wind ; to heaven, if of a

person who has led a good life ; but if of an evil-doer, to a great

cauldron, where it shall be exposed to fire until such time as

JBatara-guru shall judge it to have suffered punishment proportioned

to its sins ; and feeling compassion shall take it to himself in

heaven : that finally the time shall came when the chains and

bands of Naga-padolia shall be worn away, and he shall once more
allow the earth to sink ; that the sun will be then no more than a

cubit's distance from it, and that the souls of those who, having
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lived well, shall remain alive at tlie last day, sliall in like manner
go to lieaven, and those of the wicked be consigned to tlie before-

mentioned cauldron, intensely heated by the near approach of the

snn's rays, to be there tormented by a minister of Batara-giiA-u,

named Suraya-guru, until, having expiated their oflFences, they
shall be thought worthy of reception into the heavenly regions."

The remaining male figures represent two warriors ft'om Pulo
Nias, a small island on the Western coast of Sumatra ; the cajp and
coat of one being made of the fibres from the leaf-stalk of the

gumuti palm.

"The Mas people are remarkable for their docility and expertuess

in handy-craft work, and become excellent house-carpenters and
joiners ;

and, as an instance of their skill in the arts, they practise

that of letting blood by cupping, ia a mode nearly similar to ours.

They are industrious and frugal, temperate and regular ia

theif habits, but, at the same time, avaricious, sullen, obstinate,

vindictive, and sanguinary. Although much employed as domestic
slaves (particularly by the Dutch) they are always esteemed
dangerous in that capacity ; a defect in their character which
philosophers will not hesitate to excuse in an iadependent people torn

by violence from their country and connexions. They frequently

kill themselves when disgusted with their situation, or unhappy
in their famihes, and often their wives at the same time, who
appeared, from the circumstances under which they were found,
to have been consenting to the desperate act. They were both
dressed in their bed apparel (the remainder beiag previously des-

troyed), and the female, in more than one instance, that came
Tinder notice, had struggled so little, as not to discompose her hair,

ox remove her head from the pillow. It is gaid that ia their own
country they expose their children, by suspending them ia a bag
from a tree, when they despair of being able to bring them up.

The mode seems to be adopted with the view of preserving them
from animals of ptey, and giving them a chance of beiag saved
by persons in more easy circumstances."

—

Marsden's Sumatra,
p. 476.

B. The three opium-smokers are Javanese of the lower orders.

Java differs from Sumatra ia its higher standard of civiHsation,

and in the greater extent to which it has been acted upon by
Indian influences. At one time, these were generally diffused over
the island

;
not, perhaps, to the utter and absolute extraction of

the origiaal Paganism, but, still, largely and generally. At pre-

sent, however, the prevailing iafluences are Arab, i.e., Mahometan ;
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and Maliometanism lias superseded Hindiiism in all parts of tlie

island, except one interesting locality—^tlie range of the Tengglier

Mountains.
" To the eastward of Surahdya, and on the range of hills con-

necijed with Gunung Dasar, and lying partly in the district of

Fasuruan, and partly in that of Proholingo, known by the name of

the Teng'ger mountain, we find the remnant of a people still

following the Hindu worship, who merit attention, not only on
account of their being the sole depositaries of the rites and doctrines

of that religion existing at this day on Java, but as exhibiting an
interesting singularity and. simplicity of character.

" These people occupy about forty villages, scattered along this

range of hills, in the neighbotrrhood of what is termed the Sandy
Sea. The site of their villages, as well as the construction of their

houses, is peculiar, and differ entirely from what is elsewhere

observed on Java. They are not shaded by trees but built on

spacious open teri'aces, rising one above the other, each house

occuj)ying a terrace, and being in length from thirty to seventy,

and even eighty feet. The door is invariably in one corner, at

the end of the building opposite to that in which the fire-place is

bmlt. The building appears to be constructed with the ordinary

roof, having along the front an enclosed veranda or gallery, about

eight feet broad. The fire-]3lace is built of brick, and is so higHy
venerated that it is considered a sacrilege for any stranger to touch

it. Across the upper part of the building rafters are run, so as to

form a kind of attic story, in which are deposited the most
valuable property and implements of husbandry.

" The head of the village takes the title of Feting' gi, as in the

low-lands, and is generally assisted by a Kahdyan, both elected by
the iDeople from their own village. There are four priests who are

here termed Diikuns (a term elsewhere only applied to doctors and

midwives), having charge of the state records and the sacred books.

" These Diokuns, who are in general intelligent men, can give

no account of the era when they were first estabhshed on these

hills
;

they can produce no traditional history of their origin,

whence they came, or who entrusted them with the sacred books,

to the faith contained in which they still adhere. These, they

concur in stating, were handed down to them by their fathers, to

whose hereditary ofiice of preserving them they have succeeded.

The sole duty required of them is again to hand them down in

safety to their children, and to perform the pilja (praisegiving),

according to the directions they contain. These records consist of
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three compositions, "written on the lontar-lesbi, detailing the origin

of the world, disclosiag the attributes of the Deity, and prescribing

the forms of Avorship to be observed on different occasions. When
a woman is delivered of her first child, the D4lcim takes a leaf of

the cdang grass, and scrapiag the skin of the hands of the mother

and her infant, as well as the ground, pronotmces a short

benediction.

" When a marriage is agreed npon, the bride and bridegi-oom

being brought before the DijJcmv within the house, in the first

place bow with respect towards the south, then to the fire-place,

then to the earth, and lastly, on looking up, to the upper story of

the house where the implements of husbandly are x>laced. The
parties then, submissively bowing to the D'olmn, he repeats a

XDrayer, while the bride washes the feet of the bridegTOom.. At the

conclusion of this ceremony, the friends and family of the parties

make jDresents to each of kiises, bufi^aloes, implements of husbandry,

cfec. ; in retm'n for which the bride and bridegroom respectfully

present them with betel-leaf.

" At the marriage-feast which ensues, the Dtokun repeats two

p'Aja. The marriage is not, however, consummated till the fifth

day after the above ceremony. This interval between the solem-

nities and consummation of marriage is termed by them undcmg
mdntu ; and is in some cases still observed by the Javans in other

parts of the island, under the name, 4nduh mdntu.

"At the interment of an inhabitant of Teng'ger, the corpse is

lowered into the grave with the head placed towards the soiith

(contrary to the direction observed by the Mahometans), and is

guarded from the immediate contact of the earth by a covering

of bambus and x^lanks. When the grave is closed, two posts are

planted over the body : one erected perpendicularly on the breast,

the other on the lower part of the belly ; and between them is

placed a hollowed bambu in an inverted position, into which,

during successive days, they daily pour a vessel of pure water,

laying beside the bambu two dishes, also daily replenished with

eatables. At the expiration of the seventh day, the feast of the

dead is announced, and the relations and friends of the deceased

assemble to be present at the ceremony, and to partake of enter-

tainments conducted in the following manner :

"A figure of about half a cubit high, representing the hmnan
form, made of leaves and ornamented with variegated flowers, is

prepared and placed in a conspicuous situation, suppori.ed round

the body by the clothes of the deceased. The Dukun then places

0
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in front of the garland an incense-pot with bnming ashes, together

with a vessel containing water, and repeats the two p'{oja to fire

and water.

"The clothes of the deceased are then divided among the

relatives and friends ; the garland is burned ; another ptlja is

repeated ; wliile the remains of the sacred water are sprinkled over

the feast. The parties now sit down to the enjoyment of it,

invoking a blessiag from the Almighty on themselves, their houses,

and then- lands. No more solemnities are observed till the
expiration of a thoiisand days

;
when, if the memory of the

deceased is beloved and cherished, the ceremony and feast are

repeated ; if otherwise, no further notice is taken of him : and
ha^dng thus obtained what the Romans call his justa, he is allowed

to be forgotten.

" Being questioned regarding the tenets of their religion, they
replied that they beKeved in a Bevm, who was all-powerful

;

that the name by which the Dewa was designated was Bumi Truha
Sdng^ydng Dewdta Bdiur, and that the particulars of their worsliip

were contained in a book called Fdngldwu, which they presented

to me,
" On being questioned regarding the ddat against adultery,

theft, and other crimes, their reply was imanimous and ready

—

that crimes of this kind were unknown to them, and that

consequently no punishment was fixed, either by law or custom
;

that if a man did wrong, the head of the village chid him for it,

the reproach of which was always sufficient punishment for a man
of Teng'ger. This account of their moral character is fuUy
confirmed by the Regents of the districts, tinder whose authority

they are placed, and also by the residents. They, in fact, seem
to be almost without crime, and are imiversally peaceable, orderly,

honest, industrious, and happy. They are xmacquainted with the

vice of gambling and the use of opium.
" The aggregate population is about twelve hundred souls ; and

they occupy, withotit exception, the most beautifully rich and
romantic spots on Java ; a region in which the thermometer is

frequently as low as forty-two. The summits and slopes of the

Mils are covered with Alpine firs, and plants common to an
European climate flourish in luxuriance.

" Their language does not difier much from the Javan of the

present day, though more gutturally pronoimced. Upon a
comparison of about a himdred words with the Javan vernacular,

two only were found to differ. They do not marry or intermix
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with, tlie people of the lowlands, priding themselves on their

independence and purity in this respect."

—

Baffles''s History of
Java.

GE.OUP IV.

DYAKS OF BOBNEO, A. MALES ; B. FEMALES.

The native, and aboriginal tribes of Borneo, have no general
name by which they designate themselves, neither have they a
general name for their island ; and this is a fact which occiurs

pretty generally throughout the Indian Archipelago. A mere islet,

a piece of land visibly and palpably surrounded by water—^takes

the name of ^mZo (island) ; but the latgeT masses like Celebes,

Borneo, Sumatra, and (as Mr. Craufurd mites) each and all of the
islands with the single exception of Borneo, are treated as continents,—so narrow is the knowledge of the inhabitants and so limited
their powers of comprehension and generalisation. Hence, Borneo
is an European rather than a native term ; taken from the name
of a particular portion of the island and extended to the whole.
It was &-st used by Pigafetta, a companion of Magalhan, during
Ms voyage round the world in 1521. This gave it a currency in
Europe which it has maintained ever since.

As to the different divisions of the population, they generally
take tbeir designation from the name of the stream on which they
reside ; so that wben we hear of such, tribes as the Sarebas, the
Lundu, the Sakarran, &c., we may safely conclude that rivers so
called form their several occujpancies.

The natives, then, have no general name by which they desig-

nate themselves collectively. But we have. We— e. , the Europeans—call them Dyahs. Dyah is a Malay word—much such a word
as Savage, or Barbarian—so that expressions like Dyah, Sm'ehas
(the savages of the Sarebas), &c., are only partially native—^partially

native and partially Malay.
The Malay origin of the word indicates the existence of a

Malay population in, or in the neighbourhood of, the island
;

a Malay population as well as a native. And such is the case.

Over and above the proper aborigines, we find in Borneo, Chinese
from China, Bugis from the Island of Celebes, and (as aforesaid)
Malays from the Malayan Peninsula and Sumatra.

It is the aborigines, however, who alone are represented in the
group before us—the Byaks as opposed to the Malays. And the
particular Dyak division is not the one with which an Englishman

0 2
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is tlie most familiar. The Sarebas Dyaks, the Lunclu Dyaks, tlie

Sakarran Dyaks, (ire. , are tlie best kno-wn to us, inasmtich as it is

tliose who come in contact with the Rajahship of Sarawak, and
the parts imder the influence of Sir James Brooke. But tlie

Dyaks before ns come from the south and tlie south-east, rather

than from the north-west and west, and from the Dutch parts of

the island rather than from the English,

The aborigines of Borneo belong to tbe great Malay family, so

that thej'' are essentially the same as the aborigines of Sumatra and
Java, &c. But they hare this important characteristic

;
they

have been the least touched by either Indian or Arabic influences.

They are the least Hindu, the least Mahometan, the most Pagan.

ISTeither have they any alphabet ; at the same time, some vestiges

of Indian culture undoubtedly exist.

The Dyak of Borneo is the Malay in his most unmodified and
primitive condition, and it is amongst the Dyaks of Borneo that

the characteristic customs are to be found. They are divided

into, probably, 100 different tribes, with, probably, 100 dialects
;

so far are they from the organisation of a concentrated political

power. As some tribes, however, are more powerful than others,

and as such tribes encroach and conquer, the tendency towards

consolidation exists.

Of such tribes, the most important are the Kayans, occupants

of the central part of the island, cultivators of the soU, domes-
ticators of animals, forgers of iron. They are a dominant and
encroaching population ; the Kanawit, and the other tribes more
immediately allied, being their tributaries. The names which
they give to both the other Dyaks and the Malays, are derisive

and insulting ; and other cu'cumstances besides this show the

extent to which they are a proud, self-respecting population.

Their dignity of manner and deportment is favourably con-

trasted with the comparative servility of the Malays. As to

their morals, the accoimts are conflicting. The utter absence

of female chastity, affirmed by Mr, Law, is denied by Mr.

Bums, whose oj)portxmities for acquiring knowledge seem to have

been the better, but who writes somewhat in the spirit of an

advocate and admirer. The same author considers that their taste

for head-hunting has been exaggerated ; at any rate, the custom of

handing do^vn heads from generation to generation, as honourable

heirlooms, wants confirmation, and besides this, has certain positive

facts against it. "When t^^o of their chiefs changed their residence,

an accumulation of 400 skulls was thro-vvn away, instead of being
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removed -with caxe and lionour. Hiimau sacrifices^ on the other
hand, are admitted by Mr. Bums to exist ; with the reservation

that the practice decreases, and that the victim is a member of
some other tribe.

It was from the parts about the Kayan river that they began
their conquests. Successful in holding their own, they suffer from
disease rather than war. At intervals of twelve or fifteen years,

the small-pox rages as an epidemic ; whilst fever, ague, dysentery,
and rheumatism, are endemic. To tattoo the body, to bore and
stretch the ears, to wear pendant ear-rings of twenty ounces, so

that the ears and breasts meet, are the more characteristic elements
of the Kayan cosmesis. In the first of these operations the
performer pricks the pattern with a needle, and then engrains the
smoke of a dammer torch ; so that the process is partially that of
the simple tattoo, and partially that of inustion. Mutual friend-

ships or brotherhoods, are ratified by the not unusual ceremony of
mixiag blood. This Mr. Burns considers as peculiar to the Kayan
amongst the populations of Borneo. That of drawing omens from.,

the flight of birds is common to them and the other tribes.

After death, the body is kept ia the house from four to eighti

days. Torches are kept burning beside the coffin which contains it

;

and if one of them go out, bad luck is augured from its extinction.

For four or five days, too, after the removal of the corpse, they
are still kept aHght. Previous, however, to the removal, a feast

is prepared ; some of the food beidg placed beside the coflSu, whilst
the remainder regales the relatives of the deceased. The moumiag
of the women is loud, passionate, and full of gesticulation. They
hug the decomposing body

;
they inhale its odours, and finally,

they attend it to the place of its ultimate disposal, which is

the loft of a smaU wooden house, built on pillars, about twelve
feet high.

The burial ceremonies are more elaborate than those which
accompany the birth or naming of children ; those of marriage are.

the simplest. To swim, to wrestle, to blow the sumpitan, to us©
the sword, and to throw the spear, aare the chief elements in
the training of the Kayan youth.*

This notice has contained some remarkable suggestions. What
means the allusion to the head-hunting ? No trophy is more
honourable among the Dyaks of Borneo, than a human head ; the
head of a conquered enemy. These are preserved in the houses
tokens ; so that the number of skulls is a measm^e of the prowess

* Burns, ia "Journal of the Indiau Arcliipelago.'*
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of tlie possessor. In tribes, "wliere tliis feeling becomes morbid, no
yoxmg man can marry before he has presented Ms future bride with,

a himian head, cut off by himself. Hence, for a marriage to take

place, an enemy must be either found or made.

It may easily be imagined that this engenders a chronic state of

warfare between tribe and tribe ; to which, we may add, as another

of the scoiu-ges of the Dyak population, the piracy that is practised

along the whole of the sea-coasts, and on the lower courses of the

numerous rivers.

Cannibalism in Sumatra
;
head-hunting in Borneo—such are the

characteristics of two of the more important branches of the Malay
family, and they are practices which are manifestly condenmatory
to the moral character of the nations in which they occur. We
must, however, take the evidence to their existence as we find it.

On the other hand, it is a good rule to receive with caution all

accoimts that violate the common feelings of human nature, and to

allow ourselves to beheve that causes, as yet imperfectly understood,

modify and diminish practices so horrible. That it should be so

general as the theory demands is incompatible with the proportions

between the male and female populations, which are much the same
in Borneo as elsewhere. So it is, also, with the express statement

of Sir J. Brooke, who says, that the passion for heads has much
diminished amongst certain of the Sarawak tribes. In one case,

an offer of some was refused ; the reason alleged being that it

would revive fresh sorrows. The parties who thus declined, gave

a favourable account of some of the customs by which the horrors

of a Dyak war were abated :

—

" If one tribe claimed a debt of another, it was always demanded,
and the claim discussed. If payment was refused, the claimants

departed, telling the others to listen to their birds, as they might

expect an attack. Even after this, it was often the case, that a

tribe friendly to each mediated between them, and endeavoiired to

make a settlement of their contending claims. If they failed, the

tribes were then at war. Recently, however, more places than

one have been attacked without due notice, and often by treachery.

The old custom likewise was, that no house should be set on fire,

no paddy destroyed, and that a nuked woman could not be killed,

nor a woman with child. These laudable and praiseworthy customs

have faUen into disuse, yet they give a pleasing picture of Dyak
character, and relieve, by a touch of humanity, the otherwise

barbarous nature of their warfare. Then there is what is called

the Bahukid, hubukhid^ or mode of defiance, which is appealed
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to as a final judgment in disputes about property, and usually

occurs in families wlien the rigiit to land and fruit-trees comes to

be discussed. Each party then sallies forth in search of a head ;

if only one succeed, his claim is acknowledged ; if both succeed, the

property continues coramon to both. It is on these occasions that

the Dyaks are dangerous ; and perhaps an European, whose

inheritance depended on the issue, would not be very scrupulous

as to the means of success. It must be understood, however,

that the individuals do not go alone, but a party accompanies

each, or they may send a party without being present. The loss

of life is not heavy from this cause, and it is chiefly resorted

to by the Singe and Sows, and is about as rational as our

trials by combat. This babukid must be a check of a permanent

sort.

Houses.—^With certain of the Dyak tribes the houses are not

huts, nor yet mere dwelling-houses of ordinary dimensions. They
hold from one hundred to two hundred persons each ; and are

raised above the ground on piles.

JReligion.—"The notions of the Dyaks respecting the spiritual

world are in general much confused, and at variance with each other.

They agree, however, in the belief in good and evil spirits. The good

spirits are divided into two classes, viz.
,
spirits of the world above,

or of the higher regions, who come under the collective denomination

of ' Sengiang ; ' and spirits of the lower regions, or more pro-

perly, such as have their dominion in the waters, in great

rivers, and these are called ' Jata.' The collective name of the

evil spirits is ' Talopapa,' which word signifies, in general, all bad

things.

"It is to be observed here that the Dyaks describe the aspect of

the regions above as similar to the terrestrial world. Mountaias,

valleys, streams, lakes, (fee. (fee, are found there, as well as here

beneath ; and the dominions of various spirits are bounded by the

different streams and branches of the rivers."

—

From the Rev.

T. F. Berker's Mythology of the .Dyaks," Journ. Ind. Archip.,

vol. iii. p. 162.
" In the interior, men are still occasionally sacrificed, principally

on the death of chiefs, and other considerable persons. In Sirat,

the furthest iahabited point of the Kapus Kiver, where I some

years ago made a journey of investigation, they had a short time

before our arrival, sacrificed two women. An acquaiatance who
had been present, gave me the following account of the horrible

event :—One morning at Sirat, there gathered a great number of
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people, who streamed in on all sides to celebrate a great feast.

There was firing of guns—the open plain before the Kotta (fort)

was prepared for the occasion, and adorned with branches, flowers,

and cloths ; a number of hogs were killed ; and when, finally,

by midday, everytliing had been arranged according to use and
wont, the real objects of the festival were brought forward—two
women, still yoking, who had been piirchased for the purpose
from another race. They had to seat themselves on the

side of the ready-dug graves, and contemplate for some time the

noisy rejoicings of the feasters. A lance of about thirty feet in length

was then brought and laid on one of the victims. All now htiiTied

to take a part in the impending detestable deed, A hundred hands
seized the long lance, and the instant the customary sign was given,

they threw themselves, amidst the loud acclamations of the mtilti-

tude, on the unfortunate wretch, and pierced her through and
through, even transfixing her to the grormd. They then cut off

the head of the fallen victim, and carried it during the rest of the

day, dancing and singing round it. The same fate also befel her

unfortunate companion. Those who are thus offered become, in

their belief, in the other world, slaves of the deceased friend to whose
memory they are offered."

—

From ''Some Remarks on the Dyaks
of Bmijarmassing,'" in the Journ. of the Ind. Archvp., vol. i,,

p. 30.

The blow-pij)e, with which so many of the figures before us are

furnished, is called, in the native language, sumpitan. It is made
of the wood of the palm, bored with the greatest possible nicety.

The arrows, which are from fotir to sis inches long, &t

the bore, and are poisoned—at least with some of the tribes.

At twenty yards the svmi/pitan is sure to hit ; at one hundred it

attains its longest range. Since the ones before us have been in

England, more than one amatew has tried them—^both with the

Dyak arrows, and with little pellets of clay. They have succeeded in

briaging down span'ows from the house-tops with the latter. The
aim is sure, and a little practice accomplishes it.

The male in the sailor's dress is a Philippine Islander, who spoke
the Iloco language. The female is a half-blood Spanish and
Manilla-Indian.
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GROUP V.

A. ^ISIiANDEBS OF THE LOUISIADB ARCHIPELAGO ^PAPUANS. 91 )

A. THE PAPUAITS. B. AUSTEAIilANS.

^^^h.eIl we move eastwards from tlie more eastern of the Moluccas

we reach. ISTew Guinea, of which the very name suggests the likeli-

hood of a change in the character of the population. How did it

arise 1 Much in the same way that such a term as West Indies

did. There was something in the new country which reminded
the discoverers of an old one. JSTow the large island under notice

reminded the early voyagers of the coast of G-mnea on the western

side of Africa. Why 1 Because they found there a population of

Blacks ; a population that reminded them of the negro ; a popu-

lation unlike the Malay tribes of islands westward.

A. New Guinea. This is anything but a native name
;
indeed, it

is a name that no New Guinea men know anything about.

Just what occurred in Borneo, occm's here. There is no general

name at all ; neither one for the island itself, nor one for the

population of it—no native name at least.

There is, however, a Malay one. The word Papua means
frizzly-havt^ed. Originally and, more properly, applied to occupants

of the north-west coast, it has since been extended—for the

piu-poses of Ethnology at least—^to a whole family. Hence, the

Papuan stock contains, not only the inhabitants of JSTew Guinea,

but those of the islands to the east, and south thereof—^the

Louisiade Archipelago, New Britain, New Ireland, New Hanover,
Solomon's Isles, New Hebrides, Loyalty Isles, and New Caledonia.

No part of the world is less known than these Papuan islands

—

the interior of New Guinea being as much a mystery as the interior

of Africa. There are certain points, however, on which attention

has been concentrated. Thus

—

a. The western coast of New Guinea itself has been described,

more or less incompletely, by the Dutch.

6. The south-eastern part, along with the islands of Torres

Straits, has been surveyed by H.M.S. the Fly.

c. The Louisiade Archipelago, &c., by H.M.S. Rattlesnake.

d. The parts about Tanna, Mallicollo, and New Caledonia, by
Captain Erskine.

The figures before us are from drawings made on the spot by
Mr. Huxley, naturalist to the Rattlesnake, and as they were from
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the pencil of an anatomist as well as an artist tliey may he relied

on as characteristic. The chief notices are from Mr. M'Gillivray's
" Voyage of the Rattlesnake."

The Lotiisiade houses (or huts) in their simplest form consist of

a roof of palm-leaves on foiu: wooden uprights, each of which pierces

a round piece of wood. This prevents rats and vermin from
finding their way upwards and into the dwelling.

The larger and more elaborate contain several families—^the

following being a section of the part occupied. In parts subject to

inundation they stand upon high props—^upon piles as it were.

This mode of building is common in New Guinea, on certain

islands of the Indian Archipelago, the more swampy parts of

inter-tropical America ; like adaptations occurring in like

localities.

Next to the domestic architecture that of their canoes deserves

attention. These, always, or almost always, are built without

riggers—sometimes with a sort of stage or platform projecting from
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the sides, the structure of a raft being superadded to that of a

boat. The sailing vessels take the following form. Less nautical

than the Malays—the Papuan family is more so than the

Austrahan,

With some varieties the hair is far more elaborately dressed

than with those of the present group ;
being twisted into long

curls, likened to the thrums of a mop, stiffened with oil, and
washed in alkaline leys, which give a red tinge. When this kind

of ornamentation attains its fullest development, the frizzled mass
of strong and stiffened hair makes the owner unable to lie down
without disarranging his head-dress. In this case a neck-pillow

becomes necessary ;
just as it does with certain tribes of Africa,
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with, whom the care of these head-gear is one of the primary
employments of life.

The chief weapons are the bow and arrow, their political organi-

sation of the lowest and simplest kind ; that of small tribes liviag

in a state of chronic hostility with each other. Woven cloth they
have none. On the other hand they show some skill in the art

of pottery. In New Guinea, at least, they defend their soil with
tenacity and resolution, eschewing European intercourse. In the
more southern and smaller islands, however, this is less the case

than in the more northern and larger ones. They contrast more
favourably with the Australians than with the Malays.

But little is known of their languages.

The islands of Torres Strait, even when they lie nearest to the
coast of Australia, are not Australian-, but Papuan, so that the
following extracts from the "Voyage of the Fly" apply to a
population allied to one imder notice—allied, but not identical.

In Da/rnley Island the natives "were fine, active, well-made
fellows, rather above the middle height, of a dark brown
or chocolate colour. They had frequently almost handsome
faces, aquiline noses, rather broad about the nostril, well-shaped
heads, and many had a singularly Jewish cast of features.

The hair was frizzled, and dressed into long pipe-like ringlets,

smeared sometimes with, ochre, sometimes left of its natural

black colour ; others had wigs not to be distinguished from
the natural hair, till closely examined. The septum narium
was bored, but there was seldom anything worn in it. Most
of their ears were pierced all round with small holes, in which
pieces of grass were stuck, and in many the lobe was torn

and hanging down to the shoulder. Their only scars were
the faint oval marks on the shoulder. The hair of their

bodies and limbs grew in small tufts, giving the skin a slightly

woolly appearance. They were entirely naked, but frequently

wore ornaments made of mother-of-pearl shells, either circular or

crescent-shaped, hanging round their necks. Occasionally, also,

we saw a part of a large shell, apparently a cassis, cut into 9,
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projecting sMelcI-shape, "worn, in front of tlie groin. The women
wore a petticoat roimd tlie waist, reacMng nearly to the knees,

formed of strips of leaves sewn on to a girdle. These formed a

very efficient covering, as one or two were worn over each other.

The grown-np woman's petticoat, or nessoor, was formed, we after-

wards found, of the inside paii; of the large leaves of a bnlbons-

rooted plant, called by them teggaer, of which, each strip was an

inch broad. The girl's nessoor was made of mnch narrower strips

from the inside of the leaf of the plantain, wiiich they called

cabbow.

"Tlie younger women were often gracefully formed, with

pleasing expressions of cotintenance, though not what we should

consider handsome features. The girls had their hair rather long,

but the women had almost all their hair cut short, with a bushy
ridge over the top, to which they, singularly enough, gave the

same name as to pieces of tortoise-shells, namely, kaisu. Many of

the elder women had their heads shaved quite smoothly, and we
never saw a woman wearing a wig, or with the long ringlets of the

men. At our first landing, all the yoimger women and girls

kept in the back-ground, or hid themselves in the bush. On
strolling to the back of the huts, we found a small native path,

along which we went a short distance till we came to a rude fence

in front of a plantain-ground, where the men objected to our

going further, and we heard the voices of the women among the

trees beyond.
" There were four huts at this spot, all bee-hive shaped, six-

teen feet in diameter, and as much in height. They stood in

small conrt-yards, partially surrounded by fences formed of poles

of bamboo, stuck upright in the ground, close together, and con-

nected by horizontal rails, to which they were tied by witMes.

Inside the huts were small platforms covered with mats, apparently

bed-places ; and over head were hung up bows and arrows, clubs,

calabashes, rolls of matting, and bundles apparently containing

bones, which they did not like our examining. Outside the huts

were one or two smaL. open sheds, consisting merely of a raised

flat roof, to sit under in the shade, and a grove of very fine cocoa- ,

nut trees surrounded the houses."

The arms of the natives were the bow and arrow, and in hold-

ing the former, especial care was taken that the part of the wood
which was uppermost as the tree grew, should be uj)permost when
used as a weapon. Rough imitations of the human figure were

common ; but whether they served as idols or not was uncertain.
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Tlie use of tobacco was general. On tlie part of tlie females, the

reserve and decorum of manner formed a striking contrast with,

the very different habits of the Polynesians.

B, The Ausbralians.—These are taken from life ; two natives of

the parts about Cape York having been taken up in an English

vessel and brought with it to England. They passed a fortnight

under the same roof with Mr. Thomson, and were well observed

by both the artists engaged on the figm-es, and the present writer.

The thinness of the legs is by no means exaggerated. It is just

what the plates of Dr. Prichard's "Varieties of Man" make it.

On the other hand, the chest was well developed, and the arms
comparatively—^though only comparatively—strong. They told

the story of their being on board the ship that brought them over,

in dumb show, but they told it in a way that the most consum-
mate professional actor might admire. But this was about all the

talent they showed.

They ran neither faster nor slower than the Englishman they

came in contact with ; but swam as adepts. By no means insen-

sible to such kindnesses as they received, they evinced c|uite as

much kindness to their English house-mates as they did to one
another. So silent, indeed, were they, that until we took a
vocabulary of their langTiage, we thought that they belonged to

two difierent tribes who had carried their hostility with them
across the Pacific, and nourished it in Sydenham. Smoking, or

rather swallowing smoke, was their chief delight.

Tom, the livelier and less satm'nine of the two, has a throwing-

stick in his hand, which he is about to project.

In the gTOup of two he re-appears. "When Dick, the gloomier,

had a headache, Tom could scarcely be withheld from scarifying

his temples with such pieces of glass or fliut as he could pick up.

Dick and Tom are Northern Australians—JSTorthern Austrahans

from the parts about Cape York.

Obsei-ve the points of difference and likeness between them and
the Louisiade Papuans. As both are dark-skinned, they have been
dealt with as branches of one and the same family ; for which a

name (or rather a pair of names) derived from the Greek has

been applied

—

Melanesian and Kehionesian. Nesos means islmid ;

Tcehios, da/rk ; melas (melan-os), hlack. The latter compound is

the better. They are certainly dark coloured ; and it is equally

cex-tain that both New Guinea and Australia are islands. The
exact relationship, however, is less certain. Nevertheless, the

jiame Kdnonesian is adopted.
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It has been said tliat the Papuan contrasts favourably with the

Australian ; the latter beiag the better known of the two.

The differences between the different Australian languages have
long been known and definitely insisted upon.

Less marked differences in frame and physiognomy between the

different Australian tribes, have also been long known and defi-

nitely insisted upon.

Differences of customs and manners have been similarly noticed

and considered. Notwithstanding all this, however, there is no
opinion more generally admitted than the frmdamental tmity of

the Australian population from Swan River to Botany Bay, from
the Gulf of Carpentaria to Bass's Straits. Captain Grey,
Schurman, Teichelman, and all who have devoted average atten-

tion to the language, have given their evidence to this ; and they
have sup]plied facts of various kinds, of their own collection,

towards the proof of it. No man is less iaclined to disturb this

view than the present writer.

As to the physical conformation of the Australians, I believe

that it is so uniform throughout the island, that it has never been
made the basis of a division ;—indeed I am inclined to believe

that the simila/rity of external appearance has been over-rated
;

nevertheless, it is certain that there are deviations from the

general Slim and underfed condition of the body ; and (which is

of more importance), from the usual straight character of the hair.

Such is the case, according to Mr. Earl, with the trepang fishers

of Arnhem Bay. Then as to the hair—with the Jaako, or Croker
Island tribe, it is coarse and bushy (the whiskers being thick,

and curly) and so short, crisp, and abundant about the breast and
shoulders as to conceal the skin

;
whereas, on the other hand, the

Oitbo, or Bidjenelumbo, have straight silky hair, arched eyebrows,

fair complexion, and occasionally the oblique eye.

The lowest form of humanity has been sought for in Australia,

whilst the physical condition of the country and the absence of

those animals and herbs that supply human food, have made it alikely

quarter to exhibit it. Whether, however, so low a rank in the scale

ofhuman development be, upon the whole, a fact or exaggeration, it

is certain that, upon several points, there has been considerable

over-statement. One sample of this sort is the accredited opinion

as to the absolute incapacity of the Australian of forming even the
rudest elements of a mythology—an opinion which engenders the
notion that their intellects are too sluggish for even the evolution

of a superstition.
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That this was not the case was indicated some years back by
Caj)tain Grey, and that there is some exponent of the religions

feeling in the shape of a rnde form of shamanism, has been
shown in the account of the American Exploring Expedition

;

where the first published details of the Australian mythology, if

so it may be called, are to be found :
—" It is not true, however,

as has been frequently asserted, that the natives have no idea of a
Supreme Being, although they do not allow this idea to influence

their actions. The Wellington tribes, at least, believe in the

existence of a Deity called Baiamai, who lives on an island beyond
the great sea to the East. His food is fish, which come up to him
from the water when he calls them. Some of the natives consider

him the maker of all things, while others attribute the creation of

the world to his son Bwamhin. They say of him, that Baiamai
spoke, and Bwamhin came into existence. "When the missionaries

first came to Wellington, the natives used to assemble once a year,

in the month of February, to dance and sing a song in honour
of Baiamai. This song was brought there fi-om a distance

by strange natives, who went about teaching it. Those who
refused to join in the ceremony were supposed to incur the dis-

pleasui-e of the god. For the last three years the custom has been
discontinued. In the tribe on Hunter's River, there was a native

famoxis for the composition of these songs or hymns*; which,

according to Mr. Threlkeld, were passed from tribe to tribe, to a
great distance, till many of the words became at last unintelligible

to those who sang them.
" Bararwirgal, a brother of BaiamaA, lives in the far west.

It was he who lately sent the small-pox among the natives, for no
better reason than that he was vexed for want of a tomahawk.
But now he is supposed to have obtained one, and the disease

will come no more. The Bdlvmhal are a sort of angels, who are

said to be of a white colour, and to live on a mountain at a gTeat

distance to the south-east : their food is honey, and their employ-
ment is to do good 'like the Missionaries.'

*' It is possible that some of these stories owe their origin to

intercourse with the whites, though the gTeat unwillingness which
the natives always evince to adopt any customs or opinions from
them, militates against such a supposition. But a being who is,

beyond question, entirely the creation of Australian imagination,

is one who is called in the Wellington dialect, Wmidooig ; though
the natives have learned from the whites to apply to him the name
pf devil. He is an object not of worship, but merely of supersti-
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iions dread. They describe liira as going albout under tlie form of

a black mau of siiperliivraan stature and strength. He pi'owls

at night through the woods around the encampments of the

natives^ seeking to entrap some unwary wanderer, whom he

will seize upon
;
and, having dragged him to his fire, will there

roast and devotu: liim. They attribute all their afflictions to his

male violence. If they are ill, they say Wandong has bitten them.

No one can see this being but the niljargir, or conjurors, who
assert that they can kill him, but that he always returns to life.

He may, however, he frightened away by tlu:owing fire at him
(though this statement seems inconsistent with that respecting his

invisibility), and no native will go out at night without a firebrand

to protect him from the demon.
" There is some difference in the accounts given of this character.

By the tribe of Hunter's River he is called Koin or Koen. Some-
times, when the Blacks are asleep, he makes his appearance, seizes

upon one of them and carries him off. The person seized endea-

vours in vain to cry out, being almost strangled. At daylight,

however, Koin disappears, and the man finds himself conveyed

safely to his own fireside. From this it would appear that the

demon is here a sort of personification of the nightmare,—a visita-

tion to which the natives, from their habits of gorgmg themselves

to the utmost when they obtain a supply of food, must be very

subject.

" At the Muruya Biver the devil is called Tulugal. He was
described to us, by a native, as a black man of gxeat stature,

grizzled with age, who has very long legs, so that he soon over-

takes a man ; but very short arms, which brings the contest

nearer an equality. This goblin has a wife who is much like him-

self ; but still more feared, being of a cruel disposition, with a

cannibal appetite, especially for young children. It would hardly

be worth Avhile to dwell upon these superstitions, but they seem td

characterise so distiactly the people, at once timid, ferocious, and
stupid, who have invented them.

" Their opinions with regard to the soul vary : some assert that

the whole man dies at once, and nothing is left of him ; others

are of opinion that Ms s-gixit still survives, hut upon this earth,

either as a wandering ghost, or in a state of metempsychosis,

animating a bird or other inferior creature. But the most singu-

lar belief is one which is found at both Port Stephens and Swan
Biver, places separated by the whole breadth of the Australian

continent. This is, that white people are merely blacks who have
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died, ]3assed to a distant country, and having there undergone

a transformation, have returned to tlieir original homes. When
the natives see a white man who strongly resembles one of their

deceased friends^ they give him the name of the dead person, and
consider him to be actually the same being."

It is difficult to take an exact measure of the extent to which one

sui^erstition is grosser than another ;—hence, all that can be said

respecting the Pantheon, of which Baiamai and Wandowj are

portions, is that it is as low in the scale of mythologies as any
that has fallen under the notice of the writer.

Incomplete, N'lmieration of the Aiistralians.—The import of an

Austrahan having no more than the three, four, or five fii"st

numerals, and being thereby as imable to count the number of the

fingers of his hands, as that of the hair of his head, is less equi-

vo(ikl. It speaks, at once, to a minvmum amount of intellectual

j)ower. jSTevertheless, the same inability occtirs elsewhere ;
espe-

cially in certain languages of South America. The only vocabulary

of Australia where the numerals run beyond five, is that of Eaiig

George's Sound, as given in Mitchell's Australia.

The political constitution (if so it may be called) of the Austra-

lians is preeminently simjole, exhibiting a society of famihes rather

than of tribes ; and of the facts connected with the evidence ixi

&vour of the rmity of the Australian division of mankind is the

remarkable distribution of families bearing the same name. The
principal of these are the Ballaroke, the Tdondaraj), the Ngotok,

the iSTagarnook, the Nogonyuk, the Mongalmig, and the ]^^ar-'

rangar. Now, persons bearing one or other of these names, may
be foimd in parts of the country five hundred miles apart. Nor
does this appear to be the effect of migration, since each tribe is

limited by the jealousy of its neighbours to its own himting-ground,

beyond which it seldom passes.

Polygamy in Austraha is what we find, and expect to find;

The practice of circumcision is what we find, perhaps, without

expecting it. The habit of the children taking the name of the

mother, will occur agara in the south of India. The rule that a

man cannot marry a woman of his own family-name will also re-

appear, and that amongst the Indians of JSTorth America.

The Kobong.'—" Each family among the Australians adopts

some animal or plant, as a kind of badge or armorial emblem, or,'

as they call it, its hohong. A certain mysterious coimection exists

between a family and its kobong, so that a member of the family

will not kill an animal, or pluck any plant of the species to whicli
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liis kobong belongs, except tinder j)articiilar circumstances. Tliis

institntion again, wMcli in some respects resembles tlie Poljniesian

tah4, though foimcled on a different principle, has its counterpart

in the customs of the native Americans. Captain Gray observes,

citing Mr. GaUatin, that among the Hurons, the first tribe is that

of the bear ; the two others, those of the wolf and turtle. The

Iroquois have the same divisions, and the turtle family is divided

into the great and little tmile. The Sioux are named on a similar

principle. According to Major Long, one part of the superstitions

of these savages consists in each man having some totem, or

favourite sphit, which he believes to watch over him. The

totem assumes the shape of some beast, and therefore they never

kill or eat the animal whose fonn they suppose their totem to

bear."

The ceremony of initiation.—" When the boys arrive at the age

of puberty (or about fom-teen), the elders of a tribe prepare to

initiate them into the duties and privileges of i^xanhood. Suddenly,

at night, a dismal cry is heard in the woods, which the boys are

told is the Buhih calling for them. Thereupon all the men of the

tribe (or rather of the neighboiuhood). set off for some secluded

spot previously fixed upon, taking with them the youths who are

to undergo the ceremony. The exact nature of this is not known,

except that it consists of superstitious rites, of dances representing

the various ptusuits in wliich men are engaged, of sham fights, and

trials designed to prove the self-possession, corn-age, and endurance

of the neophytes. It is certain, however, that there is some

variation in the details of the ceremony, in different places ; for

among the coast tribes, one of these is the knocking out of an upper

front tooth, which is not done at Wellington, and farther in the

interior. But the natm-e and object of the institution apj)ear to

be everywhere the same. Its design imquestionably is, to imprint

upon the mind of the young man the rules by which his future life

is to be regulated ; and some of these are so striking, and, under

the circumstances, so admirable, that one is inclined to ascribe

them to some higher state of mental cultivation than now jorevails

among the natives. Thus, the young men, from the time they are

initiated, till they are married, are forbidden to approach or speak

to a female. They must encamx^ at a distance frora them at night, and

if they see one in the way, must make a long detour to avoid her.

Mr. Watson told me that he had often been put to great incon-

venience in travelKng through the woods, with a young man for

his guide, as such a one could never be induced to approach
i> 2
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an encampment where tliere were any women. The moral intent

of this regulation is evident.

" Another rule requires the young men to pay implicit obedience

to their elders. As there is no distinction of rank among them, it is

e\T.dent that some authority of this kind is required, to preserve

the order and harmony of social intercourse.

" A third regidation restricts the youth to certain articles of

diet. They are not allowed to eat fish, or eggs, or the enm, or

any of the finer kinds of opossum and kangaroo. In short, their

fare is required to be of the coarsest and most meagre description.

As they grow older, the restrictions are removed, one after

another ; but it is not tiU they have passed the period of middle
age that they are entu-ely unrestrained in the choice of food.

Whether one purpose of this law be to accustom the yoxmg men to

a hardy and simple style of living may be doubted ; but its prime

objects and its result certainly are to prevent the young men from
possessing themselves, by then- superior strength and agility, of all

the more deskable articles of food, and leaving only the refuse to

the elders.

" The ceremony of marriage, which, amongst most nations,

is considered so important and interesting, is with this people one
of the least regarded. The woman is looked upon as an article of

property, and is sold or given away by her relatives without the

sKghtest consideration of her own pleasture. In some cases she is

betrothed, or rather promised, to her future husband in the child-

hood of both ; and in this case, as soon as they arrive at a proper

age, the yoruig man claims and receives her. Some of them
have four or five wives, and in such a case, they will give one to a

friend who may happen to be destitute. IsTotwithstanding this

apparent laxity, they are very jealous, and resent any freedom

taken with their wives. Most of their quarrels relate to

women. In soiue cases, the husband who susj)ects another native

of seducing Ins wife either kills or severely' injures one or both

of them. Sometimes the affair is taken up by the tribe, who
inflict punishment after their own fashion. The manner of this

is another of the singularities of their social system.

" When a native, for any transgression, incurs the displeasure

of his tribe, their custom obliges him to ' stand punishment,' as

it is called ; that is, he stands with a shield, at a fair distance,

while the whole tribe, either simultaneously or in rapid succession,

cast their spears at him. Then- expertness generally enables those

who are exposed to this trial to escape without serious injury,
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tliotigh. instances occasionally happen of a fatal result. Tltero is a

certain propriety even in this extraordinary punishment, as it is

very eAddent that the acciu'acy and force Avith which the weapons
are thrown will depend very much upon the opinion entertained of

the enormity of the offence,

" When the quarrel is between two persons only, and the tribe

declines to interfere, it is sometimes settled by a singular kind of

duello. The pai-ties meet in presence of then- kindred and friends,

who form a circle roimd them as mtnesses and umpires. They
stand up opposite one another, ai-med each with a club about two
feet long. The injured person has the right of striking the first

blow, to receive which the other is obliged to extend his head
forward, with the side turned partially nj)wards. The blow is

inflicted with a force commensurate with the "vdndictive feeling of

the avenger. A white man, with an ordinary cranium, would be
killed outright, but, owing to the great thickness of then- skulls,

this seldom happens with the natives. The challenged party novr

takes his turn to strike, and the other is obliged to place himself

in the same posture of convenience. In this way the combat is

continued; with alternate buffets, until one of them is stimned, or

the expiation is considered satisfactory.

"What are called wars among them may more properly be
considered duels (if this word may be so applied) between two
parties of men. One or more natives of a certain part of the
country, considering themselves aggrieved by the acts of others in

another pai-fc, assemble their neighboui-s to consult with them con-

cerning the proper course to be pursued. The general opinion

having been declared for war, a messenger or ambassador is sent

to announce their intention to the opposite party. These unme-
diately assemble their friends and neighbom's, and all prepare for

the approaclung contest. In some cases, the day is fixed by the

messenger, in others not
; but, at aU. events, the time is well

understood.
" The two armies (usually from fifty to two hundred each)

meet, and after a great deal of mutual vituperation, the combat
commences. From their singular dexterity in avoiding or parry-

ing the missiles of their adversaries, the engagement usually con-
tinues a long time without any fatal result. When a man is killed

(and sometimes before), a cessation takes place ; another scene of
recrimination, abuse, and explanation ensues, and the afiair com-
monly terminates. AU. hostility is at an end, and the two parties

mis amicably together, biury the dead, and joiu ia a general dance.
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" One cjitxse of hostility among them, both iDtiblie and
private, is the abstircl idea which they entertain, that no person
dies a natural death. If a man perishes of disease, at a distance

from his friends, his death is supposed to have been caused by
some sorcerer of another tribe, whose life must be taken for satis-

faction. If, on the other hand, he dies among his kindred, the
nearest reltitive is held responsible. A native of the tribe at

Hunter's Eiver, who served me as a guide, had not long .before

beaten Ms own mother nearly to death, in xevenge for the loss of

his brother, who died while un der her care. This was not because
he had any suspicions of her conduct, b\it merely in obedience to

the requirements of a senseless custom."

Another fact connected with the decease of an Australian

deserves notice. Wlien one of them dies, those words which
are identical with his name, or, in the case of comj)Ounds,

with any paii; of it, cease to be used ; and some synonym
is adopted instead

;
just as if, in England, whenever a Mr.

Smith departed this life, the parish to which he belonged

should cease to talk of hlachsmifh.s, and say forgemen, forgers, or

something equally respectful to the deceased, instead. This

custom reappears in Polynesia, and in South America ; Dobriz-

hofFer's account of the Apibonian custom being as follows :
—" The

Abipoman language is involved in new difficulties by a ridiculous

custom which the savages have of continually abolishing words
common to the whole nation, and substituting new ones in their

stead. Funeral rites are the origin of tliis custom. The Abipones
• do not hke that anytliing should remain to remind them of the

dead. Hence aj)pellative words bearing any affinity with the

Barnes of the deceased are presently abolished. During the first

years that I spent among the Abipones, it was usual to say Seg-
malkam hahmndteh, when will there be a slauightering of oxen ?

On account of the death of some Abipon, the word Kahamdtek was
interdicted, and, in its stead, they were all commanded by the

voice of a crier to say, Hemalkam tdgerhata ? The word Nihirmiah, a

tiger, was exchanged for AiKinigehcik ; Teu, a crocodile, foxKaeprlwJc;

and Kadma, Spaniards, for Hihil, because these words bore some
resemblance to the names of Abipones lately deceased. Hence it

' is that our vocabularies are so full of blots occasioned by our

having such frequent occasions to obliterate interdicted words, and
• insert new ones."
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aROUP VI.

DANAKIL AND STEGKO 01' THE EASTEBJT COAST OE AERIGA (1:51!

BANAKIIi LIGHT-COLOUBED) ; FROM THE PARTS BETWEEN" THE

ENTRANCE TO THE RED SEA AJfD THE HIGHLANDS OF SOUTHERN

ABYSSINIA.

Attention is directed to the Danakil figures, They are African
;

but they are not negro. They are Africans from one of the

very hottest parts. They are other than negro, nevertheless.

Their hair is longer than the negro's ; their lips thimier ; their

colour lighter ; their nose more aquiline. Travellers who have

been struck by their appearance have called them Caucasians, by
which they mean that they aioproach the Eiuropean type. Others

have compared them mth the Arabs—others with the Jews ; and

this has led them further. The coasts of Arabia are not far olf ; so

why should there not be Arab blood amongst them 1 This has

more than once been assumed. The assumption, however, is

«miecessary—nay, it is incorrect. The negro of the next group

—

the negro from the Delta of the Niger, the negro in his most

extreme forra—is not more truly indigenous and aboriginal to the

soil of Africa than are these Danakil ; who are not only Africans,

in the strictest sense of the term, but also members of a large

family, falling into divisions and subdivisions. So far are they

from being exceptional, or in any respect peculiar.

The other members of this family are (a) the Somauli, on the

coast of the Pacific Ocean, about Cape Ouardafui and (h) the

Gallas, or Ilmorma, a pastoral people spread over a vast area

to the south of Abyssinia, and who so encroach upon that country

that they are in a fair way of reducing it altogether.

The Gallas, hke the Danakil, and the Danakil, like the Somauli

and Gallas, are a pastoral people—^pastoral, locomotive, wild, and
intractable—with manners that remind us of the Arab of Asia,

the Kalfre of Southern Africa, or of the Berber of the Desert of

Sahara ; and it is these whom they resemble, more or less closely,

in their forms—more or less closely in their social constitution.

Like all such populations, they fall into numerous tribes, each under
the influence of their chief ; mth the spirit of blood, or pedigree,

running strong amongst them. Every man belongs to his tribe,

or class, and is proud of being attached to it. Of the Danakil
alone, more than fifty of these tribual divisions are laiown by
name.
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In respect to creed the Danakil are wliat the neiglihotirliood of

Arabia leads us to expect, Mahometans, more or less incompletely

converted ; and tliis is the general rule for the eastern coast of

Africa—the coast, but not the interior. In the interior we get

amongst pagans. On the other hand, Abyssinia and some of

the parts about it are Christian. Dr. Beke considered that he
foiind traces of a corrupt and displaced Cliristianity among the

Gallas.

The fact of the neighbourhood of Arabia having determined a
large portion of the eastern coast of Africa to Mahometanism
explains the meaning of the words Kaffre, and Caffraria, or Kaffer-

Imid. Kaffre, in the mouth of an Arab, means Infidel. It means
Ivfidel not only in the mouth of an Arab, but in that of any
Mahometan. In different languages it takes different forms, and
is applied to different populations. In Persia it expressed the old

Fire-worshippers, since Gtiehre is but another form of it. In Cabtil

it denotes the occupants of a district to the north of Peshawur,

wherein the natives still reject Mahometanism, and, so doing, are

Kafirs, their country being Kaferistan. In Turkey it generally

means a Christian—since Giaour is neither more nor less than

Kafivr in the mouth of a Tiu-k.

But to return to Eastern Africa. Where the Arab influence

ceases, the land of the Kaffres begins.

Of these Kaffres more may be seen in group vii.

The black figure (modelled from life) is evidently more negi'o

than aught else. The hair is crisp, to say the least of it, and
the skin black ; the open and patulous character of the nostrils,

and their lateral position, claim attention. They are by no means
exaggerated.

The youth from whom the figure was taken belonged to the

MseguiTa tribe ; of which I can only state that it is an occu-

pant of some part of the back of the coast of Zanzibar, or

Mozambique.
The present group prepares us for a Kaffre ; let it also prepare us

for a negro one. That all Africans are not negroes may be seen

from the figures before us. The negro form is by no means

universal—not even in the hottest parts of Africa—not even

between the tropics : it is only in the lower levels that the true

negro is to be found. Look for him amongst the high pastures of

the mountains, look for him even on the hot but arid plateaus

of the desert, and you search ia vain. Tribes with dark skins

you may find, tribes with hair more or less wavy, or friazly^
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tribes "witli features heavy, massive, and coarse—but the true

and typical negro, with his short woolly hair, and his thick pro-

jecting lips you will not find. Wherever he is the occupant, the

soil is alluvial, and the heat of the atmosphere is combined with

moisture. Wherever the land gets high and dry, the inhabi-

tant is brown rather than black, and long-haired rather than

frizzly headed. His features, too, become more prominent.

NEGROES, 2. LIGHT-COLOURED, FROM THE LOWER NIGER.

In the Delta of the ISfiger we find the best opportunity for

contrasting the negro with the European, the black man with

the white ; inasmiich as it is in the Delta of the Niger where the

points wherein the African difiers from the rest of the world are

found in the most marked form. The climate is tropical (well

nigh equatorial), the soil swampy and alluvial, the atmosphere

surcharged with damp warm vapours. Under these conditions the

negro is found in his most extreme form. Let us ask what it is. In

the true and typical negro (the negro from whom the current no-

tions of the black man are derived), over and above the colour of the

skin, there is a woolly, cottony, or frizzy head of hair, there is a

yellow tinge over the white of the eye (the sclerotica), and there are

thick lips, with a projecting mouth—a muzzle rather than a mouth,

in its more exaggerated form. This is because the teeth are set

obhquely, i. e. they slant somewhat forward. Then there is the

forehead, which is described as being narrow, and retiring, and

receding, or sloping backwards. There is some exaggeration in

this, though upon the whole the negro character is Avell marked
;

the hair, the skin, and the lips, being the chief points. To the

notice of these it should be added that the nose is generally flat

and depressed, with the nostrils thrown out, so to say, sideways.

Rarely, very rarely indeed, is the bridge sufficiently curved to give

what is called the Roman or aquiline nose ; whilst it is almost as

rare to find a Grecian one, i. e. one where the nasal bones are

raised but straight. Then there is the proportion which the different

parts of the face bear to each other. A * G-erman writer of eminence

as a naturalist, has lately been taking measurements from amongst

the negroes of Brazil, and states that instead of the parts between

* Biirmeister

—

The Black Man, a pamplilot.
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the cliin and nose (the nasal portion of the face), and the forehead

-forroiag a third, each, of the whole physiognomy, the forehead

forms less than a third, the nasal part more than the forehead,

and the chin, &c. more than the nasal ; in other words, the lower

we go the greater the mass of the seyeral parts of the face, and
the nearer we approach the brain, the smaller. I can neither

verify nor deny this statement.

Other points, more or less characteristic, real or supposed, are to

be found in the relations of the limbs to the trunk—the former

being longer in proportion to the latter than is nsnal with

Europeans.

It is more important, however, to investigate the amoimt of

difference indicated by the difference of colour, and to do this we
must look to the structure of the skin. The structure of the

negro's skin differs from that of the white man in degree only,

the one containing much, the other but little colouring matter
;

this colouring matter being deposited in a particular layei', called

the mucous layer, the stratum Malpighu, or the rete mucosum.

The character of this mucous layer, or rete mucosum, is well given in

the forthcoming plates, which, along with the description, is taken

from *Kolliker's Manual. It differs in some degree from the one

which occurs in the ordinary works on Etlmology.

The external integument of all men alike consists of the cxvt/is

or true skin, and the epidermis, or scarf-skin, the latter consisting

of cells only, the former of cells, vessels and nerves.

As far as the cutis is concerned, the blackest and whitest of

mankind are alike ; so that it is in the scarf-skin or epidermis

that the difference lies. This consists of two layers, an external

and an internal.

The internal layer is the rete mucosum. It lies immediately upon

the tru.e skin, and consists solely and wholly of cells, being equally

destitute of vessels and nerves. Here begin the first discrepan-

cies in the opinion of writers. Some deny that it belongs to the

epidermis, looking upon it as a separate substantive tissue, neither

skin nor scarf-skin, but intermediate to the two. Others find it

only in the colom^ed families of mankind. It occurs, however,

imiversally
;

being of a yellowish-white colour in Europeans,

and dark brown or black in negroes, Indians, and the so-called

dark races. Hence, the real difference is not in the existence of an

additional tissue, but in a greater amount of colouiiag matter.

* Translated by Messrs. Busk and Huxley for the Sydenham Society.
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Similar in respect to the two layers of their cutis, similar in i^espect

to the two layers of their epidermis, the black.man and the white
differ in the extent to which the second layer of the scarf-

skin is charged with a black deposit.

The accompanying figure represents a section through the
^kia and scarf-skin of the ball of the thumb ; wherein a is the
outer layer of the epidermis

; 6, the inner, or reie mxicoexmh

;

c, and d, the cutis
;

e, glands, ducts, &c.

The next giyes us the epidermis only

—

a,

being the outer
; 6, the inner layer (reie mihco-

swm)
; c, the cutis, to the outline of which

the rete mucosum adapts itself.

It is in the deepest parts of the inner layer,

in. the parts more immediately in contact with

the true skin, that the most colouring matter
[

is accumulated. Hence, the horny, or outer ' ^
part of the ei)idermis is white or yellowish,

all the world over, A blister, in popular language, ra/ises the skin ;

in reality, it only raises the outer layer of the

epidermis. Now blisters rise equally white with the

African and with the European.
It is not until after birth that the colouring-

matter of the second layer of the scarf-skui becomes
deposited. A negro child is born of somewhat
deeper red colour than an Euroi^ean, bixt he is not
born black. The edges of the nails and the nipple

of the breast darken first ; the body hewing darkened by the third
day, there or thereabouts.

As the hue of the -skin attains its deepest tinge with the groupe
before us, the structure that exhibits it has been enlarged upon,

"What is the moral and social state of these negroes of the
Delta of the JSTiger ? what their habits, customs, and creeds 1

We cannot follow the account of any obseryer for these parts,

without discovering that, overpowering as is the heat, and swampy
as is the ground, unfavourable, in one word, as are the conditions

of soil and climate, the whole of the low country represented by
the groupe before us teems with human life ; neither is there the
absence of human industry. We first hear .of villages of from
twenty to thirty, from thirty to forty, from fifty to seventy huts

;

to each of which we may give, upon an average, some six occupants.
Then there are large towns Kke Iboh and Iddah, wherein the inha-
bitants are counted by the thousand ; where there regular
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mai-ket-days, and where there is a king with, his court, snch as it

is. It is with these kings that the treaties have to be made
against the slave-trade, these kings who, as in the late case at

Lagos, have dispiites as to the "succession"; these kings who give

licenses to trade, and who make the access to the interior part of

the country practicable or the contrary. There are kings and

viceroys—^^dceroys with kings over them, so that there is a sort of

feixdal chain of vassalage and sovereignty. King Emmery, for

instance, Avas, at the time of the Niger Expedition, the chief of

a village on the riA^er Nun, himself being a subject to King Boy
of Brass ToAvn. Then there is the kingdom of Iddah, with its

subordinate kingships, whilst Kakanda and Egga are the depen-

dencies of a really consohdated monarchy at Sakkatu.

At best, howeA'er, the African monarch, except in the Maho-
metan kingdoms, is but a sorry potentate ; a drunken, sensual,

slave-dealing polygamist. When Drs. McWilliam and Stanger

visited this same King Emmery, his dress was a imiform coatee

that had belonged to a drummer * in some English regiment, a

plain black hat, and a blue cotton handkerchief for the lower man
—a blue cotton handkerchief for drawers, trowsers and stockings,

collectively ; the dress of the ordinary natiA'-es being limited to a

simple shirt, with a cloth round the middle. In this we get

one of the measures of the amoimt of English influence and

trade.

The huts are of clay, arranged in squares rather than in rows,

and when the soil is low and liable to be flooded, they are raised

some feet from the ground on a foundation of wooden pillars, in

which case a ladder leads to the principal opening. The King's

palace is an assemblage of such huts ; a miniattire toAvn ; one

side of the square which they form being the " women's quarters."

Here reside the numerous wives, half-wives, and ex-wives of the

sovereign, the number of which is always considerable, since the

rank of the man regiilates it. The follovraig table gives us, in

the first colunm, the names of the different members of the Court

* A drummer's uniform is a favourite dress elsewhere. In tlie Ethnological

Mtisetim at Copenhagen, Professor Thompson can show no marriage-garment

for a male Esquimaux, although of female Avedding-gear, and that a truly native

and characteristic kind, he has abundance. But there are no male equivalents.

The reason of this Hes in the fact of a Danish Drummer's dress haA'ing heen left

as a sort of general property to the commtmity, to be lent or hired, as the case

may be whenever a marriage ceremony takes place, to the utter obliteration of

the old costume, and with a gi'eat disregard to fit.
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of King Obi of Iboh in 1840 ; ia the others, their age, and the

numbers of their wives and families—

1. Ajeh, king's brother

2. Amorara,
mouth

,
judge and king's I

1 ....
_|

3. Ozama, headman .

4. Omenibo, headman

5. Amebak, headman

6. Magog, bugler . ,

7. Ambili, headman

8. Ogrou, headman .

9. Obi, king . . .

Age.

40

40

35

32

28

34

35

30

44

Wives.

Liviuof. Dead,

80

4

4

2

3

3

110

40

2

2

2

1

1

2

1

Children.

Living. Dead.

uncer-

tain.

2

3

3

6

3

2

imcertain

uncer-

tain.

6

6

6

6

3

11

2

Let us see someithing more of tliis female quarter, which, in

the negro parts of Africa, presents a social scene, in the way of

barbarism, which the harems of Asia—bad as they are—far fall

short of. Obi's establishment was seen to advantage ; for his wives

were amused at the faces and dresses of the Europeans who visited

their lord and master, and they flocked in swarms to laugh at

them. Their mirth then " brought * out about twenty damsels

of more mature age, who were superannuated wives, permitted

to live within the preciacts of the palace." What will be the

ultimate fate of these old and young, active and superannuate 1

Even this—^that when the king dies, they will be sacrificed to his

manes.

This practice is common throughout the districts under notice.

At Old Calabar, the south-eastern angle of the Delta, the death

of a well-known chief or caboceer,t named Ephraim, caused the

death of some htmdreds of men, women, and children who were
immolated at his burial—decapitation, burning alive, and the

administration of the poison-nut, being the methods resorted to

for terminating their existence.

r Again, when Eang Eyeo, father of the present Chief of Creek

* Dr. McWilliam—Medical History of the Niger Expedition.

+ From the Portuguese Cabocero—Captain.
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Town, died, an eyewitness, wiio liad only arrived jnst after the

completion of the funeral rites, informed me that a large pit had
been dug, in which several of the deceased's wives were hound
and thrown in, until a certain number had been procured ; the

earth was then throvm over them, and so great was the agony of

these victims, that the ground for several minutes was agitated

with their convulsive throes. So fearful, in former times, was the

observance of this barbarous custom, that many towns narrowly
escaped depopulation.*

The savage character of the negro warfare is on a level with

such practices as these—the slave trade being the cHef incentive

to them. "When these take place, and when the biiiial-place of a

king is known to the enemy, they rifle his grave for his remabis
;

and having obtained his scull, keep it as a trophy. For this

reason the tombs of royalty are kept concealed.

But there is another pecuHarity, In more than one part of the

western coast, the woman serves as a soldier, or even as a captain.

In Akkim, on the Gold Coast, the notice of a female colonel,

when first made, excited as much increduHty as surprise. The fact,

nevertheless, has been confirmed by respectable testimony, .by Mr.

Duncan, and Captain Forbes, more esj)ecially ; iaasmuch as in the

kingdom of Dahomey, there is a whole regiment consisting exclu-

sively of females—a large proportion being the ex-wives of the

king. The following song, given on the authority of the last-

named author, shows the temper and spirit of the unsexed

Amazons :

—

1.

" Wlien Yoribai. + said slie coukl conquer Datomey

;

WKeu we meet we'll ckange tlieir niglit into day

;

Let the rain fall :

The season past, tlie river dries.

Yoribali and Dahomey !

Can two rams drink from one calabasli ?

The Yoribalis must have been drunk to say

Dahomey feared them,

They could conquer Dahomey.

2.

, "'There's a. difference loetween Gezo and a poor man
;

There's a difference between Grezo and a rich man.
If a rich man ov/ned all,

Grezo would still be king.

* Dr. Daniell on the In atives of Old Calabar, '
' TransaotioJis of the Ethno-

logical Society."

f A neighbouring kingdom on the East,
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All gtms are not alike
;

Some are long, some short, some thick, some thin.

The Yoribahs mtist he a drunken nation,

And thus we will dance hefore them,

3.

'

' Gezo is king of kings !

While Grezo lives we have nothing to fear.

Under him we are lions, not men.

Power emanates from the king,

4-..

" Let all eyes behold the king !

There are not two but one

—

One only, Gfezo !

All nations have their customs,

But none so brilliant or enlightened,

As those of Dahomey.
People from far countries are here :

Behold all nations, white and black,

Send their ambassadors.

AMAZONS' CHOEUS.
'

' With these guns in our hands,

And powder in our cartouch-boxes,

What has the king to fear ?

When we go to war, let the king dance.

While we bring him prisonei-s and heads.

GENERAL CHORUS,
'

' Let the king grant war speedily !

Do not let our energies be damped.
Fire cannot pass through water.

The king feeds us

;

When we go to war.

Remember this !

" We are clothed and fed by Gezo
;

In consequence, our hearts are glad.

War and slavery engender each, other ; war leading to slavery,

and slavery stimulating to war. And slavery takes three forms,

all bad—^bad, but one worse than the other two. This is the

slavery of the traders. An expedition is undertaken against some

neighbouring tribe, weak enough, or unprepared enough, to divest

the attack of half its danger. Captives are taken, driven to the

coast in groups, shut up in barracoons, and then sold for tranS"-

portation to the new world, vlt is this .farm of slavery . that

engenders the miseries and atrocities of the middle passage.
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Tlie second fomi is that of simple domestic servittide, wLereiu

the slave, although tinder constant compulsion, forms a j)art of

his master's family, and is ensured against removal from Ms
native soil.

The third is like that of the Nexi of ancient Rome, and occui-s

when a negro, in order to raise a particular snm of money, sells

himself as a labourer for a certain period—^pawns his body, so to

say, or borrows money on himself.

The administration of justice is on the same low level as the

other institutions ; the punishments being cruel, and the rules of

evidence barbarous.* Two methods, as may be expected, pre-

dominate, the ordeal and the torture. The commonest form of

the latter is " what is called tying Guinea-fashion. In this

the arms are closely drawn together behind the back, by means of

a cord tied tightly round them, about midway between the elbows

and shoulders. A piece of wood to act as a rack having been

previously introduced, is then vised so as to tighten the cord, and
so intense is the agony, that one application is generally suf-

ficient to occasion the wretch so tortured to confess to anything

that is required of him."

Another form consists in "tying the head and hands, in such a

way that by turning the body backwards, they may be drawn
together by the cords employed. Another is securiaig the wrist or

ankle to a block of wood by an iron staple. By means of a

hammer any degree of pressure may thus be applied."

The chief form of ordeal is, what is called on the Gold Coast,

the dhoom test, but which appears and reappears all along the

intertropical parts of Western Africa. The dhoom is a kind of

wood with poisonous and emetic properties. The innocent man
drinks and ejects it : the guilty one drinks and dies. In Old
Calabar the seeds of an aquatic legume replace the dhoom wood.

Unless emetic, they are poisonous.

Partaking of the nature of the ordeal, as a means of investigation

in criminal matters, is the application to priest, soi'cerer, medicine-

man, or Fetish-meai ; but as the principles of belief that this practice

involves one illustrated in the Zulu group, we only make a passing

allusion to it. The notice, too, of the festivals as connected with

religion, will similarly stand over.

What applies to one of the negro populations of the western

coast, applies, more or less, to all. There are, of co\u:se, differences,

nevertheless the general character of the social and political

* From the United Service Journal, November, 1850.
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institutions, of their Kabits and superstitions, is alike ] so that the

description of one tribe is the description of several others besides ;

the chief distinctions consist in the creeds. I do not mean by this

that the particular form of the native and indigenous superstition

is of much importance. They are all low and debasing, and even

"R'hen an African form of faith aspires to the character of a

mythology, it is a mythology of an unpoetical, unimaginative, and
poverty-stricken character, never indicating much play of feeling,

ne^er any ^dgour or activity of imagination, never inspiring either

art or j)oetry. Of such things we must not think here.

The diiference I allude to, 9,nd which is one of practical and of

ever increasing importance, is that between the Pagan and the Maho-
metan poimlatiou, between those which hold to their origijial

Fetishism, to their snake-worship and the Hke, and those who,
having adopted the creed of Islam, are (whatever else they may be)

at least, Monotheists.

The Mahometans of the African states must always be separated

from the Pagans.

The negro districts of the western coast begin with the

country of the Wolofs or Jolofs, as far north as the southern

border of the Desert, and the lower course of the river Senegal.

There are no better-shaped negroes than these same JVolofs, for

they are tall, well-made, active, and intelligent men
;
Pagans,

however, according to their original creed, rather than Mahometans.
The Sereres of Cape T'erde, and the BcTOMoolli in the interior,

are in the same predicament.

The Mandingoes, like the Wolofs, are negroes but not Pagans.

They are amongst the first and foremost of the Mahometan
negroes : but this applies only to the Mandingoes in the limited

sense of the term—the Mandingoes of the Gambia. In the wider

sense of the word, the great Mandingo class comprises more than

twenty different populations, some of which are as Pagan as the

most grovelling sna.ke-v/orshippers of Dahomey.
Then come the tribes of the islands between the Gambia and

Sierra Leone ; as also of the lower part of the rivers Gi'ande,

Nunez, Casamanca, kc. Under the names of Felups, Pa-pels,

Nalus, Sapis, c&c., and we have some of the rudest, but at the same

time, the least known of the western negroes.

Between Sierra Leone and Cape Palmas, along with several

poimlations more or less akin to the Mandingo, he the Krumen,
whom a writer akeady quoted, calls the Scotchmen of Africa.

The Kruman leaves without hesitation or reluctance his own
E
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country to pusli his fortune whereyer lie can find a wider field.

He is re?cdy for any eniiiloyment wMcli may enable him to increase

his means, and ensui'e a return home in a state of improved pros-
perity. There the Kruman's ambition is to purchase one or two
head of cattle, and one or two head of wives, and to enjoy the
luxuries of rum and tobacco. Half the Africans that we see in

Liverpool and London are Kriimen, who have left their own
country when young, and taken employment on board a ship,

where they exhibit a natural aptitude for the sea. Without being-

nice as to the destination of the vessel in which they enga,ge, they
return home as soon as they can ; and rarely or nevetr contract
matrimony before their rettu-n. In Gape Coast Town, as v/ell as

in Sierra Leone, they form a bachelor commimity quiet and
orderly ; and in that respect stand in strong contrast to the other

tribes around them. Besides which, with all their blackness, and
all their typical negro character, they are distinguishable from most
other western Africans

;
having the advantage of them in make,

features, and industry. Hence, a Kruman is preeminently the

free lahotirer of Africa
; quick of perception and amenable to

instruction. His language is the Gfrebo tongue, and it. has been
reduced to writiag by the American missionaries of Cape
Palmas.

The Gold Coast gives as the chief populations the FanUs, ami
the Ashantis, pagan and negxo ; the latter remarkable for the
consolidation of one of the more powerful kingdoms of Africa.

In DaJbonietj we reach the nadir of jSTegro rudeness ; in

Dahomey, where the wars are the crudest, the slave trade the
most rife, and the heathenism, at one and the same time emin-
ently debasing in itself, a;id eminently unmodified by Mahome-
tanism.

In the neighbou-iing kingdom of Yoraha, this is not so much
the case, where the influence of the FeUatas has mjide itself felt.

This brings us to the Delta of the Mgor, the chief population

of which is the Ibo.

South of the Delta come the negroes of the Gaboon, and
south of these those of Loango, Angola, and Benguela. Between
this last-named country and Y*^alvisch Bay, the tjq^e changes to

that of the browner-coloured Cafires, and. the Hottentots. The
language changed long before—in the parts Itetween the Gaboon
and the old Calabar rivers.

I do not profess that scientific imperturbability which enables me
to write about such abominations as human sacrifice, and such
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follies as snake-worsMp, ^\T.t]io"ut branding tliem and fche nations

that adopt tliem as barbarous, Tkey belong, however, to the

darker side of the pictiu'e. The brighter gives ns something

better ; warmth of domestic feelmg, aptitude for such commercial

dealings as their circumstances develop, adaptation to the habits of

the Em'oiDean, susceptibility to the ameHoratmg influences both of

Mahometanism and Chiistianity, ai'e all negro characteristics.

We have noticed the character of the Kruman, we vrill now
notice a negro tribe wherein an cdpliahet has been evolved. A
man of the Veaj country, to the back of Liberia, a truly negro

locality, named Doala Bakara, having seen both Ai-abic and
English books, conceived the idea of producing an alphabet for his

own tongue. Tlus idea, as he tells the story himself, haunted him
in a dream, wherein he was shown a series of signs of letters.

These he forgot in the morning ; but remembered the impression.

So he consulted his friends ; and they and he, laying their heads
together, coineci new ones. The king of tlie country made its

introduction a matter of state, and built a large house as a day-

sehool. The effect of this has been, that a book in the Yey
tongue has been deciphered by an English scholar,, and that several

Vey natives, of both sexes can read and write. The alphabet
itself is a syllaharium ; i. e, there is a separate sign or letter, for

the different syllables of which a word consists—not for the diffe-

rent elementary sounds.

The darker individuals of the group before us have furnished
a text upon which a general sketch of the negro population of

Western Africa has been the commentary. Let us now turn to

the men of the lighter complexion, and the less prominent lij)s.

They are Fellatas^ JFellatahs^ or Falatiyci. Sometimes they are
caEed Fellatiya Arabs ; but they have notliing to do Avith the
Arab of Arabia except so far as they are Mahometans in creed,

and somewhat light-complexioned in respect to their colour.

The metropolis of the Fellatas is Sakkatu, visited by Olapi^er-

ton,. from whom the follovfiag remarkable history is taken :

—

Towards the end of the last century a vast number of wandering-
pastoral tribes spread over that part of Central Africa, which is

called Sudania—rmderwent a change in respect to the social and
political organisation, which Prichard compares with that of the
Arabs at the time of Mahomet. Many—^bu.t not all of them
embraced Mahometanism, and that with more than ordinary zeal
a.nd devotion. They visited the more civihsed parts of Barbary,
they performed pilgrimages to Mecca, they recognised in one of

E 2
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their sheiks, called Danfodio, a proxDhet with a mission, to preach,
to convert, to conquer. Under his mspiration they attacked the
pagan population of the countries around—Guber to the north,
and Kubbi to the south, Zanifra, Kashna, and parts of the
Houssa coimtry to the east. Their war-cry was Allah Akhar ;

their robes and flags white, emblematic of their purity, Kano
was conquered without a blow, so was Yaouri, so was the town of
Eyo or Katunga on the Niger, so was part of the Nufi or Tapua
country—even the frontier of Bornou was violated.

Danfodio's death, which took place in 1818, was j)receded by
fits of religious madness

;
not, however, before he had consolidated

a great Fellatah kingdom, and become the terror to the states

around. It was in vain that a portion of his conquests revolted.

The present Sultan of Sakkatu, Mohammed Bello, is the most
powerful prince of Africa, whether pagan or Mahometan.

Most of these Fellatas are Mahometans, some retaining their

original j)aganism ; but whether pagan or Mahometan, they are

still the same people. Then- features are the same, their pastoral

habits the same, their language the same. This is one of the

most isolated tongues of Africa ; with plenty of miscellaneous,

but no very definite or special affinities.

In Borgho, i. e. in the parts about Boussa, and "VVawa,

visited by Lander, there are two populations, one speaking a

language akin to the Yoruba, one akin to the FeUatah ; so that

there Fellata ofisets in Borgho, But here, according to Lander,

they have been in the country from time immemorial. Here,
too, they hold themselves as a separate people from the Fellatas

of Sakkatu, dominant and powerful as that branch is, and respect-

able as would be the connexion. Such, at least, is Lander's

statement. Their name, too, undergoes a slight modification,

and is Filani. They have neither idea nor tradition as to the

origin—^not at least the Filani of Borgho.

All this looks as if Borgho were the original country of the

Fellata stock, the starting-point from which they spread them-

selves abroad, If so, their movement must have been from south

to north.

But xfe have yet to hear the whole of their history. Under the

names of Fula, Fulahs, Foule or Feule, they appear elsewhere.

Where ?—As far north as the Wolof (or Jolof) country—as far north

as the parts between the Senegal and the desert—as far north as

17 N. L, Here between Galam and Kayor is a vast Fula district

—

the district of the Fulas of the Siratik. There on the south bank
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of the river lie the Fulas of Foutatorro, an elevated tract of land

forming the watershed to the Senegal and the G-ambia.

Thirdl}'", far in the interior, on the high gTonnd over whicli

Park passed from the di'ainage of the Senegal to that of the Niger,

is a Fulsi-clu, or counti-y of the Fulas, betAveen Bambuk and
Bambarra.

Fourthly, there are the Fulas to the south of Bammakoo, in

the parts called Wasselah, on the Mger itself.

Fifthly, in 11 JST. L., on the head-water of the Rio Grande,

is the large kingdom of the Fouta-jallo Fulahs, of which Tiinbu

is the metropoHs, surrounded by dry and rocky deserts, and
exposed mountain pasttires, prolific with sheep, oxen, goats, and
horses. Here, althovigh the use of the plough is unknown, the

occupants cultivate the soil, and exercise more than one of the

mechanical arts. They forge iron and silver, weave, and tan, and
support schools and mosques. To the south lies the Suhmana
tribe, more or less akin to the Mandingoes. From these, Laing

learnt, that the acquisition of the country about Tembu by the

Fulas of Futa-jallo was an event of no great antiquity, having

taken place about a.d. 1700.

There are other Fula, Fellata, and Filani localities, but an
enumeration of the foregoing has been sufficient. It shows the

vast space of ground covered by the population so-called. It

shows, too, the difficulty of ascertaining the origiual mother
. country. Indeed, upon the whole, this is a point upon which good
writers are satisfied to suspend their judgment—no one having

committed himself very decidedly to a preference for one district

over another.

The main facts lie in the superiority of their organisation over

the ordiaary negro, and their higher civiHsation—^this being chiefly

due to their Mahometanism. There is no doubt as to either.

Although, the particular shade of the particular colotu: which best

suits the Fula is not a matter upon which authors write with
unanimity ; the testimony of all observers goes to the fact that,

whether Filani or Fellata, Fellata or Fula, whether pagan or

Mahometan, whether Sudanian or Senegambian, whether moun-
taineer or desert-born, the Fula is something different from the
typical Negro. Sometimes his complexion is intermediate to that

of the African and the Moor ; sometimes he is described as being

tawny, with soft hair, and lips by no means prominent : some-
times the skin is of a reddish-black, the countenances being

regular. "The tribe of Fulas," writes Golberry, "which under
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the name of Fotiles or Peiils, have peopled the borders of the

Senegal between Podhon and G-alam, are black with a tinge of red
or coj)per colour

;
they are in general handsome and well-made ;

the women are handsome, bnt proud and indolent."

To, the Ftila-jallo Fulas the very definite and snggestiye term
" Red Peuls " has been ajDplied ; to which the name " Black
Peuls " stands in opposition, this meaning the Fulas of the north
bank of the lower Senegal.

What is our inference from these discrepancies of description

—

what our inference from the points of agreement ? Even this *

—

that the Fula complexion varies with the physical conditions of the

Fula locahty. In the liigh and exposed tracts of Fula-jallo it is

the least, in the lower levels of the parts about lake Kayor, it is

most like that of the negro.

GROUP VIII.

SOUTHERN AFRICA.—NBiaHBOURHOOD OP THE CAPE.—
PORT NATAL,

A. JZUIiUS. (the taller AKD darker.) B. BUSHMEN. (tHE

SHORTER AND BROWNER.)

A. The Zulu group is taken from life—from the men lately

exhibited at St. George's Hall. The story told is the search for

soBie lost article. When tliis is the Fetish-man, medium-
man, mystery-man, or conjuror (we may choose our name), is called

in, and set rrpon the suspected parties, who sit rotmd in a circle.

The conjuror then works himself, like the Pythoness of the old

oracles, into a state of rabid excitement, and keeps it up until he
fixes upon the ciilprit.

Nothing is less peculiar than this practice throughout Africa

—

throughout, indeed, most savage countries ; nor is it without its

value. Writing about the same practice on the Gold Coast, an

author already quoted, after stating the " superstitiotis rites

employed by the Fetish-men for the detection of crime," adds,

" and whether it is that these people really possess svich powerful

influence over their wretched dupes, as to frighten into confession

of Ms guilt the perpetrator of crime, or whether it is that they

manage by their nimierous spies to obtain a clue sufficient in most

cases to lead to the detection of the person, is more than I can

* For further details, see Pricliard, Jtesmrches, Jcc, voL ii. pp. 66^—73,

and 121—125.
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venture to assert
;
but, he tlie - means employed what tliey may, a

Fetisla-man will assuredly very often bring a crime home to the

right person, even after the most patient investigation in the

ordinary way has failed to elicit the slightest clue."

The Zulus come from the x^art about Port IsTatal. They are

closely allied, in language, at least, to the KaffireS'—^the Kaffres of

the Amakosa, Amaponda, Amatembu, and other tribes, but too

well known to the Cape Colonist and the English tax-payer.

They are similarly alhed to the Bechuana tribes of the interior.

The Bechuanas, however, are browner in colour, as is expected from
their locality, which is high and dry.

The Fingoes are also an alKed population.

The differences between the Proper Kaifres, the Bechuanas, the

Fingoes, and the Zulus, lie Avithin a small compass, so that the

general likeness is pretty clear. But neither the differences nor
the likenesses between the populations akm to the Kaffres end here.

The word (the derivation of which has been given elsewhere) has

two meanings. It means, in its more limited sense, the Kaffres of

Caffraria, chiefly of the Amakosa tribe, the men who have given

so much trouble to the colonists. But it also has a wider or more
general signification, and in this case it serves as the designation of

a large family of allied populations—and a very large family—one
of the largest in Africa.

The connecting link between its numerous branches is the

language, of which the structure has (amongst others) the followmg
characteristic peculiarities. Supi>ose that -in English, instead of

saying

. Jfan's dog, we said da.n dog,

jSun's beam

—

hvji 6eam,

J^ather's daughter—father daughter,

Daughter's father—/aughter father
;

in such a case we should accommodate the sound of the

word iir the possessive case to that with which the word in the

nominative case began. And if we did this, we should assuredly

do something very remarkable in the way of speech. Now the

Kaffre tongues all do this. It is done by the Amakosa, the

Zulu, the Fingo, the Bechuana. It is done by the languages

on the western coast as far as the Cameroons, i.e., to the north of

the equator—by the languages of Benguela, Angola, Congo,
Loango, and the Gaboon, &c. It is done by the languages on the
eastern coast as well

;
indeed, it was very .probably done by the
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language of tlie Moegurras. It is done, so far as we know, hj
all the languages of the interior south of the efl[uator—save and
except those of the Hottentot class. It is certaiuly done by
the languages of the Great Lalve !N"ganii,

The Kaffre division, then, is a large one ; and it is based,

chiefly, on similarity of language. In physical form, the range of

difference is great. Some of the KafFres are truly negro, others

brown in colour, and with lips of moderate thickness. The Zulus

before us certainly approach the negro.

On the other hand, more than one good writer has enlarged upon
the points of contrast ; and such there certainly are, if we take the

more extreme forms—the typical KafFre and typical Negro. In

the latter, for instance, the skin (as aforesaid) may be brown rather

than black. Then the cheek-bones may project outwards ; and

where the cheek-bones so project beyond a certain limit, the chin

apj)ears to taper downwards, and the vertex upwards. When this

becomes exaggerated, we hear of lozenge-sliaped sktdls. Be this as

it may, the breadth in the malar portion of the face is often a

remarkable feature iu the KaiFre physiognomy. This he has iu

common with the Hottentot, Sometimes, too, the eye is oblique
;

the opening generally narrow.

An opinion often gives a better pictiu-e than a description.

Kaflres, that have receded in the greatest degree from the negio

type, have been so likened to the more southern Arabs, as to have

engendered the hypothesis of an infusion of Arab blood.

The manners of the KafFres of the Cape are those of pastoral

tribes imder chieftains ; tribes which, from their habits and social

relations, are naturally active, locomotive, warlike, and jealous of

encroachment.

It wordd be strange indeed if the KafFre life and Kaffre

physiognomy had no pecuHaiities. However httle in the way of

physical influence we may attribute to the geograj^hy of a country,

no man ignores them altogether. ISTow Kafireland has very nearly

a latitude of its own ; inhabited lands similarly related to the

southern tropic being formd in South America and Austraha only.

And it has a soil still more exclusively South-African. "VVe connect

the idea of the desert with that of sand ; whilst sie^jtjpe is a term

which is limited to the vast tracts of central Asia. Now the KafFre,

and stiU more the Hottentot, area, dry like the desert, and elevated

like the steppe, is called a hai ro. Its soil is often a hard, cracked,

and parched clay rather than a waste of sand, and it constitutes an

argillaceous table-land.
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Their polity and manners, too, ai-e peculiar. Tlie liead-man of

tlie village settles disputes, his tribunal being in the open air.

From him an appeal lies to a chief of higher power ; and from him
to some superior, higher still. In this way there is a long chain

of feudal or semi-feudal dependency.

The wife is the slave to the husband ; and he buys her in order

that she should be so. The purchase implies a seller. This is

always a member of another tribe. Hence the wish of a Kaffi-e is

to see his w-ife the mother of many children, girls being more
valuable than boys.

Why a man should not sell his offspring to the members of his

own tribe is uncertain. It is clear, however, that the practice of

doing so makes marriage between even distant relations next to

impossible. To guard against the chances of this, a rigid and
susjDicious system of restraint has been developed in cases of

consanguinity ; and relations must do all they can to avoid meeting.

To sit in the same room, to meet on the same road, is undesii-able.

To converse is but just allowable, and then all who choose must
hear what is said. So thorough, however, has been the isolation

in many cases, that persons of different sexes have lived as near

neighbom-s for many years without having conversed with each

other ; and such communication as there has been, has taken place

through the medium of a tliird person. No gift will induce a

Kafire female to violate this law.

B. The Bushmen, too, are taken from life, the two children

being in England at ,the present time.

Just as the Zulu belongs to the Kaffre, the Bushman belongs to

the Hottentot family—^the latter family being a large one ; not so

large, however, as the former. The present Hottentot districts,

wholly surrounded by the Kaffre, lie on the western rather than
eastern side of South Africa, and extend from the parts about
Valvisch Bay to the Cape ; the original population of the last-

named locality having become well-nigh extinct.

How has this extinction been effected ? In two ways. By the
European settlers of the colony-—Dutch and English, English
and Dutch

;
by the Kaffres, who have ever spread southwards.

33efore these encroachments had taken effect, there were
Hottentot tribes on the eastern as well as the loestern coast,

.on both sides of South Africa. Now there are none, either on
the side of the Pacific, or in the parts about the Cape itself—

•

except (of course) so far as they are mixed up with the colonial

population.
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The names (all or some) of the extinct branclies of the Hottentot
family are as follows :

—

1. Gunyeman, nearest the Cape.

2. Kokhagittt, north of the Gnnyeman.
3. Sussagtia, Saldanha Bay.

4. OdiqucL

5. Khkigriquas, on Elephants' River. ^

6. Koopmans.
7. Hessagwas.

8. ^onquas, east of the Cape.

9. Dumjuas.
1 A
li). Damagitots.

11. Gruaxiquas.

12. Honteni(];'H/as.

13. Khantoiiers.

14. Heykoms, as far on the north-east as Natal. Now replaced

by Amakosah Kaffres.

The chief divisions still existing are the Gonaquas, the Koranas,
the Namaquas (between Valvisch Bay and the Orange River), the
Soun Darmup, of the Dammara Country (to the back of Valvisch
Bay), and the Saahs, or Bushmen.

The Koranas are the best-shaped and best-looking of the
Hottentots ; the Bushmen the worst. The latter, indeed, are the
starvelings of the family. They belong to the most miserable

part of the Karroo, and they have neither flocks nor herds.

The Laplander of Lapland is not more strongly contrasted with
his strong and stm-dy neighbour of the Duchy of Finland than are

the Korana and the Saab, The former are well-grown men, though
of the Hottentot family. The Saabs are described as having con-

stitutions "so mtich enfeebled by the dissolute life they lead, and
the constant smoking of dacha, that nearly all, including the young
XDeople, look old and wxinkled

;
nevertheless, they are remarkable

for vanity, and decorate their ears, legs, and arms with beads, and
iron, copper, or brass rings. The v,romen likewise stain their faces

red, or paint them, either wholly or in part. Their clothing

consists of a few sheepskins, wMch hang about their bodies, and
thus form the mantle or covering, commonly called a harass. Tins

is their only clothing by day or night. The men wear old hats,

which they obtain from the farmers, or else caps of their o^vn

manufacture. The women wear caps of skins, which Hhej stiflen

and finish with a high peak, and adorn with beads and metal rings.

The dvN^elling of the Bushman is either a low wretched hut, or a
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circular cavity, on the open plain, into which, at night, he creeps

with his wife and children, and which, though it shelters him from
the wind, leaves him exposed to the raiti. In this neighbourhood,
in which rocks abound, they had formerly their habitations in them,
as is proved by the many rude figures of oxen, horses, serpents,

&c. still existing. It is not a little interesting to see these poor
degTaded people, who formerly were considered and treated as little

better than wild beasts in theii- rocky retreats. Many of those who
have forsaken us live in such cavities not far from our settlement,

and we have thus an oxjportunity of observing them in their

natural condition. Several who, when they came to us from the
farmers, were decently clothed and possessed a flock of sheep,

which they had earned, in a short time returned to their fastnesses

in a state of nakedness and indigence, rejoicing that they had got
free from the farmers, and could live as they i)leased in the
indulgence of their sensual appetites. Su.ch fugitives from civilised

life, I have never seen otherwise occupied than with their bows and
arrows. The bows are small, but made of good elastic wood ; the
arrows are formed of small reeds, the points frmiished with a well-

wrought piece of bone, and a double barb, which is steeped in a
potent poison of a resiny appearance. This poison is distilled from
the leaves of an indigenous tree. Many prefer these arrows to

fire-arms, under the idea that they can kill more game by means of
a weapon that makes no report. On their rettu^n from the chase,

they feast till they are tired and drowsy, and hunger alone rouses
them to renewed exertion. In seasons of scarcity they devour all

kinds of wild roots, ants, ants' eggs, locusts, snakes, and even
roasted skias. Tlnree women of this singular tribe were not long
since metwith, several days' journeyfrom this place, who had forsaken
their husbands, and lived very contentedly on wild honey and locusts.

As enemies, the Bushmen are not to be despised. They are adepts
in stealing cattle and sheep ; a,nd the wo\mds they inflict when pur-

sued, are ordinarily fatal if the wounded i)a,tt is not immediately cut

out. The animals they are unable to carry off, they kill or mutilate.
" To our great comfort, even some of these poor outcasts have

shown eagerness to become acquainted with the way of salvation.

The cMldi-en of such as are inhabitants of the settlement, attend
the school diligently, and of them we have the best hoj)es.

" The language of the Bushman has not one pleasing featm-e ; it

seems io consist of a collection of snapping, hissing, grunting,

sounds, all more or less nasal. It is this language that shows that
the Saab and Hottentot belong to the same family."
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We now move to tlie parts on tlie left of the entrance, and begin
with the parts opposite the Znkis and Bushmen. These give ns
the southern parts of South America—^not, howevei-, the extreme
soiith.

GROUP IX.

BOTOCUDOS AND PA5IPA GIE.L.

The word Botocudo means plugged ; and it belongs to the Portu-
guese language. It is applied by the Brazilians to the populations

of this group, from the fact of their perforating their lips and
ears, and inserting pieces of wood in the openings. In theii-

quarrels, these are torn out, and shreds of the lip or ear to which
they belong left hanging. One of these quan-els described and
sketched in the Travels of Prince Maximilian of ISTeuwied, is

here rej)resented, the faces being taken from casts in the possession

of Professor Petzius, and the dramngs in the Travels of S-pix and
Yon Martins. The native name—the name by which the Botocvidos

designate themselves—^is JEngraeckmmg.

Their country lies to the north of Rio Janiero—between eighteen

and twenty degxees N.Jj. It never touches the sea-coast now,
whatever it may have once done. On the contrary, it lies inland,

and is limited to the mountain-range called Tierra dos Aymores
;

wherein lie the sources of the rivers Doce and Pardo.

On each of these we find Botocudos ; those of the latter having
been induced to abandon, along with some of their more barbarous

habits, their inveterate hostility to the Portuguese. The other

still retain their oiiginal and notorious barbarism. They have
ceased, however, to be formidable ; though, in the sixteenth

century, they canied on a destructive warfare against the settlers

in the Govermnent of Porto Seguro. They have the credit of being-

cannibals.

The language is peculiar, and different from the other Indians of

the same range. Of these the Machacaris, the Patachos, the

Camacans, the Malali, are the chief.

The girl in the bullock's hide is one of the Pampa Indians ; the

face being taken from a cast of Professor Petzius.

The Pampas are vast plains to the south of the Pio Plata,

destitute of trees, free from hills, and withotit rivers. They are

traversed by innumerable herds of oxen and horses, in every

stage of domestication or of wildness. The Indians, whose habits

are determined by these physical conditions of the soil, are rude.
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ferocious, and independent : hardy even for Indians ; and very

Centam-s for their skill in horsemanship. They range over the

whole district between the frontier of Bnenos Ayres and the

western foot of the Andes of Chili.

GEOIJP X.

INDIANS OF THE AMAZONS.

The tribes of so vast a river as the Amazons are numerous,
even if we go no further than the mam stream—much more so if

we look to those on its feeders.

At the same time they are fragmentary, and most imperfectly

known. ISTeither are they free from intermixture—Spanish inter-

mixture on the western, and Portuguese on the eastern.

All the tribes, however, illustrated by the figures before us,

belong to Brazil, i.e., to Portuguese America.

Their history is that of aborigines in general ; there is their

period of independence, their period of oppression, their period of

mitigated persecution—of reaction.

Let us look at the history of the parts about the rivers Negro
and Madeira—the one joining the Amazons from the north, the

others from the south.

In 16T1, a company of soldiers was stationed to protect the
Portuguese trade, and the foundation of the Villa da BaiTa
de Rio Negro was laid by Antonio de Albuquerque Coelho.

This was the area of the Juripixunas, or Juruuna—Indians

—

the Blackfaces, so called because they tattooed themselves black.

These also were numerous, and not intractable
;

handy with
their canoes, and active on the water. As many as 1000 at

a time found their way to the slave-market at Pera. Sometimes
they were stolen without the disguise of a qixarrel—stolen,

because the man-stealer was the stronger. But, at times, there

was a clever piece of villany put in practice. The slave-

hunter would get a cross, the symbol of his religion, lay it

somewhere in the track of the Indians, look for it some days after-

wards, miss it, and then make a charge of sacrilege against the
Indians of the locality. Out of practices like these rose regular

slave-hunting settlements, with barracoons, after the fashion of

the negro slave-trade. There was the usual practice, with the
usual incentives, the usual organisation, the usual wars to follow,

violence, unscrupulousness, cruelty, blood. The enemy to the

Indian was the trader ; his best friend the priest.
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Weapons, &c., from the Amazons.
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"V^Tien King John IV., iii 1652, msLed to enact a favoiu-able

code for the aborigines, tlie governor-s of Maiunliam and Para

instigated tlie population of their respective govemmenta to

uproarious nia.nifestations.

In A.B. 1661, the Jesuits were expelled : in a.d. 1679
reinstated. The inter^ral was a time of sorrow to the Indians

;

the restoration a time of joy. The estabhshment of missions now
began.

A settlement or village, Aldea, was founded in some favotarable

situation, and the Indians of the neighboiu'hood induced to -pwi

themselves under the tutelage of the resident and directorial father.

They were then taught to cultivate the soil or to weave—taught

as children, and, when the temj:)er was not that of the wilder and
more independent tribes, this training answered. They were also

instructed in the Christian creed, the medium being the Tujpi

language. Their own dialects were numerous—^too numerous
to make the cultivation of them in detail practicable ; and in

each aldea the variety of such dialects was considerable, each being

spoken by but a few individuals. To learn a difficult language for

the sake of so few, was an ruonecessary expenditiu^e of time for the

Jesuits ; whilst Portuguese was a difficult language for the Indians,

The surer plan, then, of taking the most i^revalent Indian tongue
and making it into a kind of common medium, a lingxia franca,

was devised. This prevalent tongue was the Tupi, and the name
it took was the Portugxiese one of Lingoa Grnxd—general language.

Until A.D. 1757, the Lingoa Geral was used in the law-courts of

Gram Park This state of things lasted till a.b. 1759, when the

Jesuits were exjpelled ; from Park and Maranham as many as 112.

In 1718, the number of aldeas- was as foUowsi :

—

Jesuits . '. . , 19
Capuchins ... 15
Carmehtes ... 5

Officers called Directors took the places of the Jesuits. In many
respects their orders were those of their predecessors. They were
to teach and convert ; but they were also to get some work out of

the Indians in the way of public service, e. g.,, in the arsenals as

XDilots, as a kind of police in the case of Indian warfare and bush-
ranging. And beside these points of difference, the Tupi, or

Lingoa Geral, was to be replaced by the Portuguese. In the

locahties where the intercourse with the whites was importantj^

judges wei-e appointed to settle disputes. Kidnapping however
continued, and things went: ill with the Indians until the separa-
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tion of Brazil from Portugal ; and they have gone ill since. The
Indians and the negroes form the lov/est part of the not elevated

popiilation of Park, the half-blood between them (the Indians)

and the whites beuig called Oafusos, Both the Cafusos and the

full-blooded Indians are free, but they are not flourishing. They
di'ink and live Uves of idleness. They live, in short, much as all

the colom^ed races when the whites are in contact vnth. them.

This prejDares us for the necessity of seeking the Indian in his

immodified state on the feeders of the Amazons, rather than the

main stream. Mr. Wallace has described those of the Uaupes

—

wliich falls into the Bio ISTegro from the west, and lie just under
the equator.

He remarks ujDon the extent to which they are a truly un-

sophisticated population, and also upon the extent to which they

dilfer from the Indians lower domi, i. e. , between Barra and Para,

the junction of the Rio Negro and Amazons, and the moiith of

that latter river. His description (founded on personal observa-

tion) is one of the best we have. I quote it freely :
—" All the

tribes of the Uaupes," he writes, "construct theii* dwellings after one

plan, which is peculiar to them. Their houses are the abode of

numerous families, sometimes of a whole tribe. The plan is a

parallelogTam, with a semicircle at one end. The dimensions of

one at Jauarite were one hundred and fifteen feet in length, by
seventy-five broad, and about thirty liigh. This house would hold

about a dozen families, consisting of near a hundred individuals.

In times of feasts and dances, three or four hundred are accommo-
dated in them. The roof is supported on fine cylindrical columns,

formed of the trunks of trees, and beautifully straight and smooth.

In the centre a clear opening is left, twenty feet mde, and on the

sides are little partitions of palm-leaf thatch, di%'iding off rooms for

the separate faixdUes : here are kept the private household utensils,

weapons, and ornaments ; while the rest of the space contains, on

each side, the large ovens and gigantic pans for making caxii'i, and,

in the centre, a place for the children to play, and for their dances

to take place. These houses are built with much labotu' and skill
;

the main supporters, beams, rafters, and other parts, are straight,

well proportioned to the strength required, and bomid together with

split creepers, in a manner that a sailor woidd admire. The thatch

is of the leaf of some one of the numerous palms so well adapted to

the purpose, and is laid on with great compactness and regTdaiity.

The walls, which are very low, are formed also of palm thatch, but

so thick and so well bound together, that neither arrow nor bullet
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•will penetrate it. At the gable-eud is a large doorway, about six

feet wide and eight or ten high : the door is a large palm-mat, hiang

from the top, supported by a pole duiing the day, and let domi at

night. At the semicircular end is a smaller door, which is the

private entrance of the Tnshaiia, or cliief, to whom this part of the

house exclusively belongs. The loAver part of the gable-eud, on
each side of the entrance, is covered with the thick bark of a tree

unrolled, and standing vertically. Above this is a loose hangmg of

palm-leaves, between the fissiu-es of wliich the smoke from the

numerous fires within finds an exit. In some cases this gable-end

is much ornamented with symmetrical figures painted in colours.

" The fmmiture consists principally of maquekas, or hammocks,
made of string, twisted from the fibres of the leaves of the Mauriiia
flexuosa : they are merely an open netAvork of parallel threads,

crossed by others at intervals of a foot ; the loops at each end have
a cord passed through them, by which they are hung up. The
Uaup^s make great quantities of strmg of this and other fibres,

twisting it on their breasts or tliighs, vdth groat rapidity,

" They have always in then.- houses a la,rge supply of earthen potsj

pans, pitchers, and cooking utensils, of various sizes, which they
make of clay from the river and brooks, mixed with the ashes of

the caripe bark, and baked in a temporary fm^nace. They have
also great quantities of small saucer- shaped baskets, called
' Balaios,' wliich are much esteemed dovm the river, and axQ the

subject of a considerable trade.

" Two tribes in the lower parb of the river, the Tarianos and
Tuctinos, make a curious little stool, cut out of a solid block of wood,
and n,eatly painted and varnished

;
these, which take many days to

finish, are sold for about a pennyworth of fish-hooks,

" Their canoes are all made out of a single tree, hollowed and
forced open by the cross-benches

;
they are very thick in the

middle, to resist the wear and tear they are exposed to among the
rocks and rapids

;
they are often forty feet long, but smaller ones

are generally preferred. The paddles are about three feet long,

with an oval blade, and are each cut out of one piece of vv^ood.

" These i^eople are as free from the encumbrances of dress as it is

possible to conceive. The men wear only a small piece of turm-f
passed between the legs, and twisted on to a string round the loins.

Even such a costume as this is dispensed with by the women : they
have no dress or covering whatever, but are entkely naked. This
is the universal custom among the Uaup^s Indians, from which, in

a state of nature, they never depait. Paint, with these people,
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seems to he looked upon as a sufl&cient clothing ; they are never

witiiont it on some parts of their bodies, but it is at their festivals

that they exhibit all their art in thus decorating their persons : the

colours they use are red, yellow, and black, and they dispose them
generally in regular patterns, similar to those with which they

ornament their stools, then canoes, and other articles of finniture.

" They pour the juice of a tree, which stains a deep blue-black, on
•their heads, and let it run in streams all down their backs ; and the

red and yellow are often disposed in large round spots upon the

cheeks and forehead.

" The use of ornaments and trinkets of various kinds is almost

^confined to the men. The women wear a bracelet on the wrists,

but none on the neck, and no comb in the hair
; they have a garter

below the knee, worn tight from infancy, for the purpose of

swelling out the calf, which they consider a great beauty. While
dancing in their festivals, the women wear a smaU. tanga, or apron,

made of beads, prettily arranged : it is only about six inches square,

but is never worn at any other time, and immediately the dance is

over, it is taken off.

" The men, on the other hand, have the hair carefully parted and
combed on each side, and tied in a queue behind. In the young
men, it hangs in long locks down their necks, and, with the comb,
which is invariably carried stuck in the top of the head, gives to

them a most feminine appearance : this is increased by the large

necklaces and bracelets of beads, and the careful extirpation of

every symptom of beard. Taking these circumstances into con-

sideration, I am strongly of opinion tliat the story of the Amazons
has arisen from these feminine-looking waniors encountered by the
early voyager. I am inclined to this opinion, from the effect they
fii-st produced on myself, when it was only by close examination I

saw that they were men
;
and, were the front parts of their bodies

and their breasts covered with shields, such as they always use, I
vam convinced any person seeing them for the JSrst time would
conclude they were women. We have only therefore to suppose

that tribes having similar customs to those now existing on the

river XJaupes, inhabited the regions where the Amazons were
reported to have been seen, and we have a rational explanation of

what has so much puzzled all geographers. The only objection to

this explanation is, that traditions are said to exist among the

natives, of a nation of ' women without husbands.' Of this

tradition, however, I was myself unable to obtain any trace, and-

1

can easily imagine it entirely to have arisen from the suggestions

F 2
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and inquiries of Europea.ns themselves. When, the stoiy of th©

Amazons was first made known, it became of coui'se a point with

all future travellers to Terify it, or if possible get a glimpse of these

warlike ladies. The Indians must no doubt have been overwhelmed
with questions and siiggestions about them, and they, thinking that

the white men must know best, would transmit to their descendants

and families the idea that such a nation did exist in some distant

part of the country. Succeeding travellers, finding traces of this

idea among the Indians, woiild take it as a proof of the existence

of the Amazons ; instead of being merely the efiect of a mistake

at the first, which had been unknovmigly spread among them by
preceding travellers, seeking to obtain some evidence on the

subject.

" Tattooing is very little practised by these Indians ] they all,

however, have a row of circular punctures along the ann, and one
tribe, the Tucanos, are distinguished from the rest by three vertical

blue lines on the cliin ; and they also pierce the lower lip, tln-ough

which they hang tln^ee little tlu-eads of white beads. All the tribes

bore their ears, and wear in them little pieces of grass, ornamented
with feathers. The Cobeus alone expand the hole to so large a.

size, that a bottle-cork could be inserted : they ordinarily wear a
plug of wood in it, but, on festas, insert a little bunch of arrows.

" The men generally have but one wife, but there is no special

limit, and many have two or tln-ee, and some of the chiefs more
;

the elder one is never turned away, but remains the mistress of the

house. They have no jsarticular ceremony at their marriages,

except that of always carrying away the girl by force, or making a

show of doing so, even when she and her parents are quite willing.

They do not often marry with relations, or even neighbours,—
,

prefening those from a distance, or even from other tribes. When I

a young man wishes to have the daughter of another Indian, his i

father sends a message to say he will come v/ith his son and
relations to visit him. The girl's father guesses what it is for, and,

if he is agreeable, makes j)reparations for a grand festival : it lasts
'

perhaps two or three days, when the bridegroom's pa^rty suddenly

seize the bride, and hurry her oS to their canoes ; no attempt is

made to prevent them, and she is then considered as married.
" Some tribes, as the Uacan-as, have a trial of skill at shooting Avith

the bow and aiTOW, and if the young man does not show liimself a

good marksman, the girl refuses hun, on 'the ground that he will

not be able to shoot fish and game enough for the family.
i

^* The dead are almost always biraed in the houses, ivith theii'i
I

i
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bracelets, tobacco-bag, and otlier trinkets upon them
;

they are

buried the same day they die, the parents and relations keeping up
a continual moimiing and lamentation over the body, from the

death to the time of interment ; a few days afterwards, a gi-eat

quantity of caxiri is made, and all friends and relatives invited to

attend, to mourn for the dead, and to dance, sing, and cry to his

memory. Some of the large houses have more than a himdi-ed

graves in them, but when the houses are small, and very full, the

graves a^re made outside.

" The Tari^nas and Tucdnos, and some other tribes, about a month
after the funeral, disinter the cor]Dse, v\diich is then much decom-
l)osed, and j)ut it in a great pan, or oven, over the fire, till all the

volatile laarts are driven olf with a most horrible odour, leaving

only a black carbonaceous mass, wMch is pounded into a fine

powder, and mixed in several large couchds (vats made of hollowed

trees) of caxirf : this is drimk by the assembled company till all is

finished
;
they believe that thus the virtues of the deceased will be

transmitted to the drinkers.

" The Cobeus alone, in the Uaupes, are i-eal cannibals : they eat

those of other tribes, whom they kill in battle, and even make war
for the express purpose of procuring human flesh for food. When
they have more than they can consume at once, they smoke-dry the

flesh over the fire, and preserve it for food a long time. They
burn their dead, and drink the ashes in caxiri, in the same manner
as described above.

" Every tribe and every ' malocca' (as their houses are called)

has its chief, or ' Tushafia,' who has a limited aixthority over them,
principally in war, in making festivals, and in repairing the malocca

and keeping the village clean, and in planting the mandiocca-fields

;

he also treats with the traders, and supplies them with men to

pursue their journeys. The succession of these chiefs is strictly

hereditary in the male line, or through the female to her husband,
who may be a stranger : their regular hereditary chief is never
superseded, however stupid, dull, or cowardly he may be. They
have very little law of any kind ; but what they have is of strict

retaliation,—^an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth ; and a

murder is punished or revenged in the same manner and by the

same weapon with which it was committed.
" They have numerous ' Pag^s,' a kind of priests, answering to

the ' medicine-men ' of the North American Indians. Those are

believed to have great power : they cure all diseases by charms,

applied by sti'ong blowing and breathing ixjjon the party to be
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cured, and by tlte singing of certain songs and incantations. They
are also believed to have power to kill enemies, to bring or send

away rain, to destroy dogs or game, to make the fish leave a river,

and to affiict with various diseases. They are much consulted and
believed in, and are well paid for their services. An Indian will

give almost all his wealth to a page, when he is threatened with

any real or imaginary danger,

" They scarcely seem to think that death can occur nattirally,

always imputing it either to direct poisoning: or the charms of some
enemy, and, on this supposition, will i^roceed to revenge it. This

they generally do by poisons, of which they have many which are

most deadly in their effects : they are given at some festival in a
bowl of caxirl, which it is good manners always to empty, so that

the whole dose is sure to be taken. One of the poisons often iised

is most terrible in its effects, causing the tongue and tlu'oat, as well

as the intestines, to putrefy and rot away, so that the sufferer

lingers some days in the greatest agony : this is of course again

retaliated, on perhaps the vncong party, and thus a long succession

of murders may result from a mere groundless suspicion in the first

instance.

" I cannot make out that they have any belief that can be called

a religion. They appear to have no definite idea of a God ; if

asked who they thiak made the rivers, and the forests, and the

sky, they will reply that they do not know, or sometimes that

they suppose it was ' Tupdnau,' a word that appears to answer to

God, but of which' they understand nothing. They have much
more definite ideas of a bad spirit, ' Jurupari,' or Devil, whom
they fear, and endeavour through their pagds to propitiate. "When
it thunders, they say the ' Jurupari ' is angry, and their idea of

natural death is that the Jurupari kiUs them. At an eclipse they
believe that this bad spirit is killiag the moon, and they make all

the noise they can to frighten liim away.
" One of their most siagular superstitions is about the musical

instruments they use at their festivals, wliich they call the Jtirupari

music. They consist of eight or sometimes twelve pipes or

trumpets, made of bamboos or palm-stems hollowed out, some with

trumpet-shaped mouths of bark and with mouth-holes of clay and
leaf. Each pair of instruments gives a distinct note, and they
produce a rather agreeable concert, something resembhng clarionets

and bassoons. These iastruments however are with them such a
mystery, that no woman must ever see them on pain of death.

They are always kept in some igaripe, at a certain distance from
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tlie malocca, wlience they are Ibrouglit on. particular occasions :

wlien the sound of them is heard approaching, every woman retires

into the woods, or into some adjoining shed, which they generally

have near, and remains invisible till after the ceremony is over,

when the instruments are taken away to their hiding-place, and

the women come out of their concealment. Should any female be

supposed to have seen them, either by accident or design, she is

invariabty executed, generally by poison, and a father will not

hesitate to sacrifice his daughter, or a husband Ms ynfe, on such an

occasion.

" They have many other prejudices with regard to women. They
believe that if a woman, during her pregnancy, eats of any meat,

any other animal partaldng of it will suffer : if a domestic animal

or tame bird, it will die ; if a dog, it will be for the future incap-

able of hunting ; and even a man will be unable to shoot that par-

ticular kind of game for the future. An Indian, who was one of

my hunters, caught a fine cock of the rock, and gave it to his

wife to feed, but the poor woman was obliged to live herself on

cassava-bread and fruits, and abstain entirely from all animal

food, peppers, and salt, wliich it was believed would cause the bird

to die
;
notwithstandiag all precautions however the bird did die,

and the woman got a beating from her husband, because he thought

she had not been sufficiently rigid in her abstinence from th6

prohibited articles."

Few ethnological phenomena deseiTe more attention than the

re-appearance of similar customs in the distant parts of the world,

where, however, the physical conditions are alike.

Borneo and the TJaup^s country, both are tmder the equator
;

and the same mode of building large houses for joint occupation

prevails ia both.

Observe, too, the use of the blow-pipe ; it appears equally on
the Amazons and in Borneo.

The details of the group before us are as follows :

—

The tattoed and painted individual with the skull of a slain

enemy on a pole, is a Mundrucu, of the River Tapajos, the raost

formidable, numerous, and independent of the Brazilian Indians.

When a Mundrucu has slain an enemy, he cuts ofi" his head,

extracts the brain through the occipital /orameTt, washes the blood

away, fills the skull with cotton, and then converts the whole into

a kind of mummy, by drying it before the fire. The eyes he.

gouges out, and he fills up the orbits with colouring matter. Thus
prepared, the head is placed outside his hut. On festive occasions

I
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it is placed at the top of a spear. Sucli is tlie lustory of tlie head'

of an enemy. Those, however, of friends and relations are pre-

,sei"ved, and kept—though with certain differences of detail. Thus,

on certain days dedicated to the obsequies and memory of the

dead, the widow of the deceased takes his skidl, seats herself before

the cabin, and indulges either in melancholy lamentation, or in fierce

encominm—^the assembled friends meanwhile dancing ronnd her.

The one behmd is a Mm-a ; the Minnas being a numerons
tribe, and from tlie vast extent of coimtiy over which they

. are si;)read, or rather scattered, a tiibe whose number seems

greater than it is. Settled habitations they have none
;

but,

just as necessity or inclination takes them, they wander from
wood to wood, from stream to stream. Taking the different

divisions of them altogether, their number may amoimt to

between 6000 and 7000 "bows," (this "bow" meaning "fight-

ing-man ;)
" the rest of the population being in proportion. This

gives us from 20,000 to 30,000 persons. The lower Madeira
was their original area, but the lower Madeira was vexed and
harassed by tribes of the powerful and hostile Mundrucus ; and
the Mmidrucus and Miu-as are ever at war Avith each other. At
present the Mundrucus are the superior j)oprdation. They are

bigger in body, and they are more closely allied to the Portuguese.

Indeed the Portuguese used them as a sort of miUtary police

against the Muras ; who fear them so much that the presence of a

single Mundrucu on board Von Martins' canoe terrified a whole
family of Mnras.

The incm^sions, then, of the Mundrucus dispersed the Muras of the

lower Madeira over vast districts on the Solimoes, and on the Kio
Negro. Here they are formidable as j)irates. The Mimas, with
their a>ssociates, the Toras (or Torayes), harass the iiavigation of

the Amazons, where the settlers and traders know them as the

Indios de Corso, and attempt their extermination accordingly.

When the stream gets narrow, and the cru-rent strong, and the

canoe has to laboru' slowly against the stream of a mighty river,

the Mtu-a places himself on the banks, and lies in wait, ini/re in

hand. The ture is an instrument, half wood and half reed, made
out of the bamboo, the transverse septum of which is pierced ui its

centre. Here is inserted a second piece of cane, spHt. The hwe
is heard at a considerable distance, and the watchman that blows
it has a tree for a watch-tower. The twi, too, is the instrument

to which they dance, and sing, and drink, at then- festivals.

Less formidable than they once were, the Mura is still shy,

1
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indocile, intractable, and impracticable as a labourer, l^otlmig

but liquor wiU tempt him ; and liquor tempts liirn but little in tbe

way of work. He hunts skilfully, and he fishes skilfully ; but he

is rai'ely j)rovident enough to economise the results of any success-

ful exertions for the future. He gorges himself when he is in

luck, and starves when out of it ; ho thmks of the passing time

only.

As a general rule, the Indians of the Amazons neither respect

the female sex, nor vex themselves with jealousy on account of

them. The Mm^as are said to be exceptions. The number of

mves is two or thi-ee, and of these the youngest is the favom'ed

one. The other is little more than a domestic drudge. To win
them, the Mura must have fought at fisticiiflfs ; for a battle of this

kind always takes place whenever a young lady becomes marriage-

able. Those vrho enter into the list for possession, fight, and the

winner carries her off.

Their language is harsh and gtittural, and their speech is accom-

panied with gesticulation. It is peculiar, at least it is different

from the Lingoa Gercd, which but few Muras understand. It has

been stated that the Mundxucus are their chief enemies. Besides

these there are the Mauhes, and the Catauxis—hostile also.

The use of the paricd is one of the characteristic customs of

the Muras. The paricd is a iDowder. It is made from the dried

seeds of a kind of Inga, It is a narcotic stimxilating in the first

instance, sedative or depressmg afterwards. Once a year there is

a pcwicd feast, where the "snuff" is indulged in to excess, a,nd

where the additional stimulants of dance, and song, and fermejited

liquors are superadded.

The other Indians are from the northern bank, on the frontier

of Brazil and Bolivia. They cannot be said to rej)resent any par-

ticular tribe. If they give an idea of the general character of a
South American Indian of the parts in question it is sufficient.

All the current descriptions are of this general character. The
figures before us approach, however, the Ticunas Indians of

Osculati, the nearest. Ticunas, however, is a term of a somewhat
lax import ; inasmuch as it means any of the Indians who use
the Ticunas poison, or come from the country which produces it.
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anoTjp XI.

INDIANS FROM BRITISH GUIANA.

These are from casts taken from life citiring Sir E,. Scliomburgk's

expedition. All belong to the great Carib stock, and speak dialects

of the widely-spread Carib langnage.

This is a point of importance. In Brazil the predominant
language is the one alluded to under the name of Tujn—^the basis

of the lAngoa Geral (General LoAiguage) or Lingua Franca.
In other respects, the leading characteristics are the same, or

.similar ; the details being more or less different. Some tribes, for

instance, flatten the head, or tattoo the body ; which the others

do not. Some burn, others bury the dead. With the Carabisi,

for instance, in ordinary cases the hammock in which the death'

took place, serves as a coffin, the body is buried, and the funeral

procession made once or twice round the grave ; bxit the bodies of

persons of imj)ortance are watched and washed by the nearest

female relations, and when nothing but the skeleton remains, the

bones are cleaned, painted, packed in a basket and preserved.

"When, however, there is a change of habitation they are hwrned ;

after which the ashes are collected, and kept.

The Macusi, on the other hand, buries his dead in a sitting

posture without coffins, and with but few ceremonies.

The Arawak custom is peculiar. When a man of note dies, his

relations pla,nt a field of cassava. They lament loudly. But
when twelve moons are over, and the cassava is ripe, they re-

assemble, feast, dance, lash each other cruelly, and severely with
whips. The whips are then hung up on the spot where the person
died. Six moons later a second meeting takes place ; a.nd this

time the whips are buried.

GROUP XII.

NORTH AMERICANS DANCING.

This group gives us the general character of the more typical

E"orth American Indians, rather than the details of
^
any particular

division ; the chief sources being the portraits in McKennedy's
Gallery, and some well-executed daguerreotypes taken at St. Louis,

and kindty placed at the disposal of the Crystal Palace Company
by Mr. Fitzherbert of New York.

The prominence of the features, along with the red or copper
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tinge of the skin, chcvracterises the Americans before ns. This

contrasts them ynih tlie Eskimo. Tlieir size, on the other hand,

distinguishes them from the majority of the South American tribes.

Nevertheless, the size decreases as we go southward ; and the

Eskimo configuration (along vath the Eskimo habits) is approached

as we move westward of the Rocky Mountains.

Nine-tenths, and perhaps a larger ]propoii.ion of the Indians of

the northern half of the United States are referable to one of three

great groups—the Algonldn, the Iroquois, the Hioux ; each of which

falls into divisions and subdivisions.

I. The AlgonJdn is the greatest
;

greatest in respect to the

number of its divisions and subdivisions, greatest in respect to the

groimd it covers, and grea.test in respect to the range of difference

which it embraces.

The whole of the Canadas, with one small exception, the whole

of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, and Piiiice Edward's

Isle, was originally Algonkin, as were Labrador and Ne^^'foiindland

to a gTeat extent.

To the Algonkin stock belonged and belong the extinct and

extant Indians of New England, part of New York, part of

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, part of the Carolinas,

and pai-t of even Kentucky and Tennessee.

The Pequods, the Mohicans, the Narragansetts, the Massachuset,

tke MontaiTg, the Delaware, the Menomini, the Sauks, the

Ottogamis, the Kikkapus, the PotaAvhotamis, the Illinois, the

Miami, the Piankeshaws, the Shawnos, &c. belong to this stock

—

all within the United States.

The Algonkins of British America are as follows :

—

I. The Grees ; of which the Blwfi and Shesliatcqyfosli of Labrador

are branches.

• 2. The Ojibimys ; falling into

—

a. The Ojihivays Froper, of which the BauUtm are a section.

h. The Ottawas of the River Ottawa.

c. The original Indians of Lake Nipissing ; important because

it is believed that the form of siDeech called AlgooiMn, a term since

extended to the whole class, was their particular dialect. They

are now either extinct or ama,lgamated with other tribes.

d, The Messisaiujis, to the north of Lake Ontario.

3. The Micmcics of New Brunswick, Gaspd, Nova Scotia, Cape

Breton, and part of Newfoundland ;
closely allied to the

—

4. Ahiahi of Mayne, and the British frontier
;
represented at

present by the Bt. John's Indians.
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5. Tlie Bdhuch—tlie aborigines of JSTewfoimcllaud.

6. Tlie Blaclifoots, consisting of the

—

a, Satsikaa, or Blackfoots Prop&r.

h. The Kena, or Blood Indians,

c. The Piegan,

To these must be added numerous extinct tiibes.

II, The Iroquois class has been h\rger than it is now, many of its

members being extinct. It stiU, however, contains the WiandotSy
or Surons, of the parts between Lakes Siracoe, Huron, and Erie ;

the once famous and formidable Moliaivks, the Semkas, the Onon-
dagos, the Cayugas, the Oneidas, and the Tuslmroms.

III. To the Sioux class belong the Assiniboins of the Red River,

and the Osages of Ai-kansas ; tribes mdely distant. It is the gi-eat

Sioux to which nine-tenths of the Valley of Missouri originally

belonged—Sioux, v/hose original hunting-grounds included the vast

prairie-country from the Rocky Mountains to the Mississippi, and
who again appear as an isolated detaclmient of Lake Michigan

;

Sioux, laiown under the nam.es of Winebagoes, Dahcotas, Yanktons,
Tetons, Upsarokas, Mandaus, Minetaris, Missouris, Osages,

Konzas, Ottos, Omahaws, Puncas, loways, and Qua.pi)as.

None of the Sioux tribes came in contact with the sea. None of

them belonged to the great forest districts of xVmerica. Most of

them hunt over the cormtry of the buflalo. This makes them
Avarlike migratory hunters ; vath fewer approaches to agricultural

or industrial civilisation than any Indians equally favoured by soil

and climate.^

It is the L'oquois, the Sioux, and certain members of the

Algonkin stock, upon which the current and popular notions of the

American Indian, the Bed Man, as he is called, have been formed,

GROUP xiir.

C4SEEl>rLAiSrDEKS.

Greeklani) is ocoapied by the same family that occupies the

coast of Labrador. It does more. It extends all along tho

northern coast of ^Torth America ; all along the shores of the

Arctic Sea, both east and west. It extends to Russian America,

and beyond it to the other side of Behring's Straits, and to the

Aleutian Islands. Hence, there are certain members of the

family to wMch the Greenlanders belong in Asia,
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The general name for tliis is Eskimo, a word, wHcli, like

Malay and Mongol, is used in a general, as well as a particular

sense. It denotes a large family, and it means the special occupants

of the coast of Labrador, and the coast of the Arctic Sea,

The Eskimo is the only family common to the Old and the

New World.

The large Greenland tent, with its furniture, and a canoe, is

from one of the few ethnological museums in existence,—that of

Copenhagen ; from which it has been liberally and courteously

supplied to the Crystal Palace. The details are due to the skill

and care of Professor Thomsen of that capital.
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PAET IL

ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.

A^riMALS and plants are not scattered, iudilierently over the

eartli's sui'face, but are grouped together in assemblages of diiferent

kinds. The animals and jDlants of the British Isles, for example, are

wholly distinct from those of the West Indies, and these again

from the East Indian kinds. Naturalists, after a long study of

the distribution of organised beings, have been enabled to divide

the earth's .surface into provinces, each characterised by its peculiar

set of inliabitants. The assemblage of organised beings in each

lU'ovince exhibits, when viewed en masse, a general aspect, or

facies, independent of its being composed, in part, of kinds of

creatures different from those found in any other province. This

facies depends on combinations of colour, scidptiu^e, textm^e, and
often minute and insignificant characters, when regarded separately,

but when presented in coordination, becoming of importance

thi*ough their constancy and their influence in determining the

leading features of a faima or flora, or both combined. Even
when comparatively few of the characteristic animal and vegetable

tjrpes of a province are brought together, within a limited space,

some notion may thus be conveyed to the spectator of the facies,

or aspect of life in that region. This has been attempted in the

arraaigement of the Geographical Garden in the Crystal Palace.

Organised beings are distributed over the earth and iu the

sea horizontally and vertically. On their horizontal distribution

depend their geographical life-provinces ; on theii' vertical distri-

bution, their arrangement in altitudinal and bathymetrical zones or

belts. If we ascend any high mountain, we rise tlrrough succes-

sive belts of vegetation, each frequented by its favoimte form of

animal life. We are reminded during our ascent of the successive

faunas a.nd floras that we should pass amongst, were we proceeding

from the mountain's base to the pole. If the mountain be sufii-

ciently high, we at length reach a region where all life ceases. So
likewise in the sea—if we explore the depths of ocean, and com-
mence om- examination on the borders of the shore, we shall find

that the animal and vegetable poj)ulatiou of the waters are not

dif;<persed indifferently tlu-ough their depths, but occupy successive
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levek, or zones. If we go deep enotigli, vegetalble life first

disappears, and animal species become so few, comparatively, tliat

we cannot bnt conclude that we are approaching a point beyond, or

rather below which aU. is desert.

As yet, no attempt has been made in the Crystal Palace to

display the zones of altitude, though it is quite possible to do so,

by means of a miniature mountain encircled by belts of alpine

TOgetation, amid which the characteristic animals of the zones

might be placed in relative order of elevated dwelling-places.

This may be looked forward to, as a worthy object for carrying out

hereafter. A slight and partial indication of the phenomena of

distribution of marine animals in depth, is exhibited in cases

rej)resentiag the sea-population of a few regions
; especially the

British, the West Indian, and Australian seas. In these the

spectator will observe that the law of distribution in provinces

holds good among marine animals as among terrestrial. And if

we regard the peculiar featui-es of the contents of the West Indian
case, contrasting it with that filled with British sea-animals, a

striking exa,mple of the difference of fades, or general aspect, in a

temperate province as contrasted with a tropical one, is toD

evident not to attract our notice. Difl:erences of the same kind
are displayed in the conti-asts of form and colour presented by the
birds of different regions, inclosed in the cases placed at intervals

among the plants, and always in connection with the other illus-

trations of the portions of the globe to which they belong.

EASTERN OE OLD WORLD.

The Boar-hunt, one of the relics of the Great Exhibition of

1851, placed beyond this Court, must be accepted as a type of

Europe—a region so familar to all, that no space has been spared
for its fuller illustration. The Old World Court is consequently
devoted to African and Asiatic illustrations. The several provinces

of Africa are fairly typified, but those of Asia, great and impor-
tant though they be, have, for the present, an inadequate share of

space assigned.

The southernmost portion of this Court is occupied by the south
extremity of Africa ; to this we pass southwards through the
northern African provinces of Egypt and Barbary, brought into

unavoidable proximity with the tropical countries of Asia. Central
and Eastern Africa follow, the latter having afiinities with Asia
through Arabia.
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The visitor wlien beside the North African section of the Court

must suppose the proximity of Southern Europe, and by doing so,

bear in mind the close affinity that exists between the mass of

vegetation that he then sees around him, and the floras of Italy

and Sj)arQ.

CENTRAL ASIA.

The yak and Ovis Amnion stand as representatives of the

central regions of Asia. The former is a characteristic animal of

Tibet, and does not thrive except at high elevations. Here, too,

is placed the Bactrian camel. The vegetation among which these

animals are grouped is mainly Himalayan, and may be regarded as

representing the flora of the verge of this grea,t province.

Beyond the northern bounds of the Central Asiatic region, we
pass rapidly amid European types, mingling, as we proceed east-

wards, with Boreal American forms. The vegetation, like the

animal hfe, puts on a mixed aspect, and one of a transatlantic

character. In the main, the Siberian fauna and flora are Unked
with those of eastern Europe,

The arctic portion of Asia presents the characteristic assemblage

of polar animals, white bears, seals, walruses, narwhals, dolphins,

gulls, and cormorants, whilst along the shores range reindeer,

arctic foxes, lemmings, ptarmigans, and snowy owls ; more inland,

wolves and otters, with fur-bearing animals abound. This is the

linking region of the Old and New Worlds.

INDIA.

The group of the Tiger-hunt indicates some of the zoological

features of the low country and jungles of India and the warm
regions of Asia. The tiger is indeed one of the most charac-

teristic animals of the Tropical Asiatic provinces, as is also the

Indian elephant. The one-horned rhinoceros, the Indian hysena,

humped oxen of various kinds, a few pecuHar deer, the scaly

ant-eater, the bonnet-monkey, the Hoonuman (Sermiopitheciis

entellus), and the wanderoo, are all well-marked and conspicuous

Indian mamm^als. Some of the larger quadrupeds are common
to Emope and Africa. The bii'ds of India are numerous, and

often very beautiful.

By bamboos and orange-trees, and a few forms of vegetation

capable of cultivation under the conditions and within the space

of our Garden, a very slight indication indeed is afforded of

the general Indian flora, But in the back-ground of the
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Indian gronp, tlie rich assemlblage of Indian I'liododendrons and
azaleas, tlie Jurdperus recurva and the Ficus elastica, serve to

represent one of the most beantiful floras in the world, that of the

mountain ranges of India, whilst on its eastern-side, camellias,

tea-plants, Carphon lanrels, and mag-nolias exemplify the change
in Asiatic vegetation with the great Chinese province,

NORTH AFRICA.

The portion of this continent, north of Sahara, west of the
Libyan desert, and including the chains of the Atlas, is clothed

with a very different vegetation, and peopled by a distinct set of

land animals from those occui^ying the greater and more charac-

teristic African regions. In many respects, it has more affinity in

its natural history and features with the southern countries of
Europe, especially Spain and Sicily, than with Africa. Even
its most characteristic mammal, the Barbary ape, has apparently
an indigenous stronghold in Gibraltar. The wild boar, genet,

porcupine, and fallow deer, the last alone of its tribe in Africa,

indicate Euroj)ean affinities, whilst southern relations are marked by
a few forms of antelope and by the lion. Some small rodents are

peculiar. The traveller passing from temperate Europe to Barbary,
sees in the domesticated camel and many plants—the date-

palm, the opuntia, and the agave—distinguishing and peculiar

features of its landscape
;
yet none of these is an original native

of the region. Even the date-palm belongs properly to the
countries south of the Atlas. The truly characteristic plants

—

such as the carob, fig, and palmetto, are all of Mediterranean types
and South European forms. The sea that separates Etnope and
Africa has an miiform population nearly tlrroughout

;
and, in the

main, is not more than a colony of the Atlantic.

NORTH-EASTERN AND EASTERN AFRICA.

Egypt is a truly African province, and is linked by many of
its productions with JSTubia, Abyssinia, and the countries that
border on the Indian Ocean. The crocodile and the hippopotamus,
now confined to the higher portions of the !N"ile, are essentially

African types. The fishes of the Nile have close afiinities with
those of the rivers of the Senegal streams. Among them the
polypterus is remarkable for its approach to the ancient and extinct

forms of ganoids. From Sennaar, southwards, we find the elephant
and one-horned rliinoceros. Monkeys, species of Cercopithecus^

occur in the same region. :
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In the MgUands of Slioa, the tmdiilating surfaces of tlie table-

lands are covered with. gTeen bushes of euphorbia ; lions and
hyeenas are common. In the lower country of the Danakils, palms

abound, with acacias and aloes ; and the wart-hog, small antelopes

and gtiinea-fowls, are among the animals. Crocodiles and hippopo-

tami haunt the streams and marshes. On the plains are the

Koodoo antelope and zebra ; ostriches are hunted below the Galla

coimtry, and leopards and buffaloes aboimd.

Taking the vegetation from the north southwards, not a few
conspicuous x^^^^u^is are distinctive of successive districts

;
thus, the

date-palm, the papyrus, and the bean of Pythygoras may be cited

for Egypt Proper ; the doom, the coffee, and acacias to the more
southern provinces. Some curious affinities with South African

vegetation are indicated by Abyssinian species of pelargonium and
protea.

There is a close relationship between the natural history of the

Eastern African region and that of Arabia ; so near, indeed, that in

many respects we may regard these provinces as subdivisions of

one great region. Many of the mosfc striking plants are common
to both, and the same may be said of not a few characteristic

animals. The Red Sea, that separates them, proves, when its

animal and vegetable inhabitants are explored, to be only a colony

of the great Indian Ocean marine province, the most extensive of

all the natxu'al-history regions of the ocean, and the most varied in

its contents. These are remarkable for brilliancy of colouring and
beauty or sing-ularity of shape and sciilptme, as well as for the

richness of the fauna ia the number of generic and specific types.

WESTEBJT AFRICA.

Western Africa within the tropibs constitutes in many re-

spects one vast natural-history province, extending far into the

interior and towards the eastern coasts. This wide-spreading region

is capable of being subdivided, and the steaming districts along the

coast from Senegal to Congo present numerous peculiarities that

are not seen in the inland portions. These latter again vary con-

siderably in features of surface, and the animal and vegetable

population must change more or less accordingly. But throughotit

this portion of the African continent there range not a few of the

large quadi-upeds, and doubtless of the smaller ones and other

tribes along with them. The African elephant, the hippopotamus,

the two-horned rhinoceros, the phascochoerus, or wart-hog, the

lion and the jackal, are examples
;
although the Great Desert cuts
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off tlie raaigli'nortliwards''- 0f 'Several' of ' ffiem. Amoit'g Birds, tie

ostricli and ,the F"itiW 'X;G?6ii are m'stahdeB.

The most con^^piiciious zoological pemliarities of this-Region are

manifested by qiiadnmianous a.nd ed^jiitate qtiadnipecfe: ' This is

a country of monkeys, and of very- rema*Fkable ones.- The thnmb-

less apes (Colobus) are concentrated here. The various herds of

Gercopithecus are chiefly members of this region : the mandrills

are all belonglug"to it, ;and tW' baboons abound, Tfe''African

orang-otitang i^ a native' of .Giiinea^ ; aiid three species ofchimjjanzee

are fouiid on the salme'liiie of coast'.
"' ^ - 'j-

,
"

"

The edentatd 'or 'this tegion arS cOhfined to the .cOtlntides in the

neighbourhood of' ^the \coast|, and' '^though few ^re highly peculiar.

Ther^ are specie^ 'Of the geiyai'' 'Mci)ds, the scaly aiit-ea-ter, or

pangolin.' tn "the 'presence of' ^thfefee extraordinary ' t[uadmpeds

along the west6rn shores of ^^ricia"-W"e seem to have a 'relation with

the IvTew World shadowed out
J
6i6 thti't is alsQ indicated by a few

analogies among the plants. At the same time, }Ij similar' indii

ca,tions, a relationship of analogy with the Indian region^.may^ be

traced. Thus, there are ciu-ious resemblances between the flora of

Congo, that of India, and of the islands of the Indian Ocean.

These similitudes are the more remarkable since the physical

featnres of the country between the western and eastern coasts

are such as scarcely to admit of any continuity of like vegetation

or animal population. With the flora of South Africa that of the

west has but very shght connection.

A number of antelopes, though as we go northwards the sjjecies

Ufe Isss numerous, manifest the distinguishing feature of the

^yotip" of AfriciEin' r&hiiiants.~
,
In our group the harnessed and

Is'abella ^ntelppe^ typify this cl}.aracWi' "^ ~
'

^

^' The' vegetation:' of intertropical A'fetta Varies co»-sideraM'y in dif-

feretnt districts, ori^alccount pf the strik'ihg difi^erence in ' the mineral

e6hStitution of the'doil^ and the eleme&tal ^p^jCulianties clf the sea-

Ward and inland (districts. Palms 6f s'e'veral kinds are' abundant

along the coast cbtmtries, and' among"bh"6m the m6s-|) jirOminent is

'ihe- Mais^ gulUieiii'dis',' a, 'palnvoil Species. • As a grdilp', 'however,

althorigh playing ^o proniinent^ a |)'a!i!'f"in' the West' AMba;il land-

'scape, the numttfet" Of kinds of palni' is smaU, when co'itipared

With'the vast iiuih'ber-of individuals'; ' The FandcuMS cUndelah^um,

oiie 'of the serew-i7alms, is; a conspicuous tree. Mangtoves' clothe

the sides of swalh'ps'and' the deltas 'of rivers. ToWards' the inner

country the great Adcmsonia digiiata-'ot Baohah, the largest tree in

the world, becomes frequent, "I'nd' ranges westwards t'6' the boun-
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daries of AlDyssinia. The great tree-cotton, or Bombax, is also

cliaracteristic. Among the herbaceous plants that range along the

western coasts of Africa, one of the best known and prettiest is

the Gloriosa mjierha. GinclioniacecB and Malvacece are among the

tribes of plants that attaia a considerable development.

SOUTH ArmcA.

There are few tracts of land on the earth's surface so distinctly

marked by zoological and botanical peculiarities, and by a striking

aspect of fauna and flora as South Africa. Its mountains—and
they attain considerable elevation, as much as 10,000 feet in some
instances—^its low grounds, sandy j)lains, and deserts called

Karoos, if not everywhere adorned with a luxmiant vegetation, are

singularly prolific in remarkable and interesting plants, and are the

resorts of numerous quadrupeds, many of them of considerable

dimensions. In its mammalia and its flowering plants we recog-nise

the prominent and distinctive natui-al-history characteristics of

the region.

One baboon, Cynocephalusporcarius, and a Cercopithecus, are the

only monkeys of the Cape region, and though peculiar as species,

are rather to be regarded as Hnks of the faima of the South African

with the general fauna of Africa, In this light, too, must the

cai*nivora be regarded, although numerous and prominent ; for the

most conspicuous, the lion for example, are common to a vast

extent of the African continent. The hysena genus, however, may
be regarded as having its metropolis in this province. Some of the

consj)icuous pachyderms also appertain to the general African

gToup, such as the elephant, the hippopotamus, the two-horned

rhinoceros, the Ethiopic hog, and the zebra. Here is the country

of the gnoos and other antelopes, of quaggas, lions following in the

track ; some of the antelopes may be seen in herds of hundreds.

Here we are out of the region of palms ; nor are large trees of

any kind very distinctive of the South African flora. There are no
vast forests, arborescent plants are scarce, but instead, there are gxeat

tracts of bush, composed, in the Cafirarian districts, for the most part

of succulent and thorny shrubs ; leafless cokmmar euphorbias, some
Qf them shaped like great candelabra and occasionally towering to

thirty or forty feet, and fleshy aloes with threatening weapon-
like leaves and tall standards of handsome flowers, give a strange

and bizarre aspect to the Bush-country vegetation, and cover

with prickly thickets the steep sides of the ravines that furrow and
separate the long flat ridges of hills. Here grow the Zamia
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horrida, the crane-like Strelitzia, prickly kinds of acacia,

everlasting-flowers in great variety, and ice-plants. One of the

latter, the Mesemhryanthemtmn edule, or Hottentot fig, is the only
native frait, and a bad one at best.

The mention of Cape j)lants at once suggests to the lover of
flowers a nmnber of beautiful natives of the South African region :

Cape lilies, various sorts of corn-flags, ixias, lobelias, oxahdijje,

peculiar orchids, pelargoniums, diosmeas, polygalas, and heaths,

of the last in wondrous variety. The curious little pachydermatous
quadruped, Syrax ca2Jensis, is a specific peculiarity ; so also is the
quagga. It is the group of the hollow-formed ruminants that give

the grand distinguishing featiu-e to the South African fauna. The
beautiful family of antelo]Des a-ttains its maximum here, nearly one
half of the total number of species being South African, The gnoo,
the eland, the harte-beest and spring-bok, are some of those most
familiar on account of their dimensions or beauty ; the abundance
of antelopes compensates for the absence of deer. The Cape
bufialo (Bos caffer) is another distinctive ruminant ; and the
giraffe, though ranging far to the north, is a conspicuous member
of the southern fauna. The sand-flats around the Cape are bored
by pecuhar moles of the genus Bathyergus, and one of the most
curious of African animals, the Cape ant-cater, Orycteropus capensis,

one of the few members of its order existing in the Old World, is

confined to the province from which it derives its specific appellation.

The ornithological peculiarities of the Cape are not so striking.

Many of the animals mentioned are now becoming scarce, or to

be seen only far in the interior. The elephant, rhinoceros, and
hippopotamus are rapidly disappearing through the persecution of
the himter. On the high open table-lands of the interior immense
multitudes of quadrupeds congregate especially ; and the proteacefB,

equally distinctive of this flora, abound most in the western
districts of the colony, and are especially numerous on the sandy
plains. One of the most beautiful of orchids, the famous Disa
grandiflora, is a plant of Table Mountain. Among remarkable
j)lants may be mentioned, the waxberry, Myrsia cordifolia, a shrub,
the berries of which are thickly coated with wax ; and the well-

knowi monstrous-looking Testudinaria elephmitipes. The much-
cultivated and familiar great "White Arum, Calla JEthiopica, is

common in wet places.

It is worthy of note, that whilst the animals, both quadrupeds
and birds, of South Africa have many relations with those of
Western Africa mthin the tropics, the plants belong to completely
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a cliffereiit series,' and a^e ,cpnnected-witli the
.
flora of tlie rest of

Africa only by eastern relations; In ^papae features of the flora

there.is a curious analo'gy manifested- 'With the Australian types.

The coasts of the Cape have a niarinecpop;iilatioU'.as peculiar and
strikj^ig. in their -way .•^as .jthe terrestrial,, afl.d constitute a well-

iQar^ed sea-province, < tljp^- eastern limits; of wliich are to the south

of JSTatal, where, the- great Tndo-Pacific region meets that of the

Cape. Among shell.-fish, the limpet tribe has its chief congre-

gation^. 9f, species here.

' -'^^ * '--W^ISTEEN- OR NEW WORLD.
'

. ,
ANTARCTIC AMEKIOA.

- H' n, - y].v

. ..,^e, enter the fl^E^v;,World by.tjhe cold, regions of the extreme

south——the home penguins. H^rq. .-jy^ find forms of animal and
vegetable life represep^tyative'of thoseithatjiiihabit the Arctic regions

and...their bjprders. The most -.SQuthQrly.. arborescent vegetation is

seen in ilermit' I&land- near Cape Horn, where stunted forests

of antarctic and evergreen beeches grow. The same phenomenon
is exhibited of mtdtiplication of individuals and paucity of species

to which attention will be called in the notice of the extreme noiiih.

The southernmost of all flowering plants is a grass, the Aira
mdarctica, a native of the South Shetland islands.

" •
"

, SOUTHERNMOST REG-IONS.

By iho ChUian auraucarias, the fuchsias, calceolarias, and
pettfnias, some of ,tlie peculiar features of the vegetation of the

SQtithemmost reg^9ns of South America are indicated. Many of

Ofl];. niost beautiful, and familiar garden plants come from these

provinces. • In.y.the, high regions of the Andes of Chili, as well as

further towards the equator, lives. tHe chinchilla, famous for its

fur, at,an,,el,evation of between 1^., 0.00 and 14,000 feet—guinea-

pigs are found of peculiar kinds, and the llama, which ranges to a

height, pf 1800 feet. ,

.

i;y<i.^ TROPICAL s6ut£[' AMERICA.

The rich regions "of Brazil and Tro^Dical America are typified

by gbhi^ of their mbst' cfiaracteristic Vegetable forms, and by not a

few of the niost striking members of their mammalian fauna, as well

as birds of exquisite hues and strange shapes. Among the latter,

the toucans and humming birds . are singulaiiy striking. This is

the^ 'great ^central home of the" ISTew World monkeys, contrastitig

with 'and representative of those of the Old World, but constituting
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an entirely distinct group. Tlieir nostrils placed far apart and
flattened, tlie nnmber of their teeth, and the pi'ehensile tail,

—

a fifth hand,—mth which so many of them are endowed, give them
an aspect verj'' different from thpir relatives over the Atlantic. In
the vast forests of Brazil they revel among the palms, Barringtonias

and monkey pots, whilst, on the ground below, the giant ant-eater,

and many another creature equally strange, prowls aroimd the

shade. The jaguar, puma, and ocelot, which take the place of the

great cats of the Old World, the agouti and capabara, the sloth and
coati-mundi, all present themselves in this compartment. The
American tapir is here, and in the more western portions of the

groimd, are placed crochet-deer, and the Rhea americana, the ostrich

of the west. The llama marks the region of the Andes, and in

the New World repre'sents the camel of the Old.

CEJSrTRAX AMERICA.

Birds of beautiful plumage, and vegetation of singular and
fantastic forms, mark the separating region of Central America.

The cactus tribe of plants, the yuccas, and the great aloe or rather

agave give a peculiar and striking aspect to this region. Yet of

the larger forms of animal- life there is little to display. Before

long we may show the strange sea-cow, or manatee, as coming
within the bounds of this province, and a glance at the West
Indian marine case will serve at once to indicate the richness and
beauty of the fauna of seas and shores. The number and curious

variety of its sponges, the elegance and rich x:)aintiag of its shell-fish,

the odd shapes of its fishes, and the presence of striking forms of

reef-building corals, all, however, different from those of the

Indian seas, cannot fail to impress its peculiarities on the thoughtful

visitor.

Along the southern verge of this province is the country of that

most exquisite of water-lilies, the great Victoria : on secluded

lakes, among luxuriant forests, and in the reaches of the mighty

rivers that flow tranquilly among them, this beautiful jilajit

flourishes indigenoxis.

TEMPERATE JSTORTH AMERICA.

Between the Central and the Arctic Provinces are the wooded
regions of North America, where the vegetation of Canada passes

into that of the United States, and is botmded on the western side

by Oregonian fauna. A wide range has to be illustrated in a

small si)ace, and we are obliged to bring together in close proximity

H
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tlie cotmtries of the pines and tlie palmettos. Tlie Canadian

porcupine, Wapiti deer, elk, beaver, raccoon, Virginian opossum,

and Vu'ginian deer stand here as representatives for the States

and neighbouring countries. Shrew moles (Scalops aquaticus),

stamoses-(Condylura cristata), musk-rats, bony pikes and limuli

would be effective additions, and highly characteristic. The
fauna and flora of the United States, though in great part

peculiar, are in many of their members curiously representative

of the vegetable and animal life in the corresponding portion of

the Old World ; in not a few instances form replaces form. At
the same time, the differences are not to be overlooked, and in the

presence of the opossum, of some of the fishes and certain in-

vertebrate animals, we seem to have indications of claims to a

sirperior antiquity on the part of the so-called ISTew, over the

boasted Old World.

BARREN GROUNDS.

The Bmrren grounds that skirt the polar regions of North
America, and which include the country to the east of the E,ocky

Mountains, and north of the great lakes, constitute a region of low

hills with rounded summits, and more or less precipitous sides,

separated by narrow valleys. They are bare of trees, except near

the margins of larger rivers ; a few stimted willows, dwarf birches

and larches, are occasionally met mth, but the greater pari} of the

surface is covered with lichens only. The brown bear, the glutton,

the ermine, the Canadian otter, the wolf, the zibet, the arctic

hare, the reindeer, and the musk-ox, are characteristic quadrupeds.

Between this district and the northern shores of Lake Superior is a

belt of wooded land, where the elk, squirrel, beaver, &c., occur.

On the prairie lands that belong to the next section are the great

bison or American bufialo, peculiar deer, and the grisly bear.

Towards the west, and along the Rocky Mountains are fomid the

American goat (only on the highest ridges), and the pretty prong-

horned antelope. The distribution of most of these large animals

is determined by the vegetation, and that in a gi'eat measure by
the disposition of the water-sheds.

ARCTIC REGIONS.

To realise our conceptions, we ought, before quitting the Geogra-

phical Garden from the north, to find ourselves siu-rounded by
masses of ice and snow. Let us pictm-e in our minds long lines

of hoary coasts, the dark rock occasionally breaking through its

I
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frosty covering, tlie deep green waves tossing masses of ice, and
bearing up towering and fantastic icebergs, wliose cleft and caver-

nous sides are beantiful witli intense blue shadows. Great wlxales

sport among the waters, their black masses, here and there,

breaking the monotony of colours. Myriads of glancing jelly-

fishes, iridescent heroes, and pearly molluscs, give animation

to the transparent waters. Flocks of sea-birds fly in

every direction, watching the fishes that supply them with

abundant food ; seals rest on the icy platform, and nearer the

la]id the great white bear, beautiful as strong, prowls along the

verge of the shore. A scene such as tliis cannot be realised ever

at Sydenham, but we can indicate some few of its charac-

teristic elements. The imagiuation of intelligent visitors must
supply the rest.

The Arctic Proviace is represented only in one geographical

Court, that of the Western or JN^ew World. The one indication,

must serve for all the regions that border the icy seas. Indeed

there is no forcing in this arrangement, for the entire Arctic

fauna is characterised 'by prevailing monotony. Myriads of

individuals of the prevailing species, mostly dull in hue, or at

least deficient in brilliant colouring, whether they belong to the

earth, the air, or the sea, compensate for the paucity of diiierent

kinds. Wliite and grey, in the air ; dull browns in the sea, are the

prevailing tints. Some bright flowers during the summer season,

break the modest rule by their gaiety. Throughout the icy seas,

from Greenland round by Spitzbergen to Behring's Straits, and
along the labyrinthine coast of Asiatic America to Greenland again,

the same marine animals are difiused. This' is the region of the

salmon genus, all the species of which radiate, as it were, around
the Arctic i^rovince.

By the polar bears and a group of Arctic bu'ds an indication of

this northernmost of farmas is afforded. The various foxes of

the Arctic shores, the dogs of the Esquimaux, the walrus with its

human head, whalebone and flnner whales, were their b\ilk

admissible, would fill up the group with more completeness. The
reindeer serves to indicate the boundary of the province, and stands

as a representative of the verge of these realms of ice and snow.

AUSTEALIA AND INDIAN ISLANDS.

The vegetation and much of the animal population of the Indian

islands, both on the land and in the sea, constitute a passage between
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the floras and faimas of Asia, and those so exceedingly peculiar, wlien

regarded apart, of Australia. The group of islands connected with
ISI ew Guinea—mountainous, forest-clothed, hot and moist in their

climate—especially exhibit this passage. Spice-trees and numerous
forms of palms mark differences ; the presence of casuarinse, gum-
trees, and melaleucas, resemblances. A few species of Austra-

lian types are highly suggestive of the same relation.

The ourang, the Malay tapir, and bears, and the flying-squirrels,

with a rich array of birds, illustrate the zoology of the Indian
Archipelago ; while that of Australia and Tasmania are indicated

by the kangaroos, duck-billed platypus, Tasmanian wolf, and
echidnas, with many of the singular and strangely peculiar birds

of this most remarkable zoological province, where we seem to

have the lowest conditions of the vertebrate type, assembled as if

to indicate a rudimentary stage in the world's history. The
vegetation—typified here by Banksias and other proteaceous shrubs,

epacridise, gum-trees, and many more forms as striking and
peculiar—indicates a corner of the earth set apart,

BvIAHBUKT and EYA^'S, FBINIEES, WHITEFKIAEa.
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GEOLOGY AND INHABITANTS OP THE
ANCIENT WOULD.

INTRODUCTION".

Befoeb entering upon a description of the restorations of tlie

Extinct Animals, placed on the Geological Islands in the great

Lake, a brief account may be premised of the principles and pro-

cedures adopted in carrying out this attempt to present a view of

part of the animal creation of former periods in the earth's

history.

Those extinct animals were first selected of which the entire,

or nearly entire, skeleton had been exhumed in a fossil state. To
accurate drawings of these skeletons an outline of the form of the

entire animal was added, according to the proportions and rela-

tions of the skin and adjacent soft parts to the superficial parts of

the skeleton, as yielded by those parts in the nearest allied living
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ajiimaLs, From such an outliue of the exterior, Mr, Waterhonse

Hawkins prei^ared at once a miniature model form in clay.

This model was rigorously tested in regard to all its ijropoi-fcions

with those exhibited by the bones and joints of the skeleton of

the fossil animal, and the reqtured alterations and modifications

were successively made, after repeated examinations and com-

parisons, until the result proved satisfactory.

The next step was to make a copy in clay of the proof model,

of the natural size of the extinct animal : the largest known
fossil bone, or part, of such animal being taken as the standard

according to which the proportions of the rest of the body were

calculated agTeeably with those of the best preserA^ed and most

perfect skeleton. The model of the full size of the extinct animal

having been thus prepared, and corrected by renewed comparisons

with the original fossil remains, a mould of it was prepared, and a

cast taken from this mould, in the material of wliich the restora-

tions, now exposed to view, ai-e com]30sed.

There are some very rare and remarkable extinct animals of

which only the fossil skull and a few detached bones of the

skeleton have been discovered : in most of these the restoration

has been limited to the head, as, for example, in the case of the

Mosasaurus ; and only in two instances—^those, viz., of the

Labyrinthodon and Dicynodon—^has Mr. Hawkins taken upon

himself the responsibility of adcliag the trunk to the known
characters of the head, such addition having been made to illus-

trate the general affinities and nature of the fossil, and the kind

of Ihnbs required to produce the impressions of the footprints,

where these have been detected and preserved in the petrified

sands of the ancient sea-shores trodden by these strange forms of

the Reptilian class.

With regard to the hair, the scales, the scutes, and other modi-

fications of the skin, in some instances the analogy of the nearest

alhed living forms of animals has been the only guide ; in a few

instances, as in that of the Ichthyosaurus, portions of the petri-

fied integument have been fortunately preserved, and have guided

the aiiiist most satisfactorily in the restoration of the skin and soft

parts of the fins ; in the case of other reptiles, the bony plates,
\

spill es, and scutes have been discovered in a fossil state, and have
|
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been scrupulously copied in tlie attempt to restore tlie peculiar

tegumentary features of tlie extinct reptiles, as e. g. in the

Hylseosaiums.

In every stage of tHs difficult, and by some it may be tliought,

perhaps, too bold, attempt to reproduce and present to liuman

gaze and contem]Dlation tlie forms of animal life that have success-

ively flourished dm-ing former geological phases of time, and have

passed away long ages prior to the creation of man, the writer of

the following brief notice of the nature and affinities of the

animals so restored feels it a duty, as it is a high gratification to

him, to testify to the intelligence, zeal, and peculiar artistic skill

by which his ideas and suggestions have been realised and carried

out by the talented director of the fossil department, Mr. Water-

house Hawkins. Without the combination of science, art, and

manual skill, happily combined in that gentleman, the present

department of the Instructive Illustrations at the Crystal Palace

could not have been realised.

The Secondaby Islazs'd.

The most cursory observation of the surface of the earth

shows that it is composed of distinct substances, such as clay,

chalk, lias, limestone, coal, slate, sandstone, &c. ; and a study

of such substances, their relative position and contents, has

led to the conviction that these external parts of the earth have

acquired their present condition gradually, under a variety of

circumstances, and at successive periods, during which many races

of animated beings, distinct both from those of other periods and

from those now living, have successively peopled the land and the

waters ; the remains of these creatures being found buried in

many of the layers or masses of mineral substances, forming the

crust of the earth.

The object of the Islands in the Geological Lake is to demon-

strate the order of succession, or superposition, of these layers or

strata, and to exhibit, restored in form and bulk, as when they

lived, the most remarkable and characteristic of the extinct

animals and plants of each stratum.

The series of mineral substances and strata represented in the
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smaller island have been called by geologists "secondary formations,"

because they lie between an older series termed "primary," and
a newer series termed " tertiary :

" the term " formation " meaning
any assemblage of rocks or layers which have some character ia

common, whether of origin, age, or composition.*

Following the secondary formations as they descend in the

earth, or succeed each other from above downwards, and as they

are shown, obliquely tilted up out of their original level position

from left to right, in the Secondary Island, they consist : 1st, of

the Chalk or Cretaceous group
;

2nd, the Wealden
;

3rd, the

Oolite
; 4th, the Lias ; and 6th, the JSTew Red Sandstone.

* Lyell, Manual of Elementary Geology."
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THE CHALK.

The clialk formations or "cretaceous group of beds" include

strata of various mineral substances ; but tlie wMte cbalk "wliicli

forms tlae cliffs of Dover and the adjoining coasts, and the downs

and chalk quarries of the South of England, is the chief and most

characteristic formation. Chalk, immense as are the masses in

which it has been deposited, owes its origin to living actions ;

every particle of it once circulated in the blood or vital juices of

certain species of animals, or of a few plants, that lived in the

seas of the secondary period of geological time. ^Vhite chalk con-

sists of carbonate of lime, and is the result of the decomposition

chiefly of coral-animals {Madrepores, Millepores, Fhistra, Cellepora,

&c.), of sea-urchins (Echini), and of shell-fishes (Testacea), and of

the mechanical reduction, pounding, and grinding of their shells.

Such chalk-forming beings still exist, and continue their operations

in various parts of the ocean, esx^ecially in the construction of

coral reefs and islands.

Every river that traverses a limestone district carries into the

sea a certain proportion of caustic lime in solution : the ill effects

of the accumulation of this mineral are neutralised by the power

allotted to the above-cited sea-animals to absorb the lime, combine

it vdth carbonic-acid, and precipitate or deposit it in the condition

of insoluble chalk, or carbonate of lime.

The entire cretaceous series includes from above downwards :

Maestricht beds of yellowish chalk.

Upper white chalk with flints.

Lower white chalk without flints.

Upper green-sand.

Gault.

Lower green-sand and Kentish rag.

The best known and most characteristic large extinct animal of

the chalk formations is chiefly found in the uppermost and most
recent division, and is called
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No. 1.

—

The Mosasaurus.

(Mosasaurus Jloffmanni, HolFmann's Mosasaiir.)

Of tMs animal almost the entire skull lias been discovered, but
not sufficient of tbe rest of tlie skeleton to guide to a complete
restoration of tbe animal. Tbe bead only, therefore, is sboy/n, of

tbe natural size, at tbe left extremity of tbe Secondary Island.

Tbe first or generic name of tbis animal is derived from the
locality, Maestricht, on the river Meuse (Lat. Mosa), in Germany,
where its remains have been cliiefly discovered, and from tbe

Greek, -vvord saitros, a lizard, to which tribe of animals it belongs.

Its second name refers to its discoverer, Dr. Hoffmann, of Maes-
tricht, surgeon to tbe forces quartered in that town in 1780.
Tbis gentleman had occupied his leisure by the collection of the

fossils from tbe quarries which were then worked to a great extent

at Maestricht for a kind of yellovrish stone of a chalky nature,

and belonging to the most recent of the secondary class of foima-
tions in geology. In one of the great subterraneous quarries or

galleries, about five hundred paces from the entrance, and ninety

feet below tbe surface, the quarrymen exposed part of the skull of

the M osasaurus, in a block of stone which they were engaged in

detaching. On this discoTe-ry they suspended their work, and
went to inform Dr. Hofiinann, who, on arriving at the spot,

dii-ected the operations of the men, so that they worked out the

block without injury to the fossil ; and tbe doctor then, with his

own hands, cleared away the matrix and exposed the jaws and
teeth, casts of which are shown in the cretaceous rock of the

Island.

This fine specimen, which Hoffmann had added with so much
pains and care to his collection, soon, however, became a source

of chagrin to him. One of tbe canons of the cathedral at

Maestricht, who owned the surface of the soil beneath which was
the quarry whence the fossil had been obtained, when the fame
of the specimen reached him, j)leaded certain feiidal rights to

it. Hofl&nann resisted, and the canon went to law. The
Chapter supported the canon, and the decree ultimately went
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against the poor sm'geon, wlio lost both his specimen and his

money—^beiag made to pay the costs of tlie action. The canon

did not, however, long enjoy possession of the unique specimen.

When the French army bombarded Maestricht in 1795, directions

were given to spare the suburb in which the famous fossil was

known to be preserved ; and after the capitulation of the town it

was seized and borne off in triumph. The specimen has since

remained in the museum of the Garden of Plants at Paris.

This skull of the Mosasaurus measures four and a half feet

long and two and a half feet wide. The large pointed teeth on the

jaws are very conspicuous
;
but, in addition to these, the gigantic

reptile had teeth on a bone of the roof of the mouth (the pterygoid),

like some of the modem lizards. The entire lensfth of the animal has

been estimated at about thirty feet. It is conjectured to have been

able to swim well, and to have frequented the sea in quest of prey i

its dentition shows its predatory and carnivorous character, and its

remains have hitherto been met vfith exclusively in the chalk forma-

tions. Besides the specimens from St. Peter's Motmt, Maestricht,

of which the above-described skull is the most remarkable, fossil

bones and teeth of the Mosasaurus have been found in the chalk

of Kent, and in the green-sand—a member of the cretaceous

series

—

in. New Jersey, United States of America. N'o animal

like the Mosasaurus is now known to exist.

ISTos. 2 & 3.

—

The Ptsrodaotyle.

ISTos. 2 and 3 ai'e restorations of a flying re|)tile or dragon,

called Pterodactyle, from the Greek words iMron, a wing, and

dactylos, a finger ; because the wings are mainly supported by the

outer finger, enormously leng-thened and of proportionate strength,

which, nevertheless, answers to the little finger of the human hand.

The wings consisted of folds of skin, like the leather wings of the

bat ; and the Pterodactyles were covered with scales, not with

feathers : the head, though somewhat resembling in shape that of

a bird, and supported on a long and slender neck, was provided

with long jaws, armed with teeth ; and altogether the structm-e of

these extinct members of the reptilian class is such as to rank

them amongst the most extraordinary of all the creatures yet dis-

covered in the ruins of the ancient earth.
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Remains of the Pterodactyle were first discovered, in 1784, by

Prof. Collini, ia the lithographic slate of Aichstadt, in Germany,
which slate is a member of the oohtic formations : the species so dis-

covered was at first mistaken for a bird, and afterwards supposed

to be a large kiad of bat, but had its true reptilian nature demon-
strated by Baron Cuvier, by whom it was called the PUrodactylus

longirostris, or Long-beaked Pterodactyle : it was about the size of a
curlew.

A somewhat larger species—^the Pteroclactylxis macronyx, or

Long-clawed Pterodactyle—was subsequently discovered by the

Rev. Dr. Buckland, in the has formation of Lyme Pegis : its

wings, when expanded, must have been about four feet from tip to

tip. The smallest known species—^the PUrodactylus hrevirostris, or

Short-beaked Pterodactyle—was discovered ia the Hthographic slate

at Solenhofen, Germany, and has been described by Professor

Soemmering.

Remains of the largest known kinds of Pterodactyle have been

discovered more i-ecently in chalk-pits, at Btu'ham, in Kent. The
skull of one of these species—the Pterodadylus Ouvieri—was about

twenty inches in length, and the animal was upborne on an ex-

panse of wing of probably not less than eighteen feet from tip to

tip. The restored specimen of this species is numbered 3.

A second very large kind of Pterodactyle—^the Pterodadylus

com/pressirostris, or Thin-beaked Pterodactyle—^had a head from

fourteen to sixteen inches in length, and an expanse of wing, from

tip to tip, of fifteen feet. The remains of this species have also

been found in the chalk of Kent. Prom the same formation and
locality a third large kind of Pterodactyle, although inferior in

size to the two foregoing, has been discovered, called the Pterodac-

tylus conirostris, and also—until the foregoing larger kinds were

discovered

—

Pterodadylus giganfeus. The long, sharp, conical teeth

in the jaws of the Pterodactyles indicate them to have preyed upon
other living animals ; their eyes were large, as if to enable them to

fly by night. From their wings projected fingers, terminated by
long cursred claws, and forming a powerful paw, wherewith the

animal was enabled to creep and climb, or suspend itself from trees.

It is probable, also, that the Pterodactyles had the power of swim-

ming ; some kinds, e.g., the Pterodadylus Gemmingi, had a long
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and stiff taU. ''Thus," writes Dr. Buckland, "like Milton's

Fiend, aU qualified for all services and all elements, the creature

was a fit companion for the kindred reptiles that swarmed in the

seas, or crawled on the shores of a turbiilent planet.

' The Fiend,

O'er hog, or steep, througli strait, rough, dense, or rare,

With head, hands, wings, or feet, pursues his way,

And swims, or sinks, or wades, or creeps, or flies.'

Paradise Lost, Book II.

"
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THE WEALDEN.

The Wealden is a mass of petrified clay, sand, and sand-

stone, deiDosited from tlie fi-esli or brackish water of probably some
great estuary, and extending over parts of the counties of Kent,
Surrey, and Sussex. This fresh-water formation derives its name
from the " Weald" or " Wold" of Kent, where it was first geolo-

gically studied, and where it is exposed by the removal of the

chalk, which covers or overhes it, in other parts of the South of

England.

The Wealden is divided into three gTou^^s of strata, which suc-

ceed each other in the following descending order :

—

1st. Weald Clay, sometimes including thin beds of sand and
shelly limestone, forming beds of from 140 to 280 feet in depth or

vertical thickness.

2nd. Hastings Sand, in which occur some clays and calcareous

grits, forming beds of from 400 to 500 feet in depth.

3rd. Purbeck Beds, so called from being exposed chiefly in the

Isle of Purbeck, off the coast of Dorsetshke, where it forms the

quarries of the limestone for which Purbeck is famous : the beds

of limestones and marls are from 150 to 200 feet in depth.

jSTos. 4 & 5.

—

The Iguanodoji.

{Iguanodon Mantelli, Conj^'beare.

)

One afternoon, in the sj)ring of 1822, an accomplished lady, the

wife of a medical practitioner, at Lewes, in Sussex, walking along

the picturesque paths of Tilgate Forest, discovered some objects in

the coarse conglomerate rock of the qu.arries of that locahty, which,

from their peculiar form and substance, she thought would be

interesting to her husband, whose attention had been directed,

during his professional drives, to the geology and fossils of liLs

neighbourhood.
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Tlie lady was Mrs. Mantell : lier liiisband, tlie subsequently

distiiiguislied geologist, Dr. Mantell,* jDerceived that the fossils

discovered by liis wife were teeth, and teeth of a large and

unknown animal.

" As these teeth," writes the doctor, " were distinct from any

that had previously come under my notice, I felt anxious to sub-

mit them to the examination of persons whose knowledge and

means of observation were more extensive than niy own. I

therefore transmitted specunens to some of the most eminent

naturalists in this country and on the continent. But although

my communications Avere acknowledged mth that candour and

liberality which constantly characterise the intercourse of scien-

tific men, yet no light was thrown upon the subject, except by

the illustrious Baron Cuvier, whose opinions v/ill best appear by

the following extract from the coiTespondence with which he

honoured me :

—

" ' These teeth are certainly unknown to me
;
they are not from

a carnivorous animal, and yet I beheve that they belong, from

their slight degree of complexity, the notching of their margins,

and the thra coat of enamel that covers them, to the order of

reptiles.

" ' May we not here have a new animal !—a herbivorous reptile ?

And, just as at the present time with regard to mammals (land-

quadrupeds with warm blood), it is amongst the herbivorous that

we find the largest species, so also with the reptiles at the i-emote

period when they were the sole terrestrial animals, might not the

largest amongst them have been nourished by vegetables ?

" ' Some of the great bones which you possess may belong to

this animal, which, up to the present time, is unique in its kind.

Time will confirm or confute this idea, since it is impossible but

that one day a part of the skeleton, united to j)ortions of jaws

Avith the teeth, will be discovered.'"

" These remarks," Dr. Mantell proceeds to say, "induced me to

pursue .my investigations with increased assiduity, but hitherto they

have not been attended with the desired success, no connected

* " The first specimens of the teeth were found hj Mrs. Mantell in the coarse

conglomerate of the Forest, in the spring of 1822."—Mantell, "Gfeology of the

South-East of England," 8vo, 1833, p. 268.
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portion of tlie skeleton having been discovered. Among the speci-

mens lately connected, some, however, were so perfect, that I
resolved to avail myself of the oUiging offer of Mr. Clift (to whose
kindness and liberality I hold myself particularly indebted), to

assist me in comparing the fossil teeth with those of the recent

Lacertfe in the Museum of the Eoyal College of Su.rgeons, The
result of this examination proved highly satisfactory, for in an
Iguana which Mr, Stutchbury had prepared to present to the

College, we discovered teeth possessing the form and structure of

the fossil specimens." (Phil. Trans., 1825, p. 180.) And he
afterwards adds :—^" The name Iguanodon, derived from the form

of the teeth, (and which I have adopted at the suggestion of the

Eev. W. Conybeare,) will not, it is presumed, be deemed objec-

tionable." (lb. p. 184.)

The further discovery which Baron Cuvier's prophetic glance

saw biaiied in the womb of time, and the birth of which verified

his conjecture that some of the great bones collected by Dr. Mantell

belonged to the same animal as the teeth, was made by Mr. W. H.
Bensted, of Maidstone, the proprietor of a stone-quarry of the

Shanklin-sand formation, in the close vicinity of that town. This

gentleman had his attention one day, in May, 1834, called by his

workmen to what they supposed to be petrified wood in some pieces

of stone which they had been blasting. He perceived that what

they supposed to be wood was fossil bone, and with a zeal and

care which have always characterised his endeavours to secure for

science any evidence of fossil remains in his quarry, he immediately

resorted to the spot. He found that the bore or blast by which these

remains were brought to light, had been inserted into the centre of

the specimen, so that the mass of stone containiag it had been shat-

tered into many pieces, some of which were blown into the adjoining-

fields. All these pieces he had carefully collected, and proceeding

with equal ardour and success to the removal of the matrix from

the fossils, he succeeded after a month's labour in exposing them

to view, and in fitting the fragments to their proper places.

This specimen is now in the British Museum.
Many other specimens of detached bones, including vertebras or

parts of the back-bone, especially that part resting on the hind

limbs, and called the " pelvis," bones of the limbs, down to those
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that supported tlie claws, together with jaws and teeth, wliich have

since been successively discovered, have enabled anatomists to re-

construct the extinct Iguanodon, and have proved it to have been a

herbivorous reptile, of colossal dimensions, analogous to the diminu-

tive Iguana in the form of its teeth, but belonging to a distinct and

higher order of reptiles, more akin to the crocodiles. The same

rich materials, selecting the largest of the bones as a standard, have

served for the present restorations (Nos. 4 and 5) of the animal, as

when aUve : all the parts being kept in just proportion to the

standard bones, and the whole being thus brought to the following

dimensions :

—

Total length, from the nose or muzzle to the end

of the tail . . . . ,34 feet 9 inches.

Greatest girth of the trunk , . , 20 5 „
Length of the head = , . .3,56,,
Length of the tail . . . . . 15 6

The character of the scales is conjectural, and the horn more
than doubtful, though attributed to the Iguanodon by Dr. Mantell

and most geologists.

This animal j)i"obably lived near estuaries and rivers, and may
have derived its food from the Clathrarice, Zamice, Gyeades, and
other extinct trees, of which the fossil remains abound in the same
formations as those yielding the bones and teeth of the Iguanodon.

.These formations are the Wealden and the JTeocomian or green-

sand : the localities in which the remains of the Iguanodon have been

principally found, are the Weald of Kent and Sussex : Horsham,

in Sussex
; Maidstone, in Kent ; and the Isle of Wight.

Restorations of the Gycas and Zamia are placed, with the

Iguanodon, on the Wealden division of the Secondary Island.

1^0. 6.

—

The Hyl^osaubits. {Hylmomurus Owenii,)

The animal, so called by its discoverer, Dr. Mantell, belongs to

the same highly organised order of the class of reptiles as the

Iguanodon, that, viz., which was characterised by a longer and
stronger sacrum and pelvis, and by larger limbs than the reptiles of

the j)resent day possess
;

they were accordingly better fitted for

progression on dry land, and probably carried their body higher and
more freely above the surface of the ground.
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Visiting, in the summer of 1832, a quarry in Tilgate Forest,

Dr. Mantell had his attention attracted to some fragments of a large

mass of stone, which had recently been broken up, and which exhi-

bited traces of numerous pieces of bone. The portions of the rock,

V/-hich admitted of being restored together, were cemented, and
then the rock was chiselled from the fossil bones, which consisted

of part of the back-bone or vertebral column, some ribs, the

shoulder bones called scapula and coracoid, and numerous long

angular bones or spines which seemed to have supported a lofty

serrated or jagged crest, extended along the middle of the back, as

in some of the small existing lizards, c. g. , the Iguana : cut No. 6.

Many small dermal bones were also found, which indicate the

Hylasosaurus to have been covered by hard tuberculate scales, like

those of some of the Australian lizards, called Cydodus.

This character of the skin, and the serrated crest, arc accurately

given in the restoration, the major part of which, however, is

necessarily at present conjectural, ^^nd carried out according to the

general analogies of the saurian form. The size is indicated with
more certainty according to the proportions of the known vertebree

and other bones.

No. 6. Diagram of the Slab containing the Bones of Hylieosaurus,
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THE OOLITE.

The division of the secondary formations, called " Oolite," takes

its name from the most characteristic of its constituents, which is a

variety of limestone composed of nnmerons small grains, resembling

the "roe" or eggs of a fish, whence the term, (from the Greek oon,

an egg, litlios, a stone). The oolite, however, includes a great series

of beds of maruie origin, which, with an average breadth of thirty

miles, extend across England, from Yorkshire in the north-east to

Dorsetshire in the south-west.

The oolite series lies below the "Wealden, and where this is

wanting, below the chalk, and consists of the following subdivisions,

succeeding each other in the descending order :—
Oolite.

U per r -P^^-^^^*^^ stone and sand.

\Kimmeridge clay.

Middle. /^^"j^lfS;
(^Oxford clay.

/ Cornbrash and forest marble.

T- ) Great oolite and Stonesfield slate.
Lower. < „ ,

j
Fuller s earth.

V Inferior oolite.

Upon the portion of the island rei^resenting the oolite series, the

most conspicuous of the restored animals of that period is—

•

'No. 7.

—

The Megalosatjetts,

The Megalosaurus, as its name implies (compounded by its dis-

coverer. Dr. Buckland, from the Greek megas, great, and sauros,

lizard), was a lizard-like reptile of great size, " of which," writes Dr.

Buckland, "although no skeleton has yet been found entire, so

many perfect bones and teeth have been discovered in the same

quarries, that we are nearly as well acquainted with the form and
dimensions of the limbs as if they had been foimd together in a single

block of stone."

c 2
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The restoration of tlie animal lias been accordingly effected,

agreeably with the proportions of the known parts of the skeleton,

and in harmony with the general characters of the order of
reptiles to which the Megalosanrus belonged. This order—^the

Dinosairria (Gr. chinos, terribly great sauros, a lizard)—is that
to which the two foregoing huge reptiles of the Wealden series

belong, vis., the Ignanodon and Hylseosauras, and is characterised

>fo. 7. Megalosaun;s.

by the modifications already mentioned, that fitted them for more
efficient progression npon dry land. The Ignanodon rej)resented

the herbivorous section of the order, the Hyiseosanrns appears, from

its teeth, to have been a mixed feeder, bnt the Megalosanrus was

decidedly carnivorous, and, probably, waged a deadly war against

its less destructively endowed congeners and contemporaries.

Baron Cuvier estimated the Megalosanrus to have been about

fifty feet in leng-th
;
my own calculations, founded on more com-

plete evidence than had been at the Baron's command, reduce its

snse to about thirty-five feet but with the superior proportional

height and capacity of trunk, as contrasted with the largest existing

crocodiles, even that leng-fch gives a most formidable character to

this extinct predatory reptile.

As the thigh-bone (femur) and leg-bone (tibia) measure each

nearly three feet, the entire hind-leg, allowing for the cai*tilages of

tlie joints, must have attained a length of two yards : a bone of the

" Report of Britisli Fossil Eeptiles," 1841, p. 110.
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foot (metataxsal) tMrteen inclies long, indicates tliat part, with tlie

toes and claws entire, to have been at least three feet in lengt.h.

The form of the teeth shows the Megalosaums to have been strictly

carnivorous, and viewed as instruments for j)roviding food for

so enormous a reptile, the teeth were fearfully fitted to the

destructive office for wMch they were designed. They have com-

pressed conical sharp-pointed crowns, with cutting and finely

serrated anterior and posterior edges
;

they appear straight, as

seen when they had just protruded from the socket, but become

bent slightly backwards in the progress of gro^^iih, and the

fore pai-t of the crown, below the summit^ becomes thick and
convex.

A minute and interesting description of these teeth will be found

in Dr. Buckland's admirable "Bridgewater Treatise" (vol. i.

p. 238), from which he concludes that the teeth of the Megalosaurus

present " a combination of contrivances analogous to those which

human ingenuity has adopted in the construction of the knife, the

sabre, and the saw." The fossils which brought to light the former

existence of this most formidable reptile, were discovered in 1823?

in the oolitic slate of Stonesfield, near Oxford, and were described

by Br.Buckland, in the volume of the " Geological Transactions"

for the year 1824.

Remains of the Megalosaurus have since been discovered in the

Bath ooKte," which is immediately below the Stonesfield slate,

and in the " Combrash," which lies above it. Vertebrae, teeth,

and some bones of the extremities have been discovered in the

Wealden of Tilgate Forest, Kent, and in the ferruginous sand,

of the same age, near Cuckfield, in Sussex. Remains of the

Megalosaurus also occur in the Purbeck limestone at Swanage Bay,

and in the oolite in the neighbourhood of Malton, in Yorkshire.

Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins's restoration, according to the propor-

tions calculated from the largest portions of fossil bones of the

Megalosaurus hitherto obtained, yields a total length of the animal,

from the muzzle to the end of the tail, of thirtj^-seven feet ; the

length of the head being five feet, the length of the tail fifteen feet

;

and the greatest girth of the body twenty-two feet six inches.
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JSTos. 8 & 9.

—

Pterobactyies op the Oolite.

To tlie right of the HylEeosauriis, on tlie rock representing the

greater oolite formation, are restorations of species of Pterodactyle

{Fterodadylus Bucklmidi, No. 9), smaller than and distinct from those

of the chalk formations. The remains of Buckland's Pterodactyle are

found pretty abundantly in the oohtic slate of Stonesfield, near

Oxford.

Nos. 10 & 11.

—

Teleosatjkus.

On the shore beneath the overhanging cliff of oolitic rock are two
restorations, ISTos, 10 and 11, of a large extinct kind of crocodile,

to which the long and slender-jaAved crocodile of the Ganges, called

"Gavi^l" or " Gharri^P' by the Hindoos, offers the nearest resem-

blance at the jpresent day. Remains of the ancient extinct British

gavials have been found in most of the localities where the oolitic for-

mations occur, and very abundantly in the lias chffs near Whitby, in

Yorkshire. The name Teleosa^^rus (telos, the end, saitros, a hzard),

was compounded from the Greek by Professor Geoffroy St. Hilaire,

for a species of these fossil gavials, found by him in the oolite stone

at Caen, in jS^ormandy, and has reference to his behef that they

formed one—^the eaiiiest—extreme of the crocodilian series, as this

series has been successively develojjed in the course of time on our

planet.

The jaws are armed with numerous long, slender, sharp-pointed,

slightly ciirved teeth, indicating that they preyed on fishes, and the

young or weaker individuals of co-existing reptiles. The nostril

is situated more at the end of the upper jaw than in the modern

gavial : the fore-limbs are shorter, and the hind ones longer and

stronger than in the gavial, which indicates that the Teleosaur was

a better swimmer ; the vertebras or bones of the back are united by

slightly concave surfaces, not interlocked by cup and ball joints as

in the modern crocodiles, whence it would seem that the Teleosaur

Kved more habitually in the water, and less seldom moved on dry

land ; and, as its fossil remains have been liitherto found only in

the sedimentary deposits from the sea, it may be inferred that it

was more strictly marine than the crocodile of the Ganges.
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The first specimen of a Teleosaur that was brought to hght was

from the " akim-schale " which forms one Layer of the lofty lias

cliffs of the Yorkshire coast, near Wliitby. A brief description,

and figm'es, of this incomplete fossil skeleton were pubHshed by

Messrs. Wooller and Chapman, in separate communications, in

the 50th volume of the " Philosophical Transactions," in 1758.

Captain Chapman observes, " it seems to have been an alligator ;"

and Mr. Wooller thought " it resembled in every resjDect the

Gangetic gavial," Tlius, nearly a century ago, the true nature of

the fossil was almost rightly understood, and various were the

theories then broached to account for the occurrence of a supposed

Gangetic reptile in a petrified state in the cliffs of Yorkshire. It

has required the subsequent progress of comparative anatomy to

determine, as by the characters above defined, the essential dis-

tinction of the Teleosaur from all known existing forms of croco-

dihan reptiles.

Yery abundant remains, and several species, of the extinct genus

have been subsequently discovered : but always in the oolitic and

hassic formations of the secondary series of rocks.

Tlie oolitic group of rocks are very rich in remains of both

jjlants and animals : many reptiles of genera and species distinct

from those here restored have been recognised and determined by

portions of the skeleton. Extremely numerous are the remains of

fishes, cliiefly of an almost extinct order (Ganoidei), characterised

by hard, shining, enamelled scales. But the most remarkable

fossils are those which indisputably prove the existence, during the

period of the " Great " or " Lower Oolite," of insectivorous and

marsupial mammalia

—

i.e., of warm-blood quadrupeds, which,

like the shrew or hedgehog, fed on insects, and, like the opossum,

had a pouch for the transport of the young. The lower jaw of

one of these earliest known examples of the mammalian class,

found in the Stonesfield slate, near Oxford, may be seen at the

British Museum, to wliich it was presented by J. W. Broderip,

Esq., E.R.S., by whom it was described in the "Zoological

Journal," vol. iii, p. 408.

It is interesting to observe that the marsupial genera, to which

the above fossil quadruped, called Phascolotherium, was most

nearly allied, are now confined to New South Wales and Yan
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Diemen's Land ; since it is in the Anstralian seas that is found

the Cestracion, a cartilaginous fish which has teeth that are most

like those fossil teeth called Acrodus and Psammodus, so common
in the oolite. In the same Australian seas, also, near the shore,

the beau.tiful shell-fish called Trigonia is found living, of which

genus many fossil species occur in the Stonesfield slate. More-

over, the Araucarian pines are now abundant, together with ferns,

in Australia, as they were in Europe in the oolitic period.
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THE LIAS.

"Lias " is an English, provincial nanie adopted in geology, and
applied to a formation of limestone, marl, and petrified clay, which
forms the base of the oolite, or immediately ixnderlies that division

of secondary rocks. The lias has been traced thronghont a great

part of Europe, forming beds of a thickness varying from 500 to

1000 feet of the above-mentioned stibstances, which have been
gradually deposited from a sea of corresponding extent and
direction. The lias abounds with marine shells of extinct species,

and with remains of fishes that were clad with large and hard
shining scales. Of the higher or air-breathing animals of that

period, the most characteristic were the

EjSTALTOSAUEIA.

The creatures called Enaliosauria or Sea-lizards (from the Greek
enalios, of the sea, and sauros, lizard), were vertebrate animals, or

had back bones, breathed the air like land quadrupeds, but were
cold-blooded, or of a low temperature, like crocodiles and other
reptiles. The proof that the Enaliosaurs respired atmospheric air

immediately, and did not breathe water by means of gills like fishes,

is afforded by the absence of the bony framework of the gill

apparatus, and by the presence, position, and structure of the air

passages leading from the nostrils, and also by the bony mechanism
of the capacious chest or thoracic-abdominal cavity : all of which
characters have been demonstrated by their fossil skeletons. With
these characters the Sea-Hzards combined the presence of two pairs

of limbs shaped like fins, and adapted for swimming.
The Enaliosauria offer two principal modifications of their

anatomical, and. especially their bony, structure, of which the two
Mnds grouped together under the respective names of Ichthyosaurus
and Plesiosaurus are the examples.

The Ichthyosaueus.

The genus Ichthyosaurus includes many species : of which three
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of the best kno^TO and most remarkcable have heerL selected foi'

restoration to illustrate this most singular of the extinct forms of

animal life.

The name (from the Greek icUhys, a fish, and sauros, a lizard)

indicates the closer affinity of the Ichthyosaur, as compared with
the Plesiosaur, to the class of fishes. The Ichthyosaurs are remark-
able for the shortness of the neck and the equality of the width of

the back of the head with the front of the chest, impressing the

observer of the fossil skeleton with a conviction that the ancient

animal must have resembled the whale tribe and the fishes in the

absence of any intervening constriction or "neck."
This close approximation in the Ichthyosaurs to the form of tho

most strictly aquatic back-boned (vertebrate) animals of the existing

creation is accompanied by an important modification of the sur-

faces forming the joints of the back-bone, each of wliich surfaces

is hollow, leading to the inference that they were originally con-

nected together by an elastic bag, or " capsule," filled with fluid

—

a stracture which prevails in the class of fishes, but not in any of

the whale or porpoise tribe, nor in any, save a few of the very

lowest and most fish-like, of the existing reptiles.

"With the above modifications of the head, trunk, and limbs, in

relation to swimming, there co-exist corresponding modifications of

the tail. The bones of tliis part are much more numei'ous than in

the Plesiosaurs, and the entire tail is consequently longer ; but it

does not show any of those modifications that characterise the bony
support of the tail in fishes. The numerous "caudal vertebrge "

of the Ichthyosaurus gradually decrease in size to the end of the

tail, where they assimie a compressed form, or are flattened from

.side to side, and thus the tail instead of being short and broad, as

in fishes, is lengthened out as in crocodiles.

The very frequent occurrence of a fracture of the tail, about

one fovuiih of the way from its extremity, in well-preserved

and entire fossil skeletons, is owing to that proportion of the

end of the tail having supported a tail-fin. The only evi-

dence which the fossil skeleton of a whale would yield of the

powerful horizontal taH-fin characteristic of the living annual, is

the depressed or horizontally flattened form of the bones supporting

such fin. It is inferred, therefore, from the corresponding bones
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of tlie IclitliyosauriTS being flattened from side to side, tliat it

possessed a tegiinientary tail-fin expanded in the vertical direction^

The shape of a fin composed of such perishable material is of

course conjectural, but from analogies, not necessary here to

further enlarge upon, it was probably like, or nearly like, that

which the able artist engaged in the restoration of the entire form

of the animal has given to it. Thus, in the construction of the

principal swimming-organ of the Ichthyosaurus we may trace, as

in other jparts of its structure, a combination of mammalian

(beast-like), saurian (Kzard-like), and piscine (fish-like) peculiarities.

In its great length and gradual diminution we perceive its saurian

character ; the tegumentary nature of the fin, unsustained by bony

fin-rays, bespeaks its affinity to the same part in the mammalian
whales and porpoises ; whilst its vei-tical position makes it closely

resemble the tail-fin of the fish.

The horizontality of the tail-fin of the whale tribe is essentially

connected with their necessities as warm-blooded animals breath-

ing atmospheric air ; without this means of displacing a mass of

water in the vertical direction, the head of the whale could not be

brought with the requiired rapidity to the surface to respire ; but

the Ichthyosaurs, not being waim-blooded, or quick breathers,

would not need to bring their head to the suirface so frequently, or

so rapidly, as the whale
;
and, moreover, a compensation for the

want of horizontality of their tail-fin was provided by the addition

of a pair of hind-paddles, which are not present in the whale

tribe. The vertical fin was a more efiicient organ in the raj)id

cleaving of the liquid element, when the Ichthyosaurs were in

pursuit of their prey, or escaping from an enemy.

That the Ichthyosaurs occasionally sought the shores, crawled

on the strand, and basked in the sunshine, may be inferred from

the bony structure connected with their fore-fins, which does not

exist in any porpoise, dolphin, grampus, or whale ; and for want of

which, chiefly, those Avarm-blooded, air-breathing, marine animals are

so helplesswhen left high anddry on the sands : the structm-e in ques-

tion in the Ichthyosaur is a strong osseous arch, inverted and span-

ning across beneath the chest from one shoulder-joint to the other
;

and what is most remarkable in the structure of this "scapular"
arch, as it is called, is, that it closely resembles, in the number.
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sliape, and disposition of its bones, the same part in the singular

aqiiatic mammalian quadruped of Australia, called Ornithorhyncims,

Flatyj)us, and Duck-mole. The Ichthyosaurs, when so visiting the
shore, either for sleep, or procreation, would lie, or crawl prostrate,

or with the belly resting or dragging on the ground.

The most extraordinary feature of the head was the enor-

mous magnitvide of the eye ; and from the quantity of light

admitted by the expanded pupil it must have possessed great

powers of vision, especially in the dusk. It is not ujicommon to

find in front of the orbit (cavity for the eye), in fossil skulls, a
circular series of petrified thin bony plates, ranged round a cen-

tral aperture, where the pupil of the eye was placed. The eyes of

many fishes are defended by a bony covering consisting of two
pieces ; but a compound circle of overlapping plates is now found
only in the eyes of turtles, tortoises, lizards, and birds. This
curious apparatus of bony plates would aid in protecting the eye-

ball from the waves of the sea when the Ichthyosaurus rose to the

surface, and from the pressure of the dense element when it dived

to great depths ; and they show, writes Dr. Buckland,* " that

the enormous eye, of which they formed the front, was an optical

instrument of varied and prodigious power, enabling the Ichthyo-

saurus to descry its prey at great or little distances, in the

obscurity of night, and in the depths of the sea."

Of no extinct reT)tile are the materials for a complete and
exact restoration more abundant andsatisfactory thanof the Ichthyo-

saurus they plainly show that its general external figure must
have been that of a huge predatory abdominal fish, with a longer

tail, and a smaller tail-fin : scale-less, moreover, and covered by
a smooth, or finely wrinkled skin analogous to that of the

whale tribe.

The mouth was wide, and the jaws long, and armed with

numerous pointed teeth, indicative of a i^redatory and carnivorous

nature in aU the species ; but these differed from one another in

regard to the relative strength of the jaws, and the relative size

and length of the teeth.

Masses of masticated bones and scales of extinct fishes, that

lived in the same seas and at the same period as the Ichthyo-

* Op. cit., p. 174,
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sauxus, liave "been found under tlie ribs of fossil specimens, in the

situation where the stomach of the animal was ]Dlaced
;
smaller,

harder, and more digested masses, containing also fish-bones and

scales have been found, bearing the impression of the structure of

the internal surface of the intestine of the great predatory sea-

lizard. These digested masses are called " coprolites."

In tracing the evidences of creative power fi-om the earlier to the

later formations of the earth's crust, remains of the Ichthyosaurus

are first found in the loAver has, and occur, more or less abundantly,

through aE the superincumbent secondary strata up to, and inclusive

of, the chalk formations. They are most numerous in the lias and
oolite, and the largest and most characteristic species have been

found in these formations.

1^0. 12. lOHTHYOSAUKTJS PLATYODON.

This most gigantic species, so cpJled on account of the cro-v\Ti of

the tooth being more flattened than in other species, and having

sharp edges, as well as a sharp point, was first discovered in the

lias of Lyme B,egis, in Dorsetsliire. Fossil remains now in the

British Museum, and in the museum of the Geological Society,

fully bear out the dimensions exhibited by the restoration of the

animal as seen basking on the shore between the two specimens of

Long-necked Plesiosaurs. The head of this species is relatively

larger in proportion to the trunk, than in the Ichthyosaurus com-

munis ox Ichthyosaurus tenuirostris : the lower jawis remarkably mas-

sive and powerful, and projects backwardsbeyond the joint, as far as

it does in the crocodile. In the sku.ll of an individual of this species,

preserved in the apartments of the Geological Society of London, the

cavity for the eye, or orbit, measures, in its long diameter, fourteen

inches. The fore and hind paddles are large and of equal size.

The lias of the valley of Ljnne Regis, Dorsetshire, is the chief

grave-yard of the IchthyosoMrus platyodon ; but its remains are

pretty widely distributed. They have been found in the has of

Glastonbtuy, of Bristol, of Scarborough and Whitby, and of Bitton,

in Gloucestershire ; some vertebrae, apparently of this species,

have likewise been found in the lias at Ohniden, in Germany.
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No. 13. ICHTHYOSAUEUS TENUIROSTEIS.

Behind the Ichthyosaurus platyodon, is placed the restoration of
the Ichthyosaurus temdrostris, or Slender-snouted Fish-lizard. The
most striking peculiarity of this species is the great length and
slenderness of the jaw-bones, which, in combination with the large

eye-sockets and flattened cranium, give to the entire skull a form
which resembles that of a gigantic snipe or woodcock, with the bill

armed with teeth. These weapons, in the present species, are

relatively more numerous, smaller, and more sharply pointed than in

the foregoing, and indicate that the Jc/i^%osawws temivrostris preyed
on a smaller kind of fish. The fore-paddles are larger than the Iiind

ones. In the museimi of the Philosophical Institution, at Bristol,

there is an almost entire skeleton of the present species which
measures thirteen feet in length. It was discovered in the lias

of Lyme Regis. Portions of jaws and other parts of the

skeletons of larger individuals have been found fossil in the

liasnear Bristol, at Barrow-on-Soar, in Leicestershire, and at

Stratford-on-Avon. The Ichthyosaurus tcmmostris has also left its

remains in the lias formation at Boll and Amburg, in Wirtemberg,
Germany.

ISTo. 14.

—

Ichthyosaurus communis.

Of this species, which was the most common," when first dis-

covered in 1824, but which has since been surpassed by other

si)ecies in regard to the known number of individuals, the head is

restored, as protriided from the water, to the right of the fore-

going species.

The Ichthyosaurus communis is characterised by its relatively

large teeth, with expanded, deeply-grooved bases, and round conical

furrowed crowns ; the npper jaw contains, on each side, from forty

to fifty of snch teeth. The fore-j)addles axe three times larger than

the hind ones. With respect to the size which it attained, the

Ichthyosaurus comriiunis ^eem^ only to be second toth.e Ichthyosaurus

platyodon. In the museum of the Earl of Enniskillen, there is a

fossil skull of the Ichthyosaurus comonunis which, measures, in length,

two feet nine inches, indicating an animal of at least twenty feet

in length.
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Plesiosaubus.

The discovery of this genus forms one of the most important

additions that geology has made to comparative anatomy. Baron

Cuvier deemed " its structure to have been the most singuhir, and

its characters the most monstrous, that had been yet discovered amid

the ruins of a former world." To the head of a lizard it united

the teeth of a crocodile, a neck of enormous lengih, resembling the

body of a serpent, a trunk and tail having the proportions of an

ordinary qiiadruped, the ribs of a chameleon, and the paddles of a

whale. " Such," writes Dr. Buckland, " are the strange combina-

tions of form and structure in the Plesiosaurus, a genus, the

remains of which, after interment for thousands of years amidst

the wreck of millions of extinct inhabitants of the ancient earth,

are at length recalled to light by the researches of the geologist,

and submitted to our examination, in nearly as perfect a state as

the bones of .species that are now existing upon the earth." {0]).

cit., vol. V. p. 203).

The first remains of this animal were discovered in the has of

Lyme Regis, about the year 1823, and formed the subject of the

paper by the Bev. Mr. Conybeare (now Dean of LlandafF), and
Mr. (now Sir Henry) De la Beche, in which the genus was
estabhshed and named Plesiosaurus (from the Greek words, plesios

and sa^tros, signifying "near" or "allied to," and "lizard"),

because the authors saw that it was more nearly allied to the lizard

than was the Ichthyosaurus from the same formation.

The entire and undisturbed skeletons of several indi-viduals, of

different species, have since been discovered, fully confirming the

sagacious restorations by the original discoverers of the Plesiosaurus.

Of these species three have been selected as the subjects of Mr.

Waterhouse Hawkins's reconstructions and representations of the

living form of the strange reptiles.

No. 15,

—

Plesiosaurus macrocephalus.

The first of these has been called, from the relatively larger size

of the head, the Plesiosaurus macrocephalus (No. 15), (Gr. macros,

long, cephale, head). The entire length of the animal, as indicated

by the largest remains, and as given in the restoration, is eighteen
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feet, tlie length of tlie liead being two feet, that of the neck six

feet ; the greatest girth of the body yields seven feet.

No. 1-5. Plesiosaurus macroceplialus.

Although Baron Cuvier and Dr. Buckland both rightly alltide

to the resemblance of the fins or paddles of the Plesiosaiir to

those of the whale, yet this most remarkable difference must bo

borne in mind, that, whereas the whale tribe have never more than

one pair of fins, the Plesiosaiirs have always two pairs, answering

to the fore and hind limbs of land quadrupeds ; and the fore-pair

of fins, corresponding to those in the whale, differed by being more
firmly articulated, through the medium of collar-bones (clavicles),

and of two other very broad and strong bones (called coracoids),

to the trank (thorax), whereby they were the better enabled to

move the animal upon dry land.

Remains of the Flesiosawus macrocephalus have been discovered

in the lias of Lyme Regis, in Dorsetshire, and of Weston, in

Somersetshire.

No. 16, PlESIOSAURUS DOLICHODEmUS,

Further to the left, on the shore of the Secondary Island, is a

restoration of the Flesiosawus dolichodeirus, or Long-necked Plesio-

saurus (No. 16). The head in this remarkable species is smaller, and
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tlie neck proportionally longer than in the Flesiosaurus maerocephalus.

The remains of the Long-necked Plesiosatir have been found chiefly

at Lyme E^egis, in Dorsetshire. The' well known specimen of an

almost entire skeleton, formerly in the possession of His Grace the

Duke of Buckingham, is now in the British Museum.

Kg. 1^.—Plesiosaurus Hawkinsii.

The most perfect skeletons of the Plesiosaurus are those that

have been wrought out of the lias at Street, near Glastonbury, by
Mr, Thomas Hawkins, F.G.S., and wliich have been purchased by
the trustees of the British Museum. A restoration is given by
Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins, at No. IT, of a species with characters

somewhat intermediate between the Large-headed and Long-necked

Plesiosaurs, and which has been called, after its discoverer, Flesio-

saurus Sawhinsii.

The Plesiosaurs breathed air like the existing crocodiles and the

whale tribe, and appear to have Kved in shallow seas and estuaries.

That the Long-necked Sea-lizard was aquatic is evident from the

form of its paddles ; and that it was marine is almost equally so,

from the remains with which its fossils are universally associated
;

that it may have occasionally visited the shore, the resemblance of

its extremities to those of a turtle leads us to conjecture ; its

motion, however, must have been very awkward on land ; its long

neck must have impeded its progress through the water, presenting

a striking contrast to the organisation which so admirably adapted

the Ichthyosaurus to cut its swift course through the waves. " May
it not, therefore, be concluded that it swam upon, or near the

stii'face," asks its accomplished discoverer, " arching back its long

neck like a swan, and occasionally darting it down at the iish that

happened to float within its reach 1 It may perhaps have lurked

in shoal-water along the coast, concealed among the sea-weed, and,

raising its nostrils to a level with the surface from a considerable

depth, may have found a secure retreat from the assaults of

dangerous enemies ; while the length and flexibility of its neck

may have compensated for the want of strength in its jaws, and

its incapacity for swift motion through the water, by the sudden-
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ness md agility of tlie attack which, it enabled it to make on erery
animal fitted for its prey which came within its reach." *

Tor the Secondary Island three species of the Plesiosaurus have
been restored, the Flesiosaimis macroc&plialus, the Flesiosaums
dolichodeirus (Gr. doliohos, long, deire, neck), and the Phsioscmnis
Rawkinsii. The name " long-necked " was given to the second of
these species before it was known that many other species with
long and slender necks had existed in the seas of the same ancient

period : the third species is named after Mr. Thomas Hawkins,
P.G.S., the gentleman by whose patience, zeal, and skill, the
British Mtisenm has been enriched with so many entire skeletons

of these most extraordinary extinct sea-lizards.

The remains of all these species occur in the Has at Lyme Regis,

and at Street, near Glastonbtiry ; but the Plesiosamus Rawkinsii
is the most abundant in the latter locality.

* "Transactions of tlie Geological Society," Second Series, vi. 503. 1841.
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NEW RED SANDSTONE.

"Trias" is an arbitrary term applied in geology to the nxDper

division of a vast series of red loams, shales, and sandstones, inter-

posed between the lias and the coal, in the midland and western

counties of England. This series is collectively called the " JSTew

Red Sandstone formation," to distinguish it from the " Old Red
Sandstone formation," of similar or identical mineral character,

which lies immediately beneath the coal.

The animals which have been restored and placed on the lowest

formation of the Secondary Island, are peculiar to the " triassic,"

or upper division of the "New Red Sandstone" series, wliich

division consists, in England, of sahferous (salt-including) shales and

sandstones, from 1000 to 1500 feet thick in Lancashire and

Cheshire, answering to the formation called " Keuper-sandstone "

by the German geologists ; and of sandstone and quartzose con-

glomerate of 600 feet in thickness, answering to the German
" Bunter-sandstone."

The largest and most characteristic annuals of the trias are

reptiles of the order

Batbachia.

The name of this order is from the Greek word hcbtraclios,

signifying a frog : and the order is represented in the present

animal-population of England by a few diminutive species of frogs,

toads, and newts, or water-salamanders. But, at the period of the

deposition of the new red sandstone, in the present counties of

Warwick and Cheshire, the shores of the ancient sea, which were

then formed by that sandy deposit, were trodden by reptiles,

having the essential bony characters of the Batrachia, but com-

bining these with other bony characters of crocodiles and Hzards
;

and exhibiting both under a bulk which is made manifest by the

restoration of the largest known species, (JSTo. 16), occupying the
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extreme promontory of the Island, illustrative of the lowest and
oldest deposits of the secondary series of rocks. The species in

question is called the

—

Nor 18.

—

Labymnthodon Salamandkoides.

or the Salamander-like Labyrinthodon ; the latter term being from
the Greek, signifying the peculiar structure of the teeth, which
differ from all other rejDtiles in the huge Batrachia in question, by
reason of the complex labyrinthic interblending of the different

substances composing the teeth. The skull of the Labyrinthodon
is attached to the neck-bones by two joints or condyles, and the

teeth are situated both on the proper jaw-bones, and on the bone
of the roof of the mouth called "vomer :" both these characters

are only found at the present day in the frogs and salamanders.

No. 18. Labyrinthodon Salamandroid.es.

The hind-foot of the Labyrinthodon was also, as in the toad and

frog, much larger than the fore-foot ; and the innermost digit in

both was short and txirned in, like a thumb.

Consecutive impressions of the prints of these feet have been

traced for many steps in succession (as is accurately represented in
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the new red sandstone pa,rt of the Secondary Island) in quarries of

that formation in Warwickshire, Cheshire, and also in Lancashii-e,

more especially at a qnarry of a whitish qnartzose sandstone at

Storton Hill, a few miles from Liverpool. The foot-marks are

partly concave and partly in rehef ; the former are seen upon the

upper surface of the sandstone slabs, but those in relief are only

upon the lower siurfaces, being, in fact, natural casts, formed on the

subjacent foot-prints as in moulds. The impressions of the hind-

foot are generally eight inches in length and five inches in width :

near each large footstep, and at a regular distance—about an inch

and a half—before it, a smaller print of the fore-foot, four inches

long and tliree inches wide, occurs. The footsteps follow each

other in pairs, each pair in the same Hne, at intervals of about

fourteen inches from pair to pair. The large as well as the small

steps show the thumb-like toe alternately on the right and left

side, each step making a print of five toes.

Foot-prints of corresponding form but of smaller size have been

discovered in the quarry at Storton Hill, imprinted on five thin

beds of clay, lying one upon another in the same quarry, and

separated by beds of sandstone. From the lower surface of the

sandstone layers, the sohd casts of each impression project in high

relief, and afford models of the feet, toes, and claws of the animals

which trod on the clay.

Similar foot-prints were first observed in Saxony, at the village of

Hessberg, near HiUburghausen, in several quarries of a gray

quartzose sandstone, alternating with beds of red sandstone, and of

the same geological age as the sandstones of England that had

been trodden by the same strange animal. Tlie German geologist,

who first described them, proposed the name of Clieirotheriwm (Gr.

cheir, the hand, therion, beast), for the great unknown animal that

had left the foot-]prints, in consequence of the resemblance, both of

the fore and hind feet, to the impression of a human hand, and

Dr. Kau]D conjectured that the animal might be a large species of

the opossiun-kind. The discoverj?-, however, of fossil skuUs, jaws,

teeth, and a few other bones in the sandstones exhibiting the

footprints in question, has rendered it more probable that both the

footprints and the fossils are evidences of the same kind of huge

extinct Batrachian reptiles.
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An entire skull of the largest species discovered in the new red

sandstones of Wnrtemberg ; a lower jaw of the same species found
in the same formation in Warwickshire ; some vertebrte, and a

few fragments of bones of the limbs, have served, with the indica-

tions of size and shape of the trunk of the animal yielded by the

series of consecutive foot-prints, as the basis of the restoration of

the Lahyrinthodon salamandroides, in the Secondary Island. It is

to be understood, however, that, with the exception of the head,

the form of the animal is necessarily more or less conjectural.

Nos. 19 & 20.

—

Labykinthodok pachygnathus.

This name, signifying the Thick-jawed Labyrinthodon, was given

by its discoverer to a species of

these singular Batrachia, found in

the new red sandstone of "Warwick-

shire, and which bears to the largest

species the proportion exhibited by

the head and fore-part of the body,

as emerging from the water, for

which parts alone the fossils hither-Nos. 19 & 20. Section of Tooth of

aVn^-J:^:'T^te6.f<Msof^^ discovered justify the restora.

ossified capsule of tooth. tion. *

Nos, 21 <fe 22.—DiCYisroDON.

In 1844 Mr. Andrew Gr. Bain, who had been employed in the

construction of military roads in the colony of the Cape of Good
Hope, discovered, in the tract of country extending northwards

from the county of Albany, about 450 miles east of Cape Town,

several nodules or lumps of a kind of sandstone, which, when
broken, displayed, in most instances, evidences of fossil bones, and
usually of a skull with two large projecting teeth. Accordingly,

these evidences of ancient animal life in South Africa were iirst

notified to English geologists by Mr. Bain under the name of
'
' Bidentals ;

" and the specimens transmitted by him were sub-

* Conybeare, Geol. Trans., i. 388.
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mitted at his request to Professor Owen for examination. The

results of the comparisons thereupon instituted went to show that

there had formerly existed in South Africa, and from geological

e\T.dence, probably, in a great salt-water lake or inland sea, since

converted into dry land, of reptilian animals presenting in

the construction of their skull characters of the crocodile, the

tortoise, and the lizard, couxDled with the presence of a pair of huge

sharp-pointed tusks, growing downwards, one from each side of the

upper jaw, like the tusks of the mammalian morse or walrus. No
other kind of teeth were deyeloped in these singular animals : the

lower jaw was armed, as in the tortoise, by a trenchant sheath of

horn. Some bones of the back, or vertebrae, by the hoUo'WTiess of

the co-adapted articular surfaces, indicate these reptiles to have been

good swimmers, and probably to have habitually existed in water
;

but the construction of the bony passages of the nostrils proves

that they must have come to the surface to breathe air.

Some extinct plants allied to the Lepidodendron, with other

fossils, render it probable that the sandstones containing the

Dicynodont reptiles were of the same geological age as those that

have revealed the remains of the Labyrinthodonts in Europe.

The generic name Dicynodon is from the Greek words signifying

" two tusks or canine teeth." Three species of this genus have

been demonstrated from the fossils transmitted by Mr. Bain.

The Dicynodon lacerticeps, or Lizard-headed Dicynodon, attained

the bulk of a walrus ; the form of the head and tusks is correctly

given in the restoration (No. 21) ; the trunk has been added

conjecturally, to illustrate the strange combination of characters

manifested in the head.

A second species, with a head so formed as to have given the

animal somewhat of the physiognomy of an owl, has been partially

restored at I^o. 22.
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PREFACE.
—

—

Ik the following account of tlie Pompeian Court, my chief

aim has been to combine simplicity with truth
;
relying for

success on that interest which so alluring a subject is certain

to create. With much gratification I avail myself of the

privilege granted to an author, in his preface, of returning

my best thanks to those friends who have lent me their aid

in this arduous undertaking. Mr. Digby "Wyatt is entitled

to the gratitude of
^
all engaged in the works of art at the

Crystal Palace for the opportunities he has afforded to each

artist for the display of his particular talents, and I sincerely

thank him for his kindness in accompanying me through

the building and aifording minute information to my numerous
enquiries when he could with difficulty spare the time. I

beg also cordially to thank Mr. Samuel Phillips for important

suggestions respecting the conduct of my work, and for his

interest and encouragement in its progress. Mr. Edward
Palkener is entitled to my best acknowledgments, not only

for the valuable assistance rendered in his published account

of a Pompeian house, but for his kindness in looking over the

proofs of these pages before they were committed to press.

It is to be hoped that many of his observations may appear

at greater length in the next edition of this Handbook, with-

out prejudice to the magnificent work he is contemplating on
the " Domestic Architecture of Pompeii." I sincerely thank

my friend, Mr. James Morant Lockyer for the benefit of his

B 2
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long architectural sojourn in Pompeii
;
regretting, at the same

time, that the public has not had the advantage of his exten-

sive knowledge and experience.

The excellent paintings produced here in the Pompeian
Court, under the direction of Signer Abbate require no com-

mendation from me ; but I feel that I shall be only expressing

the sentiment of others in wishing that we may at some
future period see an extension of this ancient palace, or

another series of apartments in which the same abilities shall

afford us accurate copies of still more of the pictorial cele-

brities—such as the Theseus and the Minotaur, and Hercu.les

and Telephus, ' found at Herculaneum ; the Sacrifice of

Iphigenia and the Anger of Achilles, from the House of the

Tragic Poet ; also the Zephyrus and Plora, and some of the

picture mosaics, the Choragus one, for instance, and the far-

famed Alexander and Darius at the battle of Issus.



THE POMPEIAN COURT.

DESCEIBED BY GEORaE SCHAEP, Jun.

INTRODUCTION.

DESTRUCTION OF HERCULANEUM AND POMPEII.

"Many a calamity has "befallen the world ere now, yet none like this

replete with instruction and delight for remote generations."

—

GtOEthe.

View of Naples and Mount Vesuvius.

Near the modem city of Naples, at tlie foot of Mount Yesu-
vius, once stood the ancient cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum.
"Wliilst the former was considerably removed from the volcano, the
latter was seated imm ediately at the base of the mountain, on a
promontory projectiag into the bay.
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Vesuvius was not considered dangerous by tlie ancient occupants
of the soil, as no eruption had ever been known to take place.

Strabo noticed the igneous character of its rocks, but the whole
district being covered with vines and plantations, undistiu'bed since

the memory of man, he thence assumed the fires to be extinct for

want of fuel. Even the sides of the mountain were overgrown
with trees, and the summit alone continued barren and rough.

The inhabitants of the neighbourhood were probably less inclined to

consider the possibdity of danger to themselves from the existence

of two active volcanoes not far from them which seemed to serve

as a vent for all subterra,nean commotions—the one. Mount
^tna ; the other, Mount Epopeus in the island now called Ischia.

.^tna, the majestic snowy mountain of Sicily, more than three

times the height of Vesuvius, has been known, from the earliest

times, as an active volcano ; and many passages in ^schylus,
Pindar, Thucydidcs, and Diodorus Siculus might be addiiced,

commemorating particular eruptions, (fee. Paiisanias mentions an
instance of the piety of two youths who saved their parents at

Catana (Book 10., ch. xxvui.) during the descent of the lava

which threatened to surround them. In the year 73 B.C., Spar-

tacus, a fugitive slave, at the head of a troop of gladiators and
revolters, encamped on the summit of Vesuvius, where they were
blockaded. The natm^al ruggedness of the place, and the density

of the vines, favoiu'ed their siibsequent escape. This is the earhest

mention of the actual appearance of the volcano. The natural

beauties of the district, then called Campania, are glorified by most
writers ; it was more particidarly celebrated for its fertihty and
the luxuriant magnificence of its scenery.

The convulsions of natiure have indeed changed the outline of

the mountain, but the varied charms of the beautiful coast remain
in undiminished attraction. Deep shades and crystal streamlets,

sunny banks and refreshing groves, display the natural loveliness

of a locality, favoured with the most luxuriant vegetation, and
the finest climate in the world. These enable us fully to com-
prehend the pains and trouble bestowed by the ancient Romans
in building villas and marine residences in so charming a situation.

Thus, in the earliest times of the empire, the more wealthy and
luxurious Romans established what we modems should denominate
watering places, for fashionable resort, on the coast, Baiee,

Dicsearchia, afterwards Puteoli, Cumse, JSTeapolis, and Hercula-
neum, but the warm springs of the first two rendered them the most
favoiuite resorts, and they became the Bath and Brighton of that era.
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Liicullus, Pompey aad Csesar, liacl villas at Baife, Nero spent

mticli time there, and Caligtila contributed to tlie celebrity of the

scene by his extraordinary bridge of boats. Hadrian died at Baise

;

and, at a later period, Alexander Severus erected many villas in the

same neighbourhood. Some of the most splendid palaces were

raised tipon artificial foundations in the sea itself, and nothing

could exceed the luxury and indolence indulged in by the visitors

to these regions as depicted by some of the later poets. Horace

himself sj^eaks of the pleasant Baiee as the most delicious place

in the world. * And so it may have been, and all the neigh-

boming cities of the bay must have partaken more or less of

the same glories. Pompeii was somewhat removed from these

enchanting scenes, being on the other side of the bay of Naples,

.and the situation was not so pleasant as that of its fellow-

sufferer Herculaneum. This city stood on a promontory, ojyen,

as Strabo says, to the south wind, which made it especially

healthy. In fact, the art and style of everything found at Her-

culaneum show it to have been the resort of a superior class of

people. Pompeii is supposed to have stood on the banks of

the river Sarnus. The town itself was raised upon a consider-

able eminence so as to be protected in a great measure from
the floods that at certain times of the year devastated the sur-

rounding plain.

The peace and tranquillity of these beautiful regions were first

disturbed by natural convulsions in the year 63 a, d. A violent

earthquake on the 16th February, threw down many parts of

Pompeii, and seriously injured Herculaneum ; six hundred sheep

were swallowed up at once, statues were split, and many persons

became insane. From this period, the Pompeians were disturbed

by frequent shocks of earthquake ; between the first symptoms in

63 and the dreadful catastrophe which involved their destruction,

evidences still exist of the persevering endeavom-s of the inhabi-

tants at restoration and repair. Many mosaics have been found,

which display traces of a very different order of workmanship, in.

the repair of damage caused by the earthquake, from that employed

in their original construction.

In the reign of the emperor Titus, a.d. 79, the celebrated erup-

tion of Yesuvius broke out, suddenly ejecting dense clouds of

ashes and pumice-stones, beneath which Herculaneum, Pompeii,

and Stabise were completely buried. Awful as such a phenomenon

* " NtiUus in ovhe siaus Balis prgelucet amoenis,"—Ep. bk. i. 1, line 83.
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must at all times appear, the event was still more appalling to the
inhabitants as they were unable, in the confusion of the moment,
to comprehend the source whence these horrors proceeded. An
eye witness has fortunately left a detailed account of the event
in two letters which are still preserved. We insert the greater part
of them as best exhibiting the realities of the scene and the excite-

ment of the unfoitunate sufferers.

PLINY's letter to TACITUS.

""^ Yam request that I would send you an accotmt of my uncle's

death, in order to transmit a more exact relation of it to posterity,

deserves my acknowledgments ; for if this action shall be cele-

brated by your pen, the glory of it, I am well assm-ed, mil be
rendered for ever illustrious. And notwithstanding he perished

by a misfortune, which, as it involved at the same time a most
beautiful cotmtry in ruins, and destroyed so many populous

cities, seems to promise him an everlasting remembrance ; not-

withstanding he has himself composed many and lasting works,

yet I am persuaded the mentioning of him in yoirc immortal

writings will greatly contribute to eternise his name. Happy I

esteem those to be whom Providence has distinguished with the

abilities either of doing such actions as are worthy of being re-

lated, or of relating them in a manner worthy of being read ; but
doubly happy are they who are blessed with both these imcommon
talents. In the number of which my uncle, as his own writings

and your history will evidently prove, may justly be ranked.

It is with extreme willingness, therefore, I execute your com-
mands ; and should indeed have claimed the task if you had not

enjoined it.

"He was at that time with the fleet under his command at

Misenum. On the 24th of Augmst, about one in the afternoon,

my mother desired him to observe a cloud which appeared of a

very tmusual size and shape. He had just returned from taking

the benefit of the sun, and after batliing himself in cold water,

and taking a slight repast, was retired to his study. He imme-
diately arose and went out up on an eminence from whence he
might more distinctly view this uncommon appearance. It was
not at that distance discernible from what mountain this cloud

issued, but it was found afterwards to ascend from Mount
Vesuvius. I cannot give you a more exact description of its figure,

than by resembling it to that of a pine tree, for it shot up a great
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height in the form of a trunk, which extended itself at the top

into sort of branches, occasioned, I imagine, either by a sudden gust

of air that impelled it, the force of which decreased as it advanced
upwards, or the cloud itself being pressed back again by its own
weight, expanded in this manner :—^it appeared sometimes bright

and sometimes dark and spotted, as it was either more or less

impregnated with earth and cindei\ This extraordinary phenomenon
excited my uncle's philosophical curiosity to take a nearer view of

it. He ordered a light vessel to be got ready, and gave me the

liberty, if I thought it proper, to attend him. ; I rather chose to

continue my studies
;

for, as it happened, he had given me an
employment of that kind. As he was coming out of the house he
received a note from Rectina, the wife of Bassus, who was in the
utmost alarm at the imminent danger which threatened her ; for

her villa being situated at the foot of Mount Vesuvius, there was
no way to escape but by sea ; she earnestly entreated him, there-

fore, to come to her assistance. He accordingly changed his first

design, and what h§ began with a philosophical, he pursued with
an heroical turn of mind. He ordered the galleys to put to sea,

and went himself on board with an intention of assisting, not only
Rectina, but several others ; for the villas stand extremely thick

upon that beautiful coast. When hastening to the place from
whence others fled with the utmost terror, he steered his direct

course to the point of danger, and with so much calmness and
presence of mind, as to be able to make and dictate his observa-

tions upon the motion and figure of that dreadful scene. He was
now so nigh the mountain, that the cinders, which grew thicker

and hotter the nearer he approached, fell into the ships, together

with pumice stones, and black pieces of burning rock. They were
likewise in danger not only of being aground by the sudden retreat

of the sea, but also from the vast fragments which rolled down
from the mountain, and obstructed all the shore. Here he stopped

to consider whether he should retm^n back again ; to which the
pilot advising him, ' Fortrme,' said he, 'befriends the bravfe

j

carry me to Pomponianus.' Pomponianus was then at Stabise,

separated by a gulf, which the sea, after several insensible wind-
ings, forms upon the shore. He had already sent his baggage on
board ; for though he was not at that time in actual danger, yet
being within the view of it, and indeed extremely near, if it

should in the least increase, he was determined to put to sea as

soon as the wind should change. It was favourable, however,
for carrying my uncle to Pomponianus, whom he found in
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the greatest consternation. He embraced him with tenderness,
encom-aged and exhorted him to keep up his spirits, and the
more to dissipate his fears, he ordered, with an air of unconcern,
the bath to be got ready

;
when, after ha^dng bathed, he sat

down to supper with great cheerfulness, or at least, what is

equally heroic, with all the appearance of it. In the meanwhile,
the eruption from Mount Vestivius flamed out in several places
with much violence, which the darkness of the night contributed
to render still more visible and dreadful. But my uncle, in order
to soothe the apprehensions of his friend, assured him it was only
the burning of the villages, which the country people had aban-
doned to the flames ; after this he retired to rest, and it is most
certain he was so little discomposed as to fall into a deep sleep,

for being pretty fat, and breathing hard, those who attended with-
out, actually heard him snore. The court which led to his apart-

ment being now almost filled with stones and ashes, if he had
continued there any time longer, it would have been impossible for

him to have made his way out ; it was thought proper therefore to

awaken hitn. He got up and went to Pomponianus and the rest

of his company, who were unconcerned enough to think of going
to bed. They consulted together whether it would be most
prudent to trust to the houses, which now shook from side to side

with frequent and violent concu.ssions, or fly to the open fields,

where the calcined stones and cinders, though light indeed, yet
fell in large showers, and threatened destruction. In this distress

they resolved for the fields, as the less dangerous situation of the
two. A resolution which, while the rest of the company were
hurried into by their fears, my uncle embraced upon cool and
deliberate consideration. They went out then having piUows tied

upon their heads with napkias, and this was their whole defence
against the storm of stones that fell round them. It was now
day everywhere else, but there a deeper darkness prevailed than
in the most obscure night

; which, however, was ia some degxee
dissipated by torches and other lights of various Mnds. They
thought proper to go down farther upon the shore, to observe if

they might safely put out to sea, but they found the waves still run
extremely high and boisterous. There my uncle having drank a
draught or two of cold water, threw himself down upon a cloth

which was spread for him, when immediately the flames, and a
strong smell of sulphur, which was the forenmner of them, dis-

persed the rest of the company, and obliged him to arise. He
raised himself up with the assistance of two of his servants, and
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instantly fell down dead, suffocated, as I conjecture, by some
gross and noxious vapoxu-, h.avuig always had weak lungs, and
frequently subject to a difficulty of breathing. As soon as it was
light again, which was not till the third day after this melancholy
accident, his body was found entire, and without any marks of

violence upon it, exactly in the same postiu-e that he fell, and
looking more like a man asleep than dead.

" During all this time my mother and I, who were at Misenum

—

but as this has no connection with your history, so youi- inquiry
went no farther than concerning my uncle's death : with that
therefore I will put an end to my letter. Suffer me only to add,
that I have faithfully related to you what I was either an eye-

witness of myself, or received immediately after the accident

happened, and before there was time to vary the truth,
" You will choose out of this narrative stich circumstances as shall

be most suitable to your purpose ; for there is a great diiference

between what is proper for a letter and a history—^between writing
to a friend and writing to the public. Farewell."

TO COENELIUS TACITUS,

" The letter which, in compliance with your request, I wrote
concerning the death of my uncle, has raised, it seems, your
curiosity to know what terrors and dangers attended me, while I
continued at Misenum ; for there, I think, the account in my
former broke off. Though my shocked soul recoils, my tongue shall

tell. My uncle having left us, I piu'sued the studies which
prevented my going with him, till it was time to bathe. After
which I went to supper, and from thence to bed, where my sleep

was greatly broken and disturbed. There had been for many
days before some shocks of an earthquake, which the less surprised

us as they are extremely frequent in Campania ; but they were so
particularly violent that night, that they not only shook every
thing about us, but seemed indeed to threaten total destruction.

My mother flew to my chamber, where she found me rising, in

order to awaken her. We went out into a small court belonging
to the house, which separated the sea from the buildings. As
I w^s at that time but eighteen years of age, I know not whether
I should call my behaviour in this dangerous juncture courage or
rashness ; but I took up Livy and amused myself with turning
over that author, and even making extracts from him, as if all

about me had been in full security. While we were in this
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posture, a friend of my uncle's who was just come from Spain to

pay a visit, joined us, and obser^dng me sitting by my motlaer with,

a book in my hand, greatly condemned her cahnness, at the same
time that he reproved me for my careless security ; nevertheless I
still went on with my author. Though it was now morning, the
light was exceedingly faint and languid ; the buildings all around
us tottered, and though we stood upon open ground, yet as the
place was narrow and confined, there was no remaining there without
certain and great danger ; we therefore resolved to quit the town.
The people followed us in the utmost consternation, and (as to the
mind distracted with terror, every suggestion seems more prudent
than its own) pressed in great crowds about us in our way out.

Being got at a convenient distance from the houses, we stood still,

in the midst of a most dangerous and dreadful scene. The chariots

which we had ordered to be drawn out, were so agitated backwards
and forwards, though upon the most level ground, that we could

not keep them steady, even by supporting them with large stones.

The sea seemed to roll back xipon itself, and to be driven from its

banks by the convulsive motion of the earth ; it is certain, at least,

the shore was considerably enlarged, and several sea animals were
left upon it. On the other side a black and dreadful cloud,

burstiug with an igneous serpentiae vapour, darted out a long train

of fire resembling flashes of lightning, but much larger. Upon
this our Spanish friend, whom I mentioned above, addressing

hiinself to my mother and me with greater warmth and earnestness,
' If your brother and your uncle,' said he, ' is safe, he certainly

wishes you may be so too ; but if he perished, it was his desire,

no doubt, that you might both survive him. Why, therefore, do
you delay your escape a moment ? ' ' We could never think of

our own safety,' we said, 'while we were uncertaia of his.'

Hereupon our friend left us, and -withdrew from the danger "with

the utmost precipitation. Soon afterwards the cloud seemed to

descend and cover the whole ocean ; as indeed it entirely hid the .(

island of Caprea and the promontory of Misenum. My mother
strongly conjured me to make my escape at any rate, which, as I

was young, I might easily do ; as for herself, she said, her age and
corpulency rendered all attempts of that sort impossible

;
however,

she should willingly meet death, if she could have the satisfaction

of seeing that she was not the occasion of mine. But I absolutely .

refused to leave her, and taking her by the hand, I led her on :

she comphed with great reluctance, and not without many
;

reproaches to herself for retarding my flight. The ashes now
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begun to fall upon ns, though, in no great quantity ; I turned my
head, and observed behind us a thick smoke, which came rolling

after us hke a torrent. I proposed, while we had yet any hght,

to turn out of the high road, lest we should be pressed to death in

the dark, by the crowd that followed us. We had scarce stepped

out of the path, when a darkness overspread us, not Hke that of a

eloudy night, or when there is no moon, but of a room when it is

shut up, and all the Hghts extinct. JN'othing then was to be heard
but the shrieks of women, the screams of children, and the cries

of men ; some calling for their children, others for their parents,

others for their husbands, and only distinguishing each other by
their voices ; one lamenting his own fate, another that of Ms
family ; some wishing to die, from the very fear of dying ; some
lifting up their hands to the gods ; but the greater part imagining

that the last and eternal night was come, which was to destroy

both the gods and the world together. Among these there are

some who augmented the real terrors by imaginary ones, and made
the frighted multitude falsely believe that Misenum was actually

in flames. At length a glimmering light appeared, which we
imagined to be rather the forerunner of an approaching bui'st of

flames (as in truth it was), than the return of day
;
however, the

fire fell at a distance from us : then again we were immersed in

thick darkness, and a heavy shower of ashes rained upon us, which
we were obhged every now and then to shake off, otherwise we
should have been crushed and bmied in the heap ; I might boast
that, during all this scene of horror, not a sigh or expression of

fear escaped from me j had not my support been founded in that

miserable, though strong consolation, that all mankind were
involved in the same calamity, and that I imagined I was perishing

with the world itself. At last this dreadful darkness was dissipated

by degrees, like a cloud of smoke ; the real day returned, and even
the sun appeared, though very faintly, and as when an echpse is

coming on. Every object that presented itself to our eyes

(which were extremely weakened) seemed changed, being covered
over with white ashes as with a deep snow. We returned to

Misenum, where we refreshed ourselves as well as we could,

and passed an anxious night between hope and fear, though,
indeed, with a mu.ch larger share of the latter ; for the earth-

quake still continued, while several enthusiastic people ran up and
down, heightening their own and their friend's calamities, by
terrible predictions. However, my mother and I, notwithstanding

the danger we had passed, and that which still threatened us, had
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no thouglits of leaving the place till we should receiye some
account of my uncle.

" And now you will read this narrative without any view of

inserting it in your history, of which it is by no means worthy
;

and indeed you must impute it to your own request, if it shall

appear scarce to deserve even the trouble of a letter. Farewell."

Shortly after the catastrophe all memorials of the devoted cities

were lost ; discussions on the places they had once occupied were
excited only by some obscure passages ia classical authors. Five
successive eru]3tions contributed to bury them still deeper under
the siu-face, and the sixth, which occurred in the year 1036, is the

first instance of an emission of lava. Before that time the only

agents of desolation were showers of sand, cinders, and scorise,

together 'with loose fragments of rock. Volcanic ashes poured out
in a current have been known to darken the air for hours, and
even for days. Such must have been the nature of the phenomenon
which the younger Pliny saw and compared to a lofty pine. Dion
Cassius states that the ashes of this eruption were carried as far as

Africa, and that the dust was so abundant as even to darken the

air ia the neighboiTrhood of Rome. Steam poured out in vast

quantities, and uniting with the ashes that fell upon Herculaneum,
formed a torrent of mud, imbedding all in solid tufa, whilst the

ashes of Pompeii were not impregnated, and all lay in this city

loose and unconsolidated. Stones of eight pounds weight fell on
Pompeii, whilst Stabise was overwhelmed with fragments of about
an ounce in weight, which must have drifted in immense quantities.

During a later eruption fine ashes were borne by the wind as far

as Constantinople. Whilst the ancient cities thus lay buried and
forgotten, Neapolis, the residence and burial-place of Virgil,* grew
into the great modern city of Naples, extending its subm'ban
villages along the shore, and connecting itself by a chain of

houses to the very roots of Vesuvius. The next town to Naples
is Portici. It contains 6000 inhabitants. Immediately adjoining

Portici is the still larger town of Pesina, with a population of

11,000 souls. These bustling and much frequented places are

built upon the lava which covers Herculaneum.

* See Portrait GaUery, No 121.
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DISCOVERT OF THE ANCIENT CITIES.

In the year 1689, dui-ing some excavations in tlie plain at tlie

foot of Vesuvius, where it was subsequently proved that Pompeii
had jfiourished, a workman observed the regularity with which
successive layers of earth and volcanic matter had been deposited.

Part of the Bay of Naples, showing the relative positions of Naples, Herculaneum
Pompeii, and Stabise to Motmt Vesmdus.

He compared them to pavements one upon the other ; with remains

of burnt vegetation, charcoal, and common earth beneath each

volcanic deposit. Under one of these dense masses of scoria,

dust, and pumice stone, he found large quantities of carbonised

timber, locks, and iron work, evidently the remains of habitations,

which, together with some old keys, and inscriptions giving the

name of the locality, satisfied the learned of the day that they
belonged to the ancient city of Pompeii. (Venuti, p. 3 7. Mem. de
I'Academie Fran. ; Mem. de Litterature, torn. xv. Des Embrasemens
du Mont Vesuve, and also Bianchini, Istoria Universale, Eoma,
1699, p. 246, Cochin, p. 31). The discovery created little excitement

at the time ; the government was indisposed to prosecute the research,

and no farther excavation was carried on till the year 1749.
Meanwhile, the accidental sinking of a well in another place

brought to light such treasures of art as to induce a systematic
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exploration in a more profitable locality. TMs was in the neigh-

bonrhood of Naples, where after seventeen centuries tbe city of

Herculaneum was once more rescued from oblivion. The circum-

stances which led to the discovery are briefly these. The prince

D'Elboeuf, of the house of Lorraine, came to Naples in 1706 (Cochin,

p. 35), and ordered the construction of a marine villa for himself

at Portici, in (Venuti, p. 38. Grori, Admiranda, p. 39.)

He had a Frenchman in his service, who possessed the art of making
a durable stucco from pulverised marble, and as many fragments of

antique marbles as possible were collected for the manufacture of

his composition. One day a countryman presented himself, assert-

ing that in siaking a well at Besina (Venuti, p. 39), he had dis-

covered a variety of precious marbles, some of which he had
brought with him as specimens. These marbles were so beautiful

and rare, that the prince was induced to purchase of the man the right

of further excavation, and he immediately commenced a systematic

course of exploration upon that spot. The stucco prepared by
the Frenchman was not only an imitation of precious mai-bles, but
also a cement similar to that employed by the ancients. Most
of the antique buildings were so plastered internally, as it was
harder and more durable than marble in its natural state. The
excavators, therefore, were more delighted when they found large

plain slabs and shafts of columns than elaborately carved fohage

and statues, because the latter afforded them a smaller quantity of

actual material. Stendardo was appointed to direct the works which
were carried on branchiag sideways from the well, just above the

level of the water
;

(Gori, p. 40. Venuti, p. 39. Cochin, p. 37 ;)

at the expiration of two days, they foimd a statue of ttercules, evi-

dently from a Grecian chisel, and they remarked with astonishment

that it had formerly been restored (Gori, p. 40). Some days after

this they came upon a female statue, which was at once pronoimced

to be a Cleopatra (Gori, p. 40). They next extricated a large square

mass of marble, and upon removing a crust of bituminous matter

it was fotmd to be the architrave of a gateway, with letters of

bronze inlaid into the surface. The inscription was

APPIVS. PVLCHER. CAII. PILIVS.

VIE.. EPVLONVM. (Yenuti, p. 39.)

Many columns of variegated alabaster were next discovered, and
this led to the excavation of a circular temple, with twenty-four

columns, and statues of Greek marble between them (Gori, p. 41).

The pavement of this building was constructed of that rich yellow
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marble, called Giallo antico, and many colimins of tlie same material
lay in tlie vicinity. Seven of th.e twelve figures belonging to th.e

ternple were female, executed in a superior Grecian style. Prince
Elboeuf dispatched tliem to Vienna as a present to Prince E^^gene
of Savoy (Venuti, p. 39). The best of these statues were after-

wards sold to the King of Poland for 60,000 scudi
;
they are now

at Dresden, and engraved in plates 19 to 26 of Becker's
" Augusteum " (Winckelmann, Werke, vol. ii. p. 135). The prince
evidently knew very little of the real value of his discoveries, and
during the next five years continued disinterring pieces of mosaic
alabaster slabs, and a few statues, some of which decorated his -ynlla,

and the rest were sent over to France. Upon the discovery of
a beau.tiful statue of one of the daughters of Balbus, the state

interfered, and the Neapolitan government prohibited any further
excavations, Por thirty years the site was ahnost forgotten. In
1736, the Kjng Carlo III. (Borbone) resolved to build a palace at

Portici, and the ancient well was once more resorted to. The excava-
tions were resumed, and very important results followed.

Animated discussions were still maintained respecting the name of
the ancient city, for a city the excavations had already proved it

to be. A communication to the Poyal Society by a Mr. Sloane,

in 1740, exhibits the matter as stUl ia a state of uncertainty. The
Marquis Venuti, keeper of the Farnese library which Carlo Borbone
had inheritedfrom Eome, was appoiated superintendent of the excava-
tions at Resiaa. He has left minute records of his proceediags both
in the " Admirandal Notizia," 2 et. seq., of Gori, and ia his own
work pubUshed at Venice and London, 1750. He commenced 12th
November, 1738, by carrying on a kind of tunnel laterally from the
old well. In a short time (Venuti, p. 40. Gori, p. 42) two bronze
equ.estrian statues v^ere found, and soon after three full length
marble figures, larger than life, of Roman dignitaries, dressed in
the toga, with massive piers of brick between, plastered with stucco,

and painted with arabesques in various colours. The excavators
had now reached the interior of the theatre, which the numerous
seats and steps clearly indicated. An inscription, moreover, on
the architrave contained part of the word Theatre, the name of
the person at whose cost the building was erected, and that of
the architect, A second inscription on the corresponding architrave

of the opposite side is almost a repetition :

—

I,. ANNIVS. X. P. MAMMIANVS. RVFVS. IIVIE. QVINQ. 'UeaXb- . . O. . , ,

P. NVMISIVS. ARC. . . TEG. , .

(Gori, p. 42. Venuti, p. 42.)
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These arcHtrares covered the side entrances to the orchestra, •

and both of them supported a colossal gronj) in bronze of a chariot

and two horses. The central group of the bnUding was a
quadriga, and probably represented the emperor in his chariot

with four horses. All these bronze statues had been gilt. Some
fine columns of rosso antico were transported to the cathedral of
JS'aples, and others to the Boyal Palace

;
they apjoear to have

adorned the proscenium (Venuti, p. 71). The theatre was one
of the most perfect specimens of ancient architecture. It

had, from the floor, upwards of eighteen rows of seats (Grori,

44), and above these three other rows which seem to have been
intended for the female part of the audience, and were covered
with a portico to screen them from the rays of the sun. Statues

of Drusus and Antonia, and of the nine Muses, were found in

other parts of the building. A bronze colossal statue of Titus

filled with lead (Gori, p. 45) was so heavy that twelve men were
unable to move it. Many other bronze statues of municipal autho-

rities and benefactors were found with their respective inscriptions.

The theatre was capable of containing 8000 persons. ISTearly the

whole of its surface, as well as the arched walks leading to the

«eats, was cased with marble. The area or pit was floored with
thick squares of giallo antico, the beautiful marble of a yellowish

hue. The pedestal, of white marble, which suj)j)orted a chariot

and four bronze horses, is still to be seen in its place ; but the

group itself had been ci-ushed and broken in pieces by the immense
weight of lava which fell on it. The fragments having been
collected, might have been easily reimited, but they were carelessly

tlu'own into a corner, like old iron, and part of them were stolen.

The body of one horse and part of the charioteer, being deemed
useless, were accordingly fused, to be converted into two large

framed medallions of their Neapohtan Majesties. The remaining

fragments were cast into the vaults of the royal palace
;
and, at

last, it was resolved to make the best use of what was left ;

which was, to convert the four horses into one, by taking a fore leg

of one of them, a hinder leg of another, the head of a thii'd, and
where the breach was irremediable, to cast a new piece. To this

Contrivance, the famous bronze horse now in the Museum owes its

existence
;
and, considering its patchwork origin, still conveys a high

idea of the skill of the ancient artist. A pompous inscription

upon its pedestal records the circumstances of its construction

(Bronzi di Ercolano, vol. ii., page 255).

On the south side of the theatre, stood a basihca or public
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btiilding wMcli contained tiie celebrated equestrian statues of tlie

Balbi—of one block of marble (Gori, p. 59),—These fine statues

possess tbe additional value of having finally set at rest the ques-

tion respecting the proper name of the city. On the front of the

pedestals is inscribed

—

M. NONIO. M. r.

. BALBO, PR. PRO. COS.'

HEBCVLANENSES,

(Gerhard, Neapel. p. 22. G^ri. p. 167. Venuti. p. 59.)

The certainty of this city ha"\Tng been the ancient Herculaneum
is said to have materially increased the energy of the excavators.

In the same basilica were found the famous pictures of Hercules

and Telephus, Theseus and the Minotaur, and many others,

together with bronze statues of Nero and Gemiardcus, and a
Vespasian, with two sitting figures of marble, nine feet high^

The streets of the city were paved with blocks of lava, they were
flanked with causeways, and lined with porticos. The private

buildings, which resembled those of Pompeii, were very difficult

of access, from the nature of the material that overwhelmed them,
and could only be examined in small portions at a time. No maps
of sufficient accuracy have been laid down of the earliest excava-

tions, and it will be better to reserve all accounts of domestic
arrangements tiR we can illustrate them by the Pompeian remains.

One large villa, however, seems to have been a very impoi'tant

structure. It was stnrounded by a garden enclosed within a square
wall and ditch. The floors were ornamented with beautiful mosaics
and the halls contained a rich variety of busts and statues. One
of the chambers served the purpose of a bath

;
another, supposed

to have been a sacrarium, was painted with serpents, and within it

was found a brazen tripod, containing cinders and ashes ; but
the most curious discovery of all, was an apartment in this villa

used as a library, and fitted uj) with wooden presses around the
walls, about six feet in height ; a double row of presses stood in the
middle of the room, so as to admit of a free passage on every side.

The wood of which the presses had been made was burned to a
cinder, and gave way at the first touch ; but the volumes, composed
of a much more perishable substance, the Egyptian or Syracusan
papyrus, were, although completely carbonised, through the efiect

of the heat, still so far preserved as to admit of their removal.
A number of these supposed pieces of charcoal were at first

carried oS, which by accidental fracture exposed the remains of

c 2
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letters and proved to be so many ancient manuscrijits. The
Greek mannscripts consisted of rolls scarcely a foot in length, and
but two or three inches in thickness. Some had a label in front,

at one end of the roll, with the name of the work or the author,
which was visible from its place in the hbrary.*

'

The sixteen centuries during which the substances had been
crushed together, rendered it almost hopeless to imroll, and still

less to decipher them but Camillo Pademi devoted twelve days
to the occupation underground, and succeeded in carrying away
337 manuscripts. Almost all are in Greek, very few in Latin,

and some of the rolls are forty or fifty feet in length. The lines

are arranged in columns across the shortest surface, as in our news-
papers, each line extending only about two or three inches ia
length. The greater part of the works ia this collection relate

to Epicurean philosophy. Their decipherment has natiu-ally occu-

pied much of the attention of the learned, and many of the
manuscripts have been published at Oxford.

The condition of Herculanemn was at the period of its discovery
more interesting and much more worthy the notice of the traveller

than it is at present. The object of its excavation ha^dng tmfor-

tunately been confined to the discovery of statues, paintings, and
other curiosities, and not carried on with a view to lay open the
city, and thus to ascertain the features of its buildings and streets,

most of the latter were again filled up with rubbish as soon as they
were divested of everything moveable. Even the marble was torn
from the temples.

Herculaneum may therefore be said to have been overwhelmed
a second time by its modern discoverers ; and the appearance it

previoiisly presented can now only be ascertained from the accoimts

of those who beheld it in a more perfect state. The existence of

the large towns of Portici and Resina overhead render it impos-
sible for many parts of the excavations to remain open to the sky

;

one portion, however, was allowed to be so imtil the sinking of the
main road, subject to incessant traffic, compelled the government
to have the undercuttings filled in, and the apertures blocked up.

A ]i&vt of the city nearer to the moxmtain has been thrown open
and the sun is again permitted to shine upon gardens and
habitations now desolate and mouldering.

Prom the hard nature of the rock at Herciilaneum, the city was
for a long time supposed to have been buried in lava, and the

* See a Pompeian painting described at p. 50, GuMcuIum 3.
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darkness and obscmity of the passages prevented the discovery of

the truth. But now, since daylight has been admitted, the whole

mass is found to be nothing more than hard tufa, rendered, at the

lower parts, still more compact by the percolation of water, which

in all cases leaves the finest possible sediment. Lava is stone

that has been actually melted, and flows over the siu-face in the

same way as molten iron issues from a furnace. The beds of real

lava may be easily distinguished in the upper levels of the earth

laid open in these excavations. All the timber of the houses

has been completely reduced to charcoal, but every beam was
found perfect as to shape and in its proper position

;
many of the

bronzes, however, were melted. These effects seem to be the

result of an intense heat diffused through the entire mass at a sub-

sequent period
;

for, at the time of the first eruption, gxeat quan-

tities of boiling water appear to have been mixed with the fine dust

and scoria, the same materials that fell dry and loose upon Pompeii,

An entrance from the road at Resina to the excavations was
formed in 1750. It is still the only means of access to the most
important buildings, and consists of a narrow passage cut through

the solid lava. The ancient city lies at a depth of seventy feet

below the modern level.

The great difficulty of excavating Herculaneum, on account of

the soil above being occupied by crowded habitations, induced the

government to turn their attention more particularly to PompeiL
"JSTearly seventeen centuries had rolled away when the City of

Pompeii was disinterred from its silent tomb, all vivid with

undimmed hues ; its walls fresh as if painted yesterday, not a hue
faded on the rich mosaic of its floors ; in its forum the half-finished

columns as left by the workman's hands ; in its gardens the sacri-

ficial tripod ; in its halls the chest of treasure ; in its baths the

strigil ; in its theatres the counter of admission ; in its saloons the

furniture and the lamp ; in its triclinia the fragments of the last

feast ; in its cubicula the perfumes and the rouge of faded beauty

;

and everywhere the bones and skeletons of those who once moved
the springs of that minute, yet gorgeous machine of luxury and
of life.

" In the house of Biomed, in the subterranean vaults, twenty
skeletons (one of a babe) were discovered in one spot by the door,

covered by a fine ashen dust, that had e\'idently been wafted

slowly through the apertures, untd it had filled the whole space.

There were jewels and coins, candelabra for unavaiUng light, and
wine hardened in the amphorae for a prolongation of agonised life.
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The sand, consolidated by damps, liad taken the forms of the
skeletons as in a cast ; and the traveller may yet see the impression
of a female neck and bosom of yonng and round proportions.

"It seems to the inquii-er as if the air had been gradually changed
into a sulphurous vapour ; the inmates of the vaults had rushed to
the door to find it closed and blocked up by the scoria without^
and, in their attempts to force it, had been suflbcated with the
atmosphere.

" In the garden was found a skeleton with a key by its bony
hand, and near it a bag of coins. This is believed to have been
the master of the house, who had probably sought to escape by
the garden, and been destroyed either by the vapours or some
fragment of stone. Beside some silver vases lay another skeleton,
probably of a slave.

" The houses of Sallust and of Pansa, the temple of Isis, with the
juggling concealments behind the statues—the lurking place of its

holy oracles—are now bared to the gaze of the curious. In one of
the chambers of that temple was foimd a huge skeleton with an
axe by the side of it : two walls had been pierced by the axe—the
victim cotdd penetrate no farther. In the midst of the city was
found another skeleton, by the side of which was a heap of coins

and many of the mystic ornaments of the fane of Isis."*

Linen and fishing nets ; loaves of bread with the impress of the
baker's name ; even fruits, as walnuts, ahnonds, peach-stones, and
chestnuts, were distinctly recognisable. Eggs have been foxmd
whole and empty, and a jar of oil had olives still floating in it ; the
oil bm-nt upon application of flame, but the fruit was flavourless.

Very few jewels were discovered, which shows that the inhabitants

had time to escape ; a wooden comb was found with teeth on
both sides, closer on one side than the other. Lace fabricated of
pure gold, a folding parasol similar to those now in use, a case of
surgeon's instruments, balances, sculptors' tools, chisels and com-
X)asses, writing materials, vessels of white cut and coloured glass,

coals collected for fuel, and wine still remaining in jars, may all be
found in the ciuious catalogue of articles that had braved the lapse

of time. Other cncumstances there are which claim om- better

feelings. At the city gate, the sentinel, faithful to his trust, was
found in his sentiy box, a skeleton, clothed in

The very armour he had on,"

when his dreadful doom overtook him ; ia the baiTacks, near the

* Bulwer's " Last Days of Pompeii."
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triangular forum, malefactors were found in tlie public stocks ; tlie

crumbling remaias of prisoners were discovered in the dungeons
near the temple of Jupiter, no one in that hour of general horror

and confusion having thoiight of them or of their wretchedness,

in being thus immured alive. The bones of the ass, that worked
the baker's mill, were found there ; the skeletons of horses re-

mained in the cribs in which they had been stabled for the last tune.

The discoveriesthat had been made long before the arrival ofPrince
Elboeuf, and which were communicated to the French Academy of
Science, 1689, were remembered by the Neapolitan Government, and
in the beginning of the year 1749 we have the first au.thentic refer-

ence to the ancient city of Pompeii. " On the 18th of January,
at a place called Civita," so runs the official announcement, "not
far from Torre dell' Annunciata, where the ancient Pompeii may

[ have been, was found an apartment decorated with sixteen charming
little dancing females brightly coloured, two centaurs and figiu-es,

bands of arabesques forming panels with Cupids in the midst, and
twelve faims dancing on a rope, all upon a black grotmd," (Pitture

d'Ercolano, vol. i., p. 93, tavole 17 to 28, and vol. iii., tavole

1
28 to 35 inclusive.) They are very small figures, and have since

been removed to the Museo Borbonico. About the same time a
labourer, whilst ploughing in the neighbouriag fields, found a
statue of brass.

Among the earliest buildings excavated at Pompeii was the
Amphitheatre ; it was cleared iu 1755, and seems to have been
capable of holding ten thousand people (Pompeiana, p. 259). In
"the amphitheatre, games were held, gladiators fought for their

lives with wild beasts, or with one another, and these savage
spectacles were under the particular superintendence of an edile.

We are informed by Dion Cassius, that the eruption came on whilst

:
the populace were assembled in the theatre, but which of the
theatres is meant, as there were several, remains doubtfid. Thus far

is certain, that sufficient time was left for escape, as no skeletons

were found in either of them. From the seats of this ampliitheatre

may certainly be obtained the grandest view of the mountain, and
if, as Bulwer's admirable romance "the Last Days of Pompeii"
depicts it, the assembly was held on this spot, the first signs of the
coming destruction would have been seen by all the multitude. An
announcement connected with these performances has since been
discovered upon the walls of the Basilica. A placard—the play-

bill of those times—announced that the troops of gladiators belong*
lug to AmpHatus would contend in the amphitheatre on the 17th
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of May, and that anotlier exhibition wotild take place on the 31st,

exactly three months before the destruction of the city.

The Temple of Isis was accidentally discovered in 1765, by some
workmen employed in making a subterraneous aqueduct to Torre
deir Annuuciata. These discoveries induced Charles III. to transfer

his attention exclusively to Pompeii (Pompeiana, p. 5). The
Triangular Foiiim, the Temple of ^sculapius, and the two great
theatres were all laid open in the course of two or three successive

years. These buildings are all in the same quarter of the town,
but qiiite remote from the great forum and public buildings which
were not discovered until 1816.

It is a remarkable fact that Fontana, the great architect,

carried a subterraneous canal in 1592 directly under the court of
the Temple of Isis, He was employed to convey the waters of the
river Samo to the town of Torre dell' Anmmziata ; and it seems
wonderful that the existence of this interesting city was not made
known at the time.

The situation of Pompeii, as it originally stood upon an elevation

sun-ounded by a fertile plain, is well shown in the accompanying
yiew. The eminence marked in the woodcut by the long pale light

mounds on the right between the tower of a farm-house and the
base of the volcano, is the site of the city. Pompeii was never
'buried beneath the surface of the ground ; on the contrary, many
of its waUs were always conspicuous, as, for instance, that at the
back of the tragic theatre. The locahty seems to have been known
to the peasants of the vicinity by the name" of civita (city). The
rains of successive seasons may probably have carried away most of
the stones and ashes that fell around the city, whilst the walls of

the houses themselves would serve to retain all that had fallen

iipon them.

Other villas also were excavated at Grragnano, the ancient StabiEe.

and most of their decorations were removed to the Museo Borbonico,

The baths discovered at Stabise, in 18 27, were very interesting.

They are described in " Gell's Pompeiana," 2nd series, vol, i.

pp. 131 and 140.

For our present purpose, the public buildings and temples of

Pompeii and Herculaneum require a less detailed account ; a slight

enumeration of them, however, is necessary to show the extent
and importance of the community, whose taste and refinement
required such dwellings for theit' private enjoyment, and also to

prove that the buildiiigs, from which many of the designs on the
walls of the Pompeian Court have been taken, do not owe their origin
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to tlie slight and flimsy taste prevailing among tLe frequenters of
a seaside tovm. in the modem sense of the word, bnt to the higher
refinement and habits of those who, leaving Rome in the heat of
a summer sim, sought the ease and indulgence of a life such as

Campania alone aiforded, and yet could not tolerate the contrast of
an inferior art aroxind them. This is proved by a comparison of the
Pom23eian decorations with those of the same period in the baths
of Titus, at Rome. The same style and the same peculiarities of
taste are evident, and they perfectly illustrate the remarks of
Vitru%dus, which will be considered in a future place.

When the Trench occupied Naples, the walls surrounding the
city were entirely cleared ; this was in October, 1812, and in the
March following the street of tombs. Murat defrayed most of
the expenses of excavation, and in a short time the Forum and
Basilica, with the adjacent buildings, were laid open. At one time
3000 men were employed in the work of exploration.

The Forum (1816) is the largest and by far the grandest spot in

Pompeii. It is surrounded by a Grecian Doric colonnade, the

Temple of Jupiter, two triumphal arches, forming the north end,

and the Temple of Venus and Basilica on the west. Facing the

Temple of Jupiter were large buildings, profusely decorated with
statues, called the Curise and ^rarium, and the remaining side

of the forum was occupied by various buildings, among them the
Pantheon and the Chalcidicum of Eumachia ; these were excavated

between 181ir and 1821. The discovery of the public baths did

not take place till 1824. These contributed materially to a better

comprehension of many passages in ancient authors, being more
perfect examj)les than the vast ranges for similar purposes still

existing at Rome.
Tlie general result of the Pompeian excavations up to the

present time may be thus summed up ; three forums, nine temples,

a basihca, a chalcidicum, three piazze, an amphitheatre, two
theatres, a prison, double baths, nearly one hundred houses and
shops, several villas, town walls, six gates, and twelve tombs.

The impression likely to be produced on the mind of a spectator

from the scene in its present condition, may be gathered from the

foUo-ftdng passages extracted from my own journal^ recording my
first visit to Pompeii, September IBth, 1843.
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" By Lalf-past ten we were at the railway station, just outside

the gates of Naples, and immediately started for Pompeii. The
line of rail continues along the shore of the bay; nothing can
exceed the bustle, confusion, and want of system on this amusing
road. There exists neither distinction of classes nor limitation of

luggage, so that fruit-stalls and puppet-shows—PolichineUo, by the
way, is here in his native land—^are heaped together in the carriages.

The first station we reached was Portici, the next Resina, accom-
panied by the classic cry of Ercolano—signore, Porta d'Ercolano

—

then Torre del Greco, where heaps of lava piled one upon the
other, attest the awful eruption of the last century. Torre delT
Annunciata being the nearest station to Pompeii we alighted here,

and proceeded along a dxisty road, lined mth cactus, poplar, stone
-pine, and the castor-oil tree. Festoons of the richest vines hung
from tree to tree, and the black clusters peeped out beneath the
broad-spread leaves, already beginning to change into the gold of
the approaching Autumn. The fields were teeming "svith corn, hemp^
and cotton. No beggars, the pest of Naples, crowded round our
carratella, and the dust which rolled in dense clouds was our
only annoyance. We now tm-ned our thoughts to Pompeii. A
small guard house of soldiers marked the entrance to these
classic precincts, and for some distance fmiiher the road was
planted with willows, producing a rich and solemn effect, and
well preparing us for the street of tombs which soon broke upon
our view. The road was lined with tombs for a considerable
distance before we approached the city gate, called Porta
d'Ercolano, on the Herculaneum side ; but previously to ex-
amining the tombs, we diverged to the right to explore the villa

of Diomed, where we found everything in exact accordance with
the description of Su: William Gell and Mr. Malkin's work,
' Pompeii,' by the Society of Entertaining Knowledge.

" The tombs are all small but minutely ornamented, the upper
parts still remain, and they appear altogether much more complete
than I had expected. The gate of Herculaneum, with its grooves,
sentry box, and road-pavements, corresponds exactly with prints
and descriptions given by numerous travellers.

" At this point of view, little is really wanting. The eye pursues
a long line of ascendiag road, with tombs and thick trees on each
side, broken only by the gate of the city, through the arch of
which a long continuation of houses is clearly visible. We entered
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tlie city
; everytliing is on a small scale, but tlie walls at this entrance

to the city seem high in proportion ; the footway and carriage-road

remain tmdisturbed, and still retain the track of chariot wheels.
The motion and noise of inhabitants alone seem wanting—^no

decay is visible, and the impression produced by the scene was
that of a popnlons city during church time. We wandered on
through streets and lanes, prying into buildings both piiblic and
•private, after the manner of that wonderful prince mentioned in
the ' Arabian Mghts Entertainments,' who explored a city, the
inhabitants of which had been turned into stone.

" In the shops, many of the walls remain perfect, roofs alone have
disappeared, but coimters, doorways, and depositaries are just such
as we see daily at Naples, and scarcely inferior in point of freshness.

" The mosaic strewn floors are wonderfully perfect—a little patch-
ing and inequality of level caused by the previous earthquake are

here and there perceptible ; the chief difficulty at first is to know
the floor from the pavement, that is, to distinguish the inside of a
house from the courtyard. All external walls were plastered and
coloured, so that a mistake might easily arise.

" The Houses of the Quaestor, Sallust, and the Faun, are exquisite

specimens of proportion and arrangement in domestic building.

The beautifully painted walls, columns, and inlaid marble or
mosaic floor, combine with the deep blue sky, forming so glorious

a whole that the rooflessness is forgotten, and the eye reposes with
delight on the assembled hannonies.

The whole city is encompassed by enormous mounds of debris,

tinder which it was formerly buried. These Imnps are now caked
together, and in their sloj^ing sides trees have already sprung
up, so that all appearance of rubbish is fortunately concealed.

"I was greatly disappointed with the scale of many objects,

especially the Baths. Sir William Gell's views are very correct,

fcut the living figures introduced are on an utterly false scale.

The Telamons, a series of terra-cotta figm^es, tinted red, with yellow
haix and drapery, supporting the frieze, seem, in his pictures, the
size of life, whereas they are only two feet high, one-tliird in fact

of the size they are made to appear in his drawings.

Modern roofs are extended over all parts retaining ornament,
stucco, or paintings ; some of the finest mosaics a,re carefully boarded
©ver—the famous lion, for instance—whilst others are protected by
.coarse glass frames with slides such as we use for eucmnber-beds
itt kitchen gardens. A beautiful marble pavement attracted our
attention, in the house of Action or Sallust, but the great mosaic
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of Daj-ius is not "Visible, being plastered over preparatory to its

removal to Naples. TL.e borders alone remain uncovered. The
Formn, with, its Basilica, temples of Jupiter, Vesta, and Venus,
are only realisations of my previous conception, allowing, as before,

for the rediiction of size. The best mosaics, paintings, statues and
bronzes have been removed to Naples, but their place is frequently

supplied by copies, which serve equally well to ilhistrate their effect.

"The tragic theatre is complete in form ; the stone seats, however,
have nearly all disappeared. The amphitheatre is considerably

distant from the rest of the excavations ; it is remarkably perfect,

and the' view of Vesuvius from the summit of this building is

smimsiiigly grand. It contrasts strangely with the beautiful lime-

stone range of moimtains on the other side of the bay. Vesuvius
appears more rugged and frowning ia this aspect—beheld from the
remaius of its victim—than from the more-frequently painted scene,

the Chiaja of Naples, The deep blue and gray-brown of the
volcano is studded with white dots, each of which is a villa or
hermitage, creeping up to the mouth of the crater, regardless of
the warnings of the buried cities, and the devastation at its roots

in Torre del Greco, and in. Nola of the plain beyond. They seem
like flies settled on the head of a sleeping monster, or, to speak in
better phrase, like white sails on the calm and azure sea, which,
at the moment I am writing, seems incapable of hai'boming the
terrors and destruction which mankind so frequently experience,
and which two days ago we saw in all thek sublunity.

*'In the baths of Pom.peii a slight refreshment was offered us, and
^t a little farm-house in the neighbourhood of the amphitheatre,
we enjoyed a more substantial meal. The comic theatre is small,

but much more perfect than the one previously visited. In all the
public buildings a commencement of restoration after the earthquake
was clearly visible, especially in the forum.

"Vegetation takes root, at every opportunity, between cracks of
stones, or wherever mould is collected

;
grass there is none. The

wild fig and the luximant fern are the most frequent intruders,

but they do not spread sufficiently to afford shelter, and the walls
themselves are not high enough to serve as protection against the
scorching su.n. As the sun neared the horizon, we were warned to
depart, and, mounting om- car in preference to the railway, we
rattled off along the high road, well i^leased with a journey that,
after defraying all expenses, did not exceed the cost of 3s. M.
So ended my first day at Pompeii, 1843.

"I could not help contrasting all this with our first visit to
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Herculaneum, wMch is entirely underground, imbedded in Iiard

tufa, and exposed only in small portions protruding here and tliere,

where we threaded long caverns and galleries cut in the wet, cold,

and dripping material, the bad vapours of which are very dangerous.

I would compare Herculaneum to a geological fossil half worked
out of the comj)act material which surrounds it. There is an
important diflerence in the overwhelming of the two cities,

Pompeii was covered solely with fine dust and powdered scoria, all

d^-y but rendered compact by the great pressure of the fallen mass.

Herculaneum was filled up by a dense rolling liqrud, or rather

paste of fine powder mixed with boiling water strongly impregnated
with sulxDhur, and forming what has now become a perfectly hard
compact stone, and only to be removed with the axe. In Pompeii
all excavations are carried on with the shovel, as the dry powder
easily gives way."

The private houses of Pompeii have been variously named, some-
times from an inscription on the door post, or from the subject of

some principal painting, at other times from the supposed occupa-

tion or condition of the owner, or from a peculiar object foimd in

the dwelling; and not unfrequently the presence of some distin-

guished person at the time of excavation has conferred a lasting

title on some particular remains. The application of these names
will be seen in the houses of Pansa, of Meleager, the Qusestor, the

Surgeon, the Foimtain, and that of Queen Caroline. Some of the

houses have had the names changed, as that of the Tragic Poet is

now called the House with Homeric Paintings. All the houses

seem to have been buried somewhat higher than the top of the

ground floor. Upon this bed of ashes is found a layer of ashes

mixed with mould, and remains of buildings to the depth of

seven feet. The moisture retained in the vegetable mould had
destroyed the surface of the paintings, and not unfrequently the

pattern was seen on the mould to which the stucco stUl adhered.

In this manner has the decoration of the upper aj)artments been
destroyed, and the pressure of superincumbent masses has crum-

bled the woodwork. That the houses had upper ranges of cham-
bers is evident from the remains of staircases leading to them
both within and without. The first floors were nobly paved,

mosaics having been found at various levels one above the other.

Ceilings also were variously decorated 'wdth paintings like the walls,

and sometimes composed of stucco. Mr. Falkener (pp. 66 and 67)
observed a gorgeously ornamented ceiling to a tablinum. It con-

sisted of a large circle in a square panel boldly moulded, and
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enriclied ynth stucco omameiLt, witli nltramarine, vermilion, and
purple colonr-ing, together with a profusion of gilding. Pragments
of equally elaborate ceilings were found in such a position as to
lead to the conviction that they belonged to ai^aiiments of
different stories, one above the other.

The visitor to Pompeii is generally struck with the intensity and
crudeness of the colours on the walls. This is easily accounted
for in the necessity for the exclusion of light in hot countries

;

for with light heat comes also, and all who have, visited Italy will

remember the care with which the modern sitting I'ooms are
darkened duriag daytime. The strength of these colours would
thus be always toned d^own by shade.* With all the variegation of
colour ia these Pompeian walls, one pervading principle may be
observed, viz. , that the strongest and darkest colours are confined
to the bottom of the room. Thus if the dado, or lower part of the
wall, be black, the rest mil be red or yellow, and the ceiliag vfhite

;

and if the dado be red, the rest of the wall yellow or blue. If the
dado be yellow, all the rest of the room will be white.

AREANGEMENT OF A POMPEIAIf HOUSE.

Painted Garden.
Peristyle. Pauces. Ala, Cubiculum

Tabliimm. Implnvium.

INTERIOR OF THE ATRIUM OF THE HOUSE OF THE TBAGIC POET, ACCOBDING
TO THE EESTOEATIOK OF SIR WILLIAM CELL.

The i^rincipal divisions of a Eoman house consist of three

* See page 65,
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square ehambers, leading one into the otlier ; tlie first and last of
these are lighted by a square opening in the middle of the ceiling,

but the central apartment is destitute of any means for the
entrance of the daylight ; in fact, it receives only such light as
can be communicated from the rooms on either side ; still as there
was no actual partition between these chambers, beyond that made
by curtains,* sufficient light must have obtained entrance, which
could be modulated at pleasure. The name of this central room
was the TahUnum. The first room, which is generally the largest, is

called the Atrium, and has a square tank or basin in the middle of
the floor to collect the water dropping from the roof, and to receive
the falling rain, as the apartment is directly open to the sky. The
aperture in the roof is not very large, and this arrangement for

the free descent of rain affords two essential luxuries to the inhabit-

ant of a southern climate—shade and moist ore. In a country Like

our own it is scarcely possible to estimate their value.

The further room had a larger aperture above, and the open
space below was laid out with plants like a garden, bordered with
columns, so that the narrow covered sj)ace left on each side foinned

a miniature cloister. It was called Peristyle, from the Greek words,
meaning surrounded by columns. In the map of ancient Eome,
made in the time of Septimius Severus, this arrangement in the
private houses is distinctly visible. As in our modern houses, the
proportions varied both according to the caprice of the owner, or

the limitations of space. Some had a greater number of apartments,
and others a double set. Not a few added an extensive series of
domestic offices, dining-rooms, and bed chambers, some of them up
stairs. Many houses had a second and third story of bed-rooms
above the common level, but in aU well con,structed houses, what-
ever the rank of the owner, these three apartments, Ji-rmm,
TaUinwn, and Feristyle, remain the essential portions. Here, as

much of the life of a leading citizen was public, he received his

clients and allowed the slaves to wait upon him. It was only in

the inner apartment, such as the ceci and triclinia, that he could
indulge in privacy.

In the better class of houses, the Atriim was generally sur-

rounded by smaller rooms, called cuhicula, and the square of the
Atrium was broken by the fm-ther part being widened on each side

T fashion, into al,ce or wings, which correspond to the transepts of

* Sir William Gell (vol. i. p. 160 of Pompeiana, Second Series) states that
tlie iron rods on wliicli curtains or draperies were suspended from colunm
to coluHui were discovered perfect in an excavation at Hercidaneum in 1828.
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our catliedrals. The tahUnumy agaiii, was narrowed by a pai"titioii

which took off a side passage, called fauces, through which the ser-

vants passed from one end ofthe house to the other mthout disturbing

those occupied in the middle chamber. The floor of tliis tahUmmi
was frequently ornamented with elegant pictiu-es, in mosaic, as

that of the Tragic Poet's House, by the choragus teaching his actors,

-and distributing his masks (Gell, vol. i, pi. 45). The famous large

mosaic, the Battle of Issus, in the House of the Faun, has already

been mentioned. In some houses, but very rarely, there was a

passage on both sides of the tablinum ; as in the reproduction

described in these pages, the House of the Ooloiu'ed Capitals, and
a few others, but the majority have one only.

The reader may derive a clegjrer and certainly a more poetical idea

of an ancient house from the following extracts from Sir Bulwer
Lytton's " Last Days of Pompeii." The house which he describes

is taken from a personal examination and the assistance of his

antiquarian friend, Sir WilUam Gell :

—

" You enter then usually by a small entrance passage, called

/ Testibultun, into a hall sometunes with—but more frequently

without—^the ornament of columns ; around three sides of this

hall are doors communicating with several bedchambers—among
which is the porter's—^the best of these being usually appropriated

to cormtry visitors. At the extremity of the hall on either side

to the right and left, if the house is large, there are two small

recesses, rather than chambers, generally devoted to the ladies of
the mansion j and in the centre of the tessellated pavement of the
hall is invariably a square shallow reservoir for rain water—classi-

cally termed impluvium—which was admited by an aperture in the
roof above, the said aperture being covered at mil by an a-\vning.

JSTear this impluvium, which had a peculiar sanctity in the eyes of

the ancients, were sometimes—^but at Pompeii more rarely than at

Borne—^placed images of the household gods. The hospitable hearth
often mentioned by the Poman poets, and consecrated to the Lares,

was at Pompeii almost invariably formed by a moveable brazier
;

while in some corner, often the most ostentatious place, was
deposited a huge wooden chest, ornamented and strengthened by
bands of bronze or iron, and secured by strong hooks upon a stone

pedestal, so firmly as to defy the attempts of any robber to detach
it from its position. It is supposed that this chest was the money-
box, or coffer, of the master of the house

;
though as no money

has been found in any of the chests discovered at Pompeii, it igr

probable that it was sometimes rather designed for ornament than
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use. In this hall—or atritim, to speak classically—^the dients and
visitors of inferior rank were tisually received. In the houses of

the more ' respectable,' an atriensis, or slave peculiarly devoted
to the service of the hall, was invariably retained, and liis rank
among his fellow-slaves was high and important. The reservoir in

the centre must have been rather a dangerous ornament ; but the

centre of the hall was like the grass plot of a college, and inter-

dicted to the passers to and fro, who fomid ample space in the
margin. Right opposite the entrance at the other side of the hall,

was an apartment (tablinum), in which the pavement was usually

adorned v/ith rich mosaics, and the wall covered with elaborate

paintings. Here Avere usually kept the records of the family or

those of any public office that had been filled by the owner ; on
one side of this saloon, if we may so call it, was often a dining-

room or triclinium ; on the other side, perhaps, what we should

now term a cabinet of gems, containing whatever curiosities were
deemed most rare and costly ; and invariably a small passage for

the slaves to cross to the further j)aits of the house without pass-

ing the apartments thus mentioned. These rooms all opened on a
square or oblong colonnade, technically termed peristyle. If the

house was smadl its boundary ceased with this colonnade, and in

that case its centre, however diminutive, was ordinarily appropriated

to the purpose of a garden, and adorned with vases of flowers placed

upon pedestals ; while imder the colonnade, to the right and left,

were doors admitting to bedrooms, to a second tricliniiim, or eat-

ing-room—for the ancients generally appropriated two rooms at

least to that purpose, one for summer and one for wiater, or

perhaps one for ordinary, the other for festive occasions—and if

the owner affected lettei's, a cabinet dignified by the name of

library—^for a very small room was sufficient to contain the few rolls

of papyrus which the ancients deemed a notable collection of books.
*
' At the end ofthe peristyle was generally the kitchen. Supposing

the house was large, it did not end mth the peristyle, and the

centre thereof was not, in that case, a garden, but might be
perhaps adorned mth a fountain or basin for fish ; and at its end,

exactly opposite to the tabhnum, was generally another eating

room, on either side of which were bed rooms, and perhaps a
picttu'6 saloon or pinacotheca. These apartments communicated
again with a square or oblong space, usually adorned on three sides

with a colonnade like the peristyle, and very much resembHng the

peristyle, only usually longer. This was the proper viridarium or

garden^ being commonly adorned with a fountain or statues, and a
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profusion of gay flowers ; at its extreme end was tlie gardener's-

liotise ; on either side "beneath the colonnade were sometimes, if the

size of the family required it, additional rooms.

"At Pompeii, a second or thii'd story was rarely of importance,

being l3iiilt only above a small part of the house and containing

rooms for the slaves ;
differing in this respect from the more

magnificent edifices of Rome, which generally contained the

prmcii)al eatmg-room (or crenacnlnm) on the second floor. The
apartments themselves were ordinarily of small size ; for in those

delightful climes they received any extraordinary nmnbcr of visitors

in the peristyle (or portico), the hall, or in the garden ; and even

their banquet rooms, however elaborately adorned and carefully

selected in point of aspect, were of diminutive proportions ; for the

intellectual ancients being fond of society, not of crowds, rarely

feasted more than nine at a time, so that large dinner rooms were

not so necessary "vvith them as with us. But the suite of rooms

seen at once from the entrance, must have had a very imposing

effect : you beheld at once the hall richly paved and painted—^the

tablinum—the graceful peristyle, and if the house extended further,

the opposite banquet-room, and the garden which closed the view

with some gushing fount or marble statue.

" The reader will now have a tolerable notion of the Pompeian
houses, which resembled in some respects the Grecian, but mostly

the Roman fashion of domestic architecture. In almost every

house there is some difference in detail from the rest, but tlie

principal outline is the same in all. In all, you find the hall, the

tablintun, and the peristyle, communicating with each other ; in

all you find the Vf-alls richlj'" painted ; and in all the evidence of a

people fond of the refining elegances of life. The pmity of the

taste of the Pompeians in decoration is, however, ciuestionable ;

they were fond of the gaudiest colours, of fantastic designs
;
they

often painted the lower half of their columns a bright red, leaving

the rest uncoloured : and where the garden was small, its wall was
frequently tinted to deceive the eye as to its extent, imitating

trees, bu'ds, temples, (fee. , in perspective ; a meretricious delusion

which the graceful pedantry of Pliny himself adoj^ted with a

com|)lacent pride in its ingenuity.

"

The novehst then proceeds to describe the house known by the

name of the Tragic Poet. (See plan No. 2 on page 38.)
" You enter by a long and nan-ow vestibule, on the floor of wMch

is the image of a dog in. mosaic, with the well-known * Cave

canem,' or ' Beware the dog.' On either side is a chamber of some
D 2
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size : for the mteiior part of the house not being large enough to

contain the two great cliyisions of private and public departments,
these two rooms were set apart for the reception of visitors who,
neither by rank nor familiarity, were entitled to admission in the
penetralia of the mansion.

" Advancing up the vestibule, you enter an atrium that, when
first discovered, was rich in paintings, which in point of expression

would scarcely disgrace a Baphael, You may see them now
transplanted to the Neapolitan Museum

;
they are still the admira-

tion of connoisseurs—they depict the parting of Achilles and
}3riseis.

" AVho does not acknowledge the force, the vigour, the beauty,

employed in delineating the forms and faces of Achilles and the
immortal slave ?

" On one side of the atrium, a small staircase admitted to the

apartments for the slaves on the second floor ; there also were two
or three small bedrooms, the walls of which portrayed the Rape of

Eiu'opa, the battle of the Amazons, &c.

"You now enter the tablinum, across which, at either end, hung
rich draperies of Tyiian pm3)le, half withdrawn. On the walls was
depicted a poet reading his verses to his friends ; and in the pave-

ment was inserted a small and most exquisite mosaic, typical of the
instructions given by the du-ector of the stage to his comedians.

" You passed through the saloon, and entered the peristyle ; and
here, as I have said before was usually the case with smaller

houses of Pompeii, the mansion ended. From each of the seven

columns that adorned this court hung festoons of garlands ; the

centre, supplying the place of a garden, bloomed -with the rarest

flowers, placed in vases of white marble, that were supported on
pedestals. At the left hand of this small garden was a diminutive

fane, resembling one of those small chapels placed at the sides of

roads in Catholic countries, and dedicated to the Penates ; before it

stood a bronze tripod ; to the left of the colonnade were two small

cubicula or bedrooms ; to the right was the triclinium, in which
the guests were now assembled.

" This room is usually termed by the antiquaries of ^^"aples, ' The
Chamber of Leda and in the beautiful work of Sir William Geli,

the reader will find an engraving from that most delicate and gxaceful

painting of Leda presenting her new-bom to her husband, from
which the room derives its name. This chaimiiig apartment opened
upon the fragrant garden. Round the table of citrean wood,
highly polished and delicately wrought with silver arabesques, were
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placed tlie three couches, which were yet more common at Pompeii
than the semicircnlar seat that had gi-own lately into fashion at

Home ; and on these couches of bronze, studded mth richer metals,

were laid thick quiltings, covered with elaborate broidery, and
yielding luxuriotisly to the pressure.

"

The following plans, pp. 38 and 39, are collected into one gi-oup

to afibrd a more easy view of the diiferences in their general con-

struction. They are not drawn to scale, and have no pretensions to

detail. The principal apartments only are named upon them, and the

following is a list of their chief peculiarities, together with the dates

when they were excavated, ..nd the various names bywhich they have
been knovvn. The first numbers correspond with those on the plans.

1. House of the Emperok, Joseph IT. (17 67-69), was a mansion
of great mag-niiicence, of three stories. It was beautifiiUy situated

on the side towards the sea. This house had a suite of baths ; and
ia the furnace-room the skeleton of a female was discovered. The
regularity of plan is very remarkable

;
but, unfortunately, the exca-

vations were filled in again, so that notlung now remains to be seen.

2. HoiTSB OF THE Teagio Poet (1824-26) is called in the Museo
Borbonico, " Casa Omerica" the Homeric House : the same which
Bulwer describes as the house of Glaucus. Remarkable for the

beauty and dignified character of its paintings, most of them
illustrating Homeric subjects.

A list of a few of the principal paintings and mosaics in this

house will sufiice to show the taste of its occupant.

Gave Canem. Mosaic at entrance.

In atrium, on right wall, next to entrance. The Mcmi(Mje of
Peleus and Thetis. On side wall, right hand, The Parting of Achilles

mid Briseis. On same wall, separated only by a door. The '.Depar-

ture of Chryseis. Opposite to the parting of Achilles and Briseis

was represented The Fall of Icarus. In a cubiculum on this side

was the small frieze of Battle of Amazons (copied in the Atrium of

Pompeian Court, page 47). The tabhnum was adorned with a

pictiire of A Poet reading, and the mosaic pavement representing

The Olioragus and Actors. In a little chamber to the left of tablinum
was a small picture of Vemts fishmg. At the end of ambulatory
of peristyle near triclinium was the famous picture of The Sacrifice

of Iphigenia, painted on the wall adjoining the oven of the FuUonica.
The Deserted Ariadne (page 57) adorned a small chamber to the left

of the peristyle. The opposite side of the peristjde was occupied
by the kitchen, latrina, and triclinium, which latter contained the
exquisite picture ofLedapresenting her PnfantProgeny to Tyndarev^s ;



2. House of tlieTrasie
Poet, or. House of the
Homeric Paintings.

5. House of Sallust, or Actajon.

GSEAT MOSAIC.

FOUNTAIN

SMALL SHELL.

FOUNTAIN

3. House of Queen
Caroline.

6. Houses of the Mosaic Fountain, and of tlie

Shell Fountain.



7. House witli the Colotiied Capitals, near tlie Pantheon.

8. Hovise of the Dioscuri, Qusestor, or Centaur.

0. House of the Pemale Musician, the Flute Player or 10. Prom ancient Marble Map of Rome.
" Sonatrioe. —Excavated by Mr. Palkener. representing- Private Houses.
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hence tliis apartment is sometimes called the Chamber of Leda.

Other j)ictnres in the same room are Venus, Gtipid, and Adonis,
and an elaborate composition of Theseus d-eserting Ariadne. He is

in the act of stepping on board a ship, where sailors are making
ready for departure. Ariadne lies asleep on the shore ; her head is

snrroxmded with a blue circular glory, wliich is not uncommon in

Pompeian paintings. Many of these pictures are on a compara-
tively liirge scale, and only equalled in artistic excellence by those

which have been discovered in the houses of the Dioscuri and
of Ceres, one of the smallest houses in Pompeii. It has only one
cda (pLan given in Mus. Bor., vol. ii., tav. 55, and in Gell, vol. i..

pL 35, p. 143).

3. House of Queen Caeoline (1813), now called that of

Adonis, remarkable for the width of Atrium when viewed from
vestibule. The kitchen has windows opening to the street. In
an open court is a permanent semicircular couch of stone, the

sigma of Martial, and so called from the shape that the Greek letter

had at this period acquhed. (See notice on the changes in the Greeic

alphabet, in the Catalogue of Greek Court, p. 22). In the Atrium,

plants were painted on the wall, as if sprung up out of the ground.

A celebrated caricature painting of the studio of a portra,it painter

was discovered by Mazois in tliis house.

4. House of the Meleager or Apollo (1830-31), called also

the House of Isis, or of the ISTereids. The house is veiy extenave,

and the various apartments are arranged in a different manner
from what is generally seen at Pompeii. The block plan, No. 4,

will sufficiently explain the distribution of the various parts. The
vestibulum is very long and narrow.

6. House of Sallust (1809). Known also as the House of

Aetceon. The venereum is the peculiar feature of tliis house.

The skeleton of a young female, mth foiu: rings on one of her

fingers, was discovered as if just in the act of escapiag ; five

gold bracelets, two ear-rings, and tMrty-two pieces of money were
lying near her. The skeletons of three other females, probably

slaves, were found near her. The doorway of the Prothyrum was
very broad, and was closed with a quadrivahe door, folding ba,ck

like our shutters.

6. Two houses side by side, called from the features of their

peristyles, the Greater and the Smaller Fountain (1826). The small

foimtain itself made of shells, the greater one encrusted with

mosaics. In the former house a remarkable painting of a sea-port,

supposed to represent DicEearcliia, or Puteoli, was discovered. Two
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staircases indicate the former existence of npper rooms. Here
they found oil, in rases, ^^^.th oHves still shimming in it.

7. House op the Colotjk.ed Capitals (1833-34). A very large

house near the so-called Pantheon.

It is a magnificent specimen of an-angement and decoration.

The long range of colomiade, forming a second peristyle or de-

corated garden, is peculiar to tlxis habitation. (Plan given in Mus.
Bor., vol. X., tav. A & B.)

8. House of the Dioscuri (1828-29). This beautiful mansion has

been known by a gi-eat variety of names

—

The Quaestor, the Centaur,

Castor and Pollux. The latter name (Dioscuri also) is derived from
the spirited figures of the sons of Leda, painted reining in their

horses on the side walls of the left-hand vestibulurn. A running
Mercury, with putrse in hand, was painted on one of the posts of

the same entrance. The exterior of this house is much more care-

fvdly decorated than Ams usual among the Pompeians. Many of the

stucco ornaments have been picked out with colour. Higlily-

decorated wooden chests, lined and bound externally with iroUj

were found in the atrium, at the entrance of the left-hand ala,

wMch still contained a few gold and silver coins that had escaped

the grasp of some one who had returned to the spot after the

destruction of the city, and made excavation, evidently directed to

that particular spot.

This house is one of the finest for the grandeur and taste dis-

played in every part of it. The celebrated paintings, Perseus and
Andromeda, Medea and her Children, were found on the piers at

the lower angles of the great central Peristyle. The great Exedra,

or Triclinium, at its extremity, was closed with folding doors, the

sockets of which still remain, and the floor was decorated with
the famous circular mosaic of The Lion crowned ivith Garlands hy

young Cupids. (Engraved ia Mus. Bor., vol. vii., tav. 61.) (Plan

given in Gell's Pompeiana, vol. ii,, pi. 63.)

9. House oe the Female Musician (1847). Known by the
Italian name Delia Sonatrice, called likewise House of the

Triumphant Bacchus. It is a very interesting excavation, dis-

playing much magnificence and elegance of decoration. It may be
regarded as a double house of three stories. Several of the

paintings of the Sydenham Court have been copied from the walls

of this mansion. The name of the house is derived from a paintrag

in one of the chambers representing a young actress in a mask playing

the double flute. A picture was found near the foot of the stairs

displaying writing materials, such as tablets, stylus, atramentumj
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or ink-bottle, and a sealed letter, wliicli preserves the direction 021

it, "To the Beciu-ion Marcus Lucretius." Hence, the house is

not Tinfreqnently called by his name, in the snpiDOsition that he
must have been the ovrner. Mr. Falkener was present during the
excavation of this house, and has published a very interesting

account of his observations in the Museum of Classical Antiquities.

The arrangement of the portion beyond the tablinu.m is very singular,

consistiag of a fountain and basia surrounded by a rariety of small
figures arranged in front of it. The house seems, at the period
of its destruction, to have been undergoing alteration. Many
of the central pictm-es had been taken out from the walls, pre-

paratory to the insertion of fresh ones. The artists appear to
have sometimes paiated on wood for that purpose. Many years
ago, the workmen came to an apartment at Stabite, where the
pictures had been separated from a wall preparatory to removal,
which the ruin of the city prevented : the paintings therefore were
found leaning agaiast the wall of the apartment. (Tlie iDlan of this

house is given in Mus. Bor., vol. xiv., tav. A and B.)

10. PiAN of some private dwellings copied from the celebrated

fragments of a map of Rome, engraved on marble about the tim.e

of Septimius Severus. (Bellorius Ichnographia, Tab. 7, page 35.)
The House op Pansa. (1811-14.) One of the largest of the

superior class of mansions hitherto discovered. It has an extensive
garden, and the rooms were distributed with great regularity. This
house is more generally referred to in illustration of a Pompeian
house, and for that reason has been made the subject of a larger

and more elaborate plan than the rest. In one of the bed-rooms, five

female skeletons were found, some of them vdth. gold ear-rings.

The name of the house is derived from the red letters paksam. /t.!).

•PAEATVS.EOO. daubed upon the door-post. (The plan of this house
is given large at the end of this book.)

The House or Ceres (1827). Called also the House of Zephyrus
and Flora, from an interesting painting of the Marriage of Zephyrus
and Mora ; it is also known as the House of the SJiij) (JSTaviglio),

which latter name is derived from a paintiag in one of the shops.

Another name, also, is of the Bacchantes. The beautiful seated

divinities, Bacchus and Ceres, between the Tablinum and Alsd of
this com-t, were copied from this House of Ceres. A third sitting

deity, Jupiter, with a round plate behind his head, like the nimbus
of samts in old pictures, belonged to this series. It is remarkably
dignified. (See Mus. Bor., vol. vi., tav. 52.)
The House oe the Fau^ (1829-31). So caUed from the dis-
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covery of the beatitiful little Faxm introduced in tliis court, copied in

the original material, bronze. This house is celebrated for its great

mosaic, representing Alexander and Darius at tJie Battle of Issus,

The apartments were very numerous and on a grand scale.

HISTORY OP THE POMPEIAN HOUSE.

Tlie original intention in constructing the PonixDeian Court in

the Crjrstal Palace was to apj)ropriate it for piuposes of refresh-

ment. In furtherance of this plan, more especial attention woiild

have been devoted to the mural decorations and the arrangements
for public accommodation and convenience. The nature and
extent of the gigantic structure withia which this coiui; was to be
erected, determined, in a great measui'e, the breadth of space to

be left open. A glance upwards will show the spectator how the
supports of the galleries are arranged, and also the necessity that

exists for incorporating these withiu the walls of the smaller erec-

tion. The refreshment chambers must necessarily have been much
larger in extent than any of the rooms ia the houses at Pompeii

;

the general disposition of their chambers, however well suited they
might have been for the purposes of ancient life, were totally

inadequate to the requirements of modern visitors
;
consequently

this plan v.^as abandoned, and the present Pompeian Court insti-

tuted in its stead.

The original design for this house was made by Mr. Digb}^

Wyatt, at KTaples
;
and, in conjunction with Mr. Owen Jones, Ms.

companion in the tour for the collection of works of art for the
decoration of the Crystal Palace generally, he entered into arrange-

ments on the spot with Signor Abbate, the official draughtsman to

bhe King for the Pompeian excavations, to come over to England
the following sj)ring, with cartoons and tracings, from Pompeii, in

order to decorate the building, then to be prepared for him at

Sydenham, with facsimiles of the different paintings at Pompeii
selected by Mr. Wyatt for the decoration of the respective rooms.

The Kuig of N"aples granted permission to Signer Abbate for the visit,

ajid, accordingly, this distinguished artist arrived in England fully

prepared to perform his task. Although the plan of devoting the
Pompeian Court to refreshment was meanwhile given up, the
tneasurement of the walls that had been given to Signer Abbate
ror the preparation of his cartoons prevented any general change
bf design, and the shortness of the period originally fixed for Ms
5tay in tins country prevented any unpoi-tant alterations being
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undertaken. The decorative painting of the Ponipeian liouse was
entirely under the management of Signer Abbate, Mr. Parris. Jun.
acting as his deputy. They had thirty assistants, ten of whom
Avere English. The principal figure painters were Mundici and
Gow, and the names of the chief ornamentalists are Leslie, Luetyens,
Wassner, Yahn, Munsch, Moevius, and Meyer. The entire arrange-
ment and building are due to Mr. Digby Wyatt, fuiihered by the
zeal and energy of Mr. Thomas Hayes, his deputy.

It ynll be seen in the following description of the Court, that
each part has been copied from some existing authority ; and
the few exceptions that do occur, in Avhich originality was neces-

sary, have been carefully noted.

Some of the leading works which contain illustrations of

Pompeii, will be found enmiierated in the list of books at the end of

the description of the Roman Court, and others of more immediate
imjDortance have been referred to in the text when requisite.

DESCEIPTION OF THE POMPEIAN" HOUSE.

The outer walls are supposed to be surrounded by the street,

and the entire house forms what the Romans called an msvJa ;

that is, a detached building. The tiling, more conspicuous from
the gallery, has been faithfully copied from an ancient example,

from the House of the Female Musician. The roof of a house
was found complete in April, 1853, with the upper part of the

ridge carefully gaiarded by cement. The principal entrance faces

the nave ; it is flanked by two pilasters, the capitals of which are

copied from the back entrance of a house excavated in 1834 (Mus,

Bor., A'ol. X., tav. A, B), and from sketches taken on the spot.

The general propoi-tions of the doorway are taken from the

house of Pansa (Gell, PomjDciana, series i., pi. 34.) ; the grating,

or lattice-work * over the door, is introduced upon the authority

of Mr. Donaldson in his work Upon doorways. The external win-

dows are devised to throw more light into the chambers, and to

afford a more ready means of looking into the inner recesses.

This apparent innovation is authorised by the windows of the

Tragic Poet's house which open upon the street, although much
higher up, being raised more than six feet above the level of the

foot-pavement. They seem to have been closed by slidiag shutters

and were sometimes glazed. Glass was much used at PomjDeii

* Called l.y VitruTius Hypaetmm. Smith, s. v, Janua. p, 626. Compare
a latticed window in vol. i., p. 229 of "Pittnre d'Ercolano."

J
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1^

both for drinking vessels and windows ; sheets of glass hare

been found there, and a convex glass for a lamp remained

in the wall, dividing two apartments in the pnblic baths near the

forum. The front part of the entrance was called Vestihulum

;

the remaining part of the passage, Frothijrum, which latter was
bounded by a second door which closed in the Atrium. The door

is qnadrivalve, and the panelling is taken from the false door

painted on the wall of the Chalcidicnm near the statue of Eumachia
(Gell, Pompeiana, 2nd series, page 21, pla,te 9).

The inlaid marble on the tlrreshhold, representing a dog, is

found at the entrance to the House of the Tragic Poet (Mus. Bor.,

vol. ii., tav. 56). A similar device was painted at the entrance of

Trimalchio's house, described by Petronius, who was alamied at

the first sight of the furious animal at the full stretch of his chain

so skilfully represented in the original mosaic (Petronius, Satyricon,

ch. 29). The inscription on both is the same, cave OAiSTEM, which
means " Beware of the dog."

The Protliyrum * or Ostmm, was the passage between the

street door (janua), and the house door (ostmm), and corresponds

to oiu' entrance hall ; a small square room on one side Avas

sometimes devoted to the door-keeper or porter (janitor or osticwms).

They were called Gellce, OstiaricB.

The walls and ceilings of these side apartments are white, with

a red dado, that is, the lower part of the wall, answering to

our surbase. The decoration of these rooms is imitated from
the House of the Second Fountain, The walls of the Protliyrum

itself are red, with a winged Cupid in a panel on each side. They
' are from the House of the Diosciui. The dado is black, the ceilings

of these three apartments are white and slightly arched.

Most of the ceilings in Pompeii were of this description, and
composed of segmental vaults painted in fresco, like the walls

beneath, only in Hghter colours or more dehcate and thinner pat-

terns on a white ground. A small stucco cornice highly enriched

with colour follows the lines of the archivolt. In the Yilla of

Diomed are some fiat ceilings, and other examples have been pub-

lished in the Pittiue d'Ercolano.

ATRIUM.

The view of this spacious apartment at the moment of entrance is

very imposing ; the only difference between this and a real Pompeiaii

* Eicli, s. V.
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liouse consists in tlae greater dilfusioii of light, and the increased scale
' of the apartment better suited to a palace in the capital of the Empire.
For the purpose of fully displaying the beauties of the mtu'al

decorations, much more light has been admitted into this apart-

ment than is usually found in the same di^dsion of the Pompeian
houses. To this end, the central aperture, ivhich ought to have
been of the same size as the resei-voir below, has been considerably

widened. Windows also have been introduced in order to give the

spectator a better view of the decorations withm the side cham-
bers. At a glance the eye recognises the various parts of the
building previously described. In the centre below is the square

basin to collect the water, called the vm,plumum, and the coixe-

sponding aperture above would be the compluvium. At the further

end, facing the entrance, a graceful female figure is seen j)laying

the lyre-—these paintings will be described hereafter. In many
houses this extremity is painted sky blue, with shrubs and
trees to imitate a distant garden—this was the case in the peristyle

of the Tragic Poet's House (Gell, vol. i., p. 159), also in the

Houses of the Qusestor and Action (Gell, pi. 20, page 175). The
dark square centra.1 part fonnmg as it were a frame to om- view
•of the peristyle, is the taUinum, the side-passages are the fauces,

and the smaller apertm^es round the sides of the Ai/rium will be
recognised as conducting to the cuhicula. Each of these apart-

ments we propose to examine minutely, after having taken a general

view of the Atrium. This important space in a Poman house
was called also the Gavum helium, or Gavcedivm, as Pliny writes

it. There were various kinds of Atria ; the simplest with no
support in the centre—as tliis—called the Atrium Tuscanicum.

Where the roof was supported by four coliunns in the centre it

was called Tetrastylum. If the columns surrounding the implu-

mum were numerous, it was called Goririthium, and when, as rarely

has been fomid, no opening was left in the centre, the apartment

was said to be Testudinatum. Sometimes a roof was so arranged

as to throw oflf the water outside, and then the term disphiviatum

was employed.

The Atrium, as viewed from the door, is oblong, in a position

reversed from that in which it is generally found in Pompeian
houses : although an authority for this arrangement exists in the

House of Queen Caroluie. The implumwm, in the centre is of

marble, and the exquisite small marble statue of a faun, serving

at the same time as a foimtaia, is copied from the house called

after the grand Duke of Tuscany, The floor is an excellent
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imitation of aaicieiit mosaic work, executed by Messrs. Mintoii

;

ilie various patterns are taken from different Pompeian lioiises.

Many of tlie floors at Pompeii exhibit some of tlie finest

examples of mosaic work in which elaborate paintings with every

variety of colom' have been produced. They are com.j)osed solely

of small pieces of coloured stone or glass fitted closely together

•and higlily polished. It is the most durable of all methods of

painting, and is generally set in a sti-ong bed of cement. The
modern Romans practise this art with such success, that a mosaic

can scarcely be distinguished from a picture carefully painted with

the brush. Every altar-piece but one, now in St. Peters', has been

made by this process. The celebrated mosaic of the Doves drinking,

described by Pliny, is now in the capitol at Rome, and many
descriptions of pictures executed in this mode are to be found in

ancient authors. This process must be carefully distinguished from

inlaying, Vfhich the ancients also j)3:actised, and may be seen here

in the vestibules and some of the side chambers leading out of the

peristyle.

The prevaihng colour of the atrium is white. All round the doors

and the windows of the Cubicula the wall is painted bright blue

vvith red dado. The pilasters are white with the lower part yellow
;

their capitals white heightened by blue and red
;
they are from the

House of the Centaur. In s{][uare compartments, on a white

ground, between the capitals of pilasters, are elegant groups of

female figures on marine animals, and Cupids in chariots ; some of
' the small enriched mouldings are from the cornice of the tomb of

j

Oalventius Quietus, and the atrium frieze cobove tahlimcm is copied

; from a side apartment in the Tragic Poet's House (Mus. Bor. vol. ii.

,

tav. A). It is composed of white figures of combatants in armour

on foot and in chariots ; shields and dead bodies lie prostrate. The
ground of this frieze is purple, but the ground of the original is

described as white, and the figures are said to be clothed in blue,

green, and purple draperies. The females are Amazons, dis-

' tinguished by the pelta or kmated shield (see Statue IS^o. 194 of

the Greek Court.) The rest of the frieze is white, vdth patterns of

bright-coloTued lines in simple forms. Over each pilaster the

frieze is broken by double figures of Victory, yeUow and gold,

t
which serve to support the beams which project to the edge

of the compluvium. They were modelled by Mr. Monti, under the

superintendence of Signer Abbate, from a drawing by Mr. Wyatt.

^

The compluvium is bordered with red standing tiles called

antifixa, a,nd the arrangement of Mazois in Ms restoration of
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the House of Diomecl lias been followed, Tlie antifixa may be seen

also on the model of the Parthenon in the bas-relief gallery-

adjoining the Greek Court. The angle tiles, with a spont to

discharge the rain water, merit attention. The sloping roof of

the atrium, composed of hght beams with panelling between them,

has been claiefly restored from existing paintings ; but few traces of

woodwork remain in any pai-t of these ancient cities without

having been seriou.sly disturbed ; the atrium ceihngs being of wood,
were consequently destroyed

;
pictorial records are therefore our

only authorities. Fortunately for us, the ancients seem to have
delighted in depicting themselves and their ways of living, so

that it is not improbable that the architectural specimens that

we see on then- walls are only the transcripts of the slender con-

structions which were in fact confined to the upper stories. This

is the more probable as the background of these architectural scenes

is generally sky, and where vegetation does appear among them
it consists commonly of plants growing in pots, or else the tops of

trees as they would appear from the upper part of a house.

CUBICULA.

We must now go into the detail of the house and pass into

each room as consecutively numbered in the plan, beginning in this

instance on the left hand of the principal entrance, keeping the wall

of Atrium always to the left,

1. Ctjbicultjm. This small chamber has the walls totally black

with a white ceiling. It is an exact copy both in size and
decoration, of a room in the House of the Bronzes at Pompeii,

called la stanza nera. Pacing the door is a square jDicture

representing a "Sacrifice to Minerva^' (engraved in Mus. Bor.,

vol. xiii., tav, 8). In the centre a round shield—^the Argolic

buckler—^with seipent painted on it, mounted on a square pedestal
;

above this appears a helmet placed on the top of a square

pillar ; a winged Cupid seems to be adjusting the shield ; in front of

the pedestal is a smaller circular altar, and Psyche with butterfly

wings, clothed in yellow and pink, stands on the left, as if about

to cast incense upon the altar. On the other side a Cupid, with
blue wings of the same peculiar curve observable in the Marl-
borough gem, representing the Marriage of Cupid and Psyche,
brings a white lamb to the altar for sacrifice. Among the arabesques

to the right and left of this picture are graceful vases. Half doors

of a light wooden construction may be observed, a.nd a curious
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method of displaying pictures is shown here
;
they are represented

upon the wall very much sloped forA^ard and with folding shutters

to them. (See Malkin's Pompeii, vol. ii., p. 123.) The arabesques

at each end of this cubictilum are especially beautiful. They have

been wonderfully copied in Grimer's specimens of Ornamental Art,

the size of the originals. The effect of their rich colours upon
a perfectly black ground is remarkable, contributing to increase

the apparent size of the room very considerably. Few at first

sight would imagine this little apartment to measu.re only 22 feet

9 inches by 6 feet 9 inches. The window openings to the atrium

laave been explained at page 44.

2. CuBiouLUM. The next chamber, forming one comer ofthe quad-

rangle, and ligbted by a window in the outer wall, has also a white

coved ceiling. The upper part ofthe walls is white, the dado black,

and the remaining interval blue. Three graceful female figures

floating in separate panels are Bacchantes
;
they have no wings. The

pictm-e surrounded by blue opposite the door, represents a sitting

Endymion ; he holds a branch in his right hand, and a staff leaning

on Ms left shoulder ; the drapery is pink ; at his feet a stag,* with

horns and blue collar, may be regarded as the emblem of Diana,

whose favoiuite he was. (See Greek Court, No. 33). The back-

ground is composed of rocks mth a square tower in the centre,

i

The subject of Endymion was a very favourite one among the

Pompeians. He was sometimes represented, as here, entranced

awaiting the arrival of the goddess, at other times sleeping, and the

,
goddess gazing upon him, with his dog starting in surprise at the

visitor. Not unfrequently a Cupid is introduced leading Diana by
i

the hand, holding a whip, as if she had just descended from her

I chariot of night. Whenever the goddess is present Endymion is

I

always represented asleep. On the wall next the door faciag the

other picture is a square painting of Venus fishing. She sits on a

rock on the right hand side, her yellow hair bound with a myrtle

"s^Teath, the lower part of her figure enveloped in green drapery ; a
fish has attached itself to the line of the rod which she holds in

her right hand, and Cupid with blue wings, sitting on a rock across

the water, expresses great joy at Iris mother's success, which is

evinced by Ms lively action. A piece of red drapery upon wMeh
lie kneels adds greatly to the harmony of the picture. This

* On a closer examination I perceive that the animal is wonnded, and tlie

picture therefore represents Cyparissus, who killed a favourite stag hy acci-

dent, and was transformed into the cypress. The picture is mentioned by

j

Mr. Falkener (page 51).
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subject of Vemis angling is also frequently repeated ; sometimes
Cupid holds tlie fisli basket, and in other cases he angles also. (See

cubiculum 15.)

3. CiTBiciJLUM. The next room in order flanks a side entrance.

It is white with a yellow dado. The wall facing the atrium has a
square picture of a poet or bookseller, and a comedian. On each

side of this pictm-e are painted tall, thin, yellow columns, with
yellow shields suspended between them. Medusa and Lion heads

are in the centre of these shields, as they were fomid in the house
described by Mr. Ealkener (p. 46). The poet, in the picture oppo-

site the door, sits on the left, with his legs crossed. His head is

crowned with ivy, and the lower part of his figure wrapt in blue

and red drapery. He holds an open scroll in his left hand, and
with his right seems to be giving iastructions to the player, who
stands before him with his mask raised over his head, as may also

be seen in the mosaic from the tablinum ofthe Tragic Poet's house,

(Gell, Pompeiana, pi. 45, vol. i. p. 17 4). The comedian is dressed

in a purple tunic with sleeves, and a full yellow mantle hke a

palhum thrown over it. In liis left hand he holds a lituus or

cui'ved stick much used by the players. It resembles the crooked

staff borne by the augurs, and so often seen upon gems, Roman
coins, and Etiaiscan paintiags. It was generally canied by actors.

(Wieseler, Theatergebaiide, &c. PL 11, No. 3, PI. 12, Nos. 23 to

28 ; and Pitture d'Ercolano, vol. ii. tav. 3. p. 19). The lituus

was curved more than the pedum or shepherd's crook, which is

simiDly a stick with a hook at the end of it.

At the foot of the sitting figure is a round box called capsa or

sorinkom, it has rings and cords on the outside. This box is, in

fact, a library, it contains the volumes or rolls such as have been
discovered in the villa at Herculaneum (see ante, p. 20), one of

which the poet may be supposed to have taken out and to be
holding in his hand. Many instances of these scrinia occur among
the Pompeian paintings, with tickets or titles of the books

hanging out at the top. (See also a statue of Sophocles, No. 322,

where the scrinium is open and the rolls clearly displayed.)

Above this composition, is a landscape in an oblong fi-ame.

It contains a long villa and trees with awnings extended for

shade, a yellow isolated colunm and a separate eediculum. This

is one of the examples of landscape painting prevalent during

the time between Nero and Titus. Landscape paiating did not at

first become a separate branch of art but Ltidius appears to have

introduced the style. The ancients rarely iadulged in the modem
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tfiste for representing wild and. romantic scenery ; all tlieir compo-
sitions are made of long lines of building, basilicas, villas, trees

pleasantly disposed, bird's-eye views of sea ports and artificially

arranged gardens. Places in fact to go to and not in accordance witli

tbe feeling of our own times, which leads ns to enjoy a grand scene,

a combination of eartb and sky witliout any desire to move from
the spot upon which we have been placed. A description of the

Yale of Tempe in .Julian has always been referred to as implying
that the ancients had some feeling for the picturesque, and siirely

the back grounds to many of theix figm-es show considerable in-

vention and romantic appreciation, although deficient in the modern
arts of aerial perspective and chiaroscuro. Above this landscape,

is a female figure, the lower pait draped, with an elephant's trunk
on the head, and a lion at her right side. In this manner Africa

is personified on coins both of Hadrian and Septimius Severus,

(Millin, Gal. Myth., Nos. 371 and 372).* The left foot of this

figure is placed on an elephant's head, of which the trunk and
tusks only appear (compare Falkener, page 52, note). The yellow
dado is ormented vnth white swans, holding purple ribands. On
the left wall, opposite the side vestibule, is a pretty little group of

a winged Citpid leading an ibex or chamois, painted on a very
dark purple ground.

4. Yestibuium. The side entrance, light and narrow. The
ceiling consists of one fiat sunk panel, white, with blue and red
stars. The lower part of wall red, the dado black. The salve
inlaid in the pavement is taken from the house of the Yestals.

5. The Ala : here, of necessity, very shallow, but in many
Pompeian houses of much greater depth, has a white curved
ceiling, with broad blue, red, and green lines on it. The upper
part of walls white, a frieze of black below it, yellow panels vrith

white borders, black dado.

The paintings of the Ala have been taken from a house near the
Basilica. The great picture is called Cupid Condemned to Labom-.
The height of the momitain in the background is very remarkable.

The picture is surrormded with red, and flanked with white
columns, having bright patterns spirally arranged upon them. On
either side of the chief picture are two floating figures upon a
yellow ground, surrounded by a chaste white patterned border, that

* The sMn witt trunk and tusks of an elephant's head may be seen applied
in a sunilar manner upon the coins of the Bactriau Demetriiis. Compare also
a small donble Hermes in the Eoman Grallery, No. 385.

B 2
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lias been publislied by Zaliii. To the left are two Cupids bearing a
square pbaretra or quiver. To the right a lovely Cupid with
crimson drapery, carrying a lyre such as Apollo sometimes plays

;

he is assisted in the operation by a Psyche -with purple butterfly

wings, a purple undeivest and green over it, wearing pale blue
boots. These little figures are copied from a house near the forum.
In the spandril is an architectural scroll-work in gay colours, with
two lions leaping through it, a peculiarity to be seen in the Temple
of Isis, at Pompeii, and in the Theatre of Myra, in Lycia.

6. The wall adjoining the Ala, and forming part of the Atrium,
has been very gracefu.lly decorated. It is occupied by a highly
finished picture of Bacchus enthroned. The god of Avine ia the
bloom of you.th and beauty is crowned with the vine ; a fawn's
skin—the nebris—is tied across his chest ; in his right hand he
holds the cantharus—a two-handled cup sacred to Bacchus—and
with the other he grasps the thyrsus. His sandalled feet rest on
a square foot-stool, and a leopard sits on the ground to the right

of the throne ; a drum or tympanum is placed at the opposite side.

The maia ground of tliis composition is blue, the architecture of
the shrine or canopy around the figure gxeen, yellomsh-brown and
red. The central gi-oup is engraved in the Mus. Bor., vol. vi.,

tav. 53. The dado coloured rich deep red. Prom the House of
Ceres.

7. 'Next to this is the left-hand Fauces or passage to the interior,

and more private pai-ts of the house. The white ceiling is delicately

covered and spangled with blue and red stars. The right side of
the fauces is white at the top, with alternate divisions below of

red and blue having arabesques upon them. The dado black, with
green and yellow patterns upon them, published by Zahn.

8. THE TABLINTOI.

This broad central space, both as regards its dimensions and
decorations, is wholly copied from the Tablinum of the house of
Apollo. The entire upper part is white, with delicate lines of
bright colours forming elegant patterns upon it. In the centre
of the ceiluig, which is gently curved, is a naked Venus upon a
green hippocamp or sea monster. A flying Cupid holds reins,

and another fljong Cupid holds a mirror with a long handle. Mus.
Bor., vol, viii., tav. 10. Pitture d'Ercalano, vol. ii., p. 247. The
ground of the origiaal group, found at Herculaneum, is black. The
Museo Borbonico text describes the second Cupid as holding an
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raabrella, but tlie form is peculiarly that of a mirror, and AppuleiuSj

Met. 4, in Ms accoxmt of the train attending Venus as she pro-

ceeded to the palace of Oceanus, makes especial mention of one
holding a mirror. The passage is so illustrative of the ideas of the

age that produced these paintings, that some part of it may te
transcribed with advantage.

" The daughters of ISTereus, too, were present singing in tuneful

harmony
;
Portunus, too, rough mth his azure-coloured beard ; and

Salacia, weighed do-\vn with her lapful of fish ; with little Palaemon,
their charioteer, upon a dolphin, and then troops of Tritons

fuiTomng the main in all directions. One softly sounded his

melodious shell ; another with a silken canopy protected her from
the sun ; a third held a mirror, wMe others, again, swam yoked to

her car."

The spandrils fonned by the architrave of the peristyle and atrium

are filled mth green marine annuals on white ground.

9. Left Wall.—The chief central picture is Perseus showing the

head of Medusa to Andromeda, reflected in the water at their feet
;

as the direct sight of the Gorgon's visage turned all to stone,

the conceit here adopted is very pretty. It was popular in

Pompeii, and frequently repeated. "When Perseus was about to

encounter Medusa, Minerva gave him a pohshed shield, by
the assistance of which he cut off her head without the peril

that had attended so many others, being guided tlrrough his

enterprise by the reflection in the shield. The composition of this

picture is YQxy elegant. It is surrounded by bright red. On both
sides of the centre ai'e rich architectural ranges of columns in

two tiers. The coffered ceihngs represented are worthy of ob-

servation. Before the columns, at the lower part, are bright %lue
doorways, in which lie comic masks. To the right and left of these

central compartments are large yellow panels, each containing a
floating female figure without wings. The one to the left holds a
^edimi in her r%ht hand and a vintage basket with fruit in the

left. The drapery is blue lined with purple. The female to

the right, dressed in white and crimson edged yAih. blue, has bare

feet and holds a lyre and plectrum ; both these females have
bracelets. Between the masks, under the piincipal i^icture, is a
black frieze with admirably-painted greenish marine monsters.

The dado of these walls is black. The pictm-e and Bacchantes arc

copied from the House with the Coloured Capitals.

10. Right Wall.'—The opposite side has exactly the same decora-

tions, with the exception of the central picture and the two side
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figures. Tlie middle picture represents Venus (Aplirodite), Euploia,
borne on the back of a Triton, playing a lyre. She is attended by
the Cupids Pothos, Himeros, and Eros. A female figure beliind

carries a jar, and the heads of Boreas and Zephyros blowing axe
visible through the dark blue sky. This picture is taken from the
house with the coloured capitals. It has been carefully engraved
in the Museo Borbonico, vol. xii., tav. 32. See also Panofka
Autikenschau, Berhn, 1850.

The floating female to the left of central picture holds the
tympanum or drum in the right and thyrsus in the left ; her
dress is pale purple -with white drapery floating behind. This
shows well on the yellow panel. Her left breast is covered with a
nebris or fawn-skin. The female to the right holds a ewer in her
right hand and a patera in her left. A thin gauze drapery is next
her skin, having a crimson drapery lined with blue over it. Both
these Bacchantes have bracelets and anklets. The four floating Bac-
chantes of tabHnum have been taken from the House with the
Coloured Capitals^

11. The second fauces is precisely like the other. The broad
black Hue in the pavement edging the floor is characteristic of a
Pompeian house. In the one described by Mr. Falkener the black
margin, about nine inches broad (page 39), joined the walls. In
some instances the colour was red.

12. Wall corresponding in position and decoration to 'No. 6.

The central figure here enthroned is Ceres, the Demeter of the
Greeks. The Goddess of Corn, of Earth, and Agriculture, is

crovmed with corn. A torch in her right hand, bearded Com on
her left arm, and a basket of corn also at her feet. The spiked
corn is always seen represented in ancient art both in paintings

and on coins. It forms a conspicuous symbol on the coins of
Metapontum, a city in the same part of Italy as Pompeii. This
painting is engraved in the Mus. Bor., vol. vi,, tav. 54. Also by
Zahn, taf. 25. The figure of Ceres is dressed in thin gauze under-
garment, with pale slate-coloiu-ed drapery covering a purple dress,

which appears only above the feet. A muslin-like drapery is

gathered behind her head and shoulders. The throne, torch, and
flame are all of one uniform yellow colour. The basket of com is

in natural colours. Prom the House of Ceres.

13. Ala. The general decoration of Ala corresponds with the
opposite one. The main central inctm-e of this Ala rej)resents the
rescue of Andromeda. This painting afibrds an interesting com-
parison with the bas-relief in the Greek Court, J^o. 35, where the
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same subject is represented. Tlie treatment of the principal

:figuxes in the painting is much moi'e sculpturesque than in the

bas-relief. In the former the rescued lady stands attitudinizing on

•A rock, like a statue on a pedestal ; her drapery is \mrufSed, and
there is no sign of emotion in the figure prompted either by love,

or the recollection of her recent perilous situation. In the latter

there is a wild flutter about the drapery of Andromeda. She is

descending from the rock with an evident confidence and
dependence on her deliverer ; and his firm manly pose in the

sculjiture is characteristic of the hero. The freedom, however,

in the lines, is more pictorial in the bas-relief. The group as

exhibited in oiu* Pompeian picture, is excellently adapted for

modelling in isolated statues. Compare Mus. Bor., vol. vi., tav. 50.

In this picture Perseus has yeUow sandals and blue talaria. The
action of the hand to conceal the Gorgon's head is not so successful

as in the sculpture ; it is offensive to the spectator to see that

openly which is supjDOsed to carry so much horror with it. On the

ground, at the feet of Andromeda, is a yellow casket, a white fan

with red handle, and several wliite cockle shells, scattered on the

ground, which give an appearance of petty detail. Two females are

sitting on the rocks to the left, and seem to be gazing upon the

vanquished monster rolling at the feet of Andromeda. The sword
which Perseus bears is worth notice. It is the falx, and has a
pecuhar hook to it used for pruning. The falx and talaria or heel

wings, are characteristic of Perseus. The graceful figvu:es on each

side of this central picture are from a house near the forum. To
the left, a Cupid, with purple drapery, is supporting a pale-blue

vase. Psyche, with purple butterfly wings and blue and green
drapery, soars above, and seems helping to lift the vase by the

handles. It forms a charming group. To the right of the chief

picture are two Cupids carrying a basket with double arched handle.

Both these groups are on a yellow ground.

14. Vestibulum, exactly the same as the one opposite.

15. Ctjbiculitm or ceUa familiaris as next the vestibule. This

chamber has white walls with yellow dado. The central picture

facing Atrium represents Venus fishing ; she holds the rod in the
right hand, and, as usual, leans with the other hand on the seat,

having the arm quite straight. A similar subject has already been
described in cubiculum 2. Here the figures are larger and close

together. Instead of Cupid, is a Genius,* with broad-spreading

Called in Mr. Falkener's book, p, 49, Victory,
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green wings. He holds a green branch in his right hand ; Ms
drapery purple. Venus is crowned with a diadem, white drapery

hangs behind her left arm, and the lower part of her figure is

covered by crimson folds with blue lining. The arrangement of

sloping shields on each side is the same as in chamber 3. Above
the chief painting is a landscape, with buildings, water and a boat.

Over this little picture again is a Victory in a higa or chariot, mth
the horses painted entirely in yellow. The figui'e of Victory holds

the palm branch in her left, and extends the right ann, grasping a

weath. Her wings are wide spread, but very much distorted,

^Vhen Cupid was banished from Olympus for his imj)ertmence, it

is said that his wings were taken from him and transferred to

Victory. In early art many of the divinities were winged. Diana

on the chest of Cypselus (Pausanias, book v., ch. 19,) and so also

is she represented upon the celebrated Clitias vase, at Florence.

Many of the large figures of the Assyrian palaces, evidently acting as

priests or attendants, are provided with wings, but they are never

seen using them. Hebe is represented winged upon the famous cup

of Sosias at Berlin, but these all belong to the undeveloped

period of art. Among the Athenians Victory was represented

unwinged

—

Apteros. After the battle of Marathon, Minerva is

fabled to have confined Victory to her favourite spot, the Acropolis,

by depriving her of her wings, A celebrated wooden statue of Wing-
less Victory, NiM Apteros, was at Athens, and a copy of it made
by Calamis was sent to Olyinpia by the Mantineans. At Athens
was the celebrated little temple of Wingless Victory, some of the

sculptures from which are described in No. 57 of Greek Coui-t

catalogue. Tlie right hand of the great ivory statue by Phidias,

m the Parthenon, held a figure of Victory, Greek Court catalogue,

pp. 29 and 30. To return to the painted Victory in this apartment.

The highly decorated bar which seems attached to the collars of the

horses is very peculiar. The gathering of the mane into a knot

on the heads of the horses, and their breast collars are exactly like

those on the carved lid of the Chimeera tomb from Xanthiis, now
in the British Museum. The to]3 knot of the horses may be seen

in several antique sculptures fromjSTaples and Florence, Nos. 69 and
7l of Greek Catalogue, and seems to have been originally an eastern

custom. The body of the chariot is quite plain. The horses viewed in

front are very clumsily foreshortened. This group has been engraved

in Mus. Bor. , vol. xiv. , tav. 45. On the right hand wall is a Httle

compartment of a winged Cupid, with pedum and basket, rmmmg
from a sitting lion. These paintings are all from the House of the
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Girl playing the Dotible-fltite, called della Sonatrice, discovered iu

1847 (KB. p. 353).

16. CuBicuLTTM, occupying the corresponding angle to No. 2,

also lighted with a window, is bine with black dado
;
copied from

the House of the Second Fountain. The chief picture on the wall

opposite the door is the deserted Ariadne, a subject many times

repeated at Pompeii, and with a great variety of treatment.

Ariadne is repi'esented sitting on the shore of Naxos just awaking,

and beginning to be aware of her forlorn situation
;
Cupid, at her

side, points to a ship far away, with full-spread sail and many
oars, which is bearing off Theseus, her faithless lover. A crimson

cord, for necklace, is crossed also over her naked body, a purple

drapery covers her lower limbs. The scene is indicated by wild

crags, and the horizon is placed remarkably high up in the picture.

The wings of Cupid are green, the ship yellow with a white sail.

This pictture is copied from one in the House of the Tragic Poet ;

it has been engraved in the Mus. Bor., vol. ii., tav. 62., and
. Zahn, vol. i., pi. 33. Gell's Pompeiana, vol. i., pi. 43, page
'

169.

On each side is a graceful floating female figure, the one to the

left holding a patera in one hand, and a garland in the other ; the

female on the other side, has a similar action, lier drapery is

yellow : both figures are remarkably elegant. On the opposite wall,

I next the door, is a picture of a very playful character ; it is a

f
Cupid seller. On the ground is a square strongly constmcted

' cage, such as is used for birds, with an opening at the top, through

I'

which an old man is in the act of lifting out a Cupid ; other

Cupids are within the bars, and show by then- gestiu'es the irk-

someness of their confinement. The old man dressed in the exomis,

a garment pecuhar to the working classes, lifts the struggling Cupid

by one wing ; he holds the square trap door in his left hand ; a

handsome lady who has come as a purchaser stands on the other

side and looks up to a Cupid flying above, holding two bright stars

;

her right hand seems to point to the cage from which the object of

her attention may have escaped. Another Ctipid has eluded the

vigilance of his keeper and hides himself behind the lady's dress.

The scene takes place in a handsome portico with two Ionic

columns. This has been engraved in Zahn, 2nd series, taf, 18.

Another picture, found at Stabise, of a female Love merchant is

^

much more pleasingly and better composed. There the woman
holds up the victim by both wings, and ofiers it hke a live chicken

to a lady who is seated on the other side. Another Cupid remains
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witliin tlie cage, wMch is elegantly made and circular. This well-

known picture is engraved in the Pitt. Ere, vol. iii., tav. T., and
Mus. Bor., vol. i., tav. 3. To the left of the picture on this wall
is a beautiful floating female figure, holding a tyrapanum or drum
in the right hand, with the other raised holding a thyrsus. A
nebris, or fawn-skin, passes over her right shoulder, her drapery
is red liaed with white, feet bare. The effect of colour upon
the blue ground is very charming.

17. CuBicuLTjM. A black chamber, corresponding to the one we
first entered. This room has been copied, both in style and
decoration, from the stanza nera of the House of the Bronzes.

Opposite the window is a pleasing group of Cupid and Psyche, her
elxapery is purple and blue, and the wings purple. The picture

opposite door represents three Cupids and Psyche siu-rounding a
peacock. In this bird we recognise the favourite of Juno, and the
Cupids appear to be feeding it, but the meaniag of the subject is

very vague. It has been engraved in the Mus. Bor. , vol. xi. , tav.

16. Thus we have completed the circtxit of the atrium and its

smaller chambers ; we propose to pass into the less pubHc parts of

the house by the left hand fauces, No. 7.

PERISTYLE.

18. Ambulatory, Amhulatio, also called Porticus by the Romans,
and Stoa by the Greeks, is a colonnade on fom' sides, very hke
the cloisters of our cathedrals. Tlie view looking through the

fauces is bounded by a small shrine or chapel, called the La/rarium.

It is a niche raised on a pedestal, flanked by pilasters, and sur-

mounted by a pediment. Within this were kept the Lares, the

sacred household gods, that accompanied the inhabitants in their

flight. No figures of this sort have ever been found in such places at

Pompeii, although many representations of them remaia depicted

on the walls. They were generally represented as young men in

short girt tunics, crowned and holding the drinking horn in one

hand. (See Milman's Horace, p. 168.) Their appearance wa,s first

ascertained by an inscription over the sculpture of an altar formerly

in the Villa Medici, and now at Florence ; a similar altar is in

the Vatican, both inscribed laribvs avgvstis. (See Galleria

di Firenze, pi. 144 of statue, &c. ; Mus. Pio. Clem., vol. iv.,

tav. 45 ; and Guattani Mon. Ined, vol. ii.
;
Maggio, 1785). The

Lares presided especially over the domestic hearth. The cornice

and entablature of Lararium are taken from the funeral Trichnium
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at Pompeii. The wall behind is a rich Pompeian red, with a yellow

ornament, forming a panel on it, beautifully painted.

The roof of the ambulatory is panelled and decorated according

to the prevailing style of the hghter coloured ceilings at Pompeii^.

The devices are formed of very thin lines of the brightest colours

upon white. The Ionic capitals of the cohmms are from the

Basihca. The shafts of the columns are not fluted at the lower part,

the remaining unfluted surface, together with the mouldings upon
the base, are painted bright red. This is a Pompeian peculiarity.

E,ed is a prevaihng colour at Pompeii, but in the House of the

Surgical Instrmnents, the lower part of the columns was blue, a
dwarf waU between them being painted red. (GeU, Pompeiana,
first series, pi. 25, p. 170.)

19. Thalamus, an apartment next to the fauces, and entered by
a door immediately to the left on entering the ambulatory.

It is a strictty private ai^artment, and the bedchamber of the

master of the house. The name is taken from the Greek.

White walls and dark red dado. A charming little Cupid occupies

the centre of each of the three j^anels, which have a i^eculiar border

to them. The upper part of the wall dividing the Thalamus from
the fauces has been thrown open for the better admission of hght
and air. The decorations of this room are copied from the House
of the Dioscuri. On the right hand wall are two pictures of
great interest and sprightliness. They are taken from the triclinium

or exhedra ofthe house described by Mr. Falkener, and in his work
(p. 64) may be seen rough outlines done from memory.* In the
original apartment these pictures form side panels to still larger

compositions. Cupids and Psyches are the only actors in these

scenes ; and, in the left-hand picture, a Cupid dances holding an
amphora or diota on his left arm. A Cupid seated on the left of

the picture plays a lyre, and other Cupids a.re recUning xipon

couches, beneath an awning. A statue of a bearded Bacchus appears

behind, raised on a round pedestal
;
holding a thyrsus in Ms left

hand. The corresponding picture has a Psyche dancing in

similar company, who recline on a couch beneath a broad-spread

* The excessive illiberality of tlie Neapolitan government can Iiardly be
conceived by those who live in a country where leave to copy and publish is so
freely accorded. No one is allowed to draw a monument that has not already
heen published until after the expiration of three years, at tlie end of which
time the paintings are so often changed by the fading of colours and the oblite-

ration of the details as to render any attempt at copying them hopeless.
Falkener, pp.- 62 and 65.
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awning supported by branches of trees. The statue at the back is

a Psyche holding a bow in the left hand. A Cupid playing the

flute sits on the left ; a rechning figure near him holds a scyphus

or drinking cup. The dancing Psyche has four butterfly wings
and plays the crotala or castanets ; her feet are bare, but she wears

bracelets. Tliis picture is engraved in the Mus. Eor,, vol. xv,,

tav. 18. Palkener, p. 65.

The ceiling has a circular aperture, necessary for the admission

of Hght and air, which is authorised by the example in the

caldarium of the baths at Pompeii (G-ell, Pompeiana, vol. i. pi. 31.

Zahn, vol. ii. pi. 94.) The doorway breaking iiTegularly tlii'ough

the panel is not in accordance with modern notions of order

and symmetry.

20. CEcus, so called from the Greek word signifying a house,

was sometimes a very sj)acious chamber to accommodate guests at

a more extensive banquet than could be held in the triclinium.

Here it is broad but not deep. The upper part of the walls white,

the dado black, and the intervening spaces red and black sur-

mounted by a rich architecturally-painted entablature. It consists

of architrave, frieze, and cornice. The architrave, or lower

poi-tion, green with white garlands ; the frieze above this is purple

having red panels bordered with yellow, and producing a capital

efiect ; and yellow figures of Sirens, or winged female monsters, which
uphold a bold projecting cornice. The perspective delineatiou. of this

cornice, with its supports, is very remarkable, especially that of the

central projection ; a similar boldness of perspective drawing may
be seen in Pitt. Ere, vol. iii., p. 109, where the fullest knowledge

is evinced of the distribution of light and shade.

The black and red divisions of these walls have large broad

devices in green and red upon them. The central picture is a

collection of silver vessels lined with gold, the variety of forms

are well worthy of attention. The pavement of this apartment is

inlaid from patterns well known at Pompeii. Zahn, vol. ii., pi. 87.

21. Bath, Balneum or BaVmmm, a small chamber appropriately

fitted up. Light patterns on wall above, and middle spaces green,

red, and blue in broad masses.

22. A small simply-decorated room, white with red dado.

23. The end wall of the peristyle. Its paintings are conspi-

cuously seen from the principal entrance of the house. The
general colour is white. Dado red and yellow. The three central

compartments are copied from the House of the Augustals, or

banqueting house commonly known by the name of the Fanthemi.
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jBeneath. a Mgli canopy, supported by thin and gracefully oriia^

mented columns, stands a lovely female with one foot upon the

step of a door. She is in the act of playing the lyre, holding the

plectrum mth her right hand, and by her song seems to invite

strangers to enter the portal. Upon the architrave of this porch

is a yellow group of a Winged Victory in a biga driving at full

speed, engraved in Zahn, vol. i., pi. 24. The left-hand figure is a

priestess mth a preferic^ihim, or small pitcher used for sacrifices,

in her right hand, and a bunch of corn and poppies in the other.

Her hair is bound by a yellow circlet, and the upper gaiinent or

mantle is remarkably similar to that in the dress of the cele-

brated Flora of the Capitol. (See Catalogue of Greek Coiut,

1^0. 41.) The lower dress is blue and partly covering her

yellow shoes. The architecture, seen through the portal of the hall

which the priestess seeras to be leaving, is admirably paiuted. The
companion picture on the opposite side, is a young man in pm-ple

drapery, tmraed towards the fair lyrist, and seeming to ofter a green

wreath. The fixst two of these figures are engraved in the Museo
Eor., vol. iii., tavole 5 and 6. The second on© also iu Malkiii's

Pompeii, vol, ii., p. 315.

In the dado, beneath the figures just described, are large square

stalls or recesses. In the centre one is an elegant figure of a girl

holding a lyre, she seems to be sittmg on the sill or edge of the

Oldening. This figure is engraved in the Mus. Bor., vol. ii., tav. 12.,

and in Raoul Hochette, Choix de Peintures, pi. 4 ; Zahn, vol. ii.,

pi. Y'r. Gell gives it in his second series of Pompeiana, vol. i.
,
pi.

14, but surrotmded by difierent groups to the original, although all

are to be found within the same building. The grou]) beyond
forms a graceful headiag to the view from the atrium looking

through the right hand fauces, No. 11, It consists of two figm-es,

a Victory with expanded 'wings holding an incense-burner in her
right hand, and a patera in the left. She is crowned vdth laurel,

the leaves of which stand like rays about the head. Beliind and
above her appears a goddess with a sceptre and tiara, either Venus
or Juno, more probably the former ; she is in the act of putting some
incense into the burner held by the other figure. The patera with
ofierings like puiple fruit on it, has been converted by Gell and
Zahn into a jDainter's palette and brushes ; in the Mus, Bor. the

Victory wears sandals ; but in Zahn and Gell more correctly only
ankle rings. The play of line in this group is very pleasing. This

group is taken from the portico of the same building as the other

figures, viz., the House of the Augustals, commonly called the
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Paiitlieon. Tlie ground of the original is black, here it is rich. red.

Engraved in Mns. Bor., vol. ii., tav. 19
;

Gell, vol. L, vignette

heading to preface
;
Zahn, vol. i.

,
pi. 2.

24. CuLmA. The apa,rtment forming an angle of the peristyle

was the kitchen, which is copied from the Honse of Sallust, excepting

that the stove in this has only one arch instead of two. The painting

of an altar, with eggs between two serpents, is of frequent occur-

rence. Serpents were cherished in ancient dwellings as creatures

of good omen, and became domesticated, as qxiadrupeds are with
us. A similar paiating of serpents engraved in Pittore Ercolano,

vol. iv., p. 65.

25. Side entrance into the street, immediately facing the bath.

26. Tbicmnium, opposite the (Ecus. Large panels, blue, black,

and yellow. Black dado, ceiling white, corresponding to that of

the oecus opposite. The walls are also decorated in the same
manner, with the exception of a frieze of boys carrying large

garlands composed of fruits and flowers entwined with a pink
and green ribband. The small central picture on a blue ground,
represents a dish of fruit—grapes, pomegranates, green fig, dates,

apricots, apple, and fircone.

The triclinium was the dining-room of an ancient Roman house.

The guests did not sit at table, they reciiaed on couches
arranged roxmd three sides of a space for the table, lea-ving the
rest open for the servants to arrange the dishes and move the

trays. The word tridinmm is derived from the three couches

occupying the apartment which surrounded the mensa or table in
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the manner just described. Much importance was attached, iri

ancient times, to the disposal of the guests. The right hand couch
was the most honourable ; the person rechning upon it, with his

left elbow nearest the railing, was the chief person in the assembly.

The Romans were accustomed to rest with the left arm upon
cushions during their meals, and after dinner to lie upon their
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backs and take tKeir repose. In some Pompeian houses, tlie tliree

couclies forniing the triclinram, were permanently fixed. The
a^ccompanying woodcut shows the arrangement of the places for a
paii3y of nine, the favourite number for a dinner among the Romans.

The guests, preparatory to reclining on the couches, took oif

their shoes, and were then pro-\dded with napkins, generally fringed,

and often richly embroidered. Water was iDoured over their hands
into basins of i^recious metal, a process repeated many times

during an entertainment, and doubtless very necessary, as the

fingers were much used in the course of eating. They had
knives and spoons, but forks are entkely a modern invention and
their mode of eating was very similar to that practised in oriental

countries, where the right hand alone is made use of. Women,
when admitted to the entertainment, always sat upon the couches.

' The same custom may be observed on the painted vases and bas-

•feliefs of the Greeks down to a late time.

The dinner consisted of three courses
;

first, the pronmdsis, or

gustatio, chiefly stimulants to the ajjpetite ; the second contained

an immense variety of dishes ; the principal dish was called cmnoi

caput or pompa. Among their chief delicacies were the pheasant,

thrush, liver of a capon steeped in mdk, and fig-eaters dressed with
pepper. Hortensius the orator first introdu.ced the peacock. The
favourite fish were the turbot and mullet : eels, also, stewed with
prawns. Pork, boar's-flesh, and venison, were the most highly
esteemed meats. The carving was performed to the soimd of music,
by an especial servant called the scissor^ or carptor. The third course

was the hella/t-ia, or dessert, which consisted of uncooked fruits,

such as occupy the centre of the wall before us. In addition to the
fruits of the dessert great varieties of pastry were introduced,

modelled in imitation of other articles of food ; showei-s of perfrmie

and occasional jets d'eau contribu.ted to the laxmy of the scene, but
these were extravagancies, probably confined to the most wealthy
citizens of Rome. The pages of Horace, Juvenal, Petronius,

Martial, Athenajus, Suetonius, Aulus Gellius, and Macrobius,
afibrd curious detail of these entertainments, from which we
may easily comprehend the enormous sums they are said to

have cost. An extraordinary feast is represented, in a painting,

at Pompeii, described by Mr. Donaldson, The table is set out
mth every requisite for a grand dinner. In the centre is a
lai'ge dish containing four peacocks, their tails forming a magnifi-

cent dome. Around are lobsters, one of which holds in his claws a
blue egg, a second an oyster, and another a little basket full of
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grasshoppers. Four dislies of fish decorate the bottom, above

which are several partridges, hares, and squirrels, each holding

its head between its paws. These are surrounded by sometliiug

resembliiig a German sausage, then a row of yolks of eggs, then a

row of peaches, small melons and cherries ; lastly, a row of

different vegetables, and the whole seems to be covered by a gxeen

coloured sauce.

Mulsum, wine made into a syi'up by the addition of honey, was
handed round to the guests at the commencement of the feast.

Wine was kept ia large earthenware jars, called Amphora, stopped

with a cork or wooden plug, covered with resin, or gypsum. These
amphorge were sometunes made of glass. On the outside, the jars

were marked with the names of the consuls in office at the

time of the vintage from which the wine was made, to indicate its

age. Sometimes little tickets to this effect were suspended from
the necks. They generally had two ears, and were stored up in

repositories such as were found in the suburban villa (p. 19). It

was customary at great feasts according to Petronius (chap, xxxiv.)

for the amphorse to be shown to the guests for them to read the

labels before they were opened. Many of these vessels are re-

]3resented in the paintings of Pompeii, and several originals from
Pome and Alexandria are to be seen in the British Museum. Some
of the glass cups and bowls filled with water are admirably repre-

sented. In one pictm^e a decanter with the glass for drinking

turned down over it, is in exact accordance with om' modern
custom. Elegant glass vases fiUed mth fruit occur also among
the paintings of the House of the Augustals, together with small

earthen jars, haidng labels afiixed.

In great houses it was not unusual for the guests after dinner to

enjoy their wine in another room. After-dinner drinking,

comissatio, or convivkmi, was equivalent to the symposium of the

Greeks.

27. The wiisTTER Triclinium, A large square room, cor-

responding to the Thalamus, The walls are white, with deep red

dado. Ceiling coved, and with a round aperture similar to the one

in Thalamus. On the wall opposite the door are two beautiful

floating Bacchantes, one mth thyrsus and tympanum, the other

dressed in pink and blue, holding a thyrsus in her left hand, and a
floatiiig scarf mth the other. They are engraved in Mus. Bor.,

vol. ii,, tav. 4, and in Zahn. vol. ii., pi. 13. The Bacchante next the

door is the same as in cubiculum 16 ; her dress here is pale blue
;

she holds the tympanum and thyrsus ; a nebris crosses her breast.
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On tlie left hand wall may be seen a most cliarming group,

exquisitely coloured, of a Faun supporting a Bacchante, The
faun holds a bunch of grapes in his right hand, and \vith the

other encircles her waist ; his drapery is red, and her delicate form
is surrounded by a transparent veil, apparently of gauze. The
drapery enveloping the lower part of her figure is purple, heightened

with white, shoes blue. The effect of the painting of this group is

perfectly fascinating, and entu-ely reahses the treatment required

for cheerful subjects. The group is engraved in Mus. Bor., vol. xiii.,

tav. 16, where the backgxound is described as yellow. The
paiatings in . this room are copied from the House of the Female
Flute-player and the House of the Bacchantes. The group last

described is ia the original of unusually large proportions for such
subjects, being three-fourths of life size.

Thus, then, we have completed the giro of the Pompeian house.

The ancients, although they have provided the graceful salutation

for comers on their threshold in the word salve, do not afibrd the
corresponding word vale to "speed the parting guest." Their

manes, probably gratified by the interest now manifested in these

monuments of their habits, requirements, and enjoyments, desire

us to Hnger within these fairy walls, and to indulge in the thoughts
of those who would, ages ago, have found nothing strange and
nothiag amiss here, excepting the appearance of the thronging
visitors, whose costume and manners could never have been
anticipated. The house, as we see it, is really a house such as the

excavations might reveal. We have abeady shown that every part

has its prototype at Pompeii.

The style of decorative painting dtu-ing the earliest times of the
empire merits attention. It is here exhibited on a larger scale

and in a much more extensive series than ever before attempted
in England

; affording, in fact, the sole method by which such
decorations can be fully understood. The subjects of the small

central wall panels, and a few of the grotesque devices, have been
often published, and are familiar to us through the mediiim both
of prints and coloured copies ; isolated portions, however, cannot
suffice to give an idea of the harmonious effect that may be pro-

duced in mural decoration, by masses of even crude coloiw, when
conjoined in proper proportion with others equally crude. ^ The
eye at Pompeii is never oifended by a want of balance in

* These colours could not appear equally crude to the ancients on account of

the necessary darkness that pervaded their apartments. See anie, p. 31.
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arrangement ; and the system of confining the heaviest colours to

the lower ]Dart of the room has been already noticed. Even copies

of the same pictture that come to England, on comparison, exhibit

variations which destroy all feeling of confidence in their accturacy.

They are for the most pai't so small as to conceal many important
peculiarities of style, and can only serve as souvenirs. Here we
see nothing on a reduced scale (except in Thalamus, No. 27), the
paintings are not only of the same size as at Pompeii, but even
the exactitude of the otithnes is g-uaranteed to us by the fact of

thek having been traced from the origiaals.

The scale and finish of the patterns have to a great extent been
regulated by the size of the rooms which they adorn ; and it will

be seen that in the smaller rooms patterns must necessarily be
more minute, and the form of the wall itself less regarded than in

a larger apartment where they are viewed at a greater distance.

The lightness of the architectural representations and their con-

nection has been akeady mentioned. The painters seem to have
delighted in representing every variety of pavilion, colonnade,

balcony steps, rooms and corners, in shori, all the ins and outs and
ups and downs |)eculiar to buildiags erected to form upper floors.

They are, in fact, at variance with the ground stories actually

remaining at Pompeii, where all columns and piers of brick and stone

are comparatively massive, without any traces whatever of interme-

diate supports of wood or metal, such as are represented in the

jjaintiags. The arabesque devices which occupy so much of the

wall space of Pompeii are replete with imagination and ingenious

variety. There is, notwithstanding the censm-es of Vitruvius,

which are inserted in page 69, such a playfulness and elegance

in the combination of objects so imexpectedly brought together,

that we tolerate incongTuities, and regard the whole as a dream-
like succession of images, passing easily from one to the other,

without any consideration of that which has gone before. The
children rising out of flowers are charming ; and the living lions,

rushing through scroll ivork of the brightest hvies, such as no
living lions ever saw, are purely ornamental conceits. Again, the

reeds for columns, with all the botanical details, of nodes and
internodes, are exti-emely gTaceful ; and with their rich colour and
firm appearance, not"RT.thstanding an extreme slendemess, they
should be very suggestive to oxir metal workers as means of support.

The monsters sometimes perched upon them, in perfect illustration

of the words of Vitruvius, excite om- surprise, and being frequently

ugly in themselves, incHne us to agi'ee with the illustrious
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arcliitect in wislimg tliem away ; but at the same time, witliotit

stich paintings before ns, bow impossible it woiild be to compreliend

the laassages in bis book relating to snob matters, and depending

for tbeir eflfect upon the eye alone. Tbe beautiful devices of the-

stanza wera, ctibicultim No. 1. ar'e sufficient illustrations of thegxace.

with wbicli incongruities may be combmed, and bow in a veiy small

apartment, wbere minute decoratioiLS are appropriately introduced,,

eacb portion is to be read, as it were^ by itself, or, if regarded

generally, to seem merelj^ a plaj'ful arrangement of colom'S relieving

tlie monotony of tbe wall.

Landscapes as seen in cubicula 3 and 1 5 are said to be peculiarly

tbe invention of Ludius, who lived in tbe early j)eriod of tbe

empire. His conceits, as described by Pliny, have something

almost Chinese about them, and his chief desire seems to have

been to amuse and occupy the spectators. Extensive landscape

views were found in the House of the Dioscmi in the foiu* cubicula

on the extreme right, seen in plan (No. 8, on page 39). An
extensive painting of a sea-port was discovered in the House of the

Small Fountain (plan No. 6). Some very quaint coast scenes, with

enormous gallies, are engxaved as vignettes in Pitture d'Ercolano,

vol. iii., pp. 7 and 13. An extensive scene of a crowded mole,

adorned with statues and arches, with a distant town and crowded

boats on the water, is engraved at page 47 of the same vol. At
page 279 of the same, is a curious representation of various

figures on a wet, slippery ground, as described by Pliny in the

paintings of Lu.dius, An extensive scene of a port, with shipping,

nxunerous statues raised on coliunns, houses, gardens, people in

boats and angling on the shore, was found at Stabiee ; it is en-

graved in vol. ii,, page 295, of Pitture d'Ercolano. Eight small

circular views of land and sea, animated by numerous figures,

were also found at Stabise. They are engxaved ia the same
volmne at pp. 277, 281, 285, and 289, and form very important

illustrations of ancient life and scenery. Curious brdldings may
be seen in vignettes on page 105 of same volume. A remarkable

painting of a creek with four large ships filled with armed soldiers,

with three rows of oars, is engraved in vol i., page 243. The
gallies filled with armed troops are seen also in i^age 239. A
curious latticed window in a landscape in page 229. These land-

scape views are all admirably engraved, in a faithful imitation of the

masses of light and shade, and with careful attention to the smallest

detail. In the Museo Borbonico, on the contrary, the style of

engraving fails to render any one of the peculiarities of their
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execution. Many vignette landscapes are characteristically copied

in Tol, ii. of Gell's Pompeiana, but they have not the complete-

ness or richness of the Pitture d'Ercolano. Some cmious illustra-

tions of the social life of the Pompeians may be found in a series

of pictures representing the ancient Forum of that city, thronged
with the same variety of people that may be seen in the market
places of Naples and other Italian cities, all occupied ra similarly

varied occtipations of buying and selling, talking and idling
;
they

supplied Bulwer with several incidents for his description, and have
been engraved in vol. iii., page 213 to 231 of Pittiire d' Ercolano.

JSTotwithstanding the frequent occurrence elsewhere of ancient

paintings inscribed with the names of persons they are intended

to represent, scarcely any instances have been met with in. the
cities overwhelmed by Vesuvius. The word niDV is written in one
picture in white characters near the head of a figtire. The fragment
was found at Stabise ; it is engTaved in vol. iii., page 231, of Pitture

d'Ercolano. On the celebrated marble slab, monocrome drawings

by Alexander of Athens ; the artist has not only inscribed his own
name, but those of the five females in his composition. It repre-

sents the ^'isit of JSTiobe and her daughters to Latona. This picture

was found at Herculaneum, May 24, 1746. A very beautiful little

mosaic was inscribed with the name of Dioscorides, of Samos, as

the artist ; thus :

AIO2K0YPIAH2 2AMI02 EnOIH^E.

There is great diversity of opinion amongst antiquarians as to

the meaning of some of the most important pictures discovered

at Pompeii and Herculaneum, which might have been obviated had
the names of the characters been written upon them, as we see upon
the ancient Greek vases, and upon the paintings of Polygnotus, and
the chest of Cypselus, described by Pausanias, and, to descend to

later and very different times, the well-known Bayeux tapestry,

illustrating the history of William the Conqueror. In default of

inscription, the Pompeian pictiu'es can only be interpreted by
their similarity to the descriptions of other ancient paintings left us

by Pausanias, Lucian, ^lian, and Philostratus. The following

extract from Vitruvius, book vii., chap. 5, affords a most impor-
tant view of what innovations took place in his time, showing also,

that even before the time of Augustus, mural decorations were
composed of extensive arcliitectural fancies, as well as harboiu's,

landscapes, and sea-pieces.
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EXTRACT FBOM VITRUVIUS.

Book vii.. Chap. 5.

In other apartments—^that is, in those of Spring, Auturtm,

and Srannier, as also in the atiitim and. peristylium—the ancients

haye established certain methods of painting. A pictm-e is the

representation of things that are, or may be, as men, buildings,

ships, and other things ; of which the copy, by having the exact

form and outlines of the real body, assumes the likeness. The
ancients, who originally instituted this manner of decoration, at

first imitated the varieties and marks of marble incrustation, then

cornices, disposiug between them divers silacious and miniaceous

coloxired ornaments. They proceeded afterwards to repi-esent

edifices with columns and pediments projecting; but in spacious

places, such as exedrse, on account of the amplitude of the walls,

they represented the fronts of scenes in the tragic, comic, or

satyrie manner ; and ambulatories, being of a great length, they

ornamented with landscapes, expressing the appearance of particular

places, paiating harbours, promontories, sea coasts, rivers, foun-

tains, canals, temples, groves, mountains, cattle, and shepherds
;

-in some places, also, large paintings of figru'es, representing the

gods, or fabulous histories, the Trojan war, or the wanderings of

Ulysses, and other subjects of a similar kind, which are conform^

able to the nature of things.

" But these subjects, which our forefathers copied from nature,

are now, by our depraved manners, disapproved ; for monsters,

rather than the resemblances of natural objects, are painted on the

stucco, reeds are substituted for coltmms, and for the pediments,

fluted harpaginetuli, with curling foliage and volutes ; also cande-

labra supporting the forms of little buildings, their pediments
rising out of roots, with numerous volutes and tender stalks,

having, contrary to reason, images sitting on them ; so also the

flowers from stalks have half figures springing therefrom, with heads,

some like those of men, some like those of beasts, which things

neither are nor can be, nor ever were : and this new mode so pre-

vails that those who are not judges disregard the arts—^for how
it possible for reeds to support a roof—or candelabra buildings

and the ornaments of pediments—or stalks, which are so slender

and soft, sitting figures^—or the flowers of stalks i^roduce half

images ? Yet men, being accustomed to the sight of these

absurdities, do not censure, but are pleased with them, without

considering whether they be proper or not j the judgment, depraved
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by habit, examines not wbetber tbey be according to propriety
and tbe rules of decor ; for pictures sliou^ld not be approved unless
tbey be conformable to trutb, even although they be well executed,
they ought, therefore, to be immediately condemned unless they can
bear the trial of rational examination without being disapproved,

" Thus at Tralles, when Apaturius of Alabanda had excellently

well painted a scene in the little theatre, which with them is called

the Ecclesiasterion, and instead of columns had j)laced statues and
centam-s, supporting the epistylium, the circular roof of the dome,
and projecting corners of the pediments, and ornamented the
cornice with lions' heads, all which have reference to the roofing

and eaves of edifices ; above these, nevertheless, in the eiDiscene,

domes, porticos, semipediments, and all the various parts of

buildings were again painted ; wherefore upon the appearance of

this scene, when by reason of its enrichment it was found pleasing

to all, and they were ready to applaud the work, Licinius, the
mathematician, then advanced and said, * the Alabandines are

sufficiently intelligent in all civil affairs, but for a trifling impro-
priety are deemed injudicious ; for the statues in their gymnasiiun
are all in the attitude of pleading causes, wliile those in the forum
are holding the discus, or in the attitude of running or playing

with balls ; so that the unsuitableness of the attitudes of the
figures to the purposes of the places, throws a pubhc disgrace upon
the city. Let us then take care that by the scene of Apaturius we
are not deemed Alabandines, or even Abderites ; for who among
you places upon the tiles of the roofs of yoru^ houses columns or

pediments ? These things are placed upon the floors, not upon
the tiles. If then we approve in. painting what cannot be in fact,

we of this city shall be like those who, on account of the same
error, are deemed illiterate.' Apaturius dared not to reply, but
took down the scene and altered it so as to be consistent to truth

;

after which it was approved. I, with the immortal gods, would
restore Licinius to life, that he might correct this folly and
fashionable disfigurement of our stucco work ; but why a false

overcomes a just mode it will not be foreign to the purxjose to

explain.

" The ancients, with labour and application, endeavoured to make
their works be approved by the excellences of art ; this is now
supplied by the beauty of colours, and the use of those of the most
costly kind

; and that value which was formerly given to works by
the skill of the artist, is not desired since the expense of the

proprietor supplies its place. Who among the ancients is known
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to liave used mimuin otherwise than sparingly and as a medicine ?

But now it is everywhere laid over the whole wall ; it is the same
with crysocolla, ostrum, and annenium, wdiich, when laid, although

without any art, appear very hrilliant to the sight, and they are so

costly, that it is usually specified in the articles of agreement that

they shall be purchased by the proprietor, and not by the

contractor."

PUny, also, who perished, it must be remembered, dm'ing the

conflagration of the cities (see page 8), afibrds some curious tes-

timony to the popularity of this mode of decoration, and of one

particular painter, Ludius. He says, book xxxv.
,
chajDter 1 0

—

EXTRACT FROM PLINT's ISrATURAI, HISTORY,

"Ludius was he who first devised to beautify the walls of a

house with the pleasantest painting that is in all variety ; to wit,

with the resemblance of manors, farms, and houses of pleasure in

the cotmtry
;
havens, vinets, flower-work in knots

;
groves, woods,

forests, hills, fish-pools, conduits and drains, rivers, riverets, with

their banks, and people, some walkiag and going to ajid fro on
loot, others sailuig and rowiag up and down the stream upon the

water, or else riding by land to their farms, either mounted upon
their mules and asses, or else in. waggons and coaches ; there a
man should see folk, in this j)lace fishing and angling, in that

place hawking and fowling ; some hrmting here, the hare, the fox,

or deer, both red and sallow ; others busy there, in hai-vest or

vintage. In this manner of painting, a man should behold of his

workmanship, fair houses, standing among marshes, into which all

the ways that lead be ticklish and full of bogs ; where you should

see the paths so slippery, that women as they go are afraid to let

one foot afore another ; some at every step ready to slide, others

bending forward with their heads, as though they carried some
"burdens upon their neck and shoulders, and all for fear lest, their

feet sliding under them, they should catch a fall ; and a thousand
more devices and pretty conceits as these, full of pleasiure and
delight. The same Ludius devised walls without doors, and
abroad in the open air, to paint cities standing by the sea-shore :

all which kind of painting pleaseth the eye exceedingly well, and
is besides of little or no cost. Howbeit, neither he nor any
artificers of this kind—howsoever othenvise respected—gTew ever

to be famous and of great name ; that felicity attained they only

unto who used to paint in tables, and therefore in this regard,
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venerable antiquity we have in greater admiration ; for painters in

old time loved not to gamisli "walls for to pleasure the master only

of the house, nor yet to bedeck in houses that manner that cannot

stir out of the place nor sliift and save themselves when fire

Cometh, as painted tables may that are to be removed with ease."

The reconstruction of an ancient house from the descriptions of

ancient authors has been several times attempted.

Pirro Ligorio, a Neapolitan architect, erected the villa Pia, 1570,

for Pope Pitis V. It was built in imitation of the houses of the

ancients, whose architecture he had particularly studied. Mazois,

whose large work on Pompeii has formed, as it were, the basis of

almost all Pompeian studies, wrote an elaborate essay on the

palaces of the ancient Romans, under the title "Le Palais de

Scaurus." In this all the descriptions of ancient authors were

sujpposed to be comprised. His work, however, was confined to the

pen ; and it is to be regretted that Mazois did not undertake an

architectural reproduction, as an actual copy of one of the houses he

explored wloilst they were comparatively perfect, and for which he

was so thoroxTghly quahfied. Only one undertaking of this kiad

has preceded the Pompeian Cotxrt at Sydenham. It was prompted

by the taste of a monarch, remarkable for his interest in the fine

arts of all nations and all ages. The ex-king of Bavaria had a villa

built at AschafFenburg, which was the complete restoration of an

ancient Poman house found at Pompeii. It was erected by the

celebrated architect, Grartner, and is an exact copy of the House of

the Dioscuri.

The visitor to Pompeii is but too frequently disaj)pointed at the

crumbling condition of the disentombed city ; and the majority

take little trouble to trace the origia of this first and unfavourable

impression. Tliey do not reflect upon the relation between different

portions of the ruins, the use or particular object originally served,

the custom that prodxxced it, or the former appearance of the details

in the harmony of their origiaal arrangement, mth the groups of gaily

attired inhabitants giving animation to the scene. Like the greater

portion of the curious who throng the Elgin Saloon of the British

Musemn, for the purpose of taking a peep at the mutilated frag-

ments of the marbles contaiaed within its walls, such visitors to

Pompeii look for excellencies that do not exist, and a harmony

iacompatible with the actual condition of the remains
;
and, discon-

tented at finding things in opposition to their own conceptions,

they depai-t with imperfect and even prejudiced ideas of what they

really have beheld. Few arrive at Pompeii with even a general
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idea of the appearance of an ancient Roman house, and are thus

incapable of judging of the actual importance of the crumblmg
remains of the buried cities.

Repeated visits, and careful and laborious investigation, are

necessary for perfect comprehension of the value of the ruins, in

guiding the observer towards an accurate idea of the state of the

city in its prime. To the careless and the uninitiated these few
scattered fragments, snatched from the very jaws of desolation, will

afford but a faiut reflection of the glory and the triirtnphs that have
for ever passed away.

Such were the persevering studies of Cockerell, Digby Wyatt,
Donaldson, Falkener, Gell, Hayes, Mazois, and Zahn ; and to

their iavestigations we are indebted for all the conclusions displayed

in this interesting building. We behold at a glance the result of

the experience of many years, and the combined exertions of our

most distinguished architects, and may safely assert that no more
agreeable method than that afforded by this reconstruction could

be devised for making the public acquainted with the details of a

Pompeian house.

NOTE.

In tlie Atmim are placed two handsome martle benclies, sucli as the clients

might haYe sat upon wMlst waiting for audience with, their patron. The ends,

which are elaborately carved, have been copied from an original model in the
Vatican Museum, and the whole has been presented to the Crystal Palace
Company by the London Marble Working Company, through their secretary,

Mr. Clare.
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